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(1)

YEAR-ROUND SCHOOLS

MONDAY, APRIL 24, 1972 .

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITPEE ON EDUCATION

OF THE COMMITFEE ON EDUCATION AND Damn,
1Vershington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 2257,Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Roman C. Pucinski (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Pucinski and Mazzoli.
Staff members present: John F. Jennings. counsel ;---Alexandra

Kisla, clerk; and Cindy Banzer, minority legislation assistant.
Mr. Pt:mm:1. The subcommittee will come to order. Perhaps ourwitnesses would like to take their seats at the witness table as a panel.Today the General Subcommittee on Education is conducting a hear-ing on the "year-round school concept." The purpose of our hearing isto analyze the value of this idea from the experiences of the school

districts which have sent witnesses to appear before us today.
The year-round concept has been advocated as one wny to help avertthe financial crisis which is developing in our elementary and sec-ondary schools. We are here today. however, not only to analyze thefiscal implications of this idea, but also to examine the possibilities

this idea affords us to rescue our schools from the rigidity of a 0-month.5-day a week, 9 o'clock to 3 o'clock pattern.
Congressman John Erlenborn has been working diligently for sometime now to have our subcommittee review the year-round concept.Congressman Erlenborn was to be our lead-off witness this morningbut. unfortunately. he had to leave town unexpectedly on urgentbusiness.
I would like, however, to insert at this point in the record the state-

ment Mr. Erlenborn had prepared to deliver this morning.
(The statement referred to follows:)

PREFACE TO STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE JOHN N. ERLENRORN
Mr. Chairman, I want to apologize for my absence from today's meeting. I amtruly sorry that events have conspired to keep me away.

JOHN N. Eammoax,
M. C.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOILN N. ERLENRORN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONORF.SS
FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Mr. Chairman, I want, first, to thank you for calling these hearings to heartestimony from school administrators who know from experience the good andthe bad of year-round schools. I believe the Congress. other educators and all ofthe American people can learn much from them.
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My attitude toward year-round schools is somewhat equivocal. I am sure ofthis much : That I am not opposed to keeping theschools open around the calendar.
On the other hand, it seems likely that, in some mumunities. the people may
prefer the twosemester term which has prevailed since the turn of the century.

I did not urge these hearings in order to put forward any pet theory of mine.
Rather, I hope that people who have tried the various year-rim:1d plans will tell
iv. what are the strengths and weaknesses of the plans they have tried. will esti-
mate for us whether their plan could be strengthened with slight modilleations,
or, perhaps, will tell us why they think it best to return to the September-to-June
arrangement.

I must confess that there are limits to may objectivity.
This is so because one of the witnesses today will be James Goe, Assistant

Superintendent of the Valley View School District. This Is in the 14th Congres-
sional District. which I represent ; and I have followed the progress of his 45-15
plan. which has been tested now for two years in Valley View. I believe the people
of the district are, with very few exceptions, pleased.

I believe Mr. Cove is to be complimented for his ingenuity in finding att answer
to the problem which has faced Valley View.

Valley View's problem has been money : The district has not had enough money
or enough bonding power to build the number of class rooms necessary to accom-
modate a rising number of pupils. It Winn to me appropriate that, at a time when
many more districts are meeting citizen resistance to bonds.for more construction,
we hear from people who may have solutions or. more likely, partial solutions.

I hope the Education and Labor Committee will make these experiences avail-
able in report or committee print form, so that school boards in all parts of the
United States will have available in one place a variety of facts and opinions
about year-round schools.

Do parents like it? Or don't they? Dow about the pupils? how about the
teachers? We assume there are savings in using school buildings throughout
the year ; but are there offsetting expenses? Or, alternatively. are there other
savings which make the year-round programs even more attractive? These are
the questions I hope will be addressed by our witnesses today.

I see no good purpose to be served by trying to find one formula to apply to
all schools. If all schools want one system. line. On the other hand, if a diversity
suits the schools, that is well, also, and we should not quarrel with it.

I do not envision this hearing us lending to any legislation. I don't believe
Congress ought to be in the business of telling a state educational system or a
local school board how many days a year they should keep the school doors
open.

These are decisions that must be made at the state and local levels. As far as I
am concerned, our purpose is that of providing the facts and opinions on which
they can debate.

Our witnesses today and others who will be sending statements to us can
supply these facts and opinions: and again, Mr. Chairman. I thank you for your
willingness to undertake this service.

Mr. Pucixsici. We have as our witnesses this morning administ
tors from four school districts which are in the process or are about to
t ry new patterns of schooling.

Two of our witnesses will describe how their school systems have
been operating with a year-round system for some time. One admin-
istrator will describe how his system is about to launch its effort with
year-round schools this fall.

Our last witness will describe how his school dist net has cut down
the school week from 5 to 4 days with the first day being entirely free
for students and being available to teachers for niserviee t raining.

The subcommittee has also sent letters to the 20 or so other school
systrms throughout the country which are experimenting or about
to experiment with the year-round school concept. We have asked
these school systems to submit papers to us describing their experi-
ences. At this point in the record T will insert a ropy of tie letter which
Congressman Erlenborn and I sent to the school superintendents.
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SAMPLE COPY
APRIL 20, 1072.

DEAR SIR: As the cost of educating our children continues to climb, school dis-
tricts throughout the conutt are seeking ways to use their resources in a more
efficient manner while providing the best possible education to their children.
One of the more interesting ideas to receive attention recently is the year-roundschool concept.

On April 24th the General Subcouuuittee on Education, pursuant to our initia-
tive, will hear testimony from administrators in four school districts which are
in the process of implementing or which have already implemented year-round
schools. Unfortunately time does not permit the Subcouuuittee to receive oraltestimony from all of those who could make a contribution to our evaluation of
this idea, Init. we would like to learn of your seim' district's experience with
the yen r-round school concept.

Therefore, we Would like to request that you submit to the Subcommittee a
paper describing your experiences to date, In particular we would be interested in
knowing the following: the reactions of parents when the change was announced ;their reactions after the first year; whether the children adjusted readily to thechange ; whether the teachers were willing to accept the year-round schedule ;cost benefits including any capital cost savings; any unanticipated problems;
whether legislation was required to permit you to make the change; whether youtried a fourquarter system; whether the plan was compulsory, voluntary or acombination as regards your students and teachers; how long the plan was tried ;and lastly, if it was abandoned, what might have made It succeed.

Since it is our hitention to print the testimony presented to the Subcommitteeon April 24th, together with any paper you may submit to us, as a committe Aoc-nutent to be distributed to school administrators throughout the country for thepurposes of stimulating discussion of the year-round concept, we would urge youlo also include in your paper the advice you would offer to other school districts
routemplating such an experiment. Naturally, our list of questions is not pre-elusive : and we would appreciate receiving any other information you may wantto submit in your paper.

Your statement (of whatever length you determine to he necessary) shouldbe submitted to Pa, Subcommittee iu Room 13-345-C, Rayburn House OfficeBuilding by May lfith. If your statement is typed on two sides of one page weneed two copies.
Thank you very 11111(11 for your cooperation.

Sincerely.
JOHN N. ERLENDORN,

Member, Edncation and Labor Committee.
ROMAN C. PUCINSKL

Chairman, General Subcomnsittcc on Education.

It is our intention to publish today's hearing and the papers sub-
mitted to its by the 20 or so other school districts as a. committee print
for distribution throughont the country for the purpose of stimulating
discussion on the year-round concept.

I Inn very pleased to welcome before the committee today Mr. .Tames
Gore, assistant superintendent of the Valley View School District No.
96 in Illinois and Mr. J. C. Cantrell, director, elective quarter plan,
.Tell'erson County, Ky.

Also. I welcome Dr. E. Curtis Henson. assistant superintendent in
Atlanta. Ga.. and Mr. Albert Brewster. superintendent in Unity,
Maine.

Before we proceed with the statements, gentlemen. I know our
colleague. Mr. Mazzoli. would like to particularly introduce Mr. Can-
trell. I yield to Mr. Mazzoli.

Mr. M.v.v.ou. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to welcome all
of the gentlemen to the panel but I have a special recognition for my
colleague from Jefferson County, Mr. J. C. Cantrell.
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Mr. Chairman. lir. Cantrell. whom I have known for some years

personally. was a principal of the largest romitv high school in our

school system, Valley High School. Since then..he has taken over in

1970 the reins of the directorship of the elective quarter plan in our

eonnty.
1 inn verrinuch pleased to have our 'rood friend. Mr. Cantrell, here

who is really not substituting- but really standing in for Mr. Van.
I loose. who is our superintendent.

Mr. C has more day -to -day background and knowledge about

our plan tha:7 anyone in the county system. He is a man of great di-

plomacy with educational background. I am sure the gentlemen of

the panel would agree that. you have to be a diplomat, and have to have

great tact :.m1 be quite skilled from the educational credential stand-
point to make o ft e of these timings work.

I appreciated your yielding and would like to recognize all of the

gentlemen before us tliis morning. I especially welcome Mr. Cantrell.
Mr. Putixsxi. Mr. Cantrell, we welcome you here. Gentlemen. all

of your papers, of course, will be placed in the record in their en
tirety. Perhaps we can make great progress if we let you summarize

your statements and then have questions with discussions on this whole

new concept. Why don't we start with the assistant superintendent of
Valley View School District. No. 90.

STATEMENT OF JAMES GOVE, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDERT,

VALLEY VIEW SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 96, ILL.

Mr. Goys. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. On behalf of the residents of

Valley View District. I appreciate the opportunity to appear here to-

day to offer testimony in regard to a yea -round school program that
Mi. Robert Beckwith, chairman of the education department, the Il-
linois State Chamber of Commerce. has called a new chapter in the
history of American education, The Valley View 45-15 plan.

I believe the written testimony I provided to the committee is pretty

much self-explanatory. although I would like to add some additional
remarks that time did not permit to be included in this testimony.

I do believe 1 should give some general background information in

regard to our school district. It was formed in 1953 by consolidating
four one-room emintry schools with a student enrollment of 89 pupils.

To date. we have an enrollment of 7,800 pupils in grades h.-8,
meaning kindergarten to eighth. We will be forming a unit school
district on July 1. 1972.

We have in Illinois many dual districts, meaning elementary dis-
tricts K-8: high school districts, 0-12: and will be forming a unit dis-
trict. next year at the same time starting the high school on the 45-15
program with ar estimated enrollment in excess of 10.000 students.

Our district grew from an initial enrollment, of 89 to the present
7,800. The voters of the district have been most supportive of educa-
tion, a record that we are quite proud of.

Since 1953 the voters of Valley View have approved 21 different
times, increasing their taxes for educational purposes. Such a support
brought our district in 19&; to the limit of our bonding, power. in
Illinois, we had been only t-cow up to 5 percent of our assessed
evaluation.

8 C,
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Knowing that in 1970 by State law we would have to start a kinder-
gaten program and that onr normal growth of 00 to 000 additional
students a year would bring us to the point of needing two 30-room
schools in 1970, where were we to get the money for school buildings?

We could not bond, we were not in a position at that time to borrow
money from the Illinois School Building Commission. so we had three
alternatives to look at.: having 00 or 80 in a classroom, which is ri-
diculous; having half-day sessions, which the community let the
Board of Education know in no uncertain terms they did not want
their boys or girls to go to school half-days: anal third, to take a look
fit better utilizing our taxpayer's investment in the way of buildings.
materials, textbooks and other resources.

This meant year-round schools. In August, 1908, the Board of Edu-
cation of our district. directed the administration to come up with a
year-round school enlen(Inr. Four weeks later the 45-15 plan was born.

I don't. know how many of you are familiar with our program. You
will find in your white packet a calendar. This calendar is rather self
explanatory. The calendar works simply.

We divided the children into four groupsA, B, C, and D. We said
all children from the same family would be in the same group unless
the parents request otherwise. By the way, we had one mother with
four children state she wanted her children split up into four groups.

Otherwise, the community went, along with the same children from
the same family in the same group. In addition, we said we would
preserve the neighborhood concept.

We have groups A, B, C, and D. We started on June 30, 1970 by
starting group A. to school. Fifteen class days later group B started
and 15 class days later group C started. Thus, we had 100 percent of
our el as.srooms bein (*.utilized.

After group A ashed their first 45 days of education they left for
vacation and we brought group D into the empty classrooms.

The calendar you have in front. of you is for the 1971-72 school year.
You can see on July 6 that group A started a new year. On July 27
group. B started a new year. The day before that group C finished
their first year. Group C then started a lain on August 17.

At any one time we have a fourth of the children out of school.
Children still attend school for 180 days in our district. Our need was
a third more classrooms without laying the first brick. The plan gaveus that.

In addition, our schools are closed a week at Christmas, a week at
Easter, mid a week and a half in the summer. We were concerned
about two auxin factors in developing the calendarmass versus dis-
tributive learning and family vacations.

In studying various types of year-round schools we could not see,in our sector of Illinois, having a fourth of our children off in the
winter. Thus, we tried to develop a calendar, based on 45-day grading
periods.

Forty-five days is a customary grading period for us. When a child
finishes 45 days, they leave for a 15-day class vacation, four times over,
giving still 180 days of education; the family receiving a vacation ineach season of the year, summer, winter, spring, and fall ; phis, a weekat Christmas, at Easter, and a week and a half in the summer.

9
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To date. the 45-15 plan has brom..Tht about a $7.5 million tax avoid-
ance. T refer to this as a tax avoidance and not a savings. Tt is not,
money that we had in our frellend education fund to begin with lint it
is money that is saved in'''the community which prevented us from
going to the people to ask for a third more. buildings.

The 45-15 plan has not sol4.41 all of our problems. It gave us the
initial two 30-room schools but we still need school buildings. We
anticipate that. by 1980 we will have 32.000 students in our district.

We have two ineorporated areas. Romeoville and Bolingbrook.
Bolingbrook did not exist i years ago. Tt is located approximately 15
miles north of .Toliet and 30 miles southwest, of Chicago. This com-
numity is growing by leaps and bounds.

We lire still at the maximum of our bonding power. Tn the future
if we can build buildings. for each three buildings we NIB(' of equiva-
lent size we gain a fourth.

T would like f I mphasize that we entered the 45-15 plan out of
neressity. We dot hilt 4;10 15-15 in order to save it lot of money or in
order to improvc Plinezion but because of building needs.

would like tt; 1,1.ommend for your consideration that publication
OE-72-9. No. 27 in a series of P.R.E.P. reports be considered for
inclusion as a part of this record. Tt is published by the U.S. Depart-
ment, of Education and a copy is also included in your white packet..

It goes into great detail in regard to the gearing up cost factors of
our 45-15 plan in addition to a budget summary as far as projectino.
what 45-15 might. cost. T would like to caution you, though, not to
accept as gospel the cost projections due to the fact it was a projection
report.

We have now operated almost 2 years. Our State Office of Educa-
tion, Springfield. Ill., is presently conducting a comprehensive fiscal
analysis of our first, year of operation. I do not have at this time this
data available to present to you.

. O.S.P.T. did state, although, that their findings t o date are running
very close to what. the P.R.E.P. document contains as far as per pupil
expenditure before and after 45-15. Our evaluation, to date, we feel,
has been very comprehensive.

Through the auspices of our regional Office of Education, region V
in Chicago, they have been most supportive in giving us assistance in
initially evaluating our 45-15 program in the wav of a $10,000 fund-
ing grant to conduct a feasibility study. Presently, they are .funding
another feasibility study for 45-15 at the secondary level.

T would hope, as a sidelight, more responsibility could be given to
the regional U.S. office, due to the fact that we have .found them to bo
most cooperative and most supportive at our local level. They are very
close at hand to work with our various other educational matters.

Our community today is more supportive of 45-15 than we were al
the time we started. Our staff is more supportive of 45 -11 today than
they were in the past. Tn regard to our students, those who did not like
school before 45-15 do not like school today. Those who liked school
before 45-15 like 45-15 today.

I must state that we had many assets going for us in regard to our
district. We personally felt air conditioning would be a must. Today,
we have all of the classrooms air conditioned.

10
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mendations to the IT.S. Office of Edneation" which I will spell out
verbally.

To date, in Illinois year -round school is gaining mull 5111)1)011. I
feel very fortunate in the fact t hat oar Illinois State General Assem-
bly has included enabling legislation for year-round school programs
to exist in the. tate of Illinois.

1 personally am nit her sorry that the State of New York has not,
seen lit to pass enn Wing legislation for various types of programs.

There have been policies adopted by the Illinois Agricultural As-
sociation in 1972 that under No. 6 they recommend that programs to
assist mid encourage local school districts to study possible use of a
12 month school year or for other ways to better utilize educational
sources be in vest i frIl ted.

The 17.5. Chamber or Commerce Educational Commit tee approved
the following statement on February 5, 1971. The Education Com-
mittee in furtherance of policy recommends that businessmen and
Chambers of Commerce work with the school boards ati(1 State educa-
tional agencies interested in developing plans for year-round schools
in cooperation with h representative citizen groups and that Chambers
of Commerce and t he business eounnunit y lend influence and encour-
agement and support to such efforts to provide better educational op-
portunities for children and much needed mummies in this time of
grave linaneial crisis and further that the stall' be di reeled to develop
I he materials for implement al ion of such a policy.

Insofar as the success of the Valley View 45-15 program is con-
(Trued, the credit must, be given to the almost unanimous support, the.
Valley View community has given to it.

Since we started 45-15 the voters, once again, have gone hack to the
Bolls and approved by a margin of 2 to 1 an $8.2 million bond
issue to build a new high school and remodel the old high school and
a 53-cent edneational tax rate increase for the education fund. which
is, to our knowledge, the largest educational rate ever approved by the
voters in thetate of Illinois.

success of our program must be shown or, I should say, the
credit must. be given, to the Valley View community. Although, when

we were gearing up for year-round school, we had ichat, I consider a
phenomenal type of cooperative venture assisting us to be the success
m our local district that we are today. A cooperative effort that pos-
sibly is unheard of in the 1970's.

These cooperative groups included the following. I must give credit
to them. They are Will County Edneational Service Region ; State
Office of Education ; Office of the. Governor; Illinois State Legisla-
ture; Illinois State Chamber of Commerce; the Department of I fealth,
Education, and Welfare. Regional Office, Office No. 5 in Chicago, the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare in Washington, D.C.;
and the Office of Congressman John Erlenborn.

I would like to recommend for this eommittee as you consider legis-
lation in the future, that the 17.S. Office of Education encourage ex-
perimentation in year-round education, rigorously examine all year-
round educational models which seem to he widely acceptable in terms
of well-defined established criteria, to foster adoption of these plans or
models which have demonstrated the value and acceptability so that
nationwide patterns may emerge that are compatible with each other.

12
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In addition, I would like to add that due to the fact. that so ninny
various districts in the country have conic to Valley View to ask ourhelp in implementing a year-round school program, which we are not
geared to do, to include that; the U.S. Mice of Education consider
establishing year-round school training centers to assist, districts in the
United States wanting to implementli form of yea r-round school, to
assist, in the training for community relations activities and the sched-
uling of buses, teachers, students, and classrooms.

Valley View is pleased to present. its story today but in no way do
we profess to say that we have an answer for all the ills in education.

For the many districts who have come to us wanting to know if45-15 gill solve their problems I remind them of what Mark Twain
once said: In order to get rid of submarines, boil the ocean, but howyou boil the ocean is your problem. Thankyou.

Mr. Puo NMI.. Thankyou, very much, Mr. Gove.
(The statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF JAMES B. GOVE, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT, VALLEY VIEW PURLIO
SCHOOLS, Romxovn.u.:,

.1tIr. Chairman, members of the Education Committee assembled, the term"learRound School" has appeared in educational publications for the last 100years. Just what exactly is ".Year-Round School"? Before the turn of the centuryschool systems In Chicago, New York, and other large metropolitan areas operatedtheir schools in excess of 40 weeks a year. At the same time in the rural sectorsof our country many one-rtiom faellities were operating seven months a year.Somewhere along this time ::pectrum these two extremes merged to form what isInure commonly called the t millions!! Mimi year or the nine-month school term.Various attempts were made (luring the 1930's to re-structure the school calen-dar. Today, school districts who operated on either at voluntary or on a compulsory
year-round school program in the 30's are now operating at traditional nine month
program with educational opportunities being afforded to students for summerenrichment or make-up work.

Research has led us to believe that the two main reasons why compulsory year-
round school programs failed in the past were administrative inability to handle
the complicated scheduling problems and public non-support for calendar revision.Today. April 24, 1972, the computer age is here. The scheduling procedures
which out of necessity were tried by hand in the 1930's have now been automated,
and rapid accurate facts are readily available.

The taxpayers are crying for accountability in education. Along with this.
they are also questioning what George Jensen, Chairman of the National School
Calendar Study Committee refers to as "The Fantastic Coffee Break" or The
Three-slouch Summer Vacation. This does not mean to say that parents and
other taxpayers are ready to endorse year-round school programs without being
actively involved in the planning and development of such programs.

The success of the Valley View 45-45 Continuous School Year Plan must he
credited to a harmony which existed during the developmental stages of the pro-
gram. This harmony was the cooperation of various types of parent, business, andpolitical groups working together to assist a school district that in 1953 sprain
out of cornfields in the northern sector of Illinois. These groups are as follows:

Our Will Comity Educational Service Region Office; our State Mice of Edu-
cation; our Mee of the Governor: our Illinois State Legislature; our Illinois
State Chamber of Commerce : the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Regional Educational 0111cc V, Chicago: the Department of Health. Education.
and Welfare. Office of Education, Washington, D.C.; anti the Office of Congress-
man John Erienborn.

Today's on-going success of the Valley View 45-15 Continuous School Year Phut.
though. mast he er.mlited to the acceptance that the Valley View Community has
given to the program during the past twenty-two mouths of its operation.

BO once again. what is a year-round whool program'? is it a voluntary four-
qua nor plan that you will find in Atlanta, Gmrsda? Is it a voluntary-compulsory
program that you will find in I la yward, California? Is it a voluntary summer
school pins n mandatory nine-month program as you will find in New York City?
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Or is it the compulsory Valley View 45-15 Phan that you will find in Romeoville
and Bolingbrook, Illinois? The answer to these questions is "yes". These are all
year-round school programs.

I would like to share with you now, approximately four years of experiences
Pertaining to the conception, the pre-natal care, and the birth and the rearing of
what. Mr. Robert Beckwith, Chairman of the Education Department of the Il-
linois Ite Chamber of Commerce has called "a new chapter in the history of
American Education, the Valley View 45-15 Plan".

What are the reasons behind the hundreds of school districts currently study-
ing. operating, or getting ready to implement a year-round school program in the
United States?

There are various reasons. (1) To improve learning by distributing learning
activities over a 12-month school period. (2) To utilize the district's more up-to-
date facilities more days of the year and to close down up to one-third of their
outdated facilities. (3) To bring about a more gradual and painless form of
school integration. (4) To ncqulre the equivalent of np to one-third more educa-
tional facilities without laying the first brick.

VALLEY VIEW DISTRICT

Why did Valley View develop the 45-15 Plan? The taxpayers in our district
had approved since 1953, twenty-one different educational) issues for the increase
of educational taxes. This demonstration of community support for public educa-
tion resulted in the school district reaching the legal limit of its bonding power
for school buildings in 1900.

It was almost inevitable that Valley View Schools of Will County. Illinois.
would be the site of u major breakthrough in year-round education. In this semi-
urban district are composed most of the problems that have beset soaring sub-
urban districts sinee the end of World War II.

Valley View District lies on high, but gently rolling, rich farm land in the
northwestern corner of Will County in Illinois. The forty square mile area of
the district is bisected diagonally by Interstate Highway 1-55, the main traffic
artery between Chicago and St. Louis. Interstate 55 replaces the long crumbling
U.S. 00, Sante he Trail made famous in John Steinbeck's Grapes of Wrath.
Downtown Chicago lies thirty miles or 45 minutes to the northeast by I-55, known
ns Adini Stevenson Expressway within the city.

The historic hawn of Joliet, named for Father Louis Joliet, the French Jesuit
Explorer, lies ten miles to the south of the heart of the district. The district
gets its name. Valley View, from the fact that it is located on high ground
overlooking the Des Plaines River and the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal.
main arteries in the Great Lakes to the Gulf Waterways, one of the world's
busiest channels.

The Des Plaines River gives the Valley View District one of its few industries,
the large limestone quarry of the General Dynamics Corporation, which fur-
nished much of the crushed stone for the building of the Southwestern Railroad
mud for the highways of Illinois. The river also supplies Illinois soft coal and
cooling water for the lunge steam power generating plant of the Commonwealth
Edison Company, which accounts for approximately 32% of the estimated as-
sessed evaluation of the Valley View District. The district is laced with high
tension lines carrying power to Chicago and northeastern Illinois.

Just outside of the district and contributing nothing to the building bond tax
revenues are the large Argonne National) Laboratories, operated by the Univer-
sity of Chicago for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission; a large oil refinery.
which receives its crude petroleum in barges along the Illinois-Mississippi
Waterway : and the immense Stateville Penitentiary built as a model prison in
the early 1920's to augment the famous Joliet Pent tenta ry.

Many of the present residents of the Valley View District work in these
facilities lying outside of the district. Others work in large tractor and farm
equipment plants in the southwestern suburbs of Chicago and in Joliet. which
is also a center for producing steel and wire and fencing. About 10% of the
workers living in the District are employed by the many interstate and regional
trucking firms whose depots are located strategically south and west of the
City of Chicago.

Until a year ago VUlley View District contained no major shopping center.
There were small neighborhood food marts in both Romeoville and Bolingbrook,
the two Incorporated communities within the district. Residents turned to Joliet

14
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or to the Onk Brook Shopping Center approximately fifteen miles siwsiy for their
principal shopping. Accordingly, there wits almost no sales tax revenue to sup-
port municipal functions within the district.

Valley View School District MIS formed in the summer of 1953 by combining
four one-room country schools into 31 single emisolidnted district. The total
number of students registered in the first year was Mt which eouquires with
more than 7.800 during this current school year. There were live teachers: tw'o
are still employed in the district. The 1971-72 Professional Stuff of the district
totals 288.

The agrarian school trustees who organized Valley View 'Astrid gladly gsuve
up their seats on the combined hoard to make possible the initiation of is gen-
eral science program sit the seventh and eighth grade level. They were con-
cerned prim:idly with up-grading the educational offerings for the children
a concern that is still uppermost In the minds of the heterogeneous board.

Our district coasted comfortably, insofar its expansion was concerned. mall
the fall of 1959. The °Mein! average dully :Mend:ince for the 1958-59 school
year was 219. The district's tissewed valuation had grown 55 million, thanks to
the eoustruetion of Commonwealth Edison Power Plant. and there was n com-
fortable $254,359.00 assessed property evnluntion to support each student.

But, then came the nvalnuehe. The elementary school population jumped260% to 5-12 pupils its the first Inunigrmits from Chicago began to fill up the
Hampton Park Subdivision In Rome:lle. This prefabriented housing project
was developed by Alexander Construction (*mummy, largest dealers for the
nations' largest manufactuer of pre-assembled, 113111elized houses. N:11101181 Mines
Corporation of Lafayette, Indiana.

The Village of Romeoville, hendqunrters of our school district, had enjoyed n
eomfortnble. rural population of 400 in the 1950 census. With the impact of
Alexander's rows of pre-fabricated houses, the village wits destined to go to
3,571 in the 1960 census ; 6,358 in a secinl census taken in the mid-sixties: and
to nearly 9.000 in the 1970 census.

Lagging only slightly behind was the new Village of Bolingbrook, at the in-
tersection of 1 -55 with Illinois 53, which had jumped to a populntion of 5,357 in
a special census in the mid-sixties and n population of nearly 8,000 in the 1970
census.

The Ihinneinl plight of our district was compounded continually. Thanks to the
arrival of the Commonwealth Edison Plant on the tax rolls. the assessed valua-
tion per pupil had reached n peak of $201.475.00 in 1917-58, the year before con-
struction began to boom in the Village of Romeoville. By 1966-67 the :messed
value per pupil Ind dropped to $20,926.00 and by the full of 1970 to $17,553.00
per pupil, just one-fifteenth of the peak valuation in 1957-58,

Schools in Illinois are supported approximately two-thirds from taxes from
real and personal property and one-third from ante 311d. The school population
of our district is affected by :mother fact. Approximately two-thirds of the resi-
dents of the district are Roman Catholicslargely of Italititt. Polish, and Irish
descentworkers who hone moved from their homes on the west, southwest,uld
south sides of Chicago when the Black population increased there. Only n .fruc-
lion of the children from these families attend Catholic Pnrochial Schools
npproximntely 500.

[Ionic building lagged during the two years proceeding the 1070 school year In
our district, due to the high cost of construction and the high interest rate. This
had a temporary effect of sending the district approximately 10% fewer students
than had been estimated in the school adininistrntion projections for the 1970-
71 school year.

However, the end is nowhere near iu sight. In the Village of Bolingbrook alone
there are currently twenty-one various subdividers constructing single family
dwellings, qundro-plexes and various other types of condominiums nmging in
price from $19,0000 to $45,000. Conserv:dive esthuntes given the district by the
vnrions subdividers in Bolingbrook indicates that the total puce of well over
3.200 new homes will he eonstriteted during the calendar year of 1972. WItett the
land the developers now own is fully developed, it is reasonable to exiwet that
the Volley View Belton! District will have to provide a kindergarten through
twelfth grade edneation for approximately :12,000 ehildren by the time the next
decennial census (in 1980) collies 'wound.

Although the majority of the voters and taxpayers in our district are blue
collar workers (truckers and factory employees), they have historically sup-
ported the district to the greatest possible degree. They have voted continual
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!itemises in the ednathinal lax rate and in the bond issues for new schools.
since illlph.111H11 lug I he 5-13 Plan. the voters have continued their support for
the schtDols at referendum time. Angnst 15. 19111. tin approved a higher
building fund rm. and a 2.6 Halibut dollar bond issue. The legal authority for
bringing about this vole was due to the Net that the Valley View District gnat-
ilied for an interest-free loan front the Illinois School Building Commission.

()nee again on August 2$. 1971 the voters returned to the polls to vote in (by a
margin of two to one) the 8.2 million dollar bond referenda for it new high
school and for the remodeling of an old high school owl for an additional rgle ed-
it/7011mo! tax raw The positive passage of the 53e educational tax rate proved
to be. the largest increase voted on in the history of the State of llinols. The
passage of the August 1970 and August 1971 bond refernda was with the under-
standing that the additional facilities would operate under the Valley View 45-
1.5 Coutimums School Year Nam

In 1906 Valley View knew that in 1970, it would be faced with implementing
some different form of educational pattern for the children of the district. There
were three choices that the Board of Education could consider. (1) Pack the
classroom to overcapacity which would call for sixty to seventy students per
teaehing station; this was ridiculous. (2) The customary escape that the public
gives to overcrowding situations when buildings cannot be obtained would be
half-day sessions. The Board of Education did not wish to sacrifice the present
finality of their on-going educational program by going on half-day sessions.
(3) The third alternative was to develop a program that would better utilize the
taxpayer investment in school buildings, materials. and capital outlay equipment
for more days of the year.

Subsequently. in August of 1908. the Board of Education of the Valley View
District directed the school administration to begin procedures on updating the
school calendar. The Board directed that an educationally sound and fiscally
sound program be developed for Valley View Schools and implemented no later
than the 1970 -71 school year.

The crisis the Valley View District was facing for 1970 it:eluded a phenom-
enal growth within the boundaries of the Valley View District and a require-
ment of state statutes that elementary districts or other districts that provides
elementary educational services be required to also offer a kindergarten program.

Research findings indicated that commencing with the 1970-71 school year.
the Valley View Schools would need the equivalent of two thirty-room buildings.
The Board of Education charge to the district administration called for obtain-
ing these two thirty-room buildings by up-dating the school calendar. The Valley
View 45-15 Continnons School Year Calendar was developed. In order to com-
pletely understand how the 45-15 Plan works, we must take a moment to look at
the school calendar itself.

TIM 15-15 PLAN

The calendar. while loOking confusing at first, is surprisingly simple. The
figures "4545" form the heart of the plan. Every one of our youngsters go to
school for -15 class days and then has a 15 Haas day vacation all year long but in
rotating shifts.

On June 30. 1970. our entire school district. composed of about 7.000 pupils in
five elementary schools and one junior high school. was divided into four groups.
Three groups were In class while the fourth group was on vacation. Thus, about
5.250 pupils attmul school without overtaxing the facilities and 1.750 stay home.

As I mentioned before. Valley View started the program on Tune 30. 1970. We
started by sending group A to class. Fifteen class days later. group B started.
After another 15 days, group C began. When the next 15 class day period ended
(August 31). group A pupils went on vacation, and group D pupils took their
place. After another 15 class (lays group B went home. and group A pupils started
up again. And so it has gone throughout the year and into the current 1971-72
year.

Weekends. holidays, and the traditional Christmas and Easter vacations are
enjoyed by all students at the same time. In addition, all pupils receive approxi-
mately one and one-half weel,s off floritm the latter earl of .tune and the
first. part of July. so that maintenance work can be done on the school and buses.

All children from the same family stay in the same group. The Valley View
Scheduling Pattern also calls for neighborhoods to be preserved. Parents receive
it 1 5 class day vacation in each season of the yearsumn er. winter. spring and
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falla week at Christmas, a week at Easter, and a week and one-half in the
summer. Children still attend school for 180 days per school year.

Instantly. upon implementation of the .15-15 Program. Valley View District
increased its building capacity by one-third. This was equal to adding two thirty-
room schools at an estimated cost ilf six million dollars which also includes debt
retirement. This was accomplished without laying the first brick.

LEGISLATION

At its conception, the Valley View 45-15 Continuous School Year Plan faced
two major problems: (1) The scheduling calendar was illegal in the State of
Illinois. (2) School systems In Illinois received state aid through an average
daily attendattee formula.

You can readily see that the -15-15 Plan required that one-fourth of the chil-
dren be out of school year-round. It would not be possible for Valley View to
operate its piddle school system with a reduelion of a one-fourth in state
Consequently. two legislative bills were introduced into the 76th General Assem-
bl. The first bill. House 11111 529 would provide that a school district could
operate under a yeanaind who'd design if the board of education resolved that
the district operate under such a program and that the State Superintendent of
Public Instruction grunted his approval. House 11111 529 was passed by the 76th
General Assembly but later was vetoed by the Governor. The Otwernor's reason-
ing behind this veto was due to the fact that an entire school district would be
required to operate a yea r-nom:I school prin.:ra m. rather than being able to
choose one, two. three. or More pilot schools within the V011111104 of the district.

Consequently. an additional hill. Senate 11111 NM. was introduced into the ad-journed session of the 76th General Assembly. This bill was very similar tollouse Bill 529 with the exception that a sellout district or attendance centers
within a school district could opera to under an approved year-round school pro-
gram. On June 29, 1970 one day before Valley View was to commence its Illegal
program. Governor Rielutrd B. Ogilvie, mile to Valley View Distriet to sign intolaw Senate Bill 1438.

To correct the state aid problem. House Bill 1525 was introduced into the
76th General Assembly and signed into law by Governor Ogilvie on August 18.1969. This bill provided that if any school would operate on an approved year-
round school program, it would receive its appropriate share of state aid as ifit were operating under a traditional schist' year program. The decision-making
power in providing the state aid finann.Ing for an approved xestr-round schoolprogram was left with the Shute Superintendent of Public Instruction.

I feel it is well to point out that in the State of Illinois. the General Assem-bly has taken appropriate action so that school districts can operate under theirchosen type of year-round school program. That flexibility for instituting vari-ous types of programs is legal within the State of Illinois. No school district Isrequired to operate under a year-round school program. but the decision-making
power is initially vested with the local educational agencies.Today. we find many school systems throughout the I.'nited States not asfortunate as those within the State of Illinois. As an example. In the State ofTexas. a artieular form of year-round school program Is now required by statestatute. This requirement is to take effect In the very near future. In the StateOf New York. permissive year-round school legislation has constantly been de-feated in their General Assembly.

Many districts wislt to study and to implement a year-round school program.(.011sellnently in the current session of the General Assembly in the State ofIllinois. year-round school legislation will be Intro:Need to provide funds forthe study of year-round school programs by individual school districts. I feelthat it is wise that a limitation of funds has been included within this legishVion.

PROFESSIONAL STAFF

The professional staff of the Valley View Schools was given sit opportunityto select various types of eont mental idTerIngs under the -15-15 Plan. By stateStatute. 110 telleiler can he required to teilell More t111111 155 days within a schoolterm. But leachers may b afforded an opi,ortunity to work more than 18 days.in order to determine a salary schedule for the -15-15 Program. a traditional1969-70 salary schedule was divided by 1S4 days to arrive at a per diem payrate. At this point, negotiations were began to establish what a per diem pay rate
79-420 0-72-2
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would he for the 1970-71 school year. the first year of 45-15 operation. For the

first year of operation 01.0% of the Valley View staff chose to work more than

a traditional 1S4 days. (The maximum number of days would be 244 days.) On

the second year of operation, the minim= teacher contracts would call for 1S0

days or the teachers could choose to work up to 241) days.
feel that It must he pointed out at this time. that for a matter of years, tax-

payers have been bemoaning the fact that teachers should receive a living wage

for a twelve month period. lint at the same time, tenelwrs S110111t1 be working a

full year. On the other hand. teachers while trying to negotiate a living wage for

a twelve -month period. have countered with the fact that there Is usually no

opportunity fur work for an entire twelve-month period. Who has been locking

the teachers out? Under a year-round school program. teachers now have an

opportunity to work for a twelve-month period with approximately one month

of vacation.
What does this do to a teacher's salary schedule? As an example : Our present

salary schedule for the 1071-72 school year calls for a beginning teacher with a

Bachelor's: I legree starting at $7.7511 fur 180 days work. or if he so chooses. $10.-

134.40 for a full year's work. 240 days. At the top of our salary schedule It would

Mil for 180 day salary of $14.052 as compared with a fail year salary for 240

days work of $19.30. I now ask the question; are we competing with business

and Industry?
EVALUATION

The Valley View 5-15 Continuous School Year Plan has undergone constant

evaluation through the assistance of the State Department of Education. State

of Illinois. and the U.S. Office of Education. Washington. D.C.

Comm an if y
In April of 1971, based on a re-interview of 10% of the families in the district

(originally interviewed just prior to the enrollment of their children), the fol-

lowing conclushms seemed warranted. (1) A small percentage of families who

were originally the most negative towards the school system and the 45-15 Plan

are still negative. (2) All other families remain as positive or are more positive

towards the 5-15 Plan than a year ago. (3) Only one specific complaint was
lodged by several parents that seemed directly tied to the 45-15 Plan. Some

parents of small children said that the 15 day vacation that occurred during the

coldest part of the winter required mothers to keep their children inside more
with consequent irritation to mothers. (4) In contrast. several specific advan-

tages were cited such us spreading the vacation period throughout the year, the

opportunity of visiting parks and tuttscUms at less crowded times than is custom-

ary in the slimmer, time for winter sports, and elimination of long periods of stu-

dent boredom and irresponsible vacation behavior. (5) Most families said they

made no changes in budget for food, clothing, baby-sitting, and spending money.
A few families said less spending was required. Ilowever, those that sold that

the costs were higher did not cite the actual expense lint seemed to be using

it as another means to express negative feelings about the plan or the Mum!

system. (0) Families sometimes reported that they personally knew of a family

that had moved out of the district because of the 45-15 Plan.

Profelodonol Miff
In April of 1970, two months before Valley View District commenced the 45-15

Program. the professional staff was given a long qnestionnaire in which they
timid react to various features of the 45-15 Plan. (lost of the teachers were
mildly or strongly in support of the program. N1any of the small number who
were opposed also said that t hey would not be returning.

Their opinions on many specific outcomes of the Plan were varied and were
often conflicting, tinm, many teachers thought the cost per child would increase
for administration. maintenance, and instructimuti materials. This is contrary

both to the opinion of administrators and the preliminary cost analysis. How-

ever, most teachers thought children would learn as much or more under the

45-15 Plan.
The feature that the teachers overwhelmingly like was the selection of con-

tracts of various lengths, lost of those who wanted to work "fall time" were
given such contracts.

Re-survey results to date indicate that the Valley View faculty are more posi-

tive after a year and one half experience than they were before starting the

Plan. However, they are also more discriminating among their specific reactions.
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An oliinionaire survey conducted among the primary staff in Deeentler of11170 indicated ihnt overwhelmingly the staff felt that very little re-teaching wasrequired after a 15 claNs tiny vac:Ilion.
students

Thus far students attitude has remained unchanged since the 45 15 Programwas implemented. Students who liked school ipfore the 45-15 Plan like schooltoday. Those students who did not like school 10-'.ore the 45-15 Plan do not likeschool today.
Costs

A preliminary analysis showed thet Valley View District initially would saveat least 2% on total editentionm' ...oat per child and eventuality save 4%. A pe-culiarity of the limincial problems of the district (assessed valuation has de-creased from $240,001) per child to less than $20,000) is that little will be savednow on new construction bemuse the district can not spend more money even ifthe taxpayers want too. as the legal Ihnit had been readied for indebtedness.Instead. without, the 45-15 Plan. the district would have been on double shiftstwenty-two months ago. However, if the district is to remain on the 45-15 Pro-gram after construction needs. are met, then the savings 'could increase to %or so.
Aside from reduced debt retirement, savings eon be made in better use ofequipment. reduced administrative costs. and extended use of instructimmt ma-terials. In the short run, salary costs could go up, if most teachers chose to workunder a 240 tiny contract and these teachers are more experienced mid therebyhigher on the salary schedule. In the long min. especially if more schools movetowards year-round operation, then costs might go down bemuse teacherpimps might make less stringent salary demands with the higher income passiblewith twelve working month contract.

Student aa feventent
The first rigorous post-test achievement testing of pupils in Valley View Dis-triet has been completed. lint at the present time, no in-depth study has been con-cluded. The pre-test results showed that no significant difference among the fourattendance groups but showed important differences between some schools at cer-tain grade levels. trhese differences were largely accounted for by differences inability tests results and achievement levels when moving into the district.Achlevement level is significantly lower for those students whose families re-cently Homed into our district. Preliminary findings lead us to believe that atthis point in time. there has been no significant change in students' achieve-ments operating under the 45-15 Plan.Once again subjective reports by most teachers are that pupils are doingbetter school work with four short vacations rather titan one long summervacation.

SUMO!. COMMUNITY RELATIONS

The Valley View District launched a community and public information pro-gram before 'lethal implementation of the 45-15 Program. The administratorsof our district began talking to the public intensively in October. 1905. Thefirst group of students was scheduled to enter the 45-15 Program' on June 30.1070. I wish to impress at this time that at least as much lend time as isnecessary should be considered in order to work out the technicalities of sched-uling. school census, air-conditioning. curriculum modifications. and teacher ne-gotiations It is reeogized that the size of as school district wishing to implementa program would also dictate the amount of lead time that would be needed.In Valley View's ease the program' was set up on an entire school district basis
in Kindergarten through Grade S. The problems mentioned above were in addi-tion to passim,. in two sessions of the legislature. needed changes in the IllinoisSchool Code. It is now expected that other districtscertainly in Iiiiimiswouldnot require that much time in the future if lessons front Valley View areheeded.

The public must he taken into the confidence of the Board of Education,because it is neither practical nor moral to carry out extensive plans behind
doors, In Illinois the element of illegality of closed meetings comes under the&whim, "Open Meetings" Act. Information is bound to leak out, and then itwill tend to be distorted and to he misunderstood. For Valley View it was justplain common sense to keep the mummify informed constantly and completelyand to insure full coverage of every decision in newspaper reports of Board of
Education meetings.
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Essentially. the Valley View information campaign was similar in ninny re-sleets to campaigns eonducted by other sclusd boards to "sell the public" on taxrate increases or authorization to issue bonds to Bonnie school ronstruet ion.The alley View campailm was -different" in two important essentials: (ItThere was 110 formal or emainning "citizens" advisory committee. The district'sBoard of Education and administration believed then. 111111 still believes, thatthe imposition of such an additional "super board" on top of a complex, major
ehange in operations would merely complicate the job of maintaining community
eotnidence. (2) Instead. rename wits pineed mainly on person to person contact.by a small team. mmposed of tile Superintendent of Schools and one or more
assistants and ollicials or members of the 11''a rd of Education.

21`1113 does not mean that our school missed any opportunity to present our
4o-13 Story to any group. of any size. at any time. Our district is one of t hose
fortunate schold districts in which the community Is interested and sends rep-
resentatives to attend school board meetings regularly. At every meeting. the
President makes a point of asking members of the audience to make,,suggestions
or to arrange meetings with groups of any type or size.

Our neighborhood meetings were literally "coffee klatches". Parents wishing
to host a meeting would call the District Office. A team of administrators and
board members would call 011 the afternoon or morning "hostess" earrying with
them an electric" coffee maker. disposable cups, and a selection of doughnuts or
sweetrolls all paid for by the school district. At these meetings the questions
were informal. The discussions would range over every aspect of our school
system and its operations and 'virtually every facet of education. here the
"gripes" and "worries" of Individual parents over their children would come out
in the open. giving 11w school administration a valuable opportunity to get
constant "feedback" on the conduct of the schools.

This technique has been followed by the district and the Board of Education
for years. and has been a major contributing factor to the success in securing
public endorsement for the referendums since 1933. A big help in these meetings
was the four color calendar that you have in front of you. This calendar though
was enlarged to form a 34' long accordion display that was also used in presen-
tation at large meetings. With this chart, every parent could tell at a glance on
what days the schools were to be closed. and on what days each 45 class day
learning session would begin and end.

Four color charts was only one of the many tools that were employed to present
the 45-13 Program graphically to the community. There were also sets of over-
head transparencies. which presented the financial and housing plight of the
school district. There was also an audio visual presentation, consisting of a series
of slides and a tape recorded narration. This slide-tape presentation was used
especially for formal meetings, such as service clubs and PTA's. It has to date
turned out to be extremely useful to the hundreds of school edministrators.
board members, and parents who have visited Valley View Schools since 45-13
began.

The local community newspapers in Romeoville, Bolingbmok..Tollet. Lockport.
Naperville, and Chicago have been of extreme value in keeping the parents of
our district informed as to the plan as it proceeded.

An interesting side light on the public relations program in our use of "Dial-
Into-Education':. Each week an up-to-date report about the happenings in the
school system is recorded on a two minute tape. Parents are reminded constantly
through the newspapers. flyers. and the school's lunch schedule to Dial-Into-
Education. 838-0699, for informs* n about their schools and about the 45-15
Plan. Other school systems have he a so impressed with this facet of communica-
tion that they also have taken tt e steps to include this type of dissemination
activity in their own community.
Unit district

Effective July 1. 1971. a new high school district. Valley View High School
District #211. was formed. rr...antil July 1. 1971. our Valley View Elementary
District was one of many fe der districts which fed into Lockport Township
High School District #205. The voters of Valley View felt that in order to up-
grade the quality of education their children had been receiving in the years
past. it would he necessary to split away from High School District *200 and
form a new district.

One of the first decisions that the new Board of Education made was to call for
Valley View High School District #211 to commence the 45-15 Program in the
summer of 1972.
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In addition, the Boards of Education of the elementary district and of the highMimi district united to bring about the formation of a unit school districtencompassing grades K-12. On May 20, 1972, the Unit District election will beheld; pending the approval of this unit district a new unit district is to be formedJuly 1, 1972. At that Mite all children in grades K-12 will attend school underthe Valley View 45-15 Continuous School Year Plan.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I would recommend that each state: (1) Take appropriate action to provideenabling legislation and/or policy permitting flexibility of programing so thatvarious patterns of year-round education may be explored at the local level. (2)Take appropriate action to provide state school aid on a pro-rated WAS for ex-tended school programs. (3) Encourage operational experimental or exploratoryprograms for year-round education through financial incentive or grants.I recommend that at the local level, local school systems: (1) Consider ways,
including year-round education. In which the educational program can be im-proved in terms of (a) providing a quality education with equality in the educa-
tional opportunity, (b) adapting to the community and family living patternsand, (c) attaining optimum economic efficiency. (2) Conduct on-going public re-lations programs including information about how a year-round education pro-
gram would affect teachers, parents, students, and other groups, and provide thepublic with adequate information about any proposed plan before it is adopted as
a mandatory change. (3) Carefully assessed the adequacy of the !Mancini re-
sources and current school facilities, including a careful analysis of comparative
budgets, before adopting a new schedule. () Select and assign staff which will
he both effective in terms of the school.program and fair and equitable in terms
of the demands placed on the staff. (5) Carefully develop budgets that will ade-
quately provide for initiating and operating the proposed program and whichwill assess adequacies of school facilities before adopting a new schedule. This
Includes payment to teachers on a pro-rated base for additional time worked.(0) Provide, in the initial planning. for the institutionalization of the program
if it meets expectations. (Do not accept state. federal. or other grant monies toinitiate such a program unless the Wee: is to adopt it as a regular school
schedule, if it proves successful and acceptable.)

I recommend that the U.S. Office of Education: (1) Encourage experimenta-
tion in year-round education. (2) Rigorously examine all year-round education
models which seem to be widely acceptable in terms of well defined. establishedcriteria. (3) Foster the adoption of these plans or models which have demon-strated the value and acceptability so that nation-wide patterns may emerge that
are compatible with each other.

CONCLUSION

I feel that it is well to recognize that the standard 180 day school year as
it now prevails in most schools is not universally satisfactory; nor has any oper-
ating program for year-round schools yet proved to be universally acceptable.I also feel that it should be recognized that a plan which may be appropriate
in one community situation, may not be acceptable to another situation, and thatthe extended prograM which scent to have been most acceptable are thosewhich proved flexibility or optimal attendance. We must recognize that every
individual is unique, and if emit is to learn what he needs to know at his ownbest rate, a school curriculum must be individualized. I feel that time schedulesof individuals and families are continuing to become more diverse and that at stu-dent's time iu the school must be adaptable to this changing situation. I mustpoint out emphatically, that financial resources of any couuuunity, all states
and the nation are limited, and these financial resources must lie allocated on apriority basis. Education programs, including tile school calendar, must be de-
signed to obtain optimum economic efficiency.

(Current Report ISCCI

THE CIIALLENGE AT ROMEOVILLE

One of the most exciting changes to occur on the Illinois education scene in
many years makes its debut at Valley View District 96, Romeoville, next June.Using the basic concept of operating school facilities on a year-round basis,
district 06 will commence a student scheduling plan that offers success where
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previous planstried off-and-on across the nation since 1004have frilled or been
abandoned.

Called the 45-15 plan. It proposer; to break the long nine-mouth continuo's school
year into four 45-school-day learning sessions, each followed by a 15-school-day
pupil vacation. This scheduling will thus allow more frequent intervals whereby
the slow learner can advance more appropriately. Instead of three long summer
months of vacation. the pupil will have a Chance to relax and make a fresh start.
In school by enjoying a 15day vocation stet' spring. summer. fail and winter, In
addition, all presently established holidays will be obseved. Under this arrange-
ment, parents can plan vacations for Florida in the winter, Vermont at maple
syrup Him.. camping in the north woods during summer or hiking up the Smoky
Mountains In the fall.

Vacation opportunity and shortened bat more frequentlearning sessions were
not dm prince motivation for Valley View's 45-15 approach. The pion was born
of the necessity to acquire more classroom space in en overcrowded district that
had reached the limit of its bonding power for the construction of ae schools.
Under the plan, only three-fourths of the student body will be in school at any
one time while the other one-fourth is on vacation. By staggering entrance dates
for one-fourth of the students every 15 days, the first group to enter will complete
its 45 days of learning and go on vacation the day the fourth group enrolls. Fifteen
days later, when the first group returns, the second group commences its vacation
and so on throughout the year.

Classroom space is automatically increased by 33 per cent without additional
construction. Rather than closing down schools three mouths during the summer,
the plan provides continuous operation, except for two weeks of complete closing
for major renovation and to provide recycling adjustments of the 45-15 plan to fit
the coming year's calendar.

Through the use of computers, Valley View has arranged for families to have
all their children In the same cycle as well as all children from the same general
neighborhood. This arrangement reduces by 25 per cent the geographical- area
covered by school buses.

Fewer desks. textbooks. library books, audio-visual Rents, etc. will need to be
purchased to serve an increased number of students.

Unheard of two years ago, the 45-15 plan is rapidly gaining regional. stale. and
nationwide attention. Among the many flexible possibilities for improving the
quality of education is the opportunity for professionally trained teachers to
practice their profession for 11% mouths a year and teach one-third more stu-
dents without overcrowding classrooms.

The ultimate success of this plan Is dependent upon total community support
and understanding. This means parents, churches, service clubs, civic lenders and,
most imports nt business and industry.

For years, the business community has decried the inefficient ttse of school plant.
No business could continue in operation by shutting down three mouths a year.
Valley View has taken a businesslike approach to resolving a classroom space
problem. It has accepted the challenge of change.

It's also a challenge for those businesses whose employees have children in
the district. With vacation opportunities ()petting up et tittles other then the
traditional three months, many of these employees any wish to adjust their %m-
ention scheduling. The cooperation of business to conveniently faciiihde some
equitable arrangement will significantly provide evidence end reussttramm to the
employee and Valley View District that the business world is willing to join as
a partner in this new venture.

Lloyd A. Glessel, 1909 ehairmun of the Chamber's education committee and
president of Burgess Cellulose Company. Freeport. summed it all up this way:
"Business' responsibility to assist in the improvement of education extends
much further than king a good taxpayer. I urge all Illinois businessmen to ex-
tend their hand of cooperation to those school districts which have taken cour-
ageous steps to utilize facilities to their maximum.

"If we expect the schools to change for the better both in the equality of the ed-
ucation program and the efficient expenditure of public funds, we must be ready
to make, wherever practical, corresponding changes in our business operation.
Over the long run these changes may well benefit industry by allowing a better
distribution of production schedules, assignment of manpower, and use of plant
facilities."

Recognizing that the cotnpiex task of providing an adequate education for to-
day's youth calls for a greater utilization of educationall facilities as a means of
increasing educational opportunity, the State Chamber encourages education
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programs which lead toward maximum use of all mitten Hone! facilities where
such will justify a more efficient use of public revenues.

Valley View 45-13 is such a program.

A BOARD MENIDElt LOOKS AT THE VALLEY VIEW 45-15 CONTINOUS SCHOOL
YEAR PLax

(By James D. 'tingle, President, Valley View Board of Education)
Less than two mouths sifter the implementation of the Volley View 45-15 Con-

tinuous School Year Plan, on June 30. 1970, residents of the school district had
au excellent opportunity to express their collective displeasure with the changed
system if they so desired. On August 15. only days after the third of the four
tracks of students !yid interrupted their normal summer vacations to go back
to school. Valley View District 90 went to the public with a 3-part building refer-
endum. Although the referendum was only peripherally related to 5-15. unhap-
piness with the 45-15 Plan would certainly have been shown by it negative vote,
since this is traditionally the way the public expresses its feeling on any issue.

While the very favorable outcome of the referendum (all 3 issues carried by
substantial margins) eannot lx' said to be a particular endorsement of the Valley
View 45-15 Plan. it does show 11H. the einnumnity was not necessarily imme-
diately allenfited by the Plan. which. In reality, has brought far-reaching clumws
to everyone's way of life. The residents are apparently at least adopting it wait-
and-see attitude as to the merits of year-round schools.

Although 5-15 was designed for just one particular school district, there is
no doat that it may have applicability for other districts as well. As a school
board member, I would offer a few words of advice to those who would consider
it elsewhere:

(1) Allow plenty of time. At least two years should be allowed from the first
consideration Of the plait until its implementation. There are many details, each
of which mad be resolved before that first day of school under the new system.

(2) Let the community think it is their idea. Go to the public with the alterna-
tives, which are usually a) costly building programs, if you have the bonding
power, b) double sessions. c) 50 or more children in a classroom, or d) some
form of year -round schools. You will be surprised how rapidly the community
Will agree t hat year -round schools may be the best solution.

(3) Don't let your school administration scare you off. In our district, we are
blessed with an administration that is not afraid of change, when change is
necessary. But our research has shown that it is often school administrators
that have in the past dragged their feet over school calendar reform.

(4) Involve your teachers. Year-round school will be a big change in their
lives and yet it promises to be of great finanelal benefit to them. Let teachers
participate in the planning and scheduling; in fact, insist on it.

(5) Keep the piddle informed. Once you decide to adopt a year-round school
system, don't stop eommunieating. Let everyone know as each step down the
road is taken towards that first day of school. It is of vital importance to retain
the confidence of the public.

Certainly, the transition to year-round schools in District 90 was not perfect,
and yet it was smoother than most of us thought possible. We feel that the
transition was necomplished so satisfactorily because it war a team effort
Board. Administration, Teachers, and Publicall working together for the good
of the children. That is the only way it can succeed.

A SCHOOL BOARD PRESIDENT'S THOUGHTS ON THE VALLEY VIEW 45-15 CONTINUOUS
SCHOOL YEAR PLAN

(By A. Vito Martinez, President, Valley View High School District No. 211)
In July of 1972 Itomeoville High School will become one of the first high

schools in the nation to go on a year rotund schedule using the Valley View 45-15
Continuous School Year Plan.

Also at that time Valley View Elementary School District *90 and Valley
View High School District #211 will have combined to form a Unit School Dis-
trict. Formation of a Unit District will provide for curriculum continuity from
grades K Ulm 12, a savings in taxpayer money, and the opportunity to better
utilize other resources in the community.
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The 45-15 Plan Ivas conceived by the hunginotive administration of Valley
View Elementary School District #96 as a solution to increased enrollment and

erhouxted bonding power. Tim problem at the high school was increased enroll-
ment phis failure fa pass referenda. that would have enabled it to use its bonding
power. This problem was solved 13 dividing Lockport Township High School

District #205. On :hay 1, 1971. Valley View High School District #211, which
has boundaries 99% contiguous with Valley View Elementary School District
#99. was officially created.

On August 28. 1971 the voters in Valley View High School District #211 passed
111' A _TO 1 NI AMIIN the referenda Ileleessary to air - condition and add slake to
Romeoille High School and also to build Bolingbrook High School. The entire
building program will orra 8.2 million dollars. The voters also approved an in-
crease of 53 cents in the Education Rate.

Implementation of the 45-15 Plan at itomeoville High School will help allevi-
ate the overcrowded conditions milli Bolingbrook High School is eompleted in
19'3. Even with the completion of Bolingbrook High both schools will utilize the
45-15 Plan. Experienees on the elementary seiml level have proven beyond any
doubt that it is Just plain good sense to do so.

At the beginning the re- scheduled school year was viewed as 13rimarily ,pro-
riding ffimuelal advantages; from experience the citizens have become aware of
many favorable side effects.

(a) 45-15 scheduling has stimulated stmlent interest in sehool subjects
(b) New types of staff scheduling; has inspired greater staff spirit and fostered

innovations in I-Nulling techniques.
(o) The 45-1$ Plan has enabled its to update and improve our eurrirainm.
(d) Family vacation opportunities have been made more flexible. Every

family has a vacation of 23-8 days In each season of the year.
(e) Teachers and staff members can now work all year doing the thing they

were trained to do.
When the idea of the 45-15 Plan was first presented to MP. I must admit that

I was very apprehensive of It. Bemuse of my established ways it is easy for we
to question and even to resist. change. The questions and concerns I had were
adequately answered ; I decided to wait and see what impact this plan would
1111Ve OH my fondly.

I carefully observed my ten year old boy daring his first 45 class day session.
As expected, he didn't show any great love for school during the summer. but
what surprised me was that he didn't resent it. As a sixth grader he was very
enlimslastie about the fact that he had three teachers. To change teachers every
45 days was something he looked forward to. His good grades became better, and
his enthusiasm for schwa) after one year has improved 300%. In observing the
attitudes of my boy and many of his friends, i soon immune an adocate of the
45-15 Pinn. Of course, other ehlidren may have the some t earlier nll.year.

The other six members of the Valley View flight School Board of Education
and I campaigned for office with a lirm emumitment to the 45-15 Plan. Out of
the fourteen nndidates all seven of its were elected by a i to 1 majority. MIN
showed that the Puddle (who knew exactly how the 45-15 Plan would affect.
them) had acquired 33 high degree of respect and appreciation for the Year
Round Plan.

implementing the 45-15 Plan into the high school system will present limb -
hems unique to a high school, Curriculum must get a fresh new look. Summer
employment for high school students has always brell all item of concern. We
mast work with employers who will employ four students from four different
tricks for ono job. This work nrrangement holds great Promise for n closer
sehool- employer- comnnmity rapport.

The transition to year-round Malang in the high school will not he as easy
task. The administration and faculty have thrown themselves behind the effort
and have shown great enthusiasm for this fresh approach to eduention. John Q.
Piddle hits shown his support by support bug the referenda and the policies of the
Board of Education. All are dedicated to the preparation of today's students to
take their pin ees in the AMERICA of tomorrow.

With all this going for II& success is but n twitter of time.

TITS VALLEY VIEW 45-15 CONTINUOUS SCHOOL Txma PLAN

The Valley View 45-15 Continuous School Year r Plan Is II method of assuming
building fiteilities, and staff niembers. By more efficient use of the physical
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plant, by a more extensive use of the personnel, and by a more equal distribution
of pupil class attendance throughout the year, the school district has 1141117.1.11
a savings in building construction COSIs. a longer working year Air some certified
and 15401-cert tied employees l with corresponding increases in income), and qualityeducation for the student body.

The Plain is edurnt tonally sound, financially desirable, and legally possible. This
Plan was ueveluped in the Volley View Public Schools and should not be confused
with other scheduling systems.

t ) Sat n rim ys and Summys, all Illinois legal holidays, a chrisimas vacation!wow. stud Nosier nienthm period, and it short ildjusI tug period around the
Fourth of July are designated as school dosing days. A live-year calendar has
been prepared to insure that the pupil schedules are in logical segments. %Viten
dosses are not in session, however, the buildings could be open fur maintenance,
athletic events. community activities and library service. All provisions of theIllinois -Monday holidayWay Bill" are observed.

12) All fa 10110: hate been placed in one of four groalks IA, B. I', or I)) accord-ing to the small neighborhood In which they live. Unless the parents request
differently. all chidren in the same foully are platted on the same atlendanee
schedule, even though the eldhiren may be at different grade levels or at different
buildings. The four groups always tatty in the saute order of rotation.

All children in grades K-8 have attended school according to the .15-15 sched-
uling pattern since the summer of 1970. All students In grades 9-12 will begin
the 45-15 Plan in the summer of 11)72.

(3) On June 24, 1970, the teachers and staff members for Group A began n four
day Teacher Institute. Ott June 30, 1070, the pupils in Group A began classes.These plums ;mooed selowl for 45 Hass (lays t hen had a IS class day minims.
Four cycles of attendance such as this gives the pupil 180 class (lays per school
year and per calendar year r.

() G1141111 B sniff members had a four day institute immediately prior to the
beginning of classes for Group B. Group B pupils began classes on Jnly 21,1970.
which was 15 class days sifter Group A began.

(5) Group C staff members had a four day institute after which Group C pupils
began classes on August 12. 1970. At lids time, three of the flair groups (f pupils
were in school and one group was on nom Gott.

(0) After pupils in Group A finished 5 class days of schooling and began a
15 class da y vaentioh. the pupils in Group 1) began classes 111 ilizing the classrooms
and (in some eases) the teachers that were used by the Group A pupils. Group A
pupils returned to replace Group Group B pupils replaced Group C
pupils: Group C pupils midst eed mop 1) pupils. etc.

(7) The families in the community were scheduled first. The teachers and
classrooms were scheduled to matell the pupils for grade level and department.

(8) 1Ing service, building administrators, library and resource center staff
members. cafeteria workers. and mstodial employees were scheduled ns required.

Provision was made for :meek!! ()lineation pupils, pupils who transfer into the
Valley View Piddle Schools. and pupils who may lie retained ()r a tivoneed. Kinder-
garten Masses are provided on a partial day basis.

Provisions have been made for emergency school closing (lays and teacher
institute datys.

(9) This scheduling system was designed to provide Valley View pupils with
quality education, full school days (except for kindergarten pupils), and 180
dam days per year. The -15-15 schedule is not a device for increasing class daysof instruction.

(10) So far the use of this phut has resulted in saving the construction costs of
seventy six equipped classrooms. All new buildings and additions will also he
scheduled under the 45-15 pattern.

STATEMENT OF J. C. CANTRELL, DIRECTOR, ELECTIVE QUARTER
PLAN, JEFFERSON COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS, LOUISVILLE, ICY.

3fr. CANnr.i.i.. Mr. Chairman. Mr. Mazzoli. members of the Gen-
eral Subcommittee on Education, as Mr. Mnuoli stated T ant J. 0.
Cantrell. I star director of the year-round school progranithe elective
glut rte r pl a nje Iterson Colinty, Ky.

I am substituting for the superintendent of Jefferson County Pub-
lic Schools, Mt. Richard VanIfoose, who was unable to accept, the in-
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citation because of an important meeting of the Jefferson County
Boa rd of Education.

The Jefferson County School System feels honored to accept the
invitation extended by *Mr. Jennings and Chairman Pucinski to ap-
pear before this committee.

I am going to depart just a little from the notes that I had pre-
pared because. Mr. Chairman, with your permission. I have found if
I use my notes for the many talks that I have made in the past year
and a half that I talk approximately 45 or 50 minutes.

If you will excuse me, I mu going to stick rather closely to my pre-
pared notes so I can limit my time to approximately 10 or 15 min-
utes. I wonld like to give some additional background on the Jeffer-
son County Public School System.

It serves the suburban area surrounditt-yr the city of Lonisville.
Pupil enrollment in our system has grown from 16.000 in 1950 to a
present enrollment of 95,000. Next September our enrollment will
reach 97.000. By 197:3 or 1974 there is no doubt but that the enrollment
will approach or exceed a figure of 100,000 pupils.

I need not dwell on the many problems encountered in housing the
continuing waves of new fa, es each September. Yet, through all this
Superintendent Vaniloose nas consistently kept his finger on the
pulse of the community to determine the public's readiness to accept
or not to accept the year-round school concept in some form. He be-
came convinced in 1970 the time was at hand.

You are well aware that. "free" public education has been haunted
for a long time by the ghost of inadequate funding. Every profes-
sional educator is familiar with complaints that the school dollar ought
to be spent more effectively.

Now that traditional sources of funds for schools are being chal-
lenged from New Jersey to California. it is more urgent than ever that.
school systems make wise use of their present resources.

Over the years in Jefferson County, Ky., we have asked ourselves
what we could do to improve our program of education without mak-
ing improvement totally dependent upon increased funding.

Each year for many years we have budgeted thousands of dollars
for curriculum revision and new courses of study. Yet, over the years
we have not. been completely satisfied that. the results justified our
in vestment.

In order to improve curriculmn at the high school level in particular
and in response to repeated criticisms that school facilities were wasted
3 months each year, we made a thorough investigation of a restruc-
tured school calendar.

The waste of human resources during the summer months was of
even greater concern than idle buildings, though an average enroll-
ment increase of about 4,000 pupils each year for the past. 2.0 years has
demanded that we make the fullest possible use of our buildings.

In fact, over the years, double sessions somewhere in the system have
almost been the rule rather than the exception. As Mr. Mazzoli pointed
out, I left the principalship of a high school that was designed for
2,365 pupils.

We were on double sessions for 4 years in one stretch. During the
peak enrollment of the 4 years we were housing 3,750 on double session
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in that. one building. In view of all this, an ad hoc citizens advisory
committee on year-round school was appointed in 196S.

After serious study of a number of plans, the (punter plan was rec-
ommended by this committee as the most feasible approach. Our staff
agreed that this type of reorganization was not only the most feasible
but would provide the opportunity to write new courses and update
others into 60-day units of instruction.

Curriculum revision on a large scale could make our eJurses, as the
boys and girls have said, relevant, current, meaningful, and hopefully
challenging. By unanimous vote in May of 1970, the Jefferson County
Board of Education directed the staff to proceed with implementation
of the elective quarter plan.

The following objectives were considered when this decision was
made :

1. To offer greater educational opportunities for students and to
reduce school failures through flexible scheduling, hopefully, and I
have brought along a calendar that shows we have divided the year
into four equal parts which means we will schedule and reschedule
three to four times a year; curriculum improvement and enrichment ;
more comprehensive program of study, allowing more courses; free-
dom of course selection; and choice of vacation quarter;

2. To provide students with a better chance to stay on schedule if
makeup work is needed;

3. To provide pupils a better opportunity to find a quarter's em-
ployment through selection of vacation quarter;

4. To open the door to year-round employment at least for some
teachers;

5. To utilize present school facilities more fully; and
6. To reduce future building needs.
The elective quarter plan divides the conventional school year into

three parts and adds a summer quarter. Each quarter contains 58, 59,
or 60 days of instruction. A pupil who attends any three quarters ful-
fills the Kentucky requirement of a minimum of 175 days of instruc-
tion.

Most public school students now spent .12 years in school, a period
of time equal to 24 quarters in oracles 1 through 8 and then another 12
quarters in high school. Cost to the taxpayers, in our opinion, for a
child's education is the same whether a student completes 36 quarters
in 12 years or 11 years.

Under the elective quarter plan pupils will gain by having an up-
dated curriculum with varied course offerings and a choice of vaca-
tion time. The taxpayer will gain because classroom space and seats
will not be needed for those who vacation during one of the conven-
tional quarters.

Students who accelerate will make space available earlier for others.
These factors can reduce appreciably the need for classroom space.
Students who vacation (luring a fall, winter or spring quarter will not
have such stiff competition for employment if they wish to work for
one quarter.

In order to get information, and I have it available, we polled our
students on their choice of quarters for the school year beginning in
September 1972. Over 88,000 or 99 percent responded to the question-
naire.
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If you have been noticing figures. I said our enrollment at the pres-
ent time is about 95,000. I am speaking here of S8.000 because it was
unnecessary to survey our seniors.

Of the 88,000 2,198. or 2 percent, wish to attend class in the summer
and vacation at some other time of year. When we added those who
want to attend all four quarters" we came up with a figure of 6,1G7,
or 7 percent, who want to attend the summer quarter of 1973.

This will reduce our classroom needs for the school year 1972-73 by
about 25 rooms. We realize we cannot reduce our classroom needs by
25 immediately. This illustration is given only to let the public have
some idea of the potential for savings in capital outlay.

Most pupils who complete 24 quarters will be ready to enter high
school. Those retained will be entitled to additional quarters. In other
words, we plan to keep an account of the quarters they attend and
those people who are retained will be entitled to additional quarters
just as they have always been, or until they are ready for the ninth
grade.

Of course, the same will be applicable in the high school. We expect
to reduce the number of pupils through the quarter plan who must
repeat. work. Very quickly, let me tell yon how we award credit.

High school students will receive one point for each 60-day unit
of work completed, ea irning three points n English. for example, for
three quarters of work. Three points equal one Carnegie unit. High
school course numbers and titles resemble college course designations.
with 100 courses primarily for freshmen, 200 courses for sophomores,
and so on.

Of course, boys and girls may cross number lines just as they do in
college. Many courses are non-sequential, allowing for great flexibility
in scheduling.

It is our conviction that the elective quarter plan will not cost any
more in the lolig run, and that as the community takes full advantage
of the opportunity for flexible vacation schedules we can realize con-
siderable saving in construction costs.

The plan will require some initial outlay. We considt.r this an in-
vestment which will'pav dividends many times over in future savings
and in demonstrated aavantages which other school systems can take
advantage of if interested.

On the basis of current figures, the 4,000 students who want to at-
tend a fourth quarter next year would cost the state about $412.000.
Cost to our board of education for these students would be about
$504,000.

The U.S. Office of Education has already manifested an interest in
our project. by way of granting its $500,000 for curriculum revision
over a 3-year period. We have not sought adjustments in Kentucky's
minimum foundation law at this time but hope for expermental fund-
ing by the State that will not affect the allotment to other school
districts.

If the elective quarter plan lives up to its promise, minimum founda-
tion funds can be adjusted in 1974 to allow other State, systems to
adopt the schedule.

Without State aid for those attending the summer quarter of all
four quarters a vital link in the elective quarter plan will be weakened.
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Conventional summer school supported by tuition fees, our present
approach to summer classes, will not serve the purpose.

We need a tuition-free summer quarter for students who vacation
another quarter in the year, for those who need to make up work
and for those who wish to accelerate.

The recent legislation in Kentucky authorizing experimental year-
round education provides State aid for those who elect to attend the
summer quarter and vacation during another but does not provide
State aid for those pupils who elect to attend year- round.

In other words, the recent legislature in Kentucky was most grac-
ious. It gave us almost the full loaf. It was highly cooperative. but
it did not. provide clear and distinct. funding for those boys and girls
who might wish to attend all four quarters.

I have a diagram that explains this in full. If the committee is
interested. I will be glad to explain it. The success of our plan will
reduce the number of students who now must repeat an entire year
because of failure in one or more subjects.

In closing, may I say we realize free public education is indeed a
costly business. Society's demands and expectations make it so. The
elective quarter plan's potential justifies the comparatively small cost
of initiating the program. We welcome the opportunity to share our
findings with other school systems.

May I state that even though we. are not on the plan at. this time, we
have had inquiries from 40 of the 50 States. We have had visitors from
many States and we have even had inquiries front foreign countries.

I would say that if possible perhaps influence on State legislatures
could be exerted to provule funds for those who wish to operate some
type of a year-round program. Perhaps, if not at. the State level, some
national funding can be provided that would be of benefit to the large
school systems.

I would like to throw this out in making may final plea for a year-
round school program. I am sure. we are all familiar with the quota-
tion from Thoreau which states:

If a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps It Is because he
hears a different drummer. Let him step to the music which he hears, howevermeasured or far away.

I am hoping that. someway, somehow the Federal Government can
be the drummer for year-round education and let each local school sys-
tem beat the tune that best meets its needs.

Thank you.
Mr. MAzzoLt (presiding). Thank you, very much. Mr. Cantrell. You

have some additional information you were referrit, to. Without
objection the committee would like to make it a part orour record. If
you give it to the reporter we will have it inserted with your statement.

(The information referred to follows:)
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JEFFERSON COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
S1LMNART OF PUPIL SURVEY

FOR
FIRST YEAR OF EQP BEGINNING LATE AUGUST, 1972, ENDING LATE AUGUST, 1973

Total enrollment at time of survey - years 1-11 89,660 100%Total umber pupils returning usabla computer cards 88,361 99% exact 98.62

Electing SUMER quarter, 1973 No. in SUMER quarter attending ALL 4 QUARTERS

6,161 72 2,140 years 1-6 2+ %
1,829 years 7-12 2 2

3,969 4 2

No. electing SUWER quarter -1411 vacation another quarter

Vacation FALL quarter 546 .52
Vacation WINTER quarter 1,245 1.02
Vacation SPRING quarter 343 .32

fgd, 64 pupils to be added to one of above 3 vacation periods.

2,198
2.134 or 2%

64 int

Total attending conventional quarters, FALL, WINTER, SPRING 82,058 932

Total attending any 3 quarters
84,192 952

BREAKDOWN OF ABOVE BY ELIDOTARY AND HIGH SCHOOL TO SHOW SAVINGS IN CLASSROOMS

ELKNENTARY 1-6

1477 will attend summer quarter, vacation another quarter
321 vacation fall 8 30 per room 10 leas rooms
916 vacation winter 8 30 per room 30 Less room
240 vacation spring 8 30 per roost 8 less roots

1477

Average overall savings in room

HIGH SCHOOL 7-12

657 will attend sumer quarter, vacation another quarter
225 vacation fall 0 25 per roma 9 leas room
329 vacation winter e 25 per room 13 less mom
103 vacation spring 8 25 per room 4 less room

16+

657

Average overall savings in rooms
9+

Average total savings, elementary maid high school 25+
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QUOTATIONS FROM ARTICLES ON YEAR-ROUND SCHOOLS

In the December. 1970 issue of Compact Magazine. Governor Harold Le Vander ofMinnesota, writing an editorial on the year-round school concept stated, "A recent GallupPoll indicated that 42 percent of adults and 40 percent of students favored keeping theschools open year-round " He wntes further on in the editorial. "....in most states thepresent state aid formula which reimburses districts only for 180 days of schooling.excluding the summer months, have severely limited real interest in the concept. If statefunds were available for extended year programs, there is little doubt that the conceptwould receive greater attention

Mr. Thomas F. Driscoll, Assistant Managing Editor. Journal-Star, Peoria, Illinois ina magazine article on Atlanta's Quarter Plan included the following quote by Curtis Hanson,Assistant Superintendent for Instruction in the Atlanta System. The quarter system withits accompanying revised curriculum makes it possible to equal: :he academic programof the school more nearly to the learning style of the pupil."

Earlier this year the Rochester, Pennsylvania School Board approved a request ofthe school administration to start procedures by which an optional 12 month school couldbe in operation by September. 1971.

The Christian Science Monitor on Thursday, August 19, 1971 reported at length onyear-round schools. The article was entitled. "Variety, flexibility: the mark ofyear-roundschools." The report had this to say of Jefferson County's plan, , while in Kentuckyit means four quarters of equal value with the student selecting any three of them forattendance.

The Second National Seminar on Year-Round Education, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,made the following concluding statement:

It is recognized that the standard 180-day school year as it now prevails in mostschools is not universally satisfactory; nor has any operating program for a year-roundschool yet proved to be universally acceptable.

It is recognized that a plan which may be appropriate in one community situationmay not be acceptable in another situation, and that the extended programs which seemto have been most acceptable are those which provided flexibility or optional attendance.

It is recognized that every individual is unique and if each is to learn what he needsto know at his own best rate, the school curriculum must be individualized.

It is recognized that the time schedules of individuals and families are continuingto become more diverse and that a student's time in school must be adaptable to thischanging situation.

It is recognized that fmancial resources of any community, state and the nation arelimited and must be allocated on a prior-calendar, and must be designed to obtain optimumefficiency. It is therefore recommended that each State:

I. Take appropriate action to provide enabling legislation and/or policy permitting
flexibility of programming so that various patterns of year-round education maybe explored at the local level.

2. Take appropriate action to provide state school aid on a prorated basis forextended school programs
3. Encourage expenmental or exploratory programs for year-round education

through financial incentive or grant.

79.420 0 12 3
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Elective
IF Quarter

Plan.

Introduction
Sometime during the calendar year of 1972 a new era

in education will dawn for public school students of
Jefferson County.

The Elective Quarter Plan will replace the traditional
ninemonth school structure. It will aid .11 the implement-
ing of the Continuous Progress Program in the elementary
school. In the secondary school the Elective Quarter Plan
will replace the one-year oneunit rule, the concept of a
rurally sequential curriculum, and the partite of scheduling
students into a master schedule with maim schedule adjust-
ments only once each school year.

This innovation will afford a flexibility within the cur-
riculum allowing the school to develop a program to meet
individual needs of students. Furthermore, students may
choose from a much greater number of courses with little
attention to sequence.

Background
HISTORY

The organization of the school tents into quarters is not
new. Since the mid 1800's, this has been tam by various
large city school systems throughout the country. In rural
areas length of the school year and corresponding length of
vacation periods varied regionally in accordance with the die-
Wes of an agrarian economy; children were needed season-
ally for farm work. Gtadually school terms were modified.
In cities vacation periods were lengthened while rural areas
extended the term until a balance of attendance days was
achieved favoring, generally, a nine-month year as is the
current mode.' Some 600 school systems have been or are
currently experimenting with a year-round school in some
(am, but to out knowledge, none has triedor is presently
operating within a four-quarter organizational pattern of
grades one through twelve.

I National Education ADM latIllfl The geohelalei Samel
Wathiaston, D. C. The Aticeiatioa, 19611
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OVERVIEW

In the fall of 1968, Superintendent Richard Vanliocae
authorjed Dr. J. 0. Johnsen, head of the Department of Re-
search ion Jeffcoat County. to direct a study to determine
the feasibility of operating schools in Jefferson County yea-
touted. From the outset the study was conceived to be a
cooperative effort. involving school staff and citizens of the
community. Toward that end duce advisory committees
were appointed. A 26member citizens advisor, committee
was appointed to generate interest in and understanding of
the yearsound school concept in the community. This com-
mittee was made up of housewives, businessmen, clergymen,
representuites of labor, and other community groups.

A brochure. "Signs of the Times," was distributed
throughout the community. The brochure contained a ques-
tionnaire which offered anyone interested an opportunity to
express his thinking regarding the year-round school idea.

Response from the questionnaires, favorable report from
the duet committees, plus encouraging tenons from the
teaching staff and administrative staff prompted the superin-
tendent to recommend the Elective Quarter Plan to the
Jefferson County Board of Education in May, 1970. This
plan was adopted unanimously.

Philosophy

The basic concept of the Elective Quarter Plan is not en-
tirely new, not especially complex. The main purpose of
the plan is to improve educational opportunities while mak-
ing the program more relevant to the needs of boys and
girls. The program is not designed primarily to save space
by scheduling students into rigid master schedule which
ignores individual needs of children, to avoid double ses-
sions, or to hasten graduation day for a number of students,
although any one or sal of these could very well be eventual
by-products of the Elective Quarter Plan. The main goal of
this plan is to improve our educational program and to give
freedom of choice in quarters of attendance and subjects
elected.

One of the major challenges to the Elective Quarter Plan
at present is attendance during the summer quarter. How-
ever, by offering a program during the summer commensu-
rate with that of other quarters plus multiple and innovative
courses, it is hoped that many pupils will decide to elect
the summer quarter.

Structure

The school year will consist of four quarters, three of
which will be of almost equal length. 'Inc summer quarter
may be shorter in duration but equal in instructional time
for any class. The fall quarter will begin in late August
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or catty &paints t, the "Asset quartet immediately after the
Thanksgiving Holidays, the spring quarter clueing the first
week in March, and the summet quarter Isom the first week
in June until the middle at last of August. All schools
will he closed approximately two weeks or more during the
latter pan of August if the shortened summer quarter is
petmitted. Teachers will have two days to care for admin.
istrative records and details between each quarter and one
holiday in each quarter.

The students will be expected to attend three of the foul
quarters to meet attendance teguirements. Howevet, stu
dents may elect to attend all four quarters. It is suggested
that students who attend four or five quarters in succession
should then vacation for a quitter or more.

In the secondary school it is recommended that students
carry only four subjects during the summet quarter since
class petiods will be longer. However, with approval of the
counselor and principal a student may carry five, or duting
the fall, winter or spting quarters carry six subjects. Despite
the many options available to students, quality instruction
and equal medic for courses will be given during each
quarter.

Curriculum Reorganization
A monumental conttibution to the educational progtam

in Jefferson County detived from the implementation of the
Elective Quartet Plan will be the new curriculum developed
specifically for the ptogram.

In the secondary school all subject ateas will be teotgan
;zed into quarter courses independent of each other except
where sequential courses are necessary. The numbet of
courses Relished in each discipline will depend upon (E..
quiremems of that discipline. Wherever possible, courses
will he developed in such a way that sequential courses will
be held to a minimum. It is hoped that 75 per cent of
more of the total course offetings will be non sequential.

The new coutse offetings will provide stimulation, tele.
vance, and improved learning oppottunities for all students.
Counts will range from remedial to the very advanced. In
the secondary school a student scheduled into an unsuitable
VOW= may be rescheduled at the end of any quarter. In
the elementary school a indent mast be rescheduled at the
end of or at any time during the gustier. The viability of
this program will allow scheduling tailored to the needs of
individual students. Seidents with the aid of counselots can
better evaluate their plogtess. The student will become
more tesponsible because the plan will demand that he
make wise course choices.

Method of Awarding Credit
Upon completion of any course at the end of any quartet,

the student will be awarded one point. The only departute
from this will be in physical education and health, which
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can be adjusted by allowing 1.5 points for physical educa
tion and 1.5 points los health. At the end of any quarter
the total points carted divided by 3 will equal the number
of Carnegie Units earned. Likewise, the total number of
points earned to date divided by 3 will equal the total num
bet of Carnegie link earned. Fifty-four points, if properly
distributed in the various disciplines, will equal 18 units
and entitle the student to graduate. Under this method of
converting points to Carnegie Units, fractions will become
involved only when the total number of points is not evenly
divisible by 3. The progress of the student in the elementary
school will be reported to parents each quarter through
personal conferences, notes and report catds.

Identification of Courses
Curricula in all disciplines will be revised and developed

into 58 or 60-day units in accordance with objectives 01 the
Elective Quarter Plan. Courses will carry a number desigra
tion following the name of the discipline, plus a short title
for the course. This method of numbering resembles that
of college, which may be intriguing to students.

All courses on the ninth grade level wifl be numb red
from 100 to 199, on the tenth grade level from 200
to 299. on the eleventh grade level from 300 to 399, and
courses on the twelfth grade level from 400 to 499. The
numbering system will be used mainly for purposes of
course identification, and not SO restrict course choices. In
other words, seniors could take courses numbered below
400. Courses numbered between 500 and 600 will be on
the college level. This will apply primarily to Advanced
Placement courses. Advance Program courses can be identi-
fied by the number nine when it is used as the middle
digit of a three digit number.

The curriculum in the elementary school will reflect the
philosophy of our Continuous Progress Program.

Course Description

One Course Description Illustrated

MATHEMATICS 101 Fundamental Mathematics

Prerequisite: None

This course includes study of the base ten numeration
system; addition and subtraction of wnole numbers; like
fractions; decimals; denominate numbers; and simple mul-
tiplication and division of whole numbers and of proper
fractions.

This course is designed for the student who has com-
pleted eighth grade mathematics but does not possess ade-
quate understanding and skill to complete Mathematics 104
successfully.
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The New Look
When the doors of the Jefferson County Public School,

suing wide in the summer or fall of 1972 a new look'
will be very much in evidence. Choices or elections will be
the name of the 'new look: Pupils may elect for the first
time to attend school or to vacation. The only requirement
is that the pupil must attend three of the lour quarters
within each twelve month period.

Read the following pages carefully. Many questions
about the Elective Quarter Plan (EQP1 are answered there.
Sham this information with friends and family.

Changes
Your school year will be divided into four quartets more

or less equal in length.

The June. 1972 calendar to September, 1973 will be
structured tentatively as follows:

Quarter Begins Ends

Summer June 12. 1972 August 22. 1972
Fall August 30, 1972 November 22, 1972
Winter November 29, 1972 February 28, 1971
Spring March 5. 1973 May 28, 1973
Summer June 4, 1973 Aug. 9 or 21, 1973

You will be expected to attend three of the four quarters
to make normal progress toward graduation. If you wish.
you may attend all four quarters for either makeup or
acceleration. Discus. this with your family.

If provisions arc made by the 1972 Legislature to allow
reimbursement to those school districts in Kentucky provid
ing a quality educational program yearround or beyond the
minimum requirement of 185 days. the summer quarter
will be tuition free. However, pupils attending the tuition
free summer quarter will be required to attend full time
and carry a full load under present requirements.

Change Over
The change to the Elective Quarter Plan should be ord-

erly. Registration procedures will change little unless it be-
comes necessary to adopt a policy similar to that used by
colleges and universities requiring pupils to fit themselves
into a preprepared master schedule. Registration will be
held once or twice a year and students will register for two,
three, or four quarters, depending on the frequency of regis-
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tration. Perhaps the greatest noticeable change will be the
lark number of course offerings in some subject areas from
which you may make your selections. No doubt, you will
be surprised at the small number of courses which must be
taken in a specified order.

What Courses
Will You Take?

Check again the points or Carnegie units required in each
subject area for graduation. You will have great freedom
of choice in selecting courses from each area to satisfy re.
quirements. As in the past, your counselor, subject teach.
en, and homeroom teacher will help you in planning your
program. Every level in the elementary school will be
available each quarter.

For You
Plan your future. What do you want to do? What

direction do you want to go with your high school studies?
Do you plan to go ro work when you finish high school or
to attend college? Know what the colleges require for en.
trance, particularly the ones that interest you. Invite your
parents to share in your planning. The increased scope of
curriculum will allow you to explore subject areas not pos
sible under the one year system.

Other areas not closely related to your academic work but
relevant to your total school life should be given some atten
tion. There are many extracurricular activities, so get
involved. The Elective Quarter Plan will pose no problems
for athletics; in fact, it will provide for an interscholastic
athletic progtam during the summer quarter. No problems
relating to eligibility are anticipated; nowever, athletes must
be enrolled and attending school during the quarter a par.
titular sport is being played. For example, a football
player must attend the fall quarter, a basketball player the
winter quarter, etc. A quarter of eligibilty will not be
charged against those participating in the summer athletic
program unless open and flagrant abuse develops. The sum
mer sports program will probably parallel the spring sports
program.

Present K.H.S.A.A. rules provide for four years of eligi
biliry in high school the first four years. This means a
player is entitled to four years or four seasons of football,
basketball, or track, etc. The Elective Quarter Plan will not
allow a player to juggle his quarters of attendance in such
a way as to allow him five seasons of football, basketball,
baseball, etc. while in high school.

There will be many activities in which you may par.
ticipate during any quarter. Pick at least one. Remember,

nothing can replace the opportunity you have while in
high school for friendships, personal growth, and for doing
something for your school.

An exciting new era is coming to the schools of Jefferson
County. Make the most of your high school years of op.
pottuniry.
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Answers
Eight high schools and twelve elementary schools in Jet.

terse" County are airconditioned. These buildings can
easily are for 40 percent of our high school population and
15 per cent of our elementary school population during the
summer quarter. if 25,000 to 30,000 students choose to
attend the summer quarter, the Elective Quarter Plan will
be off to a 'swinging' start.

Jefferson County will probably be the only school system
in the state on the Elective Quarter Plan in 1912. This
should have little it any effect on students transferring into
at from Jefferson County Schools.

Once the Elective Quarter Plan is in full operation and
attendance during all quarters is somewhat equal, then most
courses will be offered every quarter. Of course, the total
enrollment during any quartet and choices of Pupils will
determine courses offered.

The Elective Quarter Plan should not increase the num.
ber of textbooks requited unless the pupil takes subjects in
a greater number of areas than in the past. The EQP will
not affect the present grading system.

Graduation requirements will not be altered except to
make changes consistent with the new quarter plan. A com
mince has prepared a report on graduation under the EQP.
This report will be reviewed and findings made available at
an early date. Appropriate changes will be made as needs
arise.

Requirements
For Grade Placement and Graduation

Grade Placement Points Carnegie Units

Sophomore 12 4

Junior 24 8

Senior 39 13

Graduation requirements: 54 points 18 Carneige Units

Points Carnage Units

(1) English 12 4

(2) Mathematic 6 2

(3) Science 6 2

(4) Social Studies 6 2
3 points or I unit of
which shall be American
History

(5) Health 1.5 0.5
Physical Education 1.5 3 0.5 1
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Mr. MAZZOLT. The next panelist is Dr. E. Curtis TTenson. You may
proceed, Doctor.

STATEMENT OF DR. E. CURTIS HENSON, ASSISTANT
SUPERINTENDENT, ATLANTA, GA.

Mr. HENSON. Thank you, very much. Mr. Mazzo li and members of
the panel. It is indeed a pleasure to be here today to represent the At-
lanta school system and the Metropolitan Atlanta area.

I think many of the comments and reasons for going into a year-
round school program have already been stated ; therefore, I will make
this as precise as I can.

Year-round education is not a new concept. It has been implemented
in many and various locations in the United States since the mid
1800's. In Atlanta's search for a more effective and efficient educa-
tional program, the year-round school program was explored.

In December 1965, the eight school systems in Metropolitan At-
lanta representing some 300,000 pupils began a rather intensive effort
to develop a more dynamic and meaningful curriculum and organiza-
tional structure for the high schools in that area.

We felt that the schools needed to be more compatible with and re-
sponsive to society, the students and the world of knowledge. We were
very concerned about the fact that 40 percent of our graduating sen-
iors went on to college but 60 percent did not.

Of the 40 percent who started to college, only about 20 percent fin-
ished. However, our currimulum design was such as to train all peo-
ple as though they were going to go to college and were going to
complete it.

We were also following pretty much of the traditional pattern for
college preparation. Employers were concerned about the prospective
employees not being able to fulfill the needs of their respective insti-
tutions.

We were very much concerned about trying to develop a course of
study which would meet the varying needs of all youngsters within
our school districts.

The Atlanta school system spent more than 2 years in planning,
studying and developing the program which was begun in all 26 high
schools in Septwnber 1968.

Today, we are halfway in the 15th consecutive quarter of operation.
During that time, the school system alone has supported the costs of
the fourth quarter. The state has given support to the first three quar-
ters, but ad valorem tax locally levied has to support the fourth
quarter.

Structurally, the four quarter plan is a division of the school year
into four parts of approximately equal length rather than two semes-
ters and a summer session. We thought for this to be meaningful a
conscientious effort must be made to provide a complete program dur-
ing each quarter and to require only minimum prerequisites in our
sequential offerings so that the pupil may choose to work or go on
vacation at a time other than dm mg the summer without undue
penalty.
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Merely to divide the textbook or the formal course offerings into
quarter blocks instead of semester blocks would not make an adequate
yea -round program. Without extensive revision of the educational
goals and an intensive analysis of the curriculum, four quarters of
school will be no more of an exciting prospect than three quarters or
two semesters.

Factors other than time, number of pupils and amount of days must
be weighed. Each quarter course nuist be complete and autonomous.
This meant that we had to revise the entire high school curriculum com-
pletely so that there was no particular course named or required for all
students but that any student might be able to attain his own level of
development in a given subject area.

The number of possible courses within a given discipline must be
large enough. therefore, to assure each student ease in scheduling while
assuring cont inuous growth opportunities for the pupil.

Only occasionally under such a plan would a pupil be required to
pass a specific course since there are others which deal with similar con-
cepts of equal quality which would serve as well. With a four-quarter
plan. a system can offer greater flexibility both in scheduling and in
curriculum offerings.

The possibilities appear unlimited and the benefits to pupils great.
If a pupil chooses, he may take a greater number of courses in a 12-
month period. Such a choice permits him these options: He may grad-
uate at an earlier date or he may enrich his plan of studies; he may
take remedial work if required or he may take an alternate course if
he is unsuccessful in one; he may work in November on a job that he
possibly could not have gotten the previous June; he may even work
parttime and attend school part- time year-round.

Parenthetically, we have more than 6,000 youths who chose this
option. They attend vear-round with a reduced course load while
working part-time. Oiiginally, we had thought that a job would be
divided among four youths, one staying out of school for a full quarter
and then rotating. This has not beenour experience.

They seem to get a job for one-half day and keep it for an entire year
or longer and another youth taking it the other half-day. By taking
four courses a day or a quarter, and going year-round. a pupil can
complete his high school requirements with his peers, plus having had
3 or 4 years of work experience.

We think this is equally as important to many students as some of
the academic subjects. To a greater extent the pupil may vary studies
according to his interests and convenience as course offerings become
less sequential in some subject areas. Having to enroll in courses in
sequence is a myth which has been exploded.

The sequential offering of courses really has very little foundation
because no one knows why pupils consistently have been required to
take European history before American history, or having to complete
English literature before being permitted to take American literature.

There is no reason for it other than tradition. that we have been
able to find. Recognizing there might be some savings or delayed taxa-
tion when school buildings are needed and bonding capacities are
reached, the Atlanta school system did not go into the year-round
school program for the purpose of trying to save money.
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The advantages sought from a 4-quarter plan were to provide wider
options and educational opportunities for the youth involved. The
idea that we can predetermine what a pupil needs to know before he
is born seems to have long since ceased to have any validity, if it ever
did.

Benefits to the students, then, should be the prime reason for con-
verting to a quarter plan or a year-round education.

Thank you very much. I will be happy to try to answer any ques-
tions you may have.

Mr. PIICINSKT (presiding). Thank you, Dr. Henson.
(The prepared statement follows:)
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ATLANTA PUBLIC SCHOOLS, ATLANTA, GEORGIA

THE FOUR QUARTER SCHOOL YEAR

(Prepared by E. Curtis lienton. Assistant Superintendent for Instruction)

WIDENING CURRICULUM OPTIONS

THROUGH A FOURQUARTER SCHOOL YEAR

Yearround education is not a new concept. It has been implemented in various locations in
the United States since the mid 1800's. In Atlanta's search for a more effective and efficient educational
program, the yearound school program was explored.

In December of 1965, an intensive effort was started to develop a more dynamic and meaningful
curriculum and organizational structure for the high schools in the Atlanta School System. We felt that
the schools needed to be more compatible with and responsive to society, the students, and the world
of knowledge. Two years were devoted to studying, planning, and developing the program before it was
begun in all 26 high schools in September of 1968. Today, it is in its fifteenth consecutive quarter of
operation, and during this time the fourth quarter has been funded almost entirely from local advalorem
taxes.

The following description of Atlanta's program is usually accompanied by a slide presentation
and attempts to tell (a) why Atlanta developed and implemented the yearround educational program.
(b) how' the program was developed, and (c) how well it has worked.

Atlanta is a vast, complex, changing city, and the changes of recent years have been dramatic.
No longer is life dominated by an agrarian society. Animal power has been replaced by machinery and
modern technology demands skills unheard of In previous years. People are more mobile; new and
different jobs are being developed daily.

The challenge of education has always been to provide programs which meet the needs of the
time. However, the changes in education have not always kept pace with the changes in society as a
whole. Too often educational changes have occurred as a reaction to thetimes rather than a response.
Therefore, the major question faced by the Atlanta Public Schools in this period of comples and
constant change is

What type of educational programs should be provided?

In response to this question, we found we had to ask ourselves two other pertinent questions:
...What are Atlanta's needs?

...What is a possible and positive approach to meeting these needs?

WHAT ARE ATLANTA'S NEEDS?

There is no simple answer to this question, for Atlanta is far from a simple city. It is a big,
bustling, growing city: it is 27th in population in the United States. 3rd in air travel, 9th in residential
buildings, and 3rd in non farm employment.

The homes for its residents range from modern high rise apartmentsto old frame structures,
from decaying parts of the inner city to townhouses, from low socio economic areas to large estates,
from slums to subdivisions.

What are Atlanta's needs? How do the people wh live in these various kinds of housing earn

a living in 1972? They are dental technicians, lawyers, cc struction workers, service station operators,
airline reservation clerks, architects, executives, clerks, judges, secretaries, inmates, and welfare

recipients.
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What are Atlanta's needs? Educational programs which will equip the young people

of today to live in this complex, changing city. Educational programs which will provide for

individual needs and individual aspirations.

Traditionally, the school program was pretty much of single design similar to a funnel.

Regardless of the size, shape, desires, aptitudes, and goals of the pupils, courses were presented

and required in sequential ordm pupils passed or repeated before moving on. Pupils were

grouped rigidly and scheduled Pay grades regardless of their learning abilities and potentials.

This constraint did not seem appropriate; neither did it seem to be educationally meaningful.

HOW WAS THE PROBLEM APPROACHED?

We were faced with finding a pattern of organizational structure which would carry a

flexible, changing curriculuM and would allow for individual goals of pupils. We had tried the

semester system. We also tried the "souped up" semester system. We examined the trimester.

However, we were searching for an organizational structure which would permit more

flexibility and individualization of instruction; one which would allow pupils to take one course,

or two courses, or a combination of courses and activities; one which would permit a wider

selection of options; and one which would expand the school year and permit the interchange

of its varloUs parts. Thee'efore, representatives from the eight school systems in the metropolitan

Atlanta area, in conjunction with the State Department of Education, worked cooperatively

to deve4op such a plan. We actually went into this program on a cooperative basis because of

the size, These eight school systems enroll more than one-third the students in Georgia.

Cooperation gave us *'psychological security and mutual support.

Area superintendents, state department representatives, department chairmen, and

othekey instructional leaders were added to the planning group. The decision was reached

that the vehicle needed to carry the curriculum should have four interchangeable parts. The

structure took shape; the fourquarter plan was the structure we would use as a vehicle for

our new curriculum and program. Merely to "chop" the traditional courses into quarter

blocks would not give the flexibility desired. So, each of the eight school systems, in varying

degrees, independently and cooperatively organized and worked to develop an appropriate

curriculum.

Atlanta's stafrcomposed of teachers, coordinau:rs, subject area department heats,

librarians, consultants, administrators, and, on occasion,students examined the curriculum by
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subject areas. Each subject area committee exchanged ideas with similar committees in

the other metropolitan school systems, and interdisciplinary groups worked together.

Administrative committees were also at work. Collectively, we produced a nonsequential,

nongraded individualized program. In order to accomplish this goal, the entire high school

curriculum was rewritten by identifying feasible concepts in each discipline, grouping those

which seemed to hang together, and arranging them in courses. When possible, the courses

were developed according to behavioral objectives, student characteristics, and administrative

requirements as we perceived them at that time.

In order to give some uniformity in course development, this guide was devised and

used by each subject area committee.

RE COMME NOE0 QUARTER COURSE

SUBJECT AREA OF

Name of °sum and
Description Student Charectwisdcs Behavioral Objectives

Admainnative
Requirements

(Catalogue title and
eons or two sentence
descrIption)

(Who will take the course?
Age. achievement level. sea.
requisite courses. vOcabonel
goals. academic goals. Wiled

(What the Pupils we
expected to accomplish
In slut course)

(Double Knolls. lime
of day. sue el class.
rheum, lacier,"
...Cowed. me I

You will note we were concerned about behavioral objectives. These were the days when

behavioral objectives were just beginning to become popular, and perhaps we did not reach

our desired goals in every case. However, for the first time, on a comprehensive basis, we were

concerned about what it was that students were to learn, to learn to do, to develop their

attitudes, or specifically what we were trying to accomplish. This behavioral approach is quite

different from saying that the purpose of this course is to prepare people to live successfully

in American democracywhatever that means. We were much more specific. Furthermore,

we turned our attention to the more individual characteristics of students:

.,,learning styles

.goals

ambitions.

We were concerned about developing courses which would make possible the reaching

of behavioral objectives by students of many and varied individual characteristics.

We were also concerned about administrative rev 'ations. We had previously hid the

experience of developing courses only to have them retro :al because of inadequate spaceor

restraining needs such as a wall removed. Therefore, we wentecl to know before we began our

79-420 0 72 4
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new course building what kinds of administrative requirements would be necessary to

implement a particular course. The constant and meaningful involvement of administrators

made this goal possible.

For each course, we developed a teacher's guidea mass undertaking. During one

summer alonethe first summer we really got underwaywe used more than eighteen tons

of paper cut in 814 x 11 size for printing the guides. When we tallied the number of courses

we found that we had developed over 850, a number which has now grown to 870. Each

course was listed and described in a catalogue which was distributed to each high school.

Obviously, no one school could offer all of these courses during any one quarter, nor would

some of the courses necessarily ever be offered in some schools. The selection of courses

for any one school is determined by the composition of the student body.

WHAT IS THE NEW CURRICULUM LIKE?

It is nonsequential, nongraded, individualized.

The majority of the courses are nonsequential. This is a problem that we had to

solve early in the planning. We found, to the dismay of some and to the satisfaction of others,

that courses did not necessarily have to he provided in sequential order.

FLOW CHART OF THE ACADEMIC PROGRAM IN MATHEMATIC:

Plow Geo.

Fund. of Ms* EL Alp. $

iss

112 4 I W 222. Int. me.

333

113 $ 223. 331

Ads. Alfi.

tot

Trip

402

403

sr
Lope History of Moth.

341 351

Rebekah,
407

MM. Alp.

Analytic
SAWN

400

EL Functions

Osomooy min*

405
INauTtlp.1 or

404 M Calculus OntI
Analytic

411

412

413

NOTE: A pupil may moss Nom IM Atodsmie Proven to the Onic Program at any quarter.
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Math 111 and 112 can be taken in any order as long as the context is reasonably mastered

in both before 113. As long as the content in these three courses is mastered, a pupil

might branch off in any direction, in any math courses offered in the school system. His

own desires and his goals will dictate into which course he goes and in which order he

chooses his path.

It provides for flexible scheduling.

Another important feature is flexible scheduling. The new curriculum provides for

the different levels and abilities of the students through more flexible scheduling.

PUPILS SCHEOULE COLLEGE PREPARATORY

Fall 1968 Winter 19E8 Spying 1969 Summer 1969

Phone of Cirititation IS 5.1

Inter. French A

P. E.: Tennis

BSCS Biology

Adventuring in Lit. I

PURI, Geomett y

Dee. of Nation Sine ISS.I

Inter. French B

P. E.: Soccer

BSCS Biology

Compirreition (Erg.)

Plane Geometry

Political Behavior IS S 1

Inter. French C

P. E.: Track and Field

BSCS Boo.rgy

Privemurong in Li:. :r

Plane Geometty

TVP.M

Theater IFne I

Short Story

Dee of U $ Democracy

This is a schedule for a pupil who wishes to go to college. Although ii is entitled college

preparatory, we have no such program designated, but from the 870 courses and proper pro.

fessional assistance from counselors, teachers, and parents, we can assist the pupil in selecting the

kind of courses he will need to enter practically any university anywhere. This particular student

wanted to go to college . is now in college and is doing quite well. A careful examination of the

courses selected will reveal the fact that this is a traditional college prep type program.

Another program for a student who needed two quarter courses in English and in social

studies to complete requirements for graduation wished also to take choir or music and to he of

assistance around the school, thus completing onehalf day.
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ACTUAL SENIOR STUDENT SCHEDULE

1st Quarter 2nd Quarter

1. Composition (Eng.) 1. Composition (Eng.)

2. Choir 2. Honor Choir

3. Aide (Principal) 3. Aide (Assistant Principal)

4. Comparative Cultures (S.S.) 4. International Relations (S.S.)

Early dismissal Early dismissal

at work by 1:00 P. M. at work by 1:00 P. M.

At noon the student was dismissed and worked as a mail clerk in a nearby establish.

ment. This young man is also in college and is doing quite well, illustrating again the fact that

a student who wishes or needs to work would not be prevented from going to college.

Other types of flexibility in terms of students with different abilities and having

different needs was also considered important. English is probably an example that illustrates

as well as any the wide range of abilities of students in a common core type subject. In

Atlanta we have high school students who are reading below the fourth grade level, between

fourth and sixth, and above the sixth grade level. Some appropriate courses for each one of

them are listed next, including courses for those who are just beginning to read and are

improving below the fourth grade level. Would it be better for a nonreader, 16- years old,

to learn to read than it would be for him to flunk Shakespeare again? We decided in favor

of teaching students things that were meaningful to them regardless of whether it was on the

first grade, twelfth grade, or college level.
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A. READING LEVEL BE LOW 4.0

LOWER DI% ISION: UPPER DIVISION:

Reading Improvement I. II Expository Composition

Communication Skills Lah. E II Readings for Modern Man

Literary Modes Adventuring through Literature I

Language Stills Drama for Modern Man

Mess Media Theatre and Stagecraft

Short Story

.B. READING LEVEL PROM 4.0 . 5.9

LOWER DIVISION

CSL E II. III

Literary Modes

Language Skills

Mess Media

UPPER DIVISION:

Expository Composition

Adventuring through Literature II

Oral Language

Poetry

American Literature I

Communication: The PareeraPh

POSSIBLE SUMMER QUARTER ELECTIVES:
Theatre and Stagecraft

C. READING LEVEL 6.0 OR ABOVE

LOWER DIVISION: UPPER DIVISION:

Literary Themes Adventuring through Literature II

Communication: Composition
Sentence Patterns

Myths and Legends American Literature I

Mess Media Language Development .'

Communication: American Literature II
The Paragraph

Literary Types Drama

POSSIBLE SUMMER QUARTER ELEC.:* IVES:
Creative Writing

Shakespeare
The Novel
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It requires more counseling with students.

To have this much flexibility is one thing, but to be able to counsel with students in

the way the flexibility demands is very important. The classroom teacher's role in counseling

has been greatly enhanced because she works closer with the pupils and, above all others, is

better able to suggest appropriate courses to take next in any given subject area. Hopefully,

through this process, each pupil will be scheduled so that he will be challenged enough to maintain

interest but not enough to find course work too demanding and thus lose interest. Through

this total counseling and selection process, courses are selected for each pupil for each quarter.

Each pupil examines his program of studies, and the courses selected for the quarter are

noted. During the quarter, the pupil's records are reviewed, and with further counselingwith

a guidance counselor if the case warrants ita second quarter's program of studies is identified

and added. As was illustrated previously, work may be scheduled for onehalf day, during

the morning or afternoon or it could come at some other time. The whole idea is that there

Is a flexibility or a possibility of flexibility depending upon the pupil's respective needs and

his own direction.

To facilitate scheduling, we do use the computer. There is some question about whether

it Is mandatory or not in order to have a successful program, and there is still some real question

about whether we can schedule faster or more effectively manually. The question of rapidly

retrievable forms of data is clearly answered by the computer assisting us in that particular area.

Following the same counseling procedure, the third quarter's program of studies is identified,

as is the fourth quarter, and any subsequent quarters of work that the pupil may wish to take.

This whole process of scheduling re-emphasizes the fact that Atlanta's pupils come in

different sizes and shapes and that the old uniform curriculum design does nut fit the

majority of our pupils. The fourquarter plan provide; wider options and, with proper counseling,

better suits our pupils.

It credits students for work completed in a different fashion.

After several months of debate, we decided that if the courses were properly selected

in terms of the activity that the student would need next in order to continue his normal

growth pattern and if he were pursuing these reasonably well and making progress, every

course would have exactly the same amount of credit. T t is, if he attends class one hour a

day, five days a week for a quarter and passes, he would cairn five quarter hours regardless of
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the name of the course. Although we do not record Carnegie units or keep up with them

in any way, the rule of fifteen quarter hours equals one carnegie unit is used for handling

transfer students.

WHAT HAS REALLY HAPPENED TO THE ATLANTA PUBLIC SCHOOLS AS A RESULT

OF THIS EFFORT TO WIDEN CURRICULUM OPTIONS?

Many questions have been answered and many others identified.

After more than two years of preparation, the four-quarter plan began in September

of 1968, and is now in its fifteenth quarter of operation. During this period of time, we

have answered many questions, but we have, in the process, probably identified more

questions than we have answered. One of the mure commonly asked questions, particularly

in the earlier years, wasdoes it save money? The answer for Atlanta's program is simply

no. It was not designed as a money saving approach; it was designed as a vehicle for

curriculum revisiona method for providing more relevant courses and more meaningful

experiences for the youth enrolled in the school system. Since all youth have an opportunity

to come either three or four quarters if they wish, the cost of operating the additional

quarter is over and above what it would cost if we stopped at the end of the third quarter.

How did you get people involved?

We worked at public involvement some two or more years prior to implementing the

program, and we developed publications which we distributed widely to PTA's, news media,

television programs, radio, school bulletins. We appeared before all kinds of groups to talk.

We encouraged pupils to discuss their specific courses of study with their parents. Parents

were Invited to talk with teachers if they had any questions about what might happen.

Faculty meetings were devoted to developing better understanding among staff members.

Through this all, we found out that the public generally was much more in favor of moving

Into this type of program than some of us who call ourselves professional educators.

What major differences have been experienced since going into the year-round program?

One of the differences Is that we have all of our high schools open all year long, fullday,

tuitionfree. Formerly, in the summer, we had only a select number of schools open in various

locations. The enrollment has changed considerably, tc 1. Prior to going on the year-round program,

we had approximately 25% of the high school student body enrolled in one or more

courses during the summer for which they paid tuition. In 1969, the first full summer of
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operation on the yearround program, we had some 39% of the students to enroll with an

average enrollment of 2.6 classes. The next summer, we dropped to 35%, but the number of

classes increased to 3.6 on an average per student. In 1971, the enrollment percentage was

36; the course enrollment was 3.7, approaching the average load of 4.

What about eligibility for athletics?

Are you permitting your students to stay out the quarter they participate thus in

essence becoming a pro? No. We appeared before the Association that sets the regulations,

and it was ruled that a student would earn eligibility the quarter prior to this participation

in a competitive sport, i.e., he would either earn his eligibility in the spring or the summer

quarter prior to participating in the fall depending on his enrollment.time. He must pass

fifteen quarter hours during the quarter he earns eligibility and must be enrolled during the

quarter he participates. The Atlanta School System has Increased the requirement from

fifteen to twenty quarter hours.

Have more special programs been added?

In addition to the regular full program, we have been able to maintain special

activities and to increase the offerings of special activities because of our flexibility. One such

prograin is called Upstreamthe Atlanta School System's version of the internationally known

program Outward Bound. For this program, youngsters enroll for 21 consecutive days in the

North Georgia mountains. Fifteen quarter hours of creditfive hours in sociology, five hours

in environmental biology, and five hours in physical educationare allowed for the experience.

Qualified, certified teachers stay right with the students at all times. Other such special

courses or programs include environmental biology, oceanography, automobile mechanics . . .

Not only do these special programs enrich the curriculum offerings, but also some courses

such as the automobile mechanics succeed in destroying many of the myths about those who

work with their hands having less intellect.

HAS THE PROGRAM WORKED?

The curriculum has changed. It is more uptodate, relevant, and flexible. The student

and parent response has been positive. Perhaps some illustrative student comments will give

an idea of the reception:

...Going to school all four quarters, I don't get IThind and yet I can hold

down a parttime job.
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...By taking three or four courses a quarter, I don't feel pushed. We schedule

what we feel I can handle without my getting upset and nervous.

...One quarter, 1 took three social science coursesnot to get rid of the hard

work but to concentrate in one field.

...I just go whenever my mom makes me.

...Even physical education is different? we went to the public swimming pool
three times a week for lessons.

...I'm on the annual staff so I went the fourth quarter to lighten my load all

year and give me more time for the yearbook.

Few students, less than 100, take vacation quarters other than summer. Few choose

to graduate early. Close to 6,000 will workeither as a part of a schOol program or on their
ownparttime.

Does the new approach help? We think so. We know it widens theopportunities; we

work constantly toward keeping it relevant and flexible.
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What is the four-quarter
school program?

Structurally, the four-quarter program is a division of the
school year into four periods of approximately equal length
rather than into two semesters and a summer session. To be
meaningful, a conscientious effort must be made to provide a
complete program during each quarter and to require only
minimum prerequisites and/or sequential offerings so that a
pupil may choose to work or go on vacation at a time other
than during the summer without undue penalty.

To divide the textbook or course into four quarters instead
of two semesters does not produce an adequate four-quarter
program. Without extensive revision of educational goals and
an intensive analysis of the curriculum, four quarters of
school will be no more of an exciting prospect than three
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quarters or two semesters. Factors other than time, number,
and amount of days must be weighed. Each quarter course
must be a complete and autonomous unit. The number of
possible courses within a given discipline must be large
enough to assure ease in scheduling while assuring con-
tinuous growth opportunities for the pupil. Only occasion-
ally would a pupil be required to pass a specific course since
there are others which deal with similar concepts of equal
quality which would serve as well.

With the four-quarter plan, a system can offer greater flexi-
bility both in scheduling and in curriculum offerings. The
possibilities appear unlimited and the benefits to pupils great.
If a pupil chooses, he may take a greater number of courses
in a twelve-month period. Such a choice permits him these
options: He may graduate at an earlier date, enrich his plan
of studies, take remedial work if required, or take an alter-
nate course if he is unsuccessf.d in one. He may work in
November on a job he possibly could not have gotten the pre-
vious June. He may even work part-time and attend school
part-time year-round. To a great extent, he may vary his
studies according to interest and convenience as course offer-
ings become less sequential in some subject areas.

For the school system, advantages sought from a four-quarter
plan are not financial. Initially, such an operation is more
expensive to implement and maintain than the traditional
two-semester plus a tuition-supported summer school. Ben-
efits to pupils should be the prime reason for converting to a
four-quarter school program.
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FOURTH QUARTER DATA

Enrollment by Subject Areas
Enrollment

By Subject Areas 1 9 6 9 1 9 7 0 1 9 7 1

Art 1163 1002 1683

Business Education 2429 2574 2345

Driver Education 357 155 523

English 6982 6835 61'04

Foreign Language 425 444 77

Health 130
(combined
with P.E.) 497

Home Economics 1125 1767 2009

Industrial Arts 1232 1300 3963

Mathematics 5335 5545 5948

Music 1365 1607 2275

Physical Education 3754 5115 6085

Science 2987 4017 3880

Social Studies 6319 7092 7488

Others 191 390 614

TOTALS 33,794 37,843 43 466

Average Number

Subjects Per Pupil 2.645 3.609 5.725

Total Enrollment 12.770 10.484 11,666

Percent Attending 37% 30.77% 35.5%
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Mr. PETINstil. Mr. Brewster, we are partienlet interested in hear-
ing your 4-day-a-week plan for students. I am anxious to hear it.. Your
entire statement will go in the record at this point, and you can sum-
marize it in any way you wish.

(The prepared statement follows:)

LESS SCHOOL BETTER LEARNING: THE 4 -DAY SCHOOL WEEK

(By Albert J. Brewster, Jr.. superintendent of schools. Maine School
Administrative District No. 3, Unity, Maine)

Maine School Administrative District Number Three began a trial four-day
student school week in September of 1971 as a solution to two specific problems:
financial need, and a need for in-service training time for teachers.

In early spring of 1971, word was received that District Three had been.
awarded an E.S.E.A. Title III grant for its project entitled "Individualized
Learning and Responsibility Development." A project geared to changing teach-
ing techniques and materials, it featured an extensive training program for
teachers. The time for such training was the most serious consideration of the
project.

The long established practice of holding teacher training sessions after school
or in the evening, in this writer's experience, had never really proved to be very
productive. After all, a teacher can hardly be expected to report to a central
location after a full day of teaching and be in any state of mind to assimilate
new ideas.

In the midst of the teacher-training dilemma, a new crisis struck n 10%
budget cut. These two problems, then, created a situation to which a four-day
student week speared to be a tenable solutionan opportunity to provide a sub-
stantial block of training time for teachers while in the same instance reducing
certain operating costs namely in the areas of maintenance, food set vice, and
transportation.

Any reduction in the number of days in the student school week implied, of
course, a reduction of instructional time. To minimize such a reduction, it was
proposed that the length of each of the tour remaining school days be increased by
thirty-five minutes. Thus, the actual reduction of instructional time would be
only two hours and twenty-five minutes per week instead of the usual full day of
five hours and five minutes.

After careful consideration, the State School Board authorized the implemen-
tation of the proposed four-day week every week from September to Christmas
recess, 1971, once every other week from January 3 until March 1, 1972, and once
every fourth week from March 1 until June 1, 1972.

It was not without some trepidation that District Three embarked upon the
four-day week project. Perhaps the greatest initial concern was the possibility
of a fatigue problem for elementary school youngsters, and careful observation
by all staff was maintained from the first. The final conclusion in December of
1971, based upon teacher observations and parental reports, was that there was
no appreciable increase in fatigue of youngsters as a result of a thirty-five-
minute-longer school day.

Another major concern was, of course, the reduction of instructional time. Here
it was felt that the increase in learning efficiency as a result of the use of new
methods and materials in the teaching/learning operation would more than off-
set the weekly 2 hour and 25 minute reduction in instructional time. A compari-
son of standardized test data is now in progress.

While initially there was a small but vocal group opposed to the four-day
school week project, the great majority of the residents of the district adopted a
"wait and see" attitude.

On a purely subjective basis this writer feels that the goal of the Title III
project have been much further advanced than they would have been without
the fifth day of teacher training activities. Acceptance of tile four-day school
week has been very good. Students, naturally, are almost unanimous in their
approval. Many parents are enthusiastic about the individualized instruction
effected by the progrr.m.

At this point, while the final, comprehensive evaluation is being completed, all
aspects appear to be positive, and there is reason for confidence that a more
extensive continuation of the four-day school week project will be sought fcr the
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coming school year. If the budget authorization rote is any indication of ap-
proval of the educational program by the electorate. it must be pointed out that
after two successive years of significant budget ruts 1:07; in 197 -71 and 10',';
in 1971-72) the budget this year was approved intact by a vote of almost three
to one. After almost 7 months of Ow 4-day weeks project.

III order to make effective changes in the educational process, adequate time
must be allowed for inservice training of teacherstime which is not in addi-
tion to a full. vigorous workweek. What has long been established in the indus-
trial realm must he established in the educational realmeffective. productive
change can best be effected by providing for inservice training on "company
time."

A critical point. germane to the four-day school week. is that no matter how
carefully simulated or cleverly contrived. formal educational experiences can
lady he a genuine experience in formal education. III other words. the hununaz-
ing aspect of real life experiences can only be realized through real life experi-
ences for which adequate time must he provided. The school-free day. be it
Friday or any other school day, can provide the time for real life experiences
ga it! for experiences in community activities such as those sponsored by service
organizations. churches, youth groups, and so forth.

Though the quantity (time) of the treatment (education) must necessarily be
reduced in a four-day week program. the efficacy (quality) of the treatment
may be increased, by 1110:11IN of the teacher training program. to such an extent
that the overall result (learning) is superior: less school better learning.

Mr. Prcixskr. I might point out that Congressman Hathaway had
hoped to be here to introduce you personally. He is on another com-
mittee. He asked me to extend to you his welcome before the commit-
tee.

STATEMENT OF ALBERT J. BREWSTER, JR., SUPERINTENDENT
OF SCHOOLS, MAINE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT NO. 3,
UNITY, MAINE

Mr. Bimws -itit. Thank you, Mr. Pucinski and ladies and gentlemen.
Greetings front the great State of Maine and the good people of
Waldo County.

I would like to give you a few bits of information about district 3.
We consist of 11 towns and one plantation, which is unorganized ter-
ritory. The area is approximately 396 square miles. Our buses run
about 1,650 miles a day, which is about the distance from Portland
to Atlanta.

We have 1.670 youngsters, 5.200 in population in the entire 11 towns
and plantation. We ha ye seven elementary schools, a centralized high
school, grades 9-12, and cent mlized junior high grades 7 and S.

Approximately a year ago, we became interested in upgrading our
curriculum to try to keep pace with the times and in tune with the
latest techniques and new materials. We applied for and were success-
ful in receiving a title 3 ESEA grant for our project entitled "In-
dividualized Learning and Responsibility Development" wherein we
hoped to get our school district moving toward an individualized pro-
gram. and by means of this approach. through the education of young-
sters. develop in them a greater sense of responsibility.

We felt a sense of urgency here in that the 18-year-old vote has
become a reality in the State of Maine. In Jane of this rear. youngsters
will have full adult rights and privileges at the age of 1S.

In order to implement our t itle 3 program, %cinch was very heavily
inservice training oriented for teachers, we came tip against a very
difficult task of trying to find time for this training.
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I Ia ring such a large area, and teachers ha whir- to tra vel considerable
distances to a central point, we thought that perhaps some part of
the school day might very well he the best way to handle at least the
initial inserice training.

In the meantime, March of last year at our annual budget meeting,
we turned out to be one of the unfortunate school districts that suf-
fered a 10-percent budget cut. Coining on a rather stark budget pro-
posal to begin with, in desperation and in an attempt to reduce op-
erating costs, the thought occurred to us that perhaps we could com-
bine the inservice training time and also effect some operational sav-
ings by reducing the school week foryoungsters, from 5 to 4 days.

The hm was drawn up and presented to the State Department of
Education. After a considerable amount of discussion and testimony,
at a second meeting- a compromise proposal was accepted. It called for
a 4-day week beginning September 1971, and every week through or
to the Christmas recess m December, and then once every other week
through Mardi from t he first of this year. and front Mardi to June
once every 4 weeks.

What we nave done on this (lily is to have teachers gather at the
central area, the central high school, from S o'clock in the morning
until noon for a 4-hour intensive training period.

We were able, under the provisions of the title project, to fluid this
program. I must say that such a pmgrain does require earmarked
funds. We were able to bring in experts from the various schools and
colleges, consultants and so forth to assist us in getting started on au
individualized learning program.

We, at this time, feel that the program was very successful. We were
able to get teachers into a complete total immersion situation as far
as timinino. is concerned. Needless to say. youngsters unanimously en-
dorsed the- -clay school week.

Parents were largely "let's wait and see," although we were quite
surprised after the result of a survey to find that less than 10 percent
found this change in the week schedule inconvenient and under 5 per-
cent. indicated they had to lose work because of it.

I should add at this point that we did provide for additional in-
structional time in the 4-day week. We did not just drop a day out.

Actually, we increased the sehooldav by 5 minutes, shortened the
recess period by 5 minutes, and were. tilde to confine the actual loss of
instructional time in a 4-day week to 2 hours and sonic 40-odd minutes.

I think at this point, following up at the end of a very distinguished
panel, I can probably distinguish my remarks further by being as
brief as possible and end my remarks with my thanks for the oppor-
tunity to be here to be heard.

Tr. PCCINSKI. Thank you, very much. Mr. Brewster.
Obviously you all had a considerable degree of success in your pro-

grams that you have brought before the committee. I believe it is wise
for the committee, in looking to this new educational phenomena, at
least reasonably new, to seek out whether or not we cannot. find some
answers.

I was wondering, 'Mr. Brewster, with the additional time that teach-
ers now have for nisei-vice training and other work, what has been the
effect of their professional achievement within the framework?
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Mr. Bar.wsrEa. We have not any objective evaluations at this point.
I have to be very subjective. I would say that. I feel, personally and
my administrators do. too, that our project is perhaps as much as three
times further advanced than it would be on a once -a -week after school
or evening type of program. This total emerging factor, we feel, was
very successful.

We intended initially to have 21 so-called pilot teachers totally
dedicated to the process of this learning. As a result of the inservice
the number increased to over 30. During the fall the interest of teach-
ers was just overwhelming.

Mr. Proxsia. So, your 4-day week with 1 day for training comes
close to the proposal I made time and time again for the 3 and 2 days
when I urged we spend :1 days a week on basic education and 2 days a
week on career education.

My emphasis on career education is to allow teachers to go through
an inservice program and varions other things. but we would keep the
youngster at school for the 5 days as against the 4 days you do.

Mr. MAzzom. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. I wood like to ask Mr.
Brewster one question. On page 3 of your statement you state, "At this
point, while the final, comprehensive evaluation is king completed, all
aspects appear to be positive, and there is reason for confidence that a
more extensive continuation of the 4-day school week project will be
sought for the coming school year. If the budget authorization vote is
any indication of approval of the educational program by the elec-
torate, it must be pointed out that. after 2 successive years of sig-
nificant, budget cuts (5 percent in 1970-71 and 10 percent in 1971-72)
the budget this year was approved intact by a vote of almost 3 to 1."

Is that a vote by your electorate of 3 to 1?
Mr. BREWSTER. Yes.
Mr. MAzzma. How does it work ?
Mr. Mmma. Our district is a school administrative district, and

is a quasi-municipal operation in many ways. The school district does
levy taxes on the inhabitants of the towns of the districts approxi-
mately 50 some odd percent. of the operating revenue collies from the
State under a general subsidy plan. The rest of it is levies through
local assessments on a formula.

We hold a budget. meeting annually. and all of the registered voters
in the 11 towns in the district come to the meeting for explanation
of the budget, and vote by ballot to approve or not approve.

Mr. MAzzot.r. So the 10 percent vote was also voted by the electorate?
Mr. BnEwsm. Yes.
Mr. MAzzom. This maybe is a direct response to their dissatisfaction

with progress in education or what. do yon attribute the dramatic
t itrna bout to ?

Mr. BREWSTER. I think general satisfaction with the program we
developed this year.

Mr. MAzzot.r. Four-day week?
Mr. BREWSTER. That. is part of it. Probably more importantly the

fact that individualized instruction to the extent we have implemented
it now is proving very popular wtih youngsters and parents are very,
much impressed. The youngsters seem to like the process.

Mr. MAzzou. In any program you adopt in your district you have
to be very careful with public approval of it or acceptance of it or
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knowledge of it, because they then have really the pursestrings insofar
as the 50 percent generated from local sources?

Mr. Bit Ewsma. Right.
Mr. MAzzou. As a school administrator. do you find that it is better

to be more or less under the gun ? Does that help you to perform your
job better?

Mr. Bm.ArKrza. Well, it. has been had for us in some ways. It does
keep us very responsive. I must. say. But. in some areas, for instance,
textbooks and supplies, we, of necessity. because of budget cuts and
because of a necessity to present nothing but a bare-boned budget, we
had to cut the accounts, pare them back so that perhaps for the past
5 year's expenditures in textbooks would be the same.

We know of inflationary increases in textbooks alone going up 80
percent, so, we are su &ring in that respect.

Mr. MAzzoi.i. So, possibly by keeping out front, as they say. with
respect to the voters, it may keep you more sensitive of what they
think of the need or what they feel is the need, and probably more
apt to inform them or keep them periodically apprised of what, is
happening since you have to go to their need.

Mr. BREWSTER. Sensitive to the point of paranoia, I might say.
Mr. MAzzoi.i. Well said. Mr. Henson, I wondered, in your state-

ment, and I believe the gentleman, Mr. Gove, too. mentioned that ap-
parently you had no trouble with your State with respect to getting
it to fund those programs which involve this additional quarter, is
that generally correct

Mr. HENsox. The State has not assisted at all.
Mr. Pucixsici. Well, didn't we in Illinois in this legislative session

give you what you needed for your particular planning/
Mr. Gov& Yes. Keep in mind, we are still educating children at

Valley View for still 180 days, not more days like Curt. does. Bat, we
are on an average daily attendance in the State of Illinois with 45-15,
having also a fourth of the children not in attendance.

So, House bill 1525 was introduced in the 76th general assembly to
give the State superintendent. discriminary powers in giving a new
State aid formula so districts wouldn't be penalized, but they wouldn't
receive more than their fair share.

Mr. MAzzou. You are accounting for the 15 days when the quarter
student. body is gone, they are counted in for the full-time attendance?

Mr. HENsoN. For 180, but not beyond that.
Mr. MAzzou. Not beyond that. Now, the ad valorem tax in Atlanta,

is it specifically levied for thesummer quarter or what?
Mr. HENSON. It is part of the general operating budget. Approxi-

mately 00 or 65 percent of the total operating costs of the city school
system comes from ad valorem taxes.

Mr. MAzzou. Some part of it is handled by your staff and devoted
to costs of summer school programs?

Mr. HENSON. Right.
Mr. MAzzou: So you don't get State aid for that?
Mr. HEssox. Not for the fourth quarter.
Mr. MAzzou. As I remember your statement, Mr. Cantrell,you men-

tioned that the assembly this year in the just concluded session passed
a law which permitted you to take a summer course, or those who
elected to take a summer quarter or who were on vacation for some
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onarter during the year. they :Fet paid for those on the foundation. bat
you can't for those children who o the four quarter s. is that correct ?

Mr. CA NTRELL. lfr. Mazzoli. T did not take time during the testimony
to explain it. T would like to briefly explain it.

Mr. MAzzo1.1. T would like to find out if. for instance. an adequate
law was proposed to the assembly at the time? Maybe T can start at
this point. Was a law proposed or legislation proposed to cure the
problem?

lfr. CANTRELL. No, sir: we. (1 id not propose legislation that would
permit a student to attend all four qnarters. and Jefferson County
would draw ADA for this reason. that the State department of educa-
tion felt it would be 'mad yisable because if such a law were passed.
they seemed to feel that many systems in the State that do not neces-
sarily need a .year-cound school prorram, would suddenly start sum-
mer school and let the boys and girls go year-round when they did not
'teed it.

am speaking of the rural areas in a very small system. What they
did is give us everythin they could short of saying that i f a child goes
four quarters. we will not finance the fourth quarter. but they did this.
They made a formula whereby we received money under ADA so
liberally that even if we should permit at our expense boys and girls
to go all four. we would be picking up a little money.

In other words, we would not be the sole individual to bear that cost.
Mr. MAzzom. You are not going to solely sponsor that ?
Mr. CANTRELL. No. Sir.
Mr. MAzzoLL You will get assistance from the State?
Mr. CANTRELL. It would be very little really. depending upon the

increase in the fall.
Mr. Mazola. So that the assembly did not refuse to pass legislation

which was before them?
Mr. CANTRELL. No. sit'.
Mr. MAzzoLL But did pass what was submitted to them ?
Mr. CANTRELL. They did. I brought it and I am sure you have seen

it. the Senate bill.
Mr. MAzzoLL I guess that is the same with Mr. Gore's experience?
Mr. CANTRELL. Yes.
Mr. MAzzoLL They made that arrangement so you are not solely

sponsoring the students for that summer period, those who elect to
take their third quarter. T guess you would say in the summer period?

Mr. GovE. Our plan. they have no say. It is compulsory. when you
go and when you are out.

Mr. MAzzoLL T was wondering. Mr. Cantrell. a percentage of return.
something like 2,100 of the students. are going to take the elective, no.
I think it was 2.100 would go in the slimmer quarter, and 4,000 stu-
dents would attend four quarters.

Mr. CANTREM. Yes.
Mr. MAzzoLL Was that the percentage you anticipated ?
Mr. CANTRKLL We anticipated 8 percent in the summer. We did not

anticipate what they would be year round or what. We missed it by
1 percent.

Mr. liazzoLL Seven percent?

16
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Mr. CANTara.L. Yes. sir: instead of S. What concerned us was the
fact we had quite a few elementary children elected to attend year
round. When I say that. I am talking about the first year. first graders.

We can hardly say why many of those would want to attend year
round. Now. I am sure that in the long run. it will help us. but we do
not wish to accelerate to the point of permitting boys and girls to
finish schools at age 1 or 13. So we may be forced to put in a rule that
says they cannot attend over four. five. or six quarters in summer ses-
sion without a vacation or they can only attend one ,-_.lninner out of
every three or four.

Mr. MAzzoLt. Did you find out the backgminal. maybe it was you,
you noted at the time Mr. Cantrell talked. and what. would he the rea-
son for apparent accelerating in ea ?

Mr. HENsox. Our elementary youngsters are permitted to come
weeks in summer session for emwhment on a tuition -free basis. We
have approximately 20,000 elementary pupils in enrichment programs;
and over 12,000 high school students attending the fourth quarter.

People like to learn when it is presented in a way meaningful to
them. Also, school for most youngsters is the friendliest phue they
know. So, a couple of weeks is about all they can entertain thenNelves,
and that is about all the parents want them to stay at home, too.

So, the school is a desirable place to be, and when learning is going
on, they want to come.

Mr. MAzzot.t. So, it. is a social center in addition to being, I guess, an
educational system?

Mr. HxsoN. I think it is about the only thing they know. Pupils
usually gravitate to the place where they are accepted and where they
feel friendly and cow fortable.

Mr. MAzzom. Mr. Cantrell, would you tell the committee whether or
not the parents were specifically polled at all during the procedures
leading up to the decision to go on with the elective quarter this com-
ing fall?

Mr. CANTRELL. All parents were not polled. However: we had many
committees. We had, as I mentioned. the Citizens Advisory Commit-
tee. We had reactions from the PTA's, from civic clubs. from many,
many groups. We prepared a little booklet that should have gone home
to every family.

The response from that. little questionnaire indicated more of, well,
a greater need for more information. But we were not making any
progress at all with out meetings. and with our plans until we pointed
up that it was purely voluntary. From there on, we seemed to get pub-
lic sentiment behind us, and really. as I say in my talks, if you do not
feel the concept is worth it. forget it, and go from September to June.
Consequently, we cannot hurt anyone, but we are hoping by these elec-
tions, that they will see we are giving the same qualify program in the
summer, not necessarily the same quantity. because we will not have
nearly as many boys and girls attending, but the same teachers anal
subjects and so on, so really, we base the whole thing mi options, on the
voluntary proirims. Hopefully. ive would do two things. No. 1. im-
prove curneurnms, and i f you do that. you improve your program of
education. No. 2, open the door to get a greater use of our buildings
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because we cannot build rapidly enough to keep ahead of our growing
school population.

Mr. MAZZOLI. Is that the way you sold your program, on that basis?
Mr. CANTItELL. Yes. No. 1 was an improved educatiokial program and

No. 2 to save schoolbuilding construction. As the one survey pointed
out, just on the basis of the first survey, we will have somewhere
throughout the county, 25 empty classrooms during this coming school
year.

So, if the public will begin to see. and. rather I can't see why. in an
area such as we have, a suburban area, why somebody Amnia be de-
prived of going to summer school at public expense; and it will not

icost more in the long run, so let hint take his options and let the pupil's
vacation fall in the winter, fall, or spring, and work. and then we get
greater use of buildings.

Mr. MAzzont. One final question before I yield to the chairman be-
cause I think he has a question. Would you envision the use of this
fourth quarter or going to summer schools to complete the third
quarter would be a commonplace thing? Is this your hope or ex-
pectation ?

Mr. CANTRELL. Well, I think. Mr. Mazzoli, really you asked a two-
pronged question, and may I try to separate it?

Mr. MAzzont. Please do.
Mr. CAN-rnEtt. If someone wants to attend the fourth quarter for

makeup work. let's say he has failed the third quarter. then actually
his fourth quarter would be substituted for his third.

Mr. MAzzor.t. Right.
Mr. CANTRELL. Then. the program does provide for enrichment. I

believe that is the other part of your question. For example, we are
going on the point system. A pupil will need 54 points to ffraduate.
If he goes to high school for 12 quarters and take five subjects, he will
have 60 points. So he really has six courses there for out and out
enrichment.

Now, many of them, if they wish to get out into the world of work.
then they can take their diploma at the end of 11 quarters, and the
public has been saved this one quarter.

One more thing here, we, in order to make our public agree that we
are not going to make education cost anymore, we agree to keep check
of the quarters. For example. everyone will be assigned a quarter. If
you are a ninth grader. it will be quarter 25. or we may start. with
quarter one. Then. how you take your 12 quarters does not really
matter.

That is the place that we need some money in advance or some seed
money to get the pmgram started. For example. I am entitled to four
quarters or three quarters in a year. If I attend my three quarters.
there is no problem of financing. but, if I go the summer quarter. there
is a problem; so. somebody has to put money in the till for my fourth
quarter.

Then. if I take a vacation in the subsequent fall. winter. or spring.
everyone is back even. So. I think that we almost approach that point
with the legislature. but not quite.

Mr. AfzzoLt. Thank you very much.
Mr. PrCINSKI. Thank you. I am very pleased to announce we have

here the eighth grade class from the Peterson School in Chicago. Mr.
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Sorenson is in charge of the group. I might tell you young people that
we are having testimony today on a subject that may or may not be
close to your heart, a year-round school term with 45 days of school
and 15 days of all-year-round.

Let me ask you gentlemen one question. all of you ? Is there any
role you see at this point in the Federal Government. that it can play
in helping develop this concept ? Mr. Henson ?

Mr. HENsoN. Yes, sir. I think there is a need for sonic overall plan-
ning opportunities, communication. publication, things of this type,
which the Office of Education might provide. The Office of Education
might also provide consultative services and leadership, both at the
local and State level, and information might be provided to local
groups. governmental bodies, and to State legislative bodies.

Mr. MUCINSKI. Mr. Cantrell.
Mr. CANTRELL. I would underscore what the gentleman has just

said, except 1 do feel that there are cases, perhaps. where local school
systems are in need of money to start a prorram and. hopefully,
maybe the State would pick it up after they see how it works. and it
will provide or do the things that the originators of that program say
it will do. And, then, hopefully. the local or rather the States will pick
up the costs from there on.

Mr. Pt-a...ism. In other words, you would have the Federal Gov-
ernment perhaps paying for the summer quarter for instance, which,
for the amount. our assembly is not providing for in Illinois, with the
idea it will show its benefits and advantages, and then at some point,
phase in the State support of that?

Mr. CAx-ritr.I.L. Yes. I pointed out actually what it would cost in
onr State. We can't help but feel over a period of 2 or 3 years the
money would be left someplace unless you had a large increase in
enrollment.

Mr. linEws.rEn. I want to say in addition to larger levels of Federal
funding, categorical planning funds are essential. and places like my
own district three were very much restricted in any type of planning
or innovative work because of lack of funds.

I would like to get. in a plug here for some of the categorical pro-
grams we have now. ESEA has been a blessing in providing us with
fluids for training. for materials, and I think. perhaps, if some cate-
gorical funds such as that were established for innovative school years.
it would be very helpful in moving things along.

Mr. Govt:. I would have to state my previous recommendations still
hold true. I would have to agree with my colleague to the right if
additional days of eduration are afforded to children in a district, the
State should provide the funding for these additional days of
schooling.

Of course, in Illinois, we don't have a problem along those lines.
In regard to direct Federal funding to assist various areas. I would
hope that along with this it would carry a provision of in-kind costs.
additional costs. to be picked up either at the State or local levels.

I feel that ESEA programs are very worthwhile. I feel NDEA.
particularly NDEA title 3 that calls for matching. funds at the local
level, pro -ides a better use of these funds at the local level, when the
local taxpayers and Boards of Education have to include some of their
own operating money in these programs.
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Mr. Pircixss.i. Gentlemen. I thank you very much for starting
off the hearings on the yea-round school concept. I think we are off
to a good start. You have given us a great deal of information that
we are going to now be able to build on. and when we are through
with this dialog. as I said earlier. we intend to put in kind of a com-
mittee report. and circulate it around the country and provide a
dialog in this whole field.

Mr. MAzzou. I hate to interrupt, but I am very curious. almost
mystified by what Dr. Ilenson is talking about. some 12,000 in high
schools and about 30,000 in grade schools, is t hat correct ?

Mr. IInxsox. Some 20.000 elementary pupils in summer enrichment.
Mr. MAzzou. There are 20.000 who attend in Richmond in the

summertime ?
Mr. IIExsox. Elementary children do. but high school might attend

for advancement or what have you. but most of them go year round.
Mr. Pucixsai. It is amazing, but in Chicago. out of 405.000 students

in the public school system, some 260,000 voluntarily attend summer
schools.

Mr. MAzzoLI. It seems in contrast to what I knew about the young
people in my day. As I recall many years ago, I probably did not vol-
unteer to go. and do you think there is some societal change or some
difference that causes the young people to elect to got Do you think
it is a parental decision?

Mr. IIExsox. I think there are a number of reasons.
Mr. Puctxss.t. They get credits ?
Mr. IIiixsox. The high school students do, but elementary do not.

It is not. popular to express a desire to attend school, but in reality. I
think most pupils like it.

If I might make another comment. I think there is a great deal
of difference in year -round schooling and yea -round education.

Mr. MAzzou, The distinction being the summertime. the elective
enrichment can be fun and really enjoyable, as well as going through
a routine.

Mr. IIExsox. One is pretty much an organized system that deals
with ineaceration time and check off how many days the pupil at-
tends. Education year round is designing something that is meaning-
ful to individuals. whether it be advanced Latin. an independent study.
joint enrollment. or work experience, all kinds of things that would
help the pupil grow into a more mature indiyidual.

Mr. CAx.runu.. May I add one thought. I believe Dr. Henson pointed
out if they attended in the summer, it is free. I think you 'are aware
in Kentucky. if you attend summer school. yon pay tuition. Across
the river in New Albany. they have 2.800 in high schools, grades 7 to
12, and the high school principal says 1,100 to 1400 attend every
summer. I said. "Why r and he said, '"Two reasons. Number one, it is
free.-

I think the Fedend Government should certainly give considera-
tion to that when we start thinking in terms of year-round education.
not necessary year-round schooling.

Mr. MAzzoi.i. One inure followup question on that. and I don't want
to prolong it. lint it is interesting to me. That is. if we were to make a
summer program free. and therefore assuming that there would be a
pretty large increase in the attendance for enrichment program, not
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to make it. a pure enrichment. are we then using schools to do some-
thin,* that a society or township or community is not otherwise doing?

Or. do you think this is really going to help the students them-
selves? This is a (lima promot ivy help to their education ?

Mr. I Ii:xsox. I think it is both. May I give you a couple of
illustrations?

r. MAzzot.t. Yes. It is interesting to me.
Mr. I Ii :xsox. Where does a youngster learn anything about the

world of work or discipline of work ? It is certainly not in urban
renters. because there are not any. Now, if the school does not assume
part of this role the elii Id will never have the opportunity.

I think work experience is not only just for renumenttion but pro-
vides psychological reward of being counted on as a productive mem-
ber of society, of being prompt. of having someone look to you for
service and not with the feeling that you are in the way. This has great
educational valne.

On the other side. education does not take place only within a school
building. In some of the individual studies. exploration quarters. and
related experiences. we found that many youngsters explore subjects
in great depth. beyond anything that we could otter at school.

For example, the other day we had a youth symphony conducted
by Robert Shaw. and sonic of the members playing in that orchestra
were our high school students who had been permitted. on their own.to work with him.

We think that equals any music program that our high schools
might he able to provide for them.

Mr. MAzzot.t. Thank you very much.
Mr. PrciNsui. Mr. Gove, you have a very able assistant over there,

and I wanted to ask you if you wanted to introduce her?
Mr. Govt.:. For the record, this is my daughter, Jane. who is escort-

ing me here today.
Mr. Purl xsni. Slir is not under a 15-day break?
Mr. GovE. No.
Mr. PuctxsKi. Miss Banzer. do you have a question?
Miss BaxzEtt. Mr. Cantrell. you mentioned the Carnegie unit. You

mentioned the possibility of completing high school in 3 years as
opposed to a 4-year program. It seems most schools reqpire an amount.
of Carnegie units which would be possible to complete in 3 years. This
shorter program would cut costs down considerably. Does your pro-
gram evolve around something like that ?

You mentioned that this could occur through your school system. but
that right now very few people have taken this option. Is that because
of the tradition of going to high school for 4 years?

Mr. CAxnua.t.. They could. but most of them. under the present
system, take five subjects a year and three times five is 15. so they are
short three. and since they must come back for the three. they stay for
the whole year and get five and graduate with 20. Have I missed the
point?

Miss 13AxzEn. No. Mr. (love. you mentioned that with the 45-15
plan, you would have a $1-.5 million tax avoidance for capital outlay
of education. however. capital outlay is a very small percentage of
the cost. Now, knowing that salaries for teachers are about SO percent
of the cost of education and noting that 62 percent of your teachers
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elected to work more than the traditional 1S4 days. it would seem to
follow that your school expenditures would be greatly increased.

Mr. GovE. NO. ma'in. As an example. everytime we grow 30 students.
we have to hire one teacher. and. as an example. rather than hire this
one teacher. we afford an opportunity to three of the present teachers
who are working 180 days. to work a third longer, or 240 days, taking
the salary which we would have had to pay that fourth teacher because
of our growth. We pay it to our present teache s who took the extra
(lays of work.

Consequently, for the first year. 01.9 percent, to date 07 percent are
working more days, but we are having to hire fewer teachers because
of our growth. But then, more of our teachers are working longer.
Do you follow me?

Miss BA NZER. Yes.
Mr. Pucissxi. Thank you very much, gentlemen. We are most grate-

ful for your contribution here today.
The hearing session is closed.
(Whereupon, the hearing was adjourned at 11 :55 a.m.)
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APPENDIX

BOARD OF EDUCATION.
CITY OF CHICAGO.

Chicago. Ill.. May 9, 1972.
E011. ROMAN C. PUCINSKI,

.Chairman. General Subcommittee on Education, House of Representatires,
Washington. D.C.

BEAR CoxcakssafAx Pecixsst: At your request the attached statement has
been prepared in behalf of the Chicago public school system relative to the year-
round concept and describing our experiences to date. The statement includes
the following sections:

Background Information.
Distinctive Features of the 45-15 Plan.
Educational Advantages and Opportunities.
Specific Statements Requested. (April 17. 1972 letter from the Honorable

Roman C. Pucinski, Chairman of the General Subcommittee on Education, and
the Honorable John N. Erlenborn, member of the Education and Labor Com-
mittee).

The Libby Elementary School "School for All Seasons" Communication.
The Lowell School 45-15 Program Communication.
The Raster School "Crest" Newspaper.
Again 'we thank you for inviting this contribution to the hearing of the Gen-

eral Subcommittee on Education.
Sincerely,

JAMES F. REDMOND,
General Superintendent of School*.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

In 1907 the Board of Education of the City of Chicago requested that a study
be made of year-round school programs.

Following an intensive study of year-round school programs across the country
and a survey of the field, a report was submitted to the Board in 1908, with
programs presented in detail.

No recommendation was made in 1908; a cost analysis was requested by theBoard of Education.
In February 1070 an updated report was prepared.
The Board requested a pilot project and program recommendation(s), fol-

lowing state legislation effective July 1070 making a pilot year-round program
economically feasible.

A report including possible sites for pilot projects. four plans, and costs was
presented in 1071. Included as major considerations were plans which could help
meet: severe reading needs, Integration needs. bilingual needs. multi-ethnic
needs, needs due to severe overcrowding. and the needs of children in schools
with rapidly increasing enrollments.

The Board of Education gave all schools in the city the option of deciding:
Not to participate in any year-round plan at that time
To participate in one of the plans suggested. or
To participate in a modification of a plan within the constraints imposed by

State School Code. Board of Education policy, negotiated agreements with bar-
mining employee groups. and available financial resources.

A process was developed for introducing the tour plans and others to all com-
munities for consideration. Plans were reviewed by the faculties, local school
councils, and parents of high school and elementary school children. The decision
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ns to whether or not a school would participate and the determination of the
plan to be used was Insult. on the basis of a majority vide of the parents.

Requests were then sulontittNi to the hoard of Education. Three sentNds asked
III participate. MI wanted tin 515 plan.

The hoard of Education apptmved the minests.
A Hoard of Education resolution and descriptions of the proposed plot projects

were submitted to the State Superintendent of Instruction for aminival.
.%plortwal by the State Sulterintendent of Piddle Instruction %..as received.
Budget provisions were made for sniffing program Implementation on July 1.

1971
The phut bent me opera Iona I .11111y 1. 1971 in the three elemeneta ry settings :

Libby. Lowell. Raster.
(it her schools continued to engage In studies of the various plans.
III Xi vPmber 1971 !Vett Middle Selling voted to itarticipate In a -15 plan.

effective at Ilyett on July 1.1972.
The Wilms offered by the lbard of I.:due:11ton in the spring of 11)71 mint limed

to be available to communities for study. Representatives from other Chicago
whistle; vIsIt the, three schools In 011wra non and continue to study plans In rein-
Om to their semis. In October of each year. In time to Include necessary provi-
sions In the succeeding year's budget. parents In each school district may vote to
joln the schools in the year-round program.

Recently itarents and teaehers of children enrolled In the three schools oper-
ating on the -17,-15 p13111 haul an optIort11111tY to Vole to VollthIlle or to disetal-
I nine the program at the end of their first year on the program. In all three In-
stances the vide has lawn to continue the program. Although the decision rest.;
with the parents. ICSIVIIPCS also have had au omiortnnity to indicate Hick desires.
In 1971. before the start of the program. the teachers voted 1i to 1 In favor of the
program. This year. after worklug In the lorogram. teachers at two of the schools
voted ion% In favor of the program at the third school the ratio was 7 to 1.

The 47,-171 plan Is being considered for n new high who'd which Is In the /dun-
ulug stage.

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES or THE 43-13 PLAN

This plan is presently In operation In three Chicago elementary schools
(K(1-S) :

Lowell-4320 W. Hirsch Street
Master -6930 S. 11ennitage Avenue
1.11illy-5.300 S. Loomis Street
This plan is approved for operation in a fourth school beginning July 1972.
The present 1971-1972 calendar Is divided as follows:

Group 45-day periods begin Interim (vacation) periods begin

A July 1, Oct. 27. Jan. 3 Mar. 29 Sept. 3 Dec. 3, Mar. 8. June 9.
B. July 23. Oct. 19, Jan. 24 Apr. 20 Seel 27, Jan. 3. Mar, 29, June 30.
C. Aug. 13, Nov. 10. Feb, 15, May 18 Oct. 19, Jan. 24, Apr. 26. July 24.

Sept. 3, Dec. 3, Mar. 8,, June 9 Nov.10, Feb. 15, May 18, Aug. 14.

Children attend school for a -I5-day period and then have a 1:i-day interim
(or vacation) period before starting another -Iri-day school session. Teachers are
assigned to a group of children and follow the saute schedule as the group.

One of the four interim (vacation) periods occurs annually during each of
t he four seasons of the year.

For a listing of the advantages of the program, see Educational Advantages
and Oppo rt unit les.

EDUCATIONAL ADVANTAGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

Individualization of instruction. particularly in the basic skills, Is more
possible.

The periods between student required attendance days can be used extensively
for providing such learning opportunities as the following:

intensive assistance In reading.
tutorial or small group instruction.
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programs for uon-English sPenking children.
programs to help children to achieve at their expectancy level.
provisions for children who need a little longer time to study to keep pace

with ot hers of their age.
courses which use the city or local community as the tussle source of information.
mini-exchange or -WhoStspread"-type programs for appreciation of multiracial.

mull bet hale. a ml multbeult mad values.
outdoor education programs, including conservation and pollution studies.
guided independent studies.
Students may return to school during their interim periods to participate in

such activities as baud. chorus. and athletic programs.
Mimi- courses aml quarter (anuses have beeu aud (others are being developed :

curriculum restructuring to meet local needs results.
Such mild- mid quarter courses permit more flexible scheduling. which can

provide more adequately for individual differences.
Mini-courses permit ehildreu more subject options and provide more adequately

foe individual differenees.
Mini-courses provide more frequent. evaluation and are expected to improve

st Meat motivation to learn.
A rednetiou in loss of learning which typically has occurred because of a

long summer vacation, according to research findings. should be reduced or
eliminated.

Greater utilization of and snore satisfaction from recreational and cultural
futilities Is possible because of the rednetiou in slumbers of students using them
simultaneously.

According to experts lu the field. vandalism and juvenile delinquency will be
reduced.

Textbooks. other lustriwthmal nuotcrhnis. and equipment can be evaluated by
teachers during their "voeut ion" periods.

Tenders have (opportunities to try out new or changed modes of teaching
new curriculum materials and to modify curriculum to meet the specific needs
of the children in their own classes under conditions emodueive to creativity.

Teu days a year are available to be utilized within the interim periods for
staff development, tutorials and small group work with children. and the types
of work already listed.

SPECIFIC INFORMATION REQUESTED

Reaction of parents when the plan was announeed.The parents themselves
voted to participate iss an extended school year plass mid selected the 45-15 plan
from au option of three pious. The vote was by a formai balloting procedure
after a study of materials provided by the Chicago Board of Education for
discussion and sifter shared information sessions at the community level. The
option to participate in the pilot extended. school year program and a choice of
plans were open to all public schools lu the city. The reaction of parents of chil-
dren transferring from :mother Chicago school has also been favorable. The
reaction of parents whose children are transferring from smother system usually
changes from one of Inquiry or lack of understanding to one of acceptance or
enthusiasm when the advantages and educational opportunities are pointed out
awl a calendar is provided.

Their reactions after the first year.-111 March 1971 the parents voted at each
of the three schools on whether to eoutisme or disemothme Ile plan. At each of
the three schools the majority of the parents voted to continue the plan. The
feeling has einusged from "Let's see if it. will work" to "If works: better."

Whether the children adjusted readily to the change.The children adjusted
very readily, despite the fact that summer vaesstiou for children iss other schools
was in progress us the program started ou July 1,1971.

Whether teachers were trilling to (weep, the yearound schedule.Although
the derision as to whether a sehool would ask for approval as a pilot extended
school year school was determined by parental vote. the teachers at all three
schools inolleated that they favored the program by formal vote. Teachers were
given the option of transfering to a 4e, hool ou the regular 111montivesslon. Only
four teachers asked to t muster to ottokr schools.

Coat benefits, including any capita Cost sacings.Since the Chicago Extended
School Year plan is still in its first year, actual' operating expenditures have
not yet been determined. The mobile units or the school additions that would
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have been necessary to relieve overcrowding have not been required. The mini-
vacntion schools are reimbursable on the same basis as summer schools. Capital
sovings which could be possible are estimated at about 25% of the cost Of planned
needs.

Unanticipated problems.Bevuuse of preprogram answers found to staff and
foment questions that searched out the how to queries. there have been no nil:fli-
nt-limited problems. Because of limited time between the parents' vote and the
beginning of the operation of the plon, scheduling was on anticipoted problem.
with its specie') considerations of neighborhood block scheduling. Integrotion
needs. friendships within a block, mid prior vacation plans of parents and teach-
ers. This was time consuming but was accomplished. Other nuticipitted problems
which needed and were given special uttention were storage of teacher materials
during minisessions since a group returns to a different room: Payroll proce-
dures. hoduding dates and payment for holidays ; graduation dates: mgoing pro-
dares for reminding the children in each group when to return to school : inter-
agency cooperative planning for the interim perio,K

Whether legislation teas required to permit the change. The legislation was
needed but It had been passed by the State of Illinois legislature during the pre-
vious year.

Whyther n four - quarter system teas tried.No.
Whether the plan teas compulsory. voluntary .or a combination.A school par-

ticipates on a voluntary basis, that is. on the basis of the vote of the parents of
the children eundled. When the decision Is made to participate. the program is
mond:dory for all Mitchell and teachers. There is one exception: when a school
is embarking on the plan for its first year. a teacher may request mid receive
a transfer to a 10-mouth school.

How long the plan has been tried.The plan became operation in three schools
on July I, 1971 : on the basis of the !torrid vote the phut will be continued at
the three schools during the next school year; a new middle school will operate
under the plan beginning July 1972.

SCHOOL. FOR Au. SEASONS

(By Arthur A. Libby)

Once upon a 'time, there stood a school building in Chicago by the mine of
Arthur A. Libby.

If a building am have a heart because of all the people, both children and
grownups. who worked. learned and pinyed iu it. who were very bunion and hod
hearts, Libby had a heart made of all those human beings who lived in it. But in
June of every year. the people. smolt nod big, were told to leave and stay away
for two long months. The doors were locked and the rooms and pinyynnis were
empty until after Labor Day in September. The building waited. storing, be-
wildered, with vacant, windowed eyes, for the warmth of the presence of its
family to come home.

A few other schools, away from Chicago, began to ask why the children
couldn't go away for shorter times throughout the year and keep their buildings
open during Hob whole calendar year. They tried the Idea and it worked well.

Our Board of Education offered to allow the parents of children iu Chicago
to try the "School For All Seasons" for one year by a family vote. Many parents
were fearful of change, many saw no reason for rescheduling their summer
vacation plans after all the years on the same calendar. But the wise parents
of the Libby children looked ahead to an improved and enriched education for
their young ones and voted "Yes" when the time came.

Now, for almost n year, our parents have seen the good things evolve and
found the personal inconvenience n very small factor compared to the many
benefits that have been reaped. The building has a happy face because of the
children who give it life every day of the year, coming and going, working mid
playing. using their "other home" to prepare themselves to be mature adults
equipped to take an active and productive role in our society.

Tnn GOOD THINGS Now AT LISSY

. Children from the same family and neighborhoods share the same schedule
of attendance.
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Only three-fourths of the students are in attendance at any one time, resultingin reduced class size with a climate in classes more favorable to learning.
Shorter vacation time leads to less likelihood of study habits breaking,therefore, less review time is needed.
Supportive staff added because of Teachers' Union agreement.
Two para-professional staff members to give tutoring help to (a) pupils withSpanish as a first language. (b) pupils with learning disabilities.
-Mini-vacations" offer individual tutoring in resoling, math and library study(remedial assistance, challenging the talented.)
Dressmaking and arts and crafts classes.
Bus trips to other cultural and educational agencies in Chicago.
Neighborhood Youth Corps employment at Libby.
Parent interviews.
In-service days for teachers to visit other schools to observe new techniquesand innovations.
Resource teachers to help implement use of materials for programs of learning.Gym teacher for Primary grades.
Librarian for Primary grades.
Two upper grade E.M.II. teachers.
Freed assistant principal.
Stabilization of staff (teachers may tutor or substitute while "out" on 15

days interim period).
Reduction of pupil absenteeism (because of shorter time spans, pupils are

less bored; more individualized instruction.)
Teachers believe that the children get a better education in the program at

Libby now and that textbooks, manipulative and audio-visual materials are
better utilized. Most teachers find that they are creative and try different
techniques, sharing ideas with one another. The in-service days are profitably
used.

The pupil with learning problems and those transferring from a ten-month
school program need not be held back but can be temporarily shifted to another
cycle. The traditional failure may be a thing of the past, A pupil with a problem
may be given an opportunity to be shifted to another Track, where his problems
in a different setting may be solved.

Many other benefits could be detailed but boring in length. The free buses for
the regular classes, the Friday afternoon sports events in the boy's playground
during the months when we can be outdoors, the picnics in Sherman Park are
but a few of the new delights we are relishing. Above all, the children who are
now happy to come to school are the best evidence that our parents knew what
they were doing when they said. "Yes. We Want it !"

In a few weeks time, the Libby fathers and mothers will again be asked to come
to school to cast a family vote to retain the plan. They will be notified as to the
dates. For a school week that will include two evenings, the building will be
open for balloting.

We consider the importance of the education of the Libby children to be the
overriding factor at stake. Are the children worth it? The only answer Is "Yes".

CHICAGO P1711LIC SCHOOLS, LOWELL SCHOOL 45/15 PROGRAM

FACT SHEET-ADVANTAGES OF 45/15 PROGRAM

1. Smaller class size
a. Educational environment changed.
b. More individualized instruction.
c. Students receive more attention.
mi. Classes dropped from maximum of 45 to 34 or 81.

2. Vacation school
a. Over 1000 students have attended one or more sessions for additional work.
b. Students function in groups of 10 to 15 allowing for greater individualization.
c. Extra help or enrichment is offered three times during the school year.

3. Special programs were added
a. Three TESL positions (Teaching English as a Second Language). This en-

ables us to assist all our bi-lingual students.
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b. Resident Special Assistance Team. This team offers added help to over 150
students per week.
4. Optional teacher time

a. Greater opportunity for teacher planning and professional growth.
b. More teacher time for small group tutoring.
c. More time to investigate new methods, programs and materials.

5. Student opportunities
a. N.Y.C. positions, 12.
b. F.T.A., VolunteersOpportunity for those who wish to volunteer some of

their vacation time to assist other students.
6. Additional student benefits_

a. Students more relaxed and refreshed due to four mini-vacationsone in
each session.

b. Better retention over the three week vacation period.
e. Improved interest and attitude toward school.
d. Improved student attendance.
e. Marked improvement of student behavior patterns.
f. Increased playground and lunchroom space because only three-fourths of the

students are present at any time.

IThe Crest. January. 19721

THINK RASTER . . . COLOR US VIP

THE PROS AND CONS OF THE 45-15 PLAN

Children in all grades were given a chance to voice their opinions on the 45-15
Plan. Over half the Raster School was in favor of the plan. Many liked it because
of the three week period of time used for leisure activities. Others like the plan
for the enjoyment of summoner school which includes a IlehI trip at the cud of the
three weeks that the children especially enjoy. Some children mentioned that
they were in favor of the plan because they felt they were learning more with
less children in a classroom as a result of the plan.

The other fraction of the school not in favor of the 45-15 Plan had their reasons
too. Many children said they didn't like it because they have to attend school in
the summer. Others said they didn't especially like it because it is too confusing
to them. Families were affected In a few eases where this plan prevented them
from spending the entire summer at a lake or farm.

The children who have voiced their opinions on the 45-15 Plan have helped
through their community to bring to light Sonic of the problems connected with
the plan. Although all the problems can't be solved to satisfy everyone, IV is felt
that the 45-15 is a success at Raster.

CINDY BRANS, 478-S.

THE 45-15 MINI VACATION PLAN

The 45-15 Mini Vacation Plan at Raster is a keen idea. During the three week
vacation. the children on vacation can come back to school for different subjects.
The subjects are arithmetic, reading, music and art.

On my last vacation, I went to school. At the Mini Vacation school I took all
the subjects. The subjects that were the most fun were musk. and art. In 111114e
we learned new songs. III art I made a fish and an octopus out of yarn. Mini
Vacation Plan is fun. Miss Frey and Mr. Kaduchak made the Mini Vacation most
interesting and highly beneficial.

PATRICIA RAPPRLT 206-0.
TELLING IT LIKE IT IS

I ant proud to go to Raster. Raster is a small school with a big population. It
has a fine gym. The gym is the home of the Raster Rebels and Rebelettes. Both
teams have won many trophies displayed prominently outside the office. Our
library is one of the finest and contains both educational and recreational ma-
terials. We have big classrooms but small desks. The teachers are nice and the
principal and assistant principal are great.

88
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P.T.A.
The P.T.A. Board would like 0) thank everyone. parents and faculty. for theenoperatIon you have shown. Your attendance at the meetings sintws you areinterested 111 WI1111 is going on at Raster. And. as yen all know. (lune a few(images have been math.. Hut. all in all. everyone stylus to 1111 ye adjusted verywell.
We Imagine there have been times when Mr. Gontick and the school's facultymust have wished for -the good old days when things seemed less beetle.a re fortunate to have a wonderful faultily who works with the P.T.A. for thewelfare of our ehlidren and 14 mummify. The children dld a great job of adjusting

to and favor. for the most part. the 13-15 Plan.
I would like to wish each and every one of you it Ilappy New Year!

Mrs. R. V.u.on, President P.T.A.

Never has there been a more dedicated group of lathes than that of our P.T.A."Ask and you shall remive" should be their motto, for whenever our Se11001 111141a need. It was met by our P.T.A. In the past few years we have reeelved sneh
items as television sets, special reading equipm ent. and new curtains throughout
the building. These are only some of the material things given by the P.T.A.To mutt the molly hours of their time given to Raster would be impossible.
for they are always there when needed. and they are needed often. Our P.T.A.
is a very important part of our school, and to them we are very grateful.

JANF.T WEN.SEI., 207-7.
Ova PatsctrAt.'s Miss. a:

To the Parents. Teachers mid Students of Raster :
Change is all about uslook arounda new room, at new teacher. new friends

and for many, even a new school. 1 MVP you looked at any old pictures of yourself
lately? If you lmve, you will probably say "flow 1 have changed"!

The biggest (image for all of us at Raster this year is the ".I7)-17) Plan". This
plan is a new Idea and a new approach to scheduling your Maranon . . . Many
parents have expressed strong feelings for and against this new ronept. lb.-
member. however, differences of opinion and a respect for these IIIITerelleeS Is
the foundation of this country, a right that most of us take for granted.

We mimed predict what the future holds for the Plan: lint. as President
Kennedy wee said, "There is no souse III trying to do anything unless you give
it your maximum effort. You may not sm-emi, but at least the effort. dedleation.
and interest should be therm"

I want to take this opportunity to thank everyone: the entire staff. the P.T.A.,
our (-manumit y members. our parents and. es159lally, son. the students of Raster
for a r simian effort in the 45-15 Plan. Its future rests In your binds.

Change math. It also ntrisary to say goodbye to a friend. Mrs. Mary Mahoney.
Her work was marked by unselfish giving of her Mai energies. an untlrIng
effort. that has sustained our school for many years. We will our best to OP-
bold the high standards she helped establish at the school. Mrs. Mahoney. your
school and students will Mug remember your support. your examPle, and your
Industry.

Sincerely,

EDITORIAL
ItICHAIII) S. GORN1CK.

With the 45-15 school year half over It seems that the majority of the stu-
dents at Raster have found it to be an interesting experienee. It's great to look
forward to the three-week vim:Ulas every nine weeks and I think we should be
honored to be one of the first schools to experiment of it brand new concept in
education.

This year has also brought another new practice to our school which was
more than happily aceepted by nil. That, of course, was the adoption of the
new dress code. With the recent cold weather it seems especially practical that
the girls are allowed to wear shuts. However, we should all remember to respect
ourselves and be neat and orderly at all times so that we will be deserving of
this new privilege.

45-1r.
TAMMY LUTZ, 478-8.

As far as Pm concerned, the 45-35 Plan is a hig success here at Raster. The 9
weeks on and 3 weeks off are just fabulous. It makes the school year seem to
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fly by a lot faster, and it breaks the monotony. Neither school nor vacation gets
tiring.

I have found this plan very good except for a few hugs. For instance, split
classrooms. It is harder to do work when you are trying to think and/ the class
is discussing something. The tipper grades do not change classes for different
subjects like they use to do.

The Niini-Wneation School activities are diversified and depend on Phich group
you are III. Group C wasn't too good at all the first time; but. Group A's second
vacation program is really terNie. All together, it isn't really a bad plan.

DAN Ftm.ns, 378-8.
45-15 PLAN

I think the 45-15 is a bad plan. The reason I think this is because the 45-15
was originated so classes could be smaller. enabling the teachers to give more
individual attention to the children.' I think that this year I didn't learn any
more than usual. The plan was also used bemuse they think that we forget what
we learn over our summer vacation. Maybe, sometimes we didbut, there are
always reviews in the books. I disli'w the plan very much.

NANCY JOHNSON. 178-&
-15-15

We are the first of 45-15. It's not as had as it might seem. Ilow great it would
beman alive! If only it were 15-45.

TILE Cutuntsx OF CODE, 245.

THE EXTENDED SCHOOL YEAR

At first I thought that I wouldn't like it; but, now after I have had my first
15 day vacation period I find that it is great.

I can't wait for my next 15 day vacation period so I can play hockey. We get
the whole month of December off, so I am going to spend it playing ice hockey.

PAUL TAPIA, 156-0.
(Sorry about that, Paul. You should have been in the "B" Group.)

THE 45-15 PLAN

The 95-15 Plan is good, and I really think they should continue on this plan
next year. For if they don't, I shall fear oar school would have overpopulation.
Now consider this situation; children here, children there, children everywhere.
But, if we continue this year-round plan, we'll never have to worry again.

KAREN CONTINO, 204-0,
THE ARC'S OF 45-15

A IS FOR ANXIOUS. . . .

Anxiety for our new program to benefit each child: but we're agile so we'llmake it.
B IS FOR BUGS. . . .

Doesn't every new program have a few in it? But, we are busy working themout.
C IS FOR CRAMPED. . . .

Which we arefor space! But we'll make the 4-15 Plan successful withour ceaseless cooperation.
Its A Big Challenge, but we are.. . . Anxious to Better our Children.

ANONYMOUS.

THE 3 REASONS WHY I DON'T LIRE THE 45-15 PLAN

I don't like the 95-15 Plan one bit. First of all I'd rather be off in the summer
with most of my friends in the Catholic schools. Who wants to go to school when
it is hot? It's too hard to work when it's hot.

Secondly, when we are off in the winter and fall, there is nothing to do, no
place to go and all I do is sit around and watch TV. At least when I'm in school
I always have something to do.

Thirdly, I feel that I haven't learned as much as I would if I went straight
through for the ten months. All of my friends in the other schools are ahead of
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me in their subjects. I feel like a real dummy. If you ask me, the 45-15 Plan;to a degree, Is failing its purpose.

CHRISTINE MOM'S 300-6.

WELCOME TO RASTER

Here at Raster, we have many new teachers. When asked to interview one, Ichoose 311ss Tool's. I had attended here music dam and she seemed so wee. Ithought this would be a wonderful opportunity to talk to her about her back-ground. As all of you probably know, Miss Toolls has taught at Raster sinceSeptember. Before condo p to Raster, she was a substitute teacher at Fulton teach-ing History and English. In previous years, she attended Chicago State College.
When asked, "Would you like to stay here or go on to teaching somewhereelse"? Iler reply was, "l'd like to stay here because It's close to my home andI like the people."

I think Miss Tool's has done a beautiful job for her first year teaching music.Thank you Miss Toolis I

TAMMY LUTZ, 478-8.
ECOLOGY

Ecology ! What is Ecology? The natural environmental which surrounds usthe trees, animals, wild life, and greenery which so abundantly plays a part inour everyday life. Soon there may be a terrific change so unimaginable to ourmost creative or wildest dreams. Soon because of man's carelessness, our worldwill be polluted with the decay of our natural surroundings.
I leave you with one point in mind, preserve for the future what is yours today.

TONY GRECO, 208-8.
FUTURE YEARS

I plan to continue my education because it is essential to my future professionwhich will be that of a veterinarian.
I enjoy working with animals very much. I think even now I am capable ofhandling animals in a way that a trustworthy veterinarian would ; but, I supfiosetl'e main reason is my goal in life to help others even if they are only animals.

RI/MANN FICULAK, 208-8.
MECHANIC

I would like to be a mechanic because I know a lot about engines and workingparts. I have taken apart and put together lots of engines. I hope that when Iam older I may get a job as a mechanic and one that pays good wages. This is
a job I would like. College isn't for everyone as I have already found my interest.

MINE ScIIMIEGEL, 208-8.
MT FUTURE PLANS

After graduating from high school I plan to go to college and study to become a
teacher. I would like to teach the primary grades. I choose to become a teacherbecause I feel that I can help the younger children to learn. A good education is
important in getting a job. I would be very proud to think that maybe someday I
could guide a young child in getting a career he or she is interested in.

KAREN 151cDoNALD, 208-8.
FUTURE PLANS

When I grow up, I plan on being a teacher. The reason for this is because I
would like to tench the children things they do not already know. Another reasonfor my Interest In teaching is because all of the teachers I have had taught me
well and have encouraged me to be a teacher.

CHERYL THOMAS, 208-8.

SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM

The summer school program is lots of fun,
Even the work is easy to get done.

Arts and crafts are really nice,
The home made glue smells like a dish of rice.

The kids are nice and they don't fight,
I think this plan is really right.

I like the things we do here,
I hope they have the same plan next year.

DEAN ZOWASEL CODE 150, GRADE 5.
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MINI-VACATION PROGRAM

The Mini-Vacation Program here at Raster is functioning :pile well and is
growing in popularity. There are subjects such us readings, math, music, and art
for children who are in need of additional instruction to keep up with their class.
Besides being a time for studying. there Is time for recreation. At the end of
each group's three week term, they go on field trips. Group C even participated in

is sister mutest mums:wed by the Chicago Saving.: and Loa u. Quito it few children
at Raster received recognition for their work on the posters dealing with the
theme of "Inflation".

The following is a presentation of opinions by some of the teachers in the
progra m :

Miss lVcalon.The program gives the children a chance to catch up in their
work, or get a better understanding of the fundamentals.

Mrs. feel that the Mini-Program is effective in tutoring the less able
children, increases the math and reading skills of the average students. mid
offers an accelerated program for the advanced child.

Miss Prep.-1t would be an excellent program if we had more classroom space.
Mr. Morrison.He thought it was a good opportunity for the children to enjoy

things not usually presented in regular school.
Miss Biros.I enjoyed it very much.
Miss Conlin. There was a certain kind of friendly atmosphere that made it

very enjoyable.
Miss !lardy.The one thing she did not like was the moving from one place to

another.
Miss Sims.It was quite an experience. (We wonder how she meant that?)
Miss Toolis.There were too many children and not enough teachers. (The I)

Group has the largest number of pupils).
TONY GRECO, 203-8.

GRAUPLAIN VALLEY USION Malt SC1100I.,
Ifincsburg, Vt., May 3, 1972.

ROMAN C. PUCINSRI,
Chairman, General Subcommittee on Education, John N. Edo:born, Member, Ed-

ucation and Labor Committee, Congress of the U.S. house of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Seas: An increasing number of school districts across the nation are fac-
ing crises in proViding adequate housing for their students. Whether because of
having reached the limit of bonding ability, as in the Valley View school district.
or because of voter reluctance to provide additional construction funds, or be-
cause construction would not give relief soon enoughwhatever the reason, it is
clear that there is growing interest in year-round schools, and in "45-15" in
particular.

It should be made clear that 45-15 is not an educational solution. per se, It is
primarily an organizational scheduling device designed to increase school plant
capacity. It does not guarantee, or necessarily require, innovative program devel-
opments.

That 45-15 may not be an educational solution is its major drawback. For un-
less the school is large enough, or unless the curricular program and instructional
abilities of the staff are suited to a great extent to individualized learning, then
45-15 may not be possible without reducing curriculum opportunities for students.
This problem is probably more critical at the high school level, wIdels, generally,
has not moved toward individualized and other relevant programs at the same
pace as the primary and intermediate levels.

Another drawback of 45-15 lies in its potential for continuing the inflexibility
of school calendars for the sake of achieving maximum economies and the most
efficient utilization of buildings:. While these are certainly essential considera-
tions, it is also very important to realize that the 45-15 concept provides the op-
portunity to open up the calendar and the school to make learning programs and
experiences available at the times preferred by scudents and their families. In
fact, if the student attending a year-round school is enrolled inn program includ-
ing continuous progress, independent study, and similar individualized courses,
he and, his family can tell the school which 175 days they prefer he come to
school. But as it has been implemented in most districts, 45-15 is as rigid and
mandatory as any traditional calendar.
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Flexibility in curricula and calendar options becomes extremely desirable asit serves to strengthen program offerings and to eswitalize on the esumbilities of
a gssod (neatly and resourceful community. Indeed, in our community excellent
program and maximum flexibility for the individual were the essential ex-
pectations. That economy and space saving resulted too was simply frostingon the cake.

our community would not accept 45-15 because of its rigid and mandatory
!moire. Our response has been a "multiple Recess curriculum and calendar" con-
sisting of 16 nine-week quarters. It is similar to 45-15 in that each quarteris staggered to begin al about three-week intervals. .% major difference is thatstudents may elect (41 attend ally four or live of the 16 quarters. Independent
study and out-of-sel i pr(ogrulle4 may occur within or between any quarters.
We k that we will millere the maximum possible space saving has is possible
under the mandated 45-151 gaily by chance. yet we will achieve close enough
t.; this imam to suit our particular purposes. Our main purpose is to offer a
calendar which serves primarily as a vehicle for the curricula program: there-
fore. our adoption of the Multiple Access Curriculum and Calendar.

The "multiple neves:: curriculum and odendar" is first and foremost an edu-cational plan. The term "multiple access" simply menus that learning pro-
grams and experienees are available to students at several or more times during
the seism, year. The ultimate goal is "open access". so that the student will have
romplete ability to select his starting times and dates of attendance.

The multiple access calendar does not abolish the traditional school year for
those who like that calendar best, but does provide the flexibility for students
and their families: to elect other school attendance (and vacation) times. (See
next page for copy of the 1972-73 calendar for C.V.I7. For the first year of
implementation. in order to effect a gradual phase-in of the year-round program.
we have modified the calendar to offer eleven rather than sixteen 9-week
qua rters.)

Because the curricula program is the essential element of our year-round
school program, it may be useful to provide a brief description of those aspects
of the program which make our flexibility possible.
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72-73 Calendar

Traditional
Vacations Year

Sept

Oct

Nov

9/4

10/23

pm 22-
24

Dec 25-29

Jan la

fob 2/19

Mar

pm 18
Apra 19-2

23-4

May 5/4

Ju1

Jul 7/2-20

Au&

Sept 9/3

Oct 10/22

pm 21
Nov 11/22-

23

Dec 24-31

Jan 1-1

Elective Quarters

9/5

11/18
11/19

1/19

2/5

4/6
4/9

6/15

73-74 9/4

11/2
11/5
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Courses of varying lengths. In the past, there were usually only yearIng
courses offered - English 9, for example. :111 9th grade students elected "English
9," Students with different academic abilities were sorted into separate classes.
The content fur each IIwer ability level was "watered down" just a little more thanthe last. Most classes, if not all, were based on the college-preparatory curriculum.
In year-long courses, such as English 9. one teacher taught the class for the whole
year. This implied that the teacher was highly proficient in all of the areas studied:
literature. composition, reading skills, speech. etc. More often than not. the
teacher's background and interests were in one or two of these areas °Ply.

When courses of varying lengths - whether 3, 6, 9, or 18 weeks - are offeredin place of year-long courses, teachers can he used more effectively - and to their
greater satisfaction - by concentrating the teachers' instruction in the areas of their
greatest interest and competence. The same benefits can be enjoyed by students
whose interests likewise are varied, (See the attached course offerings book.)
Courses of varying lengths do not increase the costs of instruction. They require
the same number of class sections and teachers as year-long courses. but no more,

Continuous progress courses There is another very important reason for
offering courses of varying lengths, This is that courses should - and now can be -
designed with specific behavioral objectives in Mind. That is to say, we have done
away with the Carnegie Unit - courses can now be based on what it is we want the
student to learn, achieve, and/or experience, not simply on the arbitrary animus of
time available. For different students, this may be a matter of weeks, months, or
years depending on the student. The diagrams (on the next page) illustrate the two
concepts we are dealing with. The upper diagram shows a course in which time is
the constant for all students. American History, for example, is usually a one-year
course in high school. With a bright class, you move quickly and accomplish more
either in terms of material covered or enrichment experiences. With a slower group,
you move more slowly and accomplish less. The lower diagram shows a course in
which skill level desired is the constant for all students. If you forgot for a moment
that U.S. History is a year-long course, and thought instead of what it was you wanted
the student to accomplish through a study of American History, wouldn't you have to
arrive at some different and varying time patterns? The lower diagram is the con-
tinuous progress course concept. This is an individual or group situation in which
the student progresses through the course at his own pace. Periodic hurdles are set
up which the student must w.-ercome before progressing to the next phase or unit.
Periodic is used to denote learning phases or units, not time intervals. A minimum
achievement level is established for each hurdle, usually at about the 80-90!: level,
The course has no length - the student completes the course when alt the hurdles have
been overcome, when all the course objectives have been achieved.

The teacher's role is critical and vital! The teacher is available to the student
as needed by the student. The teacher's role, also involves prodding, if the student
isn't moving as quickly or achieving as well as expected: braking, if the student seems
to need to go slower; anticipating potential difficulties for each student; and the like.
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There are ordinarily no teacher-to-the-whole-classroom presentations. Because
of its individual nature, a student cnn begi:: the course at any time during the year;
by the same token, absence for sickness or a mention is no problem since the
student will miss no class presentations - when he returns he simply does the
necessary review, depending on the length of his absence, and picks up where he
stopped working before the absence.

Oren laboratories. Group presentntions are useful in many classroom
situations, but when better learning is possible by creating individual learning
situations, then such should be employed. One instance is the open laboratory
concept in science. Rnther than a class, by-the-numbers, approach to science
experiments by students, we let students schedule themselves for laboratory ex-
periences. Some students will finish more quickly than others; some, in order to
learn better, will repeat experiments. Absent students aren't deprived of that
particular experience. In terms of facilities utilization, science labsare available
all day for laboratory experiences - science classes can meet in regular classrooms
for the most part - and fewer science laboratory facilities are needed.

Independent Study. This concept provides opportunities for students to meet
course objectives in different ways as well as to create unique courses or specinl
curriculums for particular individuals. This is often done for students confined
to bed during a lengthy illness. Another instance mny be a novel substituted for
another novel being studied by a literature class. The substitution may occur be-
cause of the student's or his family's objections to the novel being studied by the
class. Or the substitution may occur because the student is already very familiar
with the novel. Or it may occur because the student wants, but cannot be scheduled
for, a particular course. Or because the student's background, experience, pre-
vious study, or special abilities suggest a better learning experience if a part of -
or the whole course - is accomplished independent of a class situation. Independent
study is often an individual situation, but can be a group situation too. Independent
study programs, as well ac others, operate best as student-faculty contracts in
which the student contracts with the teacher/advisor to accomplish the stated ob-
jectives. Explicitly stated should be the logical consequences of matters such as
the student's learning, or lack of learning, and effort, or lack of effort.

ISDA - Individual Student-Directed Activities - ISDA is that aspect of the school
program which has riven students the responsibility to decide for themselves what
they will do during "not-in-class" time. ISDA offers opportunities to use unscheduled
time in a variety of ways and under limited supervision:

...take a break

...become involved in work-experience programs

...attend films and lectures

...audit classes

...consult with guidance counselors

...toss a football around on one of the fields

79-420 0 72 - 7
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...work on independent research

...elect a DUO project

...study in small groups

...just sit around and chat

...help others by offering to tutor

...assist in !lead Start or help out in the elementary schools

...go to one of the departaient resource centers

...work in the nrt room, shops, science labs, and music rooms - you
don't have to be in a course to use the facilities

...eat breakfast and lunch

...have conferences with teachers

...join one of the service organizations

...work out in the gym

...enjoy the out-of-doors, except by classroom areas

...participate in mini-courses and club activities

With the exception of freshmen, who are initially asaigneil to study areas.
and students who are found to be unable to handle the responsibility, the entire
student body is involved in the 1SDA program. The program provides the student
with the opportunity to experience the considerable freedom that he has after high
school graduation but at a time when the home and school can still exert considerable
influence in its use. We would rather have the initial failures and crises occur now,
rather than in college or on the job - we would rather have them occur now when the
results will be less disastrous and the problems more easily remedied. llbth the
personal and school problems of students are much more noticeable in a program
such as ISDA - but this also gives us the opportunity to be more aware of the prob-
lems and to work more closely with the students and family in solving them.

SOPE- Student-Oritartized Project in Education. During the 1969-70 school
year, the regular curricular program was completely set aside for a week and was
replaced by a curriculum of more than 200 courses, both in and out of school, which
was planned, determined, and implemented by the students. One of the main pur-
poses was to provide an opportunity for students to learn about matters not included
in our regular course offerings. Our faculty was involved in many courses, but
numerous community resource persons became faculty members too. In one of the
informational bulletins sent to community residents, the students stated, "SOPE is
a unique experience that considers learning to be a 24-hour process and makes the
entire community the school." SOPE was not intended to be an isolated week in the
school year, but is evolving into a program of continuing year-round learning oppor-
tunities in which alternative offerings and situations play a major role.

DUO is one of the permanent, on-going programs in which students have the
opportunity to learn by utilizing the many and varied resources in the community.
They may perform a service at the same time they learn new skills or share their
talents and the learning they have acquired in school. They may teach in an elemen-
tary school, work in a social service agency such as the hospital, or they may learn
a craft or a trade by apprenticing to a business or to a master craftsman. DUO
projects are designed by the individual student to meet his special needs and interests,
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and, with the guidance of his parents and teachers and the resources provided by
the school, the student may elect and schedule a full-time DUO program for a
period of three, six, nine, or eighteen weeks, or he may elect a "partial" DUO
program which allows him to plan a project in the morning or afternoon or on one
day a week only. The school will help the student select an experience in con-
junction with his regular in-school program, and with the cooperation of the
Guidance Department in the planning of his total program, the student may have
a meaningful "personal" as well as "learning" experience. Academic credit may
be granted, the number of credits being determined by the nature of the project,
by the period of time devoted by the student to the program, as well as through
evaluations of the project made by the student, the sponsoring agency, and by the
DUO Coordinating Committee. The student plans his program and submits his
application to a student-faculty committee. The application must be approved by
his parents, teachers, the DUO agency in which the student will work, and by the
school fine page 22 of curriculum booklet for listing of suggested DUO programs).

Differentiated staffinz is a fancy term which means we try to use all members
of our staff in the most effective ways possible: department chairmen; teachers,
certified, subject area; instructional aides; technicians; clerical aides; supervisory
aides; and community resource persons. The concept is also economically sound.
Our concept may be somewhat different than general use of the term. We use
professional faculty, for example, only for the professional functions for which
they were employed. The primary functions are directing and supervising students'
learning, providing and improving present instructional programs, and developing
curriculum. We are concerned with "professional load", not "teaching load."
Less-skilled and lower-salaried personnel are employed for those functions which
they can perform as well as, and often better than, professional teachers. Among
the numerous examples of these functions are filing of student papers, typing tests,
running off ditto masters, correcting True-False and multiple choice tests, super-
vising corridors and cafeterias, and the like. Instructional and technical aides,
often working directly with students, supervise open laboratories, media and de-
partment resource centers, and the like. An important aspect of differentiated
staffing is salaries. Included in the negotiations agreement is this statement: It
is the joint goal of the Board, Administration and Professional Staff to change the
present method of compensating the professional staff from the traditional salary
schedule to a method which will provide compensation on the basis of professional
effectiveness.

Alternative Staab& First, let me clarify the term "alternative" - it is
not an attempt to replace teachers. Rather, in much the same way that our DUO
program might be called "alternative education", we are working to add to and
enhance learning opportunities for students. As in the case of differentiated
staffing, which is an elementary form of alternative staffing, we are seeking to
redefine the role of the teacher. But even more than that, we are looking to
utilize all resources in different and expanded roles. If the professional staff
member is in fact a "director of learning experiences", in contrast to the "stand-
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up-in-front, chalk-and-talk" teacher, then his traditional roles must be remodeled.
Additional, probably non - professional, "teachers" will be utilized to help provide
richer, more meaningful learning experiences. Often, this means new environments
too, and ultimately, new definitions of such terms as course, program, school, the
"system", and the like. Most teachers arc not prepared, philosophically or ex-
perientially, for assuming such new roles. We are now involved in an Alternative
Staffing project. We hope to be able to establish and demonstrate some additional
viable models of alternative staffing which operate within the school umbrella.

Reporting student progress. Report cards are issued at the end of each
quarter. (In addition, at arty time during a course, interim reports are made.)
Our philosophy encompasses twe goals: 1) to establish individual goals for each
student in each course within the framework of the general course objectives; and
2) to provide an accurate reporting of the student's skill achievement. If we expect
that a student working at his full potential will achieve at a level different than
others, our expectations for a class might look like the top diagram on the next page.
These expectations may be defined as skills to be learned, the level of skill to be
achieved, information retained, concepts understood, values learned, and the like.
The expectations for a specific student are based on past performance, standardized
testing results, other pertinent data, and professional judgment. In the case of
continuous progress courses, in which the skills to be learned, for example, are
the same for all students, the expectations may be in terms of time needed. The
extent to which a student lives up to the expectations for him is reflected in the
"effort-ability index", a scale ranging from 1 (lowest) to 6 (highest). This is
illustrated in the lower diagram. Whatever the reporting system, how can the
grade be made to tell just what the student has learned? A, R, or C does not really
say much about

...the number of words per minute that a student can type
..whether a student studying French is equally proficient in conversation

and reading
...which of the Social Studies course objectives are being met, and how well
...etc., etc.

Where we need to give a better indication of actual achievement, we provide
additional information. In the case of typing, for example (see actual report card on
page 11), we report on such matters as Typing Techniques, Work Habits, Speed,
Accuracy, Following Directions, Proofreading, Erasing, Completion of Assignments,
and Types of Problems Completed This Quarter. We feel such a report provides
more and better information than the traditional grade to the student, his parents,
and prospective employers or colleges. (See other examples on pages 12-17.)
Our philosophy of grading does not lend itself either to "Honor Rolls" or computation
of "Rank in Class." In practice, this has presented no problems for the school or
been a handicap to our students. Indeed, we received the following letter from the
Admissions office of an out-of-state, nationally recogn1?11 institution:
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REPORT OP PROGRESS IN TYPING I

Typing I is designed to provide each student with a basic vocational skill.
It is prerequisite for Typing II, Secretarial Procedures, and Clerical Office
Procedures.

During ths, first several weeks of the course, emphasis is on the development
of proper keyboard control and techniques, proper stroking, knowledge of the
operative parts of the typewriter, and good work habits. As early in the course
as possible each student commances work oh assignment sheets which he completes
at his own rate. As the year progresses, the student will apply his typing skill
to variety of problems such as proper placement of material, letter styles,
envelopes, carbon copies, tabulation problems, manuscripts, and simple business
forms.

Throughout the course, considerable time is spent on various types of drills
designed to improve the student's basic typing skill in terms of both speed and
accuracy. Related knowledge, and skills to be developed during the course include
recognition and skillful correction of correct word division, proper
punctuation and capitalisation, careful planning and 'ration of work, and
the ability to complete an assigned task within a reasonable period of time.

Typing Techniques Following Directions

Work Attitudes and Habits Proofreading

Speed (straight copy) Erasing

Accuracy Completing Assignments

(Excellent, Good, Averaae, Poor, failing)

Types of Problems Completed This Quarter

Student Name
Class Homeroom
Subject /level
Teacher
Class absences this report period

Parent conference requested YES NO
Effort ability index 1 2 3 4 5

(Minimum - 1 Maximum - 5)
Final Grade
Unit of credit earned
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English Department
Achievement Report

Objectives of Developmental Reading 1971-72

Dear Parent:

This course is totally individual in nature. The student and
I set goals which need to be worked on and he spends his class time
accomplishing these. Much stress is put on individual initiative
and a business like approach to the work.

The before the objective indicates this one as needing
improvement when the student entered this course.

The * after the objective indicates the student accomplished
the goal.

Those objectives with no /or * are ones this student is not
involved with.

By the end of one semester the student should be able to:

demonstrate substantial increase in level of
reading comprehension.

have an extended general reading vocabulary
taken from his readings.

demonstrate by quantities and qualities of
material read, an awakening recognition of
the role of reading in his career, and an
interest in reading itself.

an his reading speed to the difficulty of
material read and the purpose for reading it.

increase his reading spell about 100%. .111111.

study and work efficiently and effectively
Tai-jach content subject and task.

TWW--"Itnante --Parent conference requested ttES NO !,

Class Homeroom Effort ability index 1 2 .3 4 5 -:':

Subjecf717:74T---- (Minimum - 1 Maximum .5) . Lt
Teacher Final grade at end of course:, 1".
Class absences thiq rPoort nprind Alit nf rrnelir es....nnA

/ D3
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English Department
Achievement Report

Dear Parent:

Course Description:

Writing Workshop offers the student the opportunity to sharpen
his writing skills by writing about experiences and events which
arise from his own thoughts and activities.

COALS:

assignments.

The student demonstrates the ability to:

1. focus on a specific idea, feeling, or event which he wants
to express in writing.

has completed writing

2. organize his material logically.

3. use concrete details to make his writing clear.

4. write in different ways in order to be understood by
different readers.

5. recognize the strengths and weaknesses of his writing.

6. improve his papers by rewriting.

1174dent Name Parent conference requested YES NO:lass Homeroom Effort ability index 1 2 3 4 5iubjecUrgar (Minimum - 1 Maximum -5)reacher Final grade at end of course
:lass absences tans report pertoo Unit of credit earned
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DR1vrR EDUCATION
ACHII VEMiNT REPORT

Dear Parent:

The goals of Driver Education are:

1. To develop a knowledge of the laws and rules of the road
through classroom uork.

2. lb develop good driving attitudes.
3. To develop acceptable driving skills.

During the semester progress towards these goals has been:

Poor Below Average Average Good Excellent'

Weaknesses have been discovered In the following checked areas:

Attitude

Steering control

Speed control

Hill starts

Turns

Backing

Classroom work

Contents:

Interstate Driving

City driving

Adverse condition driving

Parking

Anticipation of hazards

Reaction to conditions

Hours of additional driving practice at home are recommended
before attempting to get a license.

Student Name Parent con.erence requested- yrs NOChms Homeroom Effort ability index 1 2 3 4 5
Subjecr/M71----- (Minimum - 1 Maximum - 5)
Teacher Einal grade at end of course
Clue.:. Ascot:es this report period Unit of credit earned
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WORT OP PROGRESS IN BUSINESS MATH

Business Math is designed to help the studentdevelop his computational
skills and his ability to apply this skill to practical personal, consumer,
and business situations.

Specific objectives of this course include:

1. A thorough review (and remedial' work when necessary) of arithmetic
fundamentals -- addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, per
cents, decimals, and fractions.

2. Development of increased speed and accuracy in working with these
fundamentals.

3. Providing related knowledges involving practical applications'of
fundamencals.

4. Development of the ability to interpret and solve practical
problems logically.

5. Emphasis of the value of arithmetic competency as an lndispensible
tool in the student's future.

6. Emphasis on neatness and legibility.

Topics covered during the year include: a thorough review of arithmetic
fundaments: application of the fundamentals to areas such as income, property
and sales taxes: discounts: paychecks: interest; checking accounts: notes:
credit buying: and personal records. Students will also complete at least one
comprehensive practice sot. Each student will progress through the course
at his own rate.

Work Habits

Attitude

Completion of Assignments

Ability to Read and Interpert Problems

Computational Skills:
Speed Accuracy

(Excellent, Good, Average, Poor, Failing)

Topics Covered This Quarter

Student Name Parent conference requested YES NO
Class Homeroom Effort ability index 1 2 3 4 5
Subject/level (Minimum - 1 Maximum - 5)
Teacher Final Grade
Class absences this report period Unit of credit eMni.
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SOCIAL. STUDIES - U.S. HISTORY
Specific Objectives to Achieve Omits

Thu extent to which the student; 0

O.
a

0
a
a

d 4

when given hypotheses about economic development
and evidence in histortcal essays, is able to state
generalizations about economic development in terms
of natural, capital, and human resources.

...when given data in slutistteal tables and churls
Is able to read and Interpret that data.

...knows that a combination of natural, human and
capital resources promoted Amertean economtc devel-
opment.

...knows (hut industrial growth changed the patterns
of life and work for many Americans.

...knows theextent and importance of American in-
dustrini growth between the end of the Civil War and
1929.

...knows some of the problems in association with the
settlement of the western frontier.

...knows the significance of railroad growth 1m the
U.S. as a factor in settlement and business and
government regulation.

,.is able to associate the interrelationships of the
development of Industry sad government involvement
in ma. spheres of American economic life.

..lakes an active and positive part in class activit-
ies, follows directions and works productively us an
Individual and in small groups.

...shows an open mind In class discussions and reaches
conclusions about issues after investigation and de-
bate.

...demonstrates an understanding of the baste elnss-
room procedures and values of: punctuality, class atten-
donee, and completion of homework Including missed work.
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SOCIAL STUDIES - U.S. HISTORY
Specific Objectives to Achieve Goals

Thu extent to which the student

ty

a

0

m 9
o
o =

...knows that many current reform movements have histor-
icist roots.

...knows that reform movements appear when a signi-
Clean, number of people beeoae distressed with some
aspect of society.

...knows that a reform movement, as opposed to revolu-
tion, is a non-violent mode of change which relies
on persuasion, assembly, speech, pressure-group activities,
and sometimes civil disobedience to gain its goals. .

...knows the customs and laws of war which were estab-
lished at the Hague and Geneva conventions.

...knows that our nation established and tried to main-
tutu e position of non-entangling alliances in our catty
history.

..demonstrates awareness of current events in U.S.
history.

...participates in class activities.
r

is able to park effectively' with a small group
or students in researching and presenting to the class
their findings concerning a reform movement in U.S.
hiitory.

.isible In apply the principles of Nuremberg (crimes
1goinst: peace, conspiracy, humanity, and the laws of
war) to other situations.

.is able to weigh the evidence of the defense in the
Nu:.emoerg trials and decide which arguments were most
pe-sursive and whirl wore least persuasive.

.

.is nine to sapport his values regarding current
retools' movements with evidence 1 reasoning.

1 0.8
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"Just a short note to commend you and your associates for the kind
of job you are doing relative to providing college admissions offices with
very informative and, more important, very human application folders.
After reviewing 's folder I felt as if I knew something about him
as a person. The teacher comment sheets coupled with the very thought-
ful recommendations are great. Keep up the good work. You are doing
your students a great service.

P.S. has been accepted and will hear from us shortly."

Many in our community comment that our curricular offerings booklet (enclosed)
seems more like a university catalog. Some wonder if the school, in its pursuit of
"relevance", has eliminated much of what was considered "basic learning." Such
comments emphasize the need for understanding the shifting priorities in education
and the changes in our responsibilities and functions. For example, the classics of
literature which for years were the standards of Language Arts instruction have not
diminished in value. Yet the knowledge explosion which is upon us, which now
doubles the amount of uselld knowledge within a decade, has required a broader scope
of offerings and a shifting of priorities so that all periods of literature receive some-
what equal emphasis, including the contemporary.

Other changes have occurred. The increased availability, scope, nncl influence
of such media as film and television have also caused a shifting of priorities so that
all media (including literature) receive the emphasis necessary to give our students
the ability to appreciate, understand, and react intelligently to them. Very often in
the past, too, the school tended to promote the segregation of students with different
social and educational abilities and aspirations - not intentionally, but by the nature
of the course offerings. Because the school's goals include preparation for involved
citizenship, it seems very desirable to minimize such differences and to encourage
students to communicate well and effectively with uthers of different abilities and
aspirations.

The curricular program places great emphasis on both academic and non-academic
challenges but on an individual rather than on a mass basis. This is the major differ-
ence between present and past practice. There are more than enough students at all
levels of ability to sustain the competitive spirit within classrooms, If anything has
changed, it is that the opportunities to compete have been increased. Also, that the
opportunities to "know thyself" have been increased. Where a course is offered for
students of a particular range of abilities, the course is planned for those students.
The course is not just a milder dose of the high academic program.

The Champlain Valley Union High School is a regional school which serves the
suburban-rural communities of Charlotte, Hinesburg, St. George, Shelburne, and
Williston. They are located just south and east of Burlington, Vermont's largest
city. Two of the towns border on Lake Champlain. The area covered by the high

/D9'
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school district is about 126 square miles. The high school district has its own Board
of School Directors and is an antonomous agency with respect to the five town districts,
each of which has its own Board of School Directors. Four of the towns operate K- or
1-8 systems. C.V. U. , with a building capacity of 750 students, opened in the fall of
1964 with an enrollment of about 460 in grades 9-12. Eight years later we anticipate
about 1,000 students, well over double the original enrollment.

The growth rate of the school district in 1962-63 indicated capacity enrollment
in 1972. Because of expanded and new industries in the area, however, the capacity
figure was exceeded during the 1967-68 school year. A 3-million dollar bond issue
for the high school was twice defeated in the spring of 1968. (This may have been due
in part to major elementary building programs in all of the district communities.
Many also considered the proposed addition to have numerous extravagances and frills.)
Four temporary classrooms were added in 1969 and again in 1970 pending a solution of
the space problem.

The Board's Ad Hoc Committee, charged with finding a solution to the school's
space problem, "discovered" 45-15 in the literature in June or early July 1970.
45-15 was studied by the Committee because it seemed to meet the several criteria
set by the Committee as necessary for any adequate long-range solution to the school's
problem. It became apparent to the Committee that this particular calendar concept
was not simply a space-savings device but also offered extensive possibilities and
opportunities for program development. In August of 1970 a consultant was brought
to C.V.U. to meet with the Committee, the Department Chairmen, and the Board of
School Directors. We sensed significant differences in philosophy and operation be-
tween the several districts already in operation on the elementary level and our own,
but felt that the concept of 45-15, as we would hope to implement it, was sound and,
indeed, quite desirable. It was in this context that the Ad Hoc Committee reported to
the Board in early September and requested the Board's permission to further study
implementation of 45-15 at C.V.U. as a possible solution to our particular problem.
The Board granted the Committee's request and allocated funds to enable the Committee
to do this. At the same time, the Board asked that the Committee work to provide the
community with information concerning the 45-15 concept and charged the administration
to work toward developing the necessary skills, administrative and teaching, so that we
would have a clear indication a.) to our ability to actually implement 45-15 before a
Board decision on the matter. The Ad Hoc Committee was instructed to report back to
the Board at its second meeting in November with a final recommendation regarding
45-15.

Today, through tho benefit of hindsight, we can much better appreciate the
mammoth undertaking we had set for ourselves. There was no doubt in our minds
that we possessed the ability to effectively implement the 45-15 program; time and
an extremely competent faculty have shown this to be true. What proved extremely
difficult, however, was to convincingly explain to the public a concept, the details
of which were still being worked out by the administration and faculty. In one in-
stance, school bus transportation, we revised our initial plans for implementation
midway through the series of community presentations because we had developed a
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. CALENDAR POSSIBILITIES

(Specific examples on following
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better, more flexible, as well as more economical, solution. As similar situations
occurred in curricular and instructional areas, it perhaps caused an unsettling
effect - possibly a credibility gap - within the community.

A mistake, prObably, in looking back on the situation, was our insistence that
the 45-15 calendar was simply a revision in calendar. The problem we experienced
in this matter was one of interpretation and, likely, poor communication onour part.
The point we were trying to make was that merely implementing a 45-15 calendar
accomplished nothing in terms of program or curriculum. I t was only with the
adoption of a 45-15 calendar AND the implementation of a highly desirable program,
taking advantage of all the new opportunities now available, that the 95-15 concept
was truly an extremely desirable solution to our particular problem.

As the November deadline drew near, the Ad Hoc Committee met with the school
administration and with the department chairmen to obtain their reactions to the
45-15 calendar and program, with particular emphasis on the school's ability to
achieve instruction with at least the present level of quality, and hopefully at a higher
level. With only one exception, all of the administrators and department chairmen
were in agreement that 95-15 was not only possible, but desirable, from both a cal-
endar and instructional point of view. The Committee also attempted to make an
assessment of the reaction of the community to the proposal regarding 45-15. It
seemed clear that most Board members were under the impression that community
reaction was favorable to the proposal. This was a result of their conversations in
the community, the reactions they received at the public meetings they attended,
and the like. The Committee tried to assess the response of the community in terms
of a prepaid postcard which had been included in the pamphlet mailed out to the en-
tire community earlier in the fall (enclosed). At the timo of its assessment, about
100 returns had been received (about 5,500 registered voters), the majority of which
were favorable to the proposal of 45-15. However, as the date for the Board meeting
drew near, there was some indication of unhappiness and concern regarding the 45-15
proposal. This was brought to the forefront at a puhlic meeting prior to the Board's
regular meeting, and at the Board meeting itself, when, in a split vote, the Board
adopted the 45-15 calendar.

At This point the Board of School Directors - anxious to encourage greater
community expression - decided to hold a non-binding (by law) referendum on the
45-15 calendar. The Board indicated prior to the referendum that it would not feel
bound by the results unless 51% or more of the electorate voted. (See enclosed
mailing to the community concerning the referendum.) As it happened, fewer than
one-third voted, and of those, about three of every five persons voted against 45-15.
The Board, feeling that only a gall minority of the community was opposed to 45-15,
approved the 45-15 calendar at its next meeting. It was this decision that provided
the basis for the controversy which enveloped the school district for the remainder
of the year. It was basically not a controversy over the merits of 45-15 (though it
often took this form) but rather a determined opposition to the Board's action in the
face of a negative vote, no matter how small.
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The controversy itself is now history. Persons of different educational persua-
sions, including many who favored 45-15, banded together to protest the manner in
yhich the calendar decision was made. A number of faculty members joined in this
n.ovemcnt. Community meetings and newsletters, a number of petitions to the Board.
letters 'J.) LSC Editor, and very well-attended and lively Board meetings characterized
the spring of 1971.

Adding fuel to the controversy was the faculty situation. Public support for the
program and public confirmation of our ability to implement a flexible 4:s-15 program
were withheld by the majority of the school faculty because of concern in er natural
vs. forced attrition of staff, whether or not additional working days were to be paid
on a per-diem basis, and the like. It is only fair to state that some faculty members
also had genuine concern a:,1 to whether educational benefits would derive ?iron' imple-
mentation of the calendar. The final straw was probably the matter of teacher con-
tracts vs. letters of intent. The state's Attorney General had ruled that Boards could
not issue contracts until after the Annual Meeting of the school district - in our case,
in May. The Board had pledged itself to natural attrition of faculty and issued letters
of intent to the faculty, but with the growing controversy in the community the teachers
feared that significant cuts would be made in the school budget at the Annual Meeting
and that the Board would then have no choice but to eliminate positions. This was the
final emotional issue of the controversy and effectively dealt the death blow to imple-
mentation of 45-15 for the 1971-72 school year. The final decision was made by the
Board in May 1971 when it became apparent that the community would approve only a
token budget ($208, 000 vs. $1,588,000) if the decision to implement 45-15 was not
recincicd.

Following the reorganization meeting of the Board in July - the Board now in-
creased from eight to twelve members as the result of one petition and community
vote - the opportunity was provided for members of the community to participate with
the school board members, administrators, faculty, and students in discussions of
the problems facing C.V.U.

Beginning in late July, innumerable hours of effort were devoted to the school
for a period of several months by the many persons serving on the numerous com-
mittees and sub-committees. During the spring, many of us were either receiving
or hurling abuse and yet there were clear signs of a common spirit from the beginning.
It appeared that the crisis we experienced had been the prelude to achieving the
community uglification and support for the high school that had been sought for so long.
It was obvious that everyone serving on the committees, virtually without exception,
was proud of the school and very jealous to safeguard its program and to further its
potential.

The result of these community committees was a very excellent and extensive
report to the Board. The following is a condensation of the goals for the school
recommended by the committees:

1) Restructuring the curriculum, placing increasing responsibility on the learner
and utilizing the community as a laboratory for learning.

70-420 0 - 72

Ili
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2) Expanding the core facility, C.V.U., to facilitate contemporary learning
needs.

3) Promoting options which have objectives. Some examples would be:
a. 3-year graduation
b. DUO
c. Independent Study
d. Year-round operation
e. Alternative staffing or free school within the system
f. Differential staffing insuring maximum teacher talent
g. Individualized instruction

4) Provide a quality education for each student which would assure him of the
following:

--an understanding of himself and his relation to society as a human being
--an understanding of all peoples of the earth, their cultures, ethnic

background, social structure
--a mastery of the basic skills in use of words and numbers
--a positive attitude toward learning
- :development of responsible citizenship
--the ability to maintain physical and emotional health
--the encouragement to be creative and inventive; we must stop

rewarding the analytical mind alone
--the ability to create social and physical environments capable of

sustaining and promoting productive human life
--the understanding and appreciation of human achievement in the

natural sciences, social sciences, humanities and arts
--the preparation for a world of rapid change and unforeseeable demands

Certain themes, ideas, and proposals were evident and recurring in the reports
of the community committees and in the recommendations of the faculty, students,
and administration:

1) Need for options in programs, time schedule, teacher contracts, and calendar.
2) Need for flexibility in providing these options.
3) Need to provide adequate core facilities in Learning Resources, Industrial

Arts, Physical Education, Student Commons, and other areas.
4) The student and his needs must be the first consideration in any recommen-

dation to be acted on.
5) Further development of present program goals is desirable and encouraged.
8) Thn traditional school year must be included in the provisions offered for

options and flexibility.
7) Need for better community understanding of school program, curriculum,

instructional methods, and operation. ("Community" includes students.)
8) Need to continue and expand active involvement of all segments of community

in the affairs of the school district.

141
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As a result of the administration meeting with these several groups, recom-
mendations for the 1972-73 school year calendar (together with others for program,
facilities, etc.) were presented to the Board of School Directors at its meeting on
November 23, 1971:

1) The requirement that each student be involved in "directed learning ex-
periences" for 175 days in each academic year, as at present.

2) The traditional school year be a basic part of the school calendar and an
option to all students desiring that calendar.

3) The school operate on a year-round basis beginning in July 1972, with the
following stipulations:

a. the basic structure of nine- week quarters, as at present, be maintained
for the time being.

b. a structure of staggered quarters, providing the desired flexibility for
DUO, acceleration, other program options, and times of attendance, be offered
as options to students desiring such flexibility in calendar.

c. the arrangement of staggered quarters be offered as shown on the
following page.

d. the options for quarter selections number just over one hundred and
twenty, including options for acceleration. Among the calendar options are:

...Qs (Quarters) 3, 6, 10, 13 - Traditional school year

...Qs 1, 4, 7, 10. 13 - Accelerated school year

...Qs 4, 7, 10, 13 - Shortened school year

...Qs 2, 5, 10, 13 - One example of options possible

...etc.

(Note: Considerable attention must be given to the accurate and understandable
explanation of the calendar options to students, their families, and the general public.)

(Note: 233 days comprise the fiscal year 1972-73; 232 days for fiscal year 1073-
74; 231 days for 1974-75; 234 days for 1075 -76; 232 days for 1976-77.)

4) The basic contract for faculty be for 185 days, with addenda issued on an
individual basis for additional and fewer days work, with the following stipulations:

a. Salaries be paid on a per diem basis.
b. The final decision on teacher contract options be based on student enroll-

ment, student program and course requests, and student calendar options elected.



July 24-28 (1972) 1
July 31-Aug 4
Aug 7-11
Aug 14-18
Aup 21-25
Aug 28-Sept 1
Sept 4-8
Sept 11-15
Sept 18-22
Sept 25-29
Oct 2-6
Oct 0-13
Oct 16-20
Oct 23-27
Oct 30-Nov 3
Nov 6-10
Nov 13-17
Nov 20-24
N. 27-Dee 1
Dr, 4-8
De:. 11.1
Dee IN :!2
lice 45-29
Jan 1-5 (1973) .
Jan 8-12
Ian 15-19
.fan 22-26
Ida 29-Feb 2
10) 5-9
P.4) 12.16
Fob 19-23

26-Mor 2
Mar 5-9
Mar 12-16
Mar 19-23
Mar 26-30
Apr 2-6
Apr 9-13
Apr 16-20
Apr 23-27
Apr 30-May 4
May 7-11
May 14-18
May 21-25
May 28-JIM
Jun 4-8
Jun 31 -15
Jun 18-22
Jun 25-29 ---
July 2- 6, 9-13 0.6- 20.
July 23-27
July 30-Aug 3
Aug 6-10
Aug 13-17
Aug 20-24
Aug 27-31
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1972-73 School Year - Proposed

Blocked quarters (N3. 6, 10, 15) represent the
traditional school year calendar.

Other quarters are optional and available
for selection by students. .

Normally, four quarters (not overlapping)
will be selected for one academic year.

DUO programa in ay occur during or
between quarters.

Only the Christmas-New Year
7 and July vacation periods are

shown here Additional shorter
holiday and vacation periods occur
throuphodt the year:

8

10

1

2

13

14

5

16
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These recommendations were accepted and approved by the Board. At its next
meeting on December 8. 1971. the administration offered a further recommendation
to eliminate five of the sixteen quarters in the 1972-73 school year calendar. (See
next page for modified calendar.) This modification was recommended as best
serving "the interests of the students and school district for the coming year because:
a) it will be a more acceptable introduction to the continuous school year for the
community: b) it will make cost forecasts easier to predict and more accurate;
c) it eliminates the need for teachers to elect contract options for this coming summer;
d) it provides for a phasing into multiple quarters which will be advantageous during
our first continuous school year operation."

The Board approved the modified calendar as recommended. To date, we have
received many requests for further explanation of the calendar and program, but no
adverse comments such as characterized the 1970-71 school year. The Annual
Meeting of the high school district was not well-attended and the budget and other
items were approved within an hour.

Many of the cost benefits are already being achieved because of programs such
as differentiated staffing, which utilizes staff more effectively and at lower total
cost without compromising instructional quality or limiting students' access to
teachers.

Other cost benefits will accrue as we enter into year-round school operation.
Among these are a greatly reduced need for facilities expansion and a reduction in
costs for per unit expenditures (employee insurance programs and other benefits,
busses, equipment such as projectors, science labs, and the like). Additional in-
formation concerning budget comparisons is contained in the November 25, 1971,
mailing to the community (enclosed).

A summary to this report can only serve to emphasize our reasons for adopting
a year-round school program. The report of the community committees speaks to
this point:

"How we educate our young people is of profound importance for they are caught
in a social revolution and we desperately need their help if we are to re-invent the
social order without risking self-destruction. So, our schools must respond by in-
venting and providing programs which will expand human potential and lead to pro-
ductive adult lives without relying completely on one isolated physical plant or
structure to do it all."

And again:

"We must strive to keep this school and individual working together. The

/17
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72-73 Calendar

TraditionalVacations Year

Sept

Oct

Nov

9/4

10/23

pm 22 -
24

Dec 25-29

Jan

Feb 2/19

Mar

pm'18
Apr 19-20

23-4

May 5/24

Jun

Jul 7/2-20

Aug

Sept 9/3

Oct 10/22

pm 21
Nov 11 /22

23

Dec 24-31

Jan 1-1

Elective Quarters

9/5

11/18
11/19

.......1/19

2/5

/6
4/9

6/15

-
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student as an individual is the life and energy and curiosity and potential who seeks
support and guidance in the process of learning. Our teaching, then, should be
directed toward helping the individual understand himself as a human being. We
should teach a student how to teach himself for knowing how to learn is one of the
few durable skills we need. This school should foster the growth of individuality
in the student giving him strength to lead an independent life in an increasingly
complex world. We must give each student positive ways to combine his own
special talents with the needs of the times. We must enable students to invent their
own institutions to pursue their work because those we have to offer are, in part, out
of date.

Our school am: the world we are making could be considered joint partners in
a combined effort to give an individual direction and provide him with whatever skills
or knowledge will be helpful in his making wise choices and the equipment to pursue
them. "

The "multiple access curriculum and calendar" offers a calendar which includes
the "traditional school year" for those who prefer those times of attendance. It
also offers fantastic new opportunities for those students and families who prefer
other times,

From a curriculum viewpoint, we have realized better program development
and implementation of existing offerings. As we view the future, we sense that we
will continue to realize these benefits as we take advantage of the many new oppor-
tunities made possible by the calendar.

We have the sober warning that the future is not fixed. Man is not being guided
inevitably to a desirable future. Together with the home and other institutions we
must provide the knowledge (old and new), attitudes, and skills which our children
will need to survive, to live fully as human beings, and to cope wisely with the per-
sonal and social choices they must face.

And we, the schools, must find better ways to provide these - better ways for
students to learn and absorb them. Our multiple access curriculum and calendar
is not a panacea. But it is, we believe, a significant and major step in the right
direction.

We have come a long distance in the past several years. We have explored
widely, studied in depth, and developed in detail. We have learned a great deal
about ourselves and others. C. V.U.'s involvement with change in general and
45-15 in particular is described from a layman's point of view in a paper presented
early last fall by the chairman of the Board of School Directors, Mr. Richard J.
Young. It is attached to this report to provide you with additional insight into our
experience.

Respectfully submitted,

) °La
ohannes I. Olsen, Principal

1/7
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A NEW VIEW OF THE USE OF OUR SCHOOLS

A NEW LOOK AT OUR SCHOOL YEAR

Remember that!

CVU was built in 1963-64 to hold 750
by about 1972. CVU now has over 950 stu-
dents.

Vithin a few years. CVU will have
more than twice the number it was built to
hold 1600.

CVU has an excellent educational pro-
gram that must be maintained and constantly
improved.

In order to make room for our ex-
panding student body we have

Put up temporary units
Cut out all study halls to make

classrooms
Run off-schedule busses so stu-

dents with free modules arrive late
and/or leave early

Extended the school. day
Cut out physical education for

juniors...next year we will cut it
out for both juniors and seniors

Gone to modular scheduling
Made better use of large group/

small group instruction.

Some of these changes are good...
where they affect program, they are not
good!

THEY HAVE ALL REACHED A SATURATION
POINT.

Building costs rise each year. It is
real efficiency to use an expensive build-
ing like CVU all year 'round.

45-15 plus a bond issue could give us
walls for 1200, room for 1600.

/AO
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WHAT IS 45-15?

45-15 is one concept of the continuous
school year.

The continuous school year is full use
made of the whole calendar year for educa-
tional purposes... the school in use year
round.

S4hool is in session during all months
of the year, but individual students spend
only the traditional 175-185 days actually
in school. No traditional vacation time is
lost.

Careful staggering of student and fa-
culty Schedules make it possible to educate
more students in less space because all of
the students on a school roster are not in
the school at one time.

There are other continuous school year
plans being used in communities throughout
the country.

45-15 matches our traditional marking
peri:4 pattern of a grade given at the end
of nine weeks.

HOW DOES 4545 WORK?

If you will turn the page to the
chart, we'll take a look at how the system
works.
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KEY:

The black tracks running across the
page represent groups in session. The
white tracks represent group vacation
times. The cross-hatched sections repre-
sent time when the school is closed
(weekends, legal holidays, etc.)

All students are divided into four
groups - A, 8, C, & D. All students in
the same family .are on the same schedule
(in the same group) unless parents re-
quest otherwise.

Each group attends school for 45 class
days (nine calendar weeks) and then has a
15 class day (three calendar weeks) va-
cation. The attendance schedules for
the four groups are spaced 15 class days
apart so that only three of the four groups
are in school at the same time.

Four 45 class day sessions per ca-
lendar year equals 180 class days per
year which is our present number of class
days.

All legal holidays will be closing
days. All pupils are out of school at
the same time for a Christmas vacation,
a spring vacation and a two-week break
in the summer.

All iamiliest have a three-week vaca-
tion in each of the four seasons of the
year. Just as the starting time for the
nine-week school session is staggered by
group at three-week intervals, so are va-
cation times staggered.

lA
dMIIPS-W
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WHAT WILL 45-15 DO FOR CVU, ITS STUDENTS
AND THE COMMUNITY?

45-15 will...

Immediately remove one quarter of the
students from the school around the year.

When the addition is planned and built
at CVU, it can be done for 1200, but still
serve 1600.

Give flexibility never before pos-
sible for student progress and times of
attendance where individual circumstances
dictate.

Make course choices occur more often.
Make use of more "good weather" months

to broaden the whole educational experience
field trips, outdoor learning experiences.

Give the "lost" student a better
opportunity...a student in difficulties
with a subject can begin again in a follow-
ing group...the student who has been ill
can join in again in a following group.

Make use of our natural facilities
for waterfront programs...a plus for safety
as well as athletics.

Open up possibilities for ground the
year job training for many students.

Expand "good weather" athletics- -
baseball, track, tennis.

Make opportunities for students to
work in seasonal jobs never before open
to them at times when there will not be a
flood of college students and teachers also
looking for work...motel openings and clos-
ings, apple picking, ski trail work, ski
instruction, yard maintenance, department
store sales, golf course maintenance, and
more.

/A
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BUT WHY 45-15?

45-15 plus an addition bringing the
building up to 1200 capacity is the most
positive solution to the problem in a
District that covers 125 square miles.

CVU is now over 200 above the num-
ber it was originally built to hold. The
CVU Board of Directors has investigated
in depth other ways to make room for the
current student body and plan for the
1600.which will be in our school within
five to six years:

The Board has sought to provide
space, maintaiu and even improve on the
quality of education our students re-
ceive and yet not make extraordinary
demands on the taxpayer's dollar. 45-15
plus building for 450 MORE students does
all this. Other plans do not

Plans like:

Split, staggered and double sessions require
A rise in faculty costs
Transportation costs rising 80-100%

in our District
A negative impact on extra-curri-

cular activities

Lengthening the school calendar requires
School days added - vacation days

taken away
Three-year time lag before space

is realized
Straight increase in operating costa
Construction required anyway
Every student must graduate in

three years
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Building a second high school elsewhere in
the District would require

Duplication of building
Transportation increase
Splitting of District
Large staff increase

Nore temporary classrooms would require
Limitation of kinds of classes
Spending money for a structural

life of 5-10 years
Additional money spent on per-

manent plumbing and heat

BUT WHAT ABOUT OPERATING COSTS WITH 45-15?

Individual faculty salaries will go up
because teachers will work longer. This will
be offset by the need for fewer teachers.

The cost of transportation will not
rise, except as it would normally when our
busses will be servicing an expanding stu-
dent population. Fewer busses will run for
longer periods with 45-15.

The custodial work load and costs will
equalize because these jobs will be spread
throughout the year as in other public in-
stitutions that serve the public around the
year.
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WHAT EFFECT WILL 45-15 HAVE ON THE FAMILY?

Because all students in one family
will be scheduled together, the average
family will have the opportunity to plan
a three-week vacation during all four seA-
sons of the year if they choose.

Working mothers...and non-working
mothers...will have a pool of teen-aged
helpers from which to draw 'round the
year if they wish.

Where individual family circumstances
dictate, there is built-in flexibility
for a student's times of attendance and
educational progress never before possible.

WHAT EFFECT WILL 45-15 HAVE ON EXTRA-CUR-
RICULAR ACTIVITIES?

No effect at all, really. Activity
busses will still run as they do now.

Students in a three -week vacation
period during an athletic season can
elect to return for practice just as
they do now at the end of summer vaca
tion, during Christmas vacation and
spring vacation.

In fact, 45-15 can bring an enrich-
ment of extra-curricular programs not
possible under the traditional calendar.

/ a 7
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YOUR Champlain Valley Union High School
Board of Directors is interested in YOUR
questions about 45-15.

The Board is interested in your reac-
tions to 45-15.

Please take a moment to tear out the
attached sheet, fill it in and mail it back
to them.
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CORNWALL-LEBANON SCHOOL Disratcr,
Lebanon, Pa., April 24, 1972.Re: Information on year round schools.

Mr. RouAN C. Pumssa,
Chairman, General Subcommittee on Education.
Mr. JOHN N. ERLENBORN,
Member, Education and Labor Committee.

GENTLEuex : The Cornwall-Lebanon School District operated an "extended
school term" for six weeks during the summers of 1961--1;S-G9 under a Title IIIESEA grunt of approximately $30.000 per summer.

Reaction of Parents: Excellent.
Reaction of Tenehers Excellent.
Cost Benefits: No savings; since the grant concerned a supplemental education

project of innovative courses providing for enrichment and creativity.
Legislation : No changes needed to operatic.
Plan: Volunteer studentsregistrations were heavy, requiring selection of

enrollees.
The plan. so well received by students. teachers and community offers excellent

possibilities for a twelve -month program if It were enlarged. Our students were
limited to Grade 4 through Grade 12 registrations. The majority enrolled were
Grade 4 to Grade 9. Senior high school students preferred summer employment
opportunities.

A descriptive account of the project is enclosed.
Respectfully,

E. F. STOCDT, Superintendent.
Enclosures (3).

NEWS LETTERJULY-AUGUST 19111

LEBANON COUNTY SUSISIER SCHOOL PROJECT, JOHN G. IIEAGY, DIRECTOR

SUMMER LEARN ISO

In many communities across our country, public education ends when schools
are dismissed for summer vacations, In Pennsylvania more than two million
children are released to cannumnities each summer ut the close of school.

In recent years summer schools have become 11 feature of numerous forward-
moving school districts. Fifty years ago ilia nine-month school term made sense
since many families lived on farms and the children spent much thne in farm
related activities. Today, the picture is a different one, the majority of our homes
are now suburban mid the long-established custom of closing down well-equipped
multi-million dollar school buildings during these vacation months can be a
rather questionable use of public funds.

The twelve-month school has been tried In certain areas with limited success.
One plan calls for the school terms to be divided into four periods with children
attending three of the quarters. This arrangement places many family activi-
ties and related programs at a disadvantage. When brother and sister in the
same family are required to attend different sessions at different times because
of attendance periods at different schools troubles are apt to develop between
the school and home.

Therefore, the Cornwall-Lebanon Schools, along with the city of Lebanon.
have developed a summer session of six weeksoffering eataties to those students
who need to "make up" work or wish to improve their grades as well as for
students who desire to earn extra credit.

This program is offered without tuition charge to residents of these two dis-
tricts since the school authorities are subsidizing the costs of this program.
Secondary school students from all other county schools have been enrolled at
a tuition charge of $35.00. Transportation is provided by the Cornwall-Lebanon
District and the Lebanon School District for resident students of these two dis-
tricts. Ten school buses are used for this service, covering the main highways on
a "limited" schedule of routes bringing in students for program which operates
from S A.M. to 12 Noon. Seven of these buses are operated by the Cornwall-
Laos School District and travel a total of 310 miles each school day.

Arrangements have been made between the Cornwall-Lebanon School District
and Lebanon School District to share the expenses of operation of the program on
a pro-rated student basis. The Cedar Crest school with its "all-weather" facilities

M
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is ideally suited to summer session operation ; the student body will affirm this to
any inquirer.

This program planned for six weeks of operation is entitled the Basic Summer
School and has been in session since June 19 with a total of 389 students enrolled
under the direction of the following instructors: Mr. Albert Askins, Shorthand :
Mr. Richard llrauugard. German I: Mr. Hubert Conner. F.ugli-h VIII: Mrs.
Patricia Edris, Algebra I; Mr. Dwight Fake, American History ; Mr. Ernest Fire-
stone, Geometry ; Mr. Charles Gerberich, General Mathematics; Mr. Robert
Gilbert, Algebra I; Mr. Ray Heberling, Biology ; Mr. Walter Houser, Algebra I ;
Mr. Thomas Israel. English VII ; Mrs. Carol Kelm. English IX : Mr. Abram
Leaman, Chemistry ; Mr. Harold Linenweaver. Physics ; Mr. William Longe-
necker, Algebra I ; Mrs. Ruth Maud, Algebra H; Mr, Foster Schooley, Typing;
Mr. William Slike, Spanish I ; Mr. Richard Smith, Biology; Mr. Edwin Zarek,
English X, XI, XII.

The Cornwall-Lebanon School District is also operating a Bask Reading-
Mathematics program for students of grades 4-5-6. These classes are held in
the Cornwall Building. Sixty-six students are being instructed by Mrs. Dixie
Confer, Mrs. Janet Snyder and Mr. Larry Wood.

Federal funds under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
are being used by the Cornwall-Lebanon School District in the operation of a
special diagnostic and corrective reading program. Under the supervision of
Mrs. Karen Light, Cornwall-Lebanon School District reading specialist, eighty -
four students are receiving special instruction twice a week for two-hour class
periods. Extensive use is made of the "Travel Lab" motor van. Miss Beatrice
Reed of the Cornwall Elementary faculty is assisting in this work.

It is of interest to note that two other county school districts are also operat-
ing special elementary summer reading programs. The city of Lebanon has en-
rolled 351 students with a staff of 16 instructors. These students are divided Into
two groups with each group receiving two hours of instruction each day. The
Palmyra Area schools have enrolled 70 students with a professional staff of 8
persons. These pupils are attend ingschools in their home district.

INNOVATIVE SUMNER SCHOOL PROJECT, CORNWALL-LEBANON SCHOOL DISTRICT

The Cornwall-Lebanon School District was one of three schools in Pennsyl-
vania named last spring to receive a Title III Federal grant. Our program is an
"Innovative" summer school for selected students of sound scholastic ability
participating in an enrichment summer school involving work and skills that are
not usually developed during the regular school term.

These courses challenge both students and teachers for no textbooks are in-
volved, creativity and original expression being the essence of the program.
Sixteen teachers and 329 students are now at work for six weeks in these classes
which have been underway in Cedar Crest High School since June 19. The follow-
ing outline indicates the scope of the program: Mr. George I.azorjack. Basic
Astronomy-25; Mrs. Ann Passenger. Basic Astronomy-22; Mr. Albert Rossi,
Exploratory Mathematics-16; Mr. David Shenk, Conversational Spanish-18:
Mr. David Kruger. Conversational German-18; Mrs. Frances Weitz. Conversa-
tional French-14; Mr. Robert Maurer, Creative Writing and Public Speaking

; Mrs. Esther Papson, Creative Dramatics-19; Mrs. Phyllis Yaklich, Creative
Drama (Senion High School)-27; Mrs. Ferne Eberly. Creative Art-10; Mr.
John Embrich, Practical Arts-19: Mr. Luke Scipioni. Conservation of Natural
Resources-21: Mr. Robert 31innieh. Source Studies in American History-23;
Mr. Joseph Heiser. Source Studies in American History-13; Mr. Anthony Orsini.
Source Studies in American History-17; Mr. Amos Long. Source Studies in
American History-13.

Field trips have been an integral part of several areas of the Innovative pro-
gram. The Source Studies in American History classes have visited various areas
in Lebanon County such as the Charcoal Furnace. The Old Tunnel and Bind-
nagle's Church and other historical areas in the Lebanon Valley. The Conserva-
tion of Natural Resources class has been to the Filtering plant of the City of
Lebanon and the fish hatchery at Limestone Springs. The Art class has sketched
the Charcoal Furnace and plans to visit several art museums.

The offerings in this Innovative program have been so attractive that approxi-
mately 250 student registrations had to be turned away since the funds provided

130
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for only the number of classes listed above. The following is a brief description
of the objectives of each of the course offerings :
1. Canso-ration of Natural Resources

To make children aware of the need for intelligent planning of the use of
natural open space, tillable land, mineral resources. To reach these objectives,
opportunities will be provided for nature study, importance of land use, and
reclamation of minerals and land and water.
2. Source Studies in American Ilistory

To familiarize children with the rich historical background of the immediate
area through a program of excursions and field trips.
3. Basic Astronomy

To provide opportunities for children to study the earth and space science and
explore the problems which man is facing in the explorations of the solar ttystem.
The planetarium will be used for touch of this Instruction as well as telescopes,
spectroscope, charts.
3. Practical Arts

To provide opportunities for children of elementary school age to learn the
proper use of basic hand tools, materials and safety practices. To instruct
children in the various and appropriate instructional building materials from the
standpoint of practicability and use.
5. Exploratory Mathematics

To provide opportunities for exploration with mathematical processes beyond
the present course of study. To provide opportunities for children to explore
mathematical relationships through the use of cuisenaire rods, measuring appa-
ratus, geometric solids.
G. Conversational Foreign Language

Instruction in the spoken and the cultural aspects of the language.
7. Crcatirc Dancing and Dramatics

To provide leadership and opportunity for free expression in dance and
rhythmic activities. To provide opportunity for self-expression through dra-
matics, public speaking.
8. Creative Verbal and Written Expression

To fulfill the need of training our future citizens in the area of verbal and
written expression. This we feel should be done at an earlier age than is now
possible.

Crcatirc Drama
To incorporate Art Department in Programs, providing for self-expression in

public speaking, writing, art, etc.
10. Creatire Art

To develop an appreciation of art through field trips to art museums, and out-
standing architecture.

To serve all the needs of the student body the professional teaching staff is
augmented by the addition of one full-time and one part-time librarian, a guid-
ance counselor and a nurse. It is interesting to note that 414 books and other
educational media were circulated from the Cedar Crest library during the first
two weeks of school. The nurse has had to take care of the normal number of
headaches, minor cuts and bruises. Mr. Logan, our guidance counselor, has con-
ferred with a number of the students; in addition he has developed an evaluation
report for the student body and has been responsible for the audio-visual pro-
gram. The latter portion of this work involves a "first" in this area. The Millers-
ville Regional Instructional Materials Center has set up a complete film library
in the Cedar Crest Building. From this source films, filmstrips, etc. are distributed
to the various summer school classes. This program will be evaluated by the
Millersville R.I.M.C. in an attempt to improve their services during the regular
school year.

Faculty and administrative members meet regularly in all these programs to
evaluate, plan and meet the changing needs of students. No textbooks are used
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since creativity and exploratory programs are essence of the innovative sessions.
The staff is tremendously pleased with the interest and partichiation of the

students: the public has been invited to visit (lasses at anytime and observe thework being aecomplished.
The Ameriran Association of School Administrators has said : "The smuttier

remedial. enriehment. %%lent Iona! and recreational program answers a great many
needsit provides for many enrichment activities w kirk eantu reasonably Is'
included in the regular school session. Additional costs involved ran be Justified
in t he form of greater educational opportunity fur all eonecrnt'd.

TABLE OF STUDENT DISTRIBUTION

Basic program Innovative program

School district Public school
Parochial

schools Public school
Parochial

schools

Annville-Cleona
Cornwall-Lebanon
Eastern Lebanon County
Lebanon City
Northern Lebanon..
Palmyra
Others.

30
129

7
157

1

13
7

4
6

35

155
11
31
19

2
35

1

42
1

Sums= RECREATIONAL PROGRAMJUNE REPORT, FLOTD E. BECKER, DIRECTOR

The new summer recreation program of the Cornwall-Lebanon School District
opened during the month of June with many activities planned toward unity of
programs. Seven hundred and forty-one children between the ages of 0-19 were
registered on the playgrounds of the district. The playground registration was
us follows: Ebenezer 70, Pleasant 11111 S5, Mt. Gretna 103, Avon 119, Cornwall
150, and Iona 208.

The playgrounds, hours in session, their special activities for June and their
play leaders are:

Ebenezer.Miss Pamela Forry, Thomas Quinn
Monday through Friday: 1-4:30 1'.M.--0-8 P.M.
Swimming at Cedar Crest : Thursday morning; alternate Friday afternoon
Special Activities :.11at parade, pet show, peanut scramble, candy scramble,

checker tournament, ping pong tournament, and marshmallow roast.
Pleasant 11111.Miss Judith Uhler, George Carmickle

Monday through Friday : 9:1:-11:30 A.M.-1-4 P.M.-0-8 P.M.
Swimming at Cedar Crest : Monday afternoon: alternate Wednesday after-

noon
Special Activities: Watermelon contest, bike rodeo, Mt. Gretna hike, candy

scramble, chess tournament, and checker tournament.
Mt. Gretna.Mill Paula Miller, Michael Stotalt

Monday through Friday: 9-11:30 A.M.Wednesday, 1-1 P.M.-6-8:15 P.M.
Swimming at Cedar Crest : Friday morning: alternate Wednesday afternoon
Special Activities : Ping pong tournament, softball games. checker tournament,

hobo parade, umbrella parade. and candy scramble.
Avon.--Miss Kay Dostich, Gerald Ebersole

Monday through Friday: 9:15-11 :30 A.M.-1-4 P.M.-0-8 P.M., Wednesday
excepted

Swimming at Cedar Crest : Tuesday morning: alternate Thursday afternoon
Special Activities: Hat parade, scavenger hunt, "S'more" feast, toy parade,

ping pong tournament. and movies.
Cornwall.Miss Judith Mullen, Joseph Sakalosky

Monday through Friday : P.M.-0-9 P.M., Friday excepted
Swimming at Cedar Crest: Wednesday morning, alternate Friday afternoon
Special Activities: Shuffle board tournament, cookie walk, drawing contest,

pet parade, bean throwing contest, and lollipop scramble.
Iona. Miss lannicelli, James Dostich.

Monday through Friday : 9 :15-11 :30 A.M.-1-1 P.M. -0-8 P.M.
Swimming at Cedar Crest: Monday morning: alternate Thursday afternoon
Special Activities: Ping pong tournament, checker tournament, boys intra-

mural softball league, candy scramble, hat parade, and wheel parade.
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Arts and Crafts instruction has been provided by Miss Peggy Weaver. the
Arts and Crafts Coordinator of the Summer Reereutional Program. The schedule
for this instruction is:

Mt. Gretna, Thursday* morning. Avon, Tuesday afternoon. luna. Monday after-
noon. Cornwall, Thursday afternoon. Ebenezer, Wednesday afternoon, Friday
evening. Pleasant Hill, Friday afternoon.

The report of the swimming program under 3liss Sharon Royer and Mark
Francis shows four hundred and fifty -six children are enrolled ht the recreational
swim program and two hundred thirty-one children are enrolled in the instruc-
tional swimming program, In the adult swim prognan eighty-two are registered
with attendance ranging from two to twenty-four adults each session. These
sessions are held every Tuesday and Thursday evening from 7-9 P.M.

The schedule for the Summer 31usic Program is as follows:
Cedar Crest, James Garret. instructor.

Monday. 9-12 A.M. lessons; 7-9 P.M. Summer Baud Rehearsals.
Tuesday, 5-9:3 A.31. Theory and Composition, 9:30-12 lessons.
Wednesday. N-111 A.M. Dance Band or Stage Hand, 10-12 lessons.
Thursday. 5 -9:31) A.M. Theory and Composition, 9:30-12 lessons.
Friday. S-10 A.M. Choir I r focal Ensemble.

Iona. Peter Boyer, instructor. Monday through Friday S-12 A.M. lessons.
Cornwall, Donald Witter. instructor. 31onday and Tuesday S :15 A.M.-12 :30

P.M. lessons.
Don:ignition% Donald Witter. instructor. Wednesday and Thursday 5:15

A.M.-12:30 P.M. lessons.

NEWS 1.ErrEnaLY-A UGUST 1968

LEHAN(N COUNTY SUMMER SCHOOL. PROGRAM. SECOND ANNUAL SESSION.
WILLI AM It. LOGAN, I )1ItECTOR

TILE EXTENDED SCHOOL TEAR

The nine-month school year was established when America was largely an
agricultural society and youngsters were needed at home during the planting and
harvesting seasons. For some time now many people have been questioning the
need or advisability of litititing the school year to nine months.

Numerous rominunities are presently operating summer or extended sessiints
during traditional vacation months thus finding trays of putting to educational
use the millions of dollars worth of public school buildings normally idle in the
summer.

Our Cedar Crest building, with its "all-weather elimate control". has been
serving as a flue resource for the second year of the Lebanon County Summer
School being operated Jointly by Lebanon City Schools and the Cornwall-Leb-
anon School District.

The high enrollment. the excellent attendance and the many favorable emu-
mons received on the 1997 program are again_ being duplicated this summer the
two district °Penned sun:liter sessions offer six weeks of work to those students
who 11) desire to "make.up" credit. (2) wish to improve their marks. (3) plan
to earn extra credits and (4) enroll for enrichment in courses not normally
offered (Indite the winter session.

The program is offered without tuition charge to student residents of Lebanon
and the Cornwall-Lebanon areas since the school authorities feel the values re-
ceived warrant subsidizing the costs of the program. Secondary students from all
other county seloods have been enrolled in the Baste Courses at u tuition charge
of **ri Transportation is provided by the Cornwall-Leh:limn and Lebanon
City Schools for resident students. Ten school louses are used for these services
operating a "limited" route schedule over the main highways transporting sta.
dents to the S A.M.-12 noon sessions.

Financial arrangements between the two districts provide for sharing ex-
penses on a prorated student basis. Comments front parents on the operation are
always welcome and iodine evaluation can I.e helpful in assessing and improving
the program.

An interesting feature of the sessions is that in two years they have become
one of the largest in eastern Pennsylvania in numbers enrolled; both of the spon-
soring school systems are operating elementary classes in reading and mathe-
matics to children who wish to receive additional instruction. Federal funds are

/33
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being used by both districts fur this purpose as well as for the innovative or en-
riehment program °tom to ail county children.

The -Travel Lab" motor van of the Cornwall-Lebanon' schools is being used.
extensively for diagnostie and remedial work by Mrs. Koren Light. Corm:W-
U:10 's reading specialist. Other schools in the county are also offering ele-
mentary summer classes in their own buildings.

BASIC SECONDARY PROGRAM

Four hundred fifty-seven students are presently 'Attending sixteen courses ma
a secondary level which are a:hallar to those offered during the regular sehool
term. A staff of twenty-three teachers has been employed to instruct these classes
with on average teaching load of approximately twenty students. 1ver half of
the summer school students are enrolled in the eleven mathematics classes. Typ-
ing and Shorthand run second with a total enrollment of over eighty students.
These commercial subjects are the only classes to meet for two hours. allowing
some students to take both courses. All other classes are in session four 1 s
per day and meet the state requirements for the granting of a full credit toward
grating' t ion.

All Basic Secondary courses meet in the Cedar Crest School budding with the
exception of one biology class of Lelia City students conducted in Lebanon
Senior High School. The following instructors make up the secondary stuff :

Mr. Bruce Aithouse, Algebra I
Mr. Richard Broungard, German I &
Mr. Dwight Fake. American History
Mr. Ernest Firestone. Geometry
Mr. Anthony Fritz. Algebra II
Mrs. Elizabeth Hain, Latin I
Mr. Raymond Heberlig. Biology
Mr. -Abrams Leaman, General Mathe-

matics
Mrs. Sandra LeGay, General Mathe-

matics
Mr. Alvin Light. Geometry
Mr. C. L. Light. Algebra I
Miss Linda Light, Algebra I

MIN. William Longenecker, Algebra I
Mr. James Magazino, General 3Iathe-

unities
Mr. Robert 31ourer, English 11-12
Mrs. Beatrice Studley, Typing I &

Shorthand
Mr. Forster Schooley. Typing I
Mr. Albert Slaw vage, World Cultures
Mr. William Slike. Spanish I
Mr. Richard Smith. Biology
Mrs. Phyllis Yaklich. English 9-10
Mr. Edwin Zurek, English 74
iIr. Richard Zerbe, Algebra II

BASIC ELEMENTARY PROGRAM

In addition to the secondary courses at the high school. nine classes in reading
and mathematics are being offered on an elementary level in the middle school
at Cornwall. Students in this program were recommended for this special instruc-
tion by their regular school teachers. Eighty students are participating in six
first, second, and third grade classes in reading which meet for two homs. The
fourth thru sixth grade classes, enrolling sixty pupils, meet in a full four 1
session involving remedial help in both reading and mathematics. All reading
classes are making use of the "controlled reader" and tachistoscope materials.
The following instructors awake up the Basic Elementary Staff: Miss Beatrice
Reed. Mrs. Gail McFadden. Mrs. Kay Kreider. Mr. Larry Wood. Mrs. Janet
Snyder, Mr. Thomas Quinn, and Mrs. Karen Light. Reading Specialist.

Lebanon City Schools offers a parallel elementary developmental and correc-
tive reading program for city school students. This federally funded TITLE
program offers special reading help to five hundred students dint a staff of
twenty-three Instructors.

BASIC MUSIC PROGRAM

The group and individual music instruction, formerly operated under the play-
ground and recreation department. has now been included as part of our regular
slimmer school program. Approximately one hundred thirty students attend
classes concluded by Mr. Donald Witter at the Cornwall Building. Mr. Peter
Boyer at the South Lebanon Building and Mr. Robert Rhine at Cedar Crest. Mr.
Rhine will be joining the teaching staff of the high school as band director In
the fall.

INNOVATIVE BUMMER SCHOOL' PROJECT

Operating concurrently with the Basic Program is the Federal Grant TITLE
Project. Now in its second year, this program provides some marked contracts
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to what is typically thought of as summer school. Two hundred ninety elementary
and secondary pupils are involved in ten clusse designed to allow for creative and
ortginin experiences in courses not tittered miring the regular school term. Tradi-
tional teaching methods have been put wide, In this project, in favor of innova-
tive instructional methods.

Over forty educational field trips, several evening sky and star observation
sessions, guest lecturers front our etnumunity, and the use of video-taped class
room presentations are but u few of the unique features employed in the innovu-
tive classes.

The largest single enrollment In the innovative program is in Source Studies
In Amer lean History with over sixty, fourth through seventh grades participating.
Fifty -four students are enrolled in Basic Astronomy and fifty in three Conversa-
tional Foreign Language classes.

Increased summit interest this summer necessitated the addition of a smind
section of Practical Arts. Thirty-eight fourth, fifth and sixth grade girls and boys
are designing and producing projects In wood, plastics, and metal.

One new addition to the innovative project are the two Experimental Kinder-
mute!' Enrichment classes. Thirty boys and girls who had attended kindergarten
during the past year were recommended for additional help by their teachers.
The experienee ignited in the summer school should better prepare these young
people to enter first grade in the full. Two regular teachers, two teachers' aides,
and two student aides provide a type of individualized instruction not available
during the regular school year. A number of the snecessful activities of the na-
tionally known -11endstart" programs are being followed. Miss Elizabeth Wagner
and Mrs. Dixie Confer are serving as teachers of these classes.

Every effort is made to provide enriched experiences for these students through
daily "story telling" sessions, field trips, and appropriate reading materials.

Miss Donna Boltz serves both the kindergarten and elementary classes in the
Cornwall Building as a librarian. The following instructors make up the innova-
tive staff:

COURSE TITLS AND STAFF

Basle Astronomy (Gr. 4-8), Mr. George Lazorjaek and Mr. Kenneth
Zimniernutn.

Conservation of Natural Resources (Gr. 4-6), Mr. Luke Scipioni.
Conversational French (Gr. 6-8), Mrs. Gallen Hansen.
Conversational German (Or. 6-8), Miss Ingrid Koenig.
Conversational Spanish (Or. 6-S), Mr. David Shenk.
Creative Art and Music (Gr. 6-12), Mrs. Ferne Eberly and Mr. James Garrett.
Exploratory Mathematics (Gr. 4-6), Mr. Albert Rossi.
Practical Arts (Or. 4-6), Mr. Ronald Royer and Mr. William Wunder.
Source Studies in American History, Mr. Joseph Heiser, Mr. Antos Long, Mr.

Robert Minnie') and Mr. Anthony Orsini.
For the first time this year two consultants have been added to the summer

school stuff. Mr. James Garrett has acted consultant to the Creative Art nisi
Music program. Mr. Eugene 'McCleary has served hi he program as a specialist
In the use of the video-tape recorder. This involved the taping of various basic
and innovative classes for demonstration purposes. A full-time school nurse has
been on halal in Celiac Crest building to take (ire of normal day-to-day
aches and pains. Mr. Charles Zimmerman has been working as guidance coun-
selor and audio-visual aids director for the program. The Millersville Regional
Instructional Materials Center has again cooperated with us in setting up a
library of 16mm flints. filmstrips, and tapes in the Cedar Crest building from
whit -h distribution has been made to the various buildings involved in the pro-
gram, Mrs. Harriet Doll, the summer sehool librarian for the Cedar Crest build-
ing, has reported a total of 791 books circulated from the library during the first
three weeks of summer school.

SUMMER RECREATIONAL PROGRAM

The summer recreation program of the Cornwall-Lebanon School District was
initiated on June 10 with the opening of the eight playgrounds in-the district.
This year two new playgrounds, Hebron and South Hills, were added. sine
hundred and eighty-three children between the ages of 0-16 were registered on
the playgrounds of the district. The playground registration was as follows:
Avon 142, Cornwall 135, Ebenezer 119, Hebron 69. Iona 186, Mt. Gretna 110,
Pleasant Hill 5(2. and South Hills 140. The registration totals show an increase
of 243 children over last year's registration for the month of June.
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The playgrounds, play leaders, hours in session, and special activities for June
are:
Avon. - -Miss Gayle Shank, Terry Light

Monday through Friday-9 :11-11:30 A.11.-1 :00-1:00 P.M.-6 :00-s:00 P.M.
Wednesday excepted

Swimming at Cedar CrestTuesday morning
Special ActivitiesWheels Parade, Scavenger Hunt, Ping Pong Tournament.

and Relay Races
Carawall.?l iss Linda Soul hall, James Lester

Monday through Friday-1:00-4:00 P.M.-0:00-9 :00 P.M.Friday excepted
Swimming at Cedar CrestWednesday morning
Special ActivitiesShoe Parade, Cookie Walk, Bubble Omit Contest, Ping

Pong Tournament, Story tolling and Shuffleboard Tournament
ea :.Miss Pamela Forry, David Si own rt

Monday through Friday-1 :00-4 :00 P.M.-0:00-9 :00 P.M.
Swimming at Cedar CrestThursday morning
Special ActivitiesBean Bag Contest, Marshmallow Roast. Dress-up Par-

ade, Candy Scramble, Movies, Freckles Contest. Checker Tournament.
Shuffleboard Tournament, and Peanut Scramble

Ifebron.Miss Judy Mellinger
Monday through Friday-9:30-11:15 A.11.-1 :00-4 :00 P.M.-6:00-8:00

P.M.Tuesday and Friday excepted
Swimming at Cedar CrestTuesday afternoon
Special ActivitiesPing Pang Tournament. Coloring Contest, Newspaper

Contest, Hat Parade, and Pet Parade
fonu.Miss Kathy lannicelli, William Dissinger

Monday through Friday-9:15-11:30 A.M.-1 :00-1:00 P.M.-0:00 -$:00 P.M.
Swimming at Cedar CrestMonday morning
Special ActivitiesPing Pong Tournament, Shuffleboard 'Tama:meat, Hat

Parade, and Candy Scramble
Mt. Grelna.Miss Paula Miller, Gregory Gettle

Monday through Friday-9:00-11 :30 A.M. (Tuesday only 1 :00-1:00 P.M.)
0 :00-8:15 P.M.

Swimming at Cedar CrestFriday afternoon
Special AetivitiesCheeker Tournament, Candy Scramble. Shoe Parade,

Turtle Derby. Penny Scramble, and Movies
Pleasant U111. Miss Judy Uhler, David Weaning

Monday through Friday-9:15-11:30 A.M.-1 :00-1:00 P.M.-0:00-5:00 P.M.
Swimming at Cedar CrestMonday afternoon
Special ActivitiesPet Parade, Frisbee Contest, Relay Games. Candy Scram-

ble, Newspaper dress-up Parade. and Movies
South. Kathy Darkes..lames Dost:ca

Monday through Friday-9 :15-11 :30 A.11.-1 :00-4 :00 P.M.-6 :00-S:00 P.M.
Swimming at Cedar CrestFriday morning
Special ActivitiesScavenger Hunt, Hat Parade. Checker. Tournament. and

Stuffed Animal Parade
Arts and Crafts instruction as provided by Miss °rare Gingrich, the Arts and

Crafts Coordinator of the Summer Recreational Program. The schedule for
instruction in these areas is:
AvonThursday afternoon Iona =Tuesday morning
CornwallMonday afternoon Mt. GretnaWednesday morning
ElamezerTut.sday evening, Friday Pleasant IT111-1'1111rsday morning

afternoon South HillsTuesday afternoon
HebronWednesday afternoon

CEDAR CREST 111011 5e11001, SW I M PROGRAM

The report of the swimming program under the direction of Miss Sharon
Royer and George Ca rmiekle shows six hundred eighty-four children arc enrolled
in the recreational swim program and three hundred and twenty -five children
are enrolled in the instructional swim program. Any child. age eight through
sixteen, who cannot Mill, the length of the pool in reasonably good form and
who cannot trend water is considered a non-swimmer by the pool staff. Miss
foyer instructs these non-swimmers at the beginning of each swim session.

In the family swim program, the enrollment has increased over last year from
eighty-two adults to two hundred four adults. Over four hundred children are
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registered in this program. This program will continue every Tuesday and Thurs-
day evenings. 7 :00-9 :00 until Anguht IG. It will be 0 iseout in nod nut il September 5
when it will again be offered every Tuesday and Thursday evening to the families
of our district. III this program the chibinsi are admitted Ivithout charge, when
accompanied by a parent. The adult fee is fifty cents a session.

DISTRICT RECREATION BOARD

A Recreation Board with the municipalities of Cornwall Borough, North Corn-
wall Township, Mt. Gretna Borough. North Lebat lllll Township and South Leba-
non Towaship being represented, along with representatives of the Cornwall-
Lebanon School Board, has been created. This board entered Into a one-year
agreement effective Jinn! lN, 11108. The purpose of this board is to initiate and
develop recreational programs for the Cornwall-Lebanon School District on a
year-round basis providing for the needs of the community as its growth takes
pince.

This type of orga working through the years ahead, can amonsplish
effective correlationships between the school district and local municipality offi-
cials. Our district has mach to gain by the merging of mutual efforts planned
with future growth and development in mind.

Highways are being improved, schools are being built, new homes and com-
mercial establishments are appearingall these require community planning.
Recreation programs can be an Important eontributing force to better neighbor-
hoods, better eitisenship and a better life in our community and it is Wiled that
parents fu our playground neighborhoods give assistance to local associations'
III the work of the playground program.

First day of school for students: Wednesday, September 4,1908.

NEWS LETTERJULY-AUGUST 1969

LEBANON COUNTY SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM, THIRD ANNUAL SESSION,
GEORGE T. RITTER, DIRECTOR

EXTENDING EDUCATION INTO SUM MEKTIME

One of the changes in education in recent years has been the increasing num-
ber of summer school sessions operated by public schools across the country.
Many districts have adopted such programs in response to request for additional
time for education and III reply to the desires for as extended school year. Like-
wise the summer schools are an answer to the growing concern of the public for
putting into use the heavy Investment in school facilities by conducting summer
school sessions.

The Cornwall-Lebanon Schools and the Lebanon Schools jointly have been con-
ducting a six-week summer school progrinn now III Its third year of operation;
the Cedar Crest High School Building with Its "all-weather climate control" has
been an ideal facility for the operation of the program. If sessions in 1970 are
continued by the school districts, the new senior high school in Lebanon could
very likely be the center of operations.

The high enrollment, the excellent attendance and the many favorable com-
ments received on the 1968 program are again being evidenced this summer; the
two district operated summer sessions offer six weeks of work to those students
who (1) desire to "make-up" credit, (2) wish to improve their marks, (3) plan
to earn extra credits and (4) enroll for enrichment in courses not normally
offered during the winter session.

The program is offered without tuition charge to student residents of Lebanon
and the Cornwall-Lebanon areas since the school authorities feel the values re-
ceived warrant subsidizing the costs of the program. Secondary students from
1111 other county schools have been enrolled in the Basic Courses at a tuition
charge of .$35.00. Transportation is provided by the Cornwall-Lebanon and
Lebanon City Schools for resident students. Ten. school buses are used for these
services operating a "limited" route sdiedule over the main highways trans-
porting students to the 8 A.M.-12 noon sessions. Fintinelal arrangements between
the two districts provide for sharing expenses on a prorated student basis.

All interesting feature of the sessions is that in three years they have, with
more than a 1100 students, become one of the largest in eastern Pennsylvania in
numbers enrollei; both of the sponsoring school systems are operating °lemon-
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tary classes in reading and mathematics to children who wish to receive addi-
tional ins'ruction. Federal funds are being used by both districts for this purpose
as well RP for the innovative or enrichment program open to all county children.

*SIC PROGRAM

Three hundred thirty-five students are now enrolled in the basic courses being
conducted at Cedar Crest. All classes are in session four hours daily except in
the business education curriculum where typing and shorthand are offered intwo hour class sessions each. The primary grade program in reading is also
scheduled in two hour periods. A full unit of credit is given for the successful
completion of a four hour course and the work is applied to graduation require-ments.

Tile 1069 year has a student teacher program in operation that is cooperately
conducted by Lebanon Valley College, Dr. Cloyd Ebersole of the college staff.
serves as coordinator of the work of the six student teachers who have beenassigned to participate in the summer school classes.

Tile list of teachers of the Basic School faculty are:
Teacher and subject

Mr. Boyer, CLSD, English 7-8
Mr. Maurer. CLSD, English 0-10
Mrs. Ye klich. CLSD, English 11-12
Mr. Shiner, CLSD, General Math.
Mr. Edris, York Co.. Gen. Math. I & II

Sr. High
Mr. Firestone, CLSD, Geometry
Mr. Stone, Lebanon, Algebra Il
M r. Fritz, Lebanon, Algebra II
Mr. Food. Lebanon, Algebra I

Teacher and RubJect
Mr. Light, CLSD, Algebra I
Mr. Zearfoss, Lebanon. Algebra I
Mr. Heberlig, Lebanon. Biology
Mr. Leaman. CLSD, Chemistry
Mr. Schooley, Lebanon. Typing &

Shorthand
Mr. Snider. Lebanon. Typing
Mr. Fake, Lebanon. American History
Mr. Sincavage, Lebanon. World Culture

mete ELEMENTARY PROGRAM

Seven classes in reading and mathematics are being conducted in the Corn-
wall Building for 165 student residents of the Cornwall-Lebanon School District.
The pupils are recommended by the teachers for this special instruction: empha-sis is given to intensive activities dealing with the improvement of reading and
mathematical skills. Eighty-one students of the first three grades meet for two
hours in rending classes; 84 pupils of the fourth, fifth and sixth grades meet in a
full four hour session of rending and mathematics. Mrs. Karen Light, Reading
Specialist, provides intensive aid in reading through the use of the Cornwall-
Lebanon School District Reading "Travel Lab" and its modern equipment and
reading materials.

The following instructors are on the Cornwall-Lebanon School District Ele-
mentary staff: Miss Beatrice Reed. Mrs. Kay Kreider, Miss Catherine Schworer,
Mrs. Gall McFadden, Mrs. Janet Snyder, Mr. Larry Wood, Mr. Thomas Quinn.

MUSIC PROGRAM

Music instruction has also been provided for many years by the district schools:
instrumental lessons are given by Mr. Rhine at Cedar Crest for 30 students.
as well as the band rehearsals scheduled in August: Mr. Donald Witter instructs
48 pupils of the Cornwall, Quentin and Donaghmore areas; Mr. Peter Boyer
teaches 38 students of the South Lebanon region and Miss Georgine Radosinovich
instructs 20 district pupils on string instruments; ensemble work is also sched-
uled. These instructors are serving on a part time basis.

LEBANON CITY ELEMENTARY PROJECT

The city schools offer an elementary reading program involving Title I Fed-
eral funds for 483 children: 22 teachers are employed for this program devoted
to improving the reading and study habits of this selected group of children.

A Spanish-English instructional program using a id-lingual approach is being
given to 42 Puerto Rican children, a teacher and a teacher aide are serving
this group,

INNOVATIVE. SUMMER SCHOOL PROJECT

Operating concurrently with the Basic Program is the Federal Grant Title III
Project. Now in Its third and final year of the grant, this program provides some
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marked contrasts to what is typically thought of as summer school. Pun hundred
ninety elementary and seeondary pupils are involved in nine classes designed Co
allow for creative and original experiences in courses not offered during the
regular school term. Traditional teaching methods have been put aside, in this
project, in favor of innovative instructional methods.

Over forty educational field trips, several evening sky and star observa-
tion sessions, guest lecturers from our community, and the use of video-taped
classroom presentations are but a few of the unique features employed in the
innovative classes.

The largest enrollment in the innovative program is in Source Studies in
American History, with over sixty fourth through seventh grades participating
Sixty-one students are enrolled in Basic Astronomy and forty in three Conver-
sational Foreign Language classes.

Increased student interest this sununer necessitated the addition of a second
section of Practical Arts. Thirty-one, fourth, fifth and sixth grade girls and boys
are designing and producing projects in wood, plastics, and metal.

Added to the innovative project for the second year, are the two Experimental
Kindergarten Enrichment classes. Twenty-eight boys and girls who had attended
kindergarten during the past year were recommended for additional help by
their teachers. The experience gained in the summer school should better pre-
pare these young people to enter first grade in the fall. Two regular teachers, two
teachers' aides, and six student aides provide a type of Individualized instruc-
tion not available during the regular school year. A number of the successful
activities of the nationally known "Hendstart" programs are being followed.
Mrs. Janice Scherch and Mrs. Dixie Confer are serving as teachers of these
classes. Student volunteers serving without pay as aides are: Greta Smith, Susan
Siegel, Libby Hess, Janice Moore, Susan Patches, and Glenda Hostetter.

Every effort is made to provide enriched experiences for these students through
daily "story telling" sessions, field trips, and appropriate reading materials.

Mrs. Donna Sherk serves both the kindergarten and elementary classes in
the Cornwall Building as a librarian. The following instructors form the inno-
vative staff :
Teacher and Subject:
Mr. Rossi, CLSD, Exploratory Mathe-

matics
Mr. Minnich, CLSD, Source St. in

American IIist.
Mr. Orsini, CLSD, Source St. in Ameri-

can Hist.
Mr. Long, Annville-Cleona, Source St.

in American Hist.
Mr. Scipioni, CLSD, Conservation Natl.

Resources
Mr. Lazorjack, CLSD, Astronomy-Plan-

etarium St.
Mr. Danner, Lebanon, Astronomy-Plan-

etarium St.
Mr. Zimmercan, CLSD, Astronomy-

Planetarium St.
Mr. Garrett, CLSD, Creative Art and

Music
Mrs. Eberly, CLSD, Creative Art snd

Music

Teacher and Subject:
Mr. Sanger, Annville-Cleona, Conversa-

tional Gemini
Mr. Slike, Elt r, Conversational Spanish
Mrs. Pertusio, Palmyra, Conversational

French
Mr. Royer, Palmyra, Practical Arts
Mr. Krumbine, Northern Leb., Practical

Arts
Mrs. Doll, CLSD, Librarian
Mr. Fields, CLSD, Guidance & Visual

Aids
Mrs. Gress, CLSD, Nurse
Miss Bomberger, CLSD, Nurse
Mrs. Confer, CLSD, Kindergarten En-

richment
Mrs. Scherch, CLSD, Kindergarten En-

richment

A full-time school nurse has been on hand in the Cedar Crest building to take
care of normal day-to-day aches and pains. Mr. Henry Fields has been working
as guidance counselor and audio-visual aids director for the program. The
Millersville Regional Instructional Materials Center has again cooperated with
us in setting up a library of 10 nim films, filmstrips, and tapes in the Cedar
Crest building from which distribution has been made to the'varions buildings
involved in the program. Mrs. Harriet Doll, the sununer school librarian for the
Cedar Crest building, has reported a total of 791 books circulated from the
library during the first three weeks of sumther school. Use of video taping is also
provided to affect instructional improvement and a modern copying machine has
been made available for summer school use.
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SPECIAL COUNTY PROJECT

The Office of the County Superintendent of Schools is introducing a new classIn each of the county districts for handicapped children of pre-kindergartenage. This project is financed through federal funds. Approximately 15 children
of the Cornwall-Lebanon School District will be taught in the Cornwall Building
for six weeks beginning July 7.

Miss Linda SoutImIl is the instructor: teacher aides will be employed andtransportation provided for the children. Emphasis will he placed on newermethods dealing with young children that seem to have significant promise fortheir education.
SUMMARY OF STUDENT DISTRIBUTION

District

Basic Innovative

Public Parochial Public Parochial
school school school school Total

AnnvilleCleona 30 0 8 4 42ComwallLebanon 1 303 15 136 31 485Eastern Lebanon 19 0 5 2 26Lebanon MI 1 94 16 61 53 224Northern Lebanon 9 0 5 0 14Palmyra 8 0 0 0 8Others 6 0 0 0 6
Total

805

Music classes of the CornwnII-Lebanon Schools enroll an ndditional 135 students forpart time instruntentn1 summer Instruction.
11.ebnnon City enrolls nn addltionnl 432 elementnry children In the Title I LanguageArts summer Instruction.

The payinent of a Federal Grant for the 1969 summer closes out the $86,000appropriation received by the Cornwall-Lebanon School District over the pastthree years. The terms of the original grunt indicated that such funds were pro-vided to supplement educational programs over a three year period to encourage
communities to continue similar projects after the funding period had lapsed.

The decision now rests with the local district and the people as to the extent
financial support is desirable and practical in continuing certain innovative or
enrichment classes in the summer time. Such finances must come from localsupport and decisions as to inclusion in the 1970-71 school budget for 1970 sum-
mer operation tnitst be made during the early months of next year. It is our hope.
too, that the basic summer program can also be continued ns part of a communityplan to serve the needs of students and to secure an investment return on our
school buildings during the summer time. Comment on this subject from parents
and citizens to school officials will be welcome and the public is invited to visit
the classes at any time during the sessions.

Open House will be conducted by the Innovative Classes on Wednesday, July30, (luring the hours of 7 to 9 P.M. Parents and friends are cordially invited.

SUMMER RECREATION PROGRAM, FLOYD E. DECKER, DIRECTOR

The slimmer recreation program of the Cornwall-Lebanon School District
began on .Tune 16 with the registration of children between the ages of 6-16. Reg-
istration lists for the eight playgrounds are: Avon 140. Ebenezer 147, Hebron 91,
Iona 218, Mt. Gretna 125, Pleasant Hill 108, and South Hills 125. Total registra-
tion is 1094 children ; an increase of 111 children over the June 1968 list.

The playgrounds, play leaders, hours in session, and special activities for Junehave been :
Avon.Miss Beverly Bomberger, Terry Light. Monday through Friday; 9 :15-11 :30 A.M.; 1-4 P.M.; 6-8 P.M.; Closed Wednesday evening; swimming at

Cedar Crest, Tuesday morning.
Cornwall.Miss Judy Mullen, Warren Grubb. Monday through Friday: 1-4

P.M.; 6-9 P.M.; Closed Friday evening; swimming at Cedar Crest, Wednesday
morning.

Rbcne:cr.MIss Judy Mellinger, David Stewart. Monday through Friday : 1-4
P.M.; 6-0 P.M. ; Swimming at Cedar Crest. Thursday morning.

!lebron. Miss Anita Rank. Monday through Friday : 9:30-11:15 A.M.: 1-4
P.M.; 6-8 P.M.; closed Tuesday and Friday evenings; swimming at Cedar
Crest, Tuesday afternoon.

IND
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Iona. Mrs. Kathy Andrews, William Dissinger. Monday through Friday : 9:15-
11 :30 A.M.; 1-4 P.M. ; 6-8 P.M.; swimming at Cedar Crest, Monday morning.

Mt. Gretna.Mrs. Paula Miller, Gregory Calle. Monday through Friday :
9-11:30 A.M.-1 P.M. ; Tuesday : 6-8:15 P.M.; swimming at Cedar Crest, Friday
afternoon.

Pleasant Hilt Miss Linda Melly, James Dostieh. Monday through Friday:
9:15-11:30 A.M.; 1-1 P.M. ; 6-8 P.M.; swimming at Cedar Crest Monday after-
noon.

South Mills.Miss Kathy Darkes, George Carmickle. Monday through Friday:
9:15-11:30 A.M.; 1-1 P.M.; 6-8 P.M.; swimming at Cedar Crest. Friday morn-
ing.
Special Activities at the various playgrounds include various dress-up parades,

table tennis tournaments, shuffleboard contests, checkers, relay races, folk danc-
ing and craft activities.

Arts and crafts instruction, under the direction of Mrs. Pamela Wentling, the
Arts and Crafts Coordinator of the Summer Recreational Program is given by
the following schedule: AvonMonday morning; CornwallMonday afternoon ;
EbenezerTuesday evening. Friday afternoon; HebronFriday morning;
IonaThursday afternoon ; Mt. GretnaWednesday morning; Pleasant Hill
Thursday morning; South HillsTuesday afternoon.

RECREATION BOARD

The Recreation Board meets regularly to coordinate the operation of the sum-
mer recreation program. The municipalities of Cornwall Borough, North Cornwall
Township, North Lebanon Township, South Lebanon Township, and the Mt.
Gretna Chautauqua Auxiliary have contributed $1000 to the operational costs
for each playground in their local community. West Cornwall, not having a local
playground, has contributed $250 to the operation of the summer playground
program.

SUMMFA SWIM PROGRAM

The June report of the swimming under the direction of Miss Lee Probasco
and William Miller, shows the following registration : Avon 60, Cornwall 75,
Ebenezer 50, Hebron 54, Iona 64, Mt. Gretna 30, Pleasant Hill 43, South Hills 5.1,
total registrations 4.30.

The program provides (1) knowledge and skills which will enable children to
take care of themselves in the water ; (2) instruction in accuracy, coordination,
speed, and expenditure of energy ; and (3) enjoyment of recreational acquatie
activity, students have been placed in Beginner, Intermediate Swimmer, Swim-
mer, or Advanced Swimmer courses.

The resident family swim programs from 7 I',M. to 9 P.M. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, children are admitted without charge, when accompanied by a parent.
The adult fee is fifty cents a session.

Through the efforts of the South Lebanon Township Supervisors, lavatories
and a pavilion have been added to the South Hills playground.

The North Lebanon PTA has provided bus transportation every Wednesday
afternoon to and from the Ebenezer playground for the children of the township.

The Hebron Playground Association is adding a basketball court to their
playground.

The basketball court at Cornwall has been recently resurfaced and repair work
completed on the bankboards, this work was financed by the school district.

The annual "Play Day" for the combined playgrounds is scheduled for the
Cedar Crest Campus on Wednesday. July 23, 1:00-8:00 P.M. Parents and friends
are invited.

DADE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
Miami, Fla., May 9, 1972.

ROM ROMAN C. PUCINSICL
Chairman, General Subcommittee on Education,
House of Representatives, Washington. P.C.

DEAR MR. PUCINSKI: As per the request in your correspondence of April 14, I
have forwarded to you under separate cover, a statement which includes the
rationale, operating procedures and direction of the Dade County Public School
Quinmester Extended School Year Program.

The statement explaining the quinmester program was developed in light of
the needs and specific areas of concerns in the Dade County Public School sys-
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tem, and It Is not meant to suggest that the design Is appropriate for all school
districts. The total Issue of extended school year programming Is an extremely
comlolex one and requires a unique design for each community and school dis-
trict planning to implement tills type of program.

I hope that you find this statement Of some value and If I can provide any
additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,
MARTES BunINDTEIN,

Project Manager, Quinmester Program.
Enclosure.

Tim Qui:Cm:sun EXTENDED Scum., YEAR Pump. Am

(By Martin Rubinstein)

On August 14, 1909. the Dade County School Board authorized the Division of
Instruction to conduct a plant utilization study. The study was to have as its
purpose the exploration and recommendation to alternate 'Mint utilization plans
for the most efficient use of Dude County School facilities so us to reduce the
need for capital expenditure during the next live (5) years. The recommenda-
tions which were to evolve front the study were expected to mallitalii the present
level of Instruction and where feasible, provide nu opportunity for the improve-
ment of the (Nineational program while still effecting plant economies.

Two plant utilization strategies became apparent as the study progressed.
They are: (1) the extended school day : (2) the extended school year.

The extension of the school day (Tell Hour Day) has the potential of e-
coming operational III a short period of time since no major curriculum revision
or restructuring is required. and It does not significantly increase school oper-
ating costs. The Ten Dour Day extended day plan increases the capacity of a
school faellity by approximately seventy-five percent in- dividing the school's
enrollment into two equal groups and divhling the day Into two equal sessions.
Emil student is assigned live subjects but may elect to extend ills regular live-
hour day and take au additional subject. In the 1970-71 school year twenty-
three Dade County secondary schools ndopted the Ten Hour Day plant utilization
plan.

The extension of the school year was considered to be a far more complex
strategy to implement and the long term plant. utilization benefits cannot be ac-
curately projected. The plant utilization study reviewed seven extended school
year plans, all of which were considered us being impractical for implementation
In Dade Comity. The experiences of other school systems would indicate that
the following criteria need to be considered prior to the development of an ex-
tended school year program for the Dade County Public Schools:

1. The extended school year design that produces the greatest plant utilization
benefit requires the greatest adjustment in living patterns and such designs have
proved least acceptable to communities at large.

2. Extended school year designs that mandate specific vacation periods to
pupils are not as acceptable to communities as are those extemled school year
programs that are voluntary in nature.

3. Extended school year designs that demand a radical departure from exist-
ing school ealendars are not accepted by communities as are those extended school
year plans that require only slight calendar changes.

4. The extended school year pion that Increases the stildents options of mum
selection, attendance sessions and minion options are more acceptable to stu-
dents and patrons than those plans which maintain present restrictions in the
areas of curriculum. attendance and vacation periods.

. Extended school year plans that. do not provide a common vacation period
for n11 pupils and staff members are resisted by the commity more than those
that provide a period ha which all the schools are closed and n common Vacation
period is available to students and staff.

On the basis of the above criteria, the quinmester plan was des-eloped by the
Division of Instruction and recommended to the Dade Comfy School Board for
piloting in selected secondary schools.

The Quinmester Extended School Year design was developed around a calendar
that divides the school year Into five 43-day or 9-week sessions (See Chart I).
Pupils in schools operating with the quinmester organization must attend four

rya
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(4) quinmesters in the five (5) quinniester school year. The student has the
option of attending all live (5) quinmester and accelerating his graduation front
high school or electing a vacation quinniester other than the traditionsti summer
vacation period (See Chart 11). Each fifth quinniester attended by the pupil
could possibly accelerate his graduation from high school forty-live days, ai
though the fifth quinniester may be used by pupils for enrichment and remedial
experiences and not result in an accelerated graduation.

This extended school year organization does not radically affect the present
operational calendar of the Dade County Schools, and provides the counannity
with the option of au extended school year program while maintaining the present
calendar structure for those people in the community who prefer the traditional
180day school year. The quinmester program is designed to be different from the
present summer programming in that the summer quinmester will be an extension
of the four other terms of the school year and is not considered as primarily a
vehicle for remediation or enrichment. Although these types of programs are
available in quinmester schools, the Quimuester Extended School Year Plan
makes available regular school programming throughout tile calendar year with
tile exception of a two to three week summer vacation period. The above average
student could accelerate under this plan while other pupils could more easily re-
peat grade failed. (Gifted and motivated pupils could complete ti years of sec-
ondary schooling in 5 years by attending four summer quinmesters between
grades seven and eleven, while less gifted pupils who did full grades could get
their elementary and secondary school education in the present normal twelve
year period.) The voluntary features of this plan permits those who wish to
attend a full year to do so, and those who strongly object to being in school for
an elongated period attend only the regular 180 day school program.
Quinmester Pilot School Involvement

During 1970-71, seven secondary schools were identified as quinmester pilot
schools. They were Miami Springs Senior High School, Miami Beach Senior High
School, North Miami Beath Senior High School, Nautilus Junior High School,
Henry II. Filer Junior High School, Hialeah Junior High School and Palmetto
Junior High School.

All but two of the pilot schools (North Miami Beach Senior High School and
Miami Beach Senior High School) achieved a quinmester program starting in
June. 1971. The other two pilot schools started their first quinniester hi Septem-
ber. 1971.

During the 1970-71 school year, the pilot schools were involved in a compre-
hensive study of the administrative and curriculum implications of tile quin-
t:tester program, through representation on all the subject area advisory com-
mittees and the administrative review and steering committee.

The individual pilot schools in addition to writing curriculum support mate-
rial for the quinniester program, conducted a community information dissemina-
tion campaign designed to acquaint the community with tile Quinmester Extended
School Year Program.
Plant Utilization. Implications of the Quinmater Extended. School Year Program.

Tile quinmester plan theoretically has the potential to increase the capacity of
school plants by twenty-live percent. A school having a capacity of 2,000 pupils
could conceivably enroll 2,500, and due to tile staggered attendance periods have
but 2,000 pupils in attendance during any given quinmester (see Chart II). In-
creased plant capacity could be achieved 11180 through sin acceleration procedure
developed tinder this plan. The fact that the fifth quiumester coincides closely
with tile Dade County Base Plan for Hummer school operation is likely to make
attendance in summer school for acceleration purposes more appealing. To Ile IIIPVP
the maximum benefit from this plan relative to plant utilization four-fifths of
the total secondary school population would need to be in attendance each quin-
t:tester (see Chart II).

This maximum benefit indicated above could be achieved only by mandating
pupil sitlemiance and vacation periods. The Quinn:ester Extended School Year
design, as presently being planned in the Dade County Public Schools does not
anticipate this mandatory procedure.

Tile prevailing patterns of fatally and community living and working, although
presently undergoing change, militate against the acceptance of any extended
school year design by the community that assigns pupils to specific attendance
sessions for plant utilization purposes. It is anticipated that as community mores
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and habits change. the number of families that elect to vacation in a period other
than the summer wbii increase and more students will attend the fifth quin-
mester program that affords them the same academic oportunities that are avail-
able in the regular school year program.

Attendance statistics from the 1970 six-week summer session indicated that
thirty-four percent of the potential secondary school population attended an
academie summer school for credit. These attendance figures provided some data
for a projection of what summer quinmester attendance might become after sev-
eral years of operation.

It is not projected that attendance at a summer quinmester will always he
reflected in an accelerated graduation for students; however, it can be generally
al.:slimed that in most eases each summer quhunester attended by a pupil will
result in the saving of twenty-five percent of a pupil station.

The attendance of 3.384 pupils in the quinmester programs during the sum-
mer of 1971. provided a savings of 846 student stations computed at .25 pupil
stations per students in attendance. The economic benefits derived from savings
ill operating costs per pupil between ten-month operation and fifth quinmester
illieration is shown in Chart III. The degree to which pupils avail themselves
of the acceleration factor in the quinmester plan and the degree to which pupils
voluntarily elect n vacation period other than the traditional summer months.
will in effect. represent the sum total of the plant utilization benefits available
f Nun the quinmester plan.

The present pupil capacity deficit in the Dade County Public Schools makes
it unfeasible to consider the Quimuester Extended Sehoni Year Program as a
replacement 91r the ten-hour day plant utilization plan. The seventy-live percent
jowli capacity inerease IlMitable with the ten-hour day plant utilization plan.
could not. possibly he matched by the voluntary Quinmester Extended School
Year Program mid swim's can be expected to operate both plans simultaneously.
Community In rolrement: Implications for the Quinmester Program

A public information campaign was conducted by the five pilot schools with
the patrons of the school community and interested civic. social and religious
organizations. The new curriculum. the possibility of mid-year vacation periods
and the poSsible reduction in the school system's capital outlay requirements
were the main areas of interest nt quinmester informational meetings. Numer-
ous groups within the community and the school system were contacted by the
staff of the Division of Instruction relative to the Quinmester Extended School
Year. These groups included school P.T.A.. League of Women Voters. unier-
MY groups. eurrienlina councils, district principals' groups. professional orga-
nizations and individual school facilities.

Twenty thousand copies of a brochure entitled "Quinmester Program Prog-
ress Report." were distributed to all School Board employees as well as interested
rommunity groups and educational agencies. A telecast was broadcast over
Channel 2 during a teacher work day. The telecast included a panel of teachers
assigned to several of the quinmester pilot schools who answered questions con-
cerning the quinmester plan that were solicited from the enmity at large.

Numerous references and informational items concerning the quinmester pro-
gram have been published in Checkpoint which is a publication of the Dade
Comity Public Schools' Mice of Public Information. and the school newspapers
of the pilot schools. Several of the pilot schools have developed and distributed
brochures to their patrons and pupils.

The Greater Miami Coalition has coordinated a committee to assist the Dade
Comity Public Sehools in the dissemination of Inrormation about the quinmester
program to the community. The committee convened for five meetings to study
the quimuester program in depth. 011 April 8. 1971. the committee voted to
recommend to the Greater Jiiniiii Coalition Hoard of Directors. that the imple-
mentation of the quinmester program hi the Dade County Piddle Schools he
fully supported by the Coalition and the procedures he established to publicize
the quinniester program to the community at large.

It is plamied to continue the public information program with additional tele-
casts and progress reports published at regular intervals throngimut the school
year. The public information and involvement campaign requires a continued
emphasis since historically. extended school year programs have met with con-
siderable public opposition due to a lack of cooperative planning between school
personnel and the general community.
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Fiscal Implications of the Quinmester Eaton lea School Year Program
In the 1970-71 school year the Dade County quinmester developmental effort

was funded with $490.000 budget$240.000 of which provided by the State De-
partment of Education through a legislative grant and $250.000 of which was
provided by the Dade County School Board.

The 1970 summer quinmester program at three pilot schools was funded by the
allocation of State Special Teacher Service Units. It Is anticipated that a similar
funding procedure will be used for the 1971 summer program at the five quinmester
pilot schools.

Three separate funding requests were submitted to the State Department of
Education during the 1970-71 school year :

1. A request to the State Department of Education for an extension of Minimum
Foundation Program hauling beyond the 180 day school year to support the nine-
week quinmester idiot program at five (5) Dade County quinniester pilot schools
during the summer of 1971.

2. A request to the State Department of Education for the allocation of $240,000
to be used for the continuing development of the quinmester program during the
1971-72 school year.

3. A request for an operational assistance grant of $382.025 for the operation of
live (5) quinmester pilot schools during the summer of 1971.

The status of these three requests could not be determined fully until the 1971
legislative session was completed. The request for the $240.000 developmental grant
was Included in the governor's budget while the $382.025 operational assistance
grant was deleted from the governor's budget.

The implementation of an extended school year program can be approximated
generally to increase the operating costs of the school system in direct proportion
to the increase in the employment period of instructional personnel. The projected
Increase in the operational costs of the Dade County Public Sel l Is operating
under the quinmester design is not expected to increased by twenty-live percent
irrespective of the fact that the instructional period is being extended by twenty-
live percent. This is due to the present Dade County employment policies which
provide for the employment of senior high school principals. central ofilee and
district personnel and various support personnel for a twelve-month period. The
projected increase in the operating costs of quinmester schools for the fifth
quinmester can be considered to be nineteen percent or approximately $108.00 per
pupil (see Chart III).

Present State Statutes permit the attendance of pupils in an extended school
year program to be added to the attendance totals of the regular 10-month pro-
gram. This procedure would provide the Dade County Public Schools with approxi-
mately $2.21) for each day a pupil is in attendance in a quinmester program. This
fiscal support for the fifth quininester program at the five pilot schools would
permit a reduction in the local funding required for the operation of the slimmer
quinmester program. The $2.20 per pupil was made available for use by the Dade
County Public Schools during the 1971-72 school year and is not limited to a
salary expenditure.

To he eligible for this funding the Dade County Public Schools are expected
to operate during the summer, a program that is equal in academic value and
intensity to the program that is operational during the regular 180 day school
year.

The full-cost benefits available by the implementation of the quinmester pro-
gram cannot be determined fully at this time, The increased budgeting allocations
required for operational costs need to be equated with the fiscal benefits that
will be accrued by the school capacity increases gained as a result of rotating
vacations and student acceleration. The educational concomitant of the improved
curriculum and the projected decrease in the number of dropouts and failures
also represent direct cost benefits which must be weighed against the increase
in operating costs.

The schools that are starting their involvement in the quinmester program
during the 1972 summer session are expected to continue the program through
the 1972-73 school year and in the years ahead. The participation of these addi-
tional schools in the quinmester program is not expected to increase the operating
budget of the school system, since a school functioning with four quinmesters
during the regular 180 day program is not allocated any additional staff beyond
the normal regular school year allocation.

70-420 072--10
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It is on this basis that secondary schools have been encouraged to implement.
the quinmester curriculum and administrative organization during the 180 day
program.

The adoption of the quinniester program by all of the secondary schools in
Dade County will not necessitate the operation of all the schools during the
summer (5th) quinmester. It is planned that each summer a sufficient number of
quinmester schools will operate to accommodate between twenty percent and
thirty percent of the total 180 day program secondary population. These summer
centers would be rotated so as to provide a summer quinmester center to different
communities in each district on a rotating basis making maximum use of the
available air conditioned school facilities.

As additional interest in the summer quinmester increases additional centers
can be offered. This strategy will maintain a favorable balance between local
expenditure for summer programming and the funds received from the state
under the Minimum Foundation Program.

The majority of the new quinmester schools have participated in an intensive
staff development program centered around the quinmester plan prior to their
final commitment to the program. The staff development activities of the newly
designated quinmester schools have included the following:

1. Visitation by staff members to the seven operating quinmester pilot schools;
2. Participation of the administrative staff in pilot school principal's meetings;
3. Participation of selected staff members in a quinmester workshop conducted

by the Henry H. Filer Junior High School staff on November 29, 1971;
4. A review of the quinmester curriculum by the faculty and staff :
5. Participation in a meeting with staff members of the Division of Iiistruc,

tion to select an appropriate curriculum unique to the needs of the individual
school from the Catalog of Authorized Instructional Courses for the Quinmester
Program ;

6. Attended a conference on the implementation of the quinmester program
with parents, students and community groups.

It is expected that the staff development program operating in quinmester
schools will be an ongoing process, and that as the program continues, schools
will develop the administrative techniques and additional curriculum support
material that can be made available to other schools considering the adoption
of the quinmester plan.

Several schools Juice indicated an interest in adopting quinmester curriculum
and organization starting with the 1972-73 school year. This will simplify the
articulation process for those students who will be attending quinmester centers;
during the summer session. with the school program in their assigned Izehools
for the 1972-73 school year. Au intensive educational guidance and articulation
program will be implemented prior to the summer session by all secondary
schools; to assure that each student attending n quinmester center will be able
to enroll in classes that are needed for his individual program and that are
compatible with the organization and pmgram of his assigned school.
Curriculum Implications of the Quittmcdcr Extended School Year Program

The strategy of the Quinmester Extended School Year Program provides signif-
icant implications for. curriculum improvement. The revision/4 necessary to im-
plement this program of instruction enhances the opportunities; for the Dade
County Public Schools to further stimulate each student attending school through
a study plan unique to his level of interests, capabilities and needs.

A program of nine-week. non-graded. non-sequential courses of instruction has
been developed in each subject area of the curriculum. There is a broad range
of courses, from the remedial to the highly sophisticated. making possible the
development of a pupil program unique to each individual student. This type
of curriculum structure provides each student with the opportunity to indi-
vidualize his program by selecting from a large number of quinmester courses
for learning experiences which will be of greatest interest told meaning to him
While complying with the standards established by the state accreditation pm-
gram and the Dade County School Board.

The Division of Instruction provided leadership and support to approximately
1.100 Dade County educators representing all work levels who developed the
quinmester curriculum structure. Subject area advisory committees were estab-
lished to develop cour se titles and descriptions for each course of instruction to
be developed within the discipline and to recommend guidelines for the hole-
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mentation of the proposed curriculum structure to the staff of the Division of
Instruction. Subject area consultants and teachers on special assignment con-
ferred on the interdisciplinary aspecZ of many of the courses to make feasible
a student taking a course in one subject area and being granted credit in another
subject area when there wax an interrelationship of concepts.

The titles and descriptions of 1.300 quininester course offerings have been com-
prehensively reviewed by the Division of instruction staff mid, with the approval
of the Administrative Cabinet and the Dade County School Board, represents
the authorized courses of study for the Dade County Public Schools.

Each school participating in the pilot quinmester program has been asked to
identify the courses of instruction which are appropriate for the pupil population
served by the school. It is intended that as the program is further implemented,
each sehool will select those courses from the master catalog of authorized
courses which best suit its student needs, therefore, offering a catalog of courses
unique to its own school population. It is not expected that every school offer
every course. This type of structure provides for the great variety of school
populations as well as the great variety that exists within each school population.

At this phase of quinmester curriculum development it is anticipated that
approximately 960 courses of instruction are available to the quinmester pilot
schools at the start of the 1972 summer (fifth) quinmester. Individual teachers
and teams of teachers have been preparing the courses In each 81114W area
according to priorities established by the schools. It is projected that by the
summer of 1973 all courses listed in the master catalog will be available to any
school within the Dade County Public School system interested in the implemen-
tation of the quinmester curriculum.

Since curriculum development is a continuing process, the teachers in the fields
and the professionals who will be working with the program hn their class situa-
tions, will play a great part in the continuous reviewing, evaluating and rewriting
of the courses of instruction. Channels of communication are open between the
subject area consultants and the classroom teachers and administrative personnel
for the constant revision and updating such a program demands.
Evaluation of the Quinmester Extended School Year Program

An evaluation of the quinmester program was conducted by the Department
of Program Evaluation of the Division of Instruction.

This evaluation considered the broad aspects of the quinmester program as a
concept and the specific outcomes at five schools operating during the summer of
1971 under tile quinmester plan. The results of the evaluation were generally
favorable. The results were based on information obtained from parents, stu-
dents. teachers, principals, institutions of higher learning and the business
conummity.

Attendance.The 1971 summer quinmester demonstrated that pupils can be
voluntarily recruited for a full academie program during the summer. The rate
of daily attendance was about nine percent below the regular school year. Prin-
cipals reported the dropout rate to be less than live percent.

Academic achievement. Although achievement testing was limited to reading
and mathematics in one school, the results were highly favorable, with students
gaining six- tenths of a year in mathematics and one and one-tenth years in read-
ing during the summer quinmester.

General reactiona.The reactions of principals and students who participated
in the summer quin were favorable or neutral by a large margin. A majority of
students, parents and teachers willing to express an opinion favored the quin-
'nester over the conventional school, although many felt that they needed more
information in order to decide which they preferred.

Businesses and industries were almost unanimously in favor of or neutral to-
ward the quinmester program. The quinmester plan, which spreads school opera-
tions more evenly across the year, seems to fit in better with business operations
in general.

Scheduling.The quinmester program offer& the student a great deal of flexi-
bility in scheduling courses. Conversely, the program creates special demands
upon scheduling. Additional administrative work is required to insure the smooth
operation of the scheduling process.

Curriculum.Among students, teachers and principals, the strongest point of
the quinmester program was eurrieuPun revision. Reactions of all of these
groups were highly favorable to the rearrangement of the curriculum into rela-

Li 7
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tively self-contained nine-week periods. In the 1071 summer (min, students, par-
ents and teachers nil favored the greater choice of courses, the addition of new
courses (e.g.. econogy). the student's ability to continue or change vOlIrspg. sifter
nine weeks. nml the availability of the complete selowl program itt the sumtmar.
Quin principals, however, felt that a student who attended four consecutive quin-
mesters should be allowed to attend a stunmer quinmester to take just one re-
medial course. Potentially, that option is open for all five quins.

Staffing.Since the entire curriculum is available in the summer quin, the
need for specialized teachers for the summer (min is greater than for summer
school under the conventional plan. This may create some staffing problems until
the summer quit' becomes regularly established and teacher mentions can be
planned in relation to it. Generally, teachers favored the summer quiumester pro-
gram in relation to their pmfessional activities, with only three to eight percent
feeling that the summer quin would he a disadvantage to teachers with respect
to year-round employment, opportunities for further education, ability to hold
student interest because of the more relevant curriculmu, ability to hold student
interest because of shorter course length, better use of teacher preparation and
the possibility of a smiler munber of students in school nt one time.

Vacations.Extensive samplings of the business community indicated that the
quiumester program presents a favorable solution to many of the problems that
businesses usually have with the scheduling of employee vacations. Businesses
and industries were favorable or neutral toward evenly spaced school vacations
by n very large majority. the exceptions being those businesses that regularly
close down operations in the summer for vacations or have seasonal peaks during
the winter. The latter businesses employ about eleven percent of all employees
represented by the sample.

Approximately one-third of the sample of students. parents and teachers felt
that a summer vacation was neeessn ry. although about two-thirds preferred that
time period. The survey did not take into account. however, the filet that a two-
week vacation period exists during the summer even with the operntion of the
quinmester program. A study of the second choices of vnention periods indicates
that, discounting the prefereuee for summer, vacations could be spread fairly
evenly across the year, although the .Thmutry-Mnrelt period showed some weak-
ness in terms of preference.

Student employment prior to graduation.More jobs are nvnilable to students
during the yenr thou during the summer vacation period. With the sprend lug out
of the availability of students. the eompetition for jobs should be lessened
through a closer matching of supply with demand. The majority of students are
emloyed by supermarkets. department stores. and public utility companies as
clerks. cnshiers, bag boys, stock boys and telephone operators. Most students are
hired by large businesses rather than small businesses.

Early graduation.Early graduation was n surprisingly strong factor In sup-
port of the quinmester program. Early graduation would allow the potential drop-
out to complete his Mulles earlier. thus moving him Into the job market at a
speed more in agreement with his desires. It would also offer opportunity for the
student who is going to college to complete his work earlier. thus lengthening his
productive professional life by a year. There are also obvious administrative
and economic advantages to the school system.

The initial survey Indicated that one-third of all students would expect to at-
tend all five quimuesters. This attitude was supported by parents. Most of the
(min principals felt tint the decision to accelerate graduation should not be left
entirely to the student. hut should depend upon proper counseling and the in-
volvement of parent. teacher and principal.

Employment after graduatina.Abont one-third of the sample of large busi-
nesses indicated Hug It eousidered applicants for employment at age sixteen.
Employment of sixteen year olds was under the same terms and conditions as the
employment of older applicants. Allowing for legal restrictions, a much greater
number of the companies iudientcd that they would mnsi(ler the younger appli-
cants. k Seven of forty-three of the large businesses would not consider sixteen-
and seventeen-year olds under any eiremustanees.)

early graduation and admission to college.In forty of forty-four schools for
.which data were availoble, age was not a considerntion for admission. Maturity.
however. was a criterion for admission in some eases. On the whole. ti,e responses
Indicated that glxt ee n y en r olds should have no difficulty in obtaining admission
to college given a reasonable amount of maturity and a satisfactory academic
background.
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Quinmestcr graduations five times per year.Prnetienlly all imsineszes felt
that the staggered graduation sequence would fa or have no effect on
hiring, since their need for employees was not tied to a particular t hue of the
year. Only one of -II large businesses and two of 330 small businesses felt that
multiple graduation wonid impede the hiring process.

Entry into colleges and universities has traditionmily been tied to June gradu-
ation. The (min most out of phase with existing college entrance practices is the
qui:I:nester ending January 20. where the student mist wait four or inure months
to enter twenty-six of the forty-four rchools in the sample. Under the regular
program, hinvpver. it is not unusual for the shulent to wait from June until Sep-
tember to enter college following graduation froze high school. The school which
serves the largest number of Dade County student (currently NAM) has hull-
oded that it will be glad to work with the Dnie (2011111y Pnblie Schools in order
to effect a smooth entranee into college follitwing (minmester graduations.

In smunmry, the initial evaluation of the quinines, er ',mgt.= is favorable.
By all measures. it has the potential for making a substantial emaribution to
quality education through a more rational utilization of school resources. AI-
M:nigh extensive education of parents and students concerning the advantages
of year-ronmi school may be necessary to Insure full attendance at summer
:mins. the potential for success exists within the data that pare lawn presented
to Ibis date. Problems of scheduling students In a more flexible manner must be
solved. but the technology is available and tho advantages are obvious. The ini-
tial success of the summer quill indientes that satisfactory planning has oc-
curred to this point and that expansion of the program should be considered.
Administrative Implications of the Quinmester Extended School Year Program

The chn ages in 31(1111illitiirat Ice procedures and practices need to be comprehen-
sively reviewed as a school system changes from a regular ten-month. 180-day
program to a (111111111egier extended school year program. The plant utilization
and curriculum benefits that are (.011(11111itallt to the qninmester design can only
he realized as the program becomes administ nit iveiy feasible 1111(1 manageable.

lu an effort to focus lu on the administrator's concern relative to the (min-
mester program. the Division of instruction organized as countywide Adminis-
trative Review and Steering Committee. Composed of representative permamel
from the county °Mee, district offices and schools. this committee was organized
to study the administrative implications of the qninmester program.

111 order to better study the varied countywide and school administrative prob-
lems and to identify necessary tasks to be completed. the countywide committee
organized itself into smaller ad hoc groups and adopted the following guidelines
for Intensive study :

I. That the committees address themselves solely to the concerns unique to the
quiumester program unless there were distinct areas of commonality found lu
the studies that would have significance for all schools In Dade County.

2. That since the program was in pilot status, county policy revisions be kept
at a Jniniumm unless 11 change iii the present procedure was essential to the
implementation of the pilot program.

COUNTY CONCERNS
1. Calendar

The (min:nester calendar follows the regular county calendar closely observ-
ing the same holidays and vacation periods as the regular calendar mal provid-
ing a 180 day instructional period fur all students. The most notable change Is
the placing of teacher planning days, when students are not in school. at the end
of the nine-week session. 'Many other schools lu the county other than pilot schools
are presently on as nine-week reporting period and could avail themselves of the
benefits of the qninmester calendar.
2. Person/IC/

In Its present stage of implementation. the (min:nester program requires no
changes In the personnel policies and procedures that are presently operational.
The folbming personnel procedures were studied In depth by the Administrative
Review and Steering Committee: school stalling. assignments, staff utilization,
recruitment, smeary schedules. retirement. pension plans. sick leave procedures,
8311111tielli leaves. It was generally conchal:41 that the present design of the Quin-
'nester Extended School Year Plan could readily function within the framework
of existing Dade County personnel policies and procedures.
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3. Support Services
No changes are necessary nt this time in the areas of transportation and foodservices. When the quinmester program becomes fully implemented addedtransportation costs will accrue because of the extended period of service. Schoolcafeterias will operate as they do during the regular 180 day school year. Onto-diens are on a twelve-month employment basis mind will now have the option oftaking vacation time throughout the year.
Routine maintenance will pose no greater problem in schools than it doesat the present time. Major maintenance projects can be scheduled during vaca-tion periods.

4. Accreditation
Requests for accreditation waivers for quinmester pilot schools have beenmade nnd granted by the State Department of Education. The accreditationwaivers granted were :
9.823 (2) (a)Course or Subjects Required.A waiver is requested of thisstandard specifically in the requirement that 90 hours of physical education in

grades seven and eight to be distributed over the entire school year. It is feasi-ble that n pupil attending a quinmester school be involved in a physical educa-tion class for two quinmesters which would total ninety hours of instruction.This waiver, if granted, would permit n pupil to enroll in physical education
classes beyond the ninety-hour requirement or other elective programs offered
in the school program. This request does not alter the ninety-hour requirement,
but does compact it into two quinmesters, or ninety days, rather than the entire
school year. A waiver of this standard is required for certain ten-hour day
schools.

9.952(2) Summer Programs Credit LimitThis waiver is requested to permit
pupils attending quinmester schools to earn more than one (1) credit during a
nine-week summer session.

9.1152 (2)Three Year Requirement for Graduatlem.A waiver of this stand-
ard permits students to graduate in less than three years, grades 10-12, if they
have fulfilled all other requirements for graduation.

1. Scheduling
The Quinmester Extended School Year Program by its design requires that

a school develop a master schedule each nine weeks, as opposed to developing
a school schedule once during the year ns is the practice in the present 180 day
school program. The development of a master schedule each nine weeks would
provide a maximum of flexibility to pupil programming and make available
alternatives in course selections that would enhance considerably the individual-
ization of instruction.

Due to lack of time, training and assistance available to school personnel
regarding the scheduling process, it is impractical at this time to consider
schedulng a school five times per year.

Alternatives to scheduling a school each quinmester have been proposed which
tend to balance the degree of flexibility of student selections with the administra-
tive burden of scheduling the school. They include :

(a) Scheduling two or more quinmesters at the same time. This approach
would be similar to the procedure of linking two semester courses together
(Psychology-Sociology ) presently being used by some schools. This pro-
cedure would require a definite subject commitment by students beyond one
quinmester.

(b) Scheduling on a collegetype arrangement in which the school adminis-
tration creates a year's schedule of classes (five quinmesters) In advance
and students section themselves into the schedule each quinmester based
on the students' desires and the subjects available in the quinmester schedule.

(c) A combination of procedures using components of the two alternatives
previously described.

2. Student Records
The area of student records and accounting requires a significant amount of

study for the implementation of the quinmester program.
Student attendance records need to be redesigned to be compatible with the

45day quinmesters. This becomes increasingly significant with students opting
out quinmesters which heretofore had been considered a portion of the regular
180 day school year.

SCHOOL CONCERNS
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The recording of the courses students take, their grades, and the completion
of graduation requirements will necessitate a new procedure for educational
planning and record keeping. The Central Data Processing Department is pres-
ently investigating a computer input-output systelt to facilitate the recording
of student grades five times a year.

The investigation of areas of administrative needs must be considered an on-
going activity. The experiences of the pilot schools during the 1971-72 school
year will assist in the identification of the administrative areas that require
additional study. Many of the administrative concerns of the pilot schools are
being studied by the faculties and administrative staffs of the individual schools.
Periodic meetings of the pilot school principals have served as a clearinghouse
for newly developed procedures and school policies that are required for quill-
!nester implementation.

APPENDIX

CHART 1. QUINMESTER VACATION ROTATION

1st quinmester 2d quinmester 3d quinmester 4th quinmester 5th quinmester

Group A Vacation School School School School.
Group B School Vacation do do Do.
Group C do School Vacation do Do.
Group 0 do do School Vacation Do.
Group E do do do School Vacation.

CHART II.QUINMESTER SCHOOL YEAR PLANT CAPACITY BENEFITS ACHIEVED BY THE MANDATING OF
ATTENDANCE SESSIONS

QuInmester extended school year 225 days

5th
traditional

Slimmer
180 day school year school

30 days or
1st -45 days 2d-45 days 3d-45 days 4th-45 days 15 days

Theoretical registration 2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500
Student capacity 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000
Student membership 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000
Student vacationing 500 500 500 500 500

Note: Total number of students enrolled for 180 days-2.500; total number of students in attendance each quinmester-
2.000; total number of pupils vacationing each quinmester-500; total number of days school is in operation-225.

CHART III.A COMPARISON OF THE PER-PUPIL OPERATING COST OF THE 10. MONTH REGULAR PROGRAM AND THE

5TH QUIN MESTER IN 5 PILOT SCHOOLS

Percentage
increase In
per-pupil

Regular Projected operating
Member- school year Projected Projected pupil oper- costs in

1970-71 ship, operating operating enroll- sting costs, pilot schools
operating October costs per costs, 5th meat. 5th 5th quill- operating 5th

Pilot schools budget 1970 pupil quinmester quinmester master quinmester

Miami Springs senior $1.802.028 3.354 $561 6121,068 1,140 $106.20 18.9
Nautilus junior 792,950 1.434 553 53,865 488 110.38 +19.9
Henry Filer junior
Hialeah junior

1,039,683
940,855

2,049
1,462

507
644

74,128
53,865

697
497

106, 35
108. 38

9
16.8

Palmetto junior 995.420 1, 652 602 62,586 562 111. 36 18.5

Total 5, 570. 971 9, 951 320,625 3, 384

NOTES

I. Average per -pupil operating costs In pilot schools for 180-day program, 6560.
2. Average per-pupil operating costs in pilot school for 5th quinmester. 6108.53.
3. The operating costs of the 5th quinmester (summer) is approximately 19 percent of the 10-month cost per pupil.

This means that the present cost per pupil for a school to operate a 12-month quinmester program would be 119 percent of
the present operating cost per pupil.
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. VIAI1T IV

A COMPARISON OF THE STARTING AND ENDING DATES ()MADE COUNTY
QUINhiESTERS AND THE QUARTERS AID SEMESTERS OF SELECTED

INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING

Dods Peblic AfiernA
SADA Orin. Dade Jr.

matte Calendar Ckee

'Fan.

Quarter

Winkir
Quarter

Ron. ROMAN C. PUCI
Chairman, General Subcommittee on Education
Ron. JOHN N. ERLENDORN,
Member, Education and Labor Committee, Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN PUCINRKI AND CONORESSM AN ERLENRORN : I appreciate your
recent letter and the Interest expressed In It In the four term school plan.

May I apologize for a slight delay in reply. But perhaps the information I am
sending may be of some help to you.

May I reply, to the degree possible, rather categorically to your Questions:
1. The reaction of parents to the four term school plan was most favorable and

is most favorable.
2. The attitude of the students involved Is also most favorable.
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FULTON COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION,
Atlanta, Ga., May 17, 1972.
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3. The attitude of the teachers is again most favorable. It should be understood,however, that in our plan teachers are not comelkil to work in the fourth term.It is entirely optional with teachers as well as with:41111MS.4. The matter of cost benefits is a rather academic question with us at thispoint because the State has not financed the operation of the fourth term. Stu-dents attending the fourth term must pay tuition to attend. When the State fi-nances the fourth term, as we confidently believe it will, the tuition charges willbe waived. It Is obvious that at this point any definitive statement in terms ofcapital cost savings would not be meaningful in view of the lack of State finance.We have realized a substantial savings in the reduction of failures at the highschool level due to the complete reconstruction of the high school curriculum. Inthis regard, please see lay reference in the copy of the talk I am sending.5. We do not have any unanticipated problems. This fact is due to our spendingfrom two to three years of intensive study in the complete reconstruction of theschool curriculum. Some might regard as a problem the fart that more of ourstudents are being graduated a quarter or two quarters earlier under this planthan they were before it WW1 adopted. Personally 1 do not regard this as aproblem but as an advantage.
0. Legislation would he required to finance the fourth term.
7. Our plan is not compulsory either in terms of students being required to gofor four full terms or for teachers to teach four full terms. At this point I do

not foresee that we will ever make it compulsory. With State financing, I am
sure we will have at least twenty per cent of our student body enrolled in the
fourth term on a voluntary basis. If we can achieve our objective on a voluntary
basis there is no reason to make the plan compulsory.

S. our plan has been in olierution for four years. It has not been abandoned
during this period and we do not intend to abandon it. As a matter of fact, I sus-
pect our community wants us to go faster with it than we are really willing to go.

9. In terms of counsel we would offer school districts contemplating such an
experiment the strong ndviee thnt they take nt IP114 two years of study In
restructuring the high school program to a quarter system. We would advise
the involvement of all staff personnel in this study. We would advise careful
and consistent orientation of the community to the plan.

10. May I emphasize that our phut is at the moment a high school plan only.
I think you should know that this plan is In operation in eight systems in the
metropolitan area of Atlanta and that the secondary students Involved aggregate
between one-third and one-fourth of all secondary school students in the State
of Georgia.

I am taking the liberty of sending you a couple of copies of a little talk I have
made mi our plan in a number of places in the country. I am also sending you
two copies of a brochure describing our plan.

We realize that this is not the only feasible four term school plan and that
other types of plans may work in other communities. It is nevertheless my
professional judgment that some kind of a four term school plan is now a fact
of educational life and that school systems should be moving toward the type of
plan their clientele may desire.

I thank you for your interest and assure you we will be glad to furnish any
other information you may wish.

Sincerely yours,
DOUGLAS G. AfAcRAE,

Deputy Superintendent,
Enclosures.

FOUR TERM SECONDARY SCHOOL PLAN, FULTON COUNTY SCHOOLS, ATLANTA, GA.

A. RATIONALE AND PURPOSE

From the very beginning the main thrust of this program has been toward a
more qualitative education, especially for those students who attend what used
to he called "summer school". Several years ago we were arrested by the realiza-
tion that one-fourth of our high school population was voluntarily attending
summer school and paying tuition for it.

Unfortunately. we were not offering work in the summer that was equivalent
either quantitatively or qualitatively with that offered during the other portions
of the school year.

/55
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It was reasonable. therefore, to conclude that these students attending (hiring
the summer deserved a (lenty of work fully comparable to that offered at other
times. It Is interesting to note that seventy per cent of the work taken by these
students was "new work"work they had never had before. The Image of
summer school has changed from a period In which Mink-outs make up failures
to a period In which students for the 'most part are taking advanced work. All
the more reason, therefore, for mmiltatIve program for sneh students. They
deserve it.

Again, the main impose we have In this program Is one of muditative ednca-
tiononr purpose has not been basically to save money. to gradnate students
earlier on to use Windings over all entire year. These. In onr view. are ancillary
outcomes butt do not represent the basic thrust.

IL PLANNING OF PROGRAM

We caution that this Is not a program to enter overnight. It takes time and
the effort of many people to develop a program with any chance whatever of
sncess. We spent at least three years in.the planning of this program.

C. COOPERATING SCROOL SYSTEMS

Eight school systems in Metropolitan Atlanta were involved In the planning
of the program and six or seven of the eight are currently Implementing It.

It is well to note that in these eight systems In the Metropolitan Atlanta area
there Is between one-fonrth and one-third of the entire seeondary school popula-
tion of the State of Georgia.

D. STRUCTURE OF CALENDAR

In simple terms it is the calendar of colleges and universities that are on the
qnarter system. We have discarded the two eighteen-week semester year pins
an abbreviated slimmer session of eight weeks to a fonr term year of twelve weeks
for each of the first three terms and ten weeks for the fonrth term. Each of the
subjects in the fourth term, however, has the same Integrity of time as the same
subject offered in one of the first three terms. We accomplished this by running
the toubject class periods for the fonrth term ten minutes longer than the periods
for the other terms.

The reason we make a difference between the fonrth and the other terms in
this respect is ih order to maintain the integrity of onr holiday structnre
Christmas, Thanksgiving, Easter, etc.

E. CREDIT PER SUBJECT

We have abolished the Carnegie Unit System of one unit per thirty-six weeks
of work. Faced with the decision of what credit to give for a twelve-week term,
we decided rather than to go to a fractional mine like one-third unit per snbject
it won't] be better to go to a (porter or credit honr system. We, therefore, give
Ave credit hours per subject per term. We give five credit honrs for each subject
taken, !minding those tit the eighth grade, and regnire a total of 375 credit holm
for gradnatlon. This is the equilvalent of twenty-five units incinding the eighth
grade inasmuch as fifteen credit hours represent the value of one "old" Carnegie
Unit.

P. REORGANIZATION OF SECONDARY CURRICULUM

Here is the heart and core of onr plan. The entire secondary school curriculum
has been reorganized and restrnctnred In order to provide flexibility both for
the stiident'n program and for the school schednie, and also to eliminate the rigid
lockstep of required sequence in the taking of conrses.

For some time we had suspected that much of the ironelad sequence in the
taking of secondary conrse work mild be abolished bud we were astonished as
well as highly gratified after a three year study Butt 70% of high school snideet
area work could be so reorganized that conrses need not be sequiential.

There are some exceptions, of eonrse, such as begining French and elementary
Algebra. But nil English is non-segnential, all Social Selence, all Home Eco-
nomics, practically all Health and Physical Education, 'business Ethicatimi,
Industrial Arts, abont one-half the Science conrses, and many of the Math conrses
above the very beginning level.

151
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For example, in 9th grade English, instead of offering English 201 the first
18 weeks and 202 the second 18 weeks, with English 201 an absolute prerequisite
for 202 we now have three 12 week coursesEnglish 201. English 202, 203 with
no required sequence whatever. This obviously provided greeter flexibility for
the student in arranging his program and flexibility also for the schedule milker.
In fact, all three of the courses may be offered simultaneously in a given term.

As It 'sin English so it is in seventy per cent of all subject wrens.
Another result of the reconstruction of the high school curriculum is the ability

through twelve week, relatively short courses, to provide a greeter number and
variety of courses, with opportunity for depth treatment in each, and niso pro-
vide for the differing needs, capacities and interests pf the student.

In English, for example, from grades 8 to 12 we have about 40 courses avail-
able, varying from English Lnb courses for very slow learners to a course In
Greek and Eliznbethenn Tragedy. In Social Science we have more than 40 courses
available, varying from Anthropology nt 8th grade level to advanced Political
Theory nt 12th grade level.

And all this structure and variety is projected against the fourth term back-
ground ns well ns that in the first, second and third terms.

G. PROBLEMS IN PROGRAM

1. The mein problem is that the program, while State endorsed, has not yet
heen State financed. The State Superintendent of Schools has placed $4,000,000.00
in the State budget which will be presented to the incoming legislature. This
amount should finance the program for the systems interested in it.

2. A corollary of this problem is that students have to pay tuition to attend
the fonrth or summer term. Our charges are $20.00 for the first subject and $18.00
for each succeeding subject. A full loud of work would, therefore, cost $02.00
a deterrent to many students.

3. It is not possible without State finance to pay teachers their full scale pay
for the ten weeks.

4. Without State finance fourth term operations must be confined only to those
centers with an enrollment sufficient to schedule n comprehensive program of
work.

5. Without State finance it is not possible to attract a sufficient number of
students to take n full program of work for the four term operation to achieve
its full potential. One of the elements of this potential is for the student to be
able, if he wishes, to substitute the fourth term for any one of the other three
terms. Obviously, before a school district can permit n student to miss the first,
second or third term, anticipating the substitution of the fourth term for it, the
district must be certain it will have available in the fourth term what the stu-
dent missed in the term lie was out of school.

H. ADVANTAGES OF PROGRAM

1. Each subject in the fourth term has the same integrity of quality that such
subject has in any one of the other three terms.

2. Students, by attending all four terms may be grndunted earlier, or may get
a much broader, deeper secondary school preparation. Indeed, many of our stu-
dents take work in the fourth term which they do not have time to get during the
first three terms.

3. Subject matter is capsuled into more compact and viable elements in twelve
week periods than it can be in eighteen or thirty-six week periods.

4. The variety and flexibility of in depth, concentrated courses, to which refer-
ence has already been made. The departure from conventionally required se-
quence In courses. Each course stands on its own and is evaluated in its own
right.

5. The provision for moving a student nt an earlier time (twelve weeks) out of
a course in which lie is not proving successful.

0. A reduction in the percentage of failures. In the Fulton County System the
percentage of failures in the first year of the program dropped by about forty
per cent. In terms of budget dollars, this fact alone saved the school district over
$400,000.00.

1, One of the greatest advantages we are just now on the point of realizing
the provision that a student may attend any three of the four terms, and be out
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of school any one of the four terms lie wishes. Business and industry are very
much interested in this development. So is the Atlanta Chamber of Commerce.

I. 81 libilfART

We are committed to this program and convinced it is workable: Some of its
potential cannot be immediately realized, but two years' experience with it docu-
ments our belief that it is in the best interest of student, school and community
in making available a secondary school program of quality the year round and at
any time in the year.

/oi
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Overview

When schools opened for the 1968-69 term in Fulton County, a new era in public education be-
came a reality. Students entered the secondary school program in September with educational op-
portunities never before possible.

The Fulton County four-quarter plan has replaced the traditional nine-month school structure;
the carnegie unit credit; the concept of a totally sequential curriculum; and the concept of sched-
uling students into a master schedule only one time each year.

A flexibility has been built into this new curriculum that not only allows the school to develop a
program to meet the needs of the student, but also allows the student to participate in the selection
of courses and the scheduling of himself into class.

Philosophy and Rationale

The basic concept is simple. The purpose of the four quarter plan is to improve the EDUCATIONAL
opportunity of our boys and girls. It is NOT a program to save money, to use the school plants on a
year-round basis, to schedule children into a space-saving master schedule to relieve an over-
crowded condition, or to accelerate students through high school to an early graduation. How-
ever, these could be "by-products" of the four quarter school, and this program obviously could
make provisions for some of these in the long run. To reiterate, the only purpose of this program
is to improve the education of our children.

One of the major reasons for the four quarter plan is the need for a quality program during the
summer months. With this in mind, a program has been designed that will meet the standards of
the total school program without regard to the quarter in which they are selected.

Structure of the New School Year

The school year will consist of four quarters with approximately the same amount of time in each
quarter. The first quarter will begin in September and the fourth quarter will end in August. This
will allow for a few days between each quarter, and for the usual holidays.

The student will be required to go to school three of the four quarters each year. At the present
time, the student is required to attend the first three quarters of each year with the fourth quarter
the option. However, when the program is fully implemented, the student may exercise an attend-
ance option. lie may elect to attend all four quarters or he may elect any three of the four quarters
That is, he may exercise his attendance option to stay out of school any one of the four quarters. Any
combination of three quarters in a given year will meet the attendance requirements.

Because of four equal quarters, the attendance option is possible with quality instruction in each
quarter and equal credit given, regardless of the quarter in which the course is taken.

Carnegie Unit Abandoned

One of the major reasons the high school curriculum has been so inflexible is because it has been
shackled by the carnegie unit creditone carnegie unit for one year's work. In this four quarter
school plan, the carnegie unit has been abandonedin favor of a more flexible credit hour system. Each
quarter course satisfactorily completed will net the student five (5) credit hours. The maximum
student load is six full course elements per quarters; i.e. the student meets the class five days per
week. Therefore, the maximum credits earned in a given quarter will be thirty (30) credit hours.
One can immediately see the flexibility made possible by this change in credit policy.

Subject Reorgaiiiiallw;

One of the most significant contributions the program will make to education will be the new
curriculum developed specifically for it. This in itself will be an innovation unparalleled in the na-
tion.

All subject areas have been reorganized into quarter courses independent of each other. The num-
ber of courses required in each discipline will depend upon the needs of that discipline. Wherever
possible these courses have been developed so that the rigid sequence of taking courses would
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no longer be necessary. About 70% nf the courses have been developed so that they arc inde-
pendent and may be taken without regard in sequence.

The new course structure prnvides stimulation and learning opportunities for all students. There is
a range of cnurses from the remedial to the very sophisticated. Furihermnre, if a student is mis-
placed he may be rescheduled at the end nf anyquarter. In fact this structure will allnw the school
to tailor-make a schedule to meet the needs of the individual student. This gives the student and
his counselor an nponnunity In evaluate the student's prngress and guide him in a more success-
ful direction.

EXPLANATION OF NUMBERING SYSTEM
The numbering system for the new Course Guide is a three (3) digit number. The numbers have the
following meanings:
The first digit on the left is the level-100 level, 200 level, 300 level, etc.
First (1st) digit nf "9" always indicates independent study
The middle digit is the most significant. If the middle digit is "0," this means a regular cnursc with
no special characteristics fnr both boys and girls.
Middle digit "1" = boys only

"2" = girls only
"3" = remedial cnurses
"4" = advanced placement
"5" = low group
"6" = high group
"7" = BLANK NOT USED
"8" = business education
"9" = rus (Foreign Language in Elementary School)

Third (3rd) digit indicates sectinns of course.

Requirements for Admission to Homeroom:
9th Grade 45 hnurs passed including 15 hours n( English.

10th Grade-105 hours passed including 30 hours in English plus all required 8th grade subjects.
11th Grade-195 hours passed including 45 hnurs in English.
12th Grade-285 hours passed including 60 hours in English.
Nnt more than 30 hours may be earned in Library Education.

ACADEMIC COURSE
375 Hours Are Required for Graduation
English: 75 hnurs
Social Studies: 60 hnurs
Math: 60 hnurs
LanguageScience: 30 hnurs in a Language and 30 hours in Science nr 60 hours in Science. 15

hnurs in Biology is required of all. 30 hnurs nr 60 hours of Science must
be above 100 level.

Family Development: 5 hoursfrom 301, 401, 501 at 10th, 11th or 12th grade level.
Physical Education: 60 hoursrequired of all students unless excused by doctor.
Electives: 55 hnurs

TOTAL 375 hnurs
The normal Inad is 25 hours each quarter consisting of four academic subjects and Physical Educa-
tion. A student may elect Music, Art, Typing, Library Eclucatinn, Wnndslinp, Drafting, Home Ecn-
nnmics or Journalism. Any student with a high "B" average may take 25 hours of academic subjects
and 5 hours of Physical Educatinn.

Math Requirements:
Algebra-200, 201, 202
Geometry-300, 301, 302
Algebra-300, 301, 302

/kq
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Social Studies Rpquirements:

8th Grade: Sociology--100 or 130
Georgia History-100 or 130
Anthropology-100 or 130

9th & 10th Grades: Geography-200
I listory -200
Political Science-200
Economics-200

11th Grade: U. S. History 304, 305, 306
Plus 10 hours of additional electives.
100 series: non-sequential
200 series: non-sequentialtwo of 200 series prerequisite to 300 series.

Science Requirements:

Science 00 IPre-Chemistry & Pre-Physics) prerequisite to either Chemistry or Physics. This coins:.
plus 10 hours of Chemistry or Physics constitutes the Chemistey or Physics requirement.
To elect Chemistry, a student must have completed 15 hours of Algebra.

To elect Physics, a student must have completed 15 hours of Algebra and 15 hours of Geometry. It
is also recommended that Algebra 300, 301, 302 he completed or taken competently.

To elect Human Physiology, a student must have a "B" average in Science or recommendation of
Biology teacher.

English Requirements:

10 hours of American Literature. American Literature 300 plus 5 howl requited of all students.
10 hours of English Literature. English Literature 400 plus 5 'ratersrequired of all students.

BUSINESS EDUCATION COURSE

375 Hours Are Required for Graduation
English: 75 hours-121h Grade Bus. English 684, 685, 686 if offered
Social Studies: 60 hours
Math: 30 hours
Science: 30 hours-15 hours must be Biology
Physical Education: 60 hoursrequired of all students unless excused by doctor.
Family Development: 5 hours from 301, 401, 501 at 10th, 11th or 12th grade level.
General Business: 10 hours
Typing 20 hours
Special Business Edu-

cation Sequence: 60 hours in one of the following areas: Stenography, Management, Clerical
Electives: 25 hours

TOTAL 375 hours

The normal load is 25 hours each quarter consisting of four academic subjects and Physical Educa-
tion. A student may elect Music, Art, Typing, Library Education, Woodshop, Drafeing, I tome Eco-
nomics, or Journalism. Any student with a high "8" average may take 25 hotels of academic subjects
and 5 hours of Physical Education. Students who are on the honor roll the previous year are urged
to take 25 hours of academic subjects and 5 hours of Physical Education.

Math Requirements:
30 hours required from the following:
8th & 9th: 101, 102, 103 or 131, 132, 133 or

104, 105, 106 or 134, 135, 136 or
Bus. Arith. 305, 30G, 307 or 30 hours from Algebra /Geometry series.

NOTE: 15 hours of Bus. Arith. or 15 hours of Algebra required.
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Social Studies Requirements:
81h Grade: Sociology-100 or 130

Georgia History-100 or 130
Anthropology-100 or 130

9th & 10th Grades: Geography-200
History-200
Political Science-200
Economics-200

11th Grade: U. S. History 304, 305, 306
Plus 10 hours of additional electives.
100 series: nonsequential
200 series: nonsequential-two of 200 series prerequisite to 300 series.
Science Requirements:

Science 400 (PreChemistry & PrePhysics) prerequisite to either Chemistry or Physics. This courseplus 10 hours of Chemistry or Physics constitutes the Chemistry or Physics requirement.
To elect Chemistry, a student must have completed 15 hours of Algebra.
To elect Physics, a student must have completed 15 hours of Algebra and 15 hours of Geometry. Itis also recommended that Algebra 300, 301, 302 be completed or taken concurrently.
To elect Human Physiology, a student must have a "B" average in Science or recommendation ofBiology teacher.

15 hours of General Science 101, 102 & 103 and 15 hours of Biology will meet the requirementsfor graduation but not college entrance requirements.

English Requirements:

10 hours of American Literature. American Literature 300 plus S hours-required of all students.10 hours of English Literature. English Literature
400 plus S hours-required of all students.

CLERICAL PRACTICE

Required:
Cie Pr. 180
Cie. Pr. 181
Cie'. Pr. 182
Cler. Pr. 184 or
Cler. Pr. 385
Cler. Pr. 587
Cler. Pr. 508
Management S01 or 502

2 Courses from:
Cler. Pr. 281

282, 283, 284
Steno. 186, 387

584, 388

3 Courses from:
Management 406,

407, 408, 504,
506, 507, 601,
602, 603

Cler. Pr. 589

79.4200.72 It

MANAGEMENT
Required:

Cler. Pr. 180
Cler. Pr. 182
Cler. Pr. 508
Management 380
Management 381
Management 382
Management 385 or 501.

5 Courses from:
Management 405, 406,

407, 484, 485,
486. 487, 501,
502, 504, 506,
S07, 589, 602, 603

STENOGRAPHY
Required:

Cler. Pr. 180
Cler. Pr. 181
Cler. Pr. 182

One course from:
Steno. 286, 480, 186

One course from:
Steno. 287, 481, or
Cler. Pr. 401, 402, 403

One course from:
Steno. 482, 387, 584
or 388

3 Courses from:
Steno. 388, 483,

581, 582, 583, 584,
585, 681, 682, 683

3 Courses from:
Cler. Pr. 184
Management 380, 385,

405, 406, 407, 408,
501, 503, 504, 506,
507, 601, 602, 603
Steno. 589
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GENERAL COURSE

375 Hours Are Required for Graduation
English: 75 Hours
Social Studies: 60 hours
Math: 30 hours
Science: 30 hours-15 hours must be Biology
Home Economics: 15 hours (Girls)
Family Development: S hoursfrom 301, 401, 501 at 10th, 11th, 12th grade level.
Physical Education: 60 hoursrequired of all students unless excused by doctor.
Electives: 100 hours for girls

115 hours for boys

TOTAL 375

The normal load is 25 hours each quarter consisting of four academic suhjects and Physical Educa-
tion. A student may elect Music, Art, Typing, Library Education, Woodshop, Drafting, Home Eco-
nomics, or Journalism. Any student with a high "B" average may take 25 hours of academic subjects
and 5 hours of Physical Education. Students who are on the honor roll the previous year are urged
to take 25 hours of academic subjects and 5 hours of Physical Education.

Math Requirements:
30 hours required from the following:
8th & 9th: 101, 102, 103, or 131, 132, 133 or

104, 105, 106, or 134, 135, 136 or
Bus. Arith: 305, 306, 307, or 30 hours from Algebra/Geometry series.

Social Studies Requirements:

8th Grade: Sociology-100 or 130
Georgia History-100 or 130
Anthropology-100 or 130

9th & 10th Grades: Geography-200
History-200
Political Science-200
Economics-200

11th Grade: U. S. History 304, 305, 306
Plus 10 hours of additional electives.
100 series: non-sequential
200 series: non-sequentialtwo of 200 series prerequisites to 300 series.

Science Requirements:
Science 400 (Pre-Chemistry & Pre-Physics) prerequisite to either Chemistry or Physics. This course
plus 10 hours of Chemistry or Physics constitutes the Chemistry or Physics requirement.

To elect Chemistry, a student must have completed 15 hours of Algebra.
To elect Physics, a student must have completed 15 hours of Algebra and 15 hours of Geometry. It
is also recommended that Algebra 300, 301, 302 be completed or taken concurrently.
To elect Human Physiology, a student must have a "B" average In Science or recommendation of
Biology teacher.
15 hours of :ieneral Science 101, 102 & 103 and 15 hours of Biology will meet the requirements
for graduation but not college entrance requirements.

English Requirements:
10 hours of American Literature. American Literature 300 plus 5 hoursrequired of all students.
10 hours of English Literature. English Literature 400 plus 5 hoursrequired of all students.
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ART EDUCATION
Through group participation, study, and research un the part of many art teachers, the art depart.
ment chairmen, and the art staff at the system level, this Framework of Art Education for the sec
ondary schools of Fulton County has emerged.

This Framework should serve as a reference in helping to stimulate all art teachers to evaluate and
to improve and expand their present art programs in relation to their own situations At no time is
it expected that all twenty-two courses described in this framework be taught simultaneously in one
school. It will be the responsibility of each school (the administrator and the art teacher) to deter-
mine which of these courses are most pertinent to the needs of students and can be most effec-
tively offered.

In order to allow for the Individual differences of students, the strengths of individual teachers, and
the needs of students in any particular locale, each art teacher, in following the Framework in Art
Education, should always consider the needs, interests, and abilities of students at different levels
of growth.

RECOMMENDATIONS: ART EDUCATION

1. All art courses will be elective. Care should be taken in scheduling to give each student oppor-
tunity to elect.

2. All art courses should carry same unit credit as any other area course offering.

3. Alt teachers should work closely with the scheduling committee at the local school level in
art for each quarter.

4. More advanced or complex courses in particular areas should be Included in the schedule of
offerings as the need arises (such as (.01 Painting and Drawing for students whu desire and need
more experience in this area after completing 500 level).

5. Class sizes for all laboratory courses in art should be limited to 25 or less. ,
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ART EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION TO ART 100 (8th and 9th grades)

Introduction to Visual Art is a basic, exploratory course designed to provide experiences which will
develop a heightened awareness of the senses ... sight, sound, touch, motion. These experiences will
offer opportunities for students to solve problems in working with a variety of materials and proc-
esses which will stimulate imagination, inventiveness, and discovery. No Prerequisite.

DESIGN FUNDAMENTALS 101 (8th and 9th grades)
A course designed to offer opportunities for the related use of the basic elements of design ... line,
color, texture, light, motion, in working with a variety of materials such as: paint, ink, plaster, clay,
wood, wire, metal, and "found materials." The materials, tools, and processes should be compatible
with the individual stages of growth and development of students.
PrerequisiteArt 100

THE FUNCTIONS OF VISUAL ART 102 (8th and 9th grades)
A laboratory course designed to help students develop understandings about the functions of art
as they relate to the individual, the environment, and past and present cultures.
PrerequisiteArt 100

GENERAL ART 200 (10th, 11th, and 12th grades)

A survey-laboratory course designed to offer students their first experience in art. The course
emphasizes: 1) the nature of art, 2) the language of art, 3! the materials and tools of art and 4) the
functions of art found in the natural environment.
No prerequisite

VISUAL IMAGES OF MAN 301 (10th, 11th, and 12th grades)
A study of man and his condition, past and present, as seen through significant works of visual
art. Investigations will deal primarily with concepts reflecting ideas, ideals, and attitudes transcend-
ing time and culture barriers. These courses will include the examination of a limited number of
concepts, but a broad range of works of art. Emphasis will include: A. The universality of these
concepts, 8. the varied interpretations of these concepts in relation to the time and locale in which
the works of Art were produced, and C. the aesthetic qualities that evoke human responses and
set significant visual images apart from the ordinary.
PrerequisiteArt 200 or (Art 100, 101, and 102)

VISUAL IMAGES OF MAN 302 (10th, 11th, and 12th grades)

A continuation of Visual Images of Man 301.
PrerequisiteArt 301

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 304 (10th, 11th, and 12th grades)

A course planned to provide opportunities for students to critically examine the existing surround-
ings with concerns for aesthetic and functional aspects of design in space. Students will become in-
vnlved in research related to architecture, urban and suburban design, landscape design, and out-
door advertising.
PrerequisiteArt 200 or (Art 100, 101, and 102)

DRAWING AND PAINTING 401 (9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th grades)
A laboratory course designed to offer students opportunities to explore a variety of techniques and
a wide range of media and with emphasis on drawing. Two dimensional interpretations of both two
and three dimensional forms will be emphasized through concentration on: 1) line (characteristics
and quality), 2) selection to tools and media to reflect desired characteristics and qualities, 3) value
relationships, 4) spatial relationships, 5) volume, and 6) texture.
Prerequisites(Art 100, 101, and 102) or 200 and recommendation of Art teacher.
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PRINTMAKING 402 (9th, lath, 11th, and 12th grades)

A laboratory course designed to provide experiences in a variety of techniques of the basic proc-
esses of printmaking, achieving design quality through the simplification of forms. These c
processes will include the development of techniques through the use of the following materials:
paper plate, torn card, linoleum, and wood. These processes will include relief, resist, coord.--trid
stencil, monoprint, and intaglio.

Prerequisites(Art 100, 101, and 102) or 200 and recommendation of Art teacher.

WEAVING 403 (9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th grades)

A laboratory course designed to include an investigation of the techniques, knowledges, construc-
tion, and creative use of a variety of simple looms and materials for the production el utilitarian
and aesthetic woven objects.

Prerequisites(Art 100, 101, and 102) or 200 and recommendation of Art tez.!ie;.

SCULPTURE 404 (9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th grades)

A laboratory course designed to offer students opportunities for experimentation in three dimen-
sional design. Choices will be made from a variety of materials such as paper, plaster, wood, clay,
and wire, with which to construct, carve, or fuse forms in space. Emphasis will be given to develop-
ing a working acquaintance with the tools and materials of sculpture and with the uses and rela-
tionships of design elements in three dimensional form in space. Natural and man-made forms of
significance will be studied in correlation with laboratory work.
Prerequisites(Art 100, 101, and 102) or 200 and recommendation of Art teacher.

PHOTOGRAPHY 405 (10th, 11th, and 12th grades)

A laboratory course designed to offer experiences in the study of design through an exploration of
the visual environment. Composition will be emphasized through particular attention to relation-
ships of the elements of design: line, shape, texture, and value. Principles of photography will be
introduced through the use of student built cameras, light-sensitive paper, and darkroom for devel-
oping the paper negatives by contact printing.

Prerequisite-6 art course; and permission of Art teacher.

COMMUNICATIVE DESIGN 406 (9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th grades)
A laboratory course planned to provide opportunities for students to become actively involved in
lettering, poster design, and display. Emphasis will be placed on the manipulation of color, line,
texture, form, and space in the composition of layout design for school and community use. Lim-
ited reproduction techniques and processes will be employed in the execution of poster design
and display. Historical developments in communication symbols and media and their relation to
new developments in communications will be investigated.

Prerequisites(Art 100, 101, and 102) or 200 and recommendation of Art teacher.

PRODUCTION DESIGN 407 (10th, 11th, and 12th grades)

A course planned to include the study of the history of stage design, costume design, the techniques
of lighting, and set construction. Students will plan, design, and construct sets, design costumes,
explore makeup techniques, and experiment with lighting. Students will work directly with the art
teacher in cooperation with the drama teacher and students in the drama classes toward the execu-tion of stage production.

Prerequisite(Art 100, 101, and 102) or Art 200 and recommendation of Art teacher.

INTERIOR DESIGN 408 (9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th grades)

A laboratory course planned to help students understand the uses of art in the home environment.
Creating interiors, which will be functional, aesthetically pleasing, and related to the needs and
interests of people will be of primary concern.

Prerequisites(Art 100, 101, and 102) or 200 and recommendation of Art teacher.

/g9
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DRAWING AND PAINTING 501 (9th, 10th, 1101, and 12th grades)
A laboratory course designed to offer students opportunities to explore a variety oflechniques and
a wide range of media with emphasis on painting. Two dimensional interpretations of both two
and three dimensional forms will be emphasized through concentration on: 1) color, 2) color rela-
tionships, 3) characteristics and qualities of various painting media and 4) reproductions of paint-
ings of art masterworks, including works of recognized contemporary artists.
Prerequisite-400 course in the same area and Art teacher recommendation.

PRINTMAKING 502 (9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th grades)

A laboratory course designed to include "carry-over" techniques from basic printmaking and an
introduction to the more complex techniques of woodcut and intaglio. Students will become in-
volved in the following methods of silk screen printing: stencil, tusche, and film.
Prerequisite-400 course in the same area and Art teacher recommendation.

WEAVING 503 (9th,10th, 11th, and 12th grades)
A laboratory course designed to present a survey of weaving, and to offer opportunities in the use
of a variety of more complex weaving processes and materials.
Prerequisite-400 course in the same area and Art teacher recommendation.

SCULPTURE 504 (9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th grades)

A laboratory course designed to offer students "in-depth" experiences with selected materials and
processes. The purposes of the course are to develop skills in handling chosen techniques and
materials in spatial arrangements, increasing understanding of the uses of sculptural forms in our
present-day culture, and expanding knowledge of sculpture, past and present.
Prerequisite-400 course in the same area and Art teacher recommendation.

PHOTOGRAPHY 505 (10th, 11th, and 12th grades)

A laboratory course offered as an "in-depth" study of design through an exploration of the visual
environment. Composition will continue to be emphasized through particular attention to relation-
ships of the elements of design: line, shape, texture, and value.
Students will become engaged in:
A. Camera construction
B. Use of cameras for special effect
C. Correct darkroom procedures
D. Printing, developing, and enlarging photographs
E. Contact-printing and dry-mounting
F. History of photography
G. Use of a 35 mm. camera and technical aspects of its use.
H. Use of photography to develop designs suitable for execution in other art materials and processes.
PrerequisiteArt 405 and permission of the Art teacher.

COMMUNICATIVE DESIGN 506 (not offered at present time) (9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th grades)
A course planned to provide opportunities for students to become involved in applying the prin-
ciples of design as they relate to the field of direct communication in advertising art. the course
will offer practical experience to students in the development of ideas and in preparing art work
for the reproduction of signs, posters, invitations, folders, and direct mailing pieces with an intro-
duction to commercial reproduction processes.
Prerequisite-400 course in the same area.

SCULPTURE (JEWELRY) 604 (9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th grades)

A laboratory course designed to offer students an opportunity to study and design small-scale
(sculptural) forms used as personal ornaments. A variety of ,renter.,:: and combinations will be
used in processes compatible with purposes and student czpability.
Prerequisite-500 course in the same area and Art teacher recommendation.

A7
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CERAMICS 409 (9th, 10th. 11th, and 12th grades)

A laboratory course designed to offer students opportunities for experimentation in three dimen-
sional clay design by exploring the use of open and closed forms and by pinching, pulling. model.
ing. and adding or subtracting clay. Emphasis will he given to developing a working acquaintance
with clay and with the tools and other materials of ceramics. Also, emphasis will be given to the
uses and relationships of design elements in three dimensional form in space. The use of commer-
cial molds is prohibited.

Prerequisite(Art 100. 101, and 102) or Art 200

CERAMICS 509 (9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th grades)

A laboratory course designed to offer students an "in-depth" experience in clay. The purposes of
the course are to further develop skills in handling chosen techniques and materials, and increas-
ing understanding of the uses of ceramic forms in our present-day culture, and expanding knowl-
edge of ceramics, past and present. The student will also be introduced to the potter's wheel and
its use in making ceramic forms.

Prerequisite-409 course in the same area.

BUSINESS EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND OBJECTIVES

The Business Education Department Chairmen have developed the philosophy and objectives
stated below as a guide to a flexible program designed to meet the needs of boys and girls of aca-
demic, business, and general programs. Certain skills, attitudes, traits, and understandings must be
developed during the early teens so as to ease the gaining of gremer depth and understanding in
the more matur.: years.

A. All education should be predicated on the need for each individual to be aware of his
rapidly changing economic and social environment, to develop attitudes based on with,
honor, and human dignity, and to attain competencies for making his greatest personal
contribution to growth and progress.

B. Business Education respects the rights of the individual and his intrinsic worth to society
and helps him to be a free man through intelligent self-understanding and adaptability to
achieve a stable society.

C. Business Education fosters in the individual pride in his work, creativity, individuality. and
self-discipline so that he can effectively relate to his society and economic system.

D. Business Education recognizes that commui.ication is basic for the individual to express
himself and gain information for rational decision-making; therefore. Business Education
seeks to further develop the individual's basic skills in speaking, reading, writing, comput-
ing, collecting, organizing. interpreting, and storing data in his personal and vocational
activities.

The numbering system used indicates that basic courses for skills to enter the business employ-
ment field and understandings for living in a world demanding economic decisions, as well as to
meet the demands of citizenship, are available in the 000-909 series. The specifically vocational
courses are in the 080-989 series. Three areas are availableclerical, management, and stenographic.

BUSINESS EDUCATION

BEGINNING TYPEWRITING 101.

Touch control of alphabetic characters, figures, symbols, and operative parts of the typewriter
(manual or electric); emphasis on correct typewriting techniques; application of typewriting skill to
simple centering, word study, composition of sentences and paragraphs at the typewriter; recogni-
tion of typewriting errors.

No prerequisite; however, students who have taken elementary school typewriting may go to the
next course by passing a test administered by the department chairman or typewriting teacher.
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BASIC TYPEWRITING 102.

Continued emphasis on techniques, skill building for control and speed; particular emphasis on ac-
curacy in writing and reading numbers and symbols; application of typewriting skill to simple prob-
lems of a personal nature; word study, word division; sentence structure, composition of para-
graphs; themes, poetry at the typewriter; simple outlines for themes (I.A.B.); personal letters, ad-
dressing envelopes; rough draft; note-taking on cards; typing on cards and composing from cards;
simple tabulation of main heading centered and columns withoutheadings; correction techniques.
Prerequisite: Typewriting 101. A test may be taken to advance directly from 101 to the 103 course
or from elementary school to 103. The test must be administered by the department chairman ora typewriting teacher.

INTERMEDIATE TYPEWRITING 103.

Continued emphasis on skill building for control, speed, techniques; composition at the typewrit-
er; word study, sentence structure, paragraph structure, themes, poetry, rough draft from note
cards, outline, simple proofreader's marks; personal business letters, styles and significance of
styles, addressing envelopes; simple manuscripts with cover, title page, contents, simple footnotes
or reference information in content, bibliography, pagination, tabulationsorganization for sta-
tistics for decision-making, min and secondary headings, columnar headings, four or more col-
umns; simple duplication; carbon, fluid masters, stencil, or other that might be available locally.
Prerequisite: Typewriting 102 or test equivalent.

ENRICHED TYPEWRITING 103.

Continue skill building and techniques for control and speed; apply skills to personal, club andcommunity jobs.

Prerequisite: Typewriting 102 or equivalent test.

BASIC NOTETAKING 106.

Basic principles of a brief writing system based on the alphabet of shorthand; how to read, listen,
and organize material in notes, for term papers from reading and lectures with no emphasis on
verbatim notetaking and transcription.

Prerequisite: Elective to all non-stenographic students.

APPLIED NOTETAKING 107.

Use of symbols in original writing; extension of basic principles; exercises in making notes from
readings and lectures for research papers; use of notes in reviewing and preparing for c.samina-
tions; use of notes at discussions, meetings, conferences and telephone.
Prerequisite: Basic Notetaking 106.

INTEGRATED STUDY ACTIVITIES 108.

Application of all notetaking skills in English and typewriting to produce finished copy; review of
typewriting skills.
Prerequisite: Applied Notetaking 107.

BUSINESS ECONOMICS 200.

Develop in the students an appreciation of the economic system of the United States of America
and the private business enterprise system which works with government to satisfy the wants of
the consumer; use of economic analysis in solving problems; concept of scarcity; U. S. market
economy; problems of growth and stability; distribution of income; interrelationship of U. S.
economy and world economics; development of basic word choice; speaking techniques, sources
of info:mation and systematic organization of information, basic computations, management ofpersonal resources; personal traits and attitudes; considerations in choosing a vocation and
courses of support entrance into the vocation directly from high school or after post-high schoolor college training.
No prerequisite. Required of all Business Education students, or its equivalent, 408/601 at the 11th
and 12 grade levels.

/69
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PERSONAL RECORDKEEPING 201.

Promote the individual's personal competencies in banking procedures, household records, per-
sonal tax records, credit, savings, investments, and insurance, understandings of the role of each
activity in the economic system of the United States of America from the consumer's point of
view.

Prerequisite: Introductory Economics 200.

COMMUNICATIONS IN BUSINESS 202.

Specific instructions in the use of communication systems supplemented with concepts of the role
of the systems in facilitating the business and government activities in the private enterprise econ-
omy; legal monopolies; the role of communication in business decisionsgathering, organizing,
storing, retrieving information; use in employment; vocational opportunities in communication in-
dustries.

Prerequisite: Introductory Economics 200.

TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION 203.

Develop an appreciation and understanding of the businesses engaged in supplying the equipment
and services for meeting the needs for travel and transportation; types of organizations, labor
problems, vocations available in trucking, railroad, automobile, airline, space, ocean, lakes, rivers;
elements of risk and how these risks are handled; methods of capitalizing; related industries and
services; government regulations and growth stimulation; consumer's problems and services.
Prerequisite: None.

BUSINESS AND COMMUNITY WELFARE 204.

Develop an understanding and appreciation of the role of private, civic, governmental agencies
in aiding and protecting the consumer; introduction to government finance, labor relations in
American business.

Prerequisite: None.

CAREER GUIDANCE IN BUSINESS 205.

Survey of business careers, qualifications, traits and attitudes 'tecessary for successful employment.

TYPEWRITING SKILL-BUILDING 300.

An inventory of typewriting skills and understandings to be taken for each student during the first
two weeks of the course; emphasis on skill in operating the typewriter as a copying machine; speed
and accuracy to meet employment standards for reading, copying, proofreading alphabetic, num
eric, and related symbols in typewriting; proofreading and correction of copy.
Prerequisite: Typewriting 102 or 103 or equivalent test. Required of all vocational students.

ADVANCED TYPEWRITING 301.

Application of typewriting skills to production of letterscopying, typing from direct dictation at
the typewriter, from transcription machines; statistical copy, including tabulation planning, fi-
nancial statements; cards and other irregular sizes of paper; reports and manuscriptsoutline,
organization and special sections, rough drafts, footnotes or reference citations, bibliography;
duplicating: carbon, fluid, stencil, offset, error correction; proofreading; application letters, tax re-
turns, purchase order, basic legal forms and business forms; letter styles and basis for selection of
style; envelope address styles; chain-feeding envelopes and forms.

Prerequisite: Typewriting Skill Building 300. Required of all business education students.

BASIC SKILLS IN BUSINESS MATHEMATICS 30S.

Reinforce skills in addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, whole numbers, fractions, deci-
mals, mixed numhars, percentages; application of these skills to handle personal finances; cash
and change making, recording income and sources of income, including commission, bank records
of personal transactions, checking sales tickets, extensions, sales tax, excise tax, computing unit and
average prices on orders; use of adding and calculating machines to check computations and to
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give new setting to learning and use of skills where equipment is available; application of skills
to sports records.

Prerequisite: None.

CONSUMER BUSINESS MATHEMATICS 306.

Sources of personal or consumer income: Choice of occupatio.s. use of statistics, graphs, charts to
determine factors to consider in making decisionsex, location, education, industry; understand-
ing of payroll procedures and deductions for group insurance, income taxes, purchasing property,
use of credit, cost of credit, use of financial intermediaries for substitutes for money; savings, and
protection against risks; vocabulary and economic concepts related to consumer activities.
Prerequisite: Basic Skills In Business Mathematics 305.

BUSINESS MATHEMATICS OF HOME OWNERSHIP 307.

Factors to consider in locating a home; appraisal of surrounding property, thepropety tax rate in
the area, the direction of growth of neighboring industries and institutions, the length of lime the
family would possibly occupy the home; the cost and the means of payment: conventional loans
from banks and savings and loan associations, personal loans, mortgages, insurance companies,
elements of risk and how to plan for them: life and health insurance as related to home owner-
ship problems; handling of notes; installment buying for the home; investments.
Prerequisite: Business Mathematics 305 or Algebra.

MATHEMATICS OF SMALL BUSINESS OPERATION 30&

Mathematics of capitalizing a business: the type of organization, the age and resources of indi-
viduals; insurance; employees and their beefits, payrolls; records for business decision; basic re-
sourcesfarming and other raw materials; buying and selling; manufacturing: taxes; pricing; de-
termining and distributing profits; handling losses and bankruptcy; units of measure; commis-
sions; negotiable instruments.

Prerequisite: Business Mathematics 305.

LEGAL TYPEWRITING 401.

Study of words, phrases, forms and procedures related to clerk-typist activities in the legal office;
maximum accuracy in typing and proofreading and correction of errors; wills, power of attorney,
leases, contracts, court reports; special problems of legal typewritingcopies, filing, correction;
related readings and sources of information; personal traits; letter writing and transcription related
to problems; backing sheets or endorsements.

Prerequisite: Advanced Typewriting 301.

MEDICAL RECORDS TYPEWRITING 402.

Study of medical termspronunciation and meaning of basic vocabulary; typing these words in
sentences; copying medical records accurately; copying and filing medical records; proofreading,
correction of errors; insurance forms for various companies and medicare; medical ethicsperson-
ality traits, attitudes, work habits peculiar to the proper relationships of the medical typist with
patients and doctor.

Prerequisite: Advanced Typewriting 301.

GOVERNMENT AND TECHNICAL TYPEWRITING 403.

Study of problems involved in governmental typewriting and technical reports; emphasis on ac-
curacy in typewriting numbers, names, and special vocabularies and symbols; tabulations, head-
ings; production of charts and graphs; specialized vocabularies and related readings from technical
journals; ethics; proofreading and correction of errors.
Prerequisite: Advanced Typewriting 301.

PERSONAL AND FAMILY FINANCE 405.

Develop a realization of financial responsibilities, plan income and expenses for individual and

/7/
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family; sources of family income; budgetsrealistic and flexible; banking services and their use;
income tax records and returns; property and other taxes; installment busing; loans and other
sources of funds; risks; planning for growth and stability in family finances.
Prerequisite: None.

FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS AND TAXATION 406.
Obligations and taxations; negotiable instruments, types of business organization; relationships of
business and government.

Prerequisite: None.

LEGAL ASPECTS OF PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 407.

Owning and transferring property, types of insurance; renting; preparation and importance of wi
Ils.
Prerequisite: None.

CONSUMER ECONOMICS 408.

A general course designed to focus the basic economic concepts of issues that an individual must
consider as a consumer, citizen, and voter living in the United States of America with local, state
anu national relationships; wise management of one's economic affairs; appreciation of the inter-
relationship of the role of an individual as a producer and consumer; readings from current litera-
ture and analysis of economic problems involved.
Prerequisite: None.

PRINCIPLES AND ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN BUSINESS 501.

The private enterprise sysiem of the United States of Americathe nature and extent; oppor-
tunities in business; organization: sole proprietorships, partnerships, corporations, cooperatives; in-
ternal business organization; office organization and functions.
Prerequisite: None.

MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN BUSINESS S02.

Decisions involved in starting a business: organization, location, housing and equipment layout, fi-
nancing; type of operationmanufacturing, selling, service, rchasing, merchandising, production,
promotion, marketing, transportation, credit and collection, rersonnel; government relationships;
survival factors.
Prerequisite: None.

THE LAW AND LEGAL PROBLEMS 503.

Introduction to law and legal problems; origin of our legal system, types of law, crimes, legal rights
and duties; Uniform Commercial Code.
Prerequisite: None.

CONTRACTS 504.

Basic elements of contracts; rights and obligations of parties; discharge of contracts; sales contracts;
contracts of employment; warranties; agencies.

Prerequisite: None.

DISTRIBUTION IN THE AMERICAN ECONOMY S06.
Definition and function of distribution; economic setting of distribution and market mechanism;
contribution to stability; role in international trade; methods of promotion and responsibilty to
the international bade, methods of promotiGn and responsibility to the consumer; determining
consumer demand.
Prerequisite: None.

SALES PROMOTION AND ADVERTISING 507.

Place and function of sales promotion and advertising; classification of advertising; role of the ad-
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vertising agency; scope of advertising; mechanics of advertising; media, campaigns as developed
by businesses of different sizes; the consumer and advertising; agencies to protect the consumer.
Prerequisite: None.

PRE-EMPLOYMENT TYPEWRITING 508.

Intensive review of typewriting skills and techniques; emphasis on taking employment tests; writ-
ing letters of application, requests for interviews, completing application forms accurately and neat-
ly, follow-up letters, preparation of style manual and job-application interview exhibit; reszarch job
opportunities and standards of employment for clerk-typist; handwriting and its place in typewrit-
ing forms; signatures; composition at the typewriter; business and economic terms from current
literature and news media; sources of information on job vacancies; Labor Department; private
employment agencies.

Prerequisite: Two courses in typewriting.

CENTRAL ECONOMIC PROBLEMS 601.

Importance of economics and the nature of economic understanding: dealing with economic
problems, making economic decisions, thinking objectively; micro- and macro-economics, abstract
reasoning; scientific method and economic theory; statics and dynamics; value judgments; wants,
scarce resources, need for decision making, need for economic system; factors and principles of
production.
Prerequisite: None.

MARKET PRICE SYSTEM 602.

Private enterprise economy; circular flow of income; markets; supply and demand; prices; com-
petition; role of government; distribution of income; market determination of income; profits; la-
bor, wages and labor unions; economic security.
Prerequisite: None.

ECONOMIC ISSUES AND POLICIES 603.

Economic growth and stability; measuring the performance of the economy; national production
and income; fiscal policy; monetary policy; international trade and investment; comparative eco-
nomic systems.

Prerequisite; None.

CLERICAL PROCEDURES 180.

Appreciation and understanding of clerical work in business and professions; occupational data;
general office duties; desirable personal traits and attitudes; communications systems of the of-
ficetelephone, mail, telegrams, memorandums, business letters, reports, copying and duplicating
processes, automation, filing, special emphasis on accuracy in reading alphabetic and numeric
symbols, interpreting instructions, typing, filing, proofreading, correcting errors.
Prerequisite: Advanced Typing 301.

FILING AND RECORDS MANAGEMENT 181.

Understanding of filing procedures and records control, including processing, storing, retreiving,
and re-storing records and correspondence, various types of filing systems: alphabetic, geographic,
numeric, alpha - merit, soundex, and subject; use of filing equipment and supplies; automation in
filing.

Prerequisite: Clerical Procedures 180.

BASIC COMPUTATIONAL MACHINES 182.

Introduction of techniques for operating the 10-keyboard and fullkeyboard adding machines, the
10-keyboard printing, rotary, electronic and key-driven calculators to accomplish the fundamental
arithmetic processes with speed and accuracy; occupational data; statistical reports.
Prerequisite: Business Mathematics 305 or its equivalent.
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RECORDKEEPING IN BUSINESS 183.

Introduction to cashiering, figuring wages, preparing the payroll and tax reports, keeping retail
sales records, and automated recordkeeping.

Prerequisite: Business Mathematics 305, Algebra or equivalent.

PUNCHED CARD DATA PROCESSING 184.

Introduction to data processing for understandings in facilitating the handling and interpretation of
business data through recording source information and the processing cyclesource documents,
key punch, verifier, punched tape, channel codes, sorter, collator, interpreter, reproducer, and
accounting machine; practice on keypunch or simulated keyboard typewriters.
Prerequisite: Advanced Typewriting 301.

INTRODUCTION TO DICTATING AND TRANSCRIBING MACHINES 186.
Development of an understanding of the role of dictating and transcribing machines in the office;
practice in planning and dictating correspondence and reports to recording machines; develop.
ment of skill in transcription of prepared recordings with accuracy and speed.
Prerequisite: Advanced Typewriting 301.

WORK EXPERIENCE 189.

On-thejob expericnce in private industry or governmental offices; personnel reports from the in-
dustry will indicate what should be taught to each student. A student may need this type of ex-
perience for maturation and understanding of need for more education. It may be scheduled as
part of the regular school day or a full-time job for one quarter.
Prerequisites to be determined by the local school system, based on community needs and student
needs.

INTENSIFIED LABORATORY EXPERIENCES IN PURCHASING AND SELLING 281.

Intensive work with forms, equipment, and procedures used in selected businesses in purchasing
and selling. Personal traits and business ethics; related readings.

Prerequisite: Advanced Typewriting 301, Machines 182 and Recordkeeping 183.

INTENSIFIED LABORATORY EXPERIENCES IN PAYROLL AND PERSONNEL 282.

Intensive work with forms, equipment, and procedures used in selected businesses in payroll and
personnel departments. Personal traits and business ethics; related readings.
Prerequisite: Advanced Typewriting 301, Machines 182, and Recordkeeping 183.

INTENSIFIED LABORATORY EXPERIENCES IN ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AND PAYABLE 283.

Intensive work with forms, equipment, and procedures in selected businesses in accounts receiva-
ble and payable departments. Personal traits and business ethics; related readings.
Prerequisite: Advanced Typewriting 301, Machines 182, and Recordkeeping 183.

INTENSIFIED LABORATORY EXPERIENCES IN PUBLIC REVENUE DEPARTMENTS 264.

Intensive work with forms, equipment, and procedures used in local, state and federal revenue de-
partments; personal traits and business ethics; related readings.
Prerequisite: Advanced Typewriting 301, Machines 182, and Recordkeeping 183.

MACHINE SHORTHAND TECHNIQUES 286.

Introduction of principles of expressing sounds by touch operation of a shorthand machine; prac-
tice in spelling, reading, and transcribing machine recorded notes. Vocational information.
Prerequisite: Typewriting Skill Building 300 and a C average or above in English.

MACHINE SHORTHAND DICTATION 287.

Reinforcement of machine shorthand theory with emphasis on taking dictation with speed and ac-
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curacy. Students who complete this quarter's work should be scheduled to 482, 581, 582, 583,
681, 632, 683 to develop further ability in taking and transcribing dictation.
Prerequisite: Business Education 286 and 301.

WORK EXPERIENCE 289.

On-the-job experience in private industry or governmental offices; personnel reports from the in-
dustry will indicate what should be taught to each student. It may be scheduled as part of a school
day or as full-time work for one quarter.
Prerequisite: To be determined by the local school system, based on community needs and student
needs.

INTRODUCTION TO BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTING 380.
An overview of the complete bookkeeping process.
Prerequisite: Business Education 305 or Algebra.

BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES 381.

Introduction to bookkeeping for a merchandising business: the bookkeeping cycle with special
journals, subsidiary ledgers, and banking activities.
Prerequisite: Business Education 380.

SPECIAL BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES 382.

Special problems: combination journal, sales and purchases, payroll accounting, depreciation and
disposal of fixed assets, bad debts, accounts receivable.
Prerequisite: Business Education 381.

INTRODUCTION TO AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING 385.

General information course presenting processes, concepts, terminology, problemsolving skills, in-
struction-writing, and use of logic; background information for business careers.

MACHINE TRANSCRIPTION OF LEGAL DICTATION 387.
Intensive practice in transcribing legal material from recordings; reading legal journals to improve
spelling, vocabulary, and pronunication and understanding of legal terms and procedures; the role
of the machine transcriptionist and legal ethics. Prerequisite: Business Education401 and 12 quart
ers of English with above average achievements.

MACH:NE TRANSCRIPTION OF TECHNICAL AND SCIENTIFIC DICTATION 388.

Intensive practice in transcribing technical and scientific material from recordings; reading techni-
cal and scientific journals for improvement of spelling, vocabulary, pronunciation, and understand-
ing of technical and scientific terms and procedures; the role of the machine transcriptionist and
ethics of the secretary; occupational data.
Prerequisite: Business Education 403 and 12 quarters of English with above average achievement.
WORK EXPERIENCE 389.

On-the-job training in office occupations under professional supervision; clerk-typist duties; taken
as part of the school day or in a full-time experience for one quarter.
Prerequisite: Business Education 301.

ELEMENTARY SHORTHAND 480.

Presentation of shorthand characters, brief forms, and word building principles of expressing
sounds by symbols; emphasis on correct penmanship, line of writing, and phrasing; practice in use
of shorthand symbols in spelling, reading and copying from well-written shorthand plates; stress
on increasing the student's business vocabulary; instruction in efficient notelaking techniques.
Prerequisite: Business Education 300 and C average or above in English.

SHORTHAND DICTATION 481.

Reinforcement of shorthand theory with an intensive review of principles learned in 480; con-
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tinued stress on increasing the student's business vocabulary, improving his ability to spell,
punctuate, and apply the rules of grammar correctly; practice in reading and copying large
quantities of well-written shorthand outlines; developing phrasing and word-budding skills and the
ability to write shorthand outlines for unfamiliar words rapidly from dictation; developing ability
to take dictation on practiced and new material easily and rapidly from dictation; practice in
transcribing on the typewriter.

Prerequisite: Business Education 301 and

SHORTHAND PRE-TRANSCRIPTION 4E2.

Continued development of speed and accuracy in taking verbatim dictation; introduction of office-
style dictation; transcription at the typewriter; review of brief forms, word-building principles, and
phrase building; frequent drills on geographical expressions, similar words, common word roots,
abbreviated words, omission of minor vowels, grammar checkups, and shorthand vocabulary, tech-
niques for speed in producing accurate transcripts; integration of shorthand, English, and type-
writing skills into the production of mailable copy.
Prerequisite: Business Education 481.

INTENSIVE REVIEW OF SHORTHAND THEORY 483.

Presentation of basic shorthand theory on an accelerated basis for students who have not followed
the sequence and feel a need for further work in basic theory before entering the other courses,
or for students who need additional skill-building time to prepare them for the following courses.
Prerequisi!2: Business Education 480 or 301.

BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTING IN BUSINESS 484.

Continue special bookkeeping transactions: sales tax, notes, interest, and accrued expenses; in-
troduce bookkeeping and accounting for various types of business organizations.
Prerequisite: Business Education 382.

ACCOUNTING FOR PARTNERSHIPS, CORPORATIONS, AND COOPERATIVES 485.

Compete study of elementary principles of partnership, corporation and cooperative .ccounting.
Prerequisite: Business Education 382.

MANUFACTURING ACCOUNTING 486.

Minimum essentials of an accounting system for a manufacturing business; voucher system and in-
ventory.

Prerequisite: Business Education 382.

ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING 487.

Introduction to electronic data processing; histrey of computers, analog and digital computers,
functions of business computer; electronic computer system; input and input media; storage
unit, Primary storage and secondary storage; arithem2tic unit, decimal system and binary system;
control unit and stored program; output and output media; block diagram; difinition, organize
data, devise pincedure for solution, test procedure, carry out program; basic symbols of block dia-
gram, coding, debugging, testing, electronic data processing applications to banking, inventory
control, payroll.

Prerequisite: Business Education 385.

WORK EXPERIENCE 489,

Onhe-job training in clerical activities under the supervision of a qualified business education
teacher; taken as a part of the school day or as a full-time job for one quarter.
Prerequisite: Business Education 180, 181, 182, 183 or 380.

SHORTHAND SPEEDBUILDING 581.

Further development of shorthand skill in increasing speed of taking dictation of new material at
an employable rate; further emphasis on production of mailable transcripts from dictation taken
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on unfamilar material; continued stress on techniques of handling materials, preparation for tak-
ing dictation, developing shortcuts for specialized vocabularies and high-frequency words, and ef-
ficient transcription techniques.

Prerequisite: Business Education 482.

SHORTHAND TRANSCRIPTION 582.
Development of efficient transcription techniques for accurate and rapid production of mailable
letters with continued emphasis on the applicatinn of the correct fundamentals of English; con-
tinued emphasis on vocabulary building; practice in taking dictation on new material; improve-
ment of ability to proofread rapidly and accurately and make neat corrections of errors.
Prerequisite: Business Education 482.

ADVANCED SHORTHAND SPEEDBUILDING AND TRANSCRIPTION 583.

Further development of transcription and rapid writing skills; further emphasis on spelling, vocabu-
lary, punctuation, capitalization, use of reference materials, and accurate but rapid production of
mailable materials; proofreading; personal traits and sense of responsibility for accuracy in every
detail before submitting the correspondence or report for the signature.
Prerequisite: Business Education 581.

MACHINE TRANSCRIPTION OF MEDICAL DICTATION 584.
Intensive practice in transcribing material (medical) from recordings; reading medical journals for
improvement of spelling, vocabulary, pronunciation, and understanding of medical terms and
procedures; the role of the machine transcriptionist and ethics of the medical secretary.
Prerequisite: Business Education 402 and 12 quarters of English with above average achivement.
Human Biology would be helpful.

MACHINE TRANSCRIPTION OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE DICTATION 585.

Application of all skills and knowledges to transcribing letters, memorandums, business forms, and
reports required of a foreign correspondent; related inquiry into opportunities for employment and
further training; ethics of the secretary.

Prerequisite: Business Education 301 and 12 quarters of English with above average competence in
the foreign language to be used,

SIMULATED WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAM 587.

Students will be assigned to a teacher who will place them on production jobs within the local
school and direct reading and skill building acte,ities according to their individual needs to enable
them to become employable, as well as develop self-confidence.
Prerequisite: Business Education 301, 180, 181, 1B2, and 183 or 380.

WORK EXPERIENCE 589.

On-the-job training in office work under supervision of a business education teacher, taken as part
of the school day, or as a full-time job for one quarter.
Prerequisite: Business Education 301, 180.183 or 380-382, or 482 according to the type of work
to be under iken.

LEGAL SHORTHAND DICTATION AND TRANSCRIPTION 681.

Practice in recording basic legal terms in shorthand symbols with speed and accuracy; spell, pro-
nounce, define the most-used legal terms; intensive practice in taking and transcribing articles con-
taining legal information of benefit to prospective legal secretary, including case abstracts, letters
in regard to legal professional matters, testimony, legal forms, and instructions and direction; high
degree of accuracy; ethics of the legal office.
Prerequisite: Business Education 401 and 582.

MEDICAL SHORTHAND DICTATION AND TRANSCRIPTION 682.

Introduction of shorthand outlines, spelling, definition, and pronunciation of basic medical terms;
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intensive practice in taking and transcribing medical case histories, letters, and hospital records,
articles from current medical journals; practice in the preparation of medical records; procedures
and ethics of the medical secretary; accuracy and proofreading emphasized.
Prerequisite: Business Education 402 and 582.

TECHNICAL AND SCIENTIFIC DICTATION AND TRANSCRIPTION 683.
Introduction of shorthand outlines, spelling, definition, and pronunication of basic technical and
scientific terms; intensive practice in taking transcribing dictation of letters, reports, and records;
reading technical and scientific journals; understanding the role of the secretary and ethics; ac-
curacy and proofreading.

Prerequisite: Business Education 403 and 582.

BUSINESS COMMUNICATION 684.

Overview of language skills with omphasis on grammar strengthvocabulary improvement: de-
velopment of word power through use of the dictionary, synonyms, thesaurus, antonyms; spelling,
pronunciation; parts of speech and word patterns, punctuation, capitalization, numbers; emphasis on
oral communication; sensitivity and accuracy in use of words; handling a proposed subject effec-
tively; outlining the speech; presentation techniques; platform manners; reading development:
comprehensive knowledge of business problems, current news stories, periodicals, book reports on
contemporary novels and biography; readings on personal development; cultural background of
English language and literature by reading from selected short stories.

Prerequisite: Business Education 301 and 12 quarters of English.

TECHNIQUES IN BUSINESS COMMUNICATION 685.

Implementation of grammar skills; emphasis on grammar competency; appreciation of cultural in-
fluences; review of grammar comprehension; competency in writing effective sentences; developing
effective paragraphs; oral English; reading skills for better communication; cultural influence of
literature.

Prerequisite: Business Education 684.

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION IN ACTION 686.
Emphasis on composition in business writing with accompanying development of reading and
speaking skills: preview of language skills; implementation of sentence structure and paragraph
development; effective writing by researching and use of library; personal business writing; oral
communication emphasizing group participation and parliamentary procedure; reading from busi-
ness articles and trade journals; critical reports on columnists and editorials; creative expression by
dramatic presentation of current political and economic problems.
Prerequisite: Business Education 684.

EFFECTIVE BUSINESS MESSAGES 687.

Business writing and composition with presentation of all types of business messages currently used
in today's business world; parts of a business letter; styles of business letters; qualities of successful
business writing; types of business letters and correct approach in writing them; preparation of other
business communications: telegram, memorandum, news release, minutes of meeting, agenda, itiner-
ary.

Prerequisite: Business Education 684.

EFFECTIVE REPORT AND TECHNICAL WRITING 688.

Factual writing with research techniques; presentation of reports properly documented and statisti-
cal material; format of a report; announcements; informal reports; formal reports; news release; ad-
vertising materials; oral communication in action with discussion groups and oral reports on adven-
tures in writing reports.
Prerequisite: 12 quarters of Erglish.
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WORK EXPERIENCE 689,

On-the-job training in office work or management area under the supervision of a business education
teacher; taken as a part of the school day or as a full-time job for one quarter.

Prerequisite: Basic courses in clerical, management, or stenographic programs, depending on the type
of work sought.

NOTE: This series of work experiences is designed for students who need this motivation during the
high school program. It starts the student early at the non-skilled level and moves him through all
phases of a given industry during high school and provides the basic work experience for manage-
ment level decisions for further training and employment. High school is the time for these experi-
ences rather than after extended education.

ENGLISH

All required English courses, regardless of ability level, emphasize literature, composition, and lan-
guage as language. The differences among the courses lie in the nature of the literature and in the
expectations of accomplishment. Classes of able pupils will read more difficult material, more ma-
terial, or do a more probing analysis than classes of less able pupils. In writing, the greatest portion
of which is related to the literature, the more able pupils will write longer, more thought-provoking
papers. Teachers of all classes, regardless of level or ability group, teach integrated courses in which
the language artsreading, writing, listening, and speaking and the appreciation, of literatureare
correlated with each other in a functional, purposeful setting.
English Requirements:

Seventy-five 175) credit hours are required of all students for graduation. These English credits may be
acquired as follows:

For Regular Students:
Language Skills 101, 201
Literary Types aid Themes 102, 202
Word Study 103
Mythology and Poetry 203
Composition and Rhetoric 301
American Literature 300
English Literature 400.401
Advanced Composition and Rhetoric 501
Twenty (20) credit hours of electives may be selected as follows:
Five (5) credit hours from American Literature 301, 302, 303, 304.
Five (5) credit hours from English Literature 402, 403.
Dramatics 501; Speed; 501.
Ten (10) credit hours from Speech 502, Linguistics 605, World Literature 606, Poetry 607, De-
velopment of the Novel 601, Literature of Tragedy 602.

For Honor Students:
Language Skills 141, 241
Literary Types and Themes 142, 242
Mythology and Poetry 143
American Literature 243 - 340
Composition and Rhetoric 341
English Literature 440
Advanced Composition and Rhetoric S41
Twenty-five (25) credit hours may be selected from the following:
Five (5) credit hours from English Literature 440, 441, 442, 443.
Twenty (20) credit hours from same groups available to regular students.

For English Lab series:
Basic Skills 131, 132, 133 or Communications Skills 134, 135, 136
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English Lab 231
Literary Types and Themes 232
Speech 233
English Lab 331, 332, 333
Practical Eng 431
Readings in Literature 432
American Literature 433 or Speech 413
English 531
Early English Literature 532
Modern Novel and Drama 533

ENGLISH LAB 131.

this course is for students whose reading test scores and teachers' obserxatirms .r.licate that they
have a reading, spelling and writing problem. The course emphasizes preiaration and
taking of tests, word attack, spelling. paragraph analysis, and oral INV,I.ng.

Prerequisite: Students who are reading below 4.0 grade level as evid...nced by re!;anle testingat the
elementary school level are required to take this course.

ENGLISH LAB 132.

The basic principles acquired in English Lab 131 will he continued and strengthened. The continued
use by the students of the daily Journal is urged. The course stresses word perception skills, syllabica-
tion, reading skills, and written communication.

l'rfn:tp,;site: See English Lab 131.

ENGLISH LAB 133.

The basic skills of 131 and 132 will be continued in all areas. The course emphasizes reading skills
(including interpreting punctuation, increasing vocabulary, comprehension skills) and composition
skills. A study of sentence patterns according to meaning and structure is introduced preparatory
to writing short paragraphs.

Prerequisite: See 131 and 132.

ENGLISH LAB 134.

This coune is to be offered only to students who have been pre-tested and (ann.( to read 4.0 to
S.S. It will emphasize the four communication skills: speaking. listening, reading and writing. The
course will be designed to help the student compensate for his inability to read and write through an
intensified program of oralaural communication skill building. Skills to be developed include:

Listening: To follow detailed directions and instructions.
Speaking: To correct everyday errors of substandard usage through patterned oral drills.
Reading: Development of vocabulary and comprehension of expressed language.
Writing: Sentence sense through usage rather than by grammatical approach; legibility of hand-
writing, composition of simple sentence patterns, paragraphs, and poems.

Prerequisite: All students reading at 4.0 to 55 be placed in this class.

Recommendation: Students who progress beyond 5.5 may be transferred to average class upon rec-
ommendation of teacher and department chairman.

ENGLISH LAB 135.

This course is a continuation of 134listening, speaking, reading and writing. The major objective
is tr, teach individu:.) skills needed by the student.

ENGLISH LAB 136.

See English Lab 134 for description, prerequisite and recommendation.

LANGUAGE SKILLS 101.

This course includes a guidance on "flow to Study" Rasic sentence patterns will be expanded to types
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and kinds of sentences. Capitalization and punctuation will be strengthened through usage. Sentence
structure to paragraph development tisill be built into the writing program.

LANGUAGE SKILLS 141.

See English 101 and Addenda in the Course requirements.

LITERARY TYPES AND THEMES 102 and 142.

Stress will be placed on understanding the themes in fiction and nonfiction. Poetry and drama will
be included with writing experiences coming from ideas suggested from selections read. Vor.ibulary
study will include literary terms related to the types of literature studied plus new words used in
selections studied.

MYTHOLOGY - POETRY 143.

This course is designed for the accelerated students in the eighth grade. All reading skills will be
stressed in the hope that a deeper appreciation (iv literature wit) result. This course is designed to
create an appreciation for beliefs and legends of peoples of ancient timesto see myths and folk
talcs as a part of our heritage.

WORD STUDY 103.

This course is composed of a practical and usable vudy of words showing their relationship to read-
ing and writing. The etymology of wo.cis provide students with a background for reading and
for a broader understanding of the iiiiporani.. of using the right words for meaning and beauty in
expression of both oral and written communication. ',kills in using sentence patterns will be con
tinued through the writing program. A broader a xper,ence in reading will be offered by providing an

;_ abundance of suitable reading materials

LANGUAGE SKILLS 201.

This course is designed to help students to see the relationship between sentence structure and
languagespoken and written. Reading skills and study of vocabulary and spelling will be con-
tinued. This course also develops the paragraph through a variety of methods.

LANGUAGE SKILLS 241.

Course includes the study of agreement (verbs, pronouns) levels of modifiers (words, phrases,
and clauses) recognition of verbals, and special uses of case forms. Composition stresses the
limitation of subject matter, developing the thesis statement, parallel outlining of topic ideas,
and the use of transition; capitalization and punctuation will be studied as needed.

LITERARY TYPES AND THEMES 202.

This course is designed to emphasize forms, elements and characteristics of various literary types
and offers opportunities to compare the various types. The course also includes opportunities for
oral and written composition.

LITERARY TYPES AND THEME 242.

Particular emphasis will be placed on forms, elements and characteristics of the short story, novel,
essay and biography and poetry. Advanced students will be expected to master such and will be
expected to grasp some of the finer points of writing. Oral and written activities will be included.

MYTHOLOGY AND POETRY 203.

This course familiarizes students with classical allusions needed for later study of literature and for
reading in general. The course offers the study of poetry' to gain knowledge of rhythm, rhyme, al-
literation, verse form, imagery, and emotional intensity and provides opportunity to develop
themes and sketches.

ENGLISH LAB 231.
This course is designed for those students who read below 5.5 and have a poor record of achieve-
ment in English. Instruction in language, sentence and paragraph development, reading skills, spell-
ing, and library skills is provided.
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Prerequisite: Diagnostic testing for placement.

LITERARY TYPES AND THEMES 232.

This course will be designed to help the Student gain enjoyment and understanding from his
reading. The student will be encouraged to understand the themes of the various types of literature
he reads in the course: a novel or novelette, short stories, nonfictional types, appropriate poems,
and drama. Written compositions will be geared to the students' abiiities. Frequent opportunities
will be given to the students for oral participation, Available A-V materials will be used.
Prerequisite: Diagnostic testingstudent still not reading above 5.5.

SPEECH (MASS MEDIA) 233.

This course provides training in the development of skills in oral reading and public speaking.
Audio-visual materials will be used as much as possible; newspapers and periodicals should be
emphasized.

Prerequisite: Diagnostic testingstudent still not reading above 5.5.

AMERICA'S LITERARY HERITAGE 300 AND 340 (HONORS).

This course provides a comprehensive study of American Literature covering the period from
1620 to 1865. Included in this course will be the works of Benjamin Franklin, lames Fenimore
Cooper, Edgar A. Poe, Washington Irving, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and William Cullen Bryant. The
course includes an in-depth study of a novel.

CHANGING TRENDS IN AMERICAN LITERATURE 301 AND 341 (HONORS).
This course provides an analytical survey of major writers of American Literature covering the
period from 1850 to 1914. The course is designed to examine the techniques and revolutionary in-
fluences which molded the literary thoughts of sin h writers as Walt Whitman, Sidney Lanier,
Emily Dickinson, Ofienry, Stephen Crane, jack London, and Edwin Markham.

MODERN TRENDS IN AMERICAN LITERATURE 302 and 342 (HONORS).

This course provides opportunities for in-depth study of literary typesshort story, novel, drama,
poetry, and non-fictionand their relationship to human values.

SOUTHERN LITERATURE 303.

This course is designed to help the student evaluate the literary types of southern literature. A
thematic approach involving humor, the early South, war literature, and modern literature will be
used.

AMERICA'S LITERARY HERITAGE 330.

This course is a modified version of America's Literary Heritage 300. The course is designed to
study literary types through a thematic approach to such themes of life as ideals, principles, and
faith. The course shows the continuity of the "American Dream" from 1608 to present.
Pupil placement will be determined through testing for reading level, and by department recom-
mendation.

COMPOSITION AND RHETORIC 301.

This course provides a review and mastery of fundamental language structures and usage. It intro-
duces basic writing skills and related mechanics. It offers intensive examination of the drama as a
literary genre. The study of research techniques and the writing of a shod library paper are included.

COMPOSITION AND RHETORIC 341.

A course designed to provide mastery of the concepts of language structure and related mechanics.
The main emphasis in literature is on dramaunderstanding the dramatist's techniques, i.e. diction,
mood, tone, point of view, etc., and understanding the drama's reflections of the basic concerns
and values of mankind. See Composition and Rhetoric 301 for research paper.
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ENGLISH LAB 111.

This course emphasizes the meaning, usage, and structure which are necessary ior correct writing
and speaking in practical daily experience. The study provides opportunity for motivating and
arousing student interest in areas of experience that involve him. It is secommended that the class
consist of no more than twenty-five students who are above 5.5 reading level. Pupil placement will
be determined through scores from diagnostic tests given at the beginning of the year.
ENGLISH LAB 112.

Fiction and Nonfiction. This course provides a variety of reading for enjoyment and notes the
characteristics of literary formsshort stories, essay, poetry, and newspaper and magazine articles.
Reading. writing, speaking, and listening will be stressed rather than a critical analysis of the literary
work. The class should consist of no more than twenty-five students who are reading above 5.5
level.

ENGLISH LAB 111.

Drama. Drama 333 will include a brief history of the theater so that a student may have a concept
of drama as a literary form. Oral interpretation of one act plays should be emphasized. A compara-
tive study of two longer plays should be attempted. The class should adapt a short story into a
play. The class should consist of twenty.five students who are reading above 5.5 level.
EARLY ENGLISH AND RENAISSANCE LITERATURE 400-440.

The purpose of this course is to acquaint the student with the beginnings of English literature pri-
marily through a study of the epic and the writings of Chaucer. Early Renaissance poetry of Spenser
and other writers will be introduced; emphasis will be on Shakespeare: Poet and Playwright. Late
Renaissance prose and poetry of lonson, Donne, the Cavalier poets, and Bacon will be included.
Recommendation: This course should be the first of English Literature courses studied.

AGES OF REASON AND ROMANTICISM 401 -441.

This course, beginning with Milton and Bunyan of the 17th Century. offers a comparative view of
the 18th Century and the age of Romanticism. 18th Century authors studied include Dryden, Pope,
Swift, Goldsmith, Addison, and Steele. The Romantics covered include Wordsworth, Coleridge,
Byron, Shelley, and Keats.

VICTORIAN WRITERS 402 -442.

A study of the Victorian Period in which essayists, poets, and novelists were deeply concerned about
the state of English culture, religious and scientific conflicts, growth of democracy, and industrial
problems. Representative writers include Tennyson, Browning, Arnold, Huxley, !lardy, and Conrad.
MODERN BRITISH LITERATURE 401-441.

This course is designed to provide an overall view of English literatuie from 1900 to the present.
Both prose and poetry will be examined as well as developments in the modern dramas. Modern
novels will be studied in depth.

PRACTICAL ENGLISH 411.

This'course is designed for the non-academic student with a record of poor achievement in English.
Students who read on or below the seventh grade level will be eligible for this course. The student's
need to be convinced that skill in the use of languige will benefit him in school and in the future
is paramount In this particular course.

READINGS IN LITERATURE 412.

This course Is for students who may have a wide range of potential ability who have achieved little
success in the English classroom. A study of various types of literature related to a number of
activities and projects serves both to teach recognition of these forms and to encourage the student
to see in their reading revelations of life and of people. No established formula will work in any
given class, but some activities, with related work in composition, are suggested in the Course Out-
line Guide for English.
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ADVANCED COMPOSITION AND RHETORIC 501-541.
Mechanics of grammatical construction and usage with emphasis on clear, correct and effective
composition; writing of research paper; review of verb tenses, lime sequence, verbals, ambiguity,
semantics, rephrasing for emphasis; intensive study of models for style and imitation.

INSIGHTS INTO COMMUNICATION 531.

This course is designed to reach the student who is not college bound, the student who has not
been successful in the study of academic English, and the student who seeks to sharpen his mulct-
standing and awareness of social thought in order to function intelligently within a complicated
society.

EARLY ENGLISH LITERATURE 532.

This course is designed (or the student who is not college bound, the student who has not been suc-
cessful in academic English, and the student who is curious about and interested in his literary hen-
tage. Being familiar with the established classics gives confidence and poise to the student. Being
able to trace the values of present society from early history gives the student a wiser grasp of the
complexities of social change.

MODERN NOVEL AND DRAMA 533.

This course is designed for the student who is not college hound, and who must be equipped to
judge intelligent modern writing, television, and movies. Use of skillbuilding materials can 1w
reduced in favor of class reading together with modern materials of worth.

GENERAL ELECTIVES
ENGLISH CREDIT

DRAMATICS 501.

This course is for the student who is interested,in better knowledge and appreciation of dramatic
arts but not in personal involvement in productions. The course offers instruction in the basic steps
in play production, such as designing sets, types of acting, lighting, and adaptation of dramas to the
stage.

SPEECH 502.

Speech (mass media) offers training in the basic speech skills of pronunciation, enunciation, swab
ulary huilding, and voice training. Class activities include oral reading, role playing, story telling, and
speech making. The purpose of the course is to improve the student's personal speaking habits
in informal speech situations and to develop skills in the practices of reading aloud, telling stories,
and making specific kinds of speeches.

NON-ENGLISH CREDIT
JOURNALISM I NEWSPAPER 501, 502, 503.

The purpose of this course is to make students aware of the values of mass media as seen through
the study of television, radio, motion pictures, and periodicals. In addition to this evaluative study,
the beginning student should be made aware of the techniques of producing student publications.
3 quarters.

JOURNALISM IINEWSPAPER 601, 602, 603.
The purpose of this course is to enable students to experience the complexity of producing, selling,
and distributing student publications. The student in this course should be offered the opportunity
to become familiar with all aspects of the student publication.

JOURNALISM I ANNUAL 504, 505, 506.
The purpose of this course is deigned primarily to introduce students to the production and sale
of the school yearbook. Attend°, will be given to journalistic writing techniques, photographic
skills, compository techniques, and business management responsibilities. This course also includes
an intensive study of the various forms of mass media and their influences on modern society.

tg
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JOURNALISM II ANNUAL 604, 605, 606.

The purpose of this course centers around responsibility for the actual production and sale of the
school yearbook. Other possible publications include a spring supplement for the yearbook, a
guidebook of procedures for the upcoming staff, and a school handbook.
3 quarters.

PLAY ANALYSIS 507- 607.

This course in Acting and Play Production are designed for the students interested in involvement
in actual production dramas. Plan Analysis is intended to acquaint students with a significant num-
ber of important playwrights with emphasis on adapting their works to the stage and their indi-
vidual techniques.

ACTING 508 - 608.

This course will acquaint the student with the basic rules of the stage that govern an actor, makethe student aware of the problems of an actor's trade, and give the student the opportunity to act
in an assortment of plays assuming a variety of roles,

PLAY PRODUCTION 509- 609.

This course will acquaint the student with the technical aspects of producing a play and employ
methods and processes of various aspects of play production learned in previous courses in the
actual choice and production of a play.
Prerequisites for all 600 level courses are two American Literature courses and two English Literature
courses.

ELECTIVES FOR ADVANCED STUDENTS
DEVELOPMENT OF THE NOVEL 601.

Analysis of the novel as a genreits background, structure and themes. Emphasis on representative
works illustrating the evolution and progress of the form from Tom Jones through the works of

aulkner.

DRAMA OF TRAGEDY 602.

Background and themes of tragic drama. Understanding of drimatic form and essence of tragedy
(both Greek and Elizabethan). Emphasis on Oedipus, Macbeth, Hamlet, Cyrano, and The Emperor
Jones. (or similar suggestions at the teacher's discretion.)

WORLD LITERATURE 606.

This course is designed for the student who is familiar with his native American Literature and with
English Literature and its inherited traditions. World Literature will aid in the gradually developing
concepts of world understanding.

Selected Materials: grouping from modern European languages; studies from Greek and Roman
classic literature; selections from Oriental writers. Types: poetry, short stories, essays, folk tales;
excerpts from novels, biographies, and epics; drama.

Prerequisites: 2/3 unit (each) in American and English Literature.

POETRY 607.

Study of poetic devices, terminology, themes and figurative language. Critical analysis of selected
poems in class interpretation of elements of poetry as applied to specific poems.
LINGUISTICS 605.

A course designed to make students aware of language as man's tool of communication. It includes
five aspects of linguistics: morphology, phonology, etymology, grammar systems, and semantics.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE
The rationale for this Course Guide has developed over recent years with the reading of current
books and periodicals, attendance at conferences and meetings, and discussions of language teach-
ing within our own group, with language teachers of other systems, and with visiting consultants.
It is based upon the following premises:

That it is desirable for a great number of students to have the benefits of language study to
the extent of their individual talents and interests
That the primary aim of such study in the modern languages is the ability to communicate
satisfactorily with native speakers in the language with courteous awareness of differing cul-
tural points of view
That an early beginning facilitates excellent pronunciation and intonation; an extended
sequence, adequate control of the fundamental skills of understanding, speaking, reading. and
writing

That Latin has its place in a humanistic education and should broaden horizons, especially for
those of some academic talent

That the primary aim of Latin study is the ability to read easily in the language and, through
acquaintance with the linguistic structures, to acquire a broader cnncept of linguistic growth
and development, and thus to see new dimensions in one's own language.

Toward these purposes, the Fulton County Schools make the following provisions in the foreign
langauge program:

A FEES program in either French or Spanish as may be practical for a given school, planned
progressively from the beginning in grades four and three respectively through the seventh
grade, for all pupils of the school
Careful articulation of the FLES program with the high school eighth grade program for those
whose achievement and interest make it feasible to continue.
Provision for an extended sequence, either continued from FLES or begun' at ninth or tenth
grade level (minimal recommended sequence three years in a modern language, two in Latin).
Provision for additional electives above the minimal sequence in the three languages presently
offered, with these courses in the modern languages taught in the target language.
Provision for continuing in one language while adding a second language if desired.

Note: For those students on the Academic Program who choose a science-language combination
for graduation are required to have thirty (30) credit hours in a language. Eighth grade FLES
credit may be included in the thirty (30) credit hour requirement here.
The sequential nature of the language program should be noted. That is: French and Spanish
programs are sequential for nine (9) quarter courses. The Latin program is sequential for
six (6) quarter courses.

SEQUENTIAL

SPANISH 101-102. (Alternate Sequence 104 -105 and 107 -108)
Places primary emphasis on the establishment of the sound system and facility in using patterns and
vocabulary.

SPANISH 103 - 201. (Alternate Sequence 106 - 204 and 108- 207)

Makes the transition to the written language, with increasing attention to skills in reading and in
accuracy in writing what has been taught.

SPANISH 202 - 203. (Alternate Sequence 205 - 206 and 208 - 209)

Continue to stress oral fluency, but also places increasing emphasis upon reading for understanding
in the language and on controlled composition. There should be distinct growth in vocabulary and
sentence patterns for functional use.

SPANISH 301.

Begins the transition from controlled reading and composition to gradual independence.
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SPANISH 302.

Continues the growth toward independence in reading and writing. This is the place for growing
awareness of the total language pattern through consistent teacher-use of the appropriate termin-ology in the language.

SPANISH 303.

Offers opportunity for individual reading, and unstructured oral and written reports. While gram-
matical terminology and analysis are not essential for a successful grade, it will be helpful, espe-
cially for college-bound seniors, to have opportunities to see the total language pattern and to
understand the structure, which by this time the entire class should use easily in sper:h andwriting.

NOTE: Alternates are provided for various texts in use in different schools.
NON-SEQUENTIAL (ELECTIVES)'

SPANISH 401.

Hispanic Character and Attitudes

SPANISH 402.

Hispanic History and Legend

SPANISH 403.

Some Aspects of the Cultural Scenes

SPANISH 404.

News Media

SPANISH 405.

Social Behavior and Education

SPANISH 406.

A Glimpse at Spanish Ait and Literature

Continuing progress in oral and written compositions with discussion centered about subject
matter of the reading material; growth in acquaintance with cultural background.

SPANISH 501.
A Visit to Spain

FOREIGN LANGUAGE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL:

Students who have taken Spanish in elementary school and have been recommended, will take the
following courses in high school:

SPANISH 192. See Spanish 102 for description

SPANISH 193. See Spanish 103 for description

SPANISH 291. See Spanish 201 for description

SPANISH 292. See Spanish 202 for description

SPANISH 293. See Spanish 203 for description

SEQUENTIAL

FRENCH 101. (Alternate Sequence 104)

Places primary emphasis on the establishment of the sound system and facility in using the patterns
and vocabulary taught.

FRENCH 102. (Alternate Sequence 105 or French 192 for FLES group)
See description of French 101.
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FRENCH 103. (Alternate Sequence 106 or French 193 for FLES group)

Makes the transition to the written language, witn increasing attention to skills in reading and in
accuracy in writing what has been taught.

FRENCH 201. (Alternate Sequence 204 or French 291 for FLES group)

See description of French 103.

FRENCH 202. (Alternate Sequence 205 or French 292 far FLES group)
Continues to stress oral fluency, but also places increasing emphasis on reading fur understanding
in the language and on controlled composition. There should be distinct gross th in vocabulary and
sentence patterns for functional use.

FRENCH 203. (Alternate Sequence 206 or French 293 for FLES group)

See description for French 202.

FRENCH 301. (Alternate Sequence French 301-Transition or French 391 for FLES group, if kept sep-
arate; otherwise, 301.)

Begins the transition from controlled reading and composition to gradual independence.

FRENCH 302. (Alternate Sequence French 302Transition or French 392 for FLES group, ii kept separ-
ate; otherwise, 302.)

Continues the growth toward independence in reading and writing. This is the place for growing
awareness of the total language pattern through consistent teacheruse of appropriate terminology
in the language.

FRENCH 303. (Alternate Sequence French 303-Transition or Fiend' 393 for ILLS group, if kept sep-
arate; otherwise, 303.)

Offers opportunity for individual reading, and unstructured nral and written reports. While gram-
matical terminology and analysis are not essential for a successful grade, it will be helpful, especially
for collegebound seniors, to have opportunities to see the total language pattern and to understand
the structure, which by this time the entire class should use easily, in speech and writing.

NOTE: Alternates are provided, based on different texts in use in various schools.

NOSEQUENTIAL (ELECTIVES)

FRENCH 401.

The. French People: Sentiments and Spiit

FRENCH 402.

Life in France Today

FRENCH 403.

The Artistic View of Life

FRENCH 404.

Teenagers and Teen-age Life

FRENCH 405.

Introduction to Reading Literary Selections

FRENCH 406.

A French Drama

FRENCH 501.

A Visit to Paris
**Continuing progress in oral and written composition with discussion centered about subject

,natter of the reathng material; growth in acquaintance with cultural background,
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SEQUENTIAL

LATIN 101 (Alternate Latin 105)

To develop competence in Latin pronunciation and sounds; to develop the ahility to read with
comprehension simple sentences using structures and vocahulary presented.

LATIN 102. (Alternate Latin 106)

To develop the following: 1) a growing skill in oral reading; 2) ability to read with comprehension
simple sentences using structures and vocabulary presented; 31 growing ahility to understand sim-
plc Latin sentences without recourse to English; 4) ability to reflect understanding through replies
to questions or summary statements.

LATIN 103 (Alternate Latin 107)

Mastery of oral reading with adequate comprehension of Latin and mastery of Latin forms and
vocabulary presented.

LATIN 201 (Alternate 201)

To review basic syntax, complete advanced syntax, and to develop increased ability to read withcomprehension.

LATIN 202 (Alternate 206)

Mastery of syntax, emphasis on facility in reading Latin with understanding, and acquaintance with
Roman I listoly through reading selections from Livy.

LATIN 203 (Alternate 207)

Ability to read selections offered with understanding and to convey meaning in English; to develop
an understanding of the overall schematic structure in Latin grammar.

NOTE: Alternates are hased on Waldo Sweet, Programmed Latin.

NON-SEQUENTIAL (ELECTIVES)

LATIN 401.

The Calalinian Conspiracy: Cicero and Sallust

LATIN 402.

Cicero: Oration for Archias and Other Readings

LATIN 403.

Latin Prose Readings: Selections from Cicero, Pliny, and Genius.

LATIN 405.

The Aeneid: luno's Wrath

LATIN 406.

The Aeneid: Aeneas and Dido

LATIN '407.

The Aeneid: Aeneas in the Underworld

LATIN 408.

The Aeneid: Aeneas in Italy
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HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

The strength of our Nation lies within the strength of the individuals who compose it. Therefore.
physical education has the obligation and opportunity to serve as the medium for a well integrated
individual; intellectual, emotional, developmental and social; using movement as the experience.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES

1. To develop acceptable social and cultural standards, appreciations, and attitudes in the proper
environment under qualified leadership.

2. To promote the understandings and skills necessary to the worthy use of leisure with emphasis
on activities having lifetime values.

A. REQUIREMENT

1. Health Education. Two quarters required.
a, Health Education 111 or 121one quarter at 8th grade
b. Ilealth Education 211 or 221one quarter at 10th grade

2. Physical Education. Ten quarters required as follows:
a. Physical Education 110 or 120one quarter at 8th grade
b. Physical Education 119 or 129one quarter at 8th grade
c. Three quarters in team sports
d. Three quarters in individual sports (Note: For simplification, any activity not a "team" sport

is classified as "individual")
e. Two quarters elected from either category

B. ELECTIVES

Beyond the required quarters, there are many opportunities for students to take courses of special
interest.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

BOYS' COURSES

HEALTH EDUCATION 111.

Units of study in understanding the body, personal grooming, posture, first aid, sex education,
venereal disease education, personality development, common health problems (tobacco, drug
abuse), Required at 8th grade.

HEALTH EDUCATION 211.

Units of study in dynamic living, mental and emotional health, modern medical discoveries, com-
mon health problems (alcohol, drug abuse, health fads), medical self-help, congenital diseases, de-
generative diseases. Required at 10th grade.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 110.

Introduction to physical education and a cardio-vascular and skeletal fitness program. Required at
8th grade.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 111.

Beginning soccer and volleyball. No prerequisite.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 112.
No prerequisite. Beginning basketball and flag football.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 113.
No prerequisite, Angle ball, crab-ball, 4-square ball and softball.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 114.
Beginning track and field and tennis.

4-
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 115.

Prerequisite: Physical Ed.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 116.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 117.

No prerequisite. Beginning archery and weight training.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 131.

Adapted program. Recommendation of department.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 211.

Intermediate soccer and volleyball. Prerequisite 111.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 212.

Intermediate basketball and gator ball. Prerequisite 112.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 214.

Intermediate tennis and track and field. Prerequisite 114.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 215.

Intermediate gymnastics.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 216.

Intermediate wrestling and stunts and tumbling.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 218.

Intermediate swimming. Prerequisite 118 or successfully passing beginners' swimming test. Offered
4th quarter.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 231.

Adapted program. Recommendation of departmennt.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 315.

Advanced gymnastics. Prerequisite 115, 215.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 318.

Advanced swimming, life saving. Prerequisite 118, 218, or successfully passing intermediate swim
ming test. Offered 4th quarter.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 331.

Adapted program. Recommendation of department.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 411.

First quarter as student assistant. Prerequisite 3W and recommendation of department.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 412.

Second quarter as student assistant. Prerequisite 302 and recommendationof department.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 413.

Third quarter as student assistant. Prerequisite 302 and recommendation of department.

PHYSICAL EDUCATIONCOEDUCATIONAL COURSES:

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 101.

Beginning badminton, bowling, golf and recreational games. Prerequisite 5 quarters physical educa-
tion.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 201.
Intermediate badminton, bowling and golf. Prerequisite 101 and live quarters of physical educa
tion. 4th quarter.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 202.
Intermediate archery, angling, camping and outdoor education. Prerequisite 117 or 127 and five
quarters of physical education.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 301.
Advanced tennis and volleyball. Prerequisite 111, 114, 211, 214 OR 121, 124, 221, and 224.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 302.
Student leadership preparation. Prerequisite 9 quarters of physical education and department ap-
proval.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 303.
Boating skills and safety, water skiing. Prerequisite swimming skill. 4th quarter.

GIRLS COURSES.

HEALTH EDUCATION 121.
Units of study in and understanding the body, personal grooming, posture, first aid, sex education,
venereal disease education, personality development, common health problems (tobacco, drug
abuse). Required at 8th grade.

HEALTH EDUCATION 221.
Units of study in dynamic living, mental and emotional health, modern medical discoveries, com-
mon health problems (alcohol, drug abuse, health fads), medical self-help, congenital diseases, de-
generative diseases. Required at 10th grade.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 120.
Introduction to physical education and a cardio-vascular and skeletal fitness program. Required at
8th grade.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 121.

Beginning soccer and volleyball. No prerequisite.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 123.

Flag football, softball and speedball. No prerequisite.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 124.

Beginning track and field and tennis. No prerequisite.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 125.

Beginning gymnastics. Prerequisite 126.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 126.

Beginning modern dance and stunts and tumbling.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 127.

Beginning archery, rhythms and self-defense. No prerequisite.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 128.

Beginning. swimming. 4th quarter.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 129.

Introduction,to individual and the team sports. Required at 8th grade.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 221.

Intermediate soccer and volleyball. Prerequisite 121.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 222.

Intermediate basketball and field hockey. Prerequisite 122.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 224.

Intermediate tennis, track and field, and weight training. Prerequisite 124.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 22S.

Intermediate gymnastics. Prerequisite 125.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 226.

Intermediate modern dance and stunts and tumbling.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 228.

Intermediate swimming. Prerequisite 128 or successfully passing beginners swimming test. 4th
quarter.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 231.

Adapted program. Recommendation of department.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 325.

Advanced gymnastics. Prerequisites 125 and 225.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 328.

Advanced swimming, life saving. Prerequisite 128, 228, or successfully passing intermediate swim-
ming test. 4th quarter.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 331.

Adapted program. Recommendation of department.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 421.

First quarter as student assistant. Prerequisite 302 and recommendation of department.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 422.

Second quarter as student assistant. Prerequisite 302 and recommendation of department.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 423.

Third quarter as student assistant. Prerequisite 302 and recommendation of department.

HOME ECONOMICS

RATIONALE

"Home Economics is the field of knowledge and service primarily concerned with strengthen-
ing family life through:

educating the individual for family living
improving the services and goods used by families

conducting research to discover the changing needs of individuals and families and the
means of satisfying these needs
furthering community, national, and world conditions favorable to family living"

The first purpose is the major responsibility of the secondary Home Economics program.

The Teachers in Fulton County believe that Home Economics Education's unique contri-
butions center around:

70 -420 0 - 72 13
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1. Managing Personal and Family Resources
2. Directing Growth and Physical Care of Children.
3. Developing Satisfactory Interpersonal Relationships
4. Providing (or the Physical Needs of Family Members

Note: Requirement of all students:
Family Development: Five (5) aedit hours from 301, 401, 501 at 10th, 11th, or 12th grade.
All girls on the general course program are required to have liken (15) credit hours of
Home Economics.

Home Economics.
a. Home Ec. 301, 302, 303, 304; are non-sequential.
b. Home Ec. 203 prerequisite (or Home Ec. 303.
c. Home Ec. 204 prerequisite (or Home Ec. 404.
d. For Home Ec. 901 at least one Development course a prerequisite.
e. For Home Ec. 902 at least one Housing course as a prerequisite.
1. For Home Ec. 903 at least one Nutrition course a prerequisite.
g. For Home Ec. 904 at least one Textile a prerequisite.
h. A 10th grade student may take Home L. 100 courses upon recommendation of department

chairman.

HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION
PERSONAL, HOME AND FAMILY DEVELOPMENT.

TEENAGE DEVELOPMENT 101.

Designed to help the individual to gain a sense of identity, to analyze personal goals, values and
attitudes, to accept responsibility, to recognize and solve problems, and to investigate and analyze
future occupational role.

FAMILY DEVELOPMENT 201.

Designed to help the teenager understard the patterns of family life in all cultures as these relate
to the roles of family members and the relationship of family structures, traditions, and beliefs to
values and goals.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND CARE 301.
A study of the child from prenatal to adolescence, the contributions of the family and the com-
munity to the development of the child.

PREPARATION FOR ADULT ROLES 401.

Designed to prepare the teenager for the various roles an adult may assume: marriage, parenthood,
citizenship, social life and employment.

CONTEMPORARY FAMILY LIVING 501.

A study of the various phases of family life, resources available to meet family goals, areas of ad-
justment and family crises.

INDEPENDENT STUDY 901.
An opportunity to work independently tr. further develop previously acquired skills and know-
ledge in personal, child and/or family development.
Prerequisite: Any one course in this area.

HOUSING AND MANAGEMENT.

MANAGEMENT FOR TEENAGERS 102.
Designed to develop skills for decision making in order to have more money, energy, time for de-
sired activities, special interest, occupational activities.
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DECORATING AND DESIGNING INTERIORS 202.

A study of creative combinations of furniture and accessories, arrangement of furniture, selection
of fabrics for the home, improvising furnishings, providing adequate storage and simple household
repairs.

BASIC HOME FURNISHINGS 302.

A study of the selection and care of furniture, major equipment and appliances, accessories, table.
ware, arrangement of space.

FINANCIAL EDUCATION FOR FAMILIES 402.
A study in management of family income with emphasis on sources, budgeting, credit, invest-
ments, and laws relating to family finances.

HOUSING 502.

The study of choices of housing and its influence on people; the relationship of furnishing, equip-
ment, maintenance, and improvements to family housing needs.

INDEPENDENT STUDY 902.

An opportunity to work independently to further develop understandings, attitudes, and skills pre.
viously acquired in the field of housing, home furnishings, management and finance.
Prerequisite: Any one course in this area.

NUTRITION AND FOOD.

FOOD FOR TEENAGERS 103.

Basic principles of nutrition with emphasis on the individual and his food habits; understanding of
relationship of diet to health and appearance; use and care of equipment in the preparation of
quick meals and snacks.

FOOD SELECTION, PREPARATION AND SERVICE 203.

Fundamental principles and skills of selecting, buying, preparing and serving each of the major food
groups.

MEAL MANAGEMENT 303.

Preparing various types of family meals involving several cost levels, time limits, types of equip-
ment and table accessories; knowledge of factors influencing consumer practices; arrangement anduse of space.

Prerequisite: Nutrition 203.

THE SCIENCE OF FOOD 403.

A study designed to utilize scientific principles of food preparation.
INDEPENDENT STUDY 903.

Applying knowledge and skills of nutrition and food in planning and carrying out individual proj-
ects.

Prerequisite: Any one course in this area.

TEXTILE AND CLOTHING.

CLOTHING FOR TEENAGERS 104.

A study of clothing of choices, clothing selection, clothing care, as related to personal appearance,
individual values and available resources.

FUNDAMENTALS OF CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION 204.

Development of skill in use and care of sewing and pressing equipment, selection of commercial
patterns, fabrics and notions; construction of simple garments.
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CONSUMER TEXTILES AND CLOTHING 304.

A consumer approach to the study of purchasing practices and clothing trends as affected by eco-
nomic conditions, marketing control, and aesthetic characteristics; and extensive study of the
science of textiles.

TAILORING TECHNIQUES 404.

A study designed to increase skills as related to tailoring: altering and fitting patterns, preparation
of fabrics, specialized construction and pressing techniques.

Prerequisite: Textiles and Clothing 204.

CREATIVE DESIGN IN TEXTILES AND CLOTHING 504.

A study designed for planning and carrying out of creative projects in personalizing garments and
in designing textiles and clothing.

INDEPENDENT STUDY 904.

An opportunity to work independently to practice and further develop understandings and skills
acquired in previous Textiles and Clothing courses.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Definition

Industrial Arts is that pad of the total educational process which deals with the study of materials,
tools, processes, methods, opportunities and working conditions of the technical or industrial so-
ciety in which we live and work.

Aim

The Industrial Arts Program seeks to develop desirable habits, interests, and character traits through
cooperative work. It also seeks to stimulate an appreciation for good workmanship, design and the
values of industry.

Objectives

The objectives are to develop in each student
1. Desirable work habits
2. The appreciation of logical thinking
3. Good workmanship
4. An interest in Industry
5. A knowledge of good design
6. A knowledge of tools and materials and the fundamental processes of Industry
7. Consumer knowledge
8. A basis for leisuretime activities
9. in appreciation of fiscal values

10. Aesthetic values
11. Orderly performance

Drafting 200, Wood 200, Metal 200, Electricity 200, Graphic Arts 200, Ceramics 200 are each pre-
requisfie to subsequent courses in these respective areas. All other courses in an area are non-
sequential.

DRAFTING 200.

This course is prerequisite to all drafting courses. The purpose is to show the scope of work done
in drafting and to give the student an opportunity to use basic equipment in making a drawing.
Correct use of lines and instruments is stressed.

)911
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DRAFTING 201.

Additional operations required to make a three-view working drawing are presented. This in-
cludes a study of dimensioning. Basic methods of pictorial drawing are considered.

DRAFTING 202.

Sections, developments, rendering and job opportunities in the field of drafting are considered.

DRAFTING 301.

This course is designed to acquaint the student with engineering drawing: Charts, graphs, applied
geometry and auxiliary views are covered.

DRAFTING 302.

A detailed study of production drawing methods and manufacturing processes is made.

DRAFTING 303.

A major portion of this course will be used to familiarize the student with industrial machine op-
erations. Special consideration is given to gears, cams, splines, pulleys, bearings and friction
drives.

DRAFTING 401.

This is the first course in architectural drafting. A study of architectural history, home site con-
siderations, physical facilities and local ordinance: is made. Skills are developed in the use of
architectural lettering and symbols and abbreviations.

DRAFTING 402.

Building practice is considered. ";oundations, types of construction, brick masonry, framing prac-
tices, roof construction, windows, and doors are discussed. Floor plan development procedure is
considered.

DRAFTING 403.

Pictorial representation, specifications, financing construction and related study of the building in-
dustry is made.

DRAFTING 901.

Provision Is made for individual research, design development and modeling for the advanced
drafting student. Courses are offered only with the approval of 'the instructor: Independent study
methods will be used.

DRAFTING 902.
Continuation of Drafting 901.

DRAFTING 903.
Continuation of Drafting 901 and Drafting 902.

TOPOGRAPHIC OR MAP DRAFTING 601.

This is a special field of drafting which gives the student experience in all phases of Topography,
landscaping and terrain mapping. It deals with such things as city and state planning, communica-
tions, transportation and developments.

WOOD.

WOOD 200.

A prerequisite for all other wood courses. Wood 201 is an exploration course designed to show the
beginning student the scope of the work presented in the wood shop program. It is designed to
acquaint the student with the hand processes.
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WOOD 201.

The student continues work started in Wood 201 with the additional benefit of power equipment.
Basic operatir,ns are shown and the student has an opportunity to design and build projects which
use them. TN.; is a prerequisite to all Wood 300 series courses.

WOOD 202.

A study tai furniture making is made. Advanced joints are considered as well as more advanced
wood finishing methods.

WOOD 301.

An advanced course designed to allow the student to develop skill in desired areas of woodwork-
ing. Project selection is worked out on an individual basis. Advanced operations are presented as
needed.

WOOD 302.
Continuation of Wood 301.

WOOD 303.

Continuation of Wood 302.

WOOD 901-902 - 903.
METAL TECHNOLOGY 200.

A prerequisite for all metal courses. Designed as an exploration course to show the type work done
in various metal courses. Shop work is conducted in the areas of bench metal and wrought metal.

METAL TECHNOLOGY 201.

A course designed to acquaint the student with the areas of sheet metal and art metal. Tools and
equipment required to perform operations in these areas will be used in the instructional pro-
gram.

METAL TECHNOLOGY 202.

A study is made of welding, forging, heat treating and foundry work. The student has an oppor-
tunity to experiment in various areas.

METAL TECHNOLOGY 301.

A study of welding is made. Various methods of welding and cutting metals are discussed.

METAL TECHNOLOGY 302.

Machine shop operations are considered. Machine tools are used to construct projects which re-
quire the student to perform many basic operations.

METAL TECHNOLOGY 303.

A continuation of Metal 301. Machine tools are used to develop additional skills.

POWER TECHNOLOGY 100.

This unit is designed to provide the student with the basic knowledge of the types and uses of
Power Technology which are available to him now or will be available to hint in the not too dis-
tant future. How power is developed from the transfer or the conversion of energy through the
various mediums. The relationship of power to our everyday living.

GRAPHIC ARTS TECHNOLOGY 200.

This course is designed to furnish the basic knowledge and understanding of the Graphic Arts
Industries. It is intended to furnish some information concerning tools, materials, processes, work-
ing conditions and opportunities associated with the graphic arts industries.

GRAPHIC ARTS 201.
his course Includes methods of composing type, basic materials used in printing, research in the
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printing industry and photography from a basic point of view.

GRAPHIC ARTS 202.

A study of the basic types of cameras, principles of photography, developing of film, equipment
care and use, enlarging, photography as a hobby and photographic services.

HOME MAINTENANCE 100

This course is designed to give knowledge and practice in the making of needed home repairs
as associated with any of the fields or areas of Industrial Arts. To acquire a degree of skill in the
use of the common tools and their care. This course will associate primarily with tire areas of
metal, wood and electricity.

HOME MAINTENANCE 201.

To learn certain fundamental concepts about plumbing and heating units of the home and to ac-
quire skills in the maintenance and repair of such units.

HOME MAINTENANCE 2VE.

This course is designed to give the student some basic knowledge in finishing materials as applied
to the interior and the exterior of a house. A basic knowledge of the maintenance and care of ap-
pliances, electrical circuits, basic automobile body repair and auto electric circuits as well as minor
motor adjustments.

CERAMICS 200.

A prerequisite to all ceramics courses. This course is designed to give the student knowledge ap-
plication and the opportunity for investigation into the history of ceramics, products, manufacture
job opportunties, etc. which have to do with the ceramics industries. The student experience
includes practical application of the development of ceramic products, glazing, curing and study of
the practical uses of the products as well as time and study in their production.

BRICK MASONRY 201.

Ths course is designed to give the student an insight into the manufacture of concrete products,
a, well as clay products, and to furnish the opportunity for practical demonstrations in the use
of these materials in the construction industry.

TRANSPORTATION 901.

A history of transportation, a knowledge of the basic means of modem transportation. The trans-
portation of energy as compared with bulk transportation.

INDUSTRY 901.

From idea to finished product. Pr Auction planning, mass production, automation, quality control,
marketing, profit and loss, influence of government.

ELECTRICITY 200.

Prerequisite for all electricity courses. Gelieral survey of the fields of electricity and electronics.
Includes the history of electricityelecronics, project planning, materials, tools, and processes. A
study is made regarding electron flo.v and the factors which influence it.

ELECTRICITY 201.

Includes a unit on how electrons work, sources of electrical energy, tests, measurements and equip-
ment. A study made of electric motors, generators and transformers.

ELECTRICITY 202.

Methods and communication such as the telegraph, telephone, radio transmitters, radio receivers,
radar and television are discussed. Related study includes a unit on what a person should know to
be an intelligent consumer of the products of the electricity-electronics industries.
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ELECTRICITY 301.

A review of earlier electricity courses is followed by a detailed study of magnets, resistance and
capacitance.

ELECTRICITY 302.

This study includes inductance, alternating and direct current, electrical measuring instruments, the
oscillator, electron tubes, power supplies, amplifiers and transmitters.

ELECTRICITY 303.

Antenna systems, radio propagation, receiving principles, the superheterodyne, television and
semi-conductors are considered.

LIBRARY, EDUCATION

Libra!), education courses survey the fundamental techniques in locating and using multi-media.
These courses are designed to help the student become more adept in the use of library materials,
to enable the student to give optimum service to the school population, and to encourage the de-
velopment of initiative and leadership qualities.
Each student shall serve one period each day in the library or a comparable period of time before
or after school. He will be expected to complete independent study units and laboratory activities
relative to the particular course scheduled. Since this elective course is a combination of service
to the school and learning experience for the library education student it is essential that special
regulations be applied to the selection and scheduling of students into the course.
Six (6) courses in library education are possible assuming three (1) such courses are (t',th) grade
courses. If no 8th grade courses are taken, only three courses of library education are possible
front grades 9 - 12.

LIBRARY EDUCATION 100.

An introduction to the use and location of multi-media. Orientation in classification and arrange-
ment of the library collection will be emphasized. laboratori activities to develop skills to serve
the school population in the library will also be stressed. Special independent study units to chal-
lenge the library education student's initiative and curiosity in the use of basic reference tools will
be developed.

LIBRARY EDUCATION 101.

Opportunities to deepen the student's understanding of library services to the school population
and to improve his personal skills of assisting librarians, teachers and students through continued,
appropriate laboratory activities. Planned programs to improve insights into availability and use
of selected encyclopedias will be assigned. Continued selection of independent study units to
challenge individual research will be encouraged.
Prerequisite: library Education 100.

LIBRARY EDUCATION 102.
Extension of Library Education 100 and 101. The use, similarities, and differences and unabridged
dictionaries will be emphasized. Laboratory activities to improve service skills will be stressed.
Continued selection of independent study units will be encouraged.
Prerequisite: library Education 100.

LIBRARY EDUCATION 200.
Above 8th grade level.
In-depth instruction in the location and the use of multi-media. Increased skills in using card cata-
log and special reference tools will be emphasized. laboratory activities appropriate to services
performed will be developed through special study and practice. Course purposes to improve
student's acquaintance and skills in using library resources and to direct his personal growth through
service to the school population.
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LIBRARY EDUCATION 301.

A course designed to extend the library student's competence and experiences in locating and
using multi-media. A study of biographical dictionaries that emphasize authors and illustrators will
be stressed, but a survey of specialized biographical media will also be considered. Attention will
be given to the continued practice of appropriate laboratory activities to enable the student to be-
come more adept in developing skills in serving the school population. Diagnostic testing over Li-
brary Education 200 will be administered to determine problems and activities requiring inde-
pendent review.

Prerequisite: Library Education 200.

LIBRARY EDUCATION 401.

General survey of advanced reference books and research techniques. Independent study units will
emphasize a variety of sources such as: quotation books, poetry indexes, literary handbooks, spe-
cialized dictionaries, e. g., Bible, economics, politics. The development of additional library service
skills will be continued through such laboratory activities as assisting in teaching local librarypro-
cedures to new library education students, filing cards in the card catalog, and compiling biblio-
graphies for teachers. Diagnositc testing of Library Education 200 will be administered and
evaluated to determine independent study areas needed for special review.

Prerequisite: Library Education 200.

MUSIC EDUCATION

Music is a subject area and field of knowledge unique and complete within itself. The satisfactory
composition and performance of music, based upon knowledge gained through careful preparation,
constitutes one of the great arts of our civilization. Knowledgeable listening to music, with its ac-
companying achievement of understandings and literacy constitutes some of the great aesthetic ex-
periences, pastimes, intellectual pursuits, emotional outlets, and enjoyments of our society. Music
is everywhere.

The study of music leads toward a complete education; it can build the aesthetic and spiritual
values so important in the overall development of personality and character. It contributes toward
the physical, intellectual, social, and emotional growth of the student. It enriches and supports
other !earnings.

The music curriculum of the Fulton County Schools has been built for the needs, both immediate
and long range, of the various member communities. It is far-reaching, with scope enough to meet
the differences within and between these communities. With the exception of the two quarters
of basic musicianship, which must be taken in sequence, all courses are capsuled into single quarter
units, which need not be taken in any special order. There are courses for those who would learn
music through the knowledge of the techniques of performance. There are many performing groups
of varying types and ability levels. Classes are maintained for those who would produce music
through its writing or arranging. There are also studies (or those who would perform music in a
more social setting, such as through knowledge of recorder, or the production of Broadway-type
musicals or operettas. And, equally important, there are courses for those who would consume
music. These range from general to specific, and are designed to shape and widen the future
audiences of our communities. As this curricult m grows and develops, it is our desire that it will
contribute substantially to performance, production, and the consuming of future music a the
communities of Fulton County Schools.
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MUSIC
BAND.

WOODWIND TECHNICS 101 and 201.

The study of the woodwind instruments taught in classes of mixed woodwind instrumentation. The
level of each quarter's work should roughly equal that found in half of a book of any of the stand-
ard threebook methods currently in use. These classes are concerned with the knowledge and
skills necessary for the performance of the instrument which the student is studying. Supplement-
ary materials will be correlated with the methodology.

WOODWIND TECHNICS 102 and 202.
Prerequisite: Woodwind Technics 101 and 201. See description above.

WOODWIND TECHNICS 103 and 203.
Prerequisite: Woodwind Technics 102 or 202. See description above.

BRASS TECHNICS 101 and 201, 102 and 202, 103 and 203.

The same as above (Woodwind Technics), oniy for instruments of the brass family.

PERCUSSION TECHNICS 101 and 201, 102 and 202, 103 and 203.

The same as above (Woodwind Technics), only for the instruments of the perctasion family. In
this series of classes, as they advance, students will be introduced to and study as many of the
various percussion Instruments as time, class level, and class size will permit.

SANG TECHNICS 101 and 201, 102 and 202, 103 and 203.
P.r same as above (Woodwind Technics), only sor instruments of the string family.

MIXED BAND INSIRUMENTS TECHNICS 101 and 201, 102 and 202, 103 and 203.
The same as above.

RECORDER TECHNICS 101, 102 and 103.

The study of the performance technics of the recorder, taught in the class setting in the same
manner as the courses outlined above. Special emphasis will be placed here on the knowledge
of recorder literature and period style.

BAND 201, 202, 203 and 204.

Maximum 15 qualm per student career. Study of the literature and rehearsal and performance
technics of the band ensemble. A performance organization for the student who might wish to
elect membership in such a group; but has not yet reached the achievement level necessary for
memiwrship in the school's advanced instrumental performing organization.

ADVANCED BAND 401, 402, 403, and 404.

Maximum 15 quarters per student career. Study of the literature and rehearsal and performance
technics of the band ensemble on the highest level achievable within the given school. A perform-
ance organization to be elected by students of high achievement and talent, with the understand-
ing that there will be out-of-school performances required of all members during the school year.

ORCHESTRA 201, 202, 203, and 204.
Same as above (BAND), only for orchestral :nstrumentation. Depending upon the needs of the in-
dividual school, this may be taught in a class of strings only, or of full orchestra instrumentation.

ADVANCED ORCHESTRA 401, 402, 403, and 404.
Same as for Advanced Band, only for orchestral instrumentation. Depending upon the needs of the
individual school, this may be taught in a class for the strings only, or of full orchestra instrumenta-
tion.

STAGE BAND 301.

Maximum 2 quarters per student-career. Study of the literature, and rehearsal and performance
technics of past and current popular-jazz music as it relates to the stage band, with special em-
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phasis on performance style and improvisation. A performance organization for more talented and
advanced students, which requires out-of-school performances of all members.

INSTRUMENTAL ENSEMBLE 401.

Maximum 3 quarters per student-career. Study of the literature, and rehearsal and performance
technics of chamber music from the various eras of musical composition. Open to students of select
instrumentation, including piano, brass, woodwind, string, and percussion. Class size in this course
should be limited to 3 maximum of approximately thirty students. During a given quarter each stu-
dent will perform in several different ensembles and be expected to attend out-of-rIchool per-
formances both of their own making and of professional ensembles.

CHORAL.

BASIC VOCAL TECHNIQUES 101 and 102.

Placement by teacher. 9-12 grades. An introduction to tone production. breath support, proper vowel
and consonant enunciation and general fundamentals of voice building. Gradual development of
voice and related musical vocabulary (staff, notation, etc.,) through appropriate repertoire.

GIRL'S CHORUS 321, 322, 323, and 324.
9-12 grades

Development of musicianship through singing of unison, Iwo, Three and four-part choral literature.
Accompanied and easy unaccompanied literature will be studied and prepared for limited perform-
ances.

Prerequisite: Basic Choral Techniques or Permission of the teacher.

BOYS' CHORUS 211, 212, 213, and 214.
9-12 grades.

Development of musicianship through singing'of unison, two, three and four-part choral literature.
Accompanied and easy unaccompanied literature will be studied and prepared for limited perform-
ances.

Prerequisite: Basic Choral Techniques or Permission of the teacher.

MIXED CHORUS 301, 302, 303 and 304.
9-12 grades.

Development of musicianship through singing of unison, two, three and four-part choral literature.
Accompanied and easy unaccompanied literature will be studied and prepared for limited perform-
ances.

Prerequisite: Basic Choral Techniques or Permission of the teacher.

ADVANCED GIRLS' CHORUS 421, 422, 423, and 424.
9-12 grades.

Emphasis will be placed upon learning and performing vaiot. choral styles, ranging from medium to
difficult literature. Three, four and multi-part accompanied ari.i unaccompanied literature will be sung.
Prerequisite: Permission of the teacher.

ADVANCED MIXED CHORUS 401, 402, 403 and 404.
9-12 grades.

Emphasis will be placed upon learning and performing various choral styles, ranging from medium to
difficult. Four, multi-part, double chorus selections unaccompanied motets, and contemporary works
will be sung.

VOCAL ENSEMBLE 501.

10-12 grades.
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A course offered to a select group of blended, mixed or like voices to give experience in duet, trio,
quartet, octet, etc., singing. Many styles of ensemble type singing will be explored, such as madrigals,
barbershop, and contemporary ensemble work. Special emphasis will be placed upon development of
the ability to carry an independent part in an ensemble group.
Prerequisite: Permission of the teacher.

MUSICAL THEATRE 401.

9.12 grades.
Emphasis of this course will be in dramatic music productions. Students interested in solo and en-
semble singing may elect.
Prerequisite: Permission of the teacher.

BASIC MUSICIANSHIP THEORY 100 and 101.

A two-quarter course to be taken in sequence. No prerequisite.
A basic survey of fundamentals and vocabulary of music involving experiences in rules and termin-
ology of notation, ear training, sight singing, harmonic and melodic dictation and basic small
form analysis. Students who elect this course should make arrangements to have a keyboard instru-
ment readily available for practice and assignments, either at home, school, church, etc.

SIGHT SINGING 201.
8.12 grades.
A specialized course involving study and drill in the technics of singing from the written score.

Prerequisites: Basic Musicianship or l'ermission of the instructor.

HARMONY 201.
A study of the fundamentals of musical structure; melody and melodic components; with basic writ-
ten, aural, vocal and keyboard experiences in unison, two, three and four-part music. Students who
elect this course should have a keyboard instrument readily available for practice and assignments,
either at home, school or church, etc.

Prerequisite: Basic Musicianship 1 and 2 or Permission of the instructor.

GENERAL MUSIC 101 and 102.

8-9 grades.
An overview of all phases of music including singing, learning to play informal social instruments, mu-
sic appreciation, and basic fundamentals. A variety of materials and resources including films, con-
certs, visits, and television will be utilized.

OPERA APPRECIATION 201.

9-12 grades.

A brief history of opera, terminology, and several representative works will be studied. Films, televi-
sion, recordings, and performances will be greatly utilized.

THE HUMANITIES 301, 302, and 303.

11-12 grades.

A study of the historical and aesthetic relationship of painting, sculpture, architecture, drama, poetry,
music and the dance.

MUSIC APPRECIATION SURVEY 301.

10-12 grades.

An introduction to constructive and critical listening of music, for the purpose of broadening any stu-
dents' insight through use of recordings, tapes, films and scores. The class activities will be tied to
actual live performances of music groups which reside or perform in the area.
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MATHEMATICS .
PHILOSOPHY:

One of the underlying concepts inherent in the mathematics program of Fulton County is that every
student should have some experiences with mathematics beyond the elementary level. As a result,
the belief that opportunities for successful experiences in mathematics must be provided to all stu-
dents, becomes not only natural but necessary.

In the Fulton County program, an attempt has been made to create a curriculum which is success
oriented as far as students are concerned. The flexibility of course offerings and the variety of courses
provide a program in which ideally every student can find some success. This provides an additional
challenge to the teacher, however, who must not only be particularly sensitive to each student's abili-
ties and needs but who must also be thoroughly familiar with the scope of the entire program in
order to provide all possible assistance in the proper placement of the student.

As another means of assuring successful experiences for students, pedagogy must be developed by
each teacher to stress student understanding of logical bases for mathematical procedures rather than
manipulations to be memorized. Recent changes in mathematics teaching philosophy encourage the
development of the art or skill of questioning which stimulates creative discovery on the part of all
students at all levels.

Math Requitement:

1. Academic: Algebra 200-201-202 Sequential
Geometry 300-301-302 Sequential
Algebra 300-301-302. Algebra 300 prerequisite for 301, 302.

Algebra 301, 302 non-sequential.

2. Business Course:
Thirty (30) hours required from the following:

Math 101, 102, 103, or 131, 132, 133 or 104, 105, 106 or
134, 135, 136 or
Business Arithmetic 305, 306, 307, or thirty hours of Algebra
or Geometry.

Note: Fifteen (15) hours of Business Arithmetic or fifteen hours of Algebra
is required.

3. General Course
Thirty (3r4 hours required.

4. Alt 100 level courses and all courses above the 300 level are non-
sequential.

ARITHMETIC 131UNDERSTANDING COMPUTATION

This course is a laboratory approach to understanding numeration, numbers and computation with
whole numbers. It is a remedial course for those students who ase achieving three or more grades
below placement.

PrerequisiteBelow 5.5 grade achievement upon entering high school or recommendation of teacher
after failure of a 100-level course.

ARITHMETIC 132UNDERSTANDING FRACTIONS

The emphasis in this course is on operations with simple fractions and decimal fractions developed
through a laboratory approach using shop and homemaking problems in measurement.
PrerequisiteSame as for Arithmetic 131.

ARITHMETIC 133UNDERSTANDING RATIO AND PERCENT

Simple models for ratio are used to develop understanding. Attention is given to problem applica
lions of ratio and percent in a practical setting.

PrerequisiteSame as for Arithmetic 131.
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ARITHMETIC 134METRIC GEOMETRY AND NUMERICAL TRIGONOMETRY.

This course uses a laboratory setting to develop concepts of measurement in scale drawings, metric
geometry, and numerical trigonometry. Attention is given to linear, area, volume, and angle measures.
Prerequisite Arithmetic 132 and one other 130-level course.

ARITHMETIC 135EXPERIMENTAL GEOMETRY

Experimental methods such as paper-folding and construction are used to develop such geometric
concepts as congruence and similarity. Models for three dimensional geometric figures are made and
their properties explored.

PrerequisiteAny two 130-level courses.

ARITHMETIC 136GRAPHS, THEIR CONSTRUCTION, AND INTERPRETATION

Graphs are used as a means of problem solving. Newspapers and magazines serve as resource ma-
terials for learning to read and construct graphs. The concept of ordered pair as coordinates of points
in a plane may be used with some students as appropriate.

PrerequisiteSame as to: Arithmetic 135.

MATHEMATICS 101ELEMENTS OF NUMBER THEORY

Some of the topics included in this course are numeration systems, number systems and a study of
some interesting properties of numbers such as: evens and odds; primes and composites; factors and
factor trees with applications in fractions and computation; divisibility. This course is designed to
strengthen fundamental arithmetic concepts as a basis for beginning algebra.

PrerequisiteArithmetic achievement score of 5.5 grade or higher at time administered in seventh
grade. (See Arithmetic 131 and Algebra 200 for alternate courses lot students entering high school.)

MATHEMATICS 102THE REAL NUMBERS

This course includes a systematic study of properties of rational numbers with operations. Irrational
numbers are introduced either through decimal representation or through geometric construction.
Computational skills may be reinforced but emphasis is on the development of the real numbers as
a system and on the field properties.

PrerequisiteSame as for Mathematics 101.

MATHEMATICS 103RELATIONS AND FUNCTIONS

The Cartesian plane will be used to introduce the concepts of relation and function. Simple algebraic
symbolism will be used as appropriate. Concepts of slope, line graphs, inemialities are developed.

PrerequisiteSame as for Mathematics 101.

MATHEMATICS 104NUMBER SYSTEMS

This course is designed to reinforce basic understandings introduced in Mathematics 101 and 102. It
may serve as strengthening in pre-algebra concepts for the student who is not ready for algebra or it
may serve as one of the terminal quarters for the non-college bound general student. Topics include
review of properties of non-negative rationals and irrationals.

PrerequisiteAny two 100-level courses.

MATHEMATICS 105ORIENTATION TO ALGEBRA

The language of algebra is developed carefully and open sentences are used to solve simple problems.
The polynomial is Introduced with simple products and factors. Directed numbers and operations on
them are emphasized.

PrerequisiteSame as Mathematics 104.

MATHEMATICS 106PRE-ALGEBRA
This course reviews and extends previous structure ideas into beginning algebra. Topics include open
sentences, coordinate plane, polynomials and operations.
PrerequisitesSame as for Mathematics 104.
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MATHEMATICS 107METRIC GEOMETRY

This course is designed for the general student and may be a terminal quarter for him. The concepts
of linear, area, and volume measurement are reinforced. Attention is given to estimation, precision
and accuracy. Other topics are measurement in science, metric system and use of exponents in writ-
ing large and small numbers.

PrerequisitesAny two 100-level courses.

MATHEMATICS 108NON-METRIC GEOMETRY

This course is designed for the general student or for the weak academic student. In conjunction with
Mathematics 109, it may provide additional preparation for Geometry 300. Emphasis is paced on simi-
larity, concepts of congruency, and properties of right triangles.
PrerequisitesAny two 100-level courses.

MATHEMATICS 109INTUITIVE GEOMETRY

This course reviews basic ideas of intuitive geometry with a study of properties of geometric figures
and an introduction to vectors. The concept of proof in a geometric setting is Introduced. Vies course
serves the same dual purpose as Mathematics 108.

PrerequisitesAny two 100-level courses.

ALGEBRA 200ELEMENTARY ALGEBRAIC CONCEPTS

This course develops basic algebraic concepts and skills necessary for continued study in algebra. A
high level of mastery is expected. Emphasis is on such topics as algebraic symbolism, polynomials
and operations on polynomials, eqralities and inequalities, problem solving, and an introduction to
products and factors.

PrerequisitesFor most students Math 101, 102, 103; for students who evidence readiness as indi-
cated by teacher recommendation after one or more 100-level courses; or for students entering high
school with an achievement score of 9+.

ALGEBRA 201QUADRATIC FORMS AND ALGEBRAIC FRACTIONS

This course extends topics of factors and products, irrationals, quadratic equations and their applica-
tion in problem solving. Algebraic fractions and operations are included.

PrerequisiteAlgebra 200.

ALGEBRA 202ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS AND INEQUALITIES

This course includes an extension of equation solving and poblem applications with an emphasis on
equations in two and three variables. An introduction to some basic ideas of analytic geometry are
included, such as, point-slope form of an equation of a straight line, slope-intercept form, function
and variation.

PrerequisiteAlgebra 201 or Algebra 200 and recommendation of mathematics department.

ALGEBRA 203DIAGNOSTIC BASIC ALGEBRA

Since this course is designed for those students who are weak in elementary algebraic concepts, a
diagnostic review of the topics of Algebra 200, 201 and 202 will be given and time will be spent on In-
dividual topics as needed.

PrerequisiteAlgebra 201 and 202 with a below B average and teacher recommendation.

ALGEBRA 204EXPLORING CONTEMPORARY ALGEBRA

This Is an enrichment course and Is adapted to student Interest and ability level. Some suggested
topics are digital computer methods, systems of equations In three variables, matrices and determi-
nants, probability and statistics, logic and truth tables.

PrerequisiteAlgebra 201 and 202. (Exception: this course may be taken simultaneously with a third
quarter of algebra but must be taken prior to Algebra 300 not in lieu of it.)
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GEOMETRY 300ELEMENTARY GEOMETRY

This course introduces the basic ideas of two and three dimensional geometry; concepts of defini-
tion and assumption in a Euclidean geometry setting; postulates, deductive and inductive proof.
PrerequisiteThree quarters of algebra or Algebra 200 and teacher recommendation.

GEOMETRY 301EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY

In this course the ideas of geometry are extended to include theorems on congruency; parallel lines
and planes; similarity, circles, arcs and angles; constructions and loci. An introduction to application
of the sine, cosine, and tangent ratios may be included.

PrerequisiteGeometry 300.

GEOMETRY 302COORDINATE GEOMETRY

This course introduces methods of coordinate geometry, including proofs. Additional topics are areas
of polygons and circles, areas and volumes of polyhedra, spheres, cylinders and cones.

PrerequisiteGeometry 300.

ALGEBRA 300 INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRAIC TOPICS

The concepts of elementary algebra are extended. New topics include synthetic division, remainder
theorem, determinants in the solution of three variable systems. Rational algebraic expressions are
treated in depth.

PrerequisiteThree quarters of 200-level algebra and three quarters of 300-level geometry or less
with recommendation of mathematics department.

ALGEBRA 301INTERMEDIATE FUNCTIONS AND RELATIONS

The basis of this course is an extensive and intensive study of quadratic relations and systems of quad-
ratic equations. The function concept is extended in an introduction to exponential and logarithmic
functions. In the solution of quadratic equations, imaginary numbers are introduced.
PrerequisiteAlgebra 300.

ALGEBRA 302ADVANCED ALGEBRAIC TOPICS

Included are such topics as sequences, series, limits, progressions, binomial expansion, mathematical
induction, matrices and determinants, group and field properties, properties of an integral domain.
PrerequisiteAlgebra 300.

ALGEBRA 303ALGEBRAIC REVIEW AND ADDITIONAL TOPICS

This course constitutes an in-depth review of fundamental concepts in algebra. It is intended for
those students who have a below B-average in previous algebra courses. This quarter should strength-
en algebraic background for students who plan to attend a college which requires freshmen to take
a course in college algebra. Students who have d 8-average or better in mathematics are not allowed
to take this course.

PrerequisiteAlgebra 301 and below B-average in previous algebra courses.

ALGEBRA 304ALGEBRAIC TOPICS

This course presents some more advanced algebraic topics for the below B-average student. Included
is further study in functions and relations with emphasis on algebraic functions. The algebra of vec-
tors and matrices is introduced.

PrerequisiteAlgebra 303 or Algebra 302 and teacher recommendation.

TRIGONOMETRY 305TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

Thiscourse is provided for those students who need trigonometry credit for college but who have
averaged below B in their academic mathematics. The emphasis in this course is on basic ideas and
skills in trigonometry including radian measure, definitions, formulas, identities, equations, complex
numbers with only :n introduction to circular function treatment. Students who have higher than a
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B average in mathematics and wish trigonometry credit must take Trigonometry 402.

PrerequisiteAlgebra 301 and below Baverage in mathematics.

ANALYSIS 400

This course includes an in-depth study of logic, ordered fields, mathematical induction, sequences and
series, and polynomial functions.

PrerequisiteAlgebra 301 and 302 with a B-average or higher in 200 and 300-level courses.

ANALYSIS 401

This course introduces an algebri: of vectors and develops a mcior approach to analytic geometry. A
review of exponential and logarithmic functions is included. The study of complex numbers is ex-
tended.

PrerequisiteAlgehra 301 and 302 with a B-average or higher in 200 and 300-level courses.

TRIGONOMETRY 402ANALYSIS OF CIRCULAR FUNCTIONS

This course uses the circular function approach to trigonometry and includes, in addition to trigo-
nometric identities, formulas, equations, etc. a vector treatment of trigonometry and polar forms of
complex numbers, with consideration of DeMoivre's Theorem.

PrerequisiteAnalysis 401.
Additional 400-level courses include:

402 ANALYTIC GEOMETRY: ANALYTIC GEOMETRY OF POINTS, LINES AND SPACE.

The emphasis in this course is on a careful treatment of plane analytics with some extension to three
dimensions. Included is a treatment of points, lines, planes, conics, distances, rotation and transla-
tion of axes.

Prerequisite: Analysis 400.

404 MODERN ALGEBRA: MATHEMATICAL SYSTEMS.

This course includes a stt.dy of group, field, integral domain properties. Particular attention is given
to ordered and non-oolPre.: "ielris with careful study of the field of complex numbers.

Prerequisite: Analysis 4(s)

405 ADVANCED MATHEMATICS: ADVANCED TOPICS IN MATHEMATICS.

Content of this course are to be developed by the mathematics department of a school wishing to
offer it. This might vary from class to class but should represent in depth study and may be conducted
as individual projects or group projects within the class.

Prerequisite: Recommendation of 400-level teacher and department chairman.

406 MATRIX ALGEBRA: INTRODUCTION TO MATRIX ALGEBRA.

Topics include matrix operations, algebra of 2X2 matrices, matrices and linear systems, row and col-
umn matrices as vectors.

Prerequisites: Six quarters of algebra with B-average or higher.

407 PROBABILITY: INTRODUCTION TO PROBABILITY.

This course is intended as a rather formal approach to probability and includes such topics as condi-
tional probabilities, mathematical expectation, applications of the binominal distribution, and an in-
troduction to the theory of sets.
Prerequisite: Nine quarters of 200, 300 or 400-level courses with B-average or higher.

501, 502, 503 CALCULUS WITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY.

This course may be offered in those schools which have staff and a sufficient number of students who
will have completed Trigonometry 402 by the end of their fourth year in high school.
Prerequisites: Trigonometry and recommendation of mathematics department.

70.420 0 72 t4
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541 CREATIVE MATHEMATICS.

The topics of this course are to be developed by the students under the guidance of the teacher. It
might include such topics as famous unsolved problems in mathematics, game theory, or problems
in number theory.

Prerequisites: Recommendation of the mathematics department.

901 RESEARCH IN MATHEMATICS.

Independent study to be developed at any level as need is indicated.

Prerequisites: Recommendation of the mathematics department.

SCIENCE

In the eyes of the Fulton County Science Department, emphasis on scienceon the national and
local levelrepresents not an unbalancing toward science but a correction of balance in order that
the spirit of the modern age may take its legitimate place in the modem curriculum.

Science Requirements:

A. Academic Students

1. Thirty (30) credit hours of science and thirty (30) credit hours of a language required.
2. Sixty (60) credit hours of science required of those students electing no language.
3 Fifteen (15) credit hours of science requirement must be from Science 200 series and fifteen.

credit hours of science must be from Science 300 series (Biology).

B. All other Students
Thirty (30) credit hours of science required. Fifteen (15) hours may be from the 100 series or 200
series and fifteen hours must be from Science 300 (Biology).

C. Fifteen (15) credit hours of General Science 101, 102, 103 and fifteen (15) credit hours of Biology
will meet graduation requirements but not college entrance requirements.

SCIENCE 101-102-103GENERAL SCIENCE.

This course is designed for the following purposes: 1) To serve the student with little or no previous
science background courses; 2) to serve the student who is not scientifically or mathematically ori-
ented; 3) to serve the student who has a reading level of 6 and below on the seventh grade stand-
ardized county achievement test; 4) to serve the student who wishes to pursue science in his first
year of high school and who is not placed in or recommended for first year algebra; 5) to serve the
needs of the non-college bound student who meets one of the above criteria and who needs a sci-
ence course in addition to biology in order to graduate; and 6) this course is restricted to 8th and 9th
grade students.

SCIENCE 201-202. 203PHYSICAL SCIENCE

This course is designed for the student who needs fifteen hours of science in addition to biology to
meet minimum college requirements and local graduation requirements. This is a college preparatory
course and one for which normal progress in basic courses like English and Mathematics is recom-
mended. This science is a prerequisite for Science 400 and Science 501. 502-503 (Physics). This course
is available at grades 8, 9 and 10. A student should not be pressured into taking it unless it is indi-
cated. The Science 200 courses may begin at the 9th grade, or in some cases, even at the 10th.

SCIENCE 204-205 -206EARTH SCIENCE.

This is a course which will satisfy college entrance requirements as well as the Physical Science
course. However, for students desiring to take Chemistry and/or Physics in their upper levels, Physical
Science 201-202-203 Is recommended rather than Earth Science 204-205-206. The latter program is not
impossible but the former is recommended. It is for those students who are interested in the study
of natural phenomena of the earth and Its environs and who have a reading level score of 8.0 or
above. Earth Science 204-205-206 is available at grades 8, 9 and 10.

a11
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SCIENCE 301, 302, 303GENERAL BIOLOGY.

Required unless the student takes 304-305-306. This course is designed to study such areas as "What
is Life?", Microscope, The Chemical Basis of Life, Cell Structure, The Cell and its Environment, Micro-
biology, Invertebrates, Vertebrates, The Mammals, The Biology of Man, Multicellular Plants, and
Ecology.

SCIENCE 304-305-306BSC.S BIOLOGY.

Required unless student takes 301 - 302.303.

SCIENCE 400. 401 - 402 CHEMISTRY.

Science 400 is prerequisite for any additional course in chemistry and any course in physics. All Sci-
ence 400-401-402 is sequential. The coarse in Science numbered 400 should be labeled Chemistry-
Physics 400. If the student later elects to take courses in Chemistry, the 400 course would become an
element in Chemistry; if the subsequent courses are taken in Physics, only the 400 course will be
counted as one of the Physics elements.

SCIENCE 501-502-503PHYSICS.

Prerequisite is Science 400. If Science 400 is not followed by Science 401 and 402 and the physics
course is the student's next course, then the number 501 physics will replace the number 400 chemis-
try and be followed by 502-503 on the permanent record card.

SCIENCE 601. 602-603HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY.

Selected students. A second course in biological science devoted exclusively to the study of the hu-
man body with a comparative laboratory based on the anatomy and physiology of a laboratory mam-
mal. Recommended that students have had Chemistry and Algebra.

SCIENCE 601-602-603CHEMISTRY.

Second level course; selected students.

SCIENCE 900 SERIESINDIVIDUAL STUDY.

Selected students following an approved and guided research problem.

NOTE: The minimal requirement in Science for any courseAcademic, Business Education or Gen-
eralis six (6) course elements or thirty (30) hours. Three (3) course elements must come from sci-
ence series numbered in the 100's or 200's and three (3) additional courses must be biology.

SOCIAL STUDIES

RATIONALE

The study of man and his behavior, past and present, encompasses such an extensive range of knowl-
edge, it becomes desirable to design a curriculum dedicated to providing pupils with the ability for
developing a method of study.

Today scholars from seven academic disciplines, each with their own methodology, contribute their
knowledge toward this total understanding of man. For secondary educational purposes these seven
disciplines were combined into three methods: a geographical, an historical, and a behavioral social
science (anthropology and archeology, sociology, political science, economics).

One cannot say that any one method is more valuable or more difficulteach has its own appeal.
This desire to give pupils something of the nature of knowledge, the formation and testing of hy-
potheses, rather than extensive coverage of factual information, is the very heart of the "New Social
Studies" and the core of this proposed curriculum.

Requirements for all students:

8th Grade: Anthropology 100-130
Georgia History 100.130
Sociology 100-130
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9th and 10th Grades:
Geography 200
I listory 200
Political Science 200
Economics 200

11th Grade: U.S. I lista' y 304.305-30f)
Plus ten (10) hours cif additional electives:
100 series: lion-sequential
200 series: non-sequential
Two 200 series prerequisite to 300 series.

ANTHROPOLOGY 100 & 130GEORGIA CULTURE.
8th grade. The course will be an introduction to the study of man as an individual, man as part of the
physical world, and man as a participating member of community life. Models for culture and social
structure will be developed and used to examine communities from three periods of Georgia history:
Pre-Columbian, Colonial and Contemporary. Pupils will also be introduced to the methods of study
of the Behavioral Social Scientists.

HISTORY 100 & 130GEORGIA HISTORY.

8th grade. The influence of the American values and beliefs are examined in selected, periods from
Georgia and U.S. History. Special emphasis will be on the States contributions to national develop-
ment. Documents and artifacts will be used to illustrate the techniques of interpreting history and ap-
plying historical perspective.

SOCIOLOGY 100 & 130GEORGIA CITIES.
8th grade. Contemporary Georgia provides the background for an examination of change brought
about as the state converts to an industrial urban culture. Case studies in population movements, land
use patterns, the economy of a city, and social control will illustrate some of the characteristics and
problems of urban culture

ALL 100 COURSES MUST BE COMPLETED BEFORE MOVING TO 200 COURSES!!!
GEOGRAPHY 200 & 230WORLD PATTERNS.

Required. The world patterns course presents a global view of man. Major emphasis is given to the
analysis of physical and/or environmental patterns in relationship to cultural diversity in the earth.

GEOGRAPHY 201-231--ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY.

Through analysis of ecnnomic activities, the course presents inquiry into the economic questions of
production, exchange and consumption in a locational context

GEOGRAPHY 202-232CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY.

In a cultural framework, the student will examine four countries: South Africa, China, India and
Brazil: analyzing in each case the traditional society, the impact of Western ideas and institutions, and
one major contemporary problem, such as economic growth.

HISTORY 200-230THE NATURE OF CIVILIZATION.

Required. The theme is civilization in a world selling. The course approaches the study of history in
three ways. I irst, it examines how historical data may be organized, questioned and interpreted. Sec-
ond, it identifies the advance stages of social influence of the external and internal forces on the rate
of growth or change. filially, it will give pupils an insight as to history's pertinency to their own lives.

WORLD HISTORY 201THE NATURE OF REVOLUTION.

Analysis of revolutions will enable the student to see the causes, processes, and results of revolu-
tions. St my will stress both patterns and variations in revolutions. Students will compare the pro-
cesses at revolutions will follow and the means by which these revolutions leave their influence.

a)3
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WORLD HISTORY 202.THE NATURE OF THE STATE AND THE NATION.

Pupils will study the phases of and factors in the development of the nation-state, and the continuing
struggle of nations to maintain their sovereignty will be developed.

POLITICAL SCIENCE 200-230COMPARATIVE POLITICAL SYSTEMS.

Required. A comparison of a primitive political system with the governments of the United Slates
and the Soviet Union examining the nature of leadership, the institutional setting, decision making,
the role of the individual citizen, and ideology.

ECONOMICS 200 - 230 COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS.

Required. A comparison of a traditional economy with systems where most decisions are made in the
market (United Stales) and where most decisions are made by command (Soviet Union), focusing on
three basic questions: what is to be produced, how it is to be produced, and for whom it is pro-
duced.

ALL REQUIRED 200 COURSES MUST BE COMPLETED BEFORE MOVING TO 300 OR ABOVE
COURSES.

HISTORY 304-334US. DEMOCRACY.

Required. This is a study of the origin of our beliefs and values as established in our documents and
as interpreted by laws and decisions of the Executive, Legislative and Judicial branches of govern-
ment. It includes the study of the struggle within the democratic ideal over the concentration of
power. The continuous testing of the Constitution, through the will of the people, will be empha-
sized. The concept of democracy is defined as rule by the people, which becomes a republic form of
government, free enterprise business organization, and a mobileclass-structure society.

HISTORY 305-335US. REFORM MOVEMENTS.

Required. The course begins with an examination of National Goals. The course focuses on the tole
of reform movements in the process of developing a nation, including pre-Civil War, reconstruction,
populist, and progressive movements, New Deal, Great Society, and the problem of minorities. The
study examines concern for protest and civil disobedience as they relate to the American tradition.

HISTORY-306 -336-2001 CENTURY US. FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

Required. This is an analysis of the complexity of the present period of history. Case work in the na-
ture of life created by the combined economic, political and social forces will be the core of study.
Special attention is given to the relevance of America's basic beliefs as they are challenged by the
forces evolving in a highly technological world society. The study will embrace the nature and me-
chanics of Foreign Policy, an evaluation of the impact of domestic affairs on Foreign Policy, and the
complexity of peace efforts.

CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY SERIES

An indepth, multi- discipline, microscopic, cultural study of a selected area. Man living on the land
has produced specific patterns that may be called a region. In this study the student is led to identify
and locate the specific cultural region under study. The student investigates such aspects of the region
as site and situation in the world; resources, utilization of resources; cultural heritage; urban devel-
opment; agricultural systems in relation to domestic and international affairs. One specific area
would make up the bulk of the quarter's work.

GEOGRAPHY 301.

Oriental Culture

GEOGRAPHY 302.

Latin American Culture

NATIONAL HISTORY (OTHER THAN U.S.) SERIES

The history of a nation presents these possibilities: (1) select a period which is significant to life today;
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12) select a theme and trace it throughout several periods; e.g., secularization. Under no circum-
stances should this become a survey course.

HISTORY 301.

Russian History

HISTORY 302.

Middle East History

HISTORY 303.

English History

ANTHROPOLOGY 301COMPARATIVE CULTURES.

This course will compare the cultural development of selected aborigines cultures with selected in-
dustrial complex societies. Topics might include social organizations, cultural development, technol-
ogy, value systems, allocation of resources. Case studies will be used.

POLITICAL SCIENCE 301-901POLITICAL BEHAVIOR.

(laboratory type study) This course in intended to provide an analysis of how things are done politi-
cally. Processes will include electing, legislating, administrating, judging, and influencing.

SOCIOLOGY 901HUMAN BEHAVIOR.

Pupils will primarily be concerned with methods of inquiry and will consider the involvement of the
ordering of elements into a system Perhaps the most important aim will be to develop in students a
cautious, critical attitude toward generalizations about human behavior, whatever its source. Through
readings and through designing and conducting their own behavioral research, students acquire a
deeper understanding of the great complexity of human behavior and the difficulty of acquiring veri-
fied knowledge about it.

SOCIOLOGY 301U.S. SOCIAL STRUCTURE.

This is a study of the institutions and processes of United States society. Emphasis will be on con-
temporary problems: Impact of affluency, impact of technology, racial discord, disassociation, lead-
ership, social control and dissent

SOCIOLOGY 302SOCIAL DYNAMICS.

The course will survey the causes, complications and consequences of social change. Case studies in
poverty, crime, and urbanization can be used.

POLITICAL SCIENCE 302US. LAW.
This course is designed to examine the role of law in US. life, including the origins of U.S. Law, the
structure of the legal system and the role of law as an instigator of change and as an agent of social
control. Major legal issues as reflected in contemporary court decisions will be examined.

POLITICAL SCIENCE 303-333CASE STUDIES IN US. LAW.

This course will consist of a series of case studies in the judicial processes, both criminal and civil.
Georgia Annotated Code and "Everyman's Law" are the materials to be used.

POLITICAL SCIENCE 401INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS.

This study is an analysis of international affairs, including the basic factors of nationalism, conflicting
ideologies, international law, diplomacy, policy-making, interlocking alliances, strategic geographical
and cultural influences. Case studies in international institutions and/or critical areas will be devel-
oped. Games of simulation may be used.

POLITICAL SCIENCE 902POLITICAL THEORY.

Ideas from selected political thinkers will be compared. Topics for comparison may include man as a
political being, political ethics, mutual responsibility of state and citizen, and &legation of authority.

Gig
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HISTORY 901IDEAS OF MANKIND.
The course centers around three major questions: What is the good man? What is the good life?
What is the good society? For substantitive material we could choose the civilizations such as ancient
Athens, Renaissance Florence, and modern New York. Students examine answers given to these three
basic questions by men in each of these civilizations. The readings and lesson plans challenge each
student to think about the implications of the new ideas he encounters for his own conception of the
nature of man.

SCHEDULING PROCEDURE
This new curriculum, developed in the quarter concept, is student-centered and provides an oppor-
tunity to build master schedules based on student need.

The number and variety of courses provided for in this program offers the administrator of each
school the flexibility to develop a schedule to meet the needs of his school community.

The flexibility of this program provides for students to move horizontally toward graduation, grades
8-12, and at the same time move vertically through the program at any level to meet his needs. In
other words, a student must be able to move from the regular program to the honors program, or
from the basic program to the regular or in whatever direction his need requires.

If the basic provisions of this new curriculum are to be realized, it is necessary to reschedule each stu-
dent each quarter. This means a new master schedule based on student request, student need, and
teacher recommendation.

A scheduling procedure which allows student involvement to a greater degree than before has been
developed and is in operation in all Fulton County High Schools. This student participation takes the
form of course selection, class and period selection, and literally scheduling themselves into classes.
There are several significant features of this procedure to consider:

Pre-registration:

During the seventh (7th) week of each quarter a pre-registration is conducted to determine the
course offerings for the following quarter. Under the guidance of the classroom teacher, the stu-
dent makes course selections according to his need and interest. This selection is recorded on a
form provided and signed by the teacher.

This is obviously the most significant part of the scheduling procedure. It is here that the student
and/or the teacher decide if the student is in the proper course level, whether the student should
pursue another subject field, take a course just for fun, or whatever consideration should be given
to course selection.

Master schedule:

The data obtained from the pre-registration are used to develop the master schedule for the school.
The selection of courses to be included in the master schedule will depend on several factors,
among which are: the number of students who request a course, faculty competence, and space
availability.

The master schedule is duplicated and a copy given to each student.. This copy shows only the
course, time and room number. The teacher's name is omitted. Along with this master schedule is
a list of singletons and doubletons, with instructions in homeroom for use in preparing the sched-
ule.

Scheduling information:
The students are given instructions for preparing their registration and scheduling form. This infor-
mation sheet also contains general recommendations for scheduling, dates of registration and bus
schedules. A step by step registration procedure is given to each student and reviewed in home-
room prior to registration day.

Registration Day:
Two days are provided between each quarter at which time the students are transported to
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school. Usually the three upper grades register on the first day and the two lower grades on the

second day.

The gym is set up with each curriculum department represented at a table. The students go into
the gym and schedule themselves into class by registering for each appropriate course.

The student has made his choice of courses, has worked out his schedule, and now has actually
scheduled himself into class.

If this procedure is properly organized and followed, the schedule will be operative on the first
day of each new quarter.

11
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FOREWORD

Dr. M. Gene Henderson, superintendent of the Francis Howell School
District, summed up the district's experience with these words as quoted
in the March 1972 Reader's Digest: " ...on the whole the year-round
school has been successful. There are no appreciable savings in operating
costs, but for the long term we expect to cut our new building costs to
80 per cent of what we might ordinarily have spent. Parents have gradually
adjusted, and the continuous school, with three weeks vacations during
four seasons of the year, seems better suited to human nature. Both
students and teachers get in the doldrums and need a break."

The same Reader's Digest article concluded with the following thought-
provoking statement. "Nevertheless, in spite of limitations, the all-year
school does appear to be an idea whose time has come." The purpose
of this report is not necessarily to I.rovide evidence of a national trend,
but rather to show that year-round education is surely an "idea whose
time has come" for one small segment of America.

This booklet will attempt to give a brief history of the development
of year-round education from its beginning as an idea in 1968 to its initial
implementation at the Becky-David Elementary Schools in the summer of
1969, to further expansion to Central Elementary School In July 1971.
The district's planning for further and final implementation will also be
presented. The financial, curricular, and operational implicatio=willalso
be discussed. An updating of community opinion shall also be presented.
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ACCREDITATION

Francis Howell District is accredited by the MissouriState Department
of Education. The 1971-72 classification was AA. AAA is the highest
classification rating.

ASSESSED VALUATION $29,917,500

BUDGET $ 9,825,910

TAX LEVY $9.96 per $100

ENROLLMENT 9802 (1962 enrollment: 1516)

PAYROLL $ 2,609,279

PERSONNEL

Certified Teachers
and AdministratOrs 291

Secretarial 29

Maintenance, drivers,
food service, and health 100

TOTAL 365
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BACKGROUND

The Francis Howell Public School District is located in St. Charles
County, Missouri, southwest of Interstate Highway 70. It extends about
thirty miles along the Missouri River to the Warren County line. It is
about five miles wide and thirty miles long. The total enrollment is ap-'
proximately 4900 students. The population of about 18,000 persons is
predominately middle class.

The area is typically that referred to as a "bedroom district." The
tax base or valuation per student is about $6,000 - -60% of the Missouri
State average. State Foundation monies help offset this difference, but
some services and equipment cannot be provided.

The low valuation is a handicap in providing buildings since Missouri
law limits bonding to 10% of the valuation. It became apparent in the fall
of 1968 that buildings could not beprovided to take care of ever-increasing
enrollments if the nine month term were continued. Double or split
sessions are always possible but they are less desirable for Francis
Howell than for the many districts because the schedule, including
transportation time, would require almost fifteen hours per day.

The purpose of the year-round plan at Francis Howell is economy- -
not so much dollar economy as space economy. The Board of Education
had discussed year-round scheduling many times, but had always rejected
it, thinking in terms of the four-quarter plan for all students. The main
objection to most year-round plans has been the vacation schedule which
under the four-quarter plan mandates a recurring winter vacation for
some children. This plan also retains the three month "forgetting period"
and a once a year opening and closing for students, which seem a waste.

For these reasons this plan was chosen (note year-round schedule) for
one attendance area served by the Becky-David Schools--Primary (1-3)
and Intermediate (4-6) housed in one building. The two schools are connected
by a kitchen, with 48 classrooms, two principals, and about 1600 students.
Concentrated planning began in the fall of 1968 with a target opening date
of July 1, 1969, on a yeaeltiSund schedule. Plans involved parents and
staff. (See Appendix A.)

In late 1968, parent information meetings were held to present the
tentative plans for parents' questions and discussions. Shortly after these
meetings, a questionnaire was sent home to parents asking if they would
support the year-round schedule for a one-year period. The results
were as follows: 83% returned the ballots; 61% indicated "Yes," 38%
Indicated "No", and 1% were undecided. Of those who attended the in-
formation meetings 70% indicated "Yes" and 30% indicated "No". Those
responding who did not attend the information meetings: 54% indicated
"Yes", and 46% indicated "No". (See Appendix B.)

During the fall and winter of 1968-69, planning cor.iinued and at its
November 19, 1968 meeting the Board of Education gain its final approval

010
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for beginning year-round school at Becky-David on July 1, 1969.

The transition from the traditional schedule to theyear-round calendar
progressed amazingly well. A series of questionnaires for parents and
teachers have been distributed and tabulated. (See Appendices C,D, E, and
F.) These indicate a high degree of satisfaction with the plan.

Because of the obvious support for year-round school within the dis-
trict and also because of the need for additional space, year-round school
was extended to Central Elementary School in July 1971.

Because of increased enrollment at Becky-David, and since ten ad-
ditional teaching stations were under contruction at Central, plans were
announced at Christmas time, 1971, to transfer students from the Becky-
David attendance area to Central School. Because of this change it be-
came additionally necessary to recycle several students to equalize
numbers in the cycles at Becky-David and Central. These changes are to
become effective in July 1972.

As a result, several parents voiced some dissatisfaction with changing
cycles and further made recommendations to the school administration
and Board of Education. These recommendations are being carefully
considc:ed and may WP11 result in minor changes fa the year-round
schedule.

a ay
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DESCRIPTION

The students are divided into four groups, referred to as Cycles A,
B, C, and D. They are divided geographically, so students of a family
and subdivisions attend the same cycle.

Every cycle has four nine-week sessions in school with each session
followed by a three-week vacation. There is one vacation in each of the
seasons of the year. After nine weeks of school, most children are ready
for a break. The short vacations seem to prevent a good deal of "summer
forgetting" and boredom.

At first thought, it is a little hair-raising for a principal to realize
that there is a beginning and an ending every three weeks. Initially school
officials were quite concerned about this, but everyone has adjusted well
to the routine of opening and closing. As each group finishes a nine-week
session, the buses that transport them must shift to a new area and a
new group, which must be carried to school the next nine weeks.

The teachers have two basic kinds of schedules, Some Teachers have
the same schedule as that of the students. They teach nine weeks followed
by a three-week vacation. These teachers are scheduled for exactly
the same number of days as teachers who wnk on the traditional nine-
month schedule. Teachers also have the option of working full time. The
great majority of specialists (P. E,, music, art, Educable Mentally Re-
tarded, Learning Disabilities, Emotionally Disturbed, speech correction,
remedial reading) work on a year-round basis. Becky-David Intermediate
School operates a semi-departmentalized program and these teachers
also teach the full year. Full year teachers normally take two or three
weeks vacation in the summer at which time they are replaced by a fully
qualified person who is on vacation from the nine week-three week schedule,
from a nine month school within the district, or from a neighboring school
district.

A few teachers who are working on advanced degrees request all
or a large part of the summer off to attend school. In this situation they
are replaced for six, nine, or even twelve weeks in the summer and then
subsequently work continuously until the end of June of the following
year. It has been quite easy to find teachers from other schools in the
Howell District and from surrounding districts to fill in during the summer
months. Teachers and students are out of school for the usual vacations:
Christmas, Thanksgiving, etc.

The contract for Howell teachers on the traditional schedule is nine
and one-quarter months, or 185 days. Contracts for shorter or longer
terms are pro-rated on the 185 day term. The great majority of Francis
Howell teachers involved in the year-round school prefer and are on
the nine week-three week schedule.

Becky-David and Central Schools are also ungraded, This is the third
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year of ungradeless for the Intermediate School, the fourth year for
the Primary School, and the second year for Central School. The nine
week segments seem to strengthen this program because there is no long
break in the school year. The upgraded scheme was planned and im-
plemented by the staff and principals with the help of staff provided
under a Title III program sponsored by the St. Charles City School Dis-
trict which is adjacent to the Francis Howell District. The continuous
progress structure is slightly different ineachof the schools but is founded
on the similar philosophy that each child should achieve at a maximum
rate In relation to his ability. Howell's ungraded philosophy Is further
based on the concept that a child must experience success in school
In order for school to be truly meaningful.

PROBLEMS

A$ might well be expected, the year-round school did present the
district with several problems. Some of these were anticipated, others
were not. The intent here Is to state our major problems and discuss the
manner In which they were attacked. In addition, an assessment of the
district's success in alleviating these problems Is attempted.

1. Air conditioning

The extreme humidity of the St. Louis area makes the summers most
uncomfortable. The great majority of homes are air conditioned
and when youngsters are in the school setting, concentration and at-
tention are difficult to attain unless air conditioning can be provided.

During the summer of 1969 when the year-round program was im-
plemented on a trial basis, air conditioning was not provided. Most
observed that the kids operated in the heat more efficiently than the
teachers. School beginning and closing were moved back an hour
to avoid the hottest part of the day.

In 1970, Becky-David school was air conditioned at a cost of $80,000.
This was less than one-fourth the cost of the classroom space saved
by year-round school. The most recent bond issue included funds
to air condition Central Elementary School and Hollenbeck Junior
High School. These contracts are to be completed by May, 1972.

2. Vaintenance

When schools are no longer vacant during the summer, certain
problems especially with painting and floor maintenance present
themselves. Painting is still accomplished in the summer. However,
the crew works from three to eleven on Friday and all day Saturday
In the year-round schools. By concentrating more men in fewer rooms
at a time, the same number of rooms can be painted during the sum-
mer. This painting schedule has presented no problems to the function-
ing of the school program.

Much the same procedure is foilowed In the program of floor care.

79.420 0- 72 - 15
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However, since floor maintenance is a more extensive and time
consuming precedure, It has been necessary to design a program
of continual maleenance rather than merely a summer program.
This has actually resulted in some improvement in the overall
condition of our floors.

Some additional salary for time and a half pay has resulted from the
year-round schedule, but it has been minimal.

3. Year-round Classroom Teachers

The staff at Becky-David Intermediate School works on year-round
schedules. During the first two yearsof the program these t ea chers
switched groups of students at the end of the nine-week session. This
procedure meant that each teacher taught four different classes in a
year. This worked a definite hardship on both teachers and pupils
as neither attained a large degree of familiarity with each other.
It is generally agreed that the constant changing of students and teachers
was the most obvious mistake made in setting up the year-round
plan.

At the beginning of the 1971-72 school year a semi-departmentalized
structure was designed by the faculty and administration at Becky-
David Intermediate. PApils now have the same teachers throughout
the year. Parents, students, and teachers are much more satisfied
with the total school program as result of this change.

4. The Recycling Concept

It is urgent that a school district considering the nine week three
week year-round schedule take a careful look at the ways in which
students may be transferred from cycle to cycle. This plan is usually
considered by districts which are growing. It is possible in making
the initial cycle assignment to include growth areas in each cycle.
However, imbalance is almost certain to occur sooner or later.
Imbalances among cycles or among grades within a cycle can become
disturbing enough to require recycling or reassignment among cycles.

Recycling seems to have become desirable but not absolutely neces-
sary at Becky-David schools after three years of operation. The
decision was made to reassign some students at Becky-David and
Central (Central after one year of operation) because additional
classroom space was becoming available at Central, so some students
from Becky-David area were transferred to the Central attendance
area effective July 5, 1972.

The transfer of students down the cycles, i.e., A to B, C, or D;
B to C or p; or C to D, adds three weeks vacation time to the student's
schedule. Transferring up the cycles from D to C, C to B, or B to
A, eliminates a three week vacation. In some areas of the country
this would perhaps be desirable during the winter months. A trans-

fer up from D to B, or C to A, would eliminate three weeks of schooling

grl
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for such transferred students, and moving from D to A would elim-
inate six weeks schooling.

The various ways of accomplishing the recycling should be studied
carefully and explained to all involved before this type of year-
round schedule is adopted. Upon first examination it seems to be a
confusing disadvantage, but it need not be so if understood.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

An oft repeated question in the interviews with visitors concerns
the cost factors associated with the year-round schedule. Some authorities
are sure it costs less; others, just as certain, say it must cost more.

The Francis Howell Board and Administration were eager to make
cost comparisons and indeed such comparisons were the subject of a
grant. A report was published. The results were ;tot conclusive.

Some thoughts on fiscal matters which may apply to year-round
school are:

1. The instructional cost per student can be raised or lowered at
any time by spending more or less. An increase in such costs
should not be attributed to the schedule because it is not a func-
tion thereof.,
a. The schedule change does not make additional materials or

supplies necessary.
b. The teacher-pupil ratio should not change unless someone wishes

it changed. It is true that extended contracts are likely to go
to higher paid teachers, but this, too, is a matter of choice.

2. The needed capital outlay per student should be reduced under
the year-round schedule 'o about 80% of that which would have
been on the traditional schedule.

a. Three rooms serve four classes of students.
b. Three busses transport four complements of students.
c. Three sets of furniture serve four sets of students.
d. Offices, hallways, restrooms, parking lots, walkways, and sites

all serve four students for each three, previously served.
3. Finally, any expenditure deemed to be additional and attributed

to the schedule change should be determined carefully since the
implementation of a change is often the excuse for added expense,
but not the reason.

GI g
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FUTURE PLANNING

On July 5, 1972, C. Fred Hollenbeck Junior High School will open as
a year-round s pool. The first phase of the building, just completed,
will house onl : :e district's seventh graders. Seventh year students
living in the ars:a which presently attend on a year-round schedule will
continue to attend on the same cycles as they have while in elementary
school. About sixty students now attending elementary school in two
small schools which do not operate on a year-round basis will continue
to attend school on the traditional nine month calendar. In essence, then,
Hollenbeck will operate on the year-round and the traditional schedule
simultaneously.

The school district has recently received a grant from the Danforth
Foundation to plan the transition of the remainder of the district to the
year-round schedule. A great deal of curriculum revision is planned
for the secondary level. A steering committee made up of secondary
teachers and administrators has been formed. These people will have
a major responsibility for plotting the future course of year-round school
in Francis Howell.

Many course offerings in 1972-73 will be affected by the move toward
year-round school. Present plans call for a large amount of experimental
and pilot activities to take place in the 1972-73 school year with further
implementation scheduled for July 1973.

041
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A I 9 wks.
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YEAR-ROUND SCHEDULE

9 wks.

B 9 wks.

*r--
C p wk.

9 wks.

9 wks

9 wks.

6 wks.

Juno 30

I I I

9 wks.

9 wks.

9 wks.

9 wks.

9 wks.

9 wks.

9 wks. 9 whs.

6 wks. I

3wks.l

State statutes require that the school year (V79 days of classes) fall
between July 1st and June 30th of the following year. For this reason,
one 9 week session for cycles C 8 D was divided into a three and six
week sessions. It should be noted, however, that after the first year
all sessions are in reality nine weeks in length since the three and six
week session;, at the beginning and end of Cycles C and D join to make
up the nine-week sessions. Legislation will be introduced in the Missouri
legislative session beginning on . January 1, 1973 which will permit a
staggered beginning for Cycles C and D and thereby eliminating the short
session.
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APPENDIX A

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
ABOUT THE YEAR-ROUND SCHOOL AT BECKY-DAVID

From Parent Meeting on October 29-30, 1968

1. Has this been tried before elsewhere?

Year-round school is fairly common in the Journals, but this particular
schedule is unique.

2. Will the children in the same family go on the same cycle? Yes.

3. How would holidays work out?

There would be little or no change in the academic year. All schools
would be closed for Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter holidays.
Schools would be closed for teachers' meetings, teacher-parent con-
ferences, etc.

4. How long will this keep us from having split sessions?

This particular plan will solve the space problems for one year.
Additional bond money and the year-round school applied to Central
should help avoid split sessions for at least one additional year.

5. How many extra teachers will we need on this plan?

The plan itself has no effect on teacher-pupil ratio.

6. How will it affect pupils transferring in or out of the district?

"In" transfers between July 1 and September could lose a maxi-
mum of four weeks, and "Oct" transfers could lose the same amount.
This is not considered a serious problem, because schools are seldom
teaching on the same page in the same book at any given time anyway.
It is more important to provide careful and complete information
so the child can be properly placed upon reaching a new school.

7. Can children concentrate as well in the summer heat?

Summer school has been common for years in elementary, secondary,
and colleges. No adverse effects have been reported. Air conditioning
would be desirable but not until trial periods has elasped. Businesses
and factories and virtually every institution continue in the summer.
Why should not schools?
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8. Why can't it be done at high school?

The high school is far too small to allow economical use of the year-
round plan. Many subjects are taught once each day. On the four cycle
plan each would have to be taught four times.

9. Will students forget too much inthethree-week vacationperiod and
require too much time for review each time?

No. Teachers feel that the three-week vacation period will not be
much different than Christmas vacation which is often two weeks.
About a day of review is usually sufficient for this vacation. The
three-month vacation usually requires several weeks of review.

10. Compare the cost of air conditioning Becky-David with building the
needed classrooms.

Air conditioning Becky-David is estimated to cost about $150,000.
To build the fifteen additional classrooms which would be made avail-
able by the year-round plan would cost something over $300,000.

11. Will we need a tax increase to operate on the year-round plan?

The year-round plan is less expensive in thelong run than any alterna-
tive now open to the school district. A tax increase will be needed
for 1969-70, but not because of the year-round plan. A tax increase
will be needed because valuation does not rise as rapidly as dces
enrollment. If there were a radical increase in State funds, a tax
rise might not be necessary. This is unlikely.*

12. Will this plan stretch our taxes?

Using furniture, buses, and buildinrs
period each year is certainly more
things unused during that time.

"Note: Taxes were decreased in 1970 by
ation.

for an additional three-month
economical than having these

8 cents per 100 dollars valu-
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APPENDIX B

INITIAL PARENT SURVEY
November 1968

The Francis Howell Board of Education must make a decision con-
cerning the year-round school. The Board would like to know your opinion
before making that decision. Please complete the form below and return
it to the school by November 15.

1. Schools must have parent support to be effective. Will you support the
year-round school at Becky-David for a one-year trial period?

Why?

2. Please check the sources of your information concerning the year-round
schedule:

Parent meeting at school
Newspapers
Friends and Neighbors
Other:

APPENDIX C

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TEACHERS
SUMMARY

October 1969

A total of 48 questionnaires were given io the faculty of Becky-David
Primary and Intermediate School - 4? were returned. The items on which
opinions were requested along with the responses are as follows:

1. Do you feel that your classes' attitude toward year-round school in
general has: a) Improved - 36.2%; b) Remained unchanged - 59.6%;
c) Become worse - 4.2%.

2. How do you believe the year-round plan has affected learning: (a
Hindered - 10.6%; b) Helped - 44.7%; c) No change - 26.5%; d)
No answer - 17.1%.

,238
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3. Do you believe summer heat adversely affected learning; a) Yes -
21.3%; BO - No - 42.5%: c) Uncertain - 21.3%; d) I did not teach
in summer - 14.9%.

4. Does it appear to you that students have progressed more rapidly
since September 1st than during July and August? a) Yes - 21.3%;
b) Uncertain - 21.3%; c) No - 25.5%; l) I lid not teach du ring July
and August - 21.3%; e) No answer - 10.6%.

5. Do you believe that the year-round plan has hindered the ungraded
school plan? a) Yes - 36.2%; b) No - 36.2%; c) Uncertain -25.5%;
d) No answer - 2.1%.

6. Are you satisfied with your teaching schedule? a) Yes
b) No - 14.9%; c) No answer - 10.6%.

- 74.5%;

7. Has changing groups of students each nine weeks been educationally;
(Answer only if this applies to you). a) Advantageous - 21.3%; b)
Disadvantageous - 14.9%; c) No answer - 63.8%.

8. Would you like to see the year-round plan continue; a) Yes - 74.5%;
b) No - 2.1%; c) Uncertain - 19.1 %: d) No answer - 4.3%.

9. List the main problems with the year-round plan.

a. Returning during teachers' vacations for meetings.
b. Difficulty in going to summer school.
c. Some cycles overcrowded.
d. Difficulty in grouping.
e. Too many levels in one classroom.
f. Heat.
g. Some children have difficult time in adjusting to different teachers.
h. Teachers changing to different rooms.

10. List some ways in which the plan might be improved.

a. More intensive co-operation among the faculty members.
b. Conferences twice a year (maybe in Oct. or Nov. & Feb. or Mar.).
c. More parent education on the subject.
d. Applied district-wide so that Junior-Senior High children won't

have different schedules.
e. Air conditioning.
f. All teachers teach on the 9 week-3 week method.
g. Instead of changing teachers each 9 weeks, keep the same teacher

with 9-3 for slower students.
h. More information circulated and public relations improved as to

informing parents of cycling, etc.

11. In your opinion, what are the main advantages of the year-round
plan?

a. Pupils forget less during the shorter vacation periods.
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b. From a teacher's point of view the plan is splendid. More and
different experiences, challenges, and findings.

c. After a break, students and teachers come back with a refreshed
feeling to get in and work harder.

d. For the teacher, the three weeks gives a chance to catch up on
work, renew lesson plans, get fresh ideas, and for a new teacher a
chance to make bulletin boards.

e. Three week vacation cuts down on review.
f. This plan seems to be built to meet each child's physical, emotional,

social and academic needs. It is flexible and allows constant
evaluation.

g. Gives teachers full employment year-round.
h. Makes use of school building year-round.

APPENDIX D

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PARENTS
SUMMARY

September 1969

A questionnaire for parents designed to determine initial parent opinion
concerning the year-round school was sent to Cycle A, B, and C, groups
during the third week of August, 1969, and to Cycle Don the day following
their return from their first vacation period in early September 1969.

A total of 793 questionnaires were sent home - 508 from the Intermediate
School and 285 from the Primary School. Questionnaires were sent home
with the oldest child attending Becky-David from each family. There were
575 questionnaires returned - 380 from the Intermediate School and 195
from the Primary School. Translated to percentages, the total return
was 72.5% - Intermediate School 74.8% and the Primary School 68.4%.

The items on which opinions were requested along with the per-
centage of responses are as follows:

1. Concerning the children's attitude toward the year-round school:
Our child has preferred the 9 week-3 week plan over the traditional
nine month year, 23.96%. He/She has expressed that either way
is fine with them, 13.14%. He/She has stated that he/she would pre-
fer the nine month year, 29.45%. He/She has expressed little or no
opinion either for or against the year-round plan, 28.61%. Uncertain,
4.82%.

2. Do you feel that your child's attitude toward school in general: Has
improved, 17.45%; has remained unchanged, 64.43%; has become
worse, 13.2%; uncertain, 4.89%.

3. Do you believe that the year-round plan has hindered or helped
learning? This question is stated poorly and was misunderstood
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by many parents. For this reason it was difficult to ascertain what
parents meant by many of their answers.

4. What has been the relationship between your elemewary youngsters
and the junior and senior high youngsters?
Elementary children are envious of junior-senior high students,
21.21%; junior-senior high students seem envious of elementary
children, 5.05%; uncertain, 73.73%.

5. Because of the year-round plan, our vacation plans: Were eliminated,
8.71%; were changed to the point we were disappointed, 12.99%;
were alerted, but everything worked out fine, 25.12%; did not have
to be changed at all, 58.08%; uncertain, 3.07%.

6. Because of the year-round plan our usual summer activities (baseball,
swimming, camping, etc.);
Were hindered severely, 11.92%; were hindered moderately, 28.96%;
were hindered very little, 56.38%; uncertain, 2.72%.

7. What, in your opinion, has been the attitude of school officials to-
toward vacations and other summer activities?
Very accommodating, 11.92%; cooperative, 37.90%; begrudging co-
operative, 1.95%; uncooperative, 1.06%; antagonistic, 0.71%; uncertain,
46.44%.

8. What, in your opinion, has been the attitude of teachers toward
vacations and other summer activities?
Very accommodating, 13.28%; cooperative, 34.96%; begrudgingly co-
operative, 1.57%; uncooperative, 0.96%; antagonistic, i.39 %;uncertain,
48.07%.

9. Do you believe that the weather has hindered your child's ability tolearn satisfactorily?
Yes, 30.63%; no, 59.38%; uncertain, 9.98%.

10. Do you feel that hot weather has been the main difficulty of the year-round plan?
Yes, 49.40%; no, 42.56%; uncertain, 8.03%.

11. Do you feel that the year-round plan should continue if air conditioning
is not provided?
Yes, 48.12%; no, 41.83%; uncertain, 10.03%.

12. Would you be willing to vote for a bond issue which provided air
conditioning for Becky-David School?
Yes, 60.17%; no, 26.31%; uncertain, 13.50%.

13. Has your opinion the year-round school changed since the question-
naire in the spring?
No, I'm still against it, 23.91%; no, I still think it's a good idea,
42.11%; yes, I thought it was a good idea and now I'm against it, 3.46%1
yes, I was against it, now I think it's a good plan, 12.65%; uncertain,
17.85%.

oi311°
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APPENDIX E

SECOND QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PARENTS
SUMMARY

March 1970

A second questionnaire for parents was sent home to Cycle A, B, and
C parents on March 2, 1970, and to Cycle D parents on March 12, 1970.
A total of 878 questionnaires were sent,567 from the Intermediate School
and 311 frons the Primary School. There were 590 questionnaires re-
turned - 384 from the Intermediate School, 206 from the Primary School.
Translated to percentages, the total return was 67.1% - Intermediate
School, 67.7%; Primary School, 66.2.%. These figures and percentages
were figul ed on April 27, 1970. Questionnaires returned after that time
were not included.

The items on which opinions were requested along with the per-
centage of responses are as follows:
1. Children's attitude toward year-round school:

Our child has preferred the 9 week-3 week plan over the traditional
9 month year, 33.3%; he/she has expressed that either way is fines
with them, 14.2%; he/she has stated that he/she would prefer the 9
month year, 31.5%; he/she has expressed little or no opinion for
or against the year-round plan, 22.3%; no opinion, 2.7%.

2. Do you feel that your child's attitude toward school in general:
has improved, 23.2%; remained unchanged, 55.5%; become worse,
12.7%; no opinion, 6.7%.

3. Generally, how do you feel the year-round school has affected your
child's learning?
Hindered, 14.9%; helped, 25.2%; no noticeable effect, 51.5%; no opinion,
6.2%.

4. What has been the relationship between your elementary youngsters
and junior and senior high youngsters:
Elementary children seem envious of junior/senior highers, 11.5%;
junior/senior highers seem envious of elementary children, 5.9%;
no opinion, 19.4%. (Remainder of parents surveyed did not have stu-
dents in junior/senior high).

5. How do you feel about the shorter 3 week vacation instead of the 3
months summer vacation?
Seems desirable, 39.4%; no strong feelings, 23%; undesirable, 32.8%;
no opinion, 2.0%.

6. Do you feel that the year-round plan should continue if air condi-
tioning is not provided?
Yes, 37.2%; no, 48.4%; no opinion, 8.1%.

7. In your opinion, changing of teachers each nine weeks has been:
Educationally desirable, 22.0%; of no consequence, 19.8%; educationally
undesirable, 25.4%; no opinion, 7.6%. (Children of remainder of par-
ents surveyed did not change teachers each time).
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8. Would you be willing to vote for a bond issue for air conditioning
Becky-David?
Yes, 50.0%; no, 29.3%; no opinion, 8.8%; no answer, 11.9%.

9. In your opinion has the change of bus drivers each 9 weeks been:
Satisfactory, 32.2%; of no consequence, 32.3%; unsatisfactory, 17.1%;
no opinion, 14.0%.

10. After experiencing the year-round plan would you:
prefer to remain on the year-round plan, 61.0%; prefer to go on
split sessions at the junior/senior high campus, 5.0c,i; prefer to in-
crease property taxes to a level which provide enough building for
9 month school throughout the entire district, 16.0%; other, 5.0c,"c;
no opinion, 5.5%.

11. Has your opinion toward the year-round school changed since the
last questionnaire in August/September 1969?
No, I'm still against it; 21.1%; No, I still think it's a good idea,
44.2%; yes, I thought it was a good idea and now Pm against it, 6.6%;
yes, I was against it but now I think it's a good plan. 5.2%; I did not
receive an earlier questionnaire but I think the year-round plan is a
good idea, 6.2%; I did not receive an earlier questionnaire but I
think the year-round plan is a poor plan, 3.0%; no opinion, 6.9%.

APPENDIX F

THIRD QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PARENTS

SUMMARY
May 1971

A third questionnaire for parents was sent home to all cycles in May
1971.

A total of 901 questionnaires were sent home--573 from the Intermediate
School and 328 from the Primary School. There were 478 returned
---293 from the Intermediate School and 185 from the Primary School.
The total return was 537c: from the Intermediate School 51.1%, and
from the Primary School 56.4%. These percentages were as of July
9, 1971.

The items on which opinions were requested along with the percentage
of responses are as follows:

1. Children's attitude toward year-round school: Our child has preferred
the 9 week-3 week plan over the traditional 9 month year - 40.5%.
He/She has expressed that either way is fine with him/her -
He/She has stated that he, she prefer the 9 month year - 22.6%.
He/She has expressed little or no opinion either for or against the
year-round plan - 20.1%. No opinion - 6.3%.
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2. Generally how do you feel theyear-round plan has affected your child's
learning: Hindered, 7.5%. Helped, 37.4 %,. No noticeable effect,
41.9%. No opinion, 13.1%.

3. Do you have youngsters in Junior or Senior High as well as at Becky-
David:
Yes - 40.4%. No - 59.5%.

4. Would you be in favor of extending year-round school to the junior
and Senior High School? (Answer only if you checked "Yes" on #3.):
No - 38.9%. Yes as rapidly as possible - 28.8%. Yes, as need for
space dictates - 32.1%.

5. How do you feel about the shorter 3 weeks vacations instead of the
3 months summer vacation: Desirable - 54.3%. No strong feelings -
24.4 %. Undesirable - 16.6%. No opinion - 4.5%.

6. Do you feel that it was wise to provide air conditioning for Becky-
David:
Yes - 87.9%. No - 7.1%. No opinion - 4.9%.

7. In your opinion, has the year-round plan functioned better in 1970-71
than in 1969-70: Yes - 40.9%. No - 9.9%. No opinion - 49.1%.

8. After experiencing the year-round plan, would you: Prefer to remain
on the year-round plan - 83.9%. Prefer to go split sessions at the
junior-senior high campus - 1.6%. Prefer to increase property taxes
to a level which would provide enough buildings for 9 months school
throughout the entire district - 10.5%. Other - 3.8%.

9. If the money were available to build the necessary buildings, would
you desire to return to the 9 month schedule: Yes - 35%. No -
55.2 %. No opinion - 9.6%.

10. Has your opinion toward the year-round plan changed since the last
questionnaire in April 1970: No, Pm still against it - 12.2%. No,
I still think it's a good idea - 48.8%. Yes, I thoughtit was a good
idea and now I'm against it - 2.1%. Yes, I was against it, now I
think it's a good plan - 4.5%. Idid not receive an earlier questionnaire
but I think the year-round plan is a good idea - 19.1%. I did not re-
ceive an earlier questionnaire but I think the year-round plan is
a poor idea - 0.6%. No opinion - 12.4%.

4 5 1
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LA MESASPRING VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT,
EDUCATION CENTER,

La Mesa Calif., April 17, 1972.
Hon. JOHN B. ERLENBORN,
How of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SIR: It was with interest that I read in the San Diego Union, Saturday,April 10, 1972, of the formation of a general subcommittee on year-round schooleducation.
I am taking the liberty of sending you a copy of the two booklets prepared by

the La Mesa-Spring Valley School District in La Mesa, California, regarding our
first year of piloting Year-Round School for Continuous Education.At the present time we have a citizens advisory council which is now in the
process of evaluating the program for the first school year. Should you desire
thither information regarding the evaluation, please feel free to inquire.

I hope the enclosed material will aid in your committees' work.
Sincerely,

Enclosures.
Dos COCHENOUR,

Administrative Assistant, Public Information.

ail
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FOREWORD

A pitot ptogriam bon yeas -Round Se:toot don Continuous
Education has been initiated to one }union high sehoot
and too dementany .sehoote to the La Neaa-Spting Vattey
Sehoot D.ietnict. Alembem od .the ata and col/vanity.
rteaponaibte eon devetopnent o4 the ptogrtani ate au/cc:Ling
bon bmotoved mos o educatikg ch.i.Cdten and bon maximum
(Lae oi buitdinga and equipment.

When a achoot distract attempt4 a aigni6icat innovation,
it is necesaany to plan in tc/una o tocat conditims and
ehmacteniAties. The 6ottottu:fig pay ea 0(1VA:de and deacrabe
the tocat aetting, pweedtues used in apptoaching the
ptobtem, ptana developed, and methods o6 asaeaaing the
neautta o yeart-nound achoot onganiza.t.ion.

This inprunation to documented bon neeAence in the study
06 oun pitot ptoptn, and it 4.6 hoped that it may be U.4e-
6t1t to °them intemated to yeah -Hound .sehoot onganization.

79-420 0 72 16

James R. Runge
Supekintendent o Sehooth
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THE LA MESA AND SPRING VALLEY COMMUNITIES: A DESCRIPTION

Schools must reflect the unique attitudes,
values, and needs of the communitiee they
serve. Innovative programs can be successful
only to the extent that they are attuned to
local situations...

The La Mesa and Spring Valley communities lie east, and adjacent to, the
City of San Diego, California. Together with several small unincorporated
areas, they cover an area of 26.5 square miles and encompass a population
estimated in excess of 75,000.

Although these communities are most accurately described as suburban-
residential, and are comprised principally of single-family dwellings,
recent construction shows an increasing percentage of large apartment
units and mobile home facilities. Several large parcels of undeveloped
land remain within this geographical area, and building and subdivision
are continuous. Plans for a major housing development in South Spring
Valley promise to bring the total population well over 100,000 within
the next few years. At the present time the concentration of minority
ethnic groups is low.

While two large shopping centers and a variety of light industries are
located within these communities, most residents find employment in the
greater San Diego business-industrial-military complex. Since local taxes
must be generated principally from small residences, tax rates are compara-
tively high.

With average daily maximum temperatures ranging from 84° during the months
of August and September to 66° during January and February, year-round
recreational activities abound. Ocean, bays, mountains, and deserts all
are within easy driving distance via the several major freeways which
serve the area.

aqy
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TrE Ti Yrn-SPoiNt; VALIFY FC,!Ont DISTRICT: A PESCRTPTTON

obi eall:st for a singZe purpose: zo create
a setting in yhich children can lest grow
and learn.

THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

Within broad philosophical parameters and practical limitations imposed
by available resources, exploration and innovation are encouraged on the
part of children, teachers, and administrators. Adaptation to local
needs and conditions is favored, rather than district-wide uniformity
of program. In addition to the Year-Round School Program initiated in
three La Mesa-Spring Valley schools in July, 1971, a number of other
unique programs are in operation in individual schools, clusters of
schools, or districtwide. Among these are:

Kitchen Conversions to School Media Centers
Kindergarten Assessment
Language Arts and Math Project (LAMP)
Junior High School Media Centers
Staggered Primary Program
Nuffield Mathematics
Inquiry-Conceptual Social Studies (TABO
Cross-Age Tutoring
Differentiated Staffing
Ungraded Primary
Team Teaching

Special prograns of education for handicapped children are also offered:

Hearing Handicapped
Multiple Handicapped (Deaf-Blind)
Trainable Mentally Retarded
Educable Mentally Retarded
Speech Correction
Home Tutoring
Specialized Teaching in Reading (Basic Piadtng Act)
Educationally Handicapped (Learning Disability Groups and

Engineered Classrooms)

Additional specialized programs of education are also available to La Mesa-
Spring Valley children through cooperative agreements with neighboring
school districts.
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PHYSICAL FACILITIES

The La Mesa-Spring Valley School District is comprised of eighteen
elementary schools and four junior high schools which serve approxi-
mutely 15,000 children in preschool through eighth grade. School plants
constructed prior to 1965 are of the traditional finger plant design with
,elf- contained, single-class units. The two most recently constructed
schools feature open space, climate control, and a central media center.
Elementary schools are designed to house approximately 700 children on a
regular nine-month program; junior high schools can accommodate 1,100
students.

GROWTH PROJECTIONS

Over a period of twenty-five years, the La Mesa-Spring Valley School
District has grown from a single kindergarten-eighth grade school to
its present size of twenty-two schools. The period of most rapid growth
during the 1950's and 1960's has slowed, but new residential and com-
mercial construction continues to take place. Plans for several horsing
developments, some already in progress, promise to again send school
enrollments soaring. While certain areas in the northern and central
portions of the District are actually declining in school population,
heavy increases are occurring in th.4 southernmost area. The situation,
therefore, becomes one of imbalanc: available classroom space in the
area geographically furthest removed from the area where school housing
pressures are mounting. Finding a feasible solution to this problem is
complicated by the fact that The area in question is fourteen miles long
and bisected by several major freeways. The implications of this situa-
tion, in a district which is dependent upon the State School Building Aid
Program, are severe. Building entitlement is accumulated slowly since
the net gain in enrollment is slow.

PERSONNEL

The staff of the La Mesa-Spring Valley School District is composed of a
total of 1,025 full-time employees. Of this number 660 are certificated
teachers and administrators. Noncertificated positions include clerical,
maintenance, transportation, food service, gardener, and technician assign-
ments as well as a growing number of paraprofessionals who work directly
with children. Approximately 137 noncertificated positions are filled
with hourly employees.

Salaries and benefits for both certificated and noncertificated employees
are commensurate with those in surrounding metropolitan areas. Desirability
of the greater San Diego area as a place of residence, and a favorable salary
schedule, have permitted selectivity in hiring staff.
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TTRANCTAL RESOURCES

Altboyth La Mesa and Spring VIlcy are considered pr;:ale residential
LreaR, the La Mesa-Spring VaLey Schcal District it ;roperly classified
as an irpoverlehed district. Despite a consistently high tax rate,
the modest homes which comprise the bulk of the concsanity simply do
not generate sufficient local school income to operate an adequate
instructional program.

The La Mesa-Spring Valley School District is heavily assisted by the
State of California Equalization Program for current operating expenses.
The District is also tied closely to the State School Building Aid
Program in constructing new school facilities. Assessed valuation
per child approximates that of the average California school district,
as does the cost of education per pupil. While local school tax and
bond issues have met with notable success for a quarter century, the
current community climate does not encourage additional tax and bond
increases.

Approximately 85% of the operating budget is invested in staff Salaries.
Solvency is mainti.ined through operating at a relatively high pupil-
teacher ratio of a1:1 in kindergarten, 30:1 in the primary grades,
34:1 in grades four through six, and 28:1 in the junior high school.
(The 28:1 ratio nets out at 33:1 when the variance toetwetta the junior
high school pupil day and teacher day is taken into consideration.)
Averages can be deceiving, and many District classes operate in excess
of the figures stated. Maintaining close proximity to these target
averages frequently forces midyear reorganization of District schools.
Average class sizes in La Mesa-Spring Valley School District are the
highest in the State of California among districts of comparable size.

An overview of the La Mesa-Spring Valley School District financial capability
may be obtained from a study of the percentage analysis of income and
expenditures on the next page.
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LA MESA-SPRING VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

TOTAL BUDGET - 1971-72 S 13.683.857

Sources of Income:

Federal (P.L. 874, National Defense Education Act,
Elementary and Secondary Education Act, etc..) 5.20%
State 36.30%
Local 50.04%

Total Income
Beginning Balance

91.54%
8.46%

GRAND TOTAL 100.00%

Expenditures:

Administration 2.73%
Instruction 65.55%
Health Services .90%
Operation of Plant 6.64%
Maintenance of Plant 2.54%
Mixed Charges 3.72%
Pupil Transportation 2.29%

Total Current Expense
of Education

Capital Outlay
Debt Service
Other Expenses

Undistributed Reserves

84.37%

2.66%
2.73%
.74%

8.01%

Total Budget 98.51%

Ending Balance 1.49%

GRAND TOTAL 100.00%

2/3
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THE LA MESA-SPRINC: VALLEY YEAR-ROUND SCHOOL CALENDAR

st!,:ol attendance calendar of the La esa-Spring Valley
School ilistrict provides for a continuous cycle of education distributed
throughout the calendar year. Special characteristics of this calendar are:

Children assigned to each of the four attendance schedules attend
school an equal number of days (177) during the (whoa year.

Intersessions operate continuously.

Maximum utilization of staff and facilities is accomplished through
240 days of plant operation with children in attendance.

Strict adherence to the 45-15 pattern of school attendance has been
modified. Attendance periods may vary from 43 to 47 days in order
to avoid beginning an attendance block on a Friday, or ending an
attendance block on a Monday.

A one-week vacation period at Christmas, and elimination of a
spring vacation, permit adding several days to the summer seasonal
vacation of each attendance group. Thus, all children have a five-
week vacation at some time during the mid-June to mid-September
period.

A single week at Christmas is justified on the basis that one group
is ending a three-week vacation period, and another group is beginning
a three-week vacation. A third group is only fifteen days from a vaca-
tion, and the fourth group has been back to school for only fifteen
days. A longer Christmas vacation would interrupt the continuous
education cycle for all groups.

All legal and local holidays are recognized, as well as the Friday
after Thanksgiving and the two days preceding Christmas.

At two times during the year, only two groups are in attendance.
Major maintenance and classroom refurbishing may be accomplished
during this period, since not all classrooms are in use.

The La Mesa-Spring Valley calendar is semi- repeating and can, with
minor yearly modification, continue indefinitely.

The calendar is coordinated with the nine-month calendar of the
local high school district in such a way that children entering
h!gh school from eighth grade have a minimum of five weeks of
ve.oation before entering high school.

Sufficient flexibility is gained, through eliminating spring
vacation and reducing Christmas vacation, that minor calendar
modification would permit closing the entire school plant for
an additional two weeks each year should this be desired.
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THE LA MESA-SPRING VALLEY MODIFIED 45-15
YEAR-ROUND PLAN: A DESCRIPTION

"Year-round school places education in
a context where we dare to think diffcrentZy..."

James R. Runge
Superintendent of Schools

GENERAL ORGANIZATION

The La Mesa-Spring Valley Year-Round School for Continuous Education
presently operating in two elementary schools and one junior high school
is most aptly described as a modified version of the 45-15 design popular-
ized by the Valley View, Illinois, School District. It is modified in the
sense that attendance periods may vary from forty-three to forty-seven days
in order to avoid awkward school attendance blocks caused by the unequal
distribution through the year of legal and local holidays. Essentially,
however, children attend school for nine weeks and are on vacation for
three weeks, aside from one week at Christmas when all groups are on
vacation. Three-week vacations actually encompass twenty-three calendar
days, and fall roughly into the four seasons of the year for all attendance
schedules.

The duration of the school year for children is not extended by this plan.
They attend school 177 days - the same as children in La Mesa-Spring Valley
schools which are not on the plan. Their school year is simply distributed
more broadly across the calendar year than is the case in traditionally
organized schools. At any given time three-fourths of the children are
attending school while one-fourth are on vacation.

STAFF ASSIGNMENT

Classroom teachers in the La Mesa-Spring Valley plan are, for the most part,
tracked with their pupils. That is, when the children go on vacation, their
teacher also leaves. When they return for their next nine-week attendance
period, they are assigned the same teacher, but return to a different classroom.
It is intended that teachers will remain with a group through four nine-week
blocks which would be equivalent to a traditional school year. This general
rule is subject to modification at the junior high school level where
teachers and groups of children rotate more frequently, depending upon the
nature of the course offering.

In order to maintain the same level of auxiliary services to all children,
regardless of their particular attendance schedule, it has been necessary
to extend contracts of some specialized personnel up to 220 days. In such
cases, salary is increased by a per diem amount. Contracts have been extended
for personnel who work on a continuing basis with children: librarians,
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health education specialists, speech and hearing specialists, reading
-7.cl:lists, nr,! T% t: c.mrracts of
.;.ass vho work vit.', children rm a rc.:aic basis s;:_h as .:maid be the
c.:se with psycho;0,ists. rarr.:rca t:!...hcr, and others.
,:ecial services in the larrer caucgcries 1:erc redistributed

equally throughout the year.

ADMINISTRATION

Contracts of year-round school principals have been extended to 212 days
from the 199-day contracts of nine-month school principals. Salary was
increased commensurately at a per diem rate. At each of the participating
elementary schools, a qualified certificated aspirant was identified who,
in addition to regular classroom teaching duties, is assigned certain ad-
ministrative tasks. He is paid a stipend for this added responsibility.
On two of his four yearly vacations this taacher-additional ditties assumes
full charge of the school, thereby releasing the principal for vacations.
He is paid a per diem rate for this extended service in addition to the
stipend. This procedure places the administration of the school in the
hands of one who is fully acquainted with the student body, staff, and
community. It has the added advantage of providing a practical administrative
internship to those who aspire to nonclassroom positions.

Contracts of the school secretary. and the junior clerk-health have been
extended to 262 days. Custodial and maintenance services are on a year-
round basis at all district schools. To date it has not been necessary to
expand central office administrative and clerical positions beyond the
number which existed prior to year-round school operation.

INTERSESSIONS

The traditional summer school program has been redesigned to articulate,
with the Year-Round School Program. Intersession courses are offered
continuously during all of the three-week vacation periods. By adminis-
trative decision, the California State Department of Education has granted
permission to redistribute summer school in this manner, and will provide
ADA reimbursement at the same level as io the past. Intersession courses
are staffed e,ther by teachers from within the District who are on
vacation, or by teachers hired on a limited contract from outside the
District. Intersession teachers are pain the same daily rate as summer
school teachers.

Great flexibility is encouraged in planning intersession courses. Duration
of the courses may be from one to three weeks, and from one to four hours
per day, depending upon the nature of the course, and the age and interests
of the children. Since enrollment in these courses is optional, it has been
necessary to take a conservative posture in planning and staffing the first
few until sufficient data is accumulated to permit accurate enrollment
projections.
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As the intersession program develops, we propose to explore a number of
exciting possibilities. Cross-age tutoring and individualized contract
learning, centered in the school media centers, have already been success-
fully implemented. Among other possibilities which remain to be explored
are courses with a seasonal emphasis utilizing out-of-school recreational
facilities and personnel, chaining or linking courses of a related nature
through two--or several--intersession periods, and extended travel courses.

Since intersession courses operate concurrently with regular school operation,
certain savings accrue to this program which help offset Year-Round School
Program administrative and clerical costs. That is, while the courses gene-
rate ADA reimbursement, no additional administrative or clerical costs are
involved.

PLANT UTILIZATION

Available classroom housing space is generated, under the 45-15 plan,
through continuous use of existing school facilities. Pupils returning
from vacation move into classrooms vacated by those just leaving for a
vacation period. Thus, when operating at full capacity, three schools
can house the equivalent of four school populations. Classrooms are
changed every nine weeks, but children remain with their teacher and with
the group to which they were originally assigned.

The La Mesa-Spring Valley Year-Round School Program was specifically
designed for less-than-saturation utilization of school plants. In each
school on the plan, one or two open rooms are retained to allow for inter-
session and recreation use, and for special-interest centers. This available
space may also accommodate a schedule of major maintenance since classes may
be temporarily relocated while classrooms are refurbished.

OPTIONAL ATTENDANCE FEATURE

Early in the planning stages it was determined that community acceptance
of the Year-Round School Program might be enhanced if it were possible to
offer an option to parents concerning their choice of plan. The rapidity
with which the plan was implemented, February to July of one year, meant
that some people were already (tomcatted to unalterable vacation plans and
could not participate regardless of their general attitude toward year-
round school.

Four elementary schools in the South Spring Valley area contribute children
to the junior high school. It was determined, through an analysis of new
housing construction, rate-of-growth projections, etc., that by placing
the junior high school and two of the four elementary schools on the plan,
anticipated growth could be accommodated. By doing so the two remaining
schools could continue on a traditional calendar and be teamed with the
year-round schools, thus providing an option to parents. As it developed,
more children entered year-round school than were lost.
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TIte optional attendance feature is one that mirht ell be considered by
:%,ge planni::a a Yc:x-Road ECr.col ?to:::,r. Not only dot::: it provide a

; c3irinates the 7..cceit.: cf fc:fnt the pl:In onto
....Ming patrms, 1..ot ca=:nity interest in t:-.e ':ter-Rcun:, Schap]. Program

is twice as broadly based since other schools are indirectly involved.
While no specific proposal for expansion of the program to other La Nese-
Spring Valley schools has been developed (pending a thorough analysis of
pilot program results) the optional attendance feature will be retained
as an important element in any expansion model.

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL ORGANIZATION

Extending the Year-Round School Program through the junior high school
level is another feature of the La Mesa-Spring Valley plan. Although
considerable creative effort was required in organizing basic and explor-
atory courses, accommodating performing music groups, staffing, and student
scheduling, no problems were encountered which have not been solved.

The target school, La Presa Junior High School, is a departmentalized
seventh- and eighth-grade school of approximately 700 students, presently
built to 60% of its ultimate size. Constructed in 1970, it is a flexible
open-space plant and is fully climate-contrnlled. Four large classroom
pods surround a central media center. Each of the pods can be subdivided
into four spaces approximately the size of a standard classroom.

Each of the classroom pods is staffed with a team leader on extended con-
tract, three standard-contract teachers, and paraprofessionals as needed.
Team leaders assume a share of scheduling, supervision, and student disci-
pline tasks in addition to their basic teaching duties. While not an
integral part of the Year-Round School Program, differentiated staffing
has provided great flexibility in teaching assignments. Teaching contract
periods, during the first year of year-round school operation, have varied
from 137 to 225 days. The interchange of administrative-teaching assign-
ment of team leaders has generated additional paraprofessional and clerical
help without added program cost. This differentiated assignment design
has been in operation since the opening of the school and provided an ideal
vehicle for introduction of the Year-Round School Program.

In organizing foi year-round education, essentially four small schools-
within-a-school were formed. Children are scheduled more or less
independently within each of the four attendance groups. A variety of
staffing patterns are employed depending upon the special competencies
of the individual teacher, the nature of the courses he is teaching,
and the duration of his contract.

Children remain with their teaching team for basic subjects (science,
mathematics, English, and social studies) through the four nine-week
attendance blocks which constitute a school year. Exploratory courses
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(foreign language, homcmaking, industrial arts, music, etc.) are nine
weeks In duration and teachers change groups with each cycle.

In the case of performing music groups, children on vacation are encouraged
to continue with this activity by returning to the school for a specified
period each day. Technically, they are enrolled as intercession pupils for
this hour. Many choose also to enroll in other intersession activities for
a total of as much as four hours per day.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ORGANIZATION

The two elementary schools operating a Year-Round School Program are of
the self-contained classroom variety. One is climate-controlled, one is
not. Both have small, but well-stocked media centers staffed with a half-
time librarian and a full-time library aide. Each school serves from 750
to 850 pupils in grades kindergarten through six.

As in the case of the junior high school, the Year-Round School Program
requires the organization of four small schools-within-a-school. Enroll-
ment in each of the four attendance groups is approximately 190 children
distributed through the grades. Combination classes are the rule, although
some single-grade classes are fored when enrollment at a single grade level
is sufficient.

Preliminary study indicates that entry into the Year-Round School Program
has not had major effect upon curriculum content although the pacing of
instruction is, of course, quite different. It appears that less time is
spent in review. The relatively small number of pupils in each attendance
group makes homogeneous ability grouping difficult, if not impossible.
This factor, coupled with the preponderance of combination classes, appears
to have the positive effect of encouraging

multigrading and greater indi-
vidualization of instruction.

CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Representatives of major community agencies and service organizations have
been invited to participate in a Year-Round School Citizens Advisory
Committee. In addition, each year-round school Parent-Teacher Association
unit will provide two members. District staff menbers will serve as con-sultants to the committee. An action steering committee will be identified
from among the membership-at-large. Initial response to the invitation to
participate has been enthusiastic.

Following the definition of goals and objectives, this unit will serve as a
clearing house for problem identification, broad communication of program
objectives, and as a resource for others

anticipating entry into a Year-
Round School Program.

a3-
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Acong the organizations invited to provide representation are:

- PTA
nr,- - PTA

- PTA
La Mesa Chamber of Commerce
SpringValley Chamber of Commerce
La Mesa Park and Recreation Dept.
Spring Valley Park.and Recreation Dept.
La Presa Junior High PTA
La Press Elementary PTA
Rancho Elementary PTA
Kempton Elementary PTA
Monte Vista High School PTA

Mount Miguel High School PTA
Avondale Elementary PTA
Spring Valley Junior High PTA
La Mesa Taxpayers Association
La Mesa City Council
Spring Valley Welfare
La Mesa-Spring Valley Classified

Employees Association
La Mesa - Church
Spring Valley - Church
La Mesa-Spring Valley Teachers

Association

PROCESSING PARENT REOUESTS FOR CHANCES IN GROUP ASSIGNMENT

Unusual circumstances sometimes dictate the transfer of individual children
from one attendance schedule to another. Care must be exercised that
provision is made for making up lost time. This is best accomplished
through individual assignment to intersession programs.

Such requests may be initiated by parents or, in exceptional cases, by school
officials. When requests are received by parents, they are processed in much
the same manner as intradistrict school transfer requests. Parents are
alerted to the fact that school attendance time may be lost, and that contact
with the child's natural neighborhood group may be affected. If the parent
still wishes to pursue a transfer, each case is judged individually upon the
criteria of (1) child care, (2) family hardship, and (3) availability of
space in the class to which the transfer would be made.

After parents had chosen to enroll their children in the Year-Round School
Program, a number of requests for changes in group assignment were received
prior to program implementation. This number declined rapidly once the
program was operational. Of the approximately 8% who initially requested
a change, half this number withdrew their request after hearing the possible.
negative effects of such a change. The remaining requests were honored if
based upon acceptable reasons.

PROMOTION AND RETENTION

In keeping with the continuous education concept inherent in the Year-Round
School Program, formalized promotion from grade to grade is minimized.
Rather, a continuous flow of pupil development from one attendance block to
the next is possible. Many alternatives exist for accelerating or delaying
the progress of individual pupils, depending upon their individual needs and
capabilities. Individuals may be retained for one or two nine-week attendance
periods rather than for a full year as is the case in traditionally organized
schools. Children may also he encouraged to pursue individual learning

ass
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prescriptions during intersession periods in order to achieve remediation
of specific learning difficulties.

Children may also be moved ahead insmall, comfortable increments
should their maturity and school progressso indicate.

Care must be exercised, of course, in moving children from one attendance
group to another in order to avoid disruption of family plans, loss of
school time, frequent change of teachers, etc. However, the potential
psychological advantage to pupils of such flexibility in school placementpresents one of the more exciting possibilities of the Year-Round SchoolProgram.
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THE LA MESi-SPRING VALLEY YEAR-ROUND SCHOOL
.% C.,. EDUCATION: A CASE STUDY

can caa::? become prisoners of our
own folklore. The greatest tragedy is
not that we sometimes try and fail,
but that we often fail to try

THE CONDITIONS

Like many educators throughout the nation, La Mesa-Spring Valley staff
members had, for several years, discussed the possibility of initiating
some form of year-round operation of schools. Such discussions usually
centered about four-quarter plans, or extended-year plans, and were
discarded as unsound on the basis of cost, questionable educational
value, or lack of community readiness. With the publication in December,
1971, of a Parade Magazine article reporting the success of the Valley
View, Illinois, "45-15" year-round plan, widespread community interest
was generated, and a fresh look at continuous education was indicated.

When it became apparent soon after the first of the year 1971 that
rapidly growing school enrollments in one area of the District could
not be accommodated during the 1971-72 school year, staff members began
discussing the possibility of designing a plan similar to that of the
Valley View School District as a possible solution to the projected
school housing shortage. Of even greater appeal to educators was the
educational advantage which such a program appeared to hold for children.
Improvement of the educational program, therefore, became the overriding
motivation; the shortage of classroom space provided the catalyst.

STAFF PILOT STUDY

Formation of a staff pilot study committee was the first step taken.
This committee was comprised of teacher representatives and principals
of the five schools which were later to become participants in the plan.
These schools, one junior high and the four elementary schools located
within its attendance area, constituted the focal point of greatest
District school housing pressure. A preliminary proposal was developed,
and permission was granted by the Board of Education to approach the
community with the idea of a year-round school plan as one possible
solution to the projected school housing shortage.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

An intensive series of thirty-four neighborhood coffees was initiated,
in addition to rive community meetings - -one at each of the target schools.

a 67
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Attendance at the coffees was initially light, but the response to the
year-round plan was unmistakably positive. As word spread throughout the
community, attendance at meetings increased. Parent-Teacher Association
units were briefed and assisted in carrying the message to the community.

Coffees and group meetings were conducted by teams of principals and
teachers. The message was essentially this: "We can't stand still.
We can accommodate growth in enrollment next year in one of three ways:
(1) we can place some Spring Valley schools on double sessions; (2) we
can transport children to available classroom space elsewhere in the
District; or (3) we can generate space by entering a year-round school
program. The choice is yours." Feelings against bussing and double
sessions ran high, and a clear mandate was received from the community
to proceed, with all possible haste, in further study of a year-round
school plan.

At each coffee and community meeting, a questionnaire was distributed
which sought responses to these alternatives:

Questions Responses

In favor of year-round school 77%
Opposed, but would participate

. 7%
Opposed, favor bussing or

double sessions 12%
Opposed, but might change mind 4%

While these results were based upon responses from 360 of the approxi-
mately 1,200 families which would be affected by the plan, they are
consistent with community response in the Valley View, Illinois, district
and with that of a neighboring San Diego County district which has also
initiated a plan. The results of this sampling were subsequently vali-
dated by response to an additional choice offered to all parents in the
target school communities to participate in the program.

FEASIBILITY STUDY

Concurrently with the community contact, staff members at all levels
were dispatched to gain as much information as possible relating to
year-round school programs. Visitations were made to Valley View,
Illinois, and to the Frances Howell School District near St. Louis,
Missouri. A search of the literature was conducted, and District
representatives took part in a series of year-round school seminars
which were conducted during the spring of 1971.

Close liaison was maintained with representatives of the California
State Department of Education, and with Southern California legislators
whose assistance was needed to sponsor legislation which would permit
entry into the year-round school program.

79-420 0 72 17
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A feasibility study was conducted by the Instruction, Business, and
Plrponnel Divisions of the School District. Their nreliminarr findings

point. of vie!;:, the

:.1;:r-:'c-!.nd Fell,"n1 rnncritvns c?nnitrfrt w!t1:, in-rn enc::.-Wrs to,

c: :.he pacira aad

content of the instructional program. From a business- finance point of

view, the proposal was deemed feasible with minimal added cost for pro-

gram initiation. Problems relating to contracts, salary, and staff
availability were identified by the Personnel Division, but appeared

not to be insurmountable.

ENABLING LEGISLATION AND APPLICATION APPROVAL

On May 3, 1971, a progress report was presented to the Board of Education,
and permission was granted by that body to draw up a year-round atten-
dance calendar and to implement the plan on July 6, 1971, provided the
required permissive legislation had been enacted. Pending the passage

of legislation, the District developed and submitted its own application
to conduct a year-round school to the California State Department of

Education. The application to the State encompassed the following

areas:

Effective date
Proposed program description
Course of Study
Instructional time
Enrichment provisions
Calendar
Support services
Teachers' work year

On June 11, 1971, State Assembly Bill 0673, introduced by Senator Burgener
and co-authored by Assemblyman Cory, Deddeh, and Wilson, was written into

law. The State Department notified the District that their application
had been approved and the Year-Round School Program could be conducted
as proposed. The final organizational phase was then initiated.

SETTING THE CALENDAR

Establishing a workable and equitable calendar was a major undertaking
of a task force of the Staff Pilot Study Committee. It was decided

(1) to stagger the entry of attendance groups into the program at three-
week intervals, and (2) to modify strict adherence to the 45-15 schedule
in order to avoid awkward attendance periods and to equalize seasonal
vacation opportunities. The calendar was finalized in mid -May, 1971, and

approved by the Board of Education.
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ASSIGNMENT TO ATTENDANCE GROUPS

Each target school community was geographically subdivided into four
attendance groups of approximately equal size. Care was taken to
avoid division of natural neighborhood areas, and to allow for impending
construction which might overload certain areas. In this way, members
of the same family and their neighbors could continue to attend school
on the same schedule. Each area, thus identified, was assigned an
attendance schedule through a drawing conducted by a local newspaper
editor.

CHOICE OF PLAN BY PARENTS

The stage was now set for parents to indicate their choice of school
attendance options. Each parent was mailed an attendance calendar and
a parent response card on which they were asked to indicate if they
wished to enroll their children in the Year-Round School Program or
preferred to enroll them in an adjacent school which would continue on
a nine-month program. Transportation would be provided by the District
to the school of their choice. Responses were consistent with the
original reactions expressed by the community, with only 8% of those
residing in year-round school attendance areas electing to send their
children to nine-month schools.

The reverse choice was also offered to parents of children residing in
the attendance areas of teamed nine-month schools. Approximately 12%
chose this option. Eighty-eight percent elected to stay in their
regular school of attendance regardless of the program.

IMPLEMENTATION

On July 6, 1971, one-fourth of the children in two elementary schools
and one junior high school began their first school year under the Year-
Round School Program. On July 26, another one-fourth joined their class-
mves. August 17 saw the third group enter, and the plan was fully
operational. On September 7, one week before most California school
children were due to return to school, the first group of year-round
school children began a three-week vacation.

Parents, principals, and teachers reported the smoothest school opening
in their memories. The children were there with their new shoes and
lunch pails, and no more than the usual percentage of late entries was
noted. Attitudes of children, parents, and teachers toward reentering
school after a short vacation period appeared to be positive. Problems
which had been expected never occurred--perhaps because they had been
anticipated.

bo
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As of September, 1971, when the Year-Round School Program became a fully-

reallt7 in one area of the La Mesa-Spring Valley School

ZILnzntary thrc..!zh sixth strsde)

Entering nine-month schools from
year-round schools

Entering year-round schools from
nine-month schools

7% (99 children)

122 (162 children)

Junior High School (seventh and eighth grades)

Entering nine-month school from
year-round school 17% (137 children)

(No option offered for transfer
into year-round junior high school.)

(N: 2,000+ children)

CONCURRENT SUMMER SCHOOL

During the initial phase of year-round school operation (July and part of
August of the year of entry) only a portion of the children had begun

regular school attendance. Therefore, in order to maintain the traditional
level of pupil services, regular summer s:hool class offerings were made
available to children assigned to attendance groups which would not begin
regular school until mid-August or Septe:.ber. These summer school classes
were housed side -by -side classes attending regular school under the

Year-Round School Program. Since administ:ative and clerical personnel
were already on duty. no additional supervisory staff was required for
summer school operanon. This saving in personnel helped offset the cost
of operating year-rovnd schools during the stages when the plan was only

partially operational.

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION AND SOLUTION

It is important to note that throughout the development of this plan,
staff and community had been involved in program design rather than
simply receiving information. From the beginning, the orientation of
staff and parent groups was one of problem identification and solution.
The Year-Round School Program was perceived by them as their choice and
their responsibility to make it work. This orientation may be directly
attributed to the fact that the original movement was generated at the
local school-community level, rather than imposed by a Board of admin-

istrative decision.

Xp I
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At the community level, Parent-Teacher Association, Scout, Little League,
recreation, and church leaders set out, not to oppose the plan on the
basis that it might impinge upon their activities, but to accommodate
this change within the structure of their organizations and even adapt
it to their ultimate advantage.

A6A
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THE LA MESA- SPRING VALLEY MODIFIED 45-15
,-!*.*.Ir 77')'.7 777:*71:::14
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EVALUATION OF ACHIEVE':NT

The evaluation component of the Year-Round School Program in the La
Mesa-Spring Valley School District is divided into two major strands:
cognitive and affective measures. The Pupil Personnel Services depart-
ment accepted the responsibility to evaluate the scholastic achievement
of the students enrolled in year-round schooling.

An applied research design was developed, aimed at discovering whether
or not attendance in a year-round school leads to a higher level of
achievement in the skill areas of reading, arithmetic, and spelling
than does attendance in a nine-month school. It was hypothesized
that attendance in a year-round school would minimize forgetting over
the long vacation period (summer loss) and, further, that year-round
school would require less reviewing of the previous semester's work,
resulting in more time for new instruction which would, in turn, result
in a higher level of achievement.

The study is of a nonrandomized control group pretest post-test design.

prptpce Troatrpnt Pnat-tpqr

Ti X T2

T2

The Wide Range Achievement Test will be administered to 100% of the students
in grades one through eight in the year-round schools and a 25% sample of the
students in a control elementary school (selection of every fourth student,
grades one through six, from an alphabetical listing of
The testing time line is reproduced below:

GROUP N DATE OF PRETEST T

the students enrolled).

DATE OF POST-TEST

I Year-Round School (450) July 12-16 X May 22-26

II Year-Round School (540) August 2-6 X June 12-16

III Year-Round School (480) August 23-27 X July 5-7

IV Year-Round School (520) September 13-17 X July 31-August 4

V Nine-Month School (150) September 20-24 June 5-9

ip3
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The post-test sample will be smaller than the pretest sample by the
number of students who move out of the attendance area prior to the
scheduled date for post-testing.

Pretest scores will form the base line data for the groups. Considering
the effect of szetner Zcso and assuming groups equal in intellectual
capacity (this assumption is supported by District standardized test
results for the school year 1970-71 in the project schools), it is
hypothesized that the median grade equivalent in reading, arithmetic,
and spelling as measured by the Wide Range Achievement Test would be
highest for Group I (because they were out of school for only two weeks)
and next highest for Group II, then Group III, then Group IV, and lowest
for the control group (out of school for twelve weeks).

The base line data which was completed on September 24, 1971, is being
data processed. An analysis of the findings will be appended to this
description when the data is returned and analyzed.

It is further hypothesized that the median grade equivalents derived
from the post-tests will show even greater differences in favor of
Group I, and then in descending order for Groups II, III, IV, and
finally the control, as a function of more instructional time devoted
to presentation (less time spent in review). It is assumed that the
size of the N is large enough to wash out any differences in teacher
competence. All scores will be reported in terms of measured grade
equivalent.

One final observation is offered. All students in the Year-Round School
Program will also participate in the District standardized test program
(administered in the thirty-first and thirty-second week of instruction
in grades one through three, and the sixth week of instruction in grades
four through eight). The standardized testing instruments are the
Cooperative Primary Test in Reading, (grades one, two, and three), and
Comprehensive Tests of Basic, Skill in Reading, Language, and Arithmetic
in grades four through eight. It is anticipated that the educational
advantage of year-round schooling will, over a period of several years,
result in significantly higher increments of academic achievement from
grade-to-grade for the students in the year-round schools, when compared
to the students in the teamed nine-month schools.

EVALUATION OF ATTITUDE

A second strand in the evaluation component of the Year-Round School
Program in the La Mesa-Spring Valley School District is an assessment
of the attitude of students, teachers and other staff, and the community,
including parents whose children are receiving year-round schooling.

Questionnaires are being developed for administration to the three
groups mentioned previously. These survey instruments will be adminis-
tered to a sample of students and parents, and to all teachers and other
certificated staff participating in the Year-Round School Program.
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'Fhe vaertIcanaires will elicit reco.rendatlons for change and imrreveent
as atticuic tor-ard the vcricca els%n:s cf the program. At this
the irstrn:::ian is __:i is tho de!cIrrrental stage. It is

lannse tc agptad th s:e ins:rumhis c:c.:,loged to this description when they
are ready and to append an analysis of the questionnaires after they are
administered.

ADDITIONAL DATA ANALYSIS

The evaluation component of the La MesaSpring Valley YearRound School
Program will also include periodic analysis of data relating to teacher
and pupil absence due to illness, pupil truancy, and level of pupil
participation in intersession courses. The incidence of vandalism in
the community and longitudinal comparisons of juvenile delinquency will
also be assessed. Information relative to these areas is readily obtain
able from existing sources and additional evaluation instrumentation is
not required.

ams
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DEVELOPING A SYSTEM OF COST-ACCOUNTING
YEAR-ROUND SCHOOLS: A DESIGN

Pounds, chitlings, and pence.. .they have
no worth beyond what they wilt buy....

GETIERAL HYPOTHESES

La Mesa-Spring Valley entry into the year-round school program was prompted
by the need to solve a school housing shortage and a desire to examine

possibilities for improved instruction, rather than as a means of saving
money. No savings in operating costs are anticipated. Long-term savings
in school construction and, bond redemption appear certain. An important
satellite advantage of the Year-Round School Program, from a business-
finance point of view, is the capability it provides for comfortably
housing up to one-fourth more pupils in existing facilities while addi-
tional new school housing is planned, funded, and constructed in advance
of critical classroom shortages.

COST ANALYSIS DESIGN

It was deemed necessary, from the outset, to establish a definite procedure
for assessing both direct and indirect costs accruing to the Year-Round
School Program. Conversely, certain savings which are directly attributable
to this program must be accountable as cost credits. A credit-debit ledger
system is being developed and will later be transposed to the formal program
budgeting system of the District.

SAVINGS VERSUS COSTS

Many items are readily identifiable as added cost factors in year-round
school operation. Obvious cost items include the extending of selected
administrative, teaching, and clerical contracts. However, several subtle
factors offset this apparent added cost. For example, since fewer indi-
viduals serve more children, certain savings are generated in the areas of
employee benefits and personnel processing. Also, while the continuously
operating intersessions are generating added summer cchool ADA reimburse-
:want, it is not necessary to employ administrative, supervisory, and

clerical help since these responsibilities are assumed by employees already
on duty. The problem then becomes, when determining the year-round school
program costs: "To what extent are apparently added cost factors offset
by indirectly related savings?" Similar questions need to be answered in
all areas of school operation, and any proposed accounting system needs to
be flexible enough that continuous revision can be accomplished as additional
hidden cost and credit factors are identified.
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CREDIT-COST CONSIDERATIONS IN SELECTED AREAS OF SCHOOL OPERATION

It is assumed that there will be no increase in per pupil teacher
costs provided the District pupil-teacher ratio is maintained. A
percentage of the per diem increase for specialist teachers on ex-
tended contract will constitute an added cost, as would be the case
with administrative, clerical, and custodial personnel. District
level support services will be maintained at the same level as in
the past and cost in this category will not increase.

Other Expenses of Instruction

The cost per ADA of basic and supplementary state textbooks, certain
reference materials, and some items of equipment which are replaced
due to obsolescence rather than use damage, may be reduced up to 252.
The cost of consumable supplies per ADA we.!id remain the same:

Transportation

There will be no per ADA cost increase in the consumable suppliesfor
transportation. Increased cost would result from placing bus drivers
on a twelve-month contract and providing for their vacation period.
There should, however, be significant savings created by a reduction
in the number of buses needed to provide transportation, and through
more continuous use of expensive equipment which depreciates regard-
less of the amount of use. In other words, the same long-range
savings which apply to new school construction under the Year-Round
School Program should constitute a similar factor in most major
capital outlay expense.

Operations

There will be an increase in expenses for custodians, necessitated
by providing coverage during their vacation period. It may reasonably
be expected that there will be savings in the consumption of utilities
since most utilities are left on during summer vacation periods, so
the ADA cost of utilities should be reduced. Certainly there would
be a savings derived from the fewer number of service connections
required.

General Maintenance

General maintenance of buildings should be reduced by approximately
252. This savings could be eroded somewhat by the efficient use
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the facilities would receive; however, the maintenance of such
items as roofs, asphalt areas, and service systems should be the
same regardless of the number of students enrolled, and a savings
of 25% should definitely be experienced in the ADA costs in these
areas. The replacement of equipment should be reduced to some degree.
However, such items as projectors, record players, etc., where the
hours of use per ADA would probably remain the same, could not be
expected to show any reduction in costs. Other items whose useful
life is not dependent on wear, but is based upon other factors such
as obsolescence, should definitely show a savings.

Food Services

Costs in this area may increase slightly due to the necessity of
extending some personnel contracts to twelve months and providing
vacation coverage. However, food costs and utilities costs should
remain the same on an ADA basis.

Community Services

Some savings might accrue in this area due to the fact that during
the summer months service personnel would be on duty during the
hours the facilities are used for community activities, where they
might not be if the schools were operating on a nine-month basis.

Capital Outlay

Capital outlay for such facilities as buildings, service systems,
and non-mechanical equipment should ultimately be reduced by 25Z
under the La Mesa-Spring Valley program. In districts operating
year-round at total saturation of facilities, up to 33 1 /3% savings
could theoretically be realized.

Debt Service

This is the area where the greatest savings should ultimately result.
As a district operating on a year-round basis is filled to capacity,
it will reduce the need for facilities by up to one-third and should
result in a most significant savings in the areas of bond interest
and redemption payments, or other funds utilized for capital expenditures.
It must be re-emphasized that these financial effects are dependent upon
the facilities of the district being utilized at their maximum capacity.
Any utilization at a lesser level will immediately result in some in-
crease in the ADA costs of building-level administration, instructional
supplies, classified salaries and other expenses of instruction, oper-
ations, health services, and transportation.

6g
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5upnary

that ultimately the savings resulting in areas such as
:zrital outlay, and debt services, will more than offset the

...:.;Arat in other budget categories. However, this can only be

ascertained on an actual basis after a district has accumulated a number
of years experience in the year-round operation. Since this is the first

year of operation of the Year-Round School Program in the La Hesa-Spring
Valley School District, it is impossible to make such a projection at

this time. After a year or two's experience it should be possible to
accurately determine the operational costs of the Year -Round School

Program. We would then be able to project the capital outlay, maintemance,
and debt services savings which would accrue to the District in the near
future, and give a reliable estimate of the long-termfirancial effects
of year-round school operation in a district of similar size and composition.
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IDENTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL PROBLEM AREAS: A SUMMARY LISTING

To be forewarned is to be forearmed...

EQUALIZING AND BALANCING ATTENDANCE GROUPS

The comparative enrollments of the four attendance groups within each
school community are determined, to a great extent, by the initial
geographical division of the area. Unless these groups are approxi-
mately of the same size, problems may arise in equalizing class loads,
maintaining appropriate class averages, and fully utilizing the school
plant. On the other hand, frequent readjustment of attendance area
boundaries may precipitate a severe reaction from parents whose family
schedules are interrupted, disturb children who lose contact with their
familiar group, and even result in loss of school attendance time.

When the initial division of the school attendance area is made, con-
sideration should be given to the potential for new home construction
within the various quadrants. Large housing developments, particularly,
can rapidly cause great imbalance in the enrollment of any one group.
Such a situation is often solved best by considering the new development
a conruaity-within-a-conrunity and resubdividing the total development
in order that one-fourth of the children are placed on each of the
attendance schedules. Local conditions., of course, may dictate other
solutions.

Care must be exercised in geographically dividing neighborhoods with
heavy concentrations of minority group children. It is entirely
possible, if these children reside in a particular section of the
community, that a segregated school will inadvertently be created.

MAINTAINING PUPIL-TEACHER RATIO AVERAGES

Since under the Year-Round School Program four small schools exist
within each school plant, minor fluctuations in enrollment at any
given grade level may have a magnified effect. If, for cost-per-
pupil purposes, a school district is forced to maintain a pupil-
teacher ratio which is close to the State-mandated maximum, arrival
of only three or four children at any one grade level may jeopardize
the entire organization of that particular attendance group and
force a major class reorganization. Therefore,District finances
permitting, an added grouth factor should be considered in staffing
year-round schools. It should be noted, however, that this practice
can result in added per - pupil cost of the program.

a 7a
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AITINISTRATIVE-CLEitICAL VORKLOAD

7:.1c1..larly 2:-:%:nz an iL;lce.1:c..:an 7'n-.se of the Year-
;"2.Z2C71:4:- :he :1.1.mardstrative

:laricel sliff, bee. at tLe ce_tr.: o:fiae levels. The
implications for change in traditional methods of dealing with personnel
contracts, attendance reporting, transportation, food services, achieve-
ment testing, etc., are obvious. All departments within a school district
are affected, with the greatest workload increase lying at the local
school level.

Fortunately, once the program is fully operational and new procedures
have been developed and field tested, the pressure upon clerical and
administrative staff appears to return to near normal. It is recommended
that this initial pressure be recognized and that sufficient staff be
temporarily added to accommodate the increased workload.

SCHEDULING SUFFICIENT LEAD TIME

Several sources recommend that districts planning initiation of a year-
round school program allow at least eighteen months lead time prior to
implementation. Local circumstances do not always permit this luxury,
but s realistic timetable must be developed. A design for staff and
community involvement should precede the development of a final plin.
Although the target area is only one section of a total district, the
staff and community at large should be involved in receiving information
and providing suggestions for designing a plan which is adapted to meet
local conditions. Educational professional organizations and community
service organizations are excellent sources of support. Involvement of
Parent-Teacher Associations is, of course, essential. It is recommended
that a citizens advisory committee be formed far in advance of implemen-
tation.

RESEARCH DESIGN

It is essential that a design for research and evaluation be incorporated
in the original planning. Once caught up in the thousands of details
immediately preceding entry into the plan, it is easy to lose the base line
data necessary for thorough evaluation--be it attitude, pupil progress, or
cost-comparison figures.

COST ANALYSIS

Some means of program budgeting, appropriate for local conditions, must
be developed prior to entry into the plan. Unless such a plan is care-
fully designed, items of added expense for year-round school operation
will be overlooked and costs will be added which do not legitimately
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accrue.to the program. The questions, "When is a cost not a cost?" and
"When is a saving not a saving?" need to be anticipated and answered
through definite procedures for assessing indirectly related cost factors,
as well as those which are obvious.

ACTION ORIENTATION

Despite the care exercised in planning, daily problems and questions will
arise during the first months of program operation. Many of these will
relate to very technical or legal problems. All departments of a district
must be geared to act quickly and decisively. All possible latitude must
be given to site administrators to solve their unique local problems within
broad parameters of district policy. Lines of communication to the State
Department of Education, County Departments of Education, and community
agencies must be kept open and operative.

Problem solution is greatly facilitated if the teaching staff perceives
their responsibility in suggesting solutions as well as in presenting
problems.

[JAN
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This yeat, ccith a ctiticae
schecti housing sho.ttage ui cettain
ateas o,4 0(1.1 SCI1Cet disttict, lte
have initiated a new and unique
schoo-e attendance ptan which
appears to hotd much ptomise ie.: an
inptoved educationat ptegtam and
-mote e6iicient use c5 existing
schoo-e

Since the ptogtam is new to out
diattict, this btochue i,a ptovided
to assist you in undvistanding the
"yeat-tound" school :co continuous
education. in addition, you ate en-
coLuu-tged to visit yout schoots and
become acquainted with the staiti.

You tut 6ind that we ate dedicated to the same objec-
tives and put pose's as yott the most e66ective education
possibee 60,L MA: youth. Nothing togethet is the best in-
sutance (tot a sound educational ptegtuun.
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PARTICIPATING LA MESA-SPRING VALLEY SCHOOLS

TEAMED SCHOOLS - OPTIONAL ATTENDANCE

YEAR-ROPHD SCHOOLS

RANCHO ELEMENTARY
8845 Noeline Avenue
Spring Valley, CA 92077
Principal: Elvin Fong
Phone: 479-1158

LA PRESA ELEMENTARY
519 La Presa Street
Spring Valley, CA 92077
Principal: William Paslay
Phone: 479-0110

LA PRESA JUNIOR HIGH
1001 Leland Street
Spring Valley, CA 92077
Principal: Roy Williams
Phone: 461-2611

TEAMED
NINE-NONTH SCHOOLS

AVONDALE ELEMENTARY
8401 Stansbury Street
Spring Valley, CA 92077
Principal: Eric Sanders
Phone: 463-9275

KEMPTON STREET ELEMENTARY
740 Kempton Street
Spring Valley, CA 92077
Principal: J. Smith Jacobs
Phone: 463-9225

LA MESA JUNIOR HIGH
4200 Parks Avenue
La Mesa, CA 92041
Principal: Pearl McLean
Phone: 466-4137

wir SPRING VALLEY JUNIOR HIGH
3900 Conrad Drive
Spring Valley, CA 92077
Principal: Harl Brown
Phone: 469-0141

ass
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WHY WAS THE YEAR-ROUND SCHOOL STARTED THIS YEAR IN
SOUTH SPRING VALLEY?

New housing and anticipated growth in school
enrollment exceeded the amount of available class-
room space.

10 A choice had to be made among double sessions,
bussing of children, or year-round use of some
schools.

II There is a growing demand for more efficient use
of school plants.

AND, PERHAPS MOST IMPORTANT

Parents and educators alike recognize the need
for a better and more continuous education for
children.

A YEAR-ROUND SCHOOL PROGRAM IS CONSIDERED BY MANY PEOPLE AS

THE MOST EDUCATIONALLY SOUND AND ECONOMICALLY FEASIBLE SOLU-
TION TO PROBLEMS WHICH EXIST HERE AND IN MANY SCHOOL DIS-

TRICTS.

A IP
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HOW DOES YEAR-ROUND OPERATION OF SCHOOLS HELP
SOLVE OVERCROWDING?

The year-round plan permits three
schools to house the equivalent of four
school populations. These schools will
operate continuously for 240+ days, but
individual students will attend 177
days the same as in the regular
nine-month school program. Vacation
periods are staggered

so...i
AT ANY ONE TIME, THREE-FOURTHS OF

THE CHILDREN ARE IN SCHOOL WH7LE ONE-FOURTH ARE
ON VACATION.

rrl
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WHAT EDUCATIONAL ADVANTAGES FOR CHILDREN
ARE ANTICIPATED IN THE YEAR-ROUND PLAN?

The need for long periods of review following
summer vacation will be eliminated.

Nine-week periods of instruction followed by
shorter, more frequent vacation periods provide
for a more continuous educational program.

Attendance at optional three-week "intersession"
courses may provide children with the oppor-
tunity to review, extend and enrich their
previous learning.

II Vamtion periods in each of the four seasons of
the year may provide children with a wider
variety of family vacation experiences.

By more equally distributing periods of intensive
learning and briefer periods of relaxation
throughout the year, the intellectual and
emotional growth of children is enhanced.

5 SCIA00l.
PROGRESS

JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB. MAR. APP. MAY JUNE JULY AUG.
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HOW WERE CHILDREN ASSIGNED TO THE
VARIOUS NEIGHBORHOOD ATTENDANCE GROUPS?

1

I I I IV

41 Each elementary school attendance area was
divided geographically into four neighborhood
groups: I, II, III, and IV. These groups are
color-coded on the calendar which appears on the
next pages.

41 Each child attends school on the days marked in
his neighborhood group color.

41 This plan allows elementary and junior high school
pupils to attend school on the same schedule as
other children in their family and in their
neighborhood.

Three of these four groups are in school at the
same time, while one group is on vacation.

41 In addition to the four "seasonal vacations,"
children in each group are out of school for one
week at Christmas and on all legal holidays.
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ARE FAMILIES GIVEN A CHOICE IN PLACTyt0HE1R CHILDREN
IN THE YEAR -ROUND PROGRAM OR IN A NINE-WVH SCHOOL?

YES...
The La Mesa-Spring Valley year-round plan includes an
"optional attendance" feature. Each year-round school has
been teamed with a nearby school which will continue on a
regular nine-month schedule.

OParents residing within the attendance area of a
year-round school may choose, instead, to enroll
their children in the nearest nine-month school.

OFamilies with junior high school children may
choose to enroll them in a nine-month junior high
school.

ALSO...
Parents residing within the attendance area of the
teamed nine-month schools may enroll their
children in the nearest year-round school.

IN ANY CASE, THE SCHOOL DISTRICT WILL PROVIDE TRANSPORTATION
WHERE DISTANCE REQUIRES IT.

dgO
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DOES THIS PLAN SAVE THE
TAXPAYER MONEY?

YES and NO...

NO SAVINGS IN OPERATING COSTS

The same number of teachers, amounts of supplies
and materials, and level of services will be
required to educate each. child.

LONG-RANGE SAVINGS

Relieves pressure to build and equip new schools

at 1,000,000 +

asi

per school.



QUESTIONS FREQUENTLY ASKED BY PARE%TS

11: 1:ave other school districts tried a year-round
plan?

Yes. Several school districts throughout the
country have initiated similar plans. The
La :esa-Spring Valley year-round school is a
modified "45-15" plan--year-round instructional
periods followed by brief vacation breaks.
This should not be confused with other types of
12-month school attendance such an "extended
year" or "h-quarter" plans.

WIZ,: my children "change" teachers every weeks?

No. Elementary teachers will be "tracked" with
their pupils. That is, your children will re-
main with their teachers through at least four
"attendance blocks" for the 177 days which con-
stitute a school year.

Will in children have access to special cervices
such as psychological testing, speech therapy,
learning disability groups, reading pecialists,
health services, sixth-grade camp, etc.

Yes. All important auxiliary education ser-
vices will be continued in the year-round
plan. In some cases this will be accomplished
through extending contracts; in some cases by
redistributing the work year of specialist
teachers.

Will my children be aLle to participate in Scouting,
summer recreation, and other out-of-school activi-.
ties?

Attempts are under way to coordinate year-
round school schedules with other youth
agencies and activities. We anticipate a
year-round recreation program some time in the
near future.
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Is it possible to move my children from one
attendance schedule to another during a school
year?

Yes. It is possible, but may not be desirable.
When children are moved from one group to
another they (1) lose contact with their
neighborhood group, and (2) may lose instruc-
tional time during the year when they are
moved. Such requests have been granted when
parents fully understand the possible compli-
cations of such a move. Usually, changes in
attendance groups are made on the basis of
"child care" arrangements.

(7;!!!!

1 Since the local high school district is not on a
year-round plan, will graduating eighth-graders
enter the regular high school program late?

q!!,*1%. Has summer school been eliminated?

Ho. Our schedule was planned to avoid this
problem. However, depending upon the atten-
dance group to which your children are
assigned, they may have a shortened "summer
vacation" in the year they enter high school.

Ho. It is planned to offer several three-week
"intersession" classes during the year to pro-
vide review and enrichment experiences which
were previously offered in summer school.
Attendance at these courses will be optional.

Will summer hot weather interfere with my children's
learning?

This is a question which will need to be evalu-
ated. Local temperature tables for the past
several years indicate that the highest average
temperatures fall in the months of September
and October. Children have traditionally been
in school during these months and learning has
not appeared to be hampered.
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The staggered peogram in the primary grades has
proved to be very beneficial to my children. Will
it be possible to continue the staggered program in
the year-round school?

Yes. School daily schedules will not be
affected by this plan.

Does entry into this plan mean that no new schools
will need to be constructed?

No. The need for additional schools will be
delayed, since four school populations can be
housed in three existing schools. However, as
school enrollments continue to increase it will
be necessary to build additional schools in the
future, but fewer than would be required under
a nine -month program.

When children move to a school which is on the nine-
month plan will they miss out on some school
attendance time?

It is possible that some time will be missed,
depending upon the child's particular atten-
dance schedule. It is more likely that they
may spend additional time in school during that
year, and that some of the instruction may be
review for them. Since schools tend to "take
children where they are and move them alone"
(individualized instruction), this should not
present a major problem. A similar situation
has occurred in the past when children have
moved to a different school during the year.

Will children entering a year-round plan from a
nine-month schc.ol miss instructional time?

Children may miss some school attendance time.
We plan to deal with this by offering "inter-
session" classes during three-week vacation
periods where learning can be enriched and ex-
tended. If we view the year-round school as a
"continuous progress" program, the problem of
"missed instruction" is diminished. Again,
teachers attempt to tailor instruction accord-
ing to the needs, interests, and abilities of
the individual pupil.

34/
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Will it be necessary to frequently change neighbor-
hood attendance boundaries, thereby causing families
to change schedules?

It may be necessary to adjust some boundaries
in the future as large numbers of new homes are
built within a given neighborhood. It is our

wish to avoid doing so unless the problem
becomes critical.

Do year-round K-6 schools have more "combination
grade" classes?

Yes. Since we have essentially created four
small "schools within a school" it becomes
necessary to form more combination classes in
order to avoid increased cost per pupil. A

trend in modern education is toward multi-
graded classes which include children of three,
or even four,"grade levels." Research indi-
cates there are advantages in having children
of many ages working together.

This booktet i,6 not intended .to anzweA all
the individuat que4tion4 po6ed. It Ls an
ovektriew o6 the yeart-Aound plan az it exiztz
in thAee sehootz in the La ?Wet-Sprang Vattey
Schoot DistAiet. 16 you have gene. at con-
certo on questionz, pi eaze contact the
distAiet Education CenteA, 469-6171, ext. 13.
16 yourc que4tion io5 Aetated to yourt chitdon14
4choot, pease contact yourt neighborhood
4choo2 pAinetpat. (Name4 and tetephonc
umbert4 appeaA on page 2.)

AND, REMEMBER

You arce atway4 welcome and encourtaged .to
vi4it yowl_ 4choot and become acquai.nted with
6ta66 membert4.

ass
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MOLALLA CONSOLIDATED GRADE SCHOOL.
CLACKAMAS COUNTYDISTRICT No. 35,

Molalla, Oreg., May 3, 1972.
lion. ROMAN PUCINSICL
Chairman, COMPlitiCC on Education and Labor,
General Subcommittee on Education, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. PUCINSICI: Thank you for the opportunity of testifying before your
Committee on Education by means of providing you with the following statement
concerning our year-round school plan.

Never before in American history .have people felt less sure about what's hap-
pening and where it's all taking us. Whether you are a bell bottoms and beads
person or a gray flannel suit executive, everybody knows that the world is
spinning at a dizzying pace toward tomorrow.

Change is affecting the last bastions of American orthodoxyindustry, govern-
ment, education and public institutions of all kinds. Woinen's hemlines go up
and down. Automobiles change their shapes. Books and theater become more
'permissive". Many of our traditional ways of thinking and behaving, of assign-
ing people to categories, and of relating to one another, are as obsolete as 1950Ish
movies on the Late Late Show.

John W. Gardner lays down a challenge to American education and points out
the difficulty in change:

"The toughest question facing us now, in my judgment, is whether we have
the courage and flexibility and imagination to innovate as the times require.
Let us not deceive ourselves. The old ways of doing things are not good
enough. But giving up the old wnys will be painful. Institutions fear change.
In the face of change we n11 grow defensive, we all move toward protecting
our particular vested interests. But the overriding vested interest of nil of
us is in the vitality of American education."

Molalla Elementary School District accepted the challenge to change to meet
today's needs. We are an elementary district located in the suburbs of Portland
and are experiencing a phenomenon familiar to other districts across the nation.
Our enrollment was increasing more rapidly than our financial abilliy to build
needed buildingsbuildings that normally would stand empty three summer
months. Our enrollment rate of increase was approximately 15-20% per year.

A serious school deficiency existed because of a shortage of classrooms. There
was no way to improve our program without more space. We asked our patrons
to approve 1.5 million dollars for new construction but with the failure of the
bond levy looked for a new alternative.

We made the commitment to change for one purpose onlyto improve the
educational opportunity for the students in our district. Ours is a child centered
program. There can be no other reason for the development of a new educational
change or program. The school district and the community decided to improve the
educational climate for our children rather than to let it continue to deteriorate
because of growing class sizes and the lack of money to construct needed glass-
rooms and to improve the curriculum.

The plan chosen by Molalla is basically a rotating "four quarter" plan. The
arrangement divides the school year into four equal quarters of twelve weeks
each. Each pupil attends three quarters and vacations the fourth. All students
attend school the same amount of time as under the traditional school year, but
the school is in operation throughout the year, so that at any time three fourths
of the students are in school and one fourth are on vacation. In addition, there
is one week of vacation between each quarter.

This plan was chosen by the district and people of our community for several
reasons: To the school administrators, it was much easier to schedule and
caused less shifting of students and teachers from room to room. To the teachers
it offered more options and advantages for flexible work schedules. For the com-
munity the feeling in our rural area where students participate in harvesting of
berries and beans was that it would be better to have one gmup of students for
the entire harvest season than to get a new group every fifteen days under the
45-15 plan.

Our four quarter plan is designed to use efficiently the school facilities and
teaching staff the full year and at the same time provide a program which fits
closely the varying needs of the students.

The change to a four-quarter system added 10 new classrooms without a bond-
ing and building program. The adequacy of support facilities, such as the li-

s,
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limy. cafeteria and gymnasium was greatly improved. There is no longer a
period when the sel I plant, one of the eommunity's largest Itusinesses, Is Idle
a ml not Hulking a return on the taxpayer's IIIVeNtIllellt.

one-fourth less equipment is needed and bus loads and schedules were re-
duced addlug a bonus of safety for our students.

Heavy maintenance is on n continual bails as one would find in a fully oper-
ated industrial plant. We Ilkte to compare our to that of the Golden
Gate Bridge. You start at one end and work to the other and never Is traffic
stopped. Contrary to some belief It has proved not 10 cost more than the usual
summer maIntellallee. 1.nst summer "' 'mired that at least III our beautiful
Pad fie Northwest, air conditioning Is not a necessity to the year-round who'd.
We started classes at 7:30 A.51. and turned out at 1 :39 1'.31. before the heat of
the day. Teachers like Ibis schedule and some students said because of the long
afternoon to play they hardly felt like it was a school day.

. in the future, when building II necessity. for every three classrooms
we build. we will get a fourth free.

But more important and exciting is the change that was brought to the cur-
riculum and quality of instruction with its benefits to our stmients.

Because of added classroom Splice and the dowering of cross holds, significant
changes in the eurrienium have ken made possible. Four quarter organization
meets flexibliity and it is especially evident in the curriculum. Subjects pre-
viously squeezed into or stretched to fit the traditional two term school year
can be taught III terms of n more suitable time sehedule to keep student. motiva-
tion at the highest level. Curriculum was reorganized in 12 weeks modules and
it was possible to add thirty eight new mini courses one term) ranging all the
way from fun reereational courses to advanced courses in science and
madonna t les.

The use of summer for school opens up the greatest dimension to instruction.
(I'he four walls disappear and the elassroom is any place within fifty miles of
our community. Outdoor netivities in snotty, geography. and history along with
outdoor camping. 411 activities, and vamt liming become a part of our curriculum.

Parent conferences are held with all parents at the end of each quarter. Re-
port rants are a thing of the past. Personalized curriculum programs with a loss
of grade plarement conselonsuess have beeome n reality.

We have great respect for the student and how the new program affects his
pattern of life. All students can partielpate in team sports and group activities
during the quarter they are on vacation. Wo have a "Call in for Educuthar teh-
phone number at which a reeonling gives the events of the day and permits the
students on vacation to participate In those that interest them.

Students have four (quinces to pick up work rather than only when the job
market is flooded during the smuttier.

Perhaps the most important advantage of our plan is the educational progress
node possible by the flexibility provided by It. The lowered class size provides
much more individual attention for the students. The slow learner or the pupil
with sins: work deficiencies caused by excessive absences, health, or other reasons,
need not be held back a whole year. Since midi school year's work is studied in
three quarterly units, he need only obtain remedial work or repeat the work in
!he deficient unit. This is done by shifting him to another cycle. The traditional
retention of pupils Is n thug of the past.

it is also much easier to neeelernte or enrich the program for matnre children
with exceptional ability. The child may progress more rapidly or wIl!ly by per -
nu tting him (her) to attend classes during the quarters would have
otherwise been nu ram t on.

With a flexible vacation schnlule, the children and their families may now
take fall advantage of recreational activities and sports which are offered in all
the different seasons of the year. For example, in the winter months, famines
may now avail themselves of the hunting season, of skiing, ice skating. and
winter carnivals and sports tournaments in the North, and of warmer weather
nethlties and trips inn the South. By taking trips in different seasons of the year,
such as in the spring, fail and winter, nannies are able to have enjoyable vaca-
tions at substantially reduced offseason rates frequently applicable for
lodging, and other tourist accommodations available in the United States and
abroad. Off-season travel IN more pleasant in terms of avoiding highway cringes-
Bon and crowded facilities. Some businesses welcome the opponmity of spread-
ing employee vacations over various parts of the year rather than having all
employee vacations concentrated in only eight weeks or so of the slimmer. A

c287
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great savings on the amount of extra vacation help needed comes from a year-round scheduling !migrant.
Community activities such as Vacation Bible Schools, and recreational pro-grants are now yea r round 'programs.
Any plan for change in organization must Involve the instructional staff asthey are the most important people in the operation of the plan.The teachers of School District No. were involved from the start In theplanning of the program and the implementation of it. We feel the support of theteachers and their local ednea tit um I association has !wen the basis for the success.Teachers have the opportunity to work three months. six mouths, or nine.months. or on a full year contract. Working on a full year contract has greatlyincreased the economic earning capacity of the teacher and has provided the pro-fession with fully employed monster teachers.
For those teachers who are seeking to return to school. there is the opportunityto take 3 month vacations back-to-back and return to school for a ti month periodwith full pay. For Ilona. women seeking to raise a family, vacation periods canbe arranged to coineide with the termination of I heir pregna ncies.
It is possible for teachers to work on a full year schedule for four years draw -tug a regular aine month salary and to take a fall year off the fifth year drawingfull salary.
To fill the positions of those teachers on vacation, specialists from tradition-ally organized school districts are available. Bemuse of their special strengthsand different professional outlooks our professiottal staff is strengthened.
Teachers on vacation from each of the grade levels provide an excellent tostitnte list and no longer do we have baby sitting by substitutes unfamiliar tothe district.
Although possibly it is yet premature, evaluation of our program to dateshows the following :
1. Complete acceptance by our community, students. and staff.
2. Tremendous increase in amount of learning and quality of our education.
3. When taking the increase in the number of our students into consideration

the cost o' a 12 month school is below that of the traditonal school year. Besidesthe fact there is no tri million dollars capital outlay for new buildings, our cost
per pupil will drop approximately $157.00 next year.

4. Fourth and more important we feel, it ix a step toward more efficient school
operation.

In conclusion, I would say we do not work at selling our program to others.
Our plan has benefited our district, students, community and staff but it possibly
would not work in other areas with climate and problems different front ours.
We are most happy to share our knowicdge and experience with you in the
interest of the vitality of American education.

Please feel free to contact me if I may be of further service.
Very truly yours,

SAM D. WILSON, Superintendent.

Moak Pyritic SCHOOLS,
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL, DISTRICT No. MR KANAREC COUNTY

Mora, Minn.. May 9, 1972.
Joux N. ERLENDORN. Hon. ROMAN C. PUCI

House of Representatives,
WaahIngton, D.C.

GENTLEMEN: Pursuant to your request for Information regarding our extended
school year plan, I submit the following information:

PARENTAL RESPONSE

At the time of the announcement of our Board of Education, our people were
aware that we were in desperate need of additional school facilities, but because
of the concern about raising property taxes. they were also aware that they
had turned down two successive bond issues, Therefore. the general public at-
titude was a "wait and see" attitude. Several surveys showed that they were
willing to give the plan a chance and the opposition that we had was minimal.
We contracted with an outside evaluation firm and this firm did a parental sur-
vey recently, after nearly a year on the plan. We were pleased to see the strong
majority favor this plan and the statement that the extended school year changed
the life style of the family very little. The plan sold itself throughout the year
and is well accepted by our public today.
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STUDENT ATTITUDE

Similarity, we also did a survey of grades three through six. Our extended
school year plan only covers grades one through six. The strong majority of
students prefer the yeararound plan with the four season vacation over the
traditional nine mouth with a one-long summer vacation. We have been able to
show a considerable improvement in the learning atmosphere with the extended
school year.

TEACH ER WILLINGNESS

We found approximately 75% of our elementary staff very favorable to the
proposition when it was first submitted. After operating on the plan for a full
year, we now have 100% support from our staff. Although the plan calls for
increased evaluation of student. progress and more accountability on the part
of a teacher which both require more time on the part of the teacher, our
teachers were very willing to provide this time because of the flexibility of
contracts available to them with this plan. We have eight different contrails
with our elementary staff. Approximately 50% of them work the year around and
earn 25% more than they did under the traditional program.

CAPITAL COST SAVING

There are two purposes for the extended school year. One. the improvement of
instruction without a great increase ill operational costs, and two. a saving of
both operational costs and capital outlay. Both can be achieved, but rarely to-
gether. In our school district we spent only an additional $18.000 in up-start costs
to implement the year-round school. We are able to show a substantial saving
over other alternatives. Our research shows that we would have to increase the
property tax on a $20,000 home by $83.00 a year and OD a $30.000 home by $137.00
a year to build the classrooms we were able to create by extending the school
year. There is also a saving in staffing because of increased efficiency.

UNANTICIPATED PROBLEMS

We anticipated many more problems than we actually had. We are pleased at
the ability of the parents. feathers. and students to adjust to a changed situation
when the 411:nation calls for it. I believe that most Americans are resistant to
brume but. can work very constructively within that elumge once the change is

brought about. The 45-15 plan, which is the plan we operate under. has ninny.
many advantages but also has some disadvantages and problems. I differentiate
bet xeen a disadvantage and a problem because a disadvantage is something you
train U. live with and a problem it: something one call solve. We had many more
problems than disadvantages and are still solving problems as they arise.

LEGISLATION

We did seek State legislation which would provide State Aids for our unique
school year. We are the only system in the State of Minnesota and our 501001
laws were written for a nine-month school term and a twelve month fiscal year.
We now have overlapping school years and. therefore. had to make arrangements
through legislation and through our Department of Education to provide for
this type of school year. After operating for a year on this plan we have heroine
cognizant of additional legislation that we will seek ill 1973 when our State leafs-
la aro' meets again. Likewise. we have some diflieulty with Federal legislation
which is also geared for a ninemonth school year and does not take into account
the fact that we will love three-fourths of our si Went body in attendance during
tls three summer months. I plead with you that this be considered in Federal
legislation that is adopted.

COMPULSORY AND VOLUNTARY

Our plan was n compulsory plan for grades one through six. Because of the size
of our school district. we were not able to offer Otis on a voluntary basis. The
larger the system the more fluid this thing operates and n system our size. with
only 2.000 students. must make it compulsory if it is to operate at ail. The feet
that it is compulsory makes the parent and student survey all the more meaning-
ful.
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LENGTH OF PLAN

We have operated on this plan since July 1,1971.

PLANS IN THE FUTURE

With the information reeelved by the public response and their statement in
the questionnaire that they would prefer to see the emninuation of this plan
over. au additional building plan, leaves us little choke but to continue with the
plan. We feel it is educationally as well us financially superior to the nine-mouth
school plan and we see no reason why it will not continue for years to come.
However, I am realistic and realize we do not operate in a vacuum, and I am sure
that if the extended school year idea does not develop we will not be able to oper-
ate the only extended school year plan in Minnesota for minty years. However, I
ant confident that the advantages so far outweigh f he disadvantages that it is the
idea of the future.

I appreciate and am honored by the opportunity to present testimony to you
and I would be most pleased to submit further information to any member of
Congress that seeks additional information.

Respectfully yours,
Pius J. LACHER,

Superintendent of Schools.

THE COUNTY SCHOOL BOARD,
PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY,

Manassas, Va., May 9,1972.
Hon. Roatia C. Pueinsxr,
Committee on Education and Labor, General Subcomnattee on Edueatioti, Wash-

ington, D.O.
DEAR Coxousssmia; Pue Puna: Thank you for the opportunity to present in-

formation regarding the Prince William County Year Round School Program
to the Congressional Subcommittee on Education.

In response to your specific questions regarding the program, I have prepared
a brief overview and a more detailed analysis of the major elements which ap-
peared to have impact on the Year Round School Program in Prince William
County. You may feel free to use these materials in the manner best suited toyour needs.

Sincerely,
ERNEST H. MUELLER,

Assistant to the Superintendent for Administration.
Enclosures.

PACTS ABOUT PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY'S YEAR-ROUND SCHOOLS

(By Stuart M. Bovine, Division Superintendent)
1. What is the Prince William County YRS plan and who is affected in1971-1972?
The initial phut calls for three elementary schools (grades 1-5) and one middleschool (grades 6-8) to operate on a 12-month basis starting June 20, 1971. Allfour schools are in Dale Citya residential planned community located justsouth of Woodbridge, Virginia.
All homes in Dale City have been assigned to one of four attendance patterns(see enclosed calendars). Each group will attend school for about 9 weeks (45days) and then lie on vacation for about 3 weeks (15 school days). The four

vacation periods fall in each of the four seasons. Normal holidays and a one totwo week period in the summer are in addition to the four 15 day periods. The
vacation periods are so assigned that only 3 of the 4 groups are assigned to
attend school at any one time. Each group has the same total number of days forattendance (180). The assignments are made so as to obtain approximately equal
numbers of students at each grade level on all Lour attendance patterns. Students
from any given home attending schools operating on a year-round basis willattend on the same pattern regardless of grade placement or school assignment.As near as possible, neighborhoods are scheduled as a unit. (Until new highschools are completed, high school attendance times will not be affected by the70-420 0-72-10
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year-round plan. High school schedules will continue to be planned independent
of the elementary and middle school schedules.)

2. What steps lead to the implementation of this plan?

AWARENESS

In October, 1969, the Research and Development 0111ce which had been estab-
lished four months earlier, requested the School Board to conduct a study and
survey of the County population concerning the concept of year -round schools.
The Board directed a more extensive study and information gathering effort
in pursuit of this concept.

VISITATION

During the following year, visitations to other divisions and a review of the
literature were conducted. The concept was discussed with the County Council
of PTA's and a number of other civic groups; a 1970 sunnner workshop of
teachers, principals, and administrators explored, with consultants, the details
of some designs for year-round school use. Prince William became one of fifteen
counties in Virginia organized under the Division of Educational Research and
Statistics of the State Department of Education to pursue continuous progress
in a year-round structure.

ANALYSIS/RESEARCII

In September, 1070, the School Board established an "overcrowded" conunit-
tee of about 00 staff members to consider altenmlives to the overcrowded con-
ditions in our schools. The emumittee worked intensely and reported to the
Board in November. The untried (at least locally) method that seemed to hold
most promise was the year-round use of schools program. At the time of this
report the question was raised. "if we implement the year-round use of schools,
can we be ready by 1971-1972?"

COMMITMENT

On March 3, 1071, the School Board unanimously passed a resolution adopting
the plan, as previously stated. subject to funds being made available from the
County Board of Supervisors. They also approved the attendance calendars and
bonndries for the participating schools. On March 4, 1971. the Board of Super-
visors appropriated the funds. These actions finalized the series of activities
leading to the year-round use of education resources.

3. What was the cost of getting the plan started?

FINANCE

The "one time cost" funds appropriated by the County Board of Supervisors
were in the amount of $145.673. These funds: (1) Provided for the cost of air-
conditioning two elementary schools in Dale City. (2) curriculom work, (3)
administrative assistance, (4) clerical assistance. ( ) maintenance, and ( 6 )
publications and other materials.

Federal funding of a portion of the project is being provided for through the
Educational Professions Development Act, Title V, Sections D and B-2. These
funds are designated for staff development. The State Department of Education
is providing assistance in the area of research for and evaluation of the project.

4. Why (11(1 the Prince William County School Board consider the use of school
buildings on a year-round basis?

QUALITY

Facilities most promising trends in education such as continuous learning
and individualized instruction.

Permits continuous or more timely remedial work, enrichment, and accelera-
tion programs.

ECONOMY

Increases the capacity of school building by up to 33%.
Delays and, if permanenqy adopted, decreases new construction ; however.

this is partially offset by the cost of required air-conditioning in existing
buildings.
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CON VEX IEN CE

Permits the 10 weeks of vacation to be more evenly spread throughout thecalendar year.
5. Are any other school division in the United States using their schools on ayear-round basis?
Atlanta, St. Louis. Chicago, and various divisions in New YOrk, Pennsylvania.and California are operating on something other than a regular school year. Also,an estininted 000 other divisions are seriously considering plans for the nearfuture. Virginia has n group of 15 divisions that are working with the State De-partment of Education to develop model plans.O. Are other community agencies affected by year-round use of schools?Since different groups of students are out of school throughout the year andthe time that nil students are out at the same time is reduced drastically, this willmost likely affect :

Park and Recreation programs Kummer church schoolsCommunity libraries Camps and campingDay care and baby sitting services Travel agenciesEmployers using student and teacher Moving van mationsworkers
7. Did any laws have to be changed to permit the operation of such a plan?No, an administrative ruling which allows a small variation in the method ofreporting attendance was needed to permit full state aid reimbursement to PrinceWilliam County. This was received on March 2,1071.
8. What financial considerations were made?Except for the "start-up" cost mentioned above, no increases in cost are antici-pated for the operation of the YRS plan. For example, while it is true that ateacher may elect to work all year at an Increased annual salary (same per diemrate), this cost is offset by the corresponding lower number of teachers required.9. Do students change teachers at each vacation period?
No, students are scheduled with the same teacher or teaching team for theentire year just as they would be on a "regular" calendar.
Project evaluation, was initially designed to include evaluation of three com-ponents by separate agencies : Impact on the Community, Impact on Achievement,and Impact on Finances. In addition, the design called for an accountabilitycheck on each of the agencies evaluation techniques and methods.

YEAR-ROUND SOUOOLE

Listed below are the dates of the 10-15-day instructional periods in the 241day year-round calendar :
(1) ABCJune 29-July 20 (9) ABCJanuary 3-January 21(2) AB DJuiy 21-August 10 (10) AB D.January 24-February 11(3) A CDAugust 11-August 31 (11) A CDFebruary 14-March 0(4) BCDSeptember 1-September 22 (12) BCDMarch 7-March 27(5) ABCSeptember 23-October 14 (18) ABCMarch 28-April 19(0) AB D October 15-November 5 (14) AB DApril 20-May 10( ) A CDNovember 8-November 30 (15) A CDMay 11-June 1
(8) BCDDecember 1-December 22 (10) BCDJune 1-June 22

I.Cycle of four groups of students through a school year of 16 3 -meek modules.

Group /modules
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0Gold

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1 2
1 2
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2
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3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5

....
4

6
....

5
5

....
6
6
6

7
7
7

8
8

....
7

9
....

8
8

....
9
9
9

10
10
10
....

11
11

....
10

12

11
11

12
12
12
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Tr.Roman numerals T. II. III and IV represent the first four 3-wee modules
in The cycle. The mete repeats itself every four 3-week modules.

Modules I

Grades

Modules II

Grades

Modules III

Grades_

Modules IV

Grades

Groups 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

(A) Selleonlained 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

(B) Sell-contained 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

(C)Selleoetained 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1

(0) Sell - contained 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1

Team 3 3 1 3 0 3 3 1 3 0 3 3 1 3 0 3 3 : 3 0

Totals:
Sell-contained 13 12 11 12
Team 10 10 10 10

YKAlt-RoUND ScItoot. FACT 1100KLETI; LE NI sx*ra BY 8(11001ra !It RI Cl! LI NI WORK

OVRRIOULUNC REVISION NECESSARY

The advent of year-round schools predicated the need for curriculum change.
The cry for relevance for pupils, the pica for greater accountability on the part
of educators and the need for a program compatible with the 45-15 schedule of
the year-round school provided foci fo; the curricular design.

The elementary stmervisory staff met early in February, 1971, to consider the
philosophical basis for the revision of curriculum. Above all, it was eonclude41, the
projected design should be highly motivational for children, should provide a
balanced skills program through the elementary school years, and should be
paced for compatibility with both the 45-15 plan and the traditional school year
plan. The supervisory staff agreed that this emphasis on motivation would not
be in place of a solid skills program which would provide the foundation for
all learning operation, but in addition to it.

PRELIMINARIES TO WRITING

Next, principals of the Dale City schools were brought in to discuss the pos-
sibilities being opened up by the approaching change and a committee of five
teachers from several schools was identified to be released full time from their
teaching responsibilities for the remainder of the year to develop a practical
curriculum guide. The teacher committee began work on March 1, 1971.

Peeing of the curriculum was made adaptable to the 45-15 school calendar by
planning the units to meet 15 day blocks of time. In this way, as groups of chil-
dren move in and out of sc:mol according to attendance patterns, the curricular
progression can go on without unnatural breaks or unfinished work.

THREE MAJOR COMPONENTS

To meet both skill and motivational requirements and to provide for correla-
tion of what had formerly been considered as subject matter areas, the curriculum
was planned along three major component lines: language arts; mathematics.
and themes. Although physical education, music and art activities are integrated
into the themes, skills programs in these areas are drawn from existing county
guides with the help of area specialists In the schools.

LANGUAGE SKILLS

The language arts skill component represents the primary emphasis of the
elementary school program. While former programs incorporated the language
arts skills in the content areas such as reading, spelling, language, social studies.
etc., the design of this component provides that the skills be introduced ill a
systematic fashion isolated from the content areas. Every pupil will be exposed
to all the basic skills of the language arts ill a spiraled, sequential way. The
content areas are used as a mans of reinforcement of skills already presented.
The sixty phases of language arts skills presented during the five years of ele-
mentary school (approximately three weeks per phase) provide for a spiral
organization that assures sequential order, review, sophistication, improved
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performing music, and science. Once again the method selected to surmount the
problem was the development of the curriculum into nine week conceptual "pack-
ages," each being an entity of its own.

UNIQUE FEATURES OF GODWIN MIDDLE SCHOOL. PROGRAM, PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY, VA.

Year Round Schedule (45-15 Plan).Block/Modular Scheduling ; Odd-even
Scheduling ; 'Activity Schedule.

Flexible Scheduling for People.--Inter-discipline Teams ; Intro- discipline
Teams; Personal Advisor Assigned for three years to each student (20-1 ratio) ;
Multi-Age Grouping; Community Aides; Multiple Contracts Offered to Staff;Student Aides ; Teacher Aides.

Materials.*Multi-Text Approach; Thematic Curriculum ; Contract Learn-
ing; *Inquiry Approach ; Simulation Techniques; *Co-ed Programs in Industrial
Arts and Homemaking ; Self-Instructional Packets; Performance Based Cur-
riculum; Programed Guest Offerings.

Space. 'Open Concept Multi-Group Areas for Instructional Use; SeminarAreas; Planning Areas.
Many other modifications of traditional curriculum designs were faced and

hopefully solved by the staff. Such occurrences as new students coining into the
program, the expected requests in summer for parental vacations and related
problems are all handled on an individualized instructional program.

MIDDLN scrum FUNDING

The fusing of a year-round concept with a flexible middle-school schedule calls
for some degree of modification in master schedule design. Very early in the
planning stages of the year-round school, this matter was given detailed atten-
tion by the faculty and administration of Godwin Middle School, with aid from
subject area supervisors and outside consultants.

With students coming and going continuously throughout the year, It is neces-
sary to have additional management tools that are unnecessary to the operation
of the "traditional" school calendar. The scheduling system designed for year-
round school usage contains the following features. A student receives a new
schedule each time he begins a new group-term. Although many (most) "class"
groupings maintain their identity throughout an entire year, some "classes"
(study hall sections are a good example) are reorganized for each 15-day year -
module. New class lists me provided. Since most year-round schools operate in
rapidly-growing communities, provision is made for the continuous enreihnent of
new students and for their inclusion in the system during the year. The system
responds with new statistics and student rosters to reflect the changing
population.

Although not directly related to the requirements of a year-round operation,
the system accommodates a flexible, modular schedule. Each school-day Is divided
into twenty 20-minute modules for a total of 400 minutes of scheduled time.
Meeting times for each pupil activity are expressed in terms of these day-modules.
Example: "01-04" as the meeting time for a course means that the course begins
at the start of the first 20-minute module of the day and runs through the end
of the 4th 20-minute module for a total meeting time of 50 minutes.

Courao timcs.Each 7th and 8th grade student is scheduled for a certain
number of day-modules in each of his school activities. The minimum number of
20-minute modules scheduled for each student Is:

Odd days Even days
Hours

per year

Block
Science
Math
Science-math option
Ms
'tyska' educationfinalth
7th grade reading
7th grade music

4
2
2

3
3

2

5
2
2
1

3
3
2

270
120
120
30

180
180
60
60

Science and math classes for a student are always scheduled in adjacent time periods. On even days 1 20-minute
module is scheduled between the science and math class to be used for either activity.
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Optional activities include:
8th grade music; 2 mods, alternate days.
8th grade French ; 2 mods, alternate days.In addition, certain 7th grade students take French instead of Reading.In summary, the schedule In operation nt Godwin Middle School reflects cer-tain modifications as needed in the year-round program. It encompasses thenecessary flexibility required in the middle school program.

SCHOOL DESIGN AND INSTRUGLION

While not specifically designed for a year-round program, the Godwin plantoffers many possibilities for innovative Instructional practices. Such practices asteam teaching, individualized instruction and the open concept may be imple-mented as a result of school design.
The Godwin plant In particular lends itself quite readily to such design. as aresult of the loft areas and related large instructional spaces.
Very effective utilization of instructional personnel and of materials can beaccomplished with a loft area. Large spaces afford many different groupingsof students. They can be divided or grouped in any way to accomplish the

instructional objective, whether it be a large group of 90 or a small group of 1.
Students from two or more groups doing the same activity can be supervisedby one teacher, freeing other teachers for enrichment or supplementary in-struction to another group. Any common presentation need be given only once,

since students can be assembled into a large group quickly and efficiently.In addition to facilitating large group instruction, areas of the loft room canbe set aside for very small groups of about 5 students and an instructor, to givethe students more individualized instruction. The teacher can work with thesmall group and still supervise a large group activity. Thus, regrouping ofstudents is continuous.
Materials as well as teachers are used more effectively with n large area.Enrichment materials can be made available to all students by placing themin the loft area. Smaller numbers of any material are needed, hence allowinga greater variety. Since all materials are readily available to students at alltimes in the area, not just when they are in a particular room, a broader spec-

trum of materials is available to students.
In summary, the school plant is designed for innovative instructional prac-tices. This aspect of school operation would be possible on a year-round calendaror regular school term.

CONTRACTUAL ARRANGEMENTS WITH TEACHER

The advent of year-round schools created some flexibility In contractual agree-ments with the teachers. The majority of our teachers, 57 out of 05, chose theextended, c r 241 day contract, where they teach the entire school year. Thenumber of teaching days is increased from 191 to 241, but the per diem rateremains the same as that agreed upon for the salary scale.
Eight members of our teaching staff had made previous commitments for ex-tended vacations, summer school attendance and travel. These teachers selectedthe regular 9-31 month teaching contract and began fulfilling their obligations onthe same day the returning and new teachers reported to schools on the tradi-

tional nine-month calendar. Middle school teachers from other schools within tilecounty taught in their places during thesummer months.
Professional staff members could have selected a nine-month teaching contractwhereby they would track with a particular group of students on one of the fourschedules. This would have necessitated a self contained class for the teacherand students. The staff unanimously agreed this type of contract was impractical

for the middle school since the teachers have special areas of interest and no onefelt comfortable teaching all subjects.
The 241 day contract with the additional salary increase was favorably re-

ceived by the faculty, especially the men who would normally have looked forsummer work.

PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY EVALUATION PROPOSAL

A discussion of the elements to be included in the proposed Prince William
County Evaluation Project was undertaken by the School Board. It was pointed
out that there were live components to the study. These components included :

dICp
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1. A survey of community attitudes and opinions in the Dale City area and inthe total County ;
2. A survey of the effect on academic achievement of year round school and therevised curriculum ;
3. The financial impact produced by the year-round school and other factors;. An evaluation of the effect of year -round school on parks and recreation; and5. An accountability component which would be used to improve coordinationbetween all other elements of the evaluation program and to insure that the goalsof the evaluation tusk force are achieved.
Different organizations or agencies, such us universities and private researchfirms, are being considered for the various components of the program. The inten-tion is to insure internal monitoring between the various agencies so that thereis all automatic built-in coordination device designed to reduce overlap of efforts.This technique also provides for increased validity for each element of the studyas all agencies will have input into the development of all evaluation instrumentsput into operation. A tentative time line for the project has been established andthe intent is to have the total evnination task force designed during the month ofOctober, the production of testing instruments and the pre-testing of those instru-ments to take place (lilting the early part of November, and the gathering of datato commence ns quickly thereafter as possible. A more formal time line will bedeveloped as soon as agreement is reached as to which agencies will be responsi-ble for the various components of the study.

Evoi.irriox or Vs:An-Rom) fictiom.sA PLANNED CitANiii:
The sounds of taxpayers' revolts, population explosions, relevance in education.efficiency, economy, individualized instruction, and humanizing eduention resoundthroughout the land with a column underlying question running throughout."Can public etinention keel) pace and meet the denumds of societal and techno-logical changer
The concern for the impact of these forces on education is heightened by theknowledge that the need for planned change is often overlooked, and that un-structured change can become. cancerous In nature enveloping all in a chaoticprocess that projects little regnrd for its ultimate effect on mankind. The mobilityof modern man and the complexities of modern society increase man's anxietyand are added evidence of the need for structure in the process of change ifchaos is to be averted. In emphasizing the need for a structured-coordinatedeffort in the societal change process, Lawrence Frank made the followingobservation :
now much ambiguity, contingency. ambivalence. confusion, and conflict can weendure without hieing individunily destroyed or without destroying our socialorder is a very pressing question totiny.1
Karl Menniteint further emphasized the importnuce of humanness when he

described n democratic planning method US follows:
Its method Is either to 111111 new ways to free the genuine and spontaneous

social controls front the disintegrating effects of muss society. or else to invent
new techniques which perform the funrlion of democratic self-mid:thou on ahigher plane of awareness and purposeful orgnnizntion.2.

Mindful of the above factors. an educational change process founded on the
conmpts of democratic planning received its impetus in Prince William County,Virginia.

In Prince William. the overriding concern was to produce n flexible mitten-
tional organization with sufficient vitality to meet the present needs of society
and the capaelty for percept lam and alterability to accommodate society's future
needs. In writing about educational change, Miles evidenced a similar concern inthe following statement :

It Is time fors to recognize that successful efforts nt planned change musttake ns a primary target the improvement of organization healththe schoolsystem's ability tee, ,y to function effectively but to develop and grow Into amore fully funcii...

Lawrence Prank. "Frogmenthim Tn The Ticiping Professions." The Pin»nlne of Change.
Rallied by Warren .71. Bennis, Kenneth D. Benue. and Robert Chin (New 'cork : dolt, nine.boart. and Winston. 19011, pp..4214.

2 105. Earl Mannheim. "Roots of the Crisis In Palmation."
5Mnthl'W R. Mlles. "Planned Change and OrgainIsntionnl Tlealth." Change Process In thePublic gehools. Richard 0, Carlson. et at. (Eugene, Oreg. : Center for the Advanced Study

of Educational Administration. University of Oregon, 1905), pp. 11-12.
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The 'societal and eduentional factors previously cited in this monograph ex-
isted in Prince William County. They were the integral factors in the process
of planned democratic change and pnaluteil a climate that made the reschedul-
ing of the schimil year a viable solution to the presi-nt and future needs of the
County.

The evolution of Prince William from a quiet, rural community to an activated
suburban community encompassing a multiplicity of cultural and attitudinal con-
milts is vividly illustrated through a review of local population mid enrollment
trends. In the 11100 l'. S. Census Report. County population was taimiated to be.
0,104. compared to a population of 111,102 reportml in the 1970 U.S. Census
Report. The population growth was determined to be 121.5 per cent during the
time between 1909 and 1970. The highest percentage kro*th for tiny large wittily
of 1000)0 population in the State of Virginia and in Ile Nation.

The student enrollment in Prince William County Public Schools was 3.543 in
1950-51 ; 10.303 in 1900-61 : unit :32,581 as of February of the school year 1970-71.
During the twenty year period between 1950-51 and 1970-71, student enrollment
grew approximately 920 per cent.

Reflecting the demands of growth, the school operating budget in 1960-61 was
approximately $2.5 1111111011, with a total budget of $2.8 million, as compared to a
1070-71 school operating budget of $24.8 million and n total budget of $95.1 mil-
lion. The tentative 1971-72 school operating budget was $30.1 million with a
total budget of $62.8 million.

The magnitude of the construction program in Prince William County from
1959 to 1970 also reflected the stimulus for change which population growth pro-
tium!. In 1959, fourteen schools were operating; and in 1970 (with the passage
of a $21.7 million referendum in 1968 and a $28.7 million referendum in 1970),
42 schools were operative or wider construction, with 33 additions, renovations,
or conversions underway. In 1973-74, 51 schools were planned to be operative or
under construction ; and 57 additions, renovations, or conversions were to be
completed or underway.

Utilizing the preceding figures as background, one can readily envision the
economic, social, political, and educational problems that would accompany a
comparable burgeoning growth pattern in any community. Prince William County
was no exception. Included in the growth problem was the problem of the evolu-
tion of an accepted county-wide set of community attitudes and values within a
ppuintlon consisting of many divergent social and cultural patterns. The unique
combination of these elements produced a variety of forces focusing interest on
educational development with the subsequent production of a vibrant climate
for change.

In 1969, the public was brought face to face with the realities of a much proph-
esied classroom space shortage and the awareness that the future education of
their children was in jeopardy. Split-shifts, staggered schedules, changing at-
tendance boundary lines, and overcrowded conditions heightened this awareness,
redirecting passive public concern over the shortage of school space into an active
and vital one.

The School Board and Administration also recognized the need for the develop-
ment of alternative schedules designed to educate more children in the available
space, and they actively engaged in the investigation of potential solutions. To
Meditate research in the area of the reseheduled school year and to carry the
public along in the role of informed participants ns the research was conducted,
extended school days, school weeks, and school years were made the subjects
of formal and informal school and community discussions.

In the fall of 1970, the School Board organized n formal committee for the
study of various year round school programs. In November of 1970, with visita-
tions to on-going year round school programs and research of the available litera-
ture ns background, the committee recommended that the School Board consider
n mandatory nine-week school, three-week vacation student attendance schedule
for Prince William County. The School Board accepted the committee's report
and directed the school Administration to develop n procedure whereby the school-
community could become enlightened as to the intricacies of the 9-3 year -round
use of school program and to assess the public attitude toward the initiation of
such n program in Prince William County.

One of the first steps that the School Board undertook was to identify obstacles
which had to be positively resolved or ameliorated if year round use of schools
was to become a reality. It was immediately recognized that community and staff

49f
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acceptance and backing were essential to the success of the program. To insure
that the community and staff were not considered as afterthoughts in the de-
cision-making process, provision was made for a continuous information flow to
all community elements. Other obstacles were the obtainment of finances for
curriculum work and air conditioning and the agreement of officials of the State
Education Department to interpret existing attendance keeping and reporting
procedures so as to permit full payment of State Aid Funds to Prince William
County Public Schools operating on the year round school program.

As the county governmental body, School Board, munnunity, educational staff.
and news media were informed and involved from the inception of the change
process, so was the State Department of Education. The State Education De-
partment was instrumental in providing the project with continuing outside
validation, a factor of inmost importance to the development of credibility be-
tween the local school division and its community.

While information meetings were being conducted, the School Board developed
procedural plans and time lines for the project. The plan was to accomplish air
condit*Pn, architectural, and engineering designs while the community and
the "%4'i Ve being informed and their opinions on the year-round school proj-
ect a OWSKIi. This sequence was suggested because regardless of the outcome of
the idsr-roircid project, the schools presently without air conditioning were to
add ale oaditioning in the future. In this way, no loss would result if the pres-
ent community climate proved to be inconducive to year-round school. Under
this same premise, curriculum work also was begun as the benefits of rejuvenat-
ing the curriculum would be as valuable to a regular school year program as to
a year-round school program.

Another rationale considered was that educational innovators were prone to
devote such extensive time to preliminary study and analysis that the process
proved debilitating to the personnel involved. In other words. educators seem to
have the tendency to study and "committee" things to the point beyond which
people no longer have vitality. The process of thinking about producing the
change appears so monumental to the change agents that the change itself never
takes place. To avoid this stultifying effect and because of the limited time
available, the decision was made to go ahead as if the program were to become a
reality. Following this rationale, instead of merely investigating what to do, the
decision was to go ahead and actually produce the program. In this manner, the
amount of energy, enthusiasm, and insight generated by the participants would
be the determining factors as to how far the project could go. Each problem was
to be confronted and overcome as it appeared. Extending the same "all- ahead"
full rationale to all elements of the project, the School Board Year-Round
School Committee set out to develop a community opinion survey and a cost
analysis for air conditioning schools, curriculum development, and personnel.

The impact of this unique challenge, the realization that their professional
competencies were in demand, and the opportunity to actually alter their educa-
tional climate provided the staff with the necessary stimulus and personal
dedication to accomplish the task.

In concert with these efforts, the School Board passed a resolution to initiate
a year-round school program' if a commitment for financing was made by the
county governmental body. The belief existed that the local elected govern-
ment officials had to be publicly committed to the program. A public action of
this type by the government officials would provide increased external valida-
tion, reduce the temptation to repudiate the program in time of stress and give
the officials an opportunity to feel that the program was partially theirs.

The initial financial request of $35,000 for air conditioning studies, and in-
service curriculum planning was approved by the governmental body on
.Tanuary 14,1071, and the project was officially underway.

The original School Board consideration of the year-round program included
elementary schools and middle schools where overcrowding would cause a need
for split or staggered shifts and where a year-round program could negate that
need. Further contemplation indicated that in its initial form, the program
design that would produce the smallest degree of community and social restruc-
turing possible would be most desirable. This would require a community to be
so geographically situated as to have all of the children residing in the community
attending the same schools. Only one community was so situated as to have all
children in the elementary schools in the community nrovide the total enrollment
of that community's one middle school. This was the Dale City community which
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encompassed the three. elementary schools of Bel Air, Dale City, and Neabsco,
nil serving the Godwin Middle School. In January of 1971, the Dale City com-
munity was identified as the area where the year-round school project would be
initiated. Consideration for a year-romul school program to include the high
school level was not undertaken in the original concept, because a 100 per cent
increase in student cnpacity was required to house the high school students,
and the year-round school program would only produce a 33% per cent optimum
increase.

In March, with air conditioning, planning, and installation costs, along with
personnel costs for curriculum development determined, the School Board con-
ducted a survey of community opinions on year round school The School Board's
survey was mailed to homes containing school children and preschool children
who would enter school during the ensuing yenr. One vote was nllowed for each
school and preschool child in n family. The people surveyed were 66.4 per cent
in favor of initin ting a year-round school program in the three elementary schools
and in the middle school. The results also indicated thnt most people were opposed
to the year-round school program if the middle school was not included in the
project. With evidence of a positive community attitude towards the program,
a financial request for approximately $145,000 to initinte the-yenr-round school
program also was funded, and the School Board, governmental ollicials, and com-
munity were committed to develop and initiate a year round use of schools
program by June 29,1971.

One of the most persistent problems was the need for constant reassurance and
dialogue between the community and the school personnel. Although the entire
project was anchored on a foundation of information and involvement (over a
hundred presentations were made and more were scheduled, coupled with exten-
sive coverage by the press), misunderstandings did develop. Those which devel-
oped were usually based on distorted interpretations of what was to occur.

One outcome, the subject of much introspection, was the development of nega-
tive forces not originally in evidence in the information dissemination stage of
the program. It appeared that n more critical investigntion of the impact which
the sequence of time and events had on public attitude determination needed to
be made. It wns hypothesized that when the decision was actually reached to
undertake the development of the year-round school program, the forces actively
engaged in information dissemination relaxed believing that they had accom-
plished their task. The interim period between nnnouncemeut of the program and
actual implementation appenred to provide fertile ground for the development
of conjecture nnd rumor. With no forces immediately on the scene to offset or
challenge these allegations, n credibility gap wns in the offing.

To allow for the establishment of greater bnlance, the need for community
involvement in activities designed to actually aid implementntiom of the pro-
gram appeared essential. Community involvement in curriculum development, in-
vestigation of activities for students out of school during the 15 day breaks,
changes in Bible School schedules, Little League schedules, etc., n11 were pur-
sued to offset any negative impact, but, not to develop a confrontation situation.
The feeling was that nny School Board action to denounce the stand of nega-
tive groups would only exercise the situation nnd produce grenter divisiveness
between opposing elements in the community. The nppronch was to provide in-
formation requested nnd to allow the community to decide if the rnmifications
of the information were positive or negative to them. A continuing effort was
made in this direction with visitations and a summer in-service program as
major projects.

A large pnrt of the final success of the entire project hinged on the ability of
the individual school personnel to incorporate into their progrnms the educational
values avnilable ns n result of the flexibility provided in the year-round concept.
Total school-community support for the program could conceivably be realized
If pride of aceomplishment produced through nctive, open participation continued
toile implemented as an integral element of the overall program design.

The 45-15 Year-Round School Programs began on June 28, 1971, and proceeded
without event until October of 1971. In October, the School Board undertook
the development of an evaluation task force designed to evnlunte the effect of
the year-round school progrnm on Prince William County education. Community
elements initially negative to the developinent of yenr-round school opposed this
action and nttempted to obtain a court injunction to stop the evnluation. The
court refused the injunction and in January 1972, the evnluation of the year-
round school program was underway.
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In February 1972, the School Board held an open hearing on the year -round
school program. The eommunity residents in attendance at the meeting gave the
School Board an overwhelming display of confidence in the year-round school
program. At the ()laming. the School Board announced Its dPe181011 to continue
the year-round school program and to expand it to other new schools In the Dale
City area. This School Board action was met by a standing ovation from the
600-700 people in a tt endanee at the open hearing.

Results of the year round evaluation should be available in August of 1072.
and this information should be helpful in the determination of the future of
year-round schools in Prince William County. The decision to continue and ex-
pand year-round school to other county schools also will be influenced by the cost:
and availability of funds for new school construction as compared with the enst
and availability of funds to air condition all buildings for year-round school use.
Another factor. perhaps the most important one. is the emit inued acceptance and
enthusiasm of staff, students. mid community for the grogram.

OVERVIEWPRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY RESCIIEDULED SCIIOOL YEAR

(Implemented Tune 29, 1971)

The announcement of the intent to develop a year -round school program in
Prince William County contained three distinct phases. The first phase was
designed to expose the community to information regarding year-round schools.
This was considered to ben non-threatening process which would allow for maxi-
mum internalization of information and create a little emotional hupaet. The
desire was to allow the community time to feel comfortable with the concept and
thereby reduce the degree of fear normally generated when UeOple are asked to
accept an unknown quantity.

A 180-day school year with n inundatory 4-15 attenda nee pattern consisting
of 45 days of school interspersed with 15 days of vacation was presented to the
public as the scheduling pattern with the most promise for Prince William
County.

The second phase of the announcement was the identification of specific schools
in which the first year-round school program would be conducted if the program
was found acceptable by the community and approved by the School Board.
This phase produced a certain amount of anxiety in the people whose children
were to attend the year-round schools. However, the anxiety which developed
in these people did not produce a polarization of attitudes. A reaction of this
nature was desired as it produced a cihnate where people eagerly sought infor-
mation about the year-round school program. Positive outcomes, such as easy
access to people and the opportunity for personal contact between staff and the
community, accompanied this demand for information.

The third phase contained the School Board's formal pronouncement that
the plan was to be funded and that it would be initiated on a specific date. Sev-
eral major hurdles, such as the funding of the program, a staff opinion surrey,
and a community opinion survey, had to produce positive outcomes before the
School Board could make its decision. With the announcement came the polariza-
tion of community factionsthose for and those against the program.

unique condition developed when political aspirants or opportunists decided
th it the year-round school could be used as a springboard to political identity.
Tae individuals who were motivated to use the educational program for personal
gran did not announce their political ambitions along with their initial display
of antagonism toward the implementation of the year-round school program. Their
crusade against the year-round school program was founded on the credo that
they were out to stop the subversive, misguided School Board from tampering
with the traditional summer vacation, and thereby produce an inferior educa-
tional program. This opposition culminated in a legal attempt to enjoin the
School Board from initiating the program. When the injunction attempt failed,
the opposition became less militant and the community resigned themselves to
waitthe remaining month for the program to begin.

Rumors of walk-outs, stay-homes, and picketing were covertly discussed, but
on opening day, none materialized. The beginning of the year-round school pro-
gram was singularly uneventful and actually produced evidence ,that many peo-
ple were positively disposed toward the program.

Through the entire implementation period, the staff members of the year-round
schools presented a totally united position of support for the program. Staff mem-
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hers from other Prince William County schools Were not as singular in theiropinions about the program. The Teachers Association supported the pilot pro-gram and this support produced the impression that, in general, teacher nega-tivism was mild.
Students readily accepted the program and produced no extraordinary prob-

lems. Those students who had some early misgivings about the program werequickly caught up In the contagious enthusiasm which emanated from teacherstoad students alike. The program proceeded with an absolute dearth of nega-
tivism forthcoming from any of the schools.

Tile political aspirants, previously discussed, were not ready to accept thepopularity of the program. They continued their harassment by bringing legalaction :whist the School 130,1rd when the Board sought to undertake an evalu-ation of the year-round school program. This effort failed and the courts upheld
the School Board's right to conduct the evaluation.

After eight months of year-round school operation, the Prince William County
School Board monocled an open hearing to reevaluate community attitudes re-garding the program. Forty-seven people addressed the School Board on thistopic, and there were 46 favorable comments and one negative comment. At theclose of the hearing, the School Board announced that the year-round school
program would be continued through 1972-73 and expanded the program to in-
elude two new schools located in tile Dale City area. The 600-700 people whoattended the open hearing accorded the School Board a standing ovation when
the announcement to continue year-round school was made.

The Prince William County Year-Round School Program is continuing, and
studies are being conducted to determine what future direction the program
should take. Au extensive evaluation of the program covering the areas of
achievement. attitude, and cost, combined with au accountability and auditing
element, will provide valuable data to be used in the development of a decision
regarding the year-round school program. Initial data from the evaluation should
be avalhable by August of 19x2.

(The question of cost benefits cannot be factually responded to at this time.
as no financial analysis has been completed. The year-round school program
was designed to expend no more or no less moue' per child In the areas of equip-
ment. materials, and staff. Teachers were offered au opportunity to selcet the
conventional 91 month (193 days) dant nut or an 111/2 mouth (241 days) con-
tract. Those teachers who accepted the longer contract were paid their regular
daily rate of pay for the extra days. These teachers also were responsible for
more children and therefore the actual per pupil expenditure was not altered.
During the 1072-73 seisool year. the contract options have been increased to In-chute a 231 day contract.

In the area of advice to others contemplating a similar undertaking. I makethe following observations.
The need for staff support and staff public commitment to the program is

paramount if there is to be reasonable hope for success. Porgrom development
should he o staff obligation if staff dedication to the project and more than over-
age assurance of positive outcomes are to be realized.

Bsternol validation of the program mnst be obtained if more than a limited de-
gree of emumunity eoulldenee is expected to develop. The forms of external
validation are, many and encompass. among others. university, state ethic:Moon
department. political and stair public acknowledgement of support and com-
mitment to the program.

Timing appears to be of ultimate importance, and the amount of time re-
quired chows with melt element of the mm.111114)11. Whereas extensive time for
information dissemination prior to the announeement of the intention to imple-
ment a program my be considered desirable. extensive study. feasibility or
other,' tends to dissipate enthusiasm. People 111441 Mlle to internalize change. feel
comfortoble with It and to reduee tins fear produced by unknown quantities. This
process is incremental ill nature and requires time free from fear.

Furthermore, the time between the formal 1111110111WellIellt that the program
is to beumiemented and the netual implementation tumours to be very critival.
The shorter the amount of time between announcement and implementation. the
shorter the amount of time for conjecture and misinformation to work their
magic.

It appears essential that reciprocity between the community and the institn-
thin must be a prime consideration In the implementation of year-round school.
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There must be a give and take condition existing. The schools must become
more resnonsible to the needs of individual families even if policies have to
bend, as the community must become more responsible to change to the extent
of altering life styles. This is especially true when the year-round school pro-
grain has caused a problem, the people need to feel that they are obligated, so-
cially, to explore the unknown.

No legislative change was necessary for the year-rond school to meet
the Virginia State Education Code. Attendance accounting was the only area
needing interpretation and this was quickly resolved without significant change
in the code.

The manner in which the program is presented to the staff and to the public
is of major importance. Insightful actions, such as allowing staff and community
the opportunity to develop self identification with the program and exploration
of the potential educational and financial benefits are most helpful.

The "low key no sell," "no panacea," "we do not have all the answers"
approach is important because unforeseen errors or shortcomings in the program
will not lead to condemnation of the total program. In fact, the community
will expect more discomfort than actually occurs from the program. Speaking
generally, the community insists on de-emphasizing the problems.

The base for information dissemination should encompass as many people
as possible. It is important to give staff a chance at ego-self-image development
and allow them the opportunity to be the experts. The degree of failure can be
drastically reduced when those who have the responsibility for Making the pro-
gram operate actually develop the program.

If the primary reason for developing a year-round school program is to create
extra space and to save money, the program may have grave difficulty finding
acceptance. Educational stuffs and communities do not appear to be willing to
risk altering their conventional patterns without a major improvement in the
education process as a planned potential outcome.

WASHOE COMM SCHOOL DISTRICT,
Reno, Nev., April 27, 1972.

Re Your letter of April 14, 1972, requesting information concerning year-round
school concepts.

Hon. ROMAN C.. Pr/maw,
Chairman, General Subcommittee on Education,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR Sin: In the 1969 and 1971 sessions of the Nevada State Legislature,
attempts were mode to gain funds which would have supported a feasibility study
which would have had statewide implications for year-round schools. In the wis-
dom of the legislature, this study received a priority which did not allow funds to
be spent on the project : subsequently, the Washoe County School District called
for the formation of a Year-Round School Study committee. Its task was to look
for some type of year-round program which would not increase the per student
operational costs of the District, but at the same time provide an educational
program which would produce educational results that are equal to or better
than those in the existing program. The committee composed of 7 teachers. 7
principals, 4 representatives from the State Department of Education and rep-
resentatives of the superintendent's staff. The committee decided to simulate a
plan on paper and compare the results with those of the actual program that is
presently in operation. The results of this simulation have shown that if the
teacher-student ratio presently being utilized by the District is maintained in a
new program, then the per student or per unit costs will remain at the same level
that the District presently spends for each student unit.

In theory, the 45-15 increases the capacity of a given building by one-third.
An attendance area can be divided into 4 groups, each of which are equal to MI of
the capacity of the building. Thus a building has a 4/3 capacity. By relating this
type of figure into potential construction, it would appear that a district can post-
pone or eliminate construction up to MI of potential need, depending upon the
consistent growth factor or the District.

To this date must teachers have not rejected the concept of year-round educa-
tion and have indicated a desire to gain more information concerning contract
alternatives which would be available for teachers. The 45-15 allows for numerous
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types of contracts to be *offered to teachers. Thus a teacher has the potential of
a maximum 240 day contract down to any number of days which would be agree-
able with the teacher and the district involved. This type of project will allow a
teacher the opportunity to be a full-time professional in a full-time profession.

At this time it does not appear that there will be a need for changes in the
Nevada Revised Statutes concerning the year-round program.

The Board of Trustees of the Washoe County School District is scheduled to
consider the possibility of implementing a 45-15 program in two of the elementary
schools in this District. The District has 38 elementary schools.

This type of change represents a drastic change in the life style of the families
of this area, but more importantly it represents an opportunity for parents and
teachers to work together in establishing an educational program which has the
promise of providing greater opportunities for the students and the community
in which they live.

Thank you for the opportunity of providing input into these important hearings.
Sincerely,

Dr. MARvIN PICOLLO,
Superintendent.

RICHARD A. WRIGHT,
Coordinator Federal Program.

A RESTRUCTURED SCHOOL YEAR

A PROJECT OF THE WINSTON-DAUM/FORSYTH COUNTY SCHOOLS

A growing Interest in the possibilities of extending or restructuring the school
year led the administration of the Winston-Salem/Forsyth County Schools to
undertake a study of this concept, beginning in January, 1968. As a result of
that study, the local Board of Education determined to make a small beginning
in one type of restructured year program.

The approach taken was a 45-15 plan, with the pupil year divided into four
nine week terms interspersed with three week sessions designed for enrichment,
remediation, and vacation. Attached is a more detailed explanation of how the
45-15 or 9 week-3 week plan will operate in one school in our system during
1972-73.

Our project has been very modest. We began in 1969-70 with one class of
third graders, all of them volunteers. There was considerable enthusiasm from
the parents, students, teacher, and principal. In 1970-71 we continued this group
into grade 4 and created a new third grade section, again made up of volunteers.

When 1971-72 planning was underway, we had decided to open an elementary
laboratory school in which would be incorporated many of the innovative pro-
grams which were being tried in several schools. The restructured calendar was
one of these.

In July, 1971 the John W. Moore Laboratory Elementary School opened with
000 pupils in grades 1-0. All pupils were volunteers, and there has been much
interest in this school throughout the community. We were unable to accept all
children who applied in 1971-72 and the same is true for 1972-73.

Our experimentation with a restructured calendar was not designed to reduce
costs. It was, instead, designed to strengthen the quality of the educational
program. So far, our very limited evaluation seems to indicate that the intervals
for remediation and enrichment plus the reduced "forgetting time" during the
summer may have a positive effect on pupil achievement. We are, at least, en-
couraged to continue with the project.

During the next year, we plan to give attention to two additional questions.
First, can the 45-15 plan be effectively modified to retain the educational gains
which we believe it may have and at the same time yield some economies?
Second, does the 45-15 plan seem appropriate for the secondary school or is
there a better approach? By 1973-74, we hope to initiate some type of restruc-
tured year program in one junior high school.

One thing we have learned from our experience is that parents who voluntarily
send their children to a school which operates on a restructured calendar are
extremely cooperative ; but many of them have children in other schools which
operate on a traditional nine-month term. This poses hardships on parents and
families. It is difficult to imagine our entire system moving to the restructured
calendar ; yet, moving slightly further in this direction seems almost as difficult.

Soy
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Our experiment is endorsed by the State Department of Public Instruction
and no legislation has been required to permit it. Children in general have
expressed opposition to going to school in July, but those who are in the program
seem to like it very much.
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STATE3IENT OF RICHARD J. DEMING, WILBERFORCE UNIVERSITY, WILBERFORCE,
Oiiio

Mr. Chairman, have you ever wondered why we build lovely new school build-
ings and then use them only 1S0 days out of the year. or why we lock them up at
three thirty in the p.m.? How many doctors, lawyers, and nurses do we know who
give up their professions for three months each summer just so they can sell cars
or encyclopedias, or work construction? Is it a little embarrassing to see the
Nixon and previous ndministrations hustling to find summer jobs for city kids
along about April and May each year? Do you think there is any way to avoid
long hot summers?

These are lending question; and indeed are meant to be. Was it always this
way, or indeed is this the best way to rim our schools? The answer to both ques-
tions is an emphatic no!

The traditional September to June school year was born of a compromise be-
tween urban and rural America. In the early 1800's, New York. Baltimore.
Chicago, CUrciulnli, and other city schools were operating the year round. Rural,
country schools had relatively short terms of three to six months so youngsters
could help with early planting and late harvesting. After all, the three U's
weren't terribly important for work on the farm then. As the nation grew, It
became necessary to develop a universally accepted school calendar and the nine
month school year became general by the early 1000's. But there is no reason to
assume the same calendar is appropriate for a modern. urban society with differ-
ent work Patterns and changing life styles.

The answer to the second question is more Involved. The basic concept is sim-
ple enough, and is variously referred to as "year-round schools." the "extended
year school," the "flexible calendar." and the "multiple access calendar." The
school calendar can be rearranged so that school facilities are used throughout
the year. Youngsters attend classes for nine months but on a different schedule.
They have the equivalent of three months of vacation, but vacations may fall at
different times of the year. What is done during the youngster's vacation time is
up to him, his parents, the comuninity, business, and government. it can be for
work or play, vacation or travel, reinediation or enrichment. sugaring in Vermont
or bean-picking in Oregon.

At what educational levels does Chit, concept apply? It applies to the primary,
secondary, and university level and to anyone who sees the merits and benefits
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in changing the calendar. 'However. people usually begin looking at year-roundschools when their school district is running out of money aud has lost several
tax referendums in the fact of expanding enrollments.

The Valley View School District, southwest of Chicago, adopted a year-roundcalendar on .tune 30, 1970. Valley View is one of the largest elementary districtsin area in Illinois and grew rapidly as Chicago's sot:urbanization proceeded: Thedistrict had 89 pupils in 1933, but 5,590 pupils in 1970. and was growing by 500students each year. The State of Illinois had mandated that kindergarten spacebe made available for all youngsters by July 1, and the Valley View District hadalready exhausted its bonding power.
For the 1970-71 school year, Valley View somehow had to accommodate nearly7.000 students in facilities previously used by about. 5,500. They could have in-creased class size, gone to double shifts, or perhaps leased space in nearbychurches. Instead, the Valley View Board of Education, with wide support fromparents, teachers. and the community, decided to imaginatively use their existingschool buildings the year round. The plan they developed has become a model forprimary schools.

PRIMARY EDUCATION

The most popular calendar change at the primary level thus far has beenthe Valley View or "45-15" plan Which mixes nine weeks of school and threeweeks of vacation throughout the year. It. is believed by educators, teachers, andparents that primary children are better served with shorter and snappier schoolterms combined with brief vacations. Youngsters are more refreshed and eagerto begin each new term, and they will become bored! with neither school nor Vilea -lion. Lea ruing loss is minimized. Teachers have long recognized that the monthof September is wasted reviewing material that youngsters forgot during thelong summer.
If :1 youngster falls behind during the nine-week term, his problem can heidentified and special tutoring sessions can be held during the three week breakto catch up and get back with his class. In this way we can help youngsters im-mediately, and deal with educational problems before they cumulate and getout of hand.
This Is exactly what is being clone now in three Chicago elementary schools. A

year ago in March, the Chicago Board of EdantIon presented a series of possibleschool programs to' local schools. One of these was a year-roam) school plan..
Interested communities voted in May and so the Raster (09 percent white),Libby (80 percent black) and Lowell (70 percent black and Spanish ) Elemen-tary Schools began the "45-15" plan on July 1, 1971. The students are divided
into four groups, and three groups are in school at any one time.

The curriculums Were revised and broken into smaller 9-week units with
logical cut-off points. Teachers received additional training to prepare them
for small classes mind more individualized instruction, the major purposes behindthe plan.

Youngsters are encouraged to look upon school as a place for enjoyment and
learning during their three-week break. Because all youngsters are using the
school during the vacation, there is no stigma attached to those returning for
remediation and special tutoring, as there often is under the "old" summer school
system. Fully qualified teachers conduct these mini-sessions, as teachers follow
the same "45-15" schedule as their pupils. Mini-courses for enrichment and re-
mediation are held. There are also several day field -trips to museums :Ind other
educational points of interest.

It is still too early to evaluate the Chicago experience, but attendance rates
are noticeably higher, and white. black, and Spanish parents appear equally
enthusiastic. Another vote was held in March 1972 and all communities moved
to continue the program.

In general, the "45-15" plan as now used in Valley View, Chicago, the Francis
Howell School District in St. Charles. Mo., Dale City, Va., the La Mesa-Spring
Valley School District in La Mesa. Calif.. and elsewhere, is organized as follows:

Um student population is divided into four groups usually on a neighborhood
or areo basis so that friends and youngsters In the same family will have the
same ealeudar schedule. Each group begins school at successive three week inter-
vals. and only three of the four groups are in school nt any one time. Every three
weeks one group is leaving class to go on vacation. and another group finishes
their vacation to return to school and to occupy the classrooms just .vacated. It
sounds like n nuns of "musical classrooms," and it appears more complicatNI
than it is.
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TABLE NO. I.INCREASE IN SCHOOL CAPACITY USING A MANDATED "45-I5 PLAN (OR QUARTERLY PLAN) AND
THE TRIMESTER CALENDAR

FOUR-QUARTER OR "45-15a

,In a mandated 4-quarter or "45 -IS" plan, ff of the student population will always be out d school,

Fill Winter Spring Summer

Group A 250 250 250
Group B 250 250
Group C 250

.

250
Group() () 250 250 250

Note: Equals 750 students in school at any I time, but a total of 1,000 students are being served overall. This represents
a 33-percent increase in school capacity.

Vacation.

TRIMESTER

Pith a trimester calendar, of the student population will always be out d school,

Fall Winter Springsummer

Group A 375 375
3$7Group B 375 AGroup C 375

Note: Equals 750 students in school, but a total of 1,125 students are being served overall by the Wm!. This amounts
to a 50-percent increase in school capacity.

I Vacation.

It means that a school which houses 750 students can now service 1,000 stu-
dents because one group of 250 is always on vacation. This is a 33 percent in-
crease in school capacity without an increase in taxes. As those in the Valley
View District like to put it, "For each three classrooms we have it's like getting
a fourth freer' James R. Gove, Assistant Superintendent of the Valley View
District, points out that they "have already realized a tax avoidance of 7.5
million dollars in not having to construct new buildings."

Although the initial impetus for going to year-round schools is economic, the
real benefits occur In improving educational quality and choice. At the primary
level, curriculum revision is not a major undertaking because what is done is to
take the 180 day curriculum and carve it up into smaller, more digestible chunks
which are nevertheless taken In sequence. That Chicago schools could vote in
May and begin classes in July illustrates this fact. The pupil receives the same
material whether it Is covered in nine continuous months or four successive 95
day periods.

However, we hope that schools will take advantage of the caleidar change to
introduce other innovative ideas. A focus on individualized instruction, the open
classroom concept, and open space dovetails extremely well with an educational
philosophy that seeks to tailor education and the schools to the child. The Chula
Vista City School District in California combines open space, team teaching, and
continuous progress classes with a year-round calendar in what they call the
"loft school."
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The "45-15" calendar can be used to meet the reeds of youngsters in so many

ways. At six years of age some youngsters may be ready for the first grade
and some may not. Because there are staggered entry dates for different groups
under the "45-15" schedule, a youngster can begin when he is ready and able
and not according to the legal dictates of his birtlidate or the State Department
of Education. When a youngster is ill or has an accident it is possible to move
to another group and continue his work, albeit at a later date. If a youngster
fails to get the necessary material in one nine-week period, and absolutely
cannot catch up durio.; the three-week break with extra help and tutoring, then
at most the nine-week term is lost and not the entire year. This is especially
important as for the city schools whenever poor or minority children fall behind
their grade level in math or reading, the essential skills.

If a bright youngster can skip some work, it makes more sense to skip one or
perhaps two nine week terms at a time rather than skipping an entire year.

School teachers gain the opportunity to teach a full year in their chosen
profession. This is of course completely voluntary. A valuable by-product of
longer teaching and proportionately higher salaries is that we may expect to
see more men in the, elementary schools. They are certainly welcome to pro-vide a healthy balance of male and female models for children.

Taxpayers obtain practical benefits. Fewer classrooms are needed to serve ex-
panding suburban enrollments. City school system, where enrollments have
generally leveled off, can reduce class size and close or convert their older build-
ings for other educational purposes. They could become recreation centers and
sites for vacation-time mini courses. There is some evidence that school vandal-ism is reduced because the buildings are constantly occupied.

Families can take vacations at different times of the year when travel and
recreation facilities are less crowded and less expensive. Cooperating businesses
and factories will schedule employee vacations throughout the year instead of
bunching up during the summer. For many firms this has always been a majorproduction problem.

Though there are clear advantages to a "45-15" calendar, not all schools have
chosen it for the primary level. In Molalla, Oregon the elementary school began
a four quarter schedule June 28, 1971. A long "winter" vacation presents no
problem for mothers because of a generally hospitable climate. They have been
able to avoid air-conditioning by scheduling classes from 7:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.during the hottest weather. Teachers have the option of teaching three, six,nine, or twelve months out of the year which can be just the thing for a preg-
nant second grade teacher or an older teacher who doesn't need the income andwould like to travel.

Naturally, there are some conversion costs in going to a year-round calendar.
Many school buildings will have to be air-conditioned. (Though it may appear a
bit extravagant, it is much less than the cost of a new class. Let's also remind
ourselves that classrooms built today will still be used.in the year 2000 when we
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shall be either appreciated for our foresight or condemned for our parsimony.
1 make the flat recommendation that all new schools built from this day on beair-conditioned.

Neither the schools nor city and suburban governmeats are prepared to offer
year-round recreation. But it is both necessary and important and a year-round
calendar will prod its into doing what we should be anyway.

SECONDARY EDUCATION

Unforimmiely. school districts and study plops sometimes assume they can
find a common calendar which is best for all ages front kindergarten through the
twelfth grade. Tids is certainly a heroic assumption because the needs of pri-
mary youngsters and secondary students are generally as different as night andday.

High school students will benefit front longer study terms combined with as-
sured opportunities for work or service. The work-service period needs to be
long enough (3 or 4 months) so the young person will develop sonic commitment
and involvement with the job situation and make the experience more rewarding.
Hence, a quarterly or trimester calendar appears most appropriate. A teenager
can attend school for any three quarters and work the fourth quarter say, dur-
ing the fall, winter, or spring when fewer young people would normally be look-
11,%! :Jr jobs.

There are a number of good examples where this concept is being applied. At-
lanta and Fallon County around Atlanta iegan their elective four-quarter plan
in the fall of UM after two years of intense study and preparation. Unlike the
ease in Valley View, metropolitan Atlanta adopted a year-round calendar not for
the sake of economy. but to provide flexibility, quality, and enrichment for their'
educational program. This was prompted by the general feeling that the eurrie-
alma was generally inadequate and in particular was not meeting the needs of
black and low-income students nor was it preparing students for the world of
work.

The traditional nonionic year was divided into three quarters (approximately
(10 days or 12 weeks melt quarter), and the revised summer term was made as
much like the other quarters as possible to attract students and to guarantee that
slimmer be of the same quality as the rest of the year.

Cnrrienhun revision was two years In the making. Atlanta school officials
make 11: very clear that course revision was "not a matter of dividing the thirt-
six chapters of an American History text by three and assigning twelve chap-
ters to a quarter."

Because a student. might be away during any mmrter. It was necessary to
ensure that scheduling conflicts would not arise upon the student's return. hence.
required courses are offered each quarter. No student need worry about missing
a requirement and failing behind. A maximum number of courses were made non-
sequential, and the number of prerequisite courses minimized. Approximately 70
percent. of the courses do not have prerequisites. Naturally. In certain subjects'
sited as foreign languages and basic math and science it is probably impossible
to entirely eliminate prerequisites.

Each new quarter course was designed to be self-contained and logically inte-
grated. Only wher. a series of principles and concepts could be logically grouped
was it course est ,allshed. Performance and behavioral criteria were set up for
each course so ?netters and students know what is expected of them. Because
the basic princiries in, say. literature can be discovered by reading different cul-
tures, students are tin longer compelled to take a particular English course.
English. Anted .'aft. or Afro-American literature can serve equally well.

Each studett4 has a wide choice in course selection and can develop an Individ-
ualized proratu. "Of the eight hundred sixty courses 'developed thus far. no
single (mum, is required for any pupil unless it is part of his planned program
and is necessary for him to obtain his goals. A student can begin in one area
of Interest and shift to another." He can follow his Interests. He can sample.
It's like dining at a smorgasbord restaurant. A touch of indigestion can be
quickly remedied by trying something else on the menu. It breaks the lockstep
of the traditional curriculum.

Instruction Is improved. Good teachers have more opportunity to deal with
subjects in depth and to teach their strengths. Poor teachers, always an unwel-
come thought, now have clearly defined objectives and course outlines to follow.

3 0 '1
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Atlanta has in effect created a large "educational bank" of well-organized
courses which are available to all schools. Individual schools then select the com-
bination of courses that best serves their student population, whether they are
college, career, or vocationally oriented.

Because he selects the quarter to he out of school, the Atlanta student has a
better opportunity to secure employment. (Example A, Figure 3) Once a student
has attended four consecutive quarters and has accumulated credit ahead of his
"normal" requirement, he can register for as few Classes as he desires. A student
could take one or two clusses, and be on his own the rest of the day. Or a student
could combine a half day of school and a half day. Or a student could combine
a half day of school and a half day of work (Example B).

Atlanta enjoys a "joint enrollment program" with cooperating junior and
senior colleges in the area. A high school senior may sign up for one or more
courses at Georgia State, Georgia Tech, or Atlanta University while still attend-
ing his high school (Exsunple C). His college credits count both towards high
school graduation and a future college degree. This affords students the chance
to see whether they would like college, or if they feel ready for it. The further
possibility exists that a student can accelerate graduation by attending four
quarters the year round, mid either enter college early or work before going on
for further education (Example D).

The joint enrollment process is facilitated by having the secondary and higher
eduentionnl institutions all on the same qua Kerly calendar. This simplifies regis-
tration and transfers. We may hope that more cities and states will be this for-
wit rd-looking.

The potential for curriculum revision and educational variation is not limited
to larger schools or school systems. A relatively small school with imagination
and planning can accomplish as much.

The Champlain Valley Union High School in Hinesburg, Vermont has com-
bined the nine-week study term with staggered entry and exit dates in what it
calls the "multiple lICCess 'curriculum and calendar." For the Fall 1972, there
will be a transitional extended year comprised of eleven nine-week terms begin-
ning at staggered intervals. For 1973, there will be sixteu terms, beginning
approximately every three weeks. The student simply chooSes which terms to
attend as long as no two overlap. In so doing, the student and his family can tell
the school "which 175 days" he wants to attend.

3/O
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L DUO (Do Unto Others) program enables students to serve for from three
to eighteen weeks in hospitals, the local police department, legal aid, social
services, speech therapy, as teacher aides and library assistants. (See insert.)
Students receive no payment for this work which is entirely voluntary. A further
element of the Champlain Valley curriculum is an emphasis on individual student-
directed activities (ISDA) which are designed to encourage students to decide
for themselves how they will best use their "not-in-class" time. (See insert.)
They can audit classes, use the art room, shops, or science labs, work out in the
gym, or just take it easy talking with friends.

Even at this small school (950 students), a student can select from about 800
different courses. The new "quarter" courses are about as relevant as one could
hope to find, and some would not be found in college catalogs. (See inserts.)

Who Am I?: The Search for Identity, Current Powder Kegs, Rights in Con-
flict, Values in Conflict, The Role of Women in Society, Managing a Vermont
Farm, Eco-Politics, Paleface and InjunMyth and Reality, Overpopulation?,
How to Find and Apply for a Job, Bachelor Cooking, Afro-American Literature
(in a school that has few black students), Folk/Rock Workshop, Dental Assist-
ant, and Child Care Aide.

How many high schools, city or suburban, have this variety of courses? If the
high schools of the future will look like this, what will happen in the colleges and
universities? What will their educational role be as secondary students become
more sophisticated and more used to freedom and flexibility of choice. This filter-
ing down process undoubtedly will continue. Will students be able to cope with
eight years of a "college-like" program? In any case, this is what quality educa-
tion and educational relevance is all about!

Increasingly we may expect high schools to adopt an "open campus" policy
where students are free to come and go as long as they meet their class and other
attendance obligations. This no doubt looks like an idyllic and perhaps frivolous
proposal to those teaching in city schools where police patrol the halls. But this
is the direction schools will take.

The "sixty-four thousand dollar" question throughout is whether a year -round
program should be mandated or voluntary. Should students be assigned to a
particular group and have their vacation patterns set by the school?
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Smaller classes and increased space are effectively obtained only with a man.
dated program because one quarter of the students are always on vacation. The
primary level "45-15" plans have virtually all been mandatory to this date, as is
the four quarter jirogrurn in llo lalla, Oregon, San Diego will begin several year-
round schools on July 1, 1972, and plans eventually to have all 153 schools on the
extended calendar.

Potential community opposition to required attendance patterns has usually
been avoided by involving the community early in the school's problems and often
by involving the community early in the school's problems and often by giving
people real alternatives. The Chicago school communities voted on their plan.The Chula Vista City School District in California offered to transport any
students who so desired to other schools still on a traditional schedule.

At the high school level, initial trends favora voluntary plan as in Atlanta and
Fulton County. Champlain Valley Union High in Vermont had originally hopedto adopt the "45-15" plan for the 1971-72 school year. But the community re-jected that for being as restrictive as the traditional calendar. A multiple accesscalendar was developed instead.

On August 30 of this year, Jefferson County around Louisville, Kentucky,begins their "elective four quarter plan" in 90 schools serving approximately
97,000 students in grades one through twelve. They anticipate from six to tenthousand students in their 1973 summer quarter.
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YEAR-ROUND SCHOOL

OVERVIEW

One of the most discussed and controversial issues in education today
is the proposal that the public schools be operated as close to maximum usage
as possible all year long. To achieve this goal, a major overhaul of most
of the nation's schools would be required, drastically affecting parents,
students and the professional staff.

Today, most of our public elementary and secondary schools operate with
a school year of approximately 180 days. Many of these schools sit locked up
during the summer months, their facilities unused. Some teachers who work in
the classrooms during the school year spend their summers vacationing or at-
tending school; others seek temporary employment. Some pupils spend their
summers in camps or vacationing with their parents; others face the summer
layoff from school with "nothing much to do."

Many people consider this situation a great waste of costly facilities
and equipment, valuable professional skills and important learning time.

Many consider our system with its nine-month school and three-month vacation
a remnant of our agricultural society. These people believe that schools must
be redesigned to meet the needs of a highly urbanized society. In an effort
to deal with these pressures for more and better learning needed by youth in
an urban society and to meet the demands by taxpayers to reduce costs or, at
least, hold the line, educators and others are looking for workable alterna-
tives. One which is receiving a great deal of attention and support is the
year-round school.

Plans, programs and systems for rescheduling the school year are not ex-
actly new. In the early part of this century, vacation schools which provid-
ed recreational activities
were developed as the first
step toward eliminating the
long summer break. Later,
these vacation schools be-
gan to develop some academic
orientation. They were made
available most often to stu-
dents who had failed courses
during the regular school
year and who wished to make
up those courses. Today,
many summer schools now of-
fer a full range of enrichment
and broadening courses.
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And, even further, there were earlier attempts at using the year-round
school. Bluffton, Ind., operated a short-lived program that started in 1904.
Other school Districts that operated for various periods of time on the year-
round system were Omaha, Neb.; Nashville, Tenn.; Newark, N.J.; and Ambridge
and Aliquippa, Pa. The Newark experiment is probably the most notable of all.
It began in 1912 and continued until 1931. The program was considered popular
with parents, teachers and businessmen, but it died during the lean years of
the depression. One of the major pluses of the Newark experiment was its ef-
fect on juvenile delinquency. One study of the Newark program noted that the
year-round school system was an important influence "which succeeded in keep-
ing a large proportion of children out of 'mischief' during the summer."

The Newark, Omaha and Nashville plans operated on the basis of improving
the educational program. The Ambridge and Aliquippa programs were aimed at
utilizing existing buildings before constructing new schools. While the first
three plans expired because of a shortage of funds during the 1930s, Ambridge
and Aliquippa operated only until funds were available for new schools.

Today, the movement and acceptance of year-round schools isn't so isolated.
Upwards of 25 school districts are either operating full year-round school pro-
grams or pilot programs in one or two schools. What's more, the number of
other school districts that are studying year-round education programs with
the idea of installing them soon is uncountable. The most conservative esti-
mates indicate that school districts in some 27 states are actively studying
the concept. Hew many school districts are examining the idea with a cautious
and quiet approach no one knows. At least as impressive, and perhaps even
more so, is the list of state education departments and state legislatures
that are looking into ways to assist local districts in implementing year-
round programs. Then, if we add in the number of national and regional con-
ferences devoted solely to the examination of year-round education, we can get
some idea of the growth and acceptance of the concept,

But what does it all mean? What effect will year-round educaticn have
on America? On American education? Concrete answers are, of course, hard
to come by. So far, no year-round school program hau been operating long
enough. There are still too many ifs. But there are some possibilities. One
very strong possibility is the complete structuring of the instructional sys-
tem. Although the year-round school has nothing to do with the actual instruc-
tional program, a rescheduled school year could provide the framework for
making marked revisions in instruction. There is also the possibility that
under year-round school programa, school districts could improve their public
relations position by regaining lost confidence and support of the general
public. Given the idea that year-round schools are an indication of an attempt
to make school operations more efficient, the recent trtnd toward public re-
jection of school budgets and other educational programs could be reversed.

Other possible effects of year-round education on American society could
include a lessening of students' dependence by freeing them for employment or
higher education at an earlier age, a reduction in juvenile delinquency, an
elimination of the student glut on the summer job market which would be coupled
with the opportunity for more students to get jobs during their vacation (non-
summer) times and the opportunity for businessmen to change the work-vacation
phtterns of their businesses.
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A CLOSER LOOK AT THE YEAR-ROUND SCHOOL

Just what is this year-round school we've been talking about? How does
it work? And why does it appeal to so many people? Simply stated, year-
round education is a program in which schools are open for 12 months with the
same instructional program being offered on a continuous basis instead of a
9-month school year with limited summer offerings.

There are a lot of different names associated with the concept--year-
round school, year-round education, extended school year (ESY), expanded
school--but they all have the same basic aim. That aim is to make maximum
use of all facilities and, wherever p,ssible, to eliminate the need for con-
structing new schools, furnishing them and staffing them.

How this is accomplished varies. In fact, there are almost as many
different types of year-round school prsgrams as there arc school districts
implementing year-round school progress. There are quarter systems and tri-
mester systems which try to spread the enrollment out over three or four school
time segments instead of having everycne go to school at the same time. In
each of these types of programs, either three-fourths or two-thirds of the
students are expected to be in school while the rest are on vacation.

Under programs such as the continuous school year plan, extended K-12
plan, and multiple trails plan, the school year is extended from 204 to
210 days or more in order to save a year or two of school out of every 13.
And then there are the modified summer school plans. In those plans, the reg-
ular school year consists of 180 days, but the summer school program is broad-
ened and is arranged so that students are able to take a full-term academic
course during the summer months.

To date, the more popular plans are voluntary. That is, the students,
with the help of their parents, are allowed to choose the quarters or tri-
mesters they wish to attend. Teachers, too, have various options. They can
either work a full 12-month year and receive more money or they can take a
quarter or trimester off in order to travel or go to school or whatever.

One of the bright spots of the year-round school program is its broad
appeal. People closely involved with education can find things they like
in it as well as people who are not deeply or closely involved in education.
But the main reason for the appeal of year-round education is economic. Given
today's revolt by taxpayers who have been rejecting school budgets witn alarm-
ing frequency, anything that gives even the semblance of saving money or of
using funds, facilities and people more efficiently appeals to a lot of people
--school board members, administrators and the general public.

,3/
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What's more, administrators and teachers find it doubly appealing because
it is a possible way of eliminating the learning loss that accompanies long
periods of vacation. Teachers see the year-round school as a way of reducing
the amount of time they must spend rehashing material that had already been
presented to students. Teachers also like the year-round school because it
gives them the opportunity to continue to se their professional skills and
make more money..

Another facet of the year-round school appeals to educational tradition-
alists. These people view the state of American education with alarm, stating
their concern that American students are falling behind students in the Soviet
Union and other European and Asian countries. To them the longer school year
is vitally important because it puts American education into direct competi-
tion with the longer school years of Europe. They also believe that longer
school years should not be voluntary, but mandatory because there is so much
more to be learned.

Many businessmen support the year-round school concept, too. They like
the idea of more efficient use of plants. They also believe that it will be
easier to provide more jobs on a year-round basis than to have all job-hunting
teen-agers on the emnloyment lines during the summer months.

Yet, for all of its appeal, the year-round school also has its detractors.
There are some people who strongly oppose the concept of the year-round school
because, simply, it is at odds with traditional school and vacation habits.
Then there are people who have an axe to grind. These are the people who
operate summer camps and resort areas. And, finally, there are those people
who are opposed to any idea that brings with it changes in established pat-
terns of living.
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THE VARIOUS 'SOLUTIONS'

The following are some of the different ways used to operate a year-
round school:

The Staggered Quarter Plan
The Consecutive Quarter Plan
The Trimester Plan
The Continuous School Year Plan
The Multiple Trails Plan
The Modified Summer School Plan
The Quinmester Plan

The Staggered Quarter Plan

This plan is probably the most popular of all year-round school systems.
It encompasses a 48-week school year divided into four terms of approximately
12 weeks each. Under this plan. students are divided into four equal groups
and attend three of the four quarters. At any one time, three-fourths of the
school enrollment are attending school and one-fourth is on vacation. General-ly, this type of plan operates on a voluntary basis, and students are allowed
to choose which three of the four quarters they wish to attend. Teachers,
too, generally have the option of working either three or four quarters, with
additional compensation if they work all four terms. (See figure 1.)

Figure 1: THE 48-WEEK STAGGERED QUARTER PLAN

1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter

Group A in school vacation in school in school
Group B in school in school vacation in school
Group C in school in school in school vacation
Group 0 vacation in school in school in school
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Under the basic plan, eeere would be 12 work weeks each quarter or a to-
tal of 48 work weeks and 30 nays for vacation yearly. A variation of this

type of plan is commonly called the 45-15 quarter plan. Generally used on

the elementary school level, it calls for 45 days of school (9 weeks) and 15,
days of vacation. The balance of the time off will be made up of regular holi-
days and traditional Christmas and Easter vacation periods. (See figure 2.)

'Figure 2: THE 45-15 STAGGERED QUARTER PLAN
A Partial View of 26 Weeks
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The Consecutive Quarter Plan

Another variation of the quarter system is the consecutive quarter plan.

In this type of plan, all students attend school for 48 weeks, four quarters
with each having 12 weeks. Approximately four weeks of vacation are built
into this plan, and these are likely to be spread out at various times of the
year, including traditional holiday vacations for Easter and Christmas. Under
this type of plan, students have the opportunity to accelerate and complete
four years of work in three years, or to take additional enrichment courses.
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The proponents of the staggered quarter plan favor it primarily because
it drastically reduces the need for new buildings and furnishings. Theoreti-
cally, 252 more students are cared for by approximately the same staff, with
the same number of classrooms, libraries and other facilities. Also, it is
considered a good way to stabilize teaching staffs. With full-time employment
and increased salaries, it is believed that the teacher turnover problem can
be eased.

However, there are inherent weaknesses to the plan. Without the tradi-
tional summer maintenance period, costs for maintenance could rise. Weekend
and nighttime maintenance will require overtime pay for maintenance staff.
Continuous use of facilities could require their replacement and repair more
often than in a traditional school year. Other economic factors could include
the cost of installing air conditioning in some parts of the country, less ef-
ficient bus and other transportation usage, and more expenses for instructional
materials.

Other problems include adjusting prevailing patterns of family living
and business operation, particularly with regard tc, standard summer vacation
times. Student activities, too, would be difficult to plan for. For example,
if a student wanted to play football, but was not enrolled in the quarter that
overlapped the football season, would he be eligible to play? Would he be
covered by insurance even if he were eligible, but not attending classes during
that quarter? These questions may not seem important, but just consider the
situation in Philadelphia. Although the problem there had nothing to do with
year-round schools, for financial reasons the school board there eliminated
all extracurricular activities. By the time the football season was ready to
start, there was such pressure from parents and the community that the program
was restored. This may not be an important point for educators, but for
coaches, students and parents, it is.

A really difficult problem to solve with the voluntary staggered quarter
plans is the division oT student enrollment. In order to be most efficient,
the student enrollment should be divided evenly--into four equal groups. And,
going one step further, not only should each quarter have the same number of
students, but the number of students enrolled in each grade at the elementary
school level and in each subject in high school should be the same for each
luarter. So far, no school system with this type of plan has shown that a
dull fourth of the students attends each quarter. A school system with a small
enrollment may have difficulty in attaining optimum efficiency.

The Trimester Plan

Another plan, very similar to the quarter plan, is the trimester plan.
Like the quarter plan, the trimester can be either staggered or continuous.
The major difference between the quarter and trimester plans is that, instead
of four groups of students, there are three. And, like the staggered quarter,
only some of the students will be going to school at the same time. In the
voluntary trimester plan, students have the option of attending any two or
all three of the terms. So, ideally, there should only be two-thirds of the
students in school at any one time. Teachers, too, have the same options as
under the quarter plan. They can choose to teach two or three terms, with the
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opportunity for additional money if they teach all three. The same advantages
and disadvantages of the quarter plan hold true for the trimester plan. The
major economic factor is reduction in the need for new school buildings and
for furnishing and staffing them.

The Continuous School Year Plan

Also called the continuous progress plan, the continuous school year plan
proposes a longer school year with pupils completing one grade's work in the
traditional 180 days, and then spending the remaining time on the next grade's
work. Generally, the school year is from 204 to 225 days. The length of the
=hoot year depends on the number of grades included iu the plan and the cor-
responding number of years over which one year of school is saved. For exat-
ple, if grades 1-6 are included, and one year in six is to ba saved, :te scbtel
year will be approximately 216 days. If the grades are K-6, a 210-day school
year would be required to save one year in seven. (See figure 3.)

Figure 3: THE CONTINUOUS SCHOOL YEAR PLAN
K-6, 210-Day School Year

Year or

Learning
Level

Curriculum Adjustment

Level 1 1 Kindergarten-1130 days 1Grade 1-30 days

Level 2 Grade 1-150 days
I Grade 2-60 days

Level 3 Grade 2-120days
I

Grade 3-90 days

Level 4 Grade 3-90 days
I

Grade 4-120 days

Level 5 Grade 4-60 days
I

Grade 5-150 days

Level 6 Grade 5-30 days
I

Grade 6-180 days

'Curriculum Adjustmentto save one year in seven.

As opposed to the quarter or trimester plans, the continuous school year
plan is based more on educational motives than on economic ones. While it is
true that proponents say that by moving students through school by saving a
year, more students can be educated with the same facilities, they are more
often saying that this type of plan does away with the traditional grade sys-
tem. For example, instead of moving from grade six to grade seven, pupils
would actually be moving from learning level six to learning level seven.

The most difficult problem to overcome with this type of plan is that
of parental resistance. Parents generally want to know what grade their
child is in. They can understand you when you say grade six or seven. But
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they have difficulty understanding
learning levels. Also, the school staffcost be prepared for and committed to nongraded and individualized learningprograms.

The major opposition to other plans--no
long summer vacation--is virtu-ally eliminated. Under the continuous school year plan, the school year is

lengthened, but a summer vacation of six or seven weeks plus regular vacationsfor Christmas and Easter are offered.

The Multiple Trails Plan

This type of plan provides for
the reorgartzation of secondary schools,and emphasizes both educational and economic gains. The school day is nolonger and is rescheduled into time modules of varying length. Some modulesmight be 15 to 17 minutes long, others 30 minutes. Also, classes might meetless or more often. Basically, the school year is 11 months or approximately210 days. This also allows either a July or August summer vacation, plus tra-ditional winter and spring vacations.

The ultimate aim of the program is the adoption of a program of continu-ous progress in which secondary school grade lines become insignificant. In-stead, pupils move along a subject trail at their own rates. The traditional
curriculum is reorganized into broad resource units that can be completed infour, five or six weeks.

The Modified Summer School Plan

Just as the name implies, this plan is the regular 180-day school year,plus an expanded summer school. In addition to the regular 36- to 40-week
program, the summer program is changed to provide full-term academic coursesinstead of just remedial, make-up and enrichment courses.

The aim of this program, like
some of the others, is to accelerate thestudent so that schooling is completed in one less year. The cost of operat-ing such a program tends to be somewhat higher than others. This is especiallytrue if too few students elect to attend the summer program.

The Quinmester Plan

Similar to the modified summer school plan is the Quinmester Plan. Inthis plan, the school year is divided into five 45-day units. Four of the units(180 days) comprise the regular school year and the fifth term occurs duringthe summer. The key to this program is educational gain. There is some eco-nomic advantage if students elect to attend all five terms, but that is notthe main feature. In Dade County, Fla., where the plan is operating, school
officials cite three primary educational advantages. First, it opens the doorfor a richer curriculum.

Since each term is nine weeks long, the curriculum canbe thought of as a series of minicourses. Thus, any number of miaicourses
can be developed to suit the tastes of virtually all students. This way thestudent has a choice of four offerings in order to complete one year's work.

79 -420 0 .72 .21
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A second advantage is that this type of plan encourages experimentation.
The student can try a new subject for a nine-week term to find out if he likes

it. If he doesn't, he can drop the subject at the end of the 45-day period,

and try something else.

And finally, the quinmester plan has the potential to reduce failure.

The student is not locked into a full-year course. If he fails a nine-week

course, he only loses one-quarter of a year and he can elect to take some
courses during the summer term to make up that loss in a different area.

Built-In Problems Confront the Concept

While each plan has its own built-in problems, there are some general

problems that face the year-round school concept. The primary one is that of

state education aid. Presently, most states allocate aid on the basis of the

ge daily enrollment of a school system for a traditional September through

June school year. If school districts are going to switch to some other form
of scheduling the school year, state legislatures are going to have to reform

their methods of distributing state aid. Also, many state governments set

the requirements for school operations. These, too, have to be changed to
permit school districts to operate on a school year of more than 180 days.

Economics is another problem. As alntioned earlier, tnere is little sav-

ings between the traditional school yeas and the rescheduled school year. The

major saving is in the area of new scho.S3 construction and furnishing. But

most of this saving goes into additional teacher salaries and more instruc-

tional materials. The real saving comes from not having to raise more money
through taxes to purchase these materials at the same time as the district is
embarking on a building program for new schools. Also, if the year-round

school program is voluntary, there will be almeAt no dollar savings because
there is bound to be an unequal distribution of pupils during the various

terms. On the other hand, a mandatory plan can result in some savings.

Another real problem is getting community support. Too often communities
have opposed year-round school plans because they were not involved during
the initial planning or because they weren't given enough information to make

a decision. In some cases, a community has rejected one type of plan, but
has come out strongly in favor of a second choice because it is more appealing

to them.
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PROS AND CONS OF THE YEAR-ROUND SCHOOL
Most people who favor the year-round school concept see the major advan-tage as one of making the school system more efficient. Businessmen who sup-port the idea can't understand bow any facility can be closed or used at lessthan almost full capacity for two or three months at a time. And, certainlyunder mandatory year-round programs, this is eliminated. Too, businessmenhave a great deal of trouble in adjusting to and providing for the great num-ber of teen-agers whn are available for employment during a very limited amountof time - -two or three Months.

For many of them. making a student work forceavailable throughout the year seems beneficial not only to them, but also tostudents. In this way, some businessmen
say, those students needing a short-

term job would have a better chance of finding it. Other businessmen, in therecreational and tourist business, like the idea because it would eliminateor reduce the strain on existing
recreational facilities by making these year-round operations as well.

The benefits to students, too, would be improved. First, the year-round
operation would permit students to eliminate the once-a-year lockstep enroll-ment. Instead of a child waiting until the September after his birthday toenter school, he could enter at the beginning of the new period nearest hisbirthday. Flexibility in scheduling,.

new types of courses (such as the mini-
courses In the quinmester plan), individualized

instructional programs andother instructional changes could eliminate the state of buredom that existsin many schools. In addition. since vacations would be shorter and more fre-
quent. the amount and rate of loss of learning could be reduced. This, inturn, would cut down on the amount of time needed for "reteaching."

Also, many juvenile authorities
agree that year-round patterns of educa-

tion tend to reduce the historical
crests of juvenile delinquency which occurin the late summer months.

The year-round school will also benefit teachers by helping to profession-alize them in the eyes of
other year-round workers. and it will provide 12-monthpositions for those who want them. In addition, sabbatical arrangements can bemade so that teachers can still travel or continue their own education.

Also, the restructuring of the instructional program would permit teachersto try different techniques as well as teach subjects in which they might feelmore competent. This type of reorganization would
also permit greater use of

paraprofessionals and teacher aides.

Thus, properly set up, the year-round school can benefit teachers, adminis-trators. students and the public, its proponents claim.

saY
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What the Opponents Say
Opponents of the year-round school concept often use the same arguments

that the proponents use, but just turn them around. For example, the oppo-

nents say that the year-round school will cost more because of additional sal-

aries to teachers, overtime payments to maintenance men working on weekends

and nights and more school expenses due to continuous presence of students.

Another argument is that the existing American school system is in need

of reform and that adding two or three months of the same kind of education

is not going to make it better. Opponents who use this argument say that it

is more important to get at the roots of the instructional problems that are

causing the one-third dropout rate, the one-third underachievers, and the

bored and restless one-third who do make it in the system. They feel that

cosmeti: changes like lengthening the school year, or breaking it in quarters

or thirds, do nothing to insure that the important changes will be made.

Also, colleges, employers and unions would have to work together in order

to provide for the high school students who would be finishing their studies

a year or two earlier than they do now.
Child labor laws, too, might have to

be revised to permit students to work part time or full time before they be-

come 16 years of age.

And, third, there is the disruption of the traditional social and family

patterns, particularly the customary practice of summer vacations. Many op-

ponents of the year-round school feel that nonschool activities are as much

a part of learning as school activities. In fact, they argue, forcing students

to stay in school for 11 or 12 months is harmful because the students don't

have the opportunity to develop in other, nonintellectual ways.

Then there is the argument thst'teachers, too, need time away from school.

The traditional summer vacation offers teachers the opportunity to travel, to

continue their studies and to use their talents in other ways. A sabbatical

leave every five, six or seven years, these opponents say, is not going to help.

The vacations from school and students have to be more regular than that.

Other people cite the problems involved in maintaining an activities

program at the secondary-school level. Athletics, in particular, would pose

problems of eligibility. Students could be permitted to attend terms during

which they would be able to participate in the sports of their choice.
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WHAT DO PEOPLE THINK?

What do people in various segments of life have to say about the year-
round school concept? One thing, there is no consensus. Not all teachers fa-
vor or oppose the year-round school. The same can he said for any of the groups
involved. And their reasons for favoring or opposing the idea also vary.

The Teachers

First, let's start with the two major teacher organizations--the National
Education Assn. (NEA) and the American Federation of Teachers (AFT). NEA is
much closer, as an organization, to accepting and promoting the idea of the
year-round school. At its conventions during the past two or three years,
the membership has consistently urged that the concept be considered as a ma-
jor educational change and that plans be studied. Also, NEA members seem to
be more willing to accept the kinds of change ayear-round school will bring.

On the other hand, the AFT has been somewhat reluctant to come out even
tentatively for the year-round school concept. Albert Shanker, head of New
York City's United Federation of Teachers, has called the year-round school
concept just another game with which to have teachers put in more work for
the same amount of money. "It would be better if they paid teachers more and
allowed them to do their jobs now," he says.

The dichotomy of opinion between NEA and AFT can be seen in the remarks
by William Herbert, executive secretary of the Massachusetts Teachers Assn.,
and John Desmond, president of the Chicago Teachers Union. Herbert said re-
cently, in response to a proposal by Neil Sullivan, Massachusetts commissioner
of education, that schools should remain open all year. "I'd like to think
that the time can come, ought to come, when our school buildings are used
throughout the year on a 12-month basis." Herbert then went on to cite the
educational and economic advantages of doing it.

Desmond, on the other hand, responding to a plan to start a pilot project
for year-round schools in Chicago, said "it would be unwise to rush into the
experiment...before critical problems in scheduling and reorganization of the
school operation can be resolved."

Their opinions aren't the only ones. A recent survey by The Instructor
showed that 57% of the teachers who responded to their poll believes that
children learn better with 10 months of concentrated work and a long vacation.
Only 35% felt children learned better when school w4s continuous with short
vacations.
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In response to other questions, 21% said they believed that teachers
would like year-round teaching; one-third said they would like to try teach-
ing in such a program; and nearly 43% felt that the long vacation period was
most necessary in order to repair the school buildings.

The written comments of the teachers also shoved differences of opinion:

"A continuous school year would be ideal and especially rewarding for
children from low-income families, who cannot afford to travel."

"The attitudes of many taxpayers possibly would change. When school
plants are in full use for 12 months, there would appear to be no waste
of expensive facilities."

"As much as I like the idea, year-round schools are not economically
feasible. Teacher salaries would have to be adjusted, there would
need to be special instructors to help those children who ordivarily
do catch-up work during the summer, and it would limit family vaca-
tion time."

However, most of these comments and the poll results themselves, came
from teachers who are not teaching in year-round school systems. How do year-
round school teachers react? Here's what two of them have to say:

Jennifer Hastings, a first-year teacher at Becky-David Elementary School
in St. Charles, Ho.: "Year-round really works for us. I interviewed a lot
of schools, but I decided to teach here when I heard about the program."

Mary Ballard, English department chairman at Northside High School, At-
lanta, Ga.: "There's no one on the staff who would go back to the old semes-
ter program. It wasn't good for teachers. It wasn't good for students."

Year-round schools seem to bring out the dedication of teachers, too.
Take John White, Northside's oceanography teacher. "I feel so strongly about
this course and its need to be team-taught that I'm volunteering my services
this quarter. The schedule was late being set up and not enough students en-
rolled to justify two teachers. So, I'm working without pay."

Although some teachers don't seem to be bothered and concerned about
more pay for teaching year round, others find the extra money a blessing.
Harold Tennyson of Becky-David School says: "There's no such thing as the
need to pay teachers for the inconvenience of teaching year round, for it's
not an inconvenience."

But Berkin White, another Becky-David teacher sees it somewhat differently.
Hampered by a two-week Air National Guard commitment, he hadn't worked during
the summer for the past five years. "No one wants to hire a man for the sum-
mer and then give him two weeks off. The way I see it, by teaching year round,
my salary has been boosted by 25%."

Other advantages stressed by teachers (especially those in staggered quar-
ter systems where there are two- or threeweek vacations between terms) were
the short, frequent vacations and the flexibility of the programs.
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"The 15-day vacations every season are treat for recuperation," said a
teacher at Becky-David School. "It's great to have a break every nine weeks
to catch up on things at home," said another. "Being able to go skiing in the
winter, or to Mexico in the fall, or just to do nothing, comes only with the
year-round schedule," said another.

Flexibility also plays a great part in the acceptance of the year-round
concept. A number of teachers cited the opportunity to adjust and adapt the
curriculum to their own classes' needs. "You don't have a chance to stagnate
under the year-round system. My philosophy is that you only live by the dif-
ferent things you do. If you do the same things over and over, it's too much
like sleeping. With the year-round system, you don't have to worry about fall-
ing into the sameness trap," said a Becky-David teacher.

Other educators have other things to say. In Iowa, some 756 educators--
elementary and secondary school teachers, administrators, counselors, teacher
aides and school board members--responded to a survey on year-round education.
According to the respondents, the major advantage of an extended school year
would be the remedial and enrichment programs that could be offered. They also
felt that a required summer school would be the least desirable plan for year-
round education. When asked what the greatest obstacle to the year-round school
program was, the Iowa educators overwhelmingly cited public acceptance. Most of
the respondents considered administrative problems to be the least significant,
but secondary school teachers felt additional costs would be the least major
problem. Two letters to the Iowa State Dept. of Public Instruction summed up
the varied opinions of therespondents.

Floyd J. Hutzell said he felt that teachers had to be employed on a 12-
month basis before others would consider teachers professionals. "I believe
you omitted one very logical option in the methods which may be used for imple-
menting year-round schools," he says. "...It seems logical that students might
find it more important to them to be able to attend school for a half-day and
work on a job the other half. This, too, would help even out the summer employ-ment problem."

A business education teacher argued against the year-round school. "I
do not wish to be 'anti' but I strongly believe that we would be inviting many
more emotional and social problems than we now have by taking away tae summer
freedom of young people. They need the opportunity to relax, to pursue per-
sonal interests on their own, and even to loaf if they want to."

This same kind of difference can be found all over. In the state of
Washington, G. Wayne Hall, director of higher education for the Washington
Education Assn., and Harold G. Smith, director of secondary education for the
state superintendent's office, both came out strongly in favor of the year-
round school that would "provide more educational opportunities and improve
instruction." At the same time, Ross K. Rieder, president of the Washington
State Federation of Teachers, opposed the concept saying that it was uneconomi-
cal and that "teacher wear and tear is of real concern." Perhaps the final
statement from a teacher should be one made by Helen Faulkner of Atlanta's
Northside High School. "There's a great relief in teaching year round," shesays. "Most teachers find it stimulating to experiment with smaller groups,
to work in a relaxed atmosphere."
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The Administrators

If there is any group that views the year-round schOol concept with more
favor than administrators and school board officials, it is hard to find. Even
as far back as 1969, school administrators were looking at the year-round
school as either an immediate or long-range possibility. In answer to a 1969
poll, 322 of the administrators responding said that the extended school year,
in some form or other, was necessary because of rising student enrollments
and growing costs. More important, 482 of the administrators who answered
the poll felt the year-round school was a future possibility. Only 202 saw
no future for the idea of a longer school year.

The poll went one step further. It asked the respondents to choose be-
tween three different types of year-round school program--extending the school
year from 180 days to 210, lengthening class periods under the existing schedul-
ing, or offering a four quarter plan with students attending three of the four
terms and vacationing the fourth. in 1969, 382 of the administrators picked
the 210-day school year; 442 selected the quarter plan as most feasible; only
7% favored lengthening the school day; and 112 would have chosen some other
formula for achieving year-round education.

Today, it seems that many of those who in 1969 replied that year-round
education was a future possibility now regard it as a present practicality.
And, judging from the 1969 survey, the quarter plan is by far the most popu-
lar type of year-round school schedule in operation. As a matter of fact,
Jack Nix, Georgia's state superintendent of education, says "this is one of
the things that will have come in this country. It's coming in the next S to
10 years." A recent survey of some 333 educational authorities added to Nix's
statement. About 842 of those interviewed in the survey predicted that all
schools in the United States will be operated on a year-round basis within the
next 15 years.

Why is this coming? Nix has this to say: "Why go to school only nine
months? Why start in September? It's because our schools were organized to
accommodate an agricultural society. But we're no longer an agricultural so-
ciety. In Atlanta, we dump maybe 25,000 students out of school in June. What
for? They could be learning. Or they could take some vacation at another
time of the year. Longer vacations are a trend now. Why not adjust things
so the father, if he wants, can take a vacation in the winter?"

Nix goes on: "An extended school year does not mean that all students
are required to attend school all year long, although some plans do operate
that way. What it does mean is that schools would be fully operational all
12 months of the year, adding substantially to their production of educated
youngsters."

Curtis Henson, assistant superintendent of instruction for the Atlanta
schools, has been closely associated with thv development of the schools'
year-round program. He says it was designed primarily as a curricular revi-
sion, to give students a broader and more flexible range of study. "There's
been little change in enrollment for the fourth (summer) quarter and not much
change in the percentage of students seeking to graduate early. But," he adds,
"we do find an increasing number of students taking lighter course loads so they
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can work the year round at jobs. Some 3,000 or so students work. Based on
two years' experience, students ale looking at the fourth quarter as a regular
quarter rather than as summer school. I think, overall, it's going well."

J. Patrick Page, research director of Valley View Elementary District,
located near Chicago, also has strong feelings about the year-round school
program. Valley View operates a 45-15 continuous school year plan. Every
youngster goes to school for 45 class days and then has a vacation of 15 class
days. The students attend school in rotating shifts. Page says that the pri-
mary reason for implementing the program was economy. "A few years ago we
reached the limtt of legal borrowing and started to look around for some way
to utilize what facilities we had because we couldn't build new schools. We
chose the 45-15 plan."

Page listed five specific objections that a school district is likely
to hear when it considers a year-round school plan:

1. Family vacations will be destroyed if students have to go to school in
the summer. "How many families take a three-month vacation? Under our
plan, every child will get three weeks off in the mower and will know
a year in advance what those weeks will be. He will also get three
weeks off at three other times of the year. In our district a lot of
men work in the building and construction trades. They have never been
able to take a summer vacation. Now, at least, they might be able to
go away with their families at some other time of the year."

2. Kids won't adjust to such a plan, they need their summers off. "That's
a complete myth. Our counselors keep a careful watch for any problems
with students, and we rarely find any. In fact, it's sometimes better
this way. If we find a student having trouble with his work, there's
no need to fail him for an entire year. Under our plan he can switch to
another group and all he loses is 45 days."

3. Teachers don't want to work all summer. "That may or may not be true,
but they sure do like the extra money they can earn by teaching all year.
And that's especially true of men who are supporting families and who
would take a summer job anyway."

4. Students won't be able to get summer jobs. "For our school district,
it doesn't mean anything since we are an elementary district and few of
our kids work. But even if it were a secondary district, there could be
some cooperation between the school district and local businesses so that
some adjustment could be worked out."

5. Teachers need summer for graduate work. "This, too, is a meaningless
argument. Most colleges and universities offer either night or Saturday
courses, or both. If a teacher is really interested in taking courses,
there is nothing that's going to stop him."

One problem facing many administrators who are thinking about converting
to year-round education is parental reaction. Wilson Riles, California state
superintendent of public instruction, believes there are ways to solve that.
Riles believes that parents are a real key for the successful implementation
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of year-round programs. "I've been urging any and all school administrators who
inquire about year-round schools through my office to develop these programs
with their staffs and boards and parents. Parents must be brought into the
game early."

One California superintendent who has done that is Burton Tiffany, super-
intendent of the Chula Vista Elementary School District. The school population
was rising faster than the district's ability to construct new schools. "So
we looked around at possible alternatives. I've been hearing about the all-
year concept for about 20 years, and after looking over the Valley View plan,
we decided to take the plunge." One of the first things Tiffany did was to
make parents aware of the changes planned. First, a question-and-answer sheet
explaining the plan was mailed to parents. Since the district has a large
Spanish-speaking population, the sheet had to be bilingual.. Then five public
meetings were held to answer any and all questions about the plan. "Prior
to the meetings, parents generally opposed the idea of a year-round school.
After discussions, a majority of parents (10 to one) favored the all-year
program."

However, even among administrators there are some who don't entirely en-
dorse the year-round school concept. Hazlett H. Wubben, associate professor
at the U. of Colorado and director of the Bureau of Educational Research and
Service there, is one who feels this way. In an article in the Colorado Edu-
cation Review, he wrote: "It is my opinion that any form of compulsory year-
round school is not likely to achieve widespread adoption. On the other hand,
expansion of voluntary summer school programs, coupled with limited acceleration
of some students, seems a logical step in education.

"A word of caution should be extended to school boards seeking panaceas
for rising costs of education," Wubben said. "Educational costs are going to
continue to climb, no doubt about it. The year-round school probably is not
the most t4esible way to keep expenditures down, and boards would be better
advised to seek other ways to increase efficiency and eliminate waste."

But Wubben's view is still probably a minority one. Even school adminis-
trators who feel they will not be able to get adequate support from their
communities still feel that the year-round school is not only acceptable but
also vitally important. Northville, Mich., a district with 3,500 students,
considered a year-round program, but dropped it initially because of community
opposition. Yet, Northville Supt. Raymond Spear still feels strongly about
year-round schools. He concluded, after a series of studies, that:

1. The concept is feasible and workable.

2. Millions of dollars in construction costs can be saved by districts that
are growing.

3. Operation of a year-round school program will bring about measurable
educational improvements.

4. Year-round school lends itself to meeting the needs of children who
need instruction on a 12-month basis to accomplish the educational ob-
jectives of the normal nine-month school year.
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5. With community acceptance, it is possible to mandate a year-round school.

6. The year-round school concept and its accompanying curriculum are better
designed to meet the individual needs of children.

7. Year-round school operation will assist in relieving the problems of
summer employment and social unrest which is accelerated by the current
traditional program.

8. The extended school year will add flexible dimension to vocational edu-
cation unattainable under the traditional program.

Perhaps Don Clines, former director, Wilson Campus School at Mankato (Mian.)
State College, sums up beat the frustrations and hopes of many of the adminis-
trators today who want better educational opportunity for their students and
see the year-round school concept as a way of achieving it: "The concept of
the humane year-round school will be accepted and well on the way to nationwide
adoption by 1980, if we are patient and continue to provide national leadership
to the movement," says Clines. "There appears to be little doubt that...such
a trend is developing. In the meantime, there are two frustrations: (1) those
who want such a program right now are currently fighting against the odds; and
(2) unfortunately, no year-round program in operation yet provides complete
answers. Therefore, needed immediately is a string commitment from more edu-
cational and lay leaders that the concept of the year-round school makes tre-
mendous sense.

"We must see that new relevant plans are created and implemented; basic
year-round school blueprints must be developed with much more flexibility than
provided in present plans so that the ideas can more readily be modified and
utilized rapidly in any district throughout the United States....

"Will all this be successful nationally? If you look at 1970, the answer
is no. Education nationally had been on an actionleaa plateau. The dramatic
reorganizations of the 1960s--team teaching, flexible scheduling, nongrading
and all--have leveled off. Now we are in a period of talking, planning and
frustration. Little seems to be happening. But if we look ahead to 1980,
there should be clearly visible an entirely new design in education emerging.
It takes patience to wait until 1980, but to reach that vision, it also takes
action during the 1970s."

The Students

Scholastic Magazine's National Institute of Student Opinion conducted a
survey of student views in March 1971. The following question was asked:

Now do you feel about keeping schools in session 12 months of the
year? Check one.

[ ] A. Keep schools open during the summer months for those students
who wish to take courses.

[ ] B. Keep schools going for 12 months but arrange for students to
take long vacations at different times of the year.

3
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( J C. Close schools in the summertime.
( ] D. No opinion.

Some 25,000 junior and senior high school students responded to the
question. Results for boys and girls were tallied separately. Here are
the results:

Option A: 36% of the boys and 42% of the girls selected this choice--
keep schools open for those students who wish to attend during the summer.

Option B: 12% of the boys and 10% of the girls agreed with keeping the
schools open for 12 months with long vacations at different times of the year.

Option C: Almost half of all the respondents - -49Z of the boys and 46%
of the girls--felt that schools should be entirely closed during the summer
months.

Only 3% of the boys and 2% of the girls had no opinion about year-round
schools.

Two years earlier, the New Jersey state department of education polled
300 students in 200 public, private and parochial schools about both year-
round schools and mandatory summer sessions. Of the 300 students, an over-
whelming 92% said absolutely no to both proposals. Only 8% favored either
one of the two plans or both of them.

Judging from the results of these two surveys and the comments of many
students both in and out of year-round school programs, this is one group
that is not overwhelmingly in favor of attending school on a year-round basis.

In Hudson, Mass., some 60 pupils picketed the home of the superintendent
of schools to protest a 12-month plan ordered by the school board. After the
superintendent told the students that only the 185-day school year was re-
quired and that the additional time was available for students who wished to
complete high school in three instead of four years, the students left.

Not all students would agree with those views. Kathy Darden, a fifth
grader in Dale City, Va., said she liked the plan there. (It's a 45-15
quarter plan.) "I like the three-week vacation every season. I like to be
off in the winter."

There are others like Kathy, too. In Atlanta's Northside High School,
a number of students expressed their pleasure with the year-round system.
"The courses, the atmosphere, the whole way everything is set up, just makes
it great for learning," said one student. "The whole thing is just great.
Everything is geared to making it easier for teachers and students to do things.
I don't feel that I'm just sitting around taking up time and space," said
another.

But this kind of comment is not heard as frequently as this kind: "It's
okay, but I just like to be out all summer." Or, "I hate it. It interrupts
everything. During a three-month vacation you can get a lot of things done,
but not in those short stretches."
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Businessmen and the General Public

The reaction of the general public to the year-round school concept has
been, at best, mixed. There are those who support the idea wholeheartedly
for various reasons, and there are those equally vocal in their statement
against it.

Generally, those who favor the plans have either an interest in educa-
tion or an interest in saving money or, at least, something that looks like
it will save money. These people make comments like: "Well, why shouldn't
schools be open all year round? You don't hear of businesses closing down
for two or three months a year." "How can we expect our kids to learn every-
thing they're going to have to know to survive in the world today? They have
to get everything they can out of school, even if it means no vacations."

Many statements in favor of the year-round school come from deeply in-
volved people, like former Pres. Lyndon Johnson, Sen. Hubert Humphrey, D-Minn.,
and Rep. Edith Green, D-Ore. As a former school teacher, Johnson had a
deep interest in the state of education while he served in that office and in
his previous post in the U.S. Senate. In an article for the 1969 Encyclopaedia
Britannica Book of the Year, he said: "...We can no longer afford the great
waste that comes from the neglect of a single child...the chance to learn
and grow ought to be available ro every person. National resource and social
benefit that it is, education is first and last an inexhaustible treasure for
the human spirit. So let us find ways to use our schools more than nine
months of every year, and eight hours of every day. Let us make them a con-
stantly available resource of pleasure, understanding and gain for all people."

Humphrey put it even stronger: "The traditional nine-month school year
is an anachronism in today's world. It outlived its usefulness long ago.
From a practical standpoint, there is no sense in letting our physical plant
go to waste. However, we can't afford just to release the children from a
relatively full school schedule to idleness in the summer. The full 12-month
school year, I believe, is a must. But it should not be 12 months of the
same old thing. We need imaginative and relevant summer programs covering a
wide range of activities, including work experience, community service, rec-
reation, culture and the arts." There are others, too, who have supported
the idea of year-round operations of schools. Former U.S. Conc. of Education
Harold Howe II often spoke in favor of the idea.

But there are also those members of the general public who are not in
favor of year-round schools. Their opposition is usually based on the estab-
lished family tradition of summer vacations. There are those who believe that
students need time off from school just to do nothing, if they want to.

Differing Views on Summer Vacation Issue

Many questions are being raised about the summer vacation tradition.
What about a construction man who lives in the North or Northwest? Can he
really afford to take a summer vacation? Isn't that when his work is at its
peak? Wouldn't be better off if he could take his family on a vacation
in the winter or spring?
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One man recently returned from working for a number of years for an oil
company in Saudi Arabia. "The year-round school was nothing new to us,"
he said. "My kids went to school all year round, except for about a month in
the summer. But, what else were they going to do there? I only had a one-
month vacation and it was pretty easy to time it so I got off with the kids."
Another said: "I used to live in Minnesota. Come winter, there was nothing
to do. If my kids had vacation time coming then, we could have taken off for
Florida or some other place for a week or two."

The opponents of the year-round school, though, continue to exercise
their right of opposition. In Hinesburg, Vt., a 45-15 quarter plan was
started and later defeated in a referendum. According to one of the opponents
there: "It (the plan] regiments family life. I just believe that we're in
a free country and we have our summers off, and this is the time when families
can get together. I don't thrill: education is the ultimate in life. The
(school] board is telling us how to live our lives, and not just how to edu-
cate our children."

Yet, Paul Rice, an assistant principal in Champlain Valley Union High
School, which serves Hinesburg, said it was something different that led to
the defeat of the program. "They (the opponents] felt they weren't involved
in the initial planning and that something was being shoved down their throats."
Rice's comments have special interest. In any number of cases, where plans
have been approved as well as where they have been rejected, the successful
implementation depended to a large degree on informing the public. In many
cases, the public had been opposed at the start, but after hearing possible
alternatives--more schools, split sessions--they favored the year-round
school concept. Even more important, in a few school districts, one type of
plan for year-round education was rejected by the public, but another type was
accepted. The key, as any number of administrators will tell you, is to get
the public involved early in the game, before any type of year-round plan
has been adopted. Let the public have a say.

Now, what about business? How do businessmen feel about year-round
schools? Generally, they favor the concept. Businessmen like the idea not
because it can save money, but because education funds are going into educa-
tional programs instead of costly new buildings.

How do people react to the idea of Vacations spread across the year,
instead of being concentrated in the summer? A spokesman for the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce says businessmen are not particularly tied to the summer vacation.
There are businesses today that can't afford to have summer vacations for key
employes because it destroys their production schedules. And, more and more
businesses realize that some employes want to take vacations at different
times. Even more important, think what it would mean for businesses that
could use part-time help during the fall or winter months. Many gift import-
ers and manufacturers have their heaviest season in September and October.
They could use extra warehouse help then. This is true of any number of
businesses. In addition, no one likes to see a large segment of employable
people not being employed."

A four quarter plan for Jefferson County (Louisville), Ky., was one that
induced any number of comments from the business and educational community.
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An editorial in The Louisville Times had this to say: "...There is nothing
novel, of course, in the idea of lengthening the school year.... What may
be possible is that the system (the Jefferson County school system), by mak-
ing more efficient use of money, plant and manpower, would be able to give
the community's children a better education."

The Kentucky State Chamber of Commerce also endorsed the plan. In a let-
ter to the editor of Your Jefferson County Schools, the chamber said: "The
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce is wholeheartedly in favor of consideration of
the four quarter school year. "The state chamber has long been a leader in es-
pousing the need for innovation, including a change in the present school cal-
endar. No longer can we afford to settle for less than the ultimate in benefits
and productivity from our educational facilities and personnel."

Other comments from businessmen in the Jefferson County area included
these: "We support this plan because it makes good sense to use the multimillion
dollar school facilities on a 12-month basis instead of allowing them to stand
idle for three months of the year...." "It is therefore most encouraging that
the Jefferson County School Board is developing a program which will permit
year-round education. Not only will this program make maximum use of available
physical facilities which represent a huge capital investment, but it will also
permit the development of a broad curriculum...." "Much will be gained by our
school system becoming a four quarter plan. Vandalism is one 'ism' that can
and will be greatly reduced...."

Yet, despite all the favorable opinions from businessmen, there are some
who do not agree. A great majority of these are operating summer resort areas
and summer camps for youths. They feel that any change in the existing pattern
of school year scheduling will greatly affect their chances of operating suc-
cessfully. But even some of the resort operators and vacation spot -wners con-
cede that the picture isn't bleak. One ski resort owner said that t expected
that a year-round school program that permitted winter vacations wou-.1 probably
give his business a shot in the arm. A camper said the same thing. "Right
now, the national parks and campgrounds throughout the country are overloaded
during the summer. It's getting to the point where it isn't fun anymore. But,
if you split the load and had some people traveling in spring, some in summer
and some in fall, then a lot more people would be able to see this country of
ours without having to buck crowds everywhere."

The final word, perhaps, should go to Reid Gillis, vice president of Hard-
man Travel Industries in Atlanta, Ga. In the April 1971 issue of The School
Administrator, he says: "...A new school calendar cannot be implemented in
isolation from the community in which the school is located. As the school
structure changes, it creates other by-products, such as changes in vacation
schedules. Some industries may choose to schedule employes on a year-r,,ild
rotating vacation plan. If students are allowed to opt out of school during
midyear," Gillis said, "they might find jobs more readily. Another by-product
is one related to college administration. When students are allowed to gradu-
ate at various time intervals, college matriculation times become more flexible.
...As we consider the different types of designs for the extended school year
and their effects--saving money, using school plants, changing vacation patterns,
influencing industry, expanding job opportunities--our main consideration, of
course, must always be the welfare of the student."
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WHAT'S HAPPENING IN THE STATES

One of the problems facing the year-rourd school. -'lined earlier
in this report, is to get state legislaturer to revise 6t. ,Ji.xation laws

to (1) permit schools to operate on a year-round bests and ill revise state
education aid distribution formulas so that school districts could get money
to operate schools during the summer.

The picture is getting brighter. Three states have passed laws that
enable school districts to operate on year-round bases and provide funds.

California: The California law authorizes school districts to conduct
year-round school in rotating shifts of four sessions of approximately 45
class days interspersed with vacations of approximately 15 class days. The
law requires that school districts get the approval of the state superintendent
of education in order to implement programs. Wilson Riles, California's
state superintendent, has already stated his approval of the year-round school
concept and it is expected that school districts wanting to reschedule the
school year will have little difficulty getting his approval. However, the
wording of the law does limit the options of school districts in the kinds
of plans they can adopt. The only plan permitted under the California law
is the 45-15 quarter system.

Texas: The Texas law differs irom the California law considerably.
Instead of giving school districts the flexibility of using the existing
school calendar or rescheduling the school year, the Texas law requires that
by Sept. 1, 1973, all school systems in the state operate the K-12 education
system in three-month quarters. But this does not mean that school dis-
tricts must operate their schools for more than three quarters, or nine months.
Le gives the option to districts of using the fourth or summer quarter as
un additional period of instruction if "any school feels the necessity,
either through failure of a bond issue or overcrowded conditions and does
not want to build additional facilities." The law also permits the restruc-
tured school year to be put into effect by any school district as of Sept. 1,
1972. A stipulation in the new law provides that all members of the same
family will have the same quarter off and hence will be able to vacation at
the same time.

Illinois: Two bills passed by the Illinois legislature will permit
both the operation of a year-round school and the funds for operation. A
bill passed by the Illinois General Assembly in 1969 changes the method of
computing state aid payments. Under the plan, state aid will be based on
the average daily attendance for the best six months of the fiscal year.
In April 1970, the Illinois State Senate passed a las that permits districts
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to operate schools on a full year basis with the approval of the superintendent
of public instruction. The bill requires that students be in attendance for
a minimum of 180 school days, but not more than 185. Teachers, also, would
not be required to teach more than 185 days.

During the past year, three state legislatures have defeated efforts
to change state laws to permit year-round school operations. In Wisconsin,
a bill to set up trimester and quarter systems for public schools never got
past the joint finance committee.

In New York, a measure that would have allowed school districts to stag-
ger vacation schedules and keep schools open all year round was withdrawn
after heated opposition from representatives of major resort areas. And,
in Florida, bills that would have permitted year-round schools died in com-
mittee without hearings before the state legislature.

What kinds of legislation are needed to implement and accelerate the
adoption of year-round plans? George Thomas, a private consultant and formerly
coordinator of the New York State Education Dept.'s Rescheduling of the School
Year Project, offers these changes or new legislation as essential:

1. Grant authority to school districts to adopt a lengthened school year.
2. Assure school boards that they have the power to mandate school attendance

during July and August.
3. Assure school boards that they will not lose state aid for attendance

earned in July and August (if credit is still for 180 days).
4. Assure school boards that they can employ teachers for any 10-month

period as well as for 11 or 12 months.
5. Permit adjustments in the minimum school year requirements to permit

adoption of such plans as nonaccelerating quarter or trimester plans.
6. Develop legislation that would permit students to attend three trimesters

or four quarters in designs not structured for student acceleration.
7. Develop special funding legislation to permit school boards to get

through transition years with extended school year plans based on the
acceleration concept.

8. Provide incentive or special planning grants to help school districts
institute new organizational plans.

9. Permit schools adopting the continuous learning year plans to modify
current entrance age requirements to allow birthday entrance.

10. To encourage adoption and implementation of year-round school programs,
pass laws that prohibit part-time or double session schooling.

More succinct is the position paper adopted by the participants at the
second national seminar on Year-Round Education held in Harrisburg, Pa., in
1970. It recommended action by three parties--state governments, local school
districts and the U.S. Office of Education (USOE).

It recommended that each state:

Provide enabling legislation and/or policies to permit flexibility so
that various patterns of year-round education could be explored.

Provide state aid on a prorated basis for extended school year programs.
Encourage experimental programs through financial incentives or grants.

79-420 0 - 72 - 22
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It recommended that USOE:

Encourage experimentation in year-round education.
Examine all year-round education models which seem to be widely accept-
able in terms of well defined, established criteria.

Foster the adoption of those plans or models which have demonstrated
their value and acceptability so that nationwide patterns may emerge
that are compatible with each other.

21 States Oiler Flexibility

Here is what some other states offer in the way of flexibility which
could lead toward acceptance of year-round programs.

Alabama:

Alaska:

Minimum school year, 175 days; no maximum. Flexibility in
scheduling permitted within certain limitations. Teacher
contracts a matter for local school districts. Summer school
not compulsory, and legislation would be required.

School term is fixed by local districts, minimum 180 days.
No legislation restricts flexibility in school scheduling,
but because of intense summer activity and the large comple-
ment of military personnel, the state seems committed to the
traditional school pattern.

Arizona: School year begins July 1 and ends June 30. Teacher con-
tracts prerogative of local school board. Additional funds
and rewording of state aid legislation necessary.

Arkansas: No restrictive legislation with regard to school scheduling.
A uniform contract is used for teachers; no new legislation
needed. Existing formulas for state aid would not have to be
changed to permit year-round education.

Colorado: Current legislation permits school districts to experiment
with the extended school year. Minimum length of school
year is 172 days; no maximum. State aid may be paid for

year-round education. However, only 180 days by any given
individual will be reimbursed.

Connecticut: Present legislation permits flexibility in scheduling.
Minimum school year, 180 days; no maximum. State aid is
possible under present system for schools on a year-round
program.

Delaware: Year-round teacher contracts would require new legislation,
and extension of the school year beyond 180 days would re-
quire legislative action.

Georgia: Minimum length of school year is 180 days. This, however,
has been amended to 177 days for school systems operating on
a four-quarter program.



Indiana:

Iowa:

Kansas:

Maine:
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Public schools must operate for a minimum of nine months.
Local school boards are permitted to extend the school year
at their own discretion. Under existing legislation all types
of year-round school programs, except the trimester plan,
would require no new legislation for state aid distribution.

The State Dept. of Public Instruction requires that schools
operate for at least 36 weeks and may be maintained during
the entire calendar year. School finance statutes allow for
distribution of state aid on the basis of average daily member-
ship, regardless of the number of days in the school year.

Minimum school year is 180 days; no maximum. State aid,
however, is paid on 180 days only. The state aid statute
would have to be revised if schools were operated on a year-
round basis.

Minimum school year, 175 days. And, if funds are available,
no changes would be necessary in the present state aid formula
for year-round school operation.

Maryland: Length of the school year is 180 days within a 10-month
period. Flexibility in school scheduling is permitted only
within the 10-month year. State aid to schools on a year-
round program is not permissible under present legislation.

Montana: Minimum school year is 180 days; no maximum. Existing laws
permit flexibility in school scheduling and it would be pos-
sible to provide state aid to year-round school systems under
present formulae.

Nevada: Present laws require a minimum school year of 180 days and
provide flexibility for most year-round programs. Slight
changes in state aid distribution formulas would be required.

New Mexico: Minimum school year is 180 days, and State Board of Education
permits flexibility in school scheduling. A change in the
present state assistance formula would be required for year-
round programs.

Ohio: Legislation has passed that permits districts to operate on
semester, trimester or quarter plans, but slight changes are
still necessary for complete funding of year-round programs.

Oregon: Minimum school year is 180 days, and flexibility in school
scheduling is permitted. The present state aid formula would
not be in conflict with school districts operating voluntary,
staggered quarter or trimester plans. However, school districts
lengthening the school year to 220 actual teaching days would
require special legislation.

Tennessee: Minimum school year is 180 days, but there is no legislation
permitting flexibility in school scheduling. Currently,
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state aid is limited to a 200-day school term during one
fiscal year.

The minimum school year is nine months or 180 days. Upon

request, local school boards may be permitted to revise school
scheduling. The basic school aid fund is limited to 10 months,
and some slight changes might be required to permit year-round
school operations.

Wyoming: To be eligible for state aid, schools must operate for a term
of 180 days or more.

One of the most effective arms of the education-legislation complex,
particularly in the area of supporting year-round education programs, has
been the Education Commission of the States (ECS). At its 1970 annual meeting,
ECS members adopted a resolution stating that "the Education Commission of
the States has as a major program element the promotion of the extended
school year concept through identification of barriers to implementation;
legal, financial and instructional implications; and methods of implementing
these concepts; and further, to keep states informed concerning the latest
developments in these areas."

The State Education Agencies

State education departments, too, can play a great role in the develop-
ment and implementation of year-round education programs. And, even here,
there is great variation. Some state education departments play a passive
role, offering neither guidelines nor assistance to local school districts
wanting information. Other state departments provide information and assist
local school districts considering the installation of year-round school programs.
And still others take a very active role, even to the point of initiating
legislation to permit school-scheduling flexibility before there are local
districts that request it.

In the state of Washington, for example, State Supt. Louis Bruno has
asked the state legislature to permit school-scheduling flexibility and to
allot funds for pilot projects around the state for various sizes of school
districts to let them develop year-round school programs that would suit each
community's needs best. In South Carolina, State Supt. Cyril Busbee and Gov.
John C. West have publicly supported the concept of the extended school year.

Other state legislatures and departments of education, too, are moving
to permit school-scheduling flexibility and aid formulas so that school dis-
tricts can adopt year-round education programs. In Delaware, for example,
the state department of education actively favors year-round education and
has introduced measures to permit its development. In 1970 and 1971, measures
were introduced, but not acted upon.

Many other states, as well, are studying the different types of year-
round school programs being offered and evaluating them. Then this informa-
tion is passed on to local school districts so they can make informed decisions
about implementing year-round education programs.
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WHAT'S REALLY GOING ON?

What is happening across the country--and what has happened in the
recent past to develop year-round
past five years.

1. State of California

2. Florida Educational
Research and Development
Council

3. New York State

schools? Here are highlights over the

1966

Conducted a study of year-round

operation of their state colleges.
Conducted a feasibility study.

Published Setting the Stage for the
Lengthened School Year.

4. University of Toledo Conducted an economic analysis of the
year-round school.

5. Harper Creek, Mich. Feasibility study.
6. L'Anse Cruese, Mich. Feasibility study.
7. Rockford, Ill. Feasibility study.
8. Polk County, Fla. Feasibility study.
9. San Jose, Calif. Was to conduct an experimental program,

but lack of interest on the part of
students was the main reason the proj-
ect never got off the ground.

1967

1. Findlay, Ohio Feasihilty study.
2. Fraser, Mich. Studied the possibility of extending the

school year.
3. Warren, Mich. Feasibility study.
4. Detroit, Mich. Feasibility study.
5. Houston, Tex. Feasibility study.

1968

1. State of Delaware Feasibility study.
2. Anaheim, Calif. Feasibility study.
3. Avondale, Mich. Feasibility study.
4. Cincinnati, Ohio Feasibility study.



5. Governor's Study Com-
mission on the North
Carolina Public
School System

6. Bloomfield Hills,

Mich.
7. Durand, Mich.
8. Edwardsburg, Mich.
9. Findlay, Ohio
O. Louisville, Ky.
11. Plymouth, Mich.
12. Portage, Mich.
13. Rochester, Mich.
14. Rockford, Mich.
15. Sault Sainte Marie, Mich.
16. Seattle, Wash.
17. Traverse City, Mich.
18. Utica, Mich.
19. Cook County, Ill.
20. Atlanta and Fulton

County, Ga.
21. Hayward, Calif.

22. Green Chimneys, N.Y.

1. Pennsylvania Dept.
of Public Instruction

2. Southwestern Ohio
Educational Research
Council

3. Ann Arbor, Mich.
4. Denver, Colo.
5. East Lansing, Mich.
6. Freeland, Mich.
7. Syosset, N.Y.
8. Hansdale, N.Y.
9. Hartford, Conn.
10. Lawrence, Tex.
11. Knoxville, Tenn.
12. Lansing-Okemos-Haslett, Mich.
13. Ludlow, Vt.
14. Muskegon, Mich.
15. Northville, Mich.
16. Oil City, Pa.
17. Omaha, Neb.
18. Port Huron, Mich.
19. Portage, Mich.
20. Racine, Wis.
21. Rockville, Md.
22. Roseville, Mich.
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Contained a portion about year-round
schools.

Feasibility study.

Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.

Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.

Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.

Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.
Started a modified four quarter plan in

September 1968. (Optional four quarter.)
Park Elementary School--222-day
quadrimester in operation.

Extended summer program.

1969

Feasibility study.

Comprehensive study of the all-year
school.

Feasibility study.
Looking hard at extended school year.
Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.

Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.

Superintendent's Calendar Committee Report.
Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.
Feasibility study.
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23. Utica, Mich. Feasibility study.
24. Waterford Township, Mich. Feasibility study.
25. Atlanta and Fulton Four quarter plan operating.

County Ga.
26. Lockport, Ill. Valley View 45-15 plan operational.
27. Brooklyn, N.Y. John Dewey High School operating on

modified year-round program.
28. Winston-Salem Forsyth Third grade class operating on year-round

County Schools, N.C. plan.
29. Becky-David School,

St. Charles, Mo.
Elementary school 45-15 plan in operation.

30. Wilson School, Mankato K-12 school open all year, students canState College, Minn.
vacation whenever they wish.

31. Englewood, Colo. Cherry Creek Schools begin 5-year phase
toward year-round school. Hope to have
staff on year-round basis in four years.
Student body on year-round basis
afterward.

32. P. K. Yonge Laboratory Plan developed for flexible all-year
School, U. of Florida school.

33. Grand Forks, N.D. Year-round school plan delayed due to
parent opposition.

34. Butler, Pa. Has comprehensive summer program,

considering ideas for year-round
education.

1970

1. California Feasibility study.
2. Colorado Feasibility study.
3. Florida Providing funds for pilot projects.
4. Georgia Studying results of pilot project in

Atlanta and Fulton County.
5. Illinois Feasibility study.
6. Kentucky Feasibility study.
7. Massachusetts Preparing materials for legislative action.
8. Michigan Feasibility study. Considering plans to

provide funds for pilot programs.
9. Minnesota Feasibility study.
10. Missouri Feasibility study.
11. Ohio Feasibility study.
12. Pennsylvania Preliminary plans and regulations to govern

year-round school programs adopted.
13. South Carolina Eight-weeks summer session attended by

30,000 students. Moving rapidly to-
ward extended school year.

14. Wisconsin One pilot program in state, requesting
funds.

15. Washington Gathering material on year-round school.
16. Anchorage, Alaska Feasibility study.
17. Berwyn, Pa. Expanded summer school offerings.
18. Battle Creek, Mich. Feasibility study.
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19. Burlington, Iowa Feasibility study.
20. Cohasset, Mass. Feasibility study.
21. Centerline, Mich. Feasibility study.
22. Dalton, Mass. Feasibility study.
23. Danbury, Conn. Feasibility study.
24. Fayetteville, Ark. Looking again at the extended school year.
25. Ipswich, Mass. Feasibility study.
26. Kankakee, Ill. Feasibility study.
27. Lakeside, Calif. Feasibility study.
28. Lakewood, Colo. Feasibility study.
29. Manassas, Va. Feasibility study.

(Prince William County)
30. Marysville, Mich. Feasibility study.
31. Minneapolis, Minn. One school district considering 45-15

plan.-

32. Omaha, Net. Feasibility study.
33. Pontiac, Mich. Parents urging school board to look into

year-round school concept and ideas.
34. Richmond, Vt. Feasibility study.
35. San Antonio, Tex. Taking a hard look at year-round school

concept.
36. San Diego, Calif. Moving toward pilot program.
37. Saskatoon, Canada Feasibility study.
38. Seattle, Wash. Teachers association is looking at

year-round school.
39. St. Clair Shores, Mich. Lakeview High School is considering year-

round school scheduling.
40. Tucson, Ariz. Looking at the year-round school.
41. Tulsa, Okla. Moving to extend the school year.
42. Ukiah, Calif. Feasibility study.
43. Warren, Mich. Starting second feasibility study.
44. Allegheny County, Pa. Completed extensive study of year-round

school plans.
45. Jefferson County Plans to implement optional four quarter

(Louisville), Ky. plan in one to two years.
46. Dade County, Fla. Initiates its year-round school program

using quinmester system.
47. Okemos, Haslett and

East Lansing, Mich.
Based on results of 1969 feasibility study,

plans to start pilot program in 1972
or 1973.

48. Utica, Mich. Based on 1969 feasibility study, hopes
to start year-round school pilot pro-
gram in 1972 or 1973.
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Feasibility Studier. and Results

The list on the preceding pages shows an increasing interest in the year-
round school concept. As a matter of fact, if every district that conducted
a feasibility study actually began a pilot program, the entire state of Mich-
igan would probably be operating on a year-round basis by now. But, in real-
ity, only a handful of those districts and state departments of education
that conducted feasibility studies have -mverted their findings into pilot
programs or single school experiments. Many of those programs under way
earlier are still going on. The best known, probably, is Atlanta-Fulton
County, Ga. (More about this program in Case Study 01.) Another, probably
equally as talked about is the Lockport, Ill., Valley View 45-15 program.
(More about it in Case Study 03.)

Many of the school districts that conducted feasibility studies did not
reschedule the school year to provide year-round education as part of a
continuing program. What many of them did do was to expand the summer school
portions of the school year, but continue to operate them on a voluntary basis.

One of the few districts that conducted a feasibility study and then
did initiate a year-round program is Manassas (Prince William County), Va.
Four schools in Dale City (within Prince William County) began to operate
on a year-round basis with the 1971-72 school year. The reason for adopting
the plan, according to Prince William County school board members, was that
some 7,000 children in the county junior and senior high schools were on
double session, and "we felt it was time to try something different." The
schools will now operate on a 45-15 quarter plan.

In nearby Fairfax County, Va., a feasibility study on year-round schools
was approved by the school board in January 1972.

In South Carolina, four local school districts have been awarded federal
grants of $25,000 each to study and plan extended year-round programs. The
four districts are York County District No. 3 (Rock Hill); Spartanburg County
District No. 7 (Spartanburg); Florence County District No. 1 (Florence); and
Richland County District No. 1 (Columbia).

In Wichita, Kan., public school officials developed a study committee
to look into the year-round school.

The committee came out in favor of year-
round education and suggested using a four quarter plan.

In St. Charles, Mo., an extended school year has been in operation since
1969. And, according to administrators in this suburban St. Louis community,
the plan is working "beautifully." The program is in operation in three of
the district's schools and involves about 2,100 pupils. The plan is the 45-15
--nine weeks of school and three weeks vacation. The basic reason for the
development of the year-round program was to provide more space.

Alan O'Dell, one of the district's administrators, says, "I wouldn't
say we are spending any more money than we would otherwise, but we are get-
ting more education out of our existing facilities." Teachers like the plan
because it gives them a flexible work year; pupils are becoming used to it;
and parent.., according to surveys, support the plan by more than 60%.
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Mollalla, Ore., was faced with a choice of split sessions or extending
the school year after voters rejected a building program. The choice was a
staggered four-quarter, year-round school. The plan is to have about 700
of the school's 1,000 students in school at any one time. The program, which
started in June 1971, has, in the words of Sam Wilson, the district superin-
tendent, "given us tremendous economy and a much better curriculum. We've
been able to reduce class size. But, most important, our normal nine-month
budget of $800,000 has gone up only $68,000 to add a fourth quarter, and
we've savc..1 all the building costs and their related operating expenses."
To avoid having to install air-conditioning in classrooms, the school day
runs from 7:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in hot months.

In August 1971, all 2,500 students in the Rochester, Pa., schools were
moved into a new $5.2 million educational complex. At the same time, the
school year was switched to a staggered four quarter plan, with students having
the option of attending any three quarters, or all four. Although none of the
school system's 117 teachers are required to work all year, many of them do.

Four high schools in Baltimore, Md., began a four-quarter, year-round
school operation in the fall of 1971. However, the success of the program
is in doubt. School officials had asked for $800,000 to fund the experiment,
but the city council trimmed away more than $700,000 because the public remains
opposed to the plan. One school aide said he wasn't surprised. "To many
people, year-round school means enforced school attendance all year long."

In Evergreen, Wash., a committee was formed to study the year-round
school. In its recommendations, the committee indicated that it favored
12-month school operation with students attending for only 180 days. The
primary focus of the program would be to accommodate more students in the
existing facilities in order to eliminate the need to construct new schools.

In Cleveland, Ohio, students at Chamber Elementary School will be going
to school for 11 months. The 300 youngsters will attend school during the
months of June and July, but will have the month of August off as well as
five week-long vacation periods throughout the year. The experimental program
increases the school year by five weeks. A federal grant is being used to
determine the feasibility of operating year-long schools.

The Salem Ore., School Board is also looking into the year-round school
concept. It is consAering the year-round school as an alternative to a
massive school construction program. So far, no specific form of year-round
school plan has been adopted.

In Des Moines, Iowa, a recommendation for year-round schooling is ex-
pected from a study committee. The committee, made up of school administrators,
teachers, students and parents, was to study the feasibility of implementing
a 12-month school year in the public school system.

In Utah, the Utah Adult Education Assn. has proposed that schools he
open year round, to people of all ages for educational, cultural and recrea-
tional purposes. Although this is not to be considered a year-round school
program, the use of school facilities on a full-time basis is the aim of the
program.
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Las Vegas, Nev.

A program similar to the one proposed by the Utah Adult Education Assn.
is in operation in Las Vegas, Nev. There, one high school does the work of
two. During the day, Valley High School operates as a standard public high
school. At night, the name and purpose change. It becomes Urban Nigh School,
a school geared to the special needs of its students. Most of its students
are dropouts who are holding down full-time jobs. Its aim is to give students
a chance to succeed. "When we started this school," says Gerald F. Hunt,
principal cf Urban High, "we told teachers to encourage the students in every
possible way. And that's the essential difference between us and the day
school: Our teachers are trying to give youngsters every opportunity to succeed."

Many people say the program in Las Vegas is a success for several reasons.
First, they say, the school facilities are being used more efficiently instead
of being idle for long periods of time. Second, the program eliminates the
need for new and special facilities. Administrators of the school admit there
are some added expenditures for operating Urban Nigh. But they calculate that
even with the additional cost, they are actually breaking even--just by keeping
the dropouts oft the street.

El Camino High School, San Francisco

A long established program in El Camino High in the South San Francisco
(Calif.) United School District is entirely different. Although this is
not a year-round school program in the ordinary meaning of the term, it is
an attempt to provide more teaching time in various subjects. All laboratory
and activity-oriented classes (home economics, physical education, wood shop,
etc.) meet for only three periods a week--one 50-minute period and one 105 -
minute period. The aim here is to eliminate nonteaching time in these subjects
by cutting out the large amounts of time used to move between classes, set-
ting up equipment, cleaning up after classes, dressing and undressing, and
other beginning and ending classroom practices that are wasteful. Since the
plan's inception in 1960, administrators say they have added 11 weeks every
year for students in physical education and six weeks every year for students
in industrial arts, art, crafts, science and homemaking.

Robert Keropian, El Camino principal, cites these reasons for adopting
the program:

There are no additional costs.

There is no change in the physical plant.
The schedule is voluntary, and any teacher or department can participate
without the schedule being mandatory for the entire school.

The option to return to the daily schedule is available at any time.
No additional staff is required.
At the teacher's request, classes can'meet Monday-Wednesday-Friday, or

Tuesday-Thursday-Friday.
The length of the school day and schdol year remain the same.
Individual instruction time is increased 250% over the daily schedule.
Students experience greater interest and motivation.
There is a greater utilization of buildings.
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Dade County, Fla.

Five junior and senior high schools in Dade County, Fla., are now operat-
ing on a quinmester year-round school program. Under the quinmester program,
the year is divided into five 45-day units, and students are given the option
of attending any four semesters to meet the 180-day state requirement or can
accelerate by attending all five qulnmesters. The acceptance of the program
by the students is indicated by the enrollment at Miami Springs Senior High
School during the fifth quinmester in the summer of 1970. An unexpected
total of 1,540 students attended. Dade County education officials cite three
primary educational advantages of the program: (1) It opens the doors for
a richer curriculum through the development of minicourses that can be related
to a single subject. The student has a choice of any four offerings to earn
a year's credit. (2) It encourages experimentation. The student may try a
new subject at no great risk. If he doesn't like it, or doesn't do well, he
has lost only one nine-week segment. And (3) it has the potential to reduce
failure because the student isn't locked in on a year course.

Orange County, Fla.

Otange County, Fla., is also looking to the year-round scnool or some
form of it for its school system. A study group looked into the increasing
need for new facilities in 1969 and recommended three possible courses of
action:

1. A 10-hour day--from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.--split into two five-hour
days for students. In effect, this would create two separate schools.
In addition, the school year would be lengthened to 216 days. Teachers
would work only one shift. Extracurricular activities would be held
in the afternoons and those students who wished to participate would
attend the morning session.

2. A staggered four quarter plan, with students permitted to attend any
three of the four quarters.

3. A consecutive quarter plan with students in continuous attendance.

So far, no plan is operational in Orange County, but there is support
for year-round schools. Particularly strong support has come from the
Orlando Sentinel which said: "The best answer yet to Orange County's soon-
to-double school population is the 1011-month school year with double sessions
in all facilities."

Columbus, Ohio

The Dept. of Evaluation, Research and Planning for the Columbus, Ohio,
public schools recently completed an extensive study of the year-round school
concept and its feasibility for implementation in the Columbus school system.

As a result of its findings, the department recommended the following
development plan to the Columbus school board: Move from the existing semester
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plan to the semester term accelerated; then move to the voluntary four quarter
plan; then move to the mandatory four quarter plan. The department also
recommended that the program begin at the secondary level since the major
need for space relief is at grades 7-12.

Akron, Ohio

A proposal in Akron, Ohio, calls for "en extender! school program to use
schools and selected school staff after school, evenings, weekends and summers
to provide a range of services and educational experiences to supplement, ex-
tend, enrich and/or reinforce the customary school program." The reasons
for the proposal included the advantageP of such a program to:

Disadvantaged children who have little direction or opportunity for
meaningful occupation during the summer months and who need an uninter-
rupted school year to ensure continuous progress.

Gifted children who need to accelerate their learning to meet the chal-
lenge of increasud technology and to expand their opportunities for
creativeness.

Children needing special services such as psychological testing and
diagnosis, counseling and speech therapy could continue during the summer.

Adults could be served by providing a program for them to develop both
basic skills and marketable skills, and to expand in such areas as
civic awareness and use of leisure time.

Other groups, too, would benefit, according to the Akron committee
studying the year-round school, including teachers, children who find it
hard to adapt to regular school situations, children whose homes are lacking,
and families whose neighborhoods provided only limited opportunities for
recreation.

As yet, however, the Akron school system has not adopted a plan or begun
to implement any of its programs.

Chicago, III.

Three Chicago, 111., elementary schools are presently operating on a
45-15 year-round school plan. The plan, which began July 1, 1971, was to
encompass nine elementary schools, but opposition from the Chicago Federation
of Teachers resulted in a smaller scale pilot program. In organizing its
plan, the Chicago school system took into account geographical areas surround-
ing each of the schools so that children from the same family would be in the
same cycle. This, Chicago officials believe, lessened opposition from the
community. Also, special services such as tutorial and enrichment classes
and recreational activities will be maintained during the 15-day vacations.

One of the major advantages of the plan for Chicago is lower class
sines. According to Richard Gernick, principal of the Raster School, one of
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the schools in the year-round program, "the average class size last year was
45 student; per room. Under the year-round plan, we will be able to reduce
this pupil-teacher ratio to approximately 32 students per teacher."

Major support for the year-round school plan has come from the Chicago
Tribune. In an editorial earlier this year, the newspaper said: "Year-
round use of both physical plant and academic personnel has obvious advantages
in terms of efficiency and economy. Fewer classrooms need be built; fewer
teachers need be employed. Both buildings and people can give more extensive
service in year-round operations than if nearly the whole system suspends
work for three months. A longer working year with correspondingly higher
pay is highly popular with most teachers. In Romeoville, Ill., where year-
round operations are already in effect, teachers had their choice; nearly
all men and many women preferred the longer year...."

Evanston Township, Ill.

Evanston Township, Ill., school district has an extensive summer school
program. Summer courses are available in art, science, speech arts, social
studies, business education, driver education and many other subject areas.
The aim, however, is primarily for enrichment and remedial work. The school
board's policy is than while these summer courses are for credit, a student
may not use the credits to graduate earlier. The policy states that it takes
four years of schooling to earn a diploma. The success of the program can
be seen by student interest during the 1969 summer school when 2,204 students
were enrolled. This included junior and senior high school students. There
were students taking enrichment courses as well as remedial work.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Another major city moving toward the year-round school concept is Los
Angeles, Calif. Since 1969, the Los Angeles Board of Education has taken
steps leading toward year-round education in the city's school system.
Principals and assistant principals are under a new assignment schedule
through which they are stationed in all of the city's junior and senior high
schools 12 months a year. And the summer school program is expanding, with
more and more courses being offered and more and more students attending.
A recent survey by the district's division of secondary education indicated
why the students are attending summer school:

1. They hope to obtain additional credits to move ahead a semester as the
midyear promotion of pupils was eliminated (362).

2. They are participating in summer school for enrichment courses (18.82).
3. They want to strengthen mastery in a subject field (16.72).
4. They want to raise a mark, other than a failure (9.72).
5. They want to make up a failing grade (9.62).
6. Other reasons--parental insistence, self-improvement, to have something

to do (9.22).

Whether Los Angeles will adopt a year-round school program, such as
the quarter or trimester plan, or some other form is not clear. School offi-
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cials have felt for some time that their extensive summer session gives them
maximum use of facilities and staff and provides additional learning and
recreational opportunities for school children.

Hayward, Calif.

Perhaps one of the most important year-round programs is the one at
Park Elementary School in Hayward, Calif. A year-ycond program has been in
operation at Park Elementary School since 1968. It is a continuous four
quarter plan with children attending school for 22J days with three-week
vacations between quarters.

The evaluation report published in January 1970, after the program had
been in operation for almost two complete years, concluded:

1. The parents of Park Elementary children like, accept and support the
four quarter system.

2. Pupils at Park like the program and a majority do not want to return to
the former system.

3. Teachers at Park support the program, but teachers at other schools do not.
4. Business, industry and college representatives like the Park four quarter

plan and would like to see it extended.
5. The 36 principals in the Hayward Unified School District favor the pro-

gram, but do not want it expanded to include all other elementary
schools. They do, however, want the program broadened to include one
or two other schools.

6. Costs for operating the Park, program for the additional days over the
regular school year (175 days) showed a 9.9% increase above the reg-
ular program.

7. Park Elementary students performed well in reading and mathematics
achievement tests when net gains were marched with those of students
in a comparison school. On a pretest, students in the comparison
school earned consistently higher scores than the students at Park.
After one year of operation, however, there was practically no dif-
ference in grade achievement levels, indicating that the Park students
had generally gained and had caught up with the initially more advanced
comparison students.

Based on their findings, the evaluation committee made these recommendations:

Continue the extended school year program at Park for a period of four
years to conduct a longitudinal study of the program and its impact
upon the students, their parents and the community.

Extend the basic design of the plan to one of the district's ESEA Title
I schools in order to gain insights into the effect of the extended
school year upon children from disadvantaged backgrounds. Such an
expansion should be carried on for a four-year period to provide for
a longitudinal study.
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ALTERNATIVES TO YEAR-ROUND SCHOOLS

Here arc some districts that either rejected year-round programs or have
taken other steps to meet their immediate financial needs.

North Allegheny, Pa., school officials completed a study of year-round
schools nearly two years ago and, based on their findings, decided not to go
ahead with the program. The initial study indicated that the projected costs
of operating an 11-month school program were higher than the cost of building
new schools to provide classrooms needed in the future. There was also some
question at that time if the state would provide reimbursements for any
program structured to eliminate the present 180-day school year minimum.

That was not the final word, however. North Allegheny officials are
now going to take another look at the year-round school, especially if they
can get the state to promise to pick up some of the extra costs of the pro-
gram. Educators in North Allegheny say the state's attitude is changing, and
if some agreement can be reached, a year-round school plan could be a reality
in another two to three years.

In East Orange, N.J., a year-round 45-15 plan was rejected by the school
board because of lack of funds from the state and community opposition. Com-
munity opposition is based upon the fear that children would become unruly
with such schedules, that working mothers would have considerable difficulty
making arrangements for child care and that children would not learn.

Although the New York State Education Dept. officially favors and supports
the concept of year-round schools, the state legislature defeated a bill that
would have allowed school districts to stagger their vacation schedules and
keep schools open all year. Principal opposition to the bill came from leg-
islators representing resort areas. They argued that such a change in the
system would hurt businesses in their areas.

In Hinesburg, Vt., there was a different kind of problem. After voters
rejected a bond issue to permit the enlargement of a crowded building, the
Champlain Valley Union High School Board okayed a 45-15 plan to start at the
end of July 1971. The board had completed its study of the year-round school
earlier and planned to implement it if the April bond issue failed. Three
weeks after the year-round school plan began, it ended. Community opposition
revealed Ltself to be too strong for the board to overcome. In a referendum,
the year-round school was defeated by a 3-2 margin.

In Dallas, Tex., an experimental 12-month program utilizing the quarter
system for one high school was shelved. Under the plan, students could either
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attend three of the four quarters and graduate with their regular classes or
complete all four quarters to graduate a year earlier. School officials cited
several reasons for not going ahead with thb plan for the 1971-72 school year.
Among the reasons: it was considered economically unsound because, according
to one official, "we would have had to increase our staff by one-third to
permit operation of the schools year round." Also, it was indicated that
there was a lack of student and parent interest. One official said: "Our
surveys show that parents want all their children to have a vacation at the
same time rather than have their high school children get out in the winter
and their elementary school children get out in the summer."

The principal of the experimental high school said the program would
have to be organized on a citywide or cluster basis to gain parents' support.
A cluster, he said, would include the high school and its feeder junior high
schools and elementary schools.

Public relations proved its point in Germantown, Wis. In 1968 and
1969, the district was considering year-round schools. In order to find
out what the community and staff felt, it prepared a simple survey card.
(See figure 4.) The card was distributed to a random sampling of 1,500
households in the school district and to the entire staff with a complete
breakdown of the types of year-round plans possible for the district.

Figure 4:

YEAR-ROUND SCHOOL SURVEY CARD

Please indicate your preference by checking the appropriateline.

At the present time I prefer the:

Quarter System Extended Summer Session

Trimester System Year-Round Employment of Staff

Extended Semester System The Present Arrangement

Comments:

(Signature)

The survey drew a 29% response from the community and a 94% response
from the staff. The results showed 80% of the community and staff opposed
all year-round alternatives. Among the commonly cited objections:

79-420 0 -72 -23
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Family vacations. A vast majority of respondents indicated a strong

feeling about the importance of family vacations. According to school

officials, this meant that any voluntary year-round plan would result
in an extremely low attendance in the summer, or that any mandatory

plan would meet with considerable opposition.
Summer school for teachers. Many respondents felt that under either year-
round system teachers would have difficulty completing advanced degrees.

Summer camp. Respondents indicated strong feelings about religious and

other camps serving an important part of their children's education.

Summer repair and maintenance. The question of when buildings could be
repaired without interrupting instruction was also raised.

After looking over the results, the Germantown school administration
recommended that the year-round school be given no further consideration.
Instead, it suggested that increased use of facilities and staff he made by

expanding the existing summer program.

In a move in an entirely different direction, some districts are short-
ening the school year or school week. Faced with a 107.. cut in its school

budget, Thorndike, Maine, is testing the four-day schooi week. In this com-

munity, children from grades K-12 will attend school Monday through Thursday.
Friday will be reserved for tnservice training of teachers. In order to make

up some of the time, the school day will be 35 minutes longer. State Corm.

of Education Carroll R. McGary sees the experiment as a better way of finding
out if children learn more--and better--with better trained and better prepar-
ed teachers, despite the loss of instruction time. "The central idea is

to tree some resources to devote to teacher education," McCliv said.

The experiment was approved for two reasons. First, voters for the last

two years have cut the district's budget, and school administrators are hoping
to save on maintenance and janitorial costs and especially on busing costs.
Second, the district has received a three-year federal grant of $100,000 to
develop an experimental teacher training program aimed at upgrading individu-
alized instruction, primarily to help the slow learner. The four-day week

will run continuously from September to the Christmas break, every other
week from Christmas until March, and every fourth week thereafter until June.

It is doubtful that the four-day will become as important a trend in
education as the year-round school, and so far, this is the only four-day

week experiment. However, there has been a movement in some industries

toward the four-day work week. If this gains momentum, there could be an

entirely different shift in attitudes.

Another kind of school-year shortening hasn't exactly been planned by

school officials. And, in many cases, it isn't particularly welcome. A

number of school districts, notably in Ohio, have been forced to shut down
because school tax levies have been turned down at the polls. A number of

large cities, also, have threatened to shut down early if additional funds

aren't made available.

HoweveT, Portland, Ore., seems to havc taken its step through careful

planning. A notice to employes dated July 30, 1971, announced that schools
would close on May 11, 1972, approximately 20 days earlier than normal.
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CASE STUDIES

Numerous school systems are operating year-round programs. With one ortwo exceptions, these year-round school plans should not be called experiments.
In fact, Atlanta officials reject the

word experimental when talking about
their program. It is not something that is going to be tried for a few yearsand then dropped. It is the new pattern established for their district. Thesame can be said for the Valley View,

Chula Vista, Jefferson County and LakeOswego programs. And even the Houston program is more than just an experiment
--even though it involves only one high school.

There is another general feature to all of the case studies. Althoughthere is the hope of saving money by converting to year-round school opera-tions, that is not the main feature. In each case there is at least as much,and perhaps more, interest in improving the educational program.

Case Study #1Atlanta (Fulton County), Ga.

Probably thu most talked about, most observed and most copied year-
round education program is the one in Atlanta, Ga. But, it must not be
forgotten that the Atlanta program includes six of the other school systemsin metropolitan Atlanta. Each school system has its own year-round program.
Neither Atlanta nor the school systems in Fulton County leaped into year-roundeducation. For three years, the eight metropolitan Atlanta school systems
studied the concept, formed joint committees to plan general curriculum anddeveloped organizational structures. In order to coordinate the activities,
five joint committees were formed.

A steering committee with two representatives from each system was setup to provide overall planning, schedule
activities, receive reports, pose

problems and questions and keep each
individual school system and the GeorgiaState Dept. of Education informed. An intersystem curriculum cormittee wasformed to prc ide overall assistance in the development of curriculum areasand in the blending of subject areas into a total curriculum guide. An inter-

system subject area committee provided basic communication between the local
school system and the intersystem curriculum committee. The other two commit-tees--a local system's subject area committee and a local school's subject
area committee worked closely with the major committees, but translated the
overall information into data for each school district and each school withinthe districts.

But still the most important element of the total operation was the
development of the city of Atlanta's four quarter program. And, perhaps the
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key element in that development was the attitude of the Atlanta school offi-

cials toward their program. From the beginning Atlanta directed its efforts
toward a total year-round program, and decided the program was not going to

be changed after being tried for a year or two.

Historically, Atlanta had first considered rescheduling the school year

during the early and middle 1950s. At that time schools were crowded, and
the purpose of considering the year-round school concept was to save building

space and, hopefully, to eliminate the need for new buildings. However, after

careful study, the school system decided not to proceed with the change because

the savings in building space utilization would not cover the additional op-

erating costs of the year-round school. In the middle 1960s, the year-round

school concept was considered again. This time, though, the principal idea

was to determine the feasibility of reorganizing the high school calendar

so that year-round educational opportunities could be provided and a more flex-

ible, more workable and more relevant program realized.

Atlanta's calendar reorganization is the staggercd quarter plan. Two

18 -weak semesters with an abbreviated summer program -,gere discarded and re-
placed with three 12-week quarters and one 10-week water. Although the

original idea was to have four equal quarters of 55 days, the three 12-week
quarters were developed to meet the state requirement of a 180-day school year

from September through Hay. Therefore, in order to make the fourth quarter

equal in teaching hours to the other three, each subject class period during
that quarter runs 10 minutes longer.

A major concern of Atlanta school officials was Lhe revision and reorga-

nization of the secondary school curriculum. A new curriculum had to be de-

signed .to provide each child with challenging educational opportunities. And

the curriculum was to be appropriately adjusted to each student so that he

could experience considerable success without becoming bored or discouraged.

And that is the core of the program. The entire secondary curriculum has been
reorganized and restructured in order to provide flexibility for the student's

program and for the school schedule. It also eliminates the lockstep system

of a required sequence of courses. All English is nonsequential (see figure

5), as is all social studies, all home economics, practically all health and
physical education, business education and industrial arts.

Figure 5: SELECTED ENGLISH COURSES OFFERED IN ATLANTA SCHOOLS

This is a brief sample designed to show the kinds of single-theme courses avail-
able in the English curriculum. Olten. there are beginning, intermediate and advanced courses
in the same category.

Reading Improvement Grammar Poetry

Literary Themes Myths and Legends Ser.tence Patterns

Mass Media The Paragraph Shakespeare
The Short Story Theatre Stage Craft American English Dialects
Journalism Drama Creative Writing
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About one-half of the science courses are nonsequential and many of the
math courses above the beginning level fall into the nonsequential category.
There are some exceptions, such as elementary Algebra, beginning French orany other foreign language. All in all, 860 courses that could be taught in
any quarter are listed in the catalogue. The choice of the courses to be
offered in any school was left to the staff of each school.

Frr example, one school that served students from affluent homes, most
of whom were preparing to go to college, selected 126 courses that represented
a traditional college preparatory program. Another school in which children
came from families with average incomes and only about 40% planned to go on
to college made different choices. This school selected 216 courses which
represented a wider range of offerings and included many vocational courses.
In addition, there was greater flexibility for students. They were not locked
into a sequential type of program, but could take a variety of courses in each
subject area. Also, by attending the fourth quarter, students had the oppor-
tunity to either accelerate their work and graduate earlier, or could take
fewer courses in each of the four quarters. To many students, this meant they
could hold full- or part-time jobs on a year-round basis.

School officials saw another advantage in this system. "Toward the end
of the regular school year," one principal said, "we would see a lot of students
starting to slack off because they were getting tired. With the quarter sys-
tem, you can watch for this fatigue in students, and, when you see it coming
after two quarters, you can suggest to the student and his parents that he
ease up in the third quarter and take some courses during the fourth quarter."

There are some disadvantages in the quarter program that relate specifi-
cally to teachers and subject area preparation. One problem: Teachers often
found themselves having to prepare for different courses for each quarter and,
on occasion, two different courses in the same quarter. Also, there was the
problem of selecting textbooks and other classroom materials to meet the needs
of the varied and diversified courses being offered in each subject area.
Most teachers in Atlanta consider these problems of minor import, however.

Another factor considered when the year-round education program was in
the discussion stages was its effect on summer vacations. However, a careful
study of the regular tuition summer school revealed that for several years
approximately 25% of the student body had participated. Moreover, of those
attending summer school, about 75% enrolled in advanced, accelerated or enrich-
ment courses. Douglas MacRae, deputy superintendent of the Fulton County
School District, said "the image of summer school had been changing. It was
no longer a period in which flunk-outs made up failures. Instead, students
were, for the most part, taking advanced work." But that was past history.
The question that arose as the fourth quarter (summer) of 1969 started was:How many pupils would actually attend? The results spoke for themselves.
Some 13,000 students indicated in

preregistration that they would attend
the tuition-free, full-day session. Actually, 12,770 students did attend,
roughly 39% of the enrollment during one of the preceding three quarters.

But what about future summer quarters?
Atlanta officials do not foresee

any changes in the numbers of students attending the fourth (summer) quarteras an alternative to one of the other quarters. In fact, studies of future
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enrollment and preregistration figures indicate no noticeable trend among
students to exercise their option of taking vacations at other times of the
year. There are indications, however, that many students are going to attend
the summer quarter to either accelerate their studies or to continue to take
special courses for enrichment purposes.

Teacher, Student and Public Reaction

How have teachers, students and the public reacted to the plan? Atlanta
Supt. John Letson says "teacher reaction has been very favorable because a
teacher can take time for study or vacation if he wishes or he can be employed
on a full-year program at a larger salary. Generally this means a salary
increase of about 25%." Nearly all Atlanta teachers who wanted to work during
the fourth quarter could do so since about a third of the students attended
that quarter. "In fact, in 1970, a majority of the entire professional staff- -
teachers, counselors, librarianswere employed year round," Letson said.

What about the students? "Students like the plan because it is voluntary,"
Letson says. "They can take part-time school work during the summer if they
wish. If they don't find employment during the summer but can find it during
some other time of the year, they can take the other time off, and attend
during the fourth quarter. Or they can work part time throughout the year
and take courses as well."

Now, what about the public, parents and other community interests?
"Business interests here are very much for the program because it makes a
better distribution of all kinds of activities that ordinarily slow down
during the summer," Letson says. ',"Taxpayer reaction, tro, has been favorable.
I think the favorable evidence is that the state and local agencies did approve
larger budgets resulting from the increased amount for salaries, and the pro-
gram is being continued. The year-round use of teachers is one way to get
better salaries for teachers without causing a lot of opposition from taxpayers.
We can't get competitive salaries for teachers if we continue to use their
professional skills on a part-time basis only." Letson says.

One of the key questions of course, is the problem of money for operating
on a year-round basis. Atlanta officials admit freely that costs are up. "If
you operate for four quarters each year, the answer is that it will cost more,"
says one official. "However," adds Asst. Supt. E. Curtis Henson, "we don't
think it costs more per unit."

Another part of the question is state aid. So far, the state department
of education has endorsed the program, and so has the state legislature. But
there haven't been enough changes made in the state statutes to permit state
financing of the year-round system. So, the first three quarters are financed
through the regular state aid program supplemented with local funds. The
fourth quarter is financed entirely from local funds. However, school author-
ities do anticipate changes in the state aid distribution schedule to permit
the schools to receive money for students attending the fourth quarter.

In addition, although there is some saving on building space, the better
use of facilities was not the main function of the Atlanta year-round program.
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What Are the Benefits of Atlanta's Program?

In summing up their program, Atlanta
school officials cite these impor-

tant elements of their year-round program. "Structurally, the four quarter
program is simply dividing the school year into four periods of approximately
equal length rather than two equal semesters and a summer session. To be
meaningful, a complete program must be provided during each quarter and only
minimum prerequisites and/or sequential offerings must be required so that a
student can choose to work or go on vacation at a time other than summer.

"To divide the textbook or course into four quarters instead of two
semesters is not sufficient. Without extensive revision of educational goals
and an intensive analysis of curriculum,

four quarters of school will be no
more of an exciting prospect than three or two semesters. Factors other than
time. number and amount of days must be weighed. Each quarter course must be
a complete and autonomous unit. The number of possible courses within a given
discipline must be large enough to assure ease in scheduling while assuring
continuous growth opportunities for the students. Only occasionally would a
student be required to pass a specifiz course since there are others which
deal with similar concepts of equal duality which would serve as well. With-in the four quarter plan. a system can offer greater flexibility both in sched-uling and in curriculum offerings.

The possibilities appear unlimited andthe benefits to students great.

"For the school system, advantages sought from a four quarter plan arenot financial. Initially, such an operation is more expensive to implement
and maintain than the traditional two-semester plus a tuition-supported
summer school. Benefits to the students should be the prime reason for con-
verting to a four quarter school program."

Case Study #2San Jacinto High School, Houston, Tex.

A pilot, trimester, year-round school
program is now operating at San

Jacinto High School. Houston. Tex. If successful, the plan will be extendedto all other schools in the Houston School District.

How does the plan work? Basically, it is a 12-month school program
consisting of three unequal terms. It :onsists of two traditional 18-week
semesters from September through May, plus a third term of 12 weeks which op-
erates during the summer months. Also, it is a staggered program whereby
each student can attend any two or all three terms.

School district officials picked San Jacinto High School as the testing
ground for the trimester plan because it is the one school where a large
variety of academic and vocational programs were already operating. The schoolyear of two 18-week traditional

semesters was kept so that students in all
schools in the city could attend their own schools during the September throughMay period and then take additional credits or courses at San Jacinto during
the summer. In this way, some sort of open enrollment plan is operational.

The strongest part of the school's program is its vocational effort. Thebasic vocational program includes 24 courses. Now, with the introduction of
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the trimester program, a number of new, on-the-job training courses have been
added. They include data processing, dental assistant cooperative training,
homemaking-related cooperative training and distributive education. In con-
junction with these offerings, the trimester program allows interested stu-
dents to get jobs for either summer or winter periods and still obtain the
necessary educational requirements by attending two of the three terms.

There were two other reasons for selecting San Jacinto as the site for
the pilot program. The special education program at San Jacinto accomodates
the needs of the blind or partially sighted, deaf or hard-of-hearing, the
mentally retarded, the brain injured and the physically handicapped. With

a year-round program in operation, full-time services and educational pro-
grams can be offered these students. And, last, a basic skills program is
available for students who are below average in achievement.

Planning for the trimester project in Houston began in the early 1960s.
Supt. Glenn Fletcher was ready in 1967 to recommend the plan to the school
board. It was accepted, and a districtwide program to inform the public was
undertaken. "The acceptance of the program was immediately indicated by the
response of San Jacinto students, teachers and parents," says Fletcher. "In
fact, we felt overwhelmed by the enthusiastic response. The whole idea of
the pilot program was accepted by the community. Many people were acclaiming
our trimester plan for its potential as an answer to overcrowded classrooms
as well as the full utilization of the available school facilities." With
that kind of response, the trimester plan went into the final planning stages
and the first trimester began in the summer of 1970. So far, school officials
say the plan is working out as well as they had planned and total acceptance
of the pilot program is very high.

How the Trimester Ran Operates

Although the length of the terms varies, the number of teaching hours
remains the same. During the two September through May semesters, there are
six-period days, plus a home-room period. Ther is a total of 80 teaching hours
for each course. During the summer term, the number of class periods per day
is cut to five, but the class periods are extended to 80 minutes and the home-
room period is eliminated. The school day in the summer term begins at 7:50
a.m. and ends at 3:20 p.m., so there is the same 80 clock hours for each course
in the summer term as in the two traditional terms.

The trimester offers students:

Early graduation or an opportunity to "catch up" in grade level.

More flexibility in choice of electives.
Chance to vacation during the fall or spring.
Vocational education on a 12-month basis.
Greater concentration of study through a longer class period.
More gainful employment in the fall or spring than is ordinarily available
to students in the summer months.

More individualized instruction as a result of smaller class enrollment.
Opportunity for study with fewer extracurricular distractions during
the summer.

Yo
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The trimester offers teachers:

=1111111,

Full-time professional employment.
More effective and satisfactory teaching experience as a result of
smaller classes.

Opportunities to experiment, to improve instructional practices and
to provide more individualized instruction.

Opportunities to travel or attend graduate schools during fall or spring.
Opportunities to instruct students who have elected when they will attend
school and who have fewer extracurricular distractions.

The trimester offers the public:

Maximum utilization of physical facilities and the professional staff.
Opportunities to assist in reducing the delinquency problem by providing
school for students who cannot find employment during the summer.

There are some difficulties, however. Although the Texas legislature
recently passed measures to permit districts to start year-round school pro-
grams, they do not become effective until September 1972. In the meantime,
there have been difficulties in providing funds for summer operations of the
schools. Since the start of the program in 1970, students who elect to
attend all three terms have had to pay tuition. The state aid formula re-
quires an attendance of 175 days. Anything over that is not covered. Thus,
students who attended all three terms had to pay a tuition of 8112.50. So
far, though, school officials say there has been no difficulty in getting
students to fill the seats available at San Jacinto during the summer trimester.
In fact, they say there has been a waiting list. How long it will take Houston
officials to determine the total success of the pilot trimester program is
unknown.

Case Study #3 Valley View Elementary School District, Lockport, HL

In 1953 the Valley View Elementary School District (one of the largest
in Illinois, covering 411/2 square miles) had five schools, 200 dwellings and
89 pupils. In 1971, there were seven schools, 6,700 dwellings and 7,000
pupils. The projections for 1980 show a possible 20,000 dwellings and 22,000
pupils. The number of additional schools is omitted from Valley View's 1980
projections because the district's new year-round program may eliminate the
need for some, and perhaps most, of the new buildings required. One outcome
is certain with Valley View's 45-15 year-round plan--the district is figuring
on providing four schools for the construction price of three.

Valley View's 45-15 plan is, in effect, a quarter plan for year-round
school operation, but there are some differences. First, pupils do not have
an option to vacation at different times of the year. All students attend
for the same number of days, but each has a 15-day vacation between each 45-
day learning period. However, except for 12 days during July, threefourths
of the district's pupils are attending school at any one time.

Why are school officials so optimisitc? Because of the overwhelming sup-
port from the community, the teachers, and, officials say, because it works.
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What Makes Valley View Work?

In 1967, Valley View voters approved bond issues for two new elementary
schools and brought the district to its statutory debt limit. Faced with a
rapidly increasing school population, the school board and administrators
began seeking other ways to utilize facilities. After discussing extended
school year possibilities, they settled on a 45-15 plan.

A concentrated effort to inform the public was made from August 1968
through June 1970 when the 45-15 plan began operating. Newspapers, radio,
a telephone answering service, talks before civic groups and talks over
coffee with small groups of people were ways in which the information was
spread throughout the community. School officials explained the three options
the school district could use to solve its problems. First, double shifts
could be instituted. This, however, was only a temporary solution, and had
been rejected by the corounity in the past. A second alternative was to
place more children in each classroom, but this would be detrimental to the
education of all the children, especially if there were 50 or 60 in each
class. And, finally, the third alternative was year-round education.

How does the Valley View 45-15 plan work? In simple terms, all pupils
are divided into four groups. All children from the same family are put into
the same group. Every effort is made to put children from the same neighbor-
hood into the same group as well. Each group attends school for 45 days and
then has a 15-day vacation. The attendance schedules for the groups are
spaced 15 days apart so that only three of the four groups are in school at
the same time. Schools are closed on all Illinois legal holidays, for a week
at Christwas, a week at Easter and about 12 days in July. For the rest of the
year the 0-clay vacations, like the 45-day class periods, are staggered.

What Are the Effects of Valley View's 45-15 Plan?

The primary effect is on space utilization, since this was the major
reason for instituting the program. The plan gives the district one-third
more space. Because schools are open for 240 days instead of 180 days, exist-
ing buildings can be used more efficiently. For every 30 classrooms used,
there's the space equivalence of 40 classrooms. The district does not foresee
in the immediate future the elimination of constructing new buildings. Yet,
for every new school built, there will be one-third more space. Or, more
simply, for every three schools constructed, there will be the space equiva-
lent of four schools.

The plan also affects stident learning both beneficially and detrimentally.
However, students learn as much as they did under the old system, according
to school authorities. Students have adjusted well to the new type of schedule.
Because there is no long summer vacation, teachers have fewer problems in
getting students back into the groove after they've been out of school. More-
over, because students now spend fewer days in school before they have a vaca-
tion, there appears to be less boredom and restlessness. Despite the claims
of many skeptics that the 45-15 plan with its three-week breaks might affect
children adversely, school officials feel that so far the three-week breaks
are advantageous.

Slp
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Yet, there are problems. For one thing, as each group completes its
45-day learning period, another group begins. Often, if the teacher is
working through the next 45-day period, he will have a different group of
children. And, conversely, when the first group of students returns to school
from their 15-day vacation, they could very well have a different teacher.
At the junior high level (the Valley View District includes one junior high
school) students may have as many as 24 different teachers during the school
year. This continuous switching of teachers and pupils naturally restricts
flexibility of curriculum, individual help and recognition, and correction
of weaknesses. The most distressing part of the system is that the student-
teacher relationship has become impersonal.

The year-round school plan in Valley View also affects teachers in both
good and bad ways. On the good side is the increase in teacher salaries.
Those teachers who work year-round earn one-third more income. And, of course,
there are variations. In Valley View there are five basic contracts-180
days, 210 days, 225 days, 240 days and 270 days (the last one is actually
possible only every other year and is essentially a 14-month contract). In
other words, a teacher can now work when and for as long as he wants. Ile gets
paid on the basis of how many days he works.

On the bad side, school officials report, is teacher fatigue. Although
many people tend not to consider this a problem, fatigue is becoming a factor
in teacher effectiveness and performance. The extended teaching period,
shortening of traditional school vacations and the absence of the three-month
separation from the classroom could have an adverse effect on teachers.

Benefits are also reported from the year-round education plan. School
services such as libraries, multimedia departments and closed circuit tele-
vision now operate on a 12-month instead of a nine-month basis. The trans-
portation system has been streamlined by scheduling pupils for school in
neighborhood groups. Thus, the same number of buses carry more pupils more
miles. In addition, there have been some savings in bus transportation be-
cause even though the district enrollment increased, the number of buses is
the same. Special education services for educable mentally handicapped chil-
dren are now scheduled in the same way as those for regular students. Yhus,
these children get the benefit of continuous education with shorter vacations.

One of the major problems with the Valley View plan has been the calendar
itself. Vacations under the new plan are not the same as traditional school
holidays. For the 1971-72 school year, for example, classes will be held on
the day after Thanksgiving and on Christmas Eve, Dec. 24. These school ses-
sions restrict and disrupt family travel plans for both teachers and students.
In fact, high absenteeism during .%ese times indicates that despite families'
acceptance of year-round schooling, many still observe traditional holidays.

How Much Does the Valley View Plan Cost?

But what about the cost of operating a year-round program? Other school
districts with year-round education programs indicate an increase in operating
costs. Valley View officials cite three different kinds of school costs:
(1), fixed costs that stay the same no matter how many days the school is in
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use; (2) indirect variable costs that vary a little depending on how many
days the school is in use; and (3) direct variable costs that go up or down
in direct proportion to the use of the school.

And, Valley View officials cite the example of teachers' salaries to
prove their point. Salaries increase not because the school is in year-round
use, they say, but because of the number of children in the district. The

more children, the more teachers that are needed. Also, the salary for an
individual teacher will increase only because of the number of teaching days
that year. A comparative cost per-pupil breakdown of the traditional school
year and the 45-15 plan 'bows the savings (see figure 6).

School authorities point proudly to the estimated savings in building
construction costs for the district. They estimate a saving of about $7.5
million of the total cost of building, equipping and financing two and one-
half 30-room elementary schools.

Figure 6: COST PER PUPIL ON TWO BASES OF COMPARISON

Valley View 1969.70
(Enrollment 5.580)

Total Per Pupil

Valley View 45-15
(Enrollment 7.440)'

Total Per Pupil

Administration S 208.000 S 37.27 S 238,000 S 31.:18

Instruction 2.859.300 512.42 3.800.000 510.75

Health 34.200 0.13 45.600 6.13

Operation 389.900 69.67 500.000 67.20

Maintenance 34.100 6.11 40.000 5.38

Fixed Charges 163.200 29.25 217.600 29.25

Other (except food) .45.100 8.08 60.000 8.06

Net Current 3,733.800 669.13 4.901.200 658.75

Transportation 296.400 53.12 390.000 52.42

Debt Service 488,400 87.53 488.400 65.65

Capital Outlay (766.000) (137.27) (766.000) (102.96)

784,800 140.65 878.400 118.07

Total 54.518.600 S 809.78 S5.779,680 S 776.82

The enrollment in the 45-15 p:an is one-third larger than that in the traditional plan because an extra
one-third of the pupils could be taught in the same facilities. The 45-15 plan also assumes two addi-
tional administrators and other general increases in cost because of scheduling sct:ools on a year-
round basis. More pupils can be served in the same facilities which causes overall costs to go up. but
the cost per pupil to come down.

31p-
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Does the 45-15 Plan Work?

School officials feel that the 45-15 plan is working and is serving its
purpose in the community. So apparently do many other officials from aroundthe country. The Valley View 45-15 plan is the one most closely studied,
copied and adapted by other elementary systems. And even the federal govern-
ment is looking at it closely. Following are the findings of a recent PREP(Putting Research into Educational Practice) Report on the Valley View plan:

"While posttest and evaluative data are not yet available on the Valley
View 45-15 plan, the baseline information appears to warrant these conclusions:

One-third more classroom space can be made available immediately throughthe 45-15 plan.

Immediate savings (up to 5Z per pupil) can be gained if enrollment is
rising rapidly, and debt retirement is high per pupil.

Educational benefits immediately accrue if overcrowding or double shifting
Is prevented.

The community can be won over to the support of short vacations at fourdifferent times during the year as they learn how to use the time. Thosepeople most strongly objecting are generally critical of the school
system.

Student scheduling is the toughest administrative problem to solve.
However, if a systems approach is used and a good organizer is reponsible,
scheduling can be done in two or three months and on a budget of about
$1 per pupil. Two factors that can ease the problem considerably are
the use of individualized instruction

and schools with large enrollments.
Student scheduling is easier with

nongraded programs because students cancome and go if the instruction is truly individualized. Also, larger
enrollments tend to reduce chance imbalances.

Basic research objectives can be more easily reached if incorporated into"formative" evaluation. This means that the people involved must see"pay-off" from evaluation activities.

Teachers are willing generally to try a year-round operation, especially
if given the option on the length of their contract. However, they are
quite skeptical of most claims made for year-round education prior toany experience with it.

The move to a year-round operation
wins strong support from economy-

minded taxpayers and watch-dog groups. However, a majority of parents
are more concerned about the educational outcomes of the program.

Any school system can move to a year-round operation if it anticipatesand plans for: winning community acceptance; involving professional
staff with all the specific ramifications of the operation, especially
student scheduling; and developing a model or design that does not
penalize, in the eyes of the community, certain families.

119
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Case Study #4Lake Oswego, Ore.

An expanded summer school program to strengthen the education of students
by broadening or reinforcing their learning experiences was the aim of Lake
Oswego, Ore. Although summer programs of varying dimensions had been available
to Lake Oswego students for many years, an examination of programs offered
since 1961 shows wide variation in the methods of financing, numbers and types
of course offerings, and the degree or participation. In 1961 and 1967, for
example, there were no summer sessions; in 1962, 1963 and 1964 the summer pro-
gram was supported by patrons; in 1965 the district totally financed the pro-
gram; and in 1966 the district partially financed it. Enrollment also failed
to follow any pattern--in 1963 there were 52 pupils; in 1965, 884; and 1966, 651.

The inconsistent performance of the summer program concerned many people
--the school administration, the Citizens' Advisory Committee on Curriculum
and the Board of Directors of the Lake Oswego School District. After careful
consideration, those concerned developed these purposes for the program:

Offer opportunities for enrichment and exploration beyond what is avail-
able during the regular school year.

Provide opportunities to make up credit deficiencies.
Give remedial assistance in reading and math as a part of the regular
school program and intensive remedial help to some children with extreme
learning problems.

Give high school students greater program flexibility by offering certain
required courses during the summer.

Assist in district curriculum improvement through experimental programs.
Expand teacher inservice training opportunities.

Once the purposes of the program had been decided and plans for the
summer program formulated, tkt local board proposed a 12-month contract for
interested teachers. With the passage of the district's budget in 1968, the
plan was put into operation. Registration for the summer program was over-
whelming, even with nominal tuition fees of ;;2.50 for a week-long sports clinic
to $15.00 for a fall-credit course. A total of 1,838 elementary and secon-
dary students signed up for the summer program.

An Expanded Summer School Pays Off

The courses offered in both the elementary and secondary summer schools
encouraged students to respond. In addition to the traditional summer rec-
reation courses, such as arts and crafts and rhythms and games, the school
board added literature and creative writing, remedial reading and math funda-
mentals. (See figure 7 for a complete list of summer offerings for the
elementary school summer program.) On the secondary level, the offerings
were even broader. Programs lasted from one to nine weeks. (See figure 8
for secondary course listings.)

While the purposes of the summer school are more closely identified with
instructional programs, they do include opportunities for curriculum improve-
ment. The 12-month contract for teachers allowed them to experiment with both
content and process and to discuss innovation, problems and theory. Going
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even further in putting together the plan, Lake Oswego officials, with the
help of the 12-month contract for teachers. were able to be far more flexible
in developing the instructional program of the summer session. Eighty-six
teachers (49 secondary and 37 elementary) signed year-round contracts and
were assigned according to their training and to where they were needed. Some
high school teachers were assigned to elementary level classes, and vice
versa. For example, a high school English teacher taught creative writing
to intermediate grade youngsters. Two secondary school industrial arts
teachers instructed children in grades 3-6 in elementary woodshop.

There were some staff problems, however. A number of teachers who had
signed 12-month contracts requested releases and some of them left the dis-
trict. Yet. there were some teachers who had not signed up. but who changed
their minds.

The Citizens. Advisory Committee on Curriculum and the Lake Oswego school
board consider the program an outstanding success. Since an important part
of the program was to determine the attitudes of teachers toward the 12-month
contract. the question posed to the staff at the end of the first year's
experiment was: "Do you plan to be on a 12-month contract next year?" Of
84 teachers who responded to the question 47 said yes; 13, no: and 24,
undecided. Yet, 72 of the 84 teachers signed up for 12-month contracts for
the 1969-70 school year. The 12 who didn't sign either left the district.
returned to school. or took vacations.

Figure 7: ELEMENTARY SUMMER SCHOOL ENROLLMENT

Course 1st Session 2nd Session Tota:

Arts & Crafts 193 147 340

Elementary Band 24 12 36

Creative Dramatics 110 80 190

Literature 8 Creative Writing 37 19 56

Math Explorations 40 20 60

Math Fundamentals 147 113 260

Vocal Music 27 10 37

Reading 149 85 234

Remedial Reading 136 83 219

Rhythms& Games 12 12

Explorations in Science 110 65 175

Tumbling 215 119 334

Wondshop 97 67 164

1,297

..._

820
_
2.117
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Figure 8: SECONDARY SUMMER SCHOOL PARTICIPATION

Course
No. of

Weeks No. of Students Participating

Grades 7-9 Grades 10-12 Other

Total

Shakaspeare 3 3 6 9

Regular English 6 32 7 39

Modern Literature 3 2 2

Composition Workshop 3 6 6

English Review 3 19 19

Developmental Reading 3 41 41

Study Skills 3 11 11

Fundamentals of Math 3 39 39

Fundamentals of Math 6 16 16

Algebra I 8 14 4 18

Independent StudyMath 4-8 3 17 1 21

Computer Science 6 13 5 18

Photography 3 14 5 19

Chemistry 8 2 9 11

Biology 8 7 2 9

U.S. History 8 34 34

Modern Problems 8 5 5

Painting 3 4 4 1 9

Jewelry 6 1 3 2 6

Ceramics 6 15 20 4 39

Drawing 3 14 11 1 26

Arts & Crafts 3 20 20

Leathercraft 3 9 9

Woodworking 6 12 12

Sewing 3 49 17 1 67

Typing I 6 51 18 69

Summer Stock 6 6 21 5 32

Advanced Band 6 9 9

Vocal Music 3 12 12

Stage Band 6 8 5 13

Small Ensembles 6 2 1 3

Driver Training (classroom) 3 12 . 22 34

Practice Driving 71 72 1 144

Weight Training 9 90 58 148

556 371 23 950

3
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Case Study #5Chula Vista, Calif.

After hearing about the year-round uchool concept for some 20 years,
and after taking a look at the Valley View, Ill., 45-15 plan, Burton C.
Tiffany, superintendent of the Chula Vista Elementary School District, decided
it was the best possible answer to his district's problems. He made his
decision in December 1970. Three months later, after intensive study, the
Chula Vista Board of Education agreed with Tiffany and made a decision to
experiment with the year-round school concept in four schools.

Why? "Our school population was and still is growing faster than our
ability to build new schools. Right now we have 17,000 students in 26 schools.
In the past two years, we've opened three new schools. We have very few
alternatives. We had reached the maximum property ta- assessment iu the com-
munity, so the only things we could have done were to get more portable class-
rooms, go to double sessions or find some better way to use the facilities
we had. After our studies, we felt the only way was to make better use of
what we had, and, after looking at the Valley View Plan, we felt it would be
adaptable here."

The Chula Vista experiment takes in four schools in an area called
Otay Mesa. It involves approximately 4,000 students in grades K-6 and
slightly more than 100 teachers. It works very much the same way as the
Valley View Plan: The children are split into four groups, with each group
attending school for 45 days and then taking a 15-day vacation. Starting
times for the groups are staggered, so that no more than three groups are
in attendance at any one time. "All we've done is simply eliminated the
three-month summer recess," Tiffany says.

Tiffany was faced with a different kind of problem than those in other
areas. Many parents in his district are of Mexican-American descent and in
many homes parents do not speak English. When the program was approved by
the school board, a question and answer form was sent out to all parents in
the Otay Mesa area. To solve the lagguage problem, the form was printed in
English on one side and in Spanish on the other.

Some of the questions and answers on the form explain the approach the
Chula Vista administration took in solving some of the peripheral problems:

Question: What is the problem?
Answer: There are approximately 4,000 children living in the Otay Mesa

area enrolled in kindergarten through grade six. For this area
we have four schools: Finney, Silver Wing, Juarez-Lincoln and the
new Los Altos School. The available classroom space under our
present program can handle about 3,200 children. Thus, we will be
short space for BOO children. There are two alternatives: double
sessions or year-round schools. We feel that double sessions are
a poor solution. Children would attend school fora shorter period
each day and this would result in an appreciable loss of educa-
tional opportunities for students. The 45-15 year-round plan would
allow children to go to school for a full day, and the shorter
vacation times between school periods would reduce the learning
loss that occurs during long-term vacations.

79-420 0 - 72 - 34
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Since children will be off school for 15-day periods at varying
times of the year, what kinds of activities will be available?
It is our plan to provide summer session-type activities for these
children. Also, we plan to work with the San Diego Department of
Parks and Recreation to provide programs the year round.

Would class sizes be larger under this plan?
No. We plan to maintain the present pupil-teacher ratio of 30 to 1.

Do teachers approve of this plan?
Yes. A large majority of teachers presently working in the Otay
Mesa area have indicated their interest in participating in the
program. In addition, more than 80 teachers in other district
schools have indicated some interest in working in this program.

Would all the children in my family be affected by this plan?
All children in your family who would be enrolled in grades kinder-
garten through six would be affected by the plan. They would
go to school and be on vacation at the same time.

If your plan works, will you

future?
No. As new areas develop we
However, if this plan works,
fewer schools at a potential

stop building new schools in the

would need to construct more schools.
we may be able to build one-fourth
savings of millions of dollars.

Will special programs continue to be offered? For example: pro-
grams for gifted children, special education, instrumental music?
Yes. Programs offered in all other district schools will be
available in the year-round program.

What about vacation plans when you have one child in high school
and one in this program?
This program provides a three-week vacation during the summer for
all children. In addition there would be three other three-week
vacations during the rest of the school year. For those parents
who have unusual problems, such as trips booked in advance, we
would plan to work out a flexible schedule wherever possible.

Will this program be more expensive to the taxpayers?
No. It will be less expensive. Since we will be able to work
with more children within our existing operation, the cost on a
per-child basis will be lower.

Will the concepts of open space schools and team teaching that we
now have be possible in this program?
Yes. These programs would be continued and there would be an
opportunity to develop other changes In the instructional program
as well. There may have to be changes made in the order of teach-
ing certain things because of their timeliness. But libraries
would be open for the full school year. Children would be less
likely to unlearn what they have covered during a three-week vacation
than during a three-mont4 vacation.

37/
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Question: Can my children be bused to another school if I so desire?
Answer: In some cases, family problems will keep a student from joining

the year-round program. If a family cannot work out its personal
problems, such as baby sitters for working parentf,, then those
children can go to a school not on the 12-month plan.

Question: What were the feelings of parents toward the plan?
Answer: Seventy per cent of the parents involved indicated they fawned

the program. Approximately 152 more said they will send their
children to a year-round school if the program is approved.

Question: Will there be any additional teaching staff hired?
Answer: Since the four school buildings in the experimental program will

be utilized to serve the equivalent of five school populations,
enough staff will be hired to serve five schoole. In other words,
there will be no more staff hired than would normally serve five
schools.

Question: What effect will the year-round program have on the junior and
senior high schools?

Answer: Since we are not part of the high school district, we are not in a
position to state what effect the year-round program will have.
However, there is an indication that the high school district is
moving toward an extsnded year plan. The regular summer session
will run seven weeks, and an additional 17-day summer session is
being planned. This is a step toward the 12-month school.

Question: Will the entire district eventually go on the year-round plan If
this experiment works out?

Answer: At this time it is a difficult question to answer. It would first
be necessary to evaluate the worth of the current plan. However,
it is conceivable that because of the savings in building costs
and the opportunities this plan offers for a quality school pro-
gram that it could eventually spread throughout the district.

Question: How would a 12-month student be affected if he transferred to
another area in Chula Vista with only a 10-month program?

Answer: The child would be affected in much the same way as if he were to
transfer out of the district. That is, if he had started in July,
the youngster would be much ahead of the boys and girls in the
regular classroom. It is also possible, just as it is presently,
that a parent may request an intradistrict transfer and have his
child remain at the school for the remainder of the year.

Question: Since classrooms would presumably be filled with normal classes,
where would the proposed summer school classes be held in the
year-round program?

Answer: The summer school classes will be held in two classrooms made
available as a result of the year-round school. Again, because
of the year-round plan, the number of classrooms available will be
more because the number of students using them at any one time qill
be less.
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Chula Vista Begins the 45-15 Plan

As with any year-round school program there is the ever-present problem
of getting either state approval or a change in the state aid-to-education
formula. The California State Legislature changed the school laws to permit
the operation of the 45-15 plan. And, an emergency clause in the law provided
Chula Vista with operating funds early in July. Previously, state appropria-
tions were not available until late August. On July 6, 1971, the Chula Vista
45-15 plan began operations.

Although Tiffany isn't sure about the final outcome of the 45-15 year-
round school program in Chula Vista, two nearby districts were convinced
enough to make plans to move into year-round schooling. The La Hess /Spring
Valley (Calif.) School District decided that three schools would experiment
with the year-round school plan in an effort to solve student housing condi-
tions. Two elementary schools, K-6, and a junior high school, grades 7 and
8, are involved in the program, which began in July 1971.

And the Lakeside Union School District is readying a plan to begin the
year-round school program in July 1972. Lakeside--made up of 3,600 students
and seven schools--six elementary schools, K-6, and one junior high school,
grades 7 and 8--will use the plan on a districtwide basis. It is not being
considered as an experimental program, but instead as an educational concept
for the district.

Case Study #6- Jefferson County (Louisville), Ky.

The Jefferson County school system is planning to take on a new look
during 1972-73 as part of its year-round schoul program.

Why? Because Jefferson County school officials have decided that they
cannot afford to allow expensive plant facilities to sit idle for three months
in the summer. Also, the officials decided to make important changes in the
instructional program to make it more relevant, interesting and individualized.

Jefferson County school officials had been considering the idea of year-
round schools for more than 10 years. But it wasn't until 1968 that all the
pieces come together. With school enrollments climbing rapidly, and new and
expensive buildings in sight, Supt. Richard VanHoose felt it was time to take
a real hard look at the year-round school idea. "We felt we had to do some-
thing, we had to respond creatively to the demands of a new era. We had to
find some medium that would let us set up a flexible, imaginative approach
to education. And, we felt the year-round school was a logical way to revise
the school yoar to give us what we felt we needed."

A study committee consisting of school staff and citizens was formed,

and it received favorable response to the year-round school concept from
teachers, administrators and the public. Then the big question arose. What
kind of year-round program would best suit the needs of Jefferson County schools?
The committee took a look at many different plans--the quadrimester, trimester,
multiple trails, modified summer school and the .continuing four quarter plans.
For each plan they posed these five questions:
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Can the plan improve curriculum and instruction?
Can the plan he made operational without undue disruption to community

life?

Does the plan have the capacity to improve the status of teachers?
Will the plan put existing buildings into use year-round?
Does the plan point to eventual economy?

The committee reported the following after studying the plAns: "In
our judgment, the continuing four quarter plan ranks high in each of these
categories. Consequently, y recommend the four quarter plan as the plan most
feasible for implementation in the Jefferson County School System. The con-
tinuing foor quarter plan has soak unique advantages that should be listed:

1. It provides 'lexibility in course offerines. Subjects in each discipline
are prepared for 60-day sessions and are, for the most part, nonsequential:
therefore. students have a greater selection of courses.

2. It reduces the number of failures and dropouts. It is believed that the
curriculum will be kept up to date with the inclusion of new materials,
and thereby maintain student interest throughout the 60-day session.

3. It provides students more er'7ry and withdrawal dates each year. Instead
of one starting date, there wall be tour. There will also be a corre-
sponding number of termination dates. Consequently, a sick or injured
child would not have the added fear of falling so far behind in his
class that he could not catch up.

4. It offers students the opportunity to accelerate their progress through
school. Students could choose to attend school for 240 days per year
for the purpose of acceleration, enrichment or remediation.

5. It allows better utilization of professional personnel. The division of
the school calendar into four equal 60-day segments allows greater
flexibility in the use of teachers. Teachers could choose to teach all
four quarters, er they could choose to teach a lesser number of quarters.

6. It makes use of existing school buildings 240 days per year. This
would answer the demand of getting greater use of existing facilities.

7. It allows students and teachers the option of voluntary participation
during the fourth (summer) quarter. In addition, students and teachers
would eventually be allowed to choose any quarter for vacation purposes.

8. It provides for economy. By utilizing school buildings the year round
and allowing pupils to accelerate their progress through school, some
eventual economy can be effected, while at the same time improving the
quality of education offered.

"For these reasons we recommend that the continuing four quarter plan be
adopted and that all pupils in the system have the opportunity to attend the
fourth quarter on a voluntary basis," said the committee. With these recom-
mendations in hand, Supt. VanHoose went before the school board and got ap-
proval for the year-round school plan in May 1970.
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How Will the Jefferson County Plan Work?

The school year is divided into four equal, 60-day quarters--September
-November, December-February, March-May and June-August. The first three
quarters make up the school year in the traditional sense. The fourth, or
summer, quarter would be available on a voluntary basis. At present the
school system has approximately 90,000 students enrolled. If 15,000 were to
enroll in the fourth quarter, that would mean approximately 5,000 less in
each of the other three quarters. This, school officials say, would result
in an immediate savings of 200 classroom units.

What Are the Advantages?

One of the biggest benefits of the program, school officials say, was
the opportunity to revise and rewrite the curriculum. It was a big job,
but rewarding to those who participated. One American history teacher said
that he seldom got beyond the Civil War during the school year. "In my
judgment, American history would lend itself to being divided into a number
of 60-day courses. Students could then choose courses concerning the dead
past, the immediate past or the current scene."

Providing education for the exceptional child is another side benefit
from the continuing four quarter plan. O. L. Shields, assistant superintendent
of Jefferson County Schools, said: "Flexible scheduling would be especially
beneficial to the students whose style of learning requires individualization
because he would have the option of attending most of the school year. Edu-
cable mentally retarded and trainable children tend to regress after long
vacations because their habits need to be constantly reinforced.

"When it is realized that perhaps one-fourth of our pupils have some type
of departure from normal approaches to learning and when it is further realized
that these diverse deviations from normal require a variety of interventions,
it becomes apparent that the more flexible type of scheduling under an ex-
tended school year plan is an absolute necessity.

"Yet another advantage of an extended school year is the availability
of work space for volunteer tutors. Many of these volunteers have difficulty
finding space to carry on their one-to-one corrective training during the
normal nine - month term. Several thousand pupils will benefit maximally from
this help with trained paraprofessionals."

Reactions to the plan from parents, other members of the community,
business and professional men and the press have been extremely favorable.
The Kentucky Chamber of Commerce and a number of social organizations through-
out Jefferson County praised the program both for its attempt to deal with
a growing economic problem and its interest in providing quality education.

But, there were some questions, too. Many people were concerned about
the types of recreation available for students taking vacations at times
other than during the summer. Others were concerned about the economy of the
plan. And others were interested in knowing if busing patterns would change
and whether or not schools would be air-conditioned for use during the summer.
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To answer those and other questions, the school board put together the
following list of the most asked questions and their answers.

Question: What will children do for recreation if they are on vacation
during a quarter other than summer?

Answer: This Is an area that will require close study and coordination
with local agencies that provide recreational programs. Presently
there are not sufficient programs available on a year-round basis.

Question: What kinds of savings can you point to with the continuing four
quarter plan?

:.ewer: Economy would result immediately by putting existing buildings to
use year round. For example, if 15,000 pupils were to choose to
attend school during the summer quarter and they select vacation
time during the fall, winter or spring quarters, 200 classrooms
would be saved. At today's prices, the cost of building 200
classrooms can be roughly figured at S50,000 per classroom, or
510 million.

Question: How will children be able to go to school during the summer?
If we have to air-condition buildings, won't that eat up some
of the savings?

Answer: At the present time there are 21 air-conditioned schools in the
district--12 elementary schools and nine high schools. These 21
schools have the capacity to house 27,050 pupils. The schools are
evenly distributed In each of the five educational districts.
Consequently, any student desiring to attend the fourth (summer)
quarter can be assured of attending an air-conditioned school.

Question: Would busing patterns change?
Answer: Not really. During the summer quarter it might be necessary to

transport some children to an air-conditioned school.

What are the problems? Some problems are administrative and educational
and can be worked out by thi local school administration and staff. These
include rewriting the curriculum and arranging scheduling. The curriculum
reorganization is in the hands of the staff and is under way. The scheduling
may be somewhat more difficult to solve. In order to equalize the enrollment
loads over the voluntary vacation quarter, some very effective counseling of
both students and parents will be required.

But the most serious problem, and one that is really out of the bands
of the local school district, Is financing. A change would be necessary in
the foundation program law (state education aid formula) in order to distribute
funds for a year-round program. Until this is resolved, the Jefferson County
program will not get under way as originally planned. It may have to be
implemented gradually. Yet, like the Atlanta program, Jefferson County offi-
cials are not considering this plan as an experiment. It is a commitment to
a new style of schooling. "In the final analysis," VanHoose concludes, "the
feasibility of a continuous learning program is determined by the degree of
commitment to the idea by the professional staff and the degree of commitment
by the community in providing the best educational apparatus for the children
of the community."
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The number of school systems that are looking or have looked in-
to the year-round school program is growing rapidly. Yet, there is
still only a handful that have either fully committed themselves to
year-round education or are trying it out on a pilot basis. The big
question is why. Admittedly, there are savings in the utilization
of buildings on a year-round basis, but economy hasn't been the main
reason that most schools have pursued a year-round program. The more
successful the year-round program, the greater the commitment to
quality education.

While it is true that there are many different kinds of plans
available, it is also true that there is a need for more research in-
to the successes and failures of these plans. But, it also appears
evident not all plans will solve all needs within a district. No
matter which plan a district picks, it will have to adapt it for its
own school system. No matter how much research is done on year-round
schooling, each individual district will have to decide for itself
which type of basic plan will best suit its needs.

And money is a big problem. Getting state legislatures to re-
vise existing laws to permit year-round schools and to provide new
state aid formulas can be extremely difficult. But there are changes
being made. Texas, Illinois and California have all passed legisla-
tion that not only permits year-round school operation but also pro-
vides emergency funds for districts during periods when regular state
aid isn't available. And there are indications that other state gov-
ernments are supporting the movement toward year -round education. The
growth of the Education Commission of the States is an important move-
ment toward improving the relationship between educators and legisla-
tors--a relationship that could lead to governmental acceptance of
many educational experiments, including year-round schools.

Will the year-round school develop into the trend that everyone
has predicted for it? "It probably will," say informed observers.
As more school budgets and bond issues are rejected by taxpayers, more
school boards will continue to look at year-round schools as the most
viable alternative. Parents are quick to oppose double sessions and
oversized classes for their children. Educators will press for more
opportunities to individualize instruction and revise curricula. Tax-
payers will probably continue to resist costly building programs.

The next question is: Should the year-round school be in opera-
tion in every school district? The answer, according to those who have
studied the issue most carefully, is "no." Some districts probably
can't afford it. If the school district enrollment is too small, cer-
tain kinds of programs might not be feasible at all. Yet, with the
continuing pressures for more and better learning for children and the
constant demands from taxpayers to at least hold the line on education-
al costs, the year-round school concept is expected to get more and
more attention. One thing is clear: The year-round school isn't
coming any longer--it is here.
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[From "Dimensions of Educational Need." Volume 1 of the "Nat Ionai EducationalFinance Project"]

Tim EXTEXRED SCHOOL YEAR

(By Hoe L. Johns)
Programs for the extended school year, the year-round school and the resched-

uled school year all involve the provision of organized learning experiences for
children and youth during the summer months. These terms are frequently used
interchangeably by writers on this subject. In fact, each one of these terms canbe used to include all of the concepts included under the other terms. Therefore.the term "extended school year", as used in this chapter. Includes any planunder which a board of education provides organized learning experiences forchildren and youth during the summer months following the traditional ninemonths school year.

We have already explored in this monograph the parameters of educationalneed in broad program areas, and have attempted to identify factors which may
lend to increases or decreases in need and public demand for those services by
1080. This is necessar in order to do long range planning for the financing of
public education. At the present Ihne, most children and youth in the mutton either
do not have available any organized public school program extended beyond thetraditional nine months school year or the programs available to them are very
limited in scope. However, a number of boards of education are beginning to de-velop plans to provide more extensive educational programs during the summermonths. For many years. a number of educational, business and professional
leaders have questioned the rationale behind the common practice of using school
personnel and the school plant for only nine months of the year. Why, it hasbeen asked over and over, do we continue to operate schools for only nine
months? Apparently it is because at one time the labor of children was needed
on the farm, but now less than 6 percent of our work force is engaged in farm-ing! At the present time the average length of school term in 51 representative
countries of the world is 210 days.' Since it is quite possible that the school year
will be extended substantially during the next decade, it is appropriate that weexamine the extent of the additional financial requirements for the possible ex-tension of the school year.

Extended school year plans have been under consideration since the beginning
of the 20th century. Hundreds of articles and monographs and a number of books
and dissertations have been written on this subject. It is impossible in this chap-
ter to review this extensive literature, or to examine in detail all of the many
plans that have been proposed for extending the school year. Many of these plans
are very similar in nature and the differences have no significance for financing.
Therefore, In this chapter we will examine only a significant number of these
plans to indicate the types of extended school year plans that will increase or
decrease school costs.

There are many types of extended school year plans and many of these plans
vary in purpose. Following is a list of some of these purposes:

1. To save money by reducing the amount of school plant facilities needed.
2. To save money by accelerating the progress of pupils and thereby reducing

enrollment.
3. To save money by reducing the number of pupils who are required to repent

a grade thereby reducing enrollment.
4. To make better utilizntion of costly school plant facilities which nt the

present time are largely unused during three months of the year.
5. To make better utilization of the time of pupils during the summer months.
0. To provide enriched learning opportunities for pupils.
7. To give students who fail during the regulnr year the opportunity to make np

during the summer months the work In which they are behind.
8. To give tenchers'emPloyment for a full calendar year.
0. To increase the annual income of teachers.
10. To assist in meeting the teacher shortage by reducing the total number of

teachers needed.
11. To meet a temporary building shortage.

See: Economy and Inereneed durational Opportunity Through Estended Moon! Year
Programs published hr the Unirersitr of the State of New York. The State Department of
Education. Albany, N.Y.: August, 1065, p. 15.
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Some extended school year plans developed primarily to accomplish certain
of these purposes will result in Increased school costs, while other plans might
either decrease school oust s or hold them constant. From the standpoint of thian-
vial policy, no extended school year plan that increases school costs Is sound If
It increases the quantity and/41r the quallty of ethic:Mona! opisal unity proistr-
tionately or more than proporthmately and It Is unsound If It either (hies Ind
increase or It decreases the quantity and/or quality of edneathmal opportunityu
provided. Conversely, adoption of an extended school year plan that decreases
:who'd costs Is sound tismI policy If It either does not decrease or It increases
the quantity and/or quality of educational opportunity provided and It Is unsound
if It decreases the quantity and/or quality of educational ommrtimity propor-
tionately or more than proportionately.

In projecting educational costs for the future. It Is assumed that most hoards
of education will adopt extended school year plans that are sound both educa-
tionally and fiscally. It is likely that some such plans will increase school casts
and that other plans will not increase school costs. In the remainder of this
chapter. evidence will be presented on a sufficient number of these plans to indi-
cate the parameters of this problem.

THE FLORIDA STUDIES

Various proposals have been made for extending the school program over most
of the calendar year. How lunch would It Increase school costs to operate schools
substantially year-round? The costs of alternative plans will vary considerably.
Unfortunately. very few studies are available which utilize operations research
metinxis in analyzing the cost. of alternative methods. However, a study was
made In 1966 by the Florida EducatImmi Research and Development C, n men in
which operations research methods were used to analyze the relative costs of
seven different types of extended school term and all year plans of school opera-
tion.' The study was cominetml in a school system with an enrollment of approxi-
mately 50.000 pupils. These pupils were taught by 1.793 teachers. The 'awns were
housed in 59 elementary centers ranging from 115 to 1,112 In enrollment. and in 21)
junior and senior high school centers ranging from approxlinately 100 to 1,900
In eundiment. Polk County is it county unit school system serving a population
which Is located largely In small towns and cities. the largest of which had a
total population of approximately 30.000. Therefore, Polk County represents n
cross section of urban and rural territory. and estimates of the additional costs
of year-round schools and extended school terms for Polk County should be fairly
representative for the nation except, perhaps. for large city school systems.

Tin, Board of Ethic:it's'', of Polk County requested the research staff to estimate
the additional costs which would be involved In operating the various types of
plans for year-round schools and extended school terms that had been expert-
milted with or had been suggested. The Board also requested that In estimating
the additional costs. the staff assume that the quality and quantity of the educa-
tional program provide:I under each plan be at least equivalent to that provided
under the school system's present program. This was difficult to do for some
plaits. However. the research staff assumed that. Insofar as quantity was con-
cerned. a student should be entitled to as many days and hours of school time in
grades one through twelve as was provided under the present plan. Under the
present plan of operations, schools are operated for 180 days and a student re-
ceives 2,100 days of schooling If he progresses normally from grade 1 through
grade 12.

In order to hold quality constant, the staff assumed that each student In high
school should have the opportunity to take at least as many types of courses
under the different plans under consideration as lij! would under the present
plan, and that the same level of supporting instructional services would be aail-
able. In making the.analysis of the elementary schools. It was assumed that
quality would be held constant If no teacher wer required to teach more grades
hi the sane classroom than site was teaching under die ',repent plan. That is. If
a school under the present plan of operation is so organized as to have one
teacher per grade. the costs of the proposed new types of plans were computed
on 'the basis of providing a teacher per grade Da that school and the same types
of supporting instructional services as are now provided.

:J. B. White. R. 1.. Johns. Tinton B. I:imbuing!) anal Robert B. Myers. Vrarnotind
Minot* for Polk rowdy. notion'. Untnesville. Flortain Florian lidnenttonni itesenreh unit
Development Council, College of Mention. University of Florida. 1956.
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M the time of the study. schools were operated for ISO days in Polk County.
but teachers were paid for ten months, which provided for an additional sixteendays of preschool and ismtschool planning. The additional costs for each planconsidered were computed first in dollars and then in terms of percentage ofincrease for each plan. School systems paying teachers for less than ten monthswould have a slightly different percentage increase for the different types ofPlans. However, the percentage differential among the different types of plans
should remain amiroxima tely the same.

Each plan of operation considered is lies:TO:ea below and the additional costsfor each different type of plan are reported. No attempt will he made in this
paper to set forth the details of the emnputat ions for each plan. Those computa-tions are set forth in detail in the publiention previously referred to. In order thatthe summary presented below will correspond with the publication by the Florida
Educational Research HMI Development Council. the plans are numbered thesame.

PLAN 1. THE PRESENT PROGRAM

The present program In Polk County provides for only a limited summer termbeyond the regular ISOday term. State appropriations provide only for paying
the salaries of approximately 12 per cent of the teachers for the extended school
term.. Summer sessions are operated for approximately six weeks in a number
of communities. Attembthee In the summer session is voluntary. Students maytake enrichment courses In science, art. mush.. drama and physical educationfor the purpose of broadening their background. No fees are charged for these
courses. A limited number of academic subjects are offered. These courses, aswell as make-up courses. are offered on a tuition basis. All estimates of costsfor the different extended year plans are based upon the increased costs they
would entail in comparison with the present program.

m.sx IL Tug PRESENT PROGRAM PLUS A SUMMER PII(XMA OPERATED WITIIOUT
COST 10 PARENTSVOLUNTARY ATTENDANCE

This program is the same as Plan I with 31 regular school year of 150 days and
III planning days for the faculty. The difference is that the summer program would
be operated for :10 days with the entire cost being paid for by the School Hoard.
The summer program would be available to all pupils for the following purposes:

1. To make up a subject Or subject,': that had been failed during the academicyear.
2. To take a new subject or subjects for the purpose of graduating earlier.:t. To take courses for enrichment purposes such as art. science, math, 1111134e,drama, and the like.
The program for elementary students would be manized around special needs.

such as reading. :anthem:01es. Menem and the like. This would make it Isissiblefor many students who had failed during the year to alleviate their delieleneles
so that promotion could be earned at the end of the summer seSSifill.at this program would be voluntary. but many students would have the oppor-
tunity to earn promotion or reduce the time required for graduation. There willbe some immediate Increase in the east under this plan: but over 31 Boreal of years.
the increased cost will be offset. at least in part, by savings in the cast of re-ten.idmgstudentswho had not been promoted.

It Is extremely difficult to make an accurate esti:mite of the Increased costs of
this plan. If 50 per cent of the total student body were to attend this six -works
extended summer school program and 50 per cent of the teaching staff were to beelliDloyed. It Is estimated that costs would be increased by approximately ti percent. However, this plan would provide some increase in quality bewuse of the ex-tended opportunities for enrichment.

PLAN III. THE PRESENT PROGRAM PLUS A R('MMF.R PROGRAM OPERATED wentouT COSTTO PARENTS OCT WITH costem.soar ATTENDANCE FOR STUDENTS Wm) ARE NOT
PROMOTED AND' VOLUNTARY ATTENDANCE MS oTitERs.

Plan III is different from Plan It III only one respect. The Hoard of PalleInstruction watilll require all students who fulled to earn promotion during theregular school year to attend the summer session. It Is estimated that the addi-tional cost of this plan would be approximately the same as Plan
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PLAN IT. A STAGGERED FOUR-QUARTER SYSTEM REQUIRING ONE-FOVRTI1 TILE PrelLs
TO BE ON VACATION EACII QUARTER

The mieudar year would be divided Into four quarters of 12 weeks each. Stu-
dents would be expected to attend school three quarters during each calendar
year. This means that the school authorities would have to assign the studuatt: so
that 25 percent of the students would be on vacation during each quarter and 15
Iwreent would be in school. This plan has been promoted by various business
groups (especially the Chamber of Commerce) from time to (hoe.

The advocates of this plan !lice argued, without making a coat analysis, that
this plan would save money. As a matter of fact, this is the most expensive plan
that has yet been proposed, assuming that the quality and quantity of the edu-
cation program are not lowered. Under the present plan, 9101/2 elementary
teachers are employed. However, if no teacher is to be required to teach more
grades than she is teaching under the present plan. the Board would need to
employ 1,079 elementary teachers Cm twelve months as compared with employing
9101/2 elementary teachers for ten months under the present plan.

The four-quarter plan, with one fourth of the pupils on vacation nt all time
and three fourths in school, actually requires that each school be divided into
four schools. For example, let us assume that an elementary school. grades 1-6,
has 720 pupils. If it were divided into four schools it would have four schools of
180 pupils each with one teacher per grade, assuming thirty pupils enrolled per
teacher. Any elementary school with less than 720 pupils could not be divided Into
four schools without increasing the number of teachers or lowering the pupil-
teacher ratio, which would Increase school costs.

In high schools the number of teachers employed would have to be increased
from 853 to 015. Thus, under Plan IV it would require 1,977 teachers to staff the
schools now being staffed by 1,764. This Is an increase of 121/2 per cent in the
number of teachers employed. These teachers would also be paid 20 per cent more
than the ten-months' salary they now receive because they would all be teaching
for twelve months.

Therefore, it is estimated that Plan IV probably would increase school costs bymore than '23 per cent without increasing school quality. As n matter of fact.
school quality might even he damaged under this plan. Furthermore, whereverthis plan has been tried, parents have objected strenuously.

PLAN V. FOUR QUARTERS OF CONTINUOUS STUDY MARES POSSIBLE GRADUATION FROM
ELEMENTARY SMOOT. ONE YEAR EARLIER AND GRADUATION FROM SECONDARY SCHOOL
ONE YEAR EARLIER

Under this plan the school year would be divided into four quarters of 11
weeks each and all students would be required to attend all four quarters. Stu-
dents would be in school for 44 weeks each year with a two-week Christmas vaca-
tion and n six-week summer vacation. Thus, an elementary school pupil would
attend school 1.100 days during five years compared with the 1.080 days lie
attends now during six years. This would mean that the six grades could be com-
pleted In five years, which would result in n saving of approximately 16 percent
in the spaces required for elementary school buildings. The annual operational
cost would be approximately the some ns under the present plan because tendiers
and other service personnel would have to be on duty 11 months of each year.

Similarly, secondary school students could complete the junior and senior
high school programs in five years rather than six. This would also result in n
saving of approximately 16 percent in high school building costs.

Such n plan could reduce the number of calendar years required to complete
the public school program from 12 to 10. This would result in students entering
college or the labor market two years earlier than they do nt present. However, to
offset this early graduation, it would be possible to change the age of entering
school from six to seven, in which case the students would graduate from second-
ary school only one year younger than nt present.

No plan of year-round school operation examined by the research staff was
found to reduce school costs unless the plan operated to reduce school enroll-
ment. It was found that school enrollment theoretically could be reduced 10%
percent under Plan V but the school would operate longer. However, it is possible
that the quality of the school program might be damaged by accelerating students
as much ns two years.

This plan would require an immediate annual increase in expenditure of
approximately 14.7 percent However. this percentage would decline to less than
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half that amount after five years and after ten years there should be a reduc-tion of approximately 4.23 percent in net expenditures.
A modification of this plan is to operate schools for four quarters but to permitpupils either to attend school all four quarters or to attend school for any threequarters they select. It is 11 that such a plan would increase school costsit the quantity and the quality of the educational program were not reduced.
PLAN VI. THE TRIMESTER PLANTWO-THIRDS OF THE STUDENTS IN SCHOOL AND

ONE-THIRD ON VACATION EACH TRIMESTER

This plan calls for the school year to be divided into three trimesters of 75
(lays each. All students would attend schools for two trimesters each year andbe on vacation for one trimester. To compensate for the shortened number of days,
the school day would have to be 71/2 hours in length. It is possible that this
plan might lower school quality. Insofar as the researchers could determine. no
school system in the United States has us yet attempted to operate under this plan.

This plan would also be more expensive than the present plan. It is estimated
that Plan VI would increase school costs abonts 9 percent and at the same time
probably reduce the quality of the educational program.

PLAN 111. THREE vntatzsrEas or CONTINUOUS STUDY PROVIDING FOR STUDENTS TO
GRADUATE ON E YEAR EARLY IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AND ONE YEAR EARLY IN
SECONDARY SCI1001.

Under this plan. the school year would be divided into three trimesters of 15
weeks or 75 days each. This plan would keep the pupils in school for a total of
45 weeks each year with a two-week Christmas vacation and a five-week Rum-
mer vacation. This program is similar to the four quarters of continuous study
in that an elementary pupil could complete the six grades in five calendar years.
The secondary pupils could complete the junior and senior high school in fivecalendar years.

The cost of operating Plan VII would be practically identical with Plan V.
Therefore. it is estimated that eventually net school expenditures could be re-
duced approximately 4.23 per cent per year. It would require an increase in
school funds of approximately 14.7 per cent to inaugurate Plan VII. This in-
crease would gradually he reduced, and after ten years the anticipated reduction
of 4.23 per cent in net expenditures should be realized.

PLAN VIII. OPERATE ALL SCHOOLS FOR 210 DAYS PROVIDING CONTINUOUSSTUDY FOR ALL
PUP11.S. PROVIDE ONE ADDITIONAL YEAR OF ENRICHING STUDY IN THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL AND GRADUATE ONE YEAR EARLY IN SECONDARY SCHOOL

The primary purpose of Plan VIII IR not to reduce school expenditures but to
increase the finality level and to obtain a greater return from the funds now
being expended.

Under Plan VIII pupils would have one year of enrichment and one year of
acceleration. The additional cost of initiating this plan would be approximately
11 percent. but after eleven years of operation this plan would reduce school
costs by an estimated .72 per cent. Attention is directed to the fact that Plan
VIII would provide almost one year of enrichment and one year of acceleration
for slightly less money than the cost of the present school program. Therefore.
of all toe plans considered, the 210 day continuous progress school program
gives the greatest return per dollar expended when both quantity and quality
of the program are taken into consideration.

THE NEW YORK STUDIES

The New York State Department of Education has made more extensive studies
of extended school year designs than any other agency.' The New York Depart-
ment of Education has given primary emphasis to the development of extended
school year designs that potentially reduce school costs without reducing. and
hopefully increasing, the quantity and/or quality of educational services pro-

'See: Economy and Increased Rdsieationof Opportunity through Artended &hoof yearPrograma. gmblialm41 In grtended Rrhool Veer Denham. published In 1986: and Rei-fies() the Stage for Lengthened School Year Programs. published In 1985. The Enireraity ofthe State of New York, The State Education Department, Albany, New York.
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vided, and to designs that do not increase school costs but potentially increase the
quantity and/or Ira 11 ty of services provided.

Thomas,' Consultant in Educational Research for the New York State Depart-
ment of Education. stated the following about the imtentia I savings through ex-
tended school year plans: "School Systems can expect to save n lllll ey with the
adoption of an extended school year program through. the reduetion of the num-
ber of teaching positions and the release of classrooms brought about by the
decrease in total school enrollment." This conclusion was based on the assump-
tion that pupils would be ilecelerated one year in six. assuming a school year of
from 210 to 215 days. However, the New York State Education Department rec-
ommended that not more than one year of acceleration be provided for in ex-
tended school year plans' This recommendation corresponded with the recom-
mendation of the Florida Educational Research and Development Council.

III 1968, the New York State Education Department recommended that con-
sideration be given to the "multiple trails plan" for extending the school term.'
Some varlatioms of this plan do not rely upon pupil acceleration to obtain econ-
omy or educational goals. The financial implications of the extended school year
designs studied by the New York State Department of Education are summarized
briefly below.

The Staggered Four Quarter PlumThis is the same as l'Inn IV st :idled by the
Florida Educational Research ausl nevelt:11mM Connell. The Department rec-
ommended against the 1111101ml of this plan primarily I:two:Ise of public opposi-
tion to it and the difficulty of its mbninistration in school districts maintaining
soulI schools!

The Trimester Design For Secondary SchookTrhaester designs considetvd
were based upon the division of 31 lengthened school year into three 68 to 1,;
day trimester segments. All pupils would be required to attend ail

each year. This plan is similar to Phu: VII studied by the Flori..1/,
firm Research and Development Council with the exception that it was pS6tau:d
to to seeondary sellouts may varying in length from four to six year. This
plan provides for one year of acceleration in high school without redwing the
quantity of educational services provided for pupils. For example. the lengthened
school year would make it possible. after II transition period, to reduce the en-
rollment of 31 six year high school from 1500 pupils to 1500 by eliminating one
year and giving the pupils the SUMP nund)er of days of schooling in five years
that they had been receiving in six years. No estimate was given of the per-
centage of reduction in the budget which could be anticipated. However. the
conclusion M s drawn that there would be an immediate increase in costs dur-
ing the transition period and later a reduction.'

The Multiple Trails Extended School Year Plan For Secondary Schools.This
plan is designed to be inaugurated by boards of education in four stliges. Stage
I is designed primarily to provide additional classroom space immediately in
overcrowded schools. It provides for 31 reduction in the number of classes taken
each day by a student but extends the school year sufficiently (for example to
210 days) se that the student receives the same mount of class time that he
would receive under the traditional ISO day term. Stage II provides for pupil
acceleration; Stage III provides for enrichment. especially for slow progress
pupils: and Stage IV for continuous progress with or without acceleration.'
The Department stated that "the potential econonde advantages inhercnt in this
plea exeeed those of any other known extended school year plan "'" but went on
to state tlmt it has yet to he tested in actual practice.

The QuadrimcsIcr Pfan.This plan is based upon dividing the lengthened
school year into four 52-3.1 day quadrimesters. and requiring all students
attend all four quarters. It is similar to Pia: V studied by the Fiorida Ethics,
Donal Research and Development Connell except that acceleration is limited :4

a George T. Thomns, artentlett Rehaat Year Draignit. Albany. Neu Ter..k : The Vtilv,r,qh
of the Stole of New York. The Stole Mitten Hon Deintrtinent. 104:11. Ft. T.

',The Stole Etinention Department. Petting the Stage Me naltahteacif Setirtal Veal' !:1*I-
grant& Albany. N.Y. : The University of the Sin te of New York. the State Dluention
anent. 11111R. p. 111.

Mid, p. RT.
MM. pp. 51-52.

p. 54.
'MK p. 50.
20 %la, p. RT.
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one year under the New York Plan. The potential savings under the quadrimesterplan a re similar to those under the trimester plan."
The Ertendrd E to Plan. This plan is a lengthened school year of 210 daysbased on (south' lllllll progress. It provides for one year of enrichment and oneyear of acceleration during grades K-12." It is similar to Plan VIII rma.mewled by the Florida Educational Research and Development Vonnell. \Yuul-tatt estimated that the increased cost of initiating this hdan would be a pioniXi-mately In percent. This compares with the estimate of an II percent ihereasemade by the Florida Educational Research and Development nonticil. The NewYork State Department of lineation estimated that after the transition I wrhod-the resulting savings In operating expenses alone will iorovide inure than isneeded to make the longer Mood year self-sustaining."" This conclusbut alsocorresponds with the findings of the Florida Educatioonal Research and Develop-ment f'ottitell.

st-N1 MART

Thu Rsearch Division of the Nationmi Education Assoeint hat in 196S summar-ized the research on the rescheduled school year or the extended set I yearwhirl( had been romph.ted up to that time." In general. that research summary
corroborated the findings of the Florida and the New York studies and (lid mot
produce any additional findings of Ohtani-tail significance.

A review of the research on the lina mint implications of extended school yearplans was undertaken in order to determine whether the Initiation of extendedset I year plans would increase or decrease school costs. or whether any suchplans might provide incrcased educational benefits received from a given amountof dollars invested in edamtion. The litintwial research in this area is limited
especially research involving cost benefit studies. However, sufficient evidence is
a va liable 10 Ind lea e the Affirming :

1. Several extended school year plans are available which, when initially in-
stalled will increase school costs a Maximum of 10 to 11 percent. but after thetransition period will result in no increase or even a small reffiwthat in costs
while providing a greater quantity or better guiltily of eduentimml services.

2. Extended school year plans which provide for euriehment only with nopupil acceleration and with voluntary pupil participation may result in an in-
crease in school costs of up to live or six percent.

8. Some extended school year designs devehnted primarily to Kaye classroom
spare may actually increaser operating costs noire than the building costs that
may be saved. Such plans usually have n short life and are not likely to be of
Much consequence in the future.

. There will be a substantial increase in the number of school districts provid-
ing for extended school terms in the next ten years. lloweyer, this will not be a
major factor affecting school expenditures.
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YEAR-ROUND SCHOOLSTHE 45.15 PLAN

In 1969 and 1970 Valley View School Div
trict #96, Lockport, Ill., laid plans to revise its
school year calendar so that its school buildings
would be able to serve more pupils. The new
calendar, called the 45.15 Continuous School
Year Plan, has schools open all year long. The
plan is educationally sound, financially desir-
able, and legally possible. Through this plan, the
school district anticipates a savings in building
construction costs, a longer working year for
some certified and noncertified employees (with
corresponding increases in income), and quality
education for the students.

The 45.15 Plan calls for each student to
attend school 45 schooldays and then have a
15schoolday vacation. By staggering the
entrance dates for about one-fourth of the stu-
dents every 15 schooldays, the first group to
enter completes its 45 days of learning and starts
its vacation the day the fourth group enrolls.
Fifteen schooldays later, when the first group
returns, the second group commences its
acationand so on throughout the year. Thus

only three-fourths of the entire student body is
in school while the other one-fourth is on vaca-
tion.

Through this plan the number of classrooms
available is automatically increased by 33 per-
cent without any additional construction. This
allows the district to educate up to one-third
more students without double or split shifts,
overcrowded classrooms, or the many other
undesirable arrangements schools which have
outgrown their capacity have been forced to use.
The schools are in continuous operation except
for Saturdays and Sundays, all Illinois legal holi-
days, a week at Christmas and Easter, and about
2 weeks in June-July for major maintenance and
attendance adjustments in preparation for the
succeeding year's calendar.

All District #96 students (about 6,000 in kin-
dergarten through grade eight) are placed in one
of four groups (A, B, C, or D), according to the
neighborhood in which they live. Unless the
parents request differently, all children in the
me family are placed on the same attendance
..;hedule, even though the children may be at

different grade levels or at different buildings. In
a calendar year each group attends classes 180
daysfour sessions of 45 days per session. The
four groups always stay in the same order of
rotation. Before each group begins school under
the new plan, the teachers and staff members
attend a 4-day Teacher Institute.

Figure 1 shows the startup plan with time
scheduled for the four Teacher Institutes. Figure
2 shows the continuation of the plan through
August 1972.

Classrooms, building administrators, library
and resource center staff members, cafeteria and
custodial employees, and buses have been sched-
uled on a year-round basis. Because of the size
of the pupil population, class schedules, and the
school calendar, electronic data processing facili-
ties are necessary to the scheduling procedures.
The schedule provides for special education
pupils, pupils who transfer into District #96,
and pupils who may be retained or advanced.
Kindergarten classes are provided on a two-
shift-per-day schedule. Provision has also been
made for emergency school closing days.

1

Pupil Scheduling

Naming the students and families to be in
each group was done by taking small geographi-
cal areas and putting all families in the area in
one attendance group. Each area was called a
census unit. Prior to experimenting with various
possible census units, a house-to-house canvass
was taken by volunteer groups to get the most

Note. This PREP report was adapted from materials
written by the following persons who were involved in
the development, implementation, and evaluation of the
Valley View 45-15 Continuous School Year Plan: James
R. Goys, Assistant Superintendent, and J. Patrick Page,
Research Director, Valley View School District 496;
William M. Rogge, Director, Valley View 45-15 Evalua-
tion Project; Robert M. Beckwith, Manager, Education
Department, Illinois State Chamber of Commerce; and
James D. Bingle, President, Board Of Education. Permis-
sion was kindly granted for the use of cotwrighted
materials at the plan included in this report.
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accurate count possible of schoolaged andpre-
school-aged children. A modest lee was paid to
the canvassers. Actual schedules were then
worked out to see what kind of balances were
achieved among classes and attendance groups.
Possii!sa difficulties can be better seen through
an illustration.

Assume that there are 60 pupils at the
second-grade level at each of three schools, for a
total of 180 pupils. Under the traditional sched-
ule, each school would have two secondgrade
classes. Under the 45.15 plan, only 45 of these
students would enroll on the first day of school,
unless some other arrangements were made. At
least three possible alternatives exist: (1) Enroll
30 in the first and third groups, and 60 in the
second and fourth. (Note that, if 45 students are
at one school under the traditional plan, two
small classes must be formed or 15 of the stu-
dents must be bussed to another school.) This
solution requires a study on the effect of the
other grades, because all children from one
family must be kept in one attendance group.
(2) Expand or contract age or mental range
within a class, thereby shifting some students by
grade level. (3) Combine two groups, with the
teacher starting with 15 pupils for 15 days, and
then joined by 15 additional students from the
next attendance group.

The illustration was deliberately chosen as a
difficult problem to solve. The actual solution to
this type of problem was to adjust census units
(in effect, school boundary lines) until a suitable
balance was reached.

Once the student scheduling had been accom-
plished, most other problems could be solved
readily.

Teacher Scheduling

Teachers could be employed for just 184 days
(180 schooldays plus 4 days of inservice train-
ing), or could be given longer contractsup to
244 days which would mean that the teacher
would be employed through all of the days of
the year during which pupils attend. Actually,
the teachers were given as much choice about
length of contracts as possible. As a result con-
tracts varied from 184 days to 274 days for the

4

first fiscal year. Contracts for the first year
could go from June 30, 1970, through August
1971. Over half of the women teachers took the
minimum contract of 184 days while about 43
percent of the men teachers accepted 274day
contracts. A higher number of the short con-
tracts were issued for teachers in grades one to
three, with 61 percent working 184 days.

One innovation created by the teachers made
some scheduling problems simpler for pupils and
teachers. Three teachers would go together to
form a "cooperative," assuming responsibility
for 120 pupils but with only 90 in attendance at
any one time. About half of the teachers, kin-
dergarten through grade six, adapted this team
approach during the first year.

Nonteaching Professionals and Other Personnel

As the administratori were already on 11-
month contracts. they were, in rd feet, given a
different kind of responsibility for 2 months.
Previously, during the summer months, they
used their time away from daily school opera-
tions. Now since the school operates tlirough the
summer months they kept busy with school
duties. Librarians, counselors, special teachers,
maintenance personnel, bus drivers, and others
were also given longer -contracts or were
employed for more days each year.

Phasing In

The district had to decide wnether to move
gradually into the 45.15 Plan or to start three
groups at once. They chose a gradual phasing in
that extended from June 30 to August 11.
1970, when the third attendance group enrolled.
The first group, starting in June, gave up its tra-
ditional summer vacation and instead received
four 3week vacations (15 schorldays), one
during each season of tilt. year. The last group
entered on September t, 1970. This group not
only received the traditional summer vacation
but also the four 3-week vacations throughout
the year. However, the year's academic work
would not be completed until the end of August
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1971. The phasingin procedure, as used by Val-
ley View, is the only feature that clearly
treated different attendante groups in different
ways, but only for the tint year. In contrast, the
Becky David School, St. Charles County, Mis-
souri, began three of the four groups at once in
order to get in all of the required schooldays.
This must be contrasted to the "staggered guar-
ter" plan in which one-fourth of the families
receive "unfair" treatment by being assigned to
winter vacations. In addition, if Valley View had
wanted to solve the extra problems of starting
three groups at once, then even that differential
treatment would have been removed. However,
the principals unanimously reported that the
gradual phasingin made the opening day of class
es the easiest that they had ever experienced.
They had about a fourth of the opening day
enrollment of the previous year.

Classroom Scheduling

Each principal and his staff were faced with a
choice of three or more options in the assign-
ment of classrooms to teachers and pupls.
Under the " cooperative" plan three teachers
would have three classrooms to use as the'
wished for 120 pupils, 90 in attendance at any
one time. If a teacher had a 184day contract,
then she and her pupils would go on vacation at
the same time, but come back to a new claw
room because the classroom they vacated would
be taken up by the next attendance group that
returned when they went on vacation. If a
teacher had a 244day contract end was not part
of a cooperative team, then she could remain in
one room but would receive a new group of
students for each quarter. Another possibility
would be for her to be assigned other duties,
such as substituting during the 15 days her
pupils were on vacation. All these alternatives
actually were used, plus some others.

Other Considerations

Many other decisions had to be made to com-
plete the scheduling of pupils and staff, such as:

All children from a family were to be in the
same attendance group.

A census unit should respect the sociologi-
cal dimensions of a neighborhood.
Pupils within walking distance of a school
should attend that school.
Pupils should remain at one school for a
year.
Class size should vary no more than in pre
vious years.
Elective courses at the junior high school
should be equally available to all attend-
ance groups.
The transportation policy would remain
basically the same for the first year of oper-
ation.

Legal Dimensions

Two bills were passed by the Illinois legisla-
ture that made the 45.15 Plan legally possible
and practical.

House Bill 1525 provided a means for the
district to receive State aid for cperation during
the summer months.

Senate Bill 1438 made it possible for a school
district to operate for 12 months, with necessary
adjustments in pupil attendance and teacher
contracts. Following is a copy of a communica-
tion from the State Superintendent of Public
Instruction clarifying the Illinois legislation that
directly applies to the 45-15 Plan.

5

stir

Method of Distributing General
State Aid to Cistricts on an

Approved TwelveMonth Calendar

House Bill 1525 was passed by the
Seventy-Sixth General Assembly and was
signed into law by the Governor on
August 18, 1969. The law authorizes the
Superintendent Public Instruction to
determine the General State Aid appor-
tionment to districts that operate on an
approved twelve-month calendar in
accordance with Section 18.8 of The
School Code of Illinois as near as may be
applicable. The following procedure will
follow in a school district which operates



on an approved twelve-month calendar
during 1970.71.
I. General State Aid payments in
. 1970.1971 will be computud on the

following basis:
1. The best six months' average

daily attendance for the
1969.1970 school year

2. The 1968 assessed valuation of
the school district

II. For the 1970.1971 school year,
attendance shall be maintained for
each tract. In order to compute the
average daily attendance for a

month, the total days of attendance
shall be divided by the number of
days school was in session for that
month. The average daily attend-
ance for the best six months of the
fiscal year will be the initial basis for
the 1970-1971 State Aid Computa-
tion. Inasmuch as approximately
seventy-five percent of the pupils
are enrolled at any time, the best six
months' average daily attendance
will be multiplied by four and di-
vided by three to determine the dis-
trict's weighted best six months of
average daily attendance. The aver-
age daily attendance for pupils in
grades 9.12 will be multiplied by
1.25 in the State Aid calculation.
General State Aid will be distributed
to approved school districts in the
following manner:
1. The first General State Aid pay-
ment may be vouchered to the State
Auditor immediately following the
final approval of the Common
School Fund appropriation in an
amount equal to approximately
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one-sixth of the district's General
State Aid Claim entitlement for
1970-1971
2. Beginning September 1970,
payments will be made to approved
districts in the same manner as Gen-
eral State Aid payments are made to
all districts in the State of Illinois;
these payments shall reflect any
prior reimbursement.

A bill was introduced on April 22, 1970,
into the Illinois State Senate by Senator
Silbert to amend Chapter 122, Para-
graphs 10-19.1 and 10-20.12 of the
school code to allow for a full school
year for one or more schools in a dis-
trict. It was signed into law by Governor
Ogilvie on June 29, 1970, the day before
the school began the 45.15 Plan. The leg-
islation read:

Any school district may, by resolu-
tion of its board, operate one or
more schools within the district on a
full year school plan approved by
the Superintendent of Public In-
struction. Any board which operates
under this Section shall devise a plan
so that a student's required attend-
ance in school shall be foe a mini-
mum term of 180 days of actual
attendance, including not more than
four institute days, during a twelve-
month period, but shall not exceed
185 days. Under such plan, no
teacher shall be required to teach
more than 185 days. A calendar of
180 days may be established with
the approval of the Superintendent
of Public Instruction.
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RESEARCH ON USE OF YEAR-ROUND SCHCOL PLANS

Many descriptions are available about early
programs such as those put into operation by
Bluffton, Indiana' (1904.15), Newark, New
Jerse y2 ( 19 12-3 1), Nashville, Tennessee;
(1927.32), Aliquippa, Pennsylvania', (1928.38),
and Ambridge, Pennsylvania5. In each of these,
the regular curriculum was extended into the
summer months, with some measure of compul
sory attendance. In contrast is the far greater
number of school systems that have moved into
summer programs with voluntary attendance
and with remedial and enrichment objectives.
Generally, these programs have only employed
part of the faculty and used only part of the
pUysical facilities. They added to overall school
costs and have been justified in terms of improv
ing the equality of educational services. Actual
use of the year-round school calendar occurred
on July 1, 1969, in a single school, the Becky
David School of the Francis Howell Public
School District in St. Charles County, Missouri!'
Valley View School District, however, is the first
to use it systemwide. The importance of the
"equal" treatment for all families seems evident
when reviewing the history of many other year-
round operations that have ceased. Schoenfeld
and Schmitz concluded in their review that one
of the major deterrents has been the unfairness
felt by the community when one-fourth of the
families must take winter vacations as required
M the staggered quarter system, the most used
pattern for year-round operations by public
schools until many efforts to extend the school
year to 200 or more regular schooldays. Ralph
Kimbrough,8 in a recent conference on the
extended school year, completely dismissed the
staggered quarter plan with this remark, "With
the multitude of year-round plans available
today, the traditional fourquarter plan is one of
the most unworkable plans proposed. I no
longer consider it a feasible plan."

Since all earlier experiments in year-round
school operations, other than voluntary attend-
ance summer programs, have gone out of exist-
ence, it seems optimistic to hope that those

'See "References" on page 23.

beginning nowsuch as the program at Atlanta,
Georgia, or in Nova High School, Fort Lauder-
dale, Floridaare assured of permanence unless
left on a voluntary basis:

It is difficult to draw many firm conclusions
about these efforts that would be good guide-
lines for school districts today. Many of the con-
clusions drawn by others are obviously laden
with prior points of view and not on good evi
dence collf,cted about the programs. yet the
various accounts can be gleaned for some tenta
live conclusions:

1. Since compulsory attendance, year. round pro-
grams have not become institutionalized, the
few earlier experiments must be judged as
idiosyncratic illustrations. Some special or
unique features contributed to the creation of
each program Once these disappeared, the
programs ended. It is not even clear from the
historical accounts what these features might
have been. Thus, though needs for classroom
space and shortage of funds are often cited as
the chief ...:auses of the Aliquippa and Am-
bridge programs, other districts faced similar
shortages but did not move to a year-found
operation.' More than financial stress was
involved.

2. With the possible exception of the Newark'
program, rigorous evaluation designs were not
applied to the earlier year-round programs.
One critical revii,w9 summed up the literature
as reporting "... very little factual data" and
providing "Mile evidence to condone or con-
demn year-round school operation." How-
ever, more useful information is being
collected now, such as on the program in
Missouri.' (1

3. The concepts and terminology are mixed and
confusing. Some writers view a year-round
operation as a broad, even fundamental con-
cept, worthy enough to serve as a central,
organizing theme. Other writers see all of the
ideas as minor extensions of other well-
established concepts and practices. A year-
round operation, to them, is an application of
good management practices, a view expressed
in the U.S. Office of Education publication

7

3y3
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Extended Use of School Facilities." What. 4.
ever the terminology, five specific variablesor
criteria are involved that will define most 01
the unique features of the various plans so far
created:

a. Is attendance mandatory during the whole
school year except when a pupil is sched
uled (or vacation?

b. Is the established curriculum available dur-
ing all periods of the school year?

c. Can students accelerate their attendance so
that they will gradual* in less time?

d. Does each family have the same vacation
pattern?

e. Is the year divided into two, three, or (our
parts or periods?

Other variables are also involved, such as
whether teachers are on a full year contract or
not. However, the other variables seem less
related to the terminology problems than the
first five. The five variables make possible at
least 32 different combinations. This prob.
ably is the prime explanation (or the conft
sion in terminology.

8

5.

Many different reasons are given by the
people associated with the various programs
(or establishing, maintaining, and ending the
programs. The reasons given seem to reflect
both the biases of the reporters and some at
the true events. Stated explanations vary from
strictly financial pressures (which in turn,
may explain little, for these pressures (low
from many other causes) to concerns (or qual.
ity improvements in education.
More than in almost any other educational
innovation introduced into the public schools
during this century, the community is a
powerful factor in yearround operations.
Other innovations do not so clearly affect the
family. Many families can be unaware of
modern mathematics, addition of school
counselors, or the addition of new courses.
Many families can be aware of but be little
affected by school consolidation or the build
ins of school libraries. However, change in
school vacation patterns is both highly visible
and demanding of family adjustments, some
times even if the family has no children in
school.
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PREPARATION FOR THE 45-15 PLAN

Birth of an Idea

The Valley View School District #96 grew
out of consolidation of five small, rural districts
in 1963, with an initial enrollment of 89 pupils.
Since that time the district has grown phenome-
nally with continual school enrollment crises.
These crises plus the drop in the assessed valua-
tion per pupil from $71,083 in 1960 to $23,472
in 1968 prompted the school board in August
1969 to study the problem of crowded class-
rooms.

There were several courses of action open to
the district:

.? Allow class sizes to continue to increase
base space in area churches

-pt a double shift or split-shift program
Awoly to the Illinois School Building Corn-
:.ession for special assistance
Use the existing schools in the summer
Combinations of these

Allowing class sizes to Increase was not con-
sidered. Double-shift operation was considered
an undesirable and temporary measure, not
appropriate to a long-term problem.

Application was made to the Illinois School
Building Commission for an emergency con-
struction program. (The Commission had been
created in 1957 to assist school districts in situa-
tions such as Valley View found itself.) How-
ever, a backlog of applications from around the
State would over-expend the legislative appro-
priations allocated for the Commission's use.

At the suggestion of the superintendent, the
topic of a year-round operation was opened The
board moved quickly, passing a resolution that a
full study be made of a staggered plan that
would allow just three-fourths of the students to
be enrolled at one time. The result was the
development and eventual adoption of the 46-16
Plan starting June 30, 1970.

Informing the Community

How was the community to be won over to
the idea? Community resistance had clearly
doomed all earlier plans eventuelly.

The district, in informing the public of its
intentions, took the position that the 45-16 Plan
was "born of necessity." That necessity involved
several factors:

The State of Illinois limited the indebted-
ness .01 the district to 5 pellient of its as-
sessed valuation.
Industrial and commercial development in
the district had not kept pace with the pop-
ulation growth. Per-pupil assessed valuation
had declined sharply and the district had
exhausted its legal bonding power.
In addition to its rapid pupil growth in
grades 1 through 8, the State of Illinois
required all elementary districts to offer a
half-day kindergarten program starting in
1970-71.
By the end of the 1969.70 school year, the
district would already be operating its
schools beyond desirable capacities without
kindergarten.

The problem of Informing the community
about the adopted 46-16 Plan was tackled much
like a political campaign, with meetings, coffee
hours, spot radio announcements, printed mate-
rials, slides and tape presentations, and dozens
of similar ideas.

Questions on the plan were anticipated and
answers provided in a special booklet distributed
by the Education Department of the Illinois
State Chamber of Commerce. Some of these
questions and their responses provide additional
information on the plan:

9

Will learning opportunities improve?

One of the beneficial aspects of the 46.16
Plan is the opportunity for improving the stu-
dent's educational program. In the 46.16 Plan
the child is evaluated every 45 schooldays, or
about the same span of time schools presently
issue report cards. If it is found desirable to have
the student repeat his schoolwork, the school, in
consultation with the parents, will enroll the
child in the next mbar:Wed 45-day school period
which covers the some learning experience. As a
result the child does not lose a whole year in his
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academic and social development. This same
procedure can be utilized in reverse by the fast
learner to advance at a pace more appropriate
with his abilities.

The 45.15 Plan also offers greater flexibility
in curriculum planning. Some subjects are cur.
rently "stretched out" or "squeezed into" the?
present two semesters which in most school dis-
tricts customarily constitutes a 9month period.
The 45clay learning period provides a more
practical time sequence for teaching subjects
that fit better into a shorter or longer time span.
Specialized subjects might be taught whose con
tent cannot be justified in terms of the present
time blocks.

Under the traditional 3month vacation child.
ren have considerable time to forget what they
learned. When school commences in September,
the teacher must spend several weeks or snore
reestablishing good study habits and reviewing
the work of the previous year. This nonproduc-
tive time is considerably reduced with shorter
out more frequent vacation periods. By the end
of the 3 weeks most children are sufficiently
"rested" and mothers sufficiently "frustrated"
so as to welcome a return to school.

How will vacation and recreational opportunities
increase?

Although many citizens take vacations
throughout the year, most families "hit the high.
way" during the summer. Because of crowded
highway and vacation facilities some families
remain home to avoid this summer congestion.
Now there is encouragement to plan vacations
for Florida in the winter, Vermont at maple
syrup time, or hiking up the Smokey Mountains
in the fall. All seasons of the year become vaca
tion seasons. A redistribution of time for out
door recreational and camping opportunities can
provide a more efficient utilization of park
facilities without overtaxing their use during the
summer.

Community recreation agencies can carry out
a program of activities appropriate foe every
season and employ fulltime, professionally
trained personnel to conduct them. Swimming
pools, ball diamonds, basketball courts, football

fields, ice skating ponds, etc. will be less
crowded during the day, thus affording those on
vacation more enjoyment and use of these facili
ties. Private summer camps can become almost
yearround camps with an emphasis on outdoor
winter sports.

Won't the cold of winter or the heat of summer
interfere with vacations or the learning process?

Not necessarily. Heat waves occur in spring
and tall and a cold wave in the summer has more
than once spoiled a vacation. No conclusive evi
dente has been produced to show that a child's
ability to learn is significantly impaired because
of hot or cold weather. H. heat were really an
obstacle, summer school would not be enjoying
increased popularity. Under the 45.15 arrange.
ment no single group of childronattends schrol
an entire season during which hot or cold
periods are most prevalent. Further, more and
more new schools are being constructed with air
conditioning.

Will school vandalism be reduced?

10

A child's maturing process sometimes gets
him into mischief. Too often innocent mischief
turns into destructive vandalism to schools as
they stand vacant during the summer months
when all children are on the streets. However,
with the presence of many students and teachers
at school to see "who dunnit," students on vaca
tion will be less inclined to hang around school
without a valid purpose. If school window
breakage alone could be cut by 50 percent, it
would save millions of tax dollars across the
Nationdollars which could be put to work for
educational improvement.

How is the working mother to care for her
school child who will be home several 3-week
periods?

Foi that matter, how is the child cared for
during the traditional summer vacation? If the
mother employs someone to care for the child
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nothing has changed, except that she employs
someone for shorter but more frequent periods.
If she takes a leave from her job during the sum
mer she can now arrange to take only 3 weeks at
a time, four times a year. Obviously, her
employer's cooperation is necessary to work out
this new schedule. It's a matter of exchanging
one set of habits for another. Even the high
school girl who babysat during the summer can
work during the 3week periods when she, too,
is on her vacation.

Is summer employment gone?

Traditionally many youths depend upon sum-
mer employment to help provide for their
personal and school expenses through the year.
Yet it becomes increasingly difficult for high
school students to obtain summer jobs in the
face of their swelling numbers along with hun-
dreds of thousands of college students who
return home looking for summer work.

During the summer of 1970, the United
States Bureau of Labor Statistics estimated 2.7
million students between the ages of 16 and 21
were seeking summer jobs, 650,000 of which
were unsuccessful. Under the 45.15 Plan stu-
dents and employers can arrange a sequential
employment schedule which would provide
year-round employment wah a different group
of students being employed every 3 weeks and
then returning after the next 9week school
interval. While this is an obvious simplification
and numerous details must be worked out, it is a
definite possibility.

Won't there be an increased workload in keeping
school records?

On the surface it would appear more paper
work is required with more frequent enroll-
ments, etc. But at each enrollment period only
one-fourth of the records are handled at one
time. By spreading the workload, the clerical
and teaching staffs are not swamped with the
entire chore in the fall and again in the spring.

The student is considered as continuously
enrolled regardless of whether he is in school or

out on vacation. This helps reduce repetitious
recordkeeping. Only the enrollment of those
who graduate or move out of the district would
be dropped.

No longer is valuable educational time lost
while teachers and pupils "pack up shop" for
the summer or "open shop" in the fall. Even
physicians and dentists can appreciate the spread
of students' health examinations throughout the
year.

Are teachers required to teach year-round?

In Valley View the teacher is provided with
several employment options, Throughout the
year he can teach 45 class days followed by a 15
schoolday vacation. Or the teacher can teach
successive 45day sessions in various combine-
lions with 15day vacation periods. The maxi-
mum term of employment possible under this
arrangement is 11 1/2 months. Compensation is
increased correspondingly and gone is the need
to hunt for summer employment.

Those teaching 11 1/2 months (244 days) in
the Valley View district earn one-third more
than under the traditional 9month (184 days)
salary schedule.

Meanwhile, the teacher interested in college
work for an advanced degree can make arrange-
ments for a leave of absence during the period of
time most consistent with the college term and
return to the district at the start of the next
45schoolday session. It is no longer necessary to
wait until the following September to return to
the classroom.

According to Valley View officials, the rate of
teacher turnover is down from previous years.
Of the 240 teachers employed, 98 percent of the
men chose to work longer than the traditional
school year as did 45 percent of the women
teachers.

11

When can school maintenance be conducted?

Time for school maintenance must be con-
sidered by any district embarking upon a year -
round plan. With careful forethought and
advance planning, most major maintenance proj-
ects, disruptive to class sessions, can be cared for
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during times all the four groups are not in
school. Valley View has three such periods
Christmas vacation, spring vacation, and mid
summer when almost 2 weeks are available as
the district adjusts its schedule to lit into the
calendar of the coming year.

Will there be a loss in State aid money?

State aid will not be lost as it applies to
school districts in Illinois. The School Code of
Illinois now authorizes the State Superintendent
of Public instruction to determine the General
State Aid apportionment to districts that oper
ate on an approved 12month calendar. The
average daily attendance for the best 6 months
of the fiscal year will be the initial basis for the
1970.71 State IA computation. Inasmuch as
approximately 75 percent of the pupils are
enrolled at any time, the best 6 months' average
daily attendance will be multiplied by four and
divided by three to determine the district's
weighted best 6 months average daily attend.
ante.

The Office of Public Instruction provided out.
standing assistance and cooperation to the Val.
ley View district to effect a smooth financial
transition onto the 45.15 Plan. The district
received onesixth of its general State aid entitle.
ment for 1970.71 immediately following the
final approval of the Common School Fund
Appropriation. This advance payment resolved
any financial problems during the initial startup.

Does a year-round plan lower school taxes?

Here is a question for real argument and one
most often used to build support for or against
year.round operation. The Valley View school
board was straightforward with its citizens. It
pointed out that the need still existed for addi
done! construction to accommodate enrollment
growth. And with inflation school taxes could
not be lowered. Rather, a slower rate of tax
increase than otherwise necessary would allow
the district to maintain and perhaps improve the
quality of the present program since the money
is spent more efficiently.

19-420 i) 72 - 20
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In all probability, it will take several years for
any real economies to be realized. The most
immediate effect is to gain one additional class
room for every three now in existence. The need
for additional construction is reduced as well as
the cost of debt service, building operation and
maintenance, depreciation, etc.

Other economies or efficiencies of operations
readily can be realized by reflecting on preced
ing aspects of the Valley View 45.15 Continuous
School Year Plan. With continued inflation
school costs throughout the Nation will increase.
With the efficient utilization of personnel, space,
and equipment, the rate of increase can be
reduced..

Could operating schools year-round cost more?

Perhaps the major determinant of whether
there are economies to be realized is the objec
tive of year.round school operation. As men
tioned earlier, various types of plans have been
developed. The objective of some plans is pri-
marily to provide educational enrichment with
the opportunity to offer a greater variety o.
courses. As curriculum expands so does overall
cost.

Other plans are intended to promote student
acceleration by a reduction of the formal educe
tion time from the traditional 12 years or
encourage attendance during the summer on a
voluntary basissimilar to summer schoolbut
allow the student to take a vacation at another
time of the year, or reduce his course load.Still
other objectives are possible. School districts
with overcrowded classrooms can operate year
round to reduce class size. Antiquated schools
built at the turn of the centurynow danger.
ously outdated and saddled with high main
nance costscan be retired through redistribt
Lion of studeuts_ to adjacent schools.

Depending upon the major Objectives, other
than efficient utilization of classroom space, ii
can be very easy for the detractors of year.round
school operation to insist costs will be greater.
The local school board and its staff must define
the scope of the educational program a corn
munity wants and is willing to support.

39g
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To put the total costs Icapital and opera-
iional) into proper perspective, they must be
....ompared on a per-pupil basis against the total
costs had the district remained on a 9month
year with no change in the quality and breadth

of education program.
Some will point out that any saving on capital

expenditures is, on a percentage basis, a rela-
tively small item in the school budget and not
worth getting "worked up about" Yet even a
small percent can mean many dollarshard-to-
getdollars which, if needed, would be more
productive applied toward the education pro-
gram rather than building more classrooms.

Will the Valley View 45.15 Continuous School
Year Plan work in any community?

To be workable, any plan must be tailored to
the educational needs and aspirations of each

13

community. The 45.15 Plan, as presently struc-
tured, would probably not work in those school
districts with small enrollments at each school.
Ideally, there should be a sufficient number of
students to justify at least one class for every
grade level during each 45-day class period.

The 45.15 Plan was tailor-made by and for
Valley Viewan elementary district, kindergar-
ten through grade eight. It was designed with the
major objective of acquiring additional class-
rooms without resorting to split or double shifts.

The Lockport West High School, to which
most of the Valley View students graduate, is
now on double shifts. There already is a growing
interest to convert the high school to some type
of 45.15 Plan. A high school of sufficient stu-
dent enrollment could adopt many of the basic
approaches to the plan but would have addi-
tional problems to wore. out.
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FINANCIAL COSTS

The Valley View School District #96 adopted
the 45 -15 Plan because the district had
exhausted its legal limits (5 percent of assessed
evaluation) in raising taxes for the construction
of new buildings. It is not possible to say what
would be the ultimate limits the taxpayers
would have imposed upon themselves, but
because the legal limit had been reached, the
district was forced to consider other alternatives.
Double shifts had been tried on a small scale but
were disliked by pupils, educators, and parents
alike. Some space was gained temporarily by
large class sizes, another alternative not accept-
able to anyone. Hence, some form of an ex-
tended school year became more and more at-
tractive. Initially, at least, saving money was
not a prime motive for adopting the 45.15 Plan.
Only later did the full implications of possible
savings in tax dollars become evident.

Writers on year-round operations have voiced
opinions varying from claims of great savings to
statements that the intention was to spend more
money. W. Scott BaumanI2 made a case for a
total savings of almost 12 percent. In contrast,
the Fulton County (Georgia) Board of Educa-
tion issued a document13 saying that theobjec-
tive of their plan "...is not to save money..:'
but to expand curriculum offerings throughout
four quarters, one quarter being in the summer.

Bauman's projections on the staggered quarter
plan must b. considered optimistic, even unreal-
istic. His figures showed the biggest savings in
salaries of the instructional staff. He assumed
that teachers would move from 180 days of
instruction to 240 with a salary increase cf only
20 percent. It seems highly unlikely that orga-
nized teacher groups will settle for anything less
than a full 33 1/3 percent. Not unless almost all
of public education were to move to year-round
operations does it seem likely that the instruc-
tional cost per student per day might be reduced
by year-long contracts.

Terminology itself may have helped delude
writers into thinking that year-round contracts
would cost less money per child, when they used
the terms "9-month" and "11-month" con-
tracts. Those two numbers are misleading. Most
compulsory year-round plans, especially the

quarterbased models, actually add one-third
more days of work. Teachers will expect to be
paid accordingly.

Another factor almost never discussed in
financial projections is the effect that year-
round plans will have on the supply and demand
for teachers. Each school system adopting some
form of a year-round operation and offering
year-long contracts reduce the need for teachers
by one-fourth. Unless a district were expanding
very rapidly as Valley View is, the teaching force
would tend to be made up of older teachers
higher on the salary schedule. Again, a long-
range trend might counter this because a smaller
teaching force might increase the supply and
thereby reduce salary schedules. However, it
seems that organized teachers will no more let
this happen than allow 12month people to
work for less per month than 9.month people.

Bauman's other major projected savings were
through reduced capital outlay (4.2 percent),
plant operation (t4 percent), and interest on
debt (t2 percent). These appear to be realistic
expectations. Of course, exact projections woulc.
depend on depreciation schedules, building
costs, interest rates, and other variables.

He assumed minor savings on textbooks and
supplies (0.3 percent), insurance and other fixed
costs (0.1 percent), and transportation (0.1 per-
cent). He assumed none for administration,
plant maintenance, health and food services, and
other programs.

Unfortunately, good cost accounting proce-
dures were not used in earlier year-round pro-
grams though good figures should be available
soon on existing programs. Most early writing
shows only subjective conclusions or conclusions
without support evidence.

Finally, consideration must be given to
another subtle but significant possibility. Tax-
payers and legislators want action on their
demands for more accountability. Even if the
savings on compulsory attendance year-round
operations amount to no more than 5 percent
attitudes may vastly improve. For example, the
voters of the Valley View District approved
three referenda in August 1970, by a margin c
2 to 1. In contrast, a large majority of referenda

14
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in the Chicago Metropolitan area are presently
failing. Perhaps educators can win better voter
support by demonstrating through year-round
operations that they understand and are respor
sive to taxpayer demands.

Special Considerations for Valley View

The single major saving for the Valley View
School District is the postponement of new
construction until the expanding enrollment is
absor:wd into the classroom space gained by
moving to the 45.15 Plan.

On June 26, 1970, the last day of classes
under the traditional school year, there were
5,500 pupils enrolled. The district had a stated
capacity of 5,290 so there already existed over.
crowding. On June 30, 1970, the 45.15 Plan
began. The next July 1, 1970, Illinois State law
required public schools to offer kindergarten to
all families who wanted it for their 5 yeaolds
(as of December 1 of the school year involved).

This immediately raised potential enrollment
by 660, counting each pupil as a halftime equiv.
alent, since kindergarten pupils attend nalfday
sessions. In addition, the projected increase for
grades one through eight was another 600 per
year.

In summary, the 45.15 Plan increased class-
room capacity from 5,290 to 7,053, or by 1,763
spaces. Total enrollment is expected to be equal
to the 7,053 figure by September 1971. This
means, in effect, that the 45.15 Plan allowed the
school district just a little more than a year in
postponed construction, so great is the enroll-
ment growth. Fortunately, the 45.15 Plan will
continue to add one-third to the capacity of new
classroom space when building must resume.
The next school is expected to be open by
January 1972. When the actual costs of con-
struction are known, then it will be possible to
give a firm estimate on the savings to the school
district provided by the 45.15 Plan. Lacking
those figures, the following assumptions have
been made about possible savings.

Working with the Illinois School Building
Commission, Valley View School District is

plannirig a new building with a capacity of 1,125
or the equivalent of 35 classrooms, costing

$31,800 each. Adding sitework (533,390) and
movable equipment ($35,000) makes a total of
$1,181,390. Assuming interest would raise the
total cost ($1.80 to get $1.00) to $2,126,502
over a 20year period, the average cost would be
$101,632 per year.

Without the 45.15 Plan, this building would
have been needed for the 1970-71 academic
year. This would have meant an extra cost of
nearly $81 per pupil for the 1,200pupil enroll.
ment increase. With the 45.15 Plan, this cost of
construction was saved. If the savings are par.
celled out over the total school system (6,700),
it amounts to about $16 per pupil, or about 2
percent of the total budget.

Avid supporters of various year-round opera-
tions may be disappointed by such a small per-
centage figure of savings. However, several
additional costs, if managed well, might raise
savings to 4 percent or 5 percent.

First, building costs may continue to accel-
erate. Even if interest rates should drop some in
the near future, they will certainly be more than
offset by construction cost increases. Hence,
reduced construction might save more than 2
percent.

Second, equipment maintenance and replace
ment can be reduced through careful control.
For example, if eight buses were needed during a
9month year, then six probably would suffice
on a year-round schedule. Maintenance would be
for more months of the year, but on only six
instead of eight vehicles. Of course, the savings
on purchasing only six instead of eight buses
might not be realized until the need arose. A
district with stable enrollment might have to
wait until existing equipment wore out.

Third, many school districts pay administra-
tive and maintenance personnel through the
year. It is unlikely that districts would propor-
tionately increase administrative costs if they
increased the number of pupils served without
increasing the number of school buildings used.

Fourth, some savings would be realized in
reduced need for textbooks and other instruc-
tional materials. Instructional materials would
be used one-third more each year and thus face
more intense wear and tear. However, replace-
ment is also determined by the outdating of
materials.

15
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Valley View School District anticipates some
savings in all four of these areas, but only experi-
ence will show the actual amount. It is less clear
about the direction of two other costs.

Heating in the winter is expensive in northern
Illinois. The fuel bill for the schools during
1969.70 totaled $40,291.67, or an average of
$6,715.27 per school. In contrast, air condition
ing will cost considerably less to operate, but
capital outlay is required.

While equipment generally will be less costly,
the 45.15 Plan has two characteristics that may
raise pupil transportation costs. First, the fourth
of the students on vacation are not all located in
ale locality of the school district. Rather, each
neighborhood served by one school has its own
pocket of pupils on vacation. Hence, the total
distance traveled by the buses is not reduced by
one.fourth when the enrollment is dropped by
one-fourth. Second, the enrollment for each
school is increased by one-third. In effect, this
expands the size of the neighborhood served by
the school. That third would tend to come from
further out and thus be more likely eligible for
busing. However, this lector may be less impor
Cant in Valley View because busing is already
used a lot to achieve class size balance.

All of the above conjectures have been
summed up in table 1. On the left side are the
actual detailed costs for one pupil under a
9month year. On the right hand side are the
projected costs in Valley View when the enroll.
ment has gone up by one- third. It should be
noted that an established district with relatively
stable enrollment might realize no savings what-
soever by movingi to yearrouna operation and
maintaining the existing quality of instruction
until 1 or more years had passed. However, if it
were to expand the quality of its education,
especially by offering more days of instruction,
then the projected savings could be immediately
realized.

One pleasant aspect remains, however, for
supporters of extendedyear programs. If a
school district is growing in enrollment, and if
the debt retirement is great, then a greater sav-
ings per pupil will be realized as demonstrated in
the table. Thus, for the 1969.70 academic year,
the district paid out almost $88 per pupil for
debt retirement. Spreading that debt retirement
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over a third more students would reduce the
perpupil cost to about $66 for debt retirement.
In summary, the estimated savings on net cur
rent expenditures per pupil would be $10.39
and on other costs, $22.59, for a total of
$32.98. The percentages would be 1.6, 16.0, and
4.1, respectively.

Development and Start Up Costs

Converlinc a school district calendar from the
traditional year to an allyear operation obvi-
ously requires a great deal of planning and devel
opment activity. Valley View, as the first district
in the State to attempt such a task, carried a
greater burden of time and cost than would be
expected in other districts. The major portion of
the planning effort, however, was borne by the
regular administrative staff to the exclusion of
other planning projects which might have nor
mally occupied their time and energies.

There is no way to quantify the amount of
administrative cost which should be charged to
45.15 planning. One assistant superintendent
spent the major portion of his time supervising
the development project. An instructional super.
visor, designated as director of research, spent
virtually full time in various development active
ties. Another supervisory-level staff member
worked with teachers on teacher contract details
for the better part of 8 months.

The development task must, however, be
viewed as, a total team effort which occupied the
primary attention of the superintendent and his
staff for about 2 years. Virtually every adminis
trative decision made .luring that period was
weighed against the coming of the 45-15 Plan.
Virtually all planning and "bull" sessions on and
off the job had the 45-15 Plan as a topic.

Whether this concentration interferedwith or
enhanced the normal administrative activities in
the district is debatable. Evidence seems to favor
the latter position.

Identifiable costs that can be directly attrib
uted to the 45.15 Plan development are these:

1. Air conditioning - All of the district schools
were air conditioned when constructed
except for the original (1954131 -room Val-
ley View School and a 24-room section of
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Table 1.Cost per pupil on two bases of comparison
(Figures rounded to 51001

Valley View 1989.70
(Enrollment 5.580)

Valley View Under
45.15 Plan (7,440 enrollment) I

Total
Per

pupil Total
Per

pupil

Administration $ 208,000 S 37.27 S 238,0002 S 31.98

Instruction 2,859,300 512.42 3,800,0003 510.75

Health 34,200 6.13 45,600 6.13

Operation 389,900 69.87 500,0004 67.20

Maintenance 34,100 6.11 40,0003 5.38

Fixed charges 163,200 29.25 217,600 29.25

Other (except food) 45,100 8.08 60,000 8.06

Net current $3,733,800 5 669.14 $4,901,200 $ 658.75

Transportation 296,400 53.12 390,0006 52.42

Debt service 488,400 87.53 488,4007 65.65

Capital outlay (766,000) (137.27) 1766 000)8 (102.96

$ 784,800 5 140.65 $ 878,400 $ 118.06

TOTAL $4,518,600 $ 809.78 $5,779,600 $ 776.82

I Assumes enrollment expanded one-third and no inflation.
2 Assumes two additional administrators, one to help with scheduling.
3 Assumes some savings in small equipment and materials.
4 Assumes janitors work fewer hours during vacation periods.
5 Assumes some increase in repairs but not proportionately.
6 Assumes some savings in equipment but this may be optimistic because extended routes may

wipe out this difference.
7 Actually interest would drop a bit each year as principal is paid off.
8 An expenditure but not chargeable because it is reflected already through debt retirement.



Park View School. The district had suffi-
cient funds to air condition both schools
but decided instead to completely replace
the heating system at Valley View with an
all-year system of heating and cooling. The
cost of that system was $200,000.

The 24room section of Park View was
air conditioned by the summer of 1971 at a
cost of approximately $80,000.

Air conditioning is also being provided in
several auxiliary areas of the other schools
at a cost of about $47,000.

2. Professional staff committee When the
district had developed a definitive course of
action, a work stoup was formed from the
professional staff. Members of this group
were paid $5 per hour and served over a
period of 7 months. 1 he total outlay for
this effort was $3,000.

3. Consultant expenses The district was
greatly concerned about the variety of
administrative details that would require
attention in the development and imple-
mentation of the 45.15 Plan. An outside
consultant was commissioned to supervise
the scheduling tasks and perform other
administrative duties during 1969 and
1970. The total cost of the consultant con
tract was $17,900 over the 2-year period.

4. Funded activities Several projects relating
to the development of the 45.15 Plan were
initiated as a result of outside funding.
These included:
a. A feasibility study supported by the U.S.

Office of Education through the small
grant program administered by the
Regional 0 f f ice of the U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare. The
grant was $10,000.

b. Several small receipts from the State of
Illinois to assist in the preparation of
information materials. These totaled
approximately $1,500.

c. The research grant from the U.S. Office
of Education which supported the design
of further research and evaluation to be
conducted in the district and the prepar
ation of this report. That grant
amounted to $43,800.
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d. A demonstration project conducted
under title III of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act to handle visi
tors to the district. Support of this proj
ect through June 1971 amounts to
$38,000.

e. Further evaluation activities, beginning
November 1, 1970, conducted under
support from the Office of the Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction in the
amount of $16,000 through June 30,
1971.

In all cases of funded projects, of course,
additional time is required by the district staff in
supervision and participation.

In addition to the development costs men
tioned above, there were other costs less easily
quantified which were onetime or startup
expenditures.

Teacher Salary Cash Flow

Many districts, Valley View included, follow
the practice of issuing teacher paychecks over 12
months rather than just during the regular
school year. The total annual salary is, of course,
the same, but the teacher is receiving salary on a
regular basis and the district has use of a portion
of the salary money into the summer.

Since the 45.15 Plan began its operation in
June rather than September of the 1970.71
school year, the new year payroll for some teach
ers began in July 1970. This represented no
actual increase in salary outlays, but the acceler-
ated cash 'flow should be viewed as costing the
district something in interest on short-term debt
(tax anticipation warrants). The actual case,
however, was that the State of Illinois agreed to
advance State aid payments to help finance this
cash flow lag.

First Summer Staff Assignments

The plan chosen by the district to phase in
the four pupil groups caused some inefficiencies
in staff assignments during the first 30 days of
school. From June 30 to July 20 only one-
fourth of the pupils (one-third of the new
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service level) were in school. A cortespontli:v
number of classroom teachers returned to work
with these pupils, but in certain cases teaching
specialists and supervisory staff were under
utilized in terms of pupilteacher ratio. Of
course, the buildings were open and operating as
if all pupils were present. Between July 21 and
August 10, the pupil load was at twothirds of
the new operating level, and on August 11 the
third group of pupils arrived to bring the pupil
load to capacity.

Although costs can be attributed to the
underutilization of staff in this first summer,
the district believes that the adjustment period
was valuable, not only to the smooth operation
of the 45.15 Plan, but also to the educational
program in general. Principals reported that they
had rn opportunity to work with their teachers
more effectively then ever was possible under a
traditional September school opening. Prepare
don for the new school year was cor.siderecf
unusually satisfactory.

Opening an Enlarged School System

II a school district enlarges its physical calm.
ity by any means, there will always be an
immediate per pupil cost increase. The 4515
Plan, in effect, provided the district with two
new 30room school buildings. This new space
was provided because it was badly needed, and
the district chose to staff and utilize the new
space as soon as it became available.

Obviously, when the 1969.70 school year
closed on June 8 without that space in use, per
pupil costs were less than the 1970.71 year cost
level which reflects the additional space utilize.
Lion, In this respect, the 45.15 Plan is not differ.
ent from, say, opening the equivalent new build.
ings. The school district determines to what
extent the new facilities will be immediately
utilized.

Had the extra space actually been provided by
two new buildings, of course, certain costs
would havr been far greater. Two new princi
pals, two dice staffs, and two custodial crews
would ha% !been hired. The new buildings would
have rev .ired core facilities to serve the class.
MOMS.

It is important to financial analysi.i of the
45.15 Plan to compare this method of enlarging
the school system capacity against other
methods of accomplishing the same end effect
rather than to compare the 45.15 syste41 against
the smaller capacity system it replitces.

On the other hand, it must be noted that
these differences are of a shortterm nature. The
two new principals that :sere "not hired" at the
outset of the 45.15 Plan's operation may appeal
in the district's administrative organization as
instructional su per% isors or distrkt office profes-
sional stall within a short period of time. It can
he expected that the resulting staff organization
will be more effective and valuable.

In summary, what initial costs must be borne
to develop and implement the 45.15 Plan? These
fall into three categories:

1. The cost of people to be devoted to the
planning ef for t : administrators, faculty
groups, and outside consultants. In Valley
View this total cost was probably sonic
S50.000-560,000 over a 2year period or
about SIO per pupil. Other districts, cur
minty within Illinois, can now expect an
easier and less expensive job.

2. During the implementation period, costs of
preparation and phasingin. These ranged,
under the Valley View approach, hole
extra custodial time during June to extra
teacher costs before pupil loads reached
capacity. These costs can be viewed in
several ways but did not exceed S50,000.
(Actually under Valley View's implement°.
Lion method, onelourth of the pupils
receive 15 days less instruction and one.
fourth receive 30 days less instruction
during the first year than under the tradi-
tional calendar. This defers some S150,000
in staff cost indefinitely.)

3. Capital outlay modifications to existing
facilities chiefly air conditioning. The
building that required air conditioning in
the district was difficult to modify. Surveys
of costs for air conditioning existing facili
ties offer varied estimates. From these
surveys and Valley View's experience,, it
would seem that S3,500 per classroom
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would be a maximum figure. Less satisfac-
tory installations (window units, for
example) could bring that figure to below
S1,000.

Valley View did not choose to make
other modifications to their existin3 class-
room facilities. If consideration is given to
building modifications, it then will be to
enhance certain program changes that grew
out of all-year operation not as a direct
result of the 45.15 Plan.

What, besides initial costs or changes in the
instructional program, are new costs due to
45.15 operation? Pupil transportation is a
unique example. Even through careful schedul-
ing the cost per transported pupil will increase
depending on route efficiences. Further, if new
buildings had been built, presumably the pupil
transportation load would have been reduced
because of the new schools' locations. So, in this
case, having fewer schools costs more than
having more schools.

Other costssuch as building operation, main.
Mance, cafeteria, etc.when compared to their
level had new buildings been constructed. are
certainly not higher and apparently are some-
what lower than the traditional year allows. In
any case, these cost differences are insignificant
in the Valley View District and completely sub.
ject to the discretion exercised by operating
supervisors.

The one possible exception worth further
study is the cost of operating air conditioning,
The first summer of 45.15 operation did net
produce any mensurable standards. It is
expected that the increased cost of utilities in
Volley View during the current year will be
between 545,000 and 550,000, although twice
that was budgeted. This cost is higher than the
cost that would be incurred to heat and light the
equivalent additional space during the winter.
During the second summer's operation, the dis-
trict will attempt to monitor these costs and
develop standards for continued operation.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

While posttest and evaluative data are not yet
available on the Valley View 45.15 Plan, the
baseline information appears to warrant these
conclusions:
1. One-third more classroom space can be made

available immediately through the 45.15 Plan.
2. Immediate savings (up to 5 percent per pupil)

can be gained under these conditions.
Enrollment is rising rapidly
Debt retirement is high per pupil

3. Educational benefits immediately accrue if
overcrowding or doubleshifting is prevented.

4. The community can be won over to the sup-
port of short vacations at four different times
during the year as they learn how to use the
time. Those people most strongly objecting
are generally critical of the school system.

5. Student scheduling is the toughest administra-
tive problem to solve. However, if a systems
approach is used and a good organizer is

responsible, it can be done in 2 or 3 months
and on a budget of about S1 per pupil. Two
factors can ease the problem considerably:

Use of individualized instruction
Schools with large enrollments

Student scheduling is made easier with non-
graded programs because students can come
and go if the instruction is truly individua-
lized. Also, larger enrollments tend to reduce
chance imbalances.

6. Most teachers will take a yearlong contract if
given the opportunity to do so.

7. Basic research objectives can be more easily
reached if incorporated into "formative"
evaluation. This means that the people in-
eolved must see "pay-off" from the evalua-
tion activities.

8. Teachers are willing generally to try a year-
round operation, especially if given the option
on the length of their contract. However, they
are quite skeptical of most of the claims made
for year-round programs prior to any actual
experience with it.

9. The move to a year-round operation wins
strong support from economy-minded tax-
payers and watchdog groups. However, a
majority of parents are more concerned

about the educz. anal outcomes of the pro-
gram.

10. Any school system can move to a year-round
school operation if these three problems are
anticipated and planned for:

Winning community acceptance.
Involving professional staff with all of the
specific ramifications of the operation,
especially student scheduling.
Developing a model or design that does
not penalize, in the eyes of the commie
nity, certain families.

Districts contemplating some version of the
staggered, splitvacation plan will find the fol
lowing checklist helpful as a guide to planning.
The checklist is a series of decisions and ques-
tions on a decision that must be resolved before
moving on to the next decision.
Decision 1: Should the school hoard approve a
staggered, splitvacation calendar?

What relief to overcrowding will a one-
third increase in space allow?
What reactions will the community have
to the use of double shifts instead of a
staggered, splitvacation, year-round oper-
ation?
What legal obstacles exist to a proposed
plan?
What curriculum adjustments must be
made if course work is broken into quar-
ters rather than semesters?
Will teachers accept 12-month contracts
if offered on a voluntary basis?

Decision 2: How much planning time must be
given to the staff? What date is to be set for
implementation?

Can a full-time person be assigned to the
planning?
How long will it take to explain to the
community the implications of the plan?
Can teachers be given regular inservice
training?

Decision 3: Are all grade levels and schools to be
involved?

How w ill transportation patterns be
changed if enrollment sizes are varied
among schools?
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What will be the consequences if bound.
ary lines are changed among schools?
Are some schools, staff, and neighbor.
hoods more receptive to year.round oper
ations?

Decision 4: How is the program to be imple
mented?

How are students to be assigned to
attendance tracks?
How. are bus schedules to be adjusted
every 3 or 4 weeks?
How are teacher task forces to be formed
to make necessary curriculum adjust.
ments?

What kind of contracts will be used for all
personnel?

The following recommendations are made
for districts contemplating installation of a stag.
gered, splitvacation, year-round school opera.
tion:
1. Allow at least 1 year for planning.
2. Establish a position of a planning director,

give him at least 1 year to do planning, and
provide a budget of S3.5 per pupil.

3.Prepare a calendar early and have the school
board adopt it early.

4.Involve the community in answering just one
question: "What would you do or what
would you recommend for us to do to
increase classroom space by one third?" Let
the community think it is their idea. Go to
the public with alternatives, which are
usually (a) costly building programs, if you
have the bonding power, (b) double sessions,
(c) 50 or more children in a classroom, or (d)
some form of year-round schools. You will
be surprised how rapidly the community will

agree that year.round schools may be the
best solution.

5.Discover the questions by different local
groups that cannot be easily answered and
establish an evaluation program which will
answer them within practical limits.

6.Seek out the person with the strongest objec.
tions, listen to him, answer his questions sin
cerely and honestly, but proceed with the
planning according to the temper of the most
positive people.

7.Answer all questions by all people carefully
and patiently, over, and over, and over.

8. Involve your teachers. Year.round school will
be a big change in their lives and yet it
promises to be of great financial benefit to
them. Let teachers participate in the plan.
ning and scheduling; in fact, insist on it. Give
teachers as much freedom as possible in
selecting the length of their contracts.

9.Give each principal freedom to build any
type of staff schedule he desires in his build.
ing.

10.Encourage use of nongraded or individual.
ized instruction as a means to solve student
scheduling problems and to advance the
cause of better education.

11.Be prepared to do most of the hard work of
planning but give all of the recognition to the
teachers and principals when the program
starts because they will do the hard work
from then on.

12.Keep the public informed. Once you decide
to adopt a year.round school system, don't
stop communicating. Let everyone know as
each step down the road is taken towards
that first day of school. It is of vital impor
tance to retain the confidence of the public.
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CURRENT ERIC ENTRIES ON YEAR-ROUND SCHOOL

The following entries are divided into two
categories: those appearing in Research in
Education (RI El and those in the Current Index
to Journals in Education (CIJE). Copies of the
RIE documents are available in microfiche and
hard copy, at the prices cited, from the ERIC
Document Reproduction Service, P.O. Drawer
0, Bethesda, Maryland 20014. Articles cited in
CIJE are available only from the periodicals in
which they originally appeared: however,
abstracts of the articles, identifiable through the
EJ number included in each entry, appear in
CIJE.

Entries from Research in Education

Feasibility of Rescheduled School Year Plans for
Delaware Public Elementary and Secondary
Schools. ED 036 886. 48 pp. MF 65c; HC -
$3.29.

The Impact of a Rescheduled School Year: A
Special Report Prepared for the Governor and
the Legislature of the State of New York. ED
040 234. 164 pp. MF 65c; HC $6.58.

The Year-Round School or the Rescheduled
School Year. ED 041 364. 119 pp. MF 65c; HC
$6.58.

YearRound Operation at Berkeley: Background
and Implementation. ED 043 937. 127 pp. MF
65c; HC $6.58.

PostConference Report: Extended School Year
Conference. ED 044 811. 71 pp. MF 65c; HC
$3.29.

The School Calendar DilemmaA Solution for
the Approaching Crisis. ED 033 436.5 pp. MF
65c; HC $3.29.

The Rescheduled School Year. ED 032 625. 39
pp. MF . 65c; HC $3.29.

Entries from Current Index to Journals in
Education

"The Valley View 45.15 Continuous School
Year Plan." American School and University,
vol. 43, no. 3, pp. 19.28, Nov. 1970. EJ 030
620.

"Does YearRound Education Make Sense?"
Compact, vol. 4, no. 6, pp. 4.6, Dec. 1970. EJ
030 622.
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"Emerging Plans for YearRound Education."
Compact, vol. 4, no. 6, pp. 7.8, Dec. 1970. EJ
030 623.

"The Legal and Financial Questions." Compact,
vol. 4, no. 6, pp. 9.14, Dec. 1970. EJ 030 624.

"Atlanta Has Begun," Compact, vol. 4, no. 6,
pp. 15.17, Dec. 1970. EJ 030 625.

"Legislative Action in Michigan." Compact, vol.
4, no. 6, pp 18.20, Dec. 1970. EJ 030 626.

"The California Experiment: A Case Study."
Compact, vol. 4, no. 6, pp. 29.30, Dec. 1970. EJ
030 627.

"Experimenting with a Voluntary Program."
Compact, vol. 4, no. 6, pp. 31.32, Dec. 1970. EJ
030 628.

"Legislating Flexibility in Pennsylvania." Com
pact, vol. 4, no. 6, pp. 33.35, Dec. 1970. EJ
030 629.

"Plugging In and Out at Will." Compact, vol. 4,
no. 6, pp. 36.37, Dec. 1970. EJ 030 630.

"State ActionExtending the School Year."
Compact, vol. 4, no. 6, pp. 38.44, Dec. 1970. EJ
030 631.

"State Guidelines Adopted." Compact, vol. 4,
no. 6, p. 45, Dec. 1970. EJ 030 632.

"The Expanded, Extended School Year in
Florida." Compact, vol. 4, no. 6, pp. 4648, Dec.
1970. EJ 030 633.

"Why One District Rejected YearRound
Schools." Nation's Schools, vol. 84, no. 6, p. 94,
Dec. 1969. EJ 012 686.

"Year-Round School." NASSP Bulletin, vol. 54,
no. 344, pp. 79.89, Mar. 1970. EJ 016 996.
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BALTIMORE CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
Baltimore, Md., June 6,1978.Mr. ROMAN C. Pucuism,

Chairman, General Subcommittee on. Education, Congress of the United Statcs,
House of Representatives, Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DF.AK Ma. reenact : Thank you for your letter of May 24th inquiring about our
year-round school operation. I um enclosing materials which will describe the
year-round school concept as developed by our staff. Four of our secondary
schools, all new, began the four-quarter implementation pease in September, 1911.
Severe budgetary problems forced the cancellation of the summer quarter 1IN
planned, although we shall attempt to offer some of its features through a
modified effort. For the summer we are offering every student the option of
taking two quarter courses for credit. ( See enclosure.)

Beginning in September, 1072, we shall operate a trimester arrangement for
three quarters and leave the summer quarter open for adjustments as needed.
We shall retain many features of the program suchas student selection of courses,
immediate failure remediation, varied entry points, etc. We are hopeful of re-
expanding the program as our financial picture improves as we are impressed
with the learning potential of the concept.

If you desire further information, let us know.
Yours sincerely,

ROLAND N. PATIERSON, Superintendent.Enclosures.
BALTIMORE CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

(For Inter-office or Inter-school Correspondence)

Miami 1, 1971.To : Mr. Sterling S. Keyes.
From Wilmer V. Bell.
Subject : Year-Round School (Four-Quarter Year).

Attached is a draft copy of a proposal by which the full-year school program
can be initiated beginning 1 September 1971.

Following a comprehensive study of various possibilities, including staff visits
to school districts operating such programs, a four-quarter plan is recommended
as providing optimum flexibility in the use of the year.

Curricular and logistical staff members of the Baltimore City Public Schools
have reviewed the proposal and deem it feasible as well as desirable.

State Department of Education officials who have been studying such plans
have endorsed the proposal and expressed the intent to assist as need may arise.

Since the fundamental objective is to improve program offerings to Baltimore
youth, rather than primarily to utilize the calendar more fully, It is suggested
that the proposal may be called Expanded School Program, or some similar
term, rather than Year-Round School or Four Quarter Year.

Subject to approval, a pilot plan as proposed will be inaugurated in the four
new air-conditioned secondary school buildings, eg.

Lake Clifton Senior High School #40.
Northern Parkway Junior High School #93.
Walbrook Senior High School #411.
Southwestern Junior-Senior High School #412.

The principals-designate of these four schools have comprised our studycommittee.
The proposal has been disciered in general terms with representative parents,

staff members, students, and community leaders. Subsequent to approval, an
active public information program will be undertaken. It is expected that the
attached materials will form a major component of a public informationbrochure.

Subject to experience in these pilot schools, the proposed plan, as may be
modified, may be extended to other schools as public interest and plant facilitieswarrant.

DRAFT OUTLINE PROPOSAL

BACKGROUND

The Superintendent, on November 20, 1970, charged the principals of the four
new secondary schools opening In September 1971 with the responsibility of de-
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velopIng a plan for a year-round program. The following represents a composite
draft model of the suggested program as a result of individual reading and study,
group deliberation nud analysis. and visits to operating year-round schools.

OBJECTIVES

1. To improve the potential for education by offering continuous course oppor-
tunities for students.

2. To recognize the increasing complexity of demands upon schools, and the
need for concomitant flexibility in school programs.

3. To increase the degree of student involvement in decisions regarding course
selection. acceleration and remediation.

1. To provide a vehicle for curriculum revision encompassing new content and
new approaches.

5. To seek varied nail more efficient ways to utilize staff competence and plant
facilities.

SUGGESTED PROGRAM MODEL

1. Beginning in Septunther 1971, each of the new secondary schools will operate
on a twelve-month school year, divided into four equivalent quarters of eleven
weeks each (See Attachment 1).

2. Initially, all students enrolled in these schools will attend the first three
quarters. which will approximately parallel the normal school year from Sep-
tember '71 to June '72.

3. The summer quarter of 1972, constituting the fourth quarter of the school
year mid carrying the full complement of course offerings available during the
other quarters, will be optional for students.

4. Thereafter, students may, each year, elect any three quarters of a school
year or continue through four quarters.

COURSE ORGANIZATION AND SCHEDULING

1. Each quarter is programmatically independent.
2. All courses currently planned for these pilot junior and senior high schools,

and those to be added. will be organized under the direction of subject super-
visors as quarter coursesstructured and designed for the quarter system. Spe-
cial courses may be established for specific quarters.

3. Students, with the assistance of parents, counselors, and teachers, will make
their own course selections. A plan for three full quarters will be made initially
and at appropriatC intervals thereafter.

4. Subject to counseling and parental approval, students may take a higher
than normal load year-round to permit continual part -time employment, or
greater emphasis on each course.

5. Catalogs giving details of available and required courses will he prepared
and distributed to students.

6. Registration for courses will be held on a day set aside for this purpose
between quarters, implementing decisions regarding course offerings, space, and
staff made earlier through procedures established in each school.

7. Students not successfully completing a quarter course may choose to retake
the same course during the following quarter. or, in some cases, may substitute
another quarter course in its place.

PREPARATION AND IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

1. During the initial year of operation, the begiming of the first quarter will
correspond with the regular school calendar for 1971-1972.

2. Within their areas of responsibility, Area Directors, Departmental Supervi-
sors, Curriculum Bureau Personnel, Department Heads of the respective
schools, and others as selected. will

a. Prepare quarter courses and comprehensive flow charts. (See Attach-
ment No. 2)

b. Develop a flexible credit system.
c. Conduct teacher orientation sessions for incoming staff.
fl. Effect procedures for continuous program development.
e. Hold orientation sessions with parents of prospective students.
f. Establish contact with affected community agencies and businesses,

explaining program, soliticiting input and assistance.
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g. Organize scheduling procedures with Data Center.
h. Develop strategies for devising attendance options.
I. Establish maintenance functions and operations schedule with Business

Division.
j. Explore with community, special kinds of courses, programs, and activ-

ities which might be included.
3. Variations in detailed programming and implementation will depend upon

the school community.

SOME ADVANTAGES ARE.

1. More varied curricular offerings, enrichment, exploration.
2. The immediate remediation of failure and the avoidance of Being locked into

an unproductive classroom situation, may decrease pupil grate re.
3. Earlier graduation.
4. Improved work-study opportunities.
5. Additional time for slower students within t high school years.
0. Easier accommodation for mobile students.
7. More year-round opportunity for counseling.
S. Reduction of dropouts by providing for more flexible and enriched learning

opportunities.
9. Diminished numbers of "vacationing" youth at any one time.
10. Increased ratio of job availability for "vacationing" students at any one

time.
11. Improved economic opportunities for teachers.
12. Provision for the involvement of teachers and the community in the planning

and preparation of the extended school year program.
13. Gradual transition from the traditonal school year into an extended school

year for the Baltimore City Public Schools, if warranted.
14. Provision for more efficient and complete use of the school plant and

equipment.
ATTACHMENT 2FEBRUARY, 1971

(Sample Course Outline')

MATHEMATICS

Course Name : Elem. Algebra (Course A).
Course Number : Mathematics 221.

STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Any student who has made a score of 8.5 or above on a standardized achieve-
ment test given In the year prior to entering high school or, who has satisfactorily
completed three quarters of Fundamentals of Mathematics (Courses A, B, C)
(Mathematics 111, 112, 113), or, whose course selection is approved by his mathe-
matics teacher of the previous quarter.

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This course is primarily concerned with the foundation of Algobra.

ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

One period per day, five days per week or, the equivalent of five hours per wee}:
(Elementary Algebra (Course A) Mathematics 221).

comm.
(1) Symbols and Sets. a. Numbers and Their Relationships. b. Grouping Num-

bers in Sets and Subsets. c. Using Numbers in One or More Operations.
(2) Variables & Open Sentences. a, Analyzing Algebraic Statements. b. Prob-lems Solved with Variables.
(3) Axioms, Equations, and Problem Solving. a. Identifying and Using Num-

ber Axioms. b. Transforming Equations With Equality Properties.

Adapted from Atlanta public schools.

79-420 0- 72 - 27
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(4) The Negative Numbers. a. Extending the Number Line. b. Operating withDirected Numbers.
(5) Equations, Inequalities, and Problem Solving. a. Open Sentences in the Set

of Directed Numbers, b. The Analysis of Problems.
(6) Polynomials. a. Addition and Subtraction. b. Multiplication and Division.
(7) Special Products and Factoring. a. The Distributive Property in Factoring.

b. Quadratic Trinomials. c. Extension of Factoring.
Where a computer terminal is available, problems may be programmed and

computed. Where a terminal is rot available, problems may be programmed.'

COURSE OBZECTIVES

(1) To communicate and perform operations inset terminology.
(2) To find the solution set in sentences of equality and inequality in one

variable by applying the axioms.
(3) To prove algebraic statements from other given algebraic facts.(4) To solve problems involving more thanone operation,
(5) To solve and show the graph of equations and inequalities in one variable

on the number line, to analyze and solve linear verbal problems in one variable.
(6) To add, subtract, multiply, and divide polynomials.
(7) To multiply and factor polynomials.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURES

(1) Review sets, their terminology and properties. (Limit time spent on item
one of content, as this has been studied in previous courses.)

(2) Develop clearly the meaning and the use of a variable in an open sentence,
emphasizing related terms, such as: domain, replacement set, values, constant,
etc. Be sure at this time that the student can solve a linear equation in one
vs viable and related verbal problems.

(3) Stress the axioms of equality, properties of the real number system, and
their application in finding equivalent simplified equations.

(4) Extend the number line to include all the negative real numbers. First
develop, then stress the laws of signs for the four fundamental operations. Use
distance on the number line to develop initially the concept of absolute value.

(5) Give repeated application to the axioms and properties of equalities and
inequalities in equations and inequalities. Students may be given outlines,
sketches and useful models to determine what is given and what is to be found
when solving verbal problems.

(6) In adding and subtracting polynomials, be sure that the students under-
stand and can apply the axioms and properties used to combine similar terms.
In multiplication and division students should obtain a workable knowledge of
factors, exponents, prime numbers, and the use of the distributive property.

(7) It is essential that the student can perform the following types of special
products and factoring :

(1) a(x+y)=ax-Fay and ax-Fay=a(x+y)
(2) (ab) (a b) r=eb' and a' b'= (ab) (ab)
(3) (a+b)3=e+bs and e-F2ab-Fb*-=(a+b)'
(4) (ax+b) (ex-Ed) =ace+ (ad-Fbc)x-Fbd and ace+ (ad-Fbc)x-Fbd= (ax+

b) (cx+d)
Emphasize that factoring is a necessary device in sequential work in algebra.

REFERENCES

Houghton Mifflin Co., Modern School Mathematics, Algebra 1, 1967.
Houghton Mifflin Co., Modern Algebra, Structure and Method, Bk. 1, 196M.
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Modern Elementary Algebra, 1965.
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Modern Alegbra, Structure and

Function, Bk. 1, 1968.
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Algebra, Book 1,1967.
Prentice-Hall, Alegbra One, 1960.
D.C. Health and Co., Introduction to Algebra, 1967.
Allyn and Bacon, Algebra One, 1965.

This section may be completed in Course B.
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Chalkboard and colored chalk, Overhead projector, Straight edge ,and See
audio-visual catalogue for films and filmstrip.
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The sample Course Outline and Flow ('hart were taken from the booklet
"Four-Quarter School Year", printed by the Atlanta Board of Education, Pub-lication. January 1970.

cou M ITTEE

Dr. Joel Carrington, Walbrook Senior High School.
Mr. John Feathers, Southwestern Junior-Senior High School.
Mr. Paul Gorman. Northern Parkway Junior High School.
Mr. John Ward, Lake Clifton Senior Iligh School.

BALTIMORE CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

(For Inter - office or Inter-school Correspondence)

31.t.acn 2, 1072.
To: Dr. Roland N. Patternson.
From: Joel A. Currington.
Subject : Summer School Opportunities for Year-Round Students.

In an attempt to implement special educational opportunities for students in
the four-quarter schools, the following options will be available: Enrichment,
Retnediation, Skill Building, and Acceleration.

Although specific details will be developed by educational staff members, the
following guidelines are recommended:

A. DESCRIPTION OF OPTIONS

1. Enrichment: Students choosing or recommended for intensive and broad
study in specialized areas may apply for the regular summer enrichment pro-
gram ut Western nigh School.

2. Remediation : a. Students needing remediation urn:
(1) Those who were unsuccessful in a quarter course and began the process

of recycling ( rt.usequencing through a given subject area).
(2) Those who were unsuccessful in a quarter course and did not enter the

recycling procedure (mainly true of nun-sequential subjects).
b. Remcdiation students may attend any summer school center containing

review programs.
e. Students may take a maximum of two remediation courses.
3. ;Skill Building: Skill building classes will be organized for students dis-

playing specific weaknesses.. student may be assigned to such a clnss as part of
time remediattion process. Skill building classes will be offered at designated
schools.

4. Acceleration: a. Students completing 18 quarter hours of credit for the
previous Bin* quarters mny tnke up to two advanced quarter courses for credit.

b. All advanced quarter courses wilt be offered at Walbrook high School.
e. Students selecting the acceleration option will be required to take two

courses, one of which mast be in time field of English.

B. NATURE OF COURSES

1. All courses will be six weeks In length and meet for 100 minutes daily.
2. All courses will be constructed behavoriatily. i.e. listing measurable objec-

tives denoting performance.
C. TEAC JEERS

1. Teachers will be required to teach two to three courses daily.
2. Teachers must meet criteria for selection.
3. Year-Round principals may enlist departmental assistance in suggesting

teachers for summer school programs.

D. IMMEDIATE RESPONSIBILITIES or FOUR-QUARTER SCITOOLS

1. Up-date Course Catalog and make available for students.
2. Make n survey of students In year-round schools who are planning to at-

tend summer school (atteminnce is optional).
3. Identify type of option desired.
4. Identify specific course title and field desired.

wr
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ROCHESTER AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT,
Rochester, Pa., June 5, 1972.

Representative ROMAN C. PcciNsto,
Chairman, General Subconinsittee on Education, Congress of the Cnited States,

Rayburn House Officc Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Sul: Thank you for your letters in which you requested information

concerning the year-round school concept as employed in the Rochester Area
School District, Rochester, Pennsylvania. We are enclosing a booklet, THE
-THREE PLUS" SYSTEM, which describes the optional fourth quarter plan
that we have instituted.

Our "first" fourth quarter will be held this summer, and it will be on a very
modified scale since all students were required to attend the first three quarters
of this past school year. The fourth quarter is optional and we have taken the
position that any student who attends school after his required 180 days may
attend any or all of a fourth quarter.

For the fourth quarter going into effect on June 19, we will have approximately
600 of the 2,500 students of the district participating. Most of these students are
in the Primary and Intermediate levels, and we will offer programs for them In
reading, mathematics, and swimming; while nt the Secondary level, one course
twer major academic area will be offered.

Our school complex is located geographically in the center of the district,
which Is heavily populated within four square miles; and because of this loca-
tion. the complex has become a community center ns well. Our year-round opera-
tions, therefore. will encompass not only studies in the academic areas but rec-
reation activities also.

We have received notification that our plan should receive favorable funding
under ESEA Title III and this should permit us to further implement the pro-
gram for the year 1972-73. At this time, we will not say that year-round educa-
tion will cost us more because we feel that there are more things than dollars
and cents that must be measured relative to cost, and of course, that is the reason
why we have sought federal funding at this time to permit us to study and imple-
ment various plans to determine if properly organized, just what the additional
cost of year -round education would be, if any.

As far ns our public is concerned, from the number of students who will be
attending this quarter, we have had favorable acceptance. When we approached
the public several years ago about this, naturally alarm was expressed that we
were going to interfere with their vacation plans, etc. Since our plan is optional,
the public Is beginning to realize that actually a flexible school program could
permit families to have more flexible opportunities for vacations, travels, and
trips. We have n large contingency of steel workers In our population. These
workers are entitled to thirteen weeks of vacation that are scheduled on the
basis of seniority. The unfortunate steel worker who receives a thirteen-week
holiday beginning in March has n problem if he has 4 or 5 children enrolled in
school. We were gratified to have two requests to see if we would permit the chil-
dren to be out of school to go on an extended trip and then have the children
make up the time during the summer months. Two might not be a significant
number, but we think it is because if we can permit just two families to deviate
from their normal routine, I am quite sure we will get more. Then the whole
effort of twelve months' schooling would be justified.

Our main goal is to permit educational services, program, and facility of the
school district to be available nt all times to the children and citizens of the
Rochester Area.

I trust this information above, plus the enclosed booklet, will help you under-
stand our program. I nm sorry I have not answered your communication sooner.

Sincerely yours,
MArrszw Rom, Superintendent.

THE "THREE PUTS" SYSTEM

The Rochester Area School District Is located along the Ohio River approxi-
mately twenty-five miles below Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. It is In the heart of the
industrial valley stretching from Pittsburgh to East Liverpool, Ohio. Because of
its location in Beaver County, the Rochester Aren has been referred to as the
"hud." Main highway and rail routes cross the river at or near Rochester.
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The population of the school district numbers approximately 11,000 residents,
and many ethnic groups are represented in this figure. The population growth of
the area has been holding fairly constant over the last few years. A decline of
the population has occurred in the Borough of Rochester, the oldest community
in the school district, but this decline has been offset by a gain in neighboring
Rochester Township. The other municipality, East Rochester Borough, has ex-
perienced no great change in population figures.

Geographically, the school district covers approximately five square miles.
The terrain is hilly with few fiat surface areas. Industrial and commercial ven-
tures are located near the shore of the Ohio and Beaver rivers and, as one would
proceed away from the rivers, residential areas are predominant. The greater
the distance away from the rivers, the greater the decrease in density of popu-
lation. The otter edges of the Rochester Area School District are approximately
two miles from the river.

In 1900, the Rochester Borough received funding through the Urban Renewal
program and, as a result, launched a massive effort to revitalize the commercial
importance of the community. Large retail shopping centers and a highway
network were located and this served to challenge the community to do "great
and better" things.

Accordingly, the school district set forth to restructure its educational pro-
gram to meet the challenges of the times. Even though school authorities were
nampered by limited, antiquated, and overcrowded facilities, meaningful and
significant changes did occur. The high school abandoned the "academic, com-
mercial, general" track programs and instituted, instead, programs leaning to
tiongradedness. Modular scheduling was also introduced. Most important, how-
ever, an awareness and interest to change educational opportunities were aroused
in the school and community.

In 1960, this interest received a boost when the federal government announced
the ESEA Title III Project to fund innovative and challenging programs in
education. Accordingly, the district filed for, and received, approval for its project,
and this grant launched the district into a study to restructure its entire cur-
riculum K-12 and to plan for new facilities which were needed to accommodate
the emerging educational program.

With the willingness of the communities and the school district to respond
to the challenge of improvement, coupled with the knowledge and information
of new national educational trends and methods supplied through the efforts of
ESEA Title III, the school district, from 1966 to the present date, has restruc-
tured its entire curriculum, K-12, and has built a new "education complex"
designed to house the new programs. Its decision toexpand operations "all year
round" came only after the restructuring of the curriculum and the construction
of a new modern facility made it virtually impossible to take any other course.
The educational program, its services, and the facilities were now flexible enough
to accommodate any change in the organizationof the school year and, as a result,
the school district in September, 1971, in order to gain more flexibility in time,
Instituted the four-quarter plan of operations to replace a traditional two-semester
system.

The traditional school year for children in Rochester called for 180 days of
required attendance. This is an agreement with state regulations. These regula-
tions were made more flexible a few years ago when Pennsylvania relaxed the
requirement of 180 days of instruction and substituted in its place a minimum
of 990 hours of instruction for secondary students and 000 hours for elementary
from July 1 to June 30.

Prior to September, 1971, all children were required to attend school for 180
days; the school year was divided into two semesters with the first semester
beginning approximately September 1 and ending late in Janunry. The second
semester and the school year usually ended the first week of June. Scattered
throughout the school year were the traditional holidays for Veterans Day,
Thanksgiving, Christmas, Easter, and usually one or two inservice days.

Recognizing that parents were concerned about any change in the school
calendar that would affect their normal and routine yearly patterns--holidays,
vacations, work schedules, etc.the district adopted a 240-day school calendar
that basically held to the traditional operations yet permitted greater flexibility
at the school level. "Feedback" to the school from the eommunity several years
ago indicated that any change in the calendar must be gradual and mist show
the community that this flexible school year program also permitted greater
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flexibility for parents to break away from their routine schedules as well. The
decision to implement the 60-day quarter concept also was bused on the fact that
attendance records for the district as outlined by the state were kept on 60-day
blocks of time; a credit of work at the high school level was usually based on
1"0 clock hours of instruction, and this number could be divided into three
equal smaller units. Experience also had shown that more could be accomplished
in shorter blocks of time than in the longer.

Accordingly, the following school calendar was adopted for the 1971-72 year :
First QuarterAugust 30 to November 23.
Second QuarterNovember 24 to March 2.
Third QuarterMarch 7 to June 1.
Fourth QuarterJune 5 to August' 5.
Normal holidays were maintained, and an additional "break" was provided be-

tween the second and third quarters.
All students were required to attend the first three quarters for the 1911-72

school year, and the fourth quarter was eptional. Beginning in 1912-73. how-
ever. students must attend any three quarters. This was done to permit the
district to move slowly into extended-year operations. For this reason, the
district has named its extended school year the "three plus" plan. Students must
attend any three quarters, and they may also elect to attend any portion, or all,
of an additional quarter.

The major objective of the extended operations is to permit and encourage
greater learning experiences for all children of the district. As mentioned, in
1966, the Rochester Area School District was awarded an ESKA Title III grant
that made it possible for the district to study and implement new content and
procedures in its educational program. Prior to that time, the high school pro-
gram was to a degree, nougraded and was offering semester-length courses in
the academic areas of English and science. With the assistance of the federal
grant under Title Ill, the district undertook a complete revision of its educa-
tional program K-12 and instituted in the Primary (K-1) and Intermediate
(5-8) divisions a "continuous learning" approach that was based on the use of
performance objectives. Adopting the philosophy of providing an educational
program for the child rather than fitting a child into the program, it soon be-
came evident that if a 01111d progressed according to his own abilities and achieve-
mentshls learning being a continuous thingthen the significance of "covering
so much" inn a certain period of time diminished. Wherever a child stopped in
his learning continuum, whether it be at Christmas or during the summer, at
that point he again would continue to proceed. Individualizing the program of
instruction at the Primary and Intermediate levels provided a clue for extend-
ing the educational program for twelve months without the traditional concern
for the number of hours a subject would be taught per day, days per week, ma-
terials to be covered, etc. A nongraded approach based on performance objec-
tives concerns itself not with what is taught, but rather, with what is learned.
When learning is the objective, time is not all important factor.

Individualizing the educational program has taken a different approach at the
Secondary level. A complete elective program was prodded with students select-
ing, using proper guidance and approvals, the courses they wished to follow. The
courses normally taught for 150- or 90-day blocks of time were restructured for
scheduling within a quarter system. By going to the quarter system, the district
is now offering 1S7 courses for all Secondary students. Ninety-two were offered
previously. All courses were planned utilizing faculty and student suggestions. A
listing of all courses available for 1971-72 to the 900 Secondary students is at-
tached.

New techniques in teaching were also studied and implemented. Teacher team
planning, large-group instruction, small-group instruction, use of paraprofes-
sionals, television and audio learning systems. independent study, flexible and
modular scheduling are all concepts and practices that have been in operation in
the Rochester Schools since 1966. Again, if these practices can, and are encour-
aged to, operate during a traditional two-semester school year of 180 days, why
cannot these same practices be employed during a four-quarter year? The door
was again opening for establishing the mechanics under which an extended
school year program could operate at the Secondary level.

Probably one factor that played an important role in the district's decision to
operate on an extended schedule was the construction of a new educational com-
plex housing all children in the district, K-12. Prior to September, 1971, the school.
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district had three primary schools, an intermediate school and a junior-senior
high school. A parochial school that formerly had 400 students, 1-S, enrolled,
closed operations in 1970, and the school district lensed that facility for the
school year 1970-71. All of the buildings, excluding the junior-senior high school,
were obsolete and in need of major renovation. The junior-senior high school,
occupied in 1901, was designed to accommodate 900 students, but a school en-
rollment of 1,100, plus increased curriculum offerings, necessitated additional
construction.

Since the junior- senior high school was located in the geographic and popula-
tion center of the district, the decision was made to construct an edtwationnl
complex on the 23-acre site. This complex would house all children K-12 and
would be designed to accommodate the educational program described previously.
The "open space" concept was employed to permit greater flexibility in building
use and in the operation of the educational program. Realizing that the new facil-
ity would serve the citizens of the Rochester Area for ninny years to come, the
district Installed air conditioning throughout most areas of the complex. Zone
controls were provided so that only portions or all of the complex would require
heating or cooling, and this would be at the demands of the educational program.
The district occupied the new facility in September, 1971, and retired all opera-
tions at other buildings.

The new complex serves as a community center as well. Rochester, being an
old river community, lacks proper recreational spaces for all segments of the
population. Along with the instructional spaces provided in the new complex, the
site also contains a stadium with track, four tennis courts, a baseball field, two
softball fields, and two basketball courts. In addition, the swimming pool has
been constructed to permit twelve-month use. The opportunity exists for a dove-
tailing of educational and recreational activities on a year-round basis and thus
make "school" more attractive.

One can see, then, that the development of the Rochester "three plus" system
was an outgrowth of a restructure of the educational program and the construc-
tion of a new modern facility designed to accommodate this program. It is not
a program that merely adds to a 180-day school year. It Is a new concept in the
school year itself.

Financing the new program naturally presents a problem! Since the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania reimburses local districts for instructional expenses in-
curred during a 180-day year only, any costs beyond that must he borne by the
local district. There is pending legislation recently introduced into the state legis-
lature to increase support beyond the 180 days. The Rochester Area is not consid-
ered a wealthy area. The tax base is solid, however, and it is expected that this
base will continue to grow. The district fully intends to be extremely cautious in
its undertaking of extended-year operations.

The major part of any additional expenses would involve instructional costs.
Because of the location of the new complex within the boundaries of the district,
transportation is not a major problem. At present, there is little reason to he
concerned about increased maintainance costs. Operational costs would increase
some but this would primarily be for lighting and air conditioning equipment.
Since these operations have been zoned to operate as the educational program
dictates, these expenses should fluctuate according to the demand of the pmgram.

Relative to instructional costs, the district has entered into a contract with
its teachers to reimburse them for any services performed beyond the 180-day
school year. The contract stipulates that additional work will be paid according
to the "daily rate" in effect for each employee. The "daily rate" is the salary
per year as provided in the contract divided by 180 days. All teachers, librarians,
nurses, and guidance counselors who are employed will he paid 100% of their
daily rate if they work seven hours per day with an assigned schedule; 75%, of
their daily rate if they work six hours per day without an assigned schedule; and
their earnings will be prorated according to the daily rate if they work less than
the required hours. Payments for iuservice sessions are determined separately.

Only those personnel who have met full certification requirements for the dis-
trict and Commonwealth will be given an opportunity to work more than, or less
than. the renuired three quarters. Staff will be hired according to the demands of
the educational program. Since the district intends to move into extended opera-
tions slowly. the ability of the district to finance extended operations will also
determine the extent these operations will be carried oat.

2/013
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As far as problems relative to extracurricular activities are concerned, the
district believes these are insufficient to serve as a deterrent for extended opera-
tions. Since attendance at any one quarter Is optional, it becomes a problem for
the fatally to decide if "Johnny" misses athletics. With the restructuring of the
educational' program, especially at the Secondary level, interest clubs (photog-
raphy, astronomy) have now become part of the curriculum and are offered as
quarter courses. Since all recreational facilities are located on one site, intra-
murals should be scheduled with little difficulty.

No doubt, as the district has more experience with the "three plus" system,
there will be other problems that will have to be resolved. The mechanics for opera-
tion have been established. however, and the district believes once It can secure
appropriate state and federal financing, the extended school year operations in
Rochester will have been through the "shakedown cruise" and. as a result. the
educational program will be geared to provide increased learning opportunities to
the citizens of the Rochester Area.

STUDENT COURSE ELECTIONS 1071-72

Business education
Typing I
Typing H
General Business
Shorthand I
Shorthand II and Transcription
Secretarial Office Practice & Work Exp.
Clerical Office Practice
Bookkeeping I
Bookkeeping II
Communications
Ninth Year English
Classical' Grammar
Composition
Basic Grammar
Advanced Grammar
Remedial Reading
Modern Media
Science Fiction
Mystery and Suspense
Mythology, Folklore and Legend
Reading and Listening for Pleasure
Short Story I
Short Story II
The Novel I
The Novel II
Oral Communications
Speech Lab
Debate and Reasoning
World Literature I
World Literature II
Minority Literature
English Literature I
English Literature II
American Literature I
American Literature II
Contemporary Literature
Distributive education
D.E. I Business Organization & Mer-

chandising
D.E. II Marketing, Advertising & Dis-

play
Retail Training

Business Lau*
Office Machines
Data Processing
Keypunch
Business English and Communication
Personal Typing
ABC Shorthand
Consumer Economic Problems

Contemporary Drama
Contemporary Poetry
Seminar In Literature
Religious Literature of the West
Creative Writing
Research Paper
Paragraph and Letter Writing
JOI1M0 limn I
Jo4thAism II
Spe.:41 :lending
Spanish I
Spanish H
Spanish III
Spanish IV
Conversational Spanish
French I
French II
French III
French IV
German I
German II
German III
German IV
Latin I
Latin H

Marketing Itenearch & Merchandise
Info.

Materials 'handling, Traffic & Transpor-
tation
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STUDENT COURSE ELECTIONS I 9.1 1-7 2COR nued
Fine arta
Ninth Year Chorus
Girls Chorus
A Cappello Choir
Chorale
Correlated Fine Arts
3Insic Theory
Vocal Techniques
31nsic History
Secondary Band
Jazz Techniques

.1fat11Cntaticcs

Algebra I
Basic Algebra I
Algebra II
Geometry
Trigonometry and Advanced 3Intli
Analytic Geometry and Calculus
General Math I
General 31:1111 II
Shop Math
Computer Programming I
Physical education and safetli edam:Um
SwimmingMale
Adapted Physical Education Male
Physical Edural ion Ma le
Physical EducationFemale
SwimmingFemale
Practical arts
Industrial Arts Metal Shop-9
Industrial Arts Meta! Shop-10-12
Welding
Afflomidive Repair

. Industrial Arts WI1011 SI1011--9
Industrial Arts Wood Shop-1012
Carpet', ry
Home Repairs for Girls
Ilasic Foods
haste Sewing
Foods for Family and Friends
Advanced Sewing

Science
Earth and Space Science
Science I.P.S.
Biology Lecture
Biology Lab
BSCS Biology Lecture
BSCS Biology Lab
Chemistry
Phyics
Advanced Science Seminar
Survey Course in Botany

Secondary Orchestra
String Techniques
Acting
Costuming and Make-up
Set Design and Lighting
Art I
Advanced Art
Art Exporalion and Specialization
Film-making and Film Apprecialim
Secondary Band Camp

Computer Programming II
Laboratory Math
Consumer Mathematics
Modern Math
Ihtsincss Ninth
Foundations of Advanced Mathematics
The Mathematics of 3int trices
Introductory Statistics and Probability
Basic Algebra IA

Adapted Physical EducationFemale
1 lea I I 11-31:11e
I hit I 1 11-10eina In
Safety Education
1/river Training

Foods Around the World and at. Home
Tailoring
Marriage and Family Living
Child Care and NlIsery Sehoid
Cimsnmer Research and ituyilig Decisloi

!ionic Decorating
Sewing for Pleasure
Food Specialties for Entertaining
erm I ve 1 hotalcrti (Is
Bachelor Home Economies

Hunan Biology
Heredity and Genetics
Nutrition
Physical Science
Weil tiler 1110 Climate
Advanced Space Science
Astronomy
Survey Course in Vertebrate Zoology
Survey Course in Invertebrate Zoology
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STUDENT COURSE ELECTIONS 97 1-7 continued
Social studies
United States History to 1805
United States History 1805 to Present
World Cultures
World Geography
Social Psychology
Civil War and Reconstruction
The Great Depression
Minority History
Criminology
Technical
Fundamentals of Drafting
Machine Design
Architectural Drafting
Arcliitectural Construction

Urban Problems
Contemporary U.S. Military History
Conservation and Outdoor Education
Anthropology
Totalitarianism vs. Democracy
U.S. Involvement in Southeastern Asia
African History
Latin American History

Exploratory Electronics
Basic Electronics
Solid State Electronics

STATEMENT or CHARLES MARCH K E,, PuEsIDENT, BLAIR CURRY, AND JOI I N.. SW EEN EY,Iu TURN K ET SYSTEMS. INC.. WASH N(;TON, D.C.

RESOURCE CONSUMPTION IN THE YEAR-ROUND SCHOOL

Financing our public schools has become the greatest educational concern of
the American populace. This contention is fully supported by the result .,1 of the
1911 Gallup public opinion poll on American education. Bond issues are failing
at record rates and many districts are colliding with their bonded indebtedness
ceilings. The Inadequacy of the Meal property tax to support the educathma I needs
of our children becomes more and more apparent as voters increasingly reject
requests for higher tax rates. Moreover, this crisis in school finance has resulted
in, and may perhaps be accelerated by. court decisions such as Serrano vs. Priest
in California which held that it is unconstitutional for the quality (us measured
by the dollars expended) of education available to a child to be dependent on the
wealth of his parents or neighbors.

Certain areas of the country are feeling this financial pinch in extremely
graphic ways, especially those areas which have witnessed rapid growth iu their
school age population. In these areas, it is painfully apparent that the limited
dollars available for education can produce only a limited amount of educational
facilities, and rapid growth ill the student population results in overcrowding of
these facilities. Further, this growth may be so rapid that even unlimited educa-
tional resources could not possibly produce classrooms fast enough to meet these
enormous demands. Thus, the issue of facility utilization is thrust to the fore-
front of discussions on educational economics.

This new dimension in educational economics has generated great interest is
the concept of year-round education. This interest has been inspired by force
of necessity. The American public has ceased to unquestioningly ratify bond
referenda and millage increases. It has demanded that educators show that they
are using their resources in the best possible way. Accountability has become
the word of the day.

This interest in year-round seluoillug has manifested itself in as number of
implemented year-round programs. most of which fall into one of two categories :
1) 'those whose purpose is to provide students with a broad range of educational
omort.unit les without prime eotivern for the expense involved and 2) those whose
purpose is to get better utilization from expensive facilities and thereby save
school construction money.

Programs that fall in the first category are generally a logical extension of
"summer school" as it has existed for many years. These new year-round pro-
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grams, however, are intended to do more than merely allow slower students to
catch up. They permit schools to offer wider ranges of course options and they
permit faster students to pick up advanced work. Programs such as these may
have a variety of exotic schedules. Fulton County. Georgia (including Atlanta )
permits students to attend any three of the calendar:s four academic quarters
with the option of also attending the fourth, if the student so desires. At Cham-
plain Valley Union High sehool in Hinesburg. Vermont, students are permitted
to attend any four staggered nine-week "quarters" during the year. Optional
programs of this nature are designed to provide enrichment and acceleration for
their students. Aid gh these programs may yield somewhat more uniform
a nuns I facility utilization than trod Mona I calendars. it is unlikely that the
"capital account savings" derived from this increased utilization will be sufficient
to outweigh the increased operating costs inherent in such programs. Overall.
programs of this type are likely to result-In a higher per-pupil educational cost.

Mir-round programs which fall in the second category. better facility utili-
zation. are usually conceived as a means of saving construction and interest costs
fur silool buildings. rather than to provide enrichment In students' academic
schedules. This is not at all meant to imply that school systems which "go yenr-
round" for the second reason, economy. are any less concerned about quality
education than are those which do so for the first reason. enrichment. Indeed,
the district which ran save money withont damaging the quality of ethtearlon
has freed resources to spend in other areas which might substantially improve
educational quality. Although implementation of programs such as these is
necessarily accompanied by ROMP curriculum reform the intent is simply to
make uniform I he monthly utilization of capital facilities. The 45-15 plan.
originally developed at Valley View School District 96 in Lockport. Illinois.
is the plan which Prince William County, Virginia has modified and adapted for
its own use and which will be the subject of this brief discussion. This plan calls
for each of four student groups to spend nine weeks (45 days) in school. four
times a year. with three-week (15 days) vacations between in-school sessions.
This means that. nt any one tune, only three of the four student groups are in
school. Consequently. only three-fourths of the building space which would be
necessary to I se the entire population under a traditional calendar is neces-
sary to house the same number of students under the 45-15 calendar. Year-round
operation of school facilities in this manner is attractive for number of reasons:

Rapidly growing districts may relieve immediate problems of overcrowding.
for each school building can comfortably serve one-third more pupils than it
was originally designed to hold.

When it becomes necessary to build new schools under year-round operations.
only three schools need be built for every four traditional term schools that
would have been necessary.

School districts which are fairly stable in size may replace four outmoded
facilities with three modern ones if they operate year round.

Further, year-round education will have impact on many of the costs in the
operating budget RR well. Teacher salaries, maintenance schedules. transporta-
tion activitks. and administrative salaries are only few of the other nrens where
the impact of year-round school might be felt.

A myth which has surrounded the concept of year-round schools and the 45-15
plan, in particnlar, is the conviction that only very rapidly growing districts.
like Prince William County. can realize construction savings from the plan.
Regardless of the district's growth rste, building three schools instead of four
for the same number of students is going to cost less money. There are two
primary reasons, however. why rapidly growing school systems are more apt
to participate in year-round schooling :

(1) Large growth rates are usually associated with young families with
many children. Therefore, since the student population is growing faster than
the taxpaying population, revenues and bonding power simply cannot keep pace
with the requirement for educational services. These systems. which cannot
legally build enough schools, are forced to devise ways by which existing facil-
ities can be used to house n greater number of students.

(2) Rapidly growing school districts are better able to adjust to the transition
between traditional and year-round calendars. A stable - enrollment district which
goes year round has the burden of divesting itself of 25% of its facilities. A
rapidly growing system may not face this' trauma since in only n few years
it. will probably "grow into" the excess facilities created by the changeover.
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Nevertheless, year-round school construction economies are available to educa-tional systems of any growth rate that have the initiative to search for them.
Most studies which have been made on the effect of year -round schools Have

suffered the weakness of not comprehensively considering all costs. Further.these studies have had difficulty relating savings in future construction costs
(which taxpayers cannot see or feel at this moment in time) to any anticipated
increases in operating expenses which may result from year-round operations
'which can be felt Immediately by the taxpayers). This difficulty is due inlarge part to the traditional budget reporting found nearly universally in

American school systems. Under the traditional system for reporting district
costs, the dollar figures most frequently quoted are tfie net current operating
expenses. In nearly every school district this figure does not include any esti-
mate of the cost of classroom and other building facilities. The dollars in "In-
strutclon" accounts generally exclude any indications of the dollars allocated
for the classroom area. When savings accrue to accounts not frequently quoted
to the public, such as Debt Service, but increased costs appear in the familiar
operating accounts, the result is taxpayer backlash over what appears to be
increased expense for it program touted to be a money saver.

COST ANALYSIS OF TILE 45 -1a PLAN

Education Turnkey Systems, Inc. is currently performing a detailed analysis
of the economic impact that the 45-15 year-round calendar will have on the
Prime William County. Virginia' school system. The final report of this cost.
analysis will be available in late summer along with reports from studies on
student performance and community attitudes on year-round schools. Some
preliminary results have emerged from this ongoing study relative to the po-
tential savings offered by the 45-15 calendar hi Prince William County:

In the middle school irstructional program studied, the per-pupil cost of the
educational resources cons'nned annually under the pilot 45-15 plan is approxi-
mately $1.052. If this same school were to operate a similar instructional program
tinder a traditional (September to June) term basis. the per-pupil cost of the
resources consumed annually would be approximately $1,109. The pilot 45-15 plan
results in a net per-pupil savings of $117 annually or 10% in comparison with
traditional term operation.

Of this annual savings of $117 per pupil for the pilot 45-15 plan, $35 (or 3.0%)
is due to reduced teacher and aide costs. Under the 45-15 plan the teachers in-
crease their work year from 193 days to 241 days and the aides from 184 days
to 241 days (with proportional increases in salaries of 25% and 31% respec-
tively). However, these teachers and aides serve 33% more students under the
5-15 plan. Because these instructional personnel are not receiving added salary
in the same proportion as their additional student load. these savings may not be
found in future operations of the 45-15 plan iu Prince William County, There-
fore. such savings are not generally applicable to other school systems.

Another $21 (or 1.8%) of the annual per-pupil savings of $117 for the 45-15
plan is due to the fact that the middle school studied could be served by the same
number of principals, librarians. counselors. and secretaries under both 45-15

a and traditional term operation. The total salary increase necessary to provide
these staff members on a year-round basis is less than proportional to the in-
crease in the number of students served under 45-15 operation.

The remaining $01 (or 5.2%) of the annual per-pupil savings is due to in-
creased utilization of the school buildings and furnishings required for the opera-
tion of the instructional program. This $01 represents a total of $48 (4.1%)
saved in allalla 1 per-pupil costs assoelated with the laurel's Se. operation, 1111fillIP-
!ISOM and debt service for the building itself plus $13 (1.1%) savings Imo-
elated with the purchase. maintenance, and debt service for the required furnish-
ings. Along with the aersonnel savings listed above, the operation and mainte-
nance savings for both bilikling and furnishings will result in lower perpupilcosts in the district's operating budget. The savings in the purchase and ilebt
service for buildings and equipment will result in lotver per-pupil costs in the
nmital outlay and debt service nortions a the di'strict's budget.

The facility savings of 5.2% plus the sehoolwide staff savings of 1.8% are
more likely to be observed in the long run than are the per-pupil savings in 41-
structimml salary costs. It is quite possible that adoption of the 45-15 program
district wide could result 1/7. a 0-9% reduction in total per-pupil costs,


